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Plate 1 (Frontispiece)

Aerial view ofSeeley's Bay on the Rideau Canal looking north, as photographed by D.G. "Mike" Willis circa

1960. This lush riverine landscape has led historians to assume that the chain of lakes in the Seeley's Bay

vicinity has always been part of the Cataraqui River system whereas the remainder of Leeds and Lansdowne

Rear was drained by the Gananoque River. Prior to canalisation in the late 1820s, the small stream flow-

ing through an extensive cranberry marsh at the site of Seeley's Bay was part of the headwaters of the

Gananoque River. The drainage basin of the Gananoque River system gave the sole unity to the landscape

of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, but it was significantly reduced with the building of the Rideau Canal.

Loaned courtesy of D.G. Willis.
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loving memory of

Wilma Geneva Lockwood Baker

1928-1996

But the effect of her being on those around her was incalculably diffusive:

for the growing good of the world is partly dependent on unhistoric acts;

and that things are not so ill with you and me as they might have been, is

half owing to the number who lived faithfully a hidden life, and rest in

unvisited tombs.

George Eliot

Middlemarch



INTRODUCTION

This book tells the story of a small Canadian community, with a population of about 2,500

people between the years 1796 and 1996. It is not a community with a conspicuous histo-

ry; none of its residents achieved prominence during those two centuries. No famous bat-

tles were fought there; it was not particularly unique in its industry nor in its society. It initially

attracted my interest because my grandmother was raised there. From an early age I became
familiar with some of the buildings and the diverse landscape of this township through the

numerous pages of photographs she snapped there during the late Edwardian period.

The inhabitants of the Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne for the past two centuries have been

aware that two events of some importance took place in this township. The first of these was the

first successful effort in Upper Canada to develop the manufacture of iron from local ore at

Furnace Falls or what today is known as Lyndhurst. The other was Ellisville being the birthplace

of John Bracken who was premier of Manitoba from 1922 to 1942 and who, as leader of the oppo-

sition in the federal house of commons from 1942 to 1948, was responsible for creating the

Progressive-Conservative party of Canada.

In 1994 the township of Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne asked me to write a history of the

municipality to be published in time to celebrate the bicentennial of the original survey of the

township by Lewis Grant in 1796. This posed a considerable challenge, as the usual interval for

producing such a book is three years, and since the time required to guide it through the printer's

hands alone is eight months. Therefore, given the time constraints of this project, I have been par-

ticularly dependent on the research conducted by Keith Sly and Art Shaw over a number of years

and the resources they have collected in the Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne LACAC archives.

Fortunately for this project, the township has one of the most complete collections of municipal

records to be found in an Ontario township, and I made particular use of township minutes from

1836 to the present to document the broader history of the municipality This was supplemented

by a careful reading of the Crown lands papers at the Archives of Ontario, the Upper Canada
Sundries at the National Archives of Canada, and sampling through Brockville, Kingston,

Gananoque, Athens, Seeley's Bay and Elgin newspapers dating from 1810 through to the present.

Modern cliometric historical methods such as analysing the social structure of the township by

combing through census returns with the assistance of the computer have also been employed. I

am particularly indebted to Keith Sly for additional research he enthusiastically conducted in var-

ious collections of documents at the Archives of Ontario to supplement my own work.

It is a brave individual who undertakes to write a history of the Rear of Leeds and

Lansdowne. Keith Sly tells of the time he brought home to his father a copy of John Kendle's biog-

raphy of John Bracken. Barely had Hubert Sly looked over the first two pages when he handed it

back to his son. When asked why he had lost interest in it, he pointed to an early statement about

the handsome, well-muscled young Bracken boys making many a heart flutter at local dances, and

asked with indignant scorn, "Whoever heard of the Brackens and dancing!"

The research and writing of this book, as the most recent of six local histories I have writ-

ten over the last generation, only confirms my conviction that the most important aspect of writ-

ing a good local history is to strive to capture the essence and the nature of a specific locality at a
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particular period of time. I have observed that townships lying side by side can be as different as

day from night in their landscape, in their cultural make-up, and in their development. This is not

a popular idea in Ontario at the present time, for archivists selecting documents to be preserved

and historians writing monographs based on localities do so with the assumption that a locality

can serve as a laboratory or case study or yet again a microcosm of the province of Ontario at

large. Hence some historians examine minute evidence from a township such as the Rear of Leeds

and Lansdowne, produce a theory or explanation, and present it as applying to the rest of the

province, if not, indeed, to the rest of Canada or North America.

The reluctance of many scholars to be identified as local historians notwithstanding, the

contention that their work has application across Ontario has usually not withstood the light of

scrutiny for long. Michael Katz's study of Hamilton in the 1850s, for example, shows a high rate

of mobility in the population of that city, but instead of that being the norm for Ontario cities, as

Katz claimed, it is now perceived to have been exceptional. David Gagan's study of mid-nine-

teenth century Peel County's wheat economy, to take another example, claimed to be relevant for

the rest of Upper Canada, but thanks to the work of Marvin Mclnnis we now recognise that Peel

was exceptional in its production of wheat and in its proximity to Toronto. I am not for a moment
suggesting that either Katz or Gagan have not produced good local historical studies. The point

is, rather, that they have, but they refuse to acept that that is precisely what they have done,

instead preferring to believe that they have produced a study that explains the nature of society

over a much larger territory.

So, what makes a local history good? The most concise statement of what characterises a

good local history was drafted by Bruce S. Elliott and myself in 1987 when we wrote the criteria

for The Ontario Historical Society's newly-created Fred Landon award for the best book on

Ontario local history. It reads:

The Fred Landon Award has been inaugurated to encourage the historical study of how
Ontario people lived both in relation to their local environments and to one another with-

in identifiable communities. This award recognises books that represent a fresh and inno-

vative approach to the study of community or regional history, demonstrating excellence

in research, organisation, writing and production.

Thus briefly can we summarise what the worthy goals of a local historian in Ontario should be to

produce a good local study that explains the texture of life in a particular locality.

This book consists of ten essays that attempt to explore how the inhabitants of the Rear of

Leeds and Lansdowne lived both in relation to their local environment and to one another with-

in identifiable communities. There are, in a way, eleven essays presented in this book, with the

extensive captions under the numerous plates providing a thread of narrative on its own while at

the same time drawing attention to the evidential information contained in the visual material.

The text and plates are supplemented with extensive endnotes (altogether more appropriate than

footnotes for a municipality named the Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne), with a select number of

statistical tables, graphs and appendices to assist genealogists working on histories of families that

at one time or another resided in the township. It is important to note that the extensive index

does not cover either the endnotes or the appendices. Rather than use the somewhat cumbersome
legal title of the township, the Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne, or its acronym—RoLL—throughout

the text, I have chosen to shorten it to Leeds and Lansdowne Rear for ease of writing and reading.

The first essay in this book addresses the particularity of the landscape of Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear. After a brief overview of local geology, this chapter discusses the coming and

going of Native peoples over a period of 11,000 years. It then goes on to detail how despite reports

of early scouts as to the locale being unsuitable for agriculture , the promise of iron deposits, mill-

sites and the route of a military waterway led to this area being opened for settlement by surve)
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ors at the end of the eighteenth century. The second essay details how a Vermont colony, brought

in to manufacture iron from local ore, was doomed to see the Furnace Falls iron works destroyed.

The Vermont transplants experienced the tribulations of a war that they attempted to keep their

young men from fighting in, even as they began establishing themselves as a permanent agricul-

tural settlement.

Chapter three explains how ultraloyalist Anglo-Irish settlers from Wexford were planted

in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear during the post-war years as an antidote to the doubtful reputation

of the Vermont colonists. The Wexford colony ensured protection for the new Rideau military

canal built through one corner of the township along the headwaters of the Gananoque River. The

fourth essay demonstrates how despite the Vermont and Wexford settlers being politically and

culturally divided, they faced common goals in seeking responsible government, carving out

farms, building roads and establishing schools in a daunting landscape.

Chapter five explores the social structure of the township, revealing how the gaunt land-

scape saved Leeds and Lansdowne Rear from the rural crisis experienced by many southern

Ontario townships in the mid-nineteenth century, of quickly filling up with settlement and then

sending out streams of migrants in order to provide sons and daughters with sufficient land to

farm. The population did not peak until a generation later than in most townships. The sixth

essay discusses how improved transportation led to the emergence of two villages, Seeley's Bay

on the Rideau Canal and Lyndhurst on the Brockville and Ottawa Railway, and how their respec-

tive links to Kingston and Brockville together with the topography worked to divide township

society. Chapter seven details how the development of schools and churches was important for

socialising women, but shows that they served to only further fragment the township among
localised communities.

The eighth essay chronicles how from the 1860s on, visitors enjoying recreation on local

lakes were as much a conduit for urban ideas coming into Leeds and Lansdowne Rear as the roads

leading out to Kingston and Brockville and the newspapers and magazines being delivered to

local post offices and mailboxes. Chapter nine discusses how three wars and a fear of failing to

keep abreast of relatives in nearby cities spurred Leeds and Lansdowne Rear inhabitants to push

for modern advantages often well ahead of other townships in Leeds County in the early twenti-

eth century. The tenth essay concludes the volume by revealing in the post-war generations how
long-established inhabitants came to fully appreciate the inherent qualities of rural life. They did

so, ironically, as numerous urban exiles and cottagers moved into their midst, and as the agricul-

tural economy virtually disappeared. At the same time the old village-centred loyalties began to

be replaced by an emerging township identity.

The historiography of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear begins in 1858 with Hiel Sliter writing

his memoir about the days when the iron furnace operated at Furnace Falls. Sliter 's memoir
appeared in print in some nine different versions over the next one hundred and fifty years, with

significant portions reproduced in Thaddeus William Henry Leavitt's History of Leeds and Grenville

(1879) along with other snippets of information. Leavitt's History presented an essentially Whig
view of continuous material progress in regional society once the power of the local Tory elite was
broken. In 1903 the Brockville Recorder published Landmarks of Leeds and Grenville, a collection of

chronological gleanings from mid-nineteenth century issues of the Recorder. One third of a centu-

ry passed before H[enry]R.M[organ] published a Brief History of St Paul's Church, Delta, Ontario in

1934 which included references to the early history of all the congregations in the parish of

Lansdowne Rear. Articles by S. Curzon A. Lamb such as "Notes on Charleston Village and Lake"

and by Edward C. Wight on "Reminiscences Relating to Furnace Falls" were published in the

Brockville Recorder and Times in the mid 1930s, being antiquarian memoirs about a village and

an iron works enterprise that had disappeared. Following the unveiling of a historic sites and



monuments board of Canada plaque to the Furnace Falls iron works at Lyndhurst in 1935, colonel

E.A. Cruikshank published "The Activity of Abel Stevens as a Pioneer" in Ontario Historical Society

Papers and Records. Cruikshank essentially painted Stevens as a heroic figure who was responsi-

ble for opening roads from the backwoods Stevenstown settlement to Kingston and developing

the Furnace Falls iron works. To celebrate the centennial of municipal government at the county

level, in 1943 Leeds and Grenville counties council published A Summary of the Proceedings of the

Council of the District ofJohnstown and the Council of the United Counties of Leeds and Grenville, 1842-

1942 compiled by William Jelly, containing numerous references to Leeds and Lansdowne Rear.

More localised family- and community-based studies began appearing in the 1940s and

1950s. Family histories such as Staffords of Leeds County (1948) by Thomas Bower and a history of

the Webster family (n.d.) were joined by Our Community Specials (ca 1950), a cookbook published

by Holy Trinity Anglican church women at Oak Leaf containing a brief historical overview of that

congregation by Arthur Webster. In 1951 Evelyn Purvis Earle published Leeds the Lovely which

contained various reminiscences about Leeds and Lansdowne Rear; in 1954 the Seeley's Bay fire

department published a Historical Review and Souvenir Program in connection with their annual

regatta, a newcomer named Gerald Stevens published The Old Stone House describing the renova-

tion and restoration of a house in the area; and in 1955 Robert Legget published Rideau Waterzvay.

What these four seemingly disparate publications had in common was that they were written

either by outsiders or by local people who had gone out into the world and from that experience

came to appreciate area heritage that local inhabitants took for granted.

In the decade that witnessed the creation of Upper Canada Village at Morrisburg and the

euphoric celebration of Canada's centennial in 1967, local residents began to write monographs
about local heritage, such as A.E. Webster's "Beautiful Beverly Lakes Area Rich in History" pub-

lished in the Athens Repwrter in 1956 and Everett J. Elliott's unpublished memoir of turn-of-the-cen-

tury Seeley's Bay "The Way It Used To Be." In 1963 the first of the local church histories, A Brief

History of the Olivet Church on the Seeley's Bay Pastoral Charge, United Church of Canada written by

Ethel Pritchard, was published by the Olivet church congregation. In 1967 to celebrate the open-

ing of the new Centennial park in Seeley's Bay, a committee in that village published Seeley's Bay

and District 1967 Profile, and Anna E. Harvey that same year published a booklet Lyndhurst: A
History. The closing of local cheese factories and the demolition of landmark structures such as

the old stone Stafford inn at Soperton spurred Esma Brown at Soperton to write articles including

"The old days at Soperton school" and "The old Stone House at Soperton" for the Athens Reporter.

In 1967 Ruth McKenzie's Leeds and Grenville: Their First Two Hundred Years was published as the

centennial project of the united counties; this book contained numerous references to Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear and placed them within the context of the development of the counties, but like

Leavitt's History a century earlier it was written from a Whig perspective that glorified the strug-

gles of Reformers and painted Tories as hindering the achievement of responsible government.

An explosion of interest in Canadian heritage in the wake of Canada's centennial led to

numerous more specialised publications in the late 1960s and 1970s. Edna B. Chant's As The Pages

Turn (a history of Athens with occasional references to Leeds and Lansdowne Rear) was the first

local history in the area to be constructed as a narrative. In 1968 the Ontario department of ener-

gy and resources management published the Cataraqui Region Conservation Report which included

a history of early settlement and the building of the iron works at Furnace Falls. That same year

the United church women of Kingston presbytery published The History of Kingston Presbytery

Churches containing capsule histories of the various congregations including those of churches

such as Mount Pleasant church at Soperton slated for closing that year. In 1970 the Ontario

department of energy and resources management published History of the Rideau Waterway. The
destruction of the old mills at Lyndhurst prompted Nina Sheffield to write an article in 1972 for
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The Leeds Echo on the "Lyndhurst Wool Mill." In 1973 Madeline O'Connor published Memory
Turns the Dial, a collection of nostalgic memories about her childhood at Long Point, and Helen

Sweet compiled Fourteen to One, a collection of cameos of the various rural schools across Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear being amalgamated into the new Sweet's Corners school. In 1974 H.

William Hawke published the book Historic Gananoaue; and Nina Sheffield, a Mrs Harmer and Ed
Weese had essays on the history of Lyndhurst, Morton and Seeley's Bay villages respectively, pub-

lished in Community Spotlight produced by Mika Publishing at Belleville.

More specialised and more professional historical monographs began to appear in the late

1970s. In 1975 K. Swayze and P. Bridges produced a report on The Charleston Lake Archaeological

Project, 1975: The Blogget Point Site. At about the same time a professional historical researcher,

William Russell, produced a report for the national historic parks and sites branch of the Canadian

department of Indian and northern affairs on "The Lansdowne Iron Works" in which he cast

doubt on how extensively iron was produced at Furnace Falls. Short histories of the Lyndhurst

Telephone Company and the Lansdowne Telephone Company apppeared in Thomas Grindlay's

The Independent Telephone Industry in Ontario: A History in 1975, the same year that Edna B. Chant's

Beautiful Charleston was published. Also in 1975 the Seeley's Bay fire department published a

booklet, History of Seeley's Bay Fire Department, to celebrate their 25th anniversary.

Beginning in the mid 1970s numerous articles on the history of villages, churches, fami-

lies and institutions in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear were published by antiquarian enthusiast

Harry Painting every Friday in the Brockville Recorder and Times. This did not stop local inhabi-

tants from continuing to publish their memoirs in the Brockville newspaper, as for example, when
Madeline O'Connor wrote about "School days at Long Point: A trip in nostalgia" in March 1976.

In 1977 a Centennial History of Olivet United Church was published, and Mary Davies and Glenna

McKinley wrote a History of the Seeley's Bay United Church. In 1978 a History of St John's Church,

Parish of Leeds Rear was published by that congregation. In 1979 John Kendle's scholarly John

Bracken: A Political Biography was published by the University of Toronto Press, and the Historical

Society of Ottawa put in print Sights and Surveys: Two Diarists on the Rideau, the diaries of engineers

John MacTaggart and John Burrows travelling through the Leeds and Lansdowne Rear vicinity in

1826 and 1827. In the early 1980s archaeologist Phillip Wright produced a report on the "Red

Horse Portage Site" and published an essay, "The Woodland Occupation of Charleston Lake," in

Frank C.L. Wyght, ed., Archaeological Historical Symposium: Rideau Ferry, Ontario, 1982, produced

as part of the celebration of the 150th anniversary of the Rideau Canal.

The pace of historical publishing did not slow down in the 1980s and early 1990s. No
comprehensive list has been made of the dozens upon dozens of family histories that have been

prepared, but two worthy of mention are Alice A. Achter's Colemans from Kildare (1983) and

Elizabeth Stevens Stuart's Our Stevens Story: On the Move (1991). The growing interest in research-

ing family histories was stimulated by the publishing programme of the Leeds and Grenville

branch of the Ontario Genealogical Society which made printed copies of early nineteenth centu-

ry assessment rolls and the 1852 census of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear available for sale. The vari-

ety of locally-produced historical studies varied from Jean Gillespie's "History of the 1st

Lyndhurst Scout Group" (1984), to J. Max Laushway and Howard Warren's A Concise History of

Freemasonry in St. Lawrence District A.F. & A.M. (1982), to various articles on area villages and ham-
lets published in the Elgin North Leeds Lantern, to Terry Fuchs's cameo "Mr Judd's Birthday" pub-

lished in the Kingston Whig-Standard in 1991, to Marion Wight Ross's Wight's Corners: A Family

History, to an article on the development of a breeding herd on the Simpson farm at Seeley's Bay

published in Holstein Journal in 1995. Another major publication of this period was Leeds &
Grenville Bicentennial 1984 compiled by Meribeth Clow, published by the counties council to com-

memorate the bicentennial of the arrival of the United Empire Loyalists, consisting of brief

overviews of each municipality.
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In 1984 McGill-Queen's University Press published Donald Harman Akenson's The Irish

in Ontario: A Study in Rural History. This scholarly study used Leeds and Lansdowne townships

as a microstudy to refute the Whig assumptions of the Canadian historical establishment.

Akenson argued, using Leeds and Lansdowne as a case-study, that contrary to the existing histo-

riography of Irish immigrants in North America being impoverished and downtrodden, that they

prospered and were more successful than non-Irish inhabitants. Akenson's argument was ground-

ed on the faulty mid-nineteenth century agricultural census returns which were notorious for

under-reporting harvests. Moreover, Akenson failed to note that the Irish in Leeds and

Lansdowne were not a cross-section of Irish immigrants, but contained an unusually large com-

ponent group of Wexford Anglo-Irish settlers, a group who Arthur Young regarded in 1779 as

"infinitely more industrious and better farmers than in any other part of Ireland," and Louis

Cullen described as being "the most successful Protestant settlements outside Ulster." In short,

the Wexford settlers in Leeds and Lansdowne were hardly a surrogate for Irish Protestant settle-

ment in North America, let alone for Irish settlement generally.

Biographies of two early regional prominent figures, Abel Stevens and Joel Stone,

appeared in a Dictionary of Canadian Biography volume published in 1987. The following year

Bruce S. Elliott published "Emigration from South Leinster to Eastern Upper Canada," showing

how the movement of Wexford immigrants into Leeds and Lansdowne townships was an early

part of Wexford chain migration into eastern Ontario. In 1988 Edna's Scrapbook, a chronological

assortment of gleanings from the Athens Reporter compiled by Edna B. Chant and Lois Schroeder,

was published at Gananoque. In 1989 William J. Patterson's Limestone and Lilacs: An Illustrated

History of Pittsburgh Township, 1787-1987 was published by the Pittsburgh Historical Society

to celebrate the bicentennial of that township's settlement. In 1993 Glenn J Lockwood's essay

"Temperance as Ethnic Subterfuge" explored the dynamics of cultural settlement in the Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear vicinity that led to the first temperance society in Upper Canada being estab-

lished on its doorstep. In 1994 Paul Fritz's The Bicentennial Lecture: Land, Surveyors, and Settlers: The

Origins of Bastard and South Burgess Townships, Leeds County, Ontario was published by Bastard and

South Burgess township to celebrate its bicentennial. Locally produced studies in recent years

include antiquarian Art Shaw's as yet unpublished "History of Long Point, 1820-1980" (1991) and

Fergus J. O'Connor's memoir Because You Asked For It (1995).

Many debts have been incurred in the course of preparing this volume. I wish to thank

successive Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne township councils under reeve Bruce Bryan for their

foresight in commissioning and publishing this volume; these councillors include Ken Dobing,

Velma Kelsey, Doug Mainse, Allan Roantree, Phyllis Willemsen and Bill Wood. I appreciate the

support provided by township clerk Eileen Watson and by members of the township staff including

Sandy Brown, Barbara Doxtater, Carole Johnston, and Vanessa Tye. I appreciate the efforts of mem-
bers of the Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne LACAC in proposing that the township undertake this

project as its major bicentennial project, and offering additional expense funds from their budget.

I am thankful for the hard work and candour of members of the book committee who mel

with me at various times, read the manuscript, and offered extensive comments for additions to

the text and detail for plate captions. Members of the book committee include Lynne Locke, Dan
Roantree, Art Shaw, Lynn Shaw, chairman Keith Sly, Rita Stoller and Helen Sweet. I am particu-

larly indebted to Keith Sly and to Art Shaw for their generosity in making available to me the fruit

of their research over many years, and for their extensive commentary and notations while read-

ing through the manuscript. I wish to thank Arlene Slack for reading through the manuscript

along with members of the book committee; I wish to thank Rita Stoller for artwork she has done

for this book; Stephen Dora, Lynn Hughes and Petrah C. Albertieu for computer work; the late

Wilma Baker, Karoll Fortier, Donald Foster, Clair Kelso (a great, great, great grandson of sun e)
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or Lewis Grant), Earl Kinch, Shirley Lamb, Lois Long, Robert C. Baker, Hubert Sly, Keith Sly and

Helen Sweet for chauffeuring me from time to time; and I wish to thank Robert Easton, Barbara

Kane, David and Shirley Lamb, Keith Sly and Michael W. Zimmerman for their hospitality in

allowing me to stay in their homes while conducting research. I would be remiss if I did not thank

Peter Athersych, Carman Bickerton, Frances Bryan, Edgar Clow, Robert Dent, Bruce S. Elliott, Paul

Fritz, Joyce Frye, Lillian Gamble, Alan Paige, Dr James F. Pendergast, Carol Shaw, Bessie and

Hubert Sly, Garry Sly, Arthur Webster and Phillip Wright for their various contributions and assis-

tance.

I wish to thank Marc Bisaillon, Patricia Kennedy, Elizabeth Krug, Pat Mclntyre, Diane

Martineau and Bill Russell at the National Archives of Canada; Susan Campbell at the National

Gallery of Canada; Christine Bourolias, Greg Brown, Sandra Guillaume, Carolyn Heald, Catherine

Shepherd and Leon Warmski at the Archives of Ontario; Kim Howard at the Presbyterian

archives, staff at the United church archives in Toronto; Al Day at the Ontario Survey Records

office in Toronto; the late Shirley Spragge at the Diocese of Ontario archives; the Reverend Father

Brian J. Price at the archives of the Roman Catholic archdiocese of Kingston; Kenton Herbein,

Mike Ogilvie and G.A. Thompson at Charleston Lake provincial park; George Henderson and the

late Shirley Spragge at the Queen's University archives for their assistance while conducting

research. People who generously provided information and illustrations are individually

acknowledged in the endnotes and captions. For any remaining deficiencies I alone must accept

responsibility.

Despite the size of this volume, it has been necessary at times to paint the history of Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear in broad strokes. For one hundred and fifty years people in this township,

beginning with Hiel Sliter, have felt compelled to record their memoirs or the history of some
locality or enterprise within its boundaries. This book should by no means be considered the last

word on the history of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. Still, it will have achieved a major purpose if

it provides future local chroniclers with a context for examining in more minute detail the history

of families, congregations, villages, hamlets, businesses, fraternities, social organisations and com-

munity groups that flourished within its boundaries.

Glenn J Lockwood
Loneoak Farm, Newbliss

February 1996

Plate 2

Native encampment as painted by Paul Kane circa 1845. The various Native peoples hunting andfishing

along the Gananoque River system during the past 5,000 years resided in summer encampments that resem-

bled this scene. By the early 1830s the plunder of hunters from the United States began to threaten the

subsistence of the Mississauga along the Gananoque River. Art Gallery of Ontario: Purchase, 1932,

Ace. no. 2121. Reproduction restricted AGO.
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EARLY VISITS TO THE GANANOQUE COUNTRY
by James F. Pendergast and Glenn J Lockwood

In
the beginning was the rock. High ledges of granite hundreds of millions of years in the mak-

ing enclosed the chain of lakes along the Gananoque River. The river might seem to offer an

avenue of transportation into the forest but the obdurate rock presented such a barrier to both

settlement and travel, that the earliest European explorers wrote it off as an untameable wilder-

ness incapable of supporting settlement. Captain Justus Sherwood, sent by governor Frederick

Haldimand of Quebec in 1783 to scout out potential locations for settling Loyalist refugees, dis-

missed the forty-mile stretch of terrain north of the Thousand Islands between Elizabethtown and
Kingston as "exceedingly bad[,] being a constant succession of stoney ledges and sunken swamps,
altogether unfit for cultivation...." 1

Sherwood's fellow officer, lieutenant Gershom French, led by Native guides, travelled up
the Ottawa River that same summer, explored the Rideau River to its headwaters, and then

portaged to scout the possibilities for settlement along the Gananoque River. His conclusion was
equally bleak: "From our entrance in the River Gananoncoui to its fall into the St. Lawrence, I did

not discover as much good land Conveniently situated as would serve one Farmer."2

A generation later, after some sustained attempt had been made to settle Leeds and
Lansdowne Rear, the Reverend William Smart, intending to promote the locality "to induce a

respectable class of emigrants to settle in the country" let his romantic sense get the better of him
and gave an impression rather calculated to discourage settlement. He wrote:3

The rear of Lansdown* is a good deal overflowed by the chain of lakes, called the

Ganannoque. The large lake of this name [now known as Charleston Lake] has its chief

seat in this township. The scenery around this beautiful sheet of water is surprisingly

grand: the water of the lake is remarkably clear: the shores of the lake are various; in some
places a gradual slope is presented; in others, shelving rocks, with a variety of trees and
bushes; but where the foot of man never trod. In other places perpendicular rocks of an

immense height strike the mind with terror, in the cliffs of which the eagles build their

nests; and in their dreary caverns, beasts of prey have their dens. In viewing the various

objects which nature has scattered in wild abundance, the mind is overwhelmed with a

kind of pleasing horror.

The rocky terrain along the Gananoque River system did not always present a barrier to move-
ment. The chain of lakes and bays beyond the rapids and waterfalls of the Gananoque attracted

the Native peoples as good hunting territories long before European-origin entrepreneurs recog-

nised the potential of these locations for powering mills.

Some eleven thousand years ago what would later become Leeds and Lansdowne Rear

was located not far from the shoreline of the Champlain Sea. This great body of salt and brackish

water was created by the northward retreat of the Wisconsin Ice Sheet. The weight of this the last

glacier had depressed most of eastern Ontario so that it was below the sea level of the time. When
the glacier retreated from the Saint Lawrence River valley, the Atlantic Ocean flooded into this

great deep depression to connect the ocean with the Champlain Sea in eastern Ontario. Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear was located near the western shore of this sea where the Precambrian rocks of

the Canadian Shield had not been depressed by the glacier.4

if

This was a common spelling for most of the nineteenth century.
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Plate 3

The location of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear in eastern Ontario in relation to other townships and major cen-

tres. Despite the forbidding character of much of the landscape in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, its location

on the doorstep of Ontario's earliest urban centre, Kingston, spurred inhabitants to continually modernise

their economy. Its location on a major road linking Kingston on Lake Ontario with Brockville on the Saint

Lawrence River divided the interests of township inhabitants from the beginning of settlement. The larger

cross-hatched area shows the Canadian Shield running down through the Frontenac Axis to the Adirondack

Dome in northern New York.

These Precambrian formations generally are considered to be the oldest rocks on earth, a

banded gneiss which originated from volcanic or granitic rock subjected to such extreme heat and

pressure that the individual crystals became free to move and aligned themselves in bands of sim-

ilar species. The granite formations extend east and west across Canada, known either as the

Canadian Shield or the Laurentian Shield. From this great mass of Precambrian rock there extends

a rocky bridge which by way of Leeds County connects the Canadian Shield to the uplands of

New York state's Adirondack region. This Precambrian link is known as the Frontenac Axis, and

is so narrow that its width barely extends from Brockville west to within a few miles of Kingston.

The Frontenac Axis is part of that section of the Canadian Shield called the Grenville series, an

association of crystalline limestone and quartz-biotite-feldspar-garnet-quartzite gneisses about

950,000,000 years old. The series has an estimated thickness of between 10,000 and 15,000 feet.

The Grenville rocks are metasediments, that is to say, they are ancient sedimentary rocks which

were greatly altered by metamorphic processes.

The Leeds and Lansdowne Rear region began as a Precambrian plateau-like terrain as

lofty as a mountain range. Subsequent weathering and rotting away in a humid climate over mil-
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lions of years, followed by the erosion of the Ice Age, left the complex geological formations still

evident in the township today. 5 Most prominent is the Precambrian rock, the remaining rocky

stumps and ledges of which, known to geologists as "Leeds County nobs," form the Frontenac

Axis, studded with a chain of lakes and bays similar to those of the Muskoka and Haliburton

regions of the Canadian Shield. After the Precambrian period ended 500,000,000 years ago, the

northeastern corner of the township was submerged beneath the sea and Ordovician limestone

sediments found in the Oak Leaf vicinity were laid down over a period of some 200,000,000 years.

Since then, after the sea withdrew, the geological history of southern Ontario was one of continu-

ous erosion for nearly 300,000,000 years. The horizontal strata became deformed by earth move-
ments. In much of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear the less resistant sedimentary rocks were gradu-

ally removed as the strata became deformed by earth movements, and as the surface warped and

tilted, creating cracks and faults. During the last million years a continental ice sheet covered

Ontario four times, subsequently melting with the arrival of warmer periods. The last of these,

the Wisconsin ice sheet, left the glacial drift deposits that are significant features in the Seeley's

Bay-Ellisville-Sweet's Corners vicinity, particularly the kame moraine (an irregularly shaped grav-

el hill), eskers, and drumlins on which the current gravel industry is based. The wearing away
and settling caused by the weight of the passing glaciers left the Champlain Sea on the east side

of the Frontenac Axis, and a huge body of water to the west known to geographers as Lake

Iroquois, which, with time, shrank to but a fraction of its size to become what we know today as

Lake Ontario.6

The humans who arrived in this region 11,000 years ago to become the first settlers on the

Champlain Sea have been called Paleo-Indians by archaeologists. They were small bands of

hunters and gatherers who in their quest for food followed caribou herds, and possibly mammoth
and mastadon, that had moved northward as the ice retreated. These animals grazed on the

shores of the Champlain Sea and the islands that emerged from the flooded area as the earth

rebounded to its present level. The hostile cold sub-Arctic environment that prevailed at that time

in this region did not make great quantities of food available. As a result the small nomadic fam-

ily groups, which offered the best chance for survival, have left little archaeological evidence of

their presence in the Frontenac Axis area. Nevertheless, two of their characteristic fluted projec-

tile points have been found in the Rideau Lake area. These are now in the Royal Ontario Museum.
There is, as well, in the Perth Museum, a projectile point that was used by a later group of Paleo-

Indians, the Piano people, who date from about eight thousand years ago. This, together with a

few flakes of white chert (a flint like rock) which dates from 6000 BC, is all the evidence there is at

present to mark the intermittent presence of these Paleo-Indian hunters in this region.7

By about 5000 BC the climate had changed greatly. A more benign climate transformed

the vegetation of the region from that of the Arctic tundra to dense boreal forests of spruce, fir and

jackpine mixed with tamarack, cedar and birch. The resulting new flora and fauna approximat-

ing what is now found here required a different tool kit for human survival. The people who used

these new tools have been named Laurentian Archaic by archaeologists. These people were the

descendants of the Paleo people, but with a new set of tools. At the opening of the Archaic per-

iod, rising land in the Champlain Sea depression caused the sea to retreat and the emerging land

with rivers and lakes took on its approximate present-day configuration. 8 It was in this period

that the Gananoque, Cataraqui and Rideau waterways became arteries of transportation for the

Plate 4 (previous page)

Named locations and roads in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear in 1996. The names posted across the township

landscape reflect 11,000 years of human activity and 200 years of permanent settlement. The number and

variety ofnames offer hints as to the complexity of local settlement and development. Courtesy of Corporation

ofToivnship of Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne.
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Plate 5

Aerial view of the sand pit operated by Ralph and Lennus Sweet looking north on thefarm ofJack and May
Stafford on lot seven in the eighth concession of Leeds at Seeley's Bay, as photographed by D.G. "Mike"

Willis circa 1955. This was one of numerous deposits left by the northward retreat of the glaciers, with the

length of this esker indicating the direction of the glacier's movement. Loaned courtesy of D.G. Willis.

Archaic people. These rivers and associated chains of lakes facilitated their travel south to Lake

Ontario and the Saint Lawrence valley, or north to the Ottawa and Gatineau rivers and their trib-

utaries. The short portage from the headwaters of the Gananoque to the headwaters of the Rideau

River provided a growing Archaic population, through Lower Rideau Lake, with access to the Tay

River and to the many lakes in this region such as Christie Lake and Bobs Lake. All of these

streams provided a major source of food for these prehistoric nomads.9 The numerous small

rapids, waterfalls and portages encountered on the various water routes connecting these water-

ways offered no obstacle to their travel although later they were obstacles that prevented easy

movement on the river by European settlers.

Tools used by the Laurentian Archaic peoples generally in the period 5000 BC to 1000 BC
have been found on the western shore of Charleston Lake and the northern shore of Grippen I ,ake.

Tools used by these Archaic people have also been ploughed up along the Rideau River and at

Sweet's Corners (Plate 8). They include spear points, scrapers, awls and drills all of which con-

firm the archaeologists' belief that the Archaic people were hunters and gatherers, not farmers.

Archaeologist Gordon Watson suggests that the location of these stone tools and the stone flakes

discarded during their manufacture indicates that Laurentian Archaic peoples travelled on and

camped near the lakes and rivers that provided them with fish and waterfowl for food.

Undoubtedly their diet also included edible wild plants of which lily and cattail roots, wild rice,

and various berries and fruits are likely choices. The distinctive stone gouges used by Archaic
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people have been found in North Burgess township and near Sweet's Corners. These tools are

thought to have been used for woodworking, as were ground stone axes and adzes. 10 The Archaic

people also used semicircular knives and projectile points made by grinding various coloured

slates. A fragment of a ground slate knife found in this area shows a six passenger canoe. 11 This

canoe motif also appears in rock paintings on the cliffs at Bon Echo and at Brockville and in the

Thousand Islands although these images are believed to date from a much later period, possibly

after European contact. 12

Skeletal remains of the Laurentian Archaic people indicate they were a robust people.

Nevertheless, as archaeologist James Pendergast notes, undoubtedly they suffered from arthritis

and the loss of teeth from gum disease. Certain skull fractures, the presence of stone projectile

points in bones, and even decapitation suggest that Archaic life-styles were violent. No evidence

survives regarding their housing, but evidence of later houses in this region indicates they were

not substantial. The presence of marine shell from the Atlantic coast, copper from Lake Superior,

exotic flints, and unworked obsidian ploughed up at Long Point from widely dispersed sources

indicate that the Laurentian Archaic people were involved in an extensive hand-to-hand trade net-

work with other Natives.

Often Archaic people were cremated, but the presence of objects of personal adornment

in their graves such as throat gorgets and beads made of stone, copper and shell suggest ritualis-

tic burial rites involving personal adornment were common, possibly as a mark of status in the

family or social group to which the individual belonged. Pendergast has suggested that the lav-

ish furnishing of some adult male burials with grave goods indicates the male hunter, as might be

expected of the major food provider, held particular status among the Archaic people. Their prac-

tice of placing various artifacts in the grave with the deceased and sprinkling the body with red

ochre is thought to represent their belief in a life after death in which the deceased person would
continue to use the tools or ornaments placed in the grave.13

From about 1500 BC to 1200 BC a particular stone tool industry appeared in the region

around the Rideau lakes and Gananoque River. The people who used these distinctive tools,

known as Broadpoint people by archaeologists, may have lived in this region for as long as five

hundred years. Their distinctive stone artifacts, which differed from the tools made by the

Laurentian Archaic culture of the preceding five thousand years, have been excavated in this

vicinity. These Broadpoint people are distinguished by their broad stemmed arrow points, crude-

ly flaked large bifacial blades and choppers, and a unique globular stone with a stem to attach it

to a javelin. The latter item is believed to have been used when hunting to stun small animals or

birds. It is significant that stone tools of the Broadpoint culture were not made of chert (flint); they

were made of quartzites, slates and rhyolites. 14 The Broadpoint people also made soapstone pots

similar to those once made by the Inuit in the Canadian Arctic.

Approximately one thousand years before the birth of Christ people in the Rideau-

Gananoque region began to make pottery. This was a major development that archaeological

scholars use to mark the beginning of what they call the Woodland period. The Woodland peo-

ples were descended from the earlier Laurentian Archaic people, who in turn descended from the

first inhabitants of the region, the Paleo-Indians. At first these people, named Initial Woodland
people, were no more numerous than their Laurentian Archaic ancestors, and like them, they con-

sisted of small family groups who continued to subsist by hunting, fishing and gathering on a

round of seasonal visits to food producing locations. Human remains from this period indicate

that these Woodland people continued to be as robust as their Laurentian Archaic ancestors. They

also continued to suffer from arthritis. The Woodland people also traded for the same exotic mater-

ials as had their Laurentian Archaic ancestors, however artifacts of silver from Cobalt in northern

Ontario and pipestone from Ohio buried with their dead indicate they expanded this trade sig-

nificantly.
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Plate 6

Location of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear in relation to Native populations in Ontario circa AD 1000. Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear, because of its location astride the Frontenac Axis of the Canadian Shield zvas on the

western edge of the territory settled hy Ontario lroquoians extending west from Kingston, it was on the peri-

phery of the Saint Lawrence lroquoians settled in agricultural villages along the Saint Lawrence River from

Kingston east to Gaspe, and it zvas remotefrom the bands ofAlgonquians hunting and fishing in the Ottawa

valley. Adapted from National Museum of Man Oracle, no. 10 (1977) reproduced with permission of the

Canadian Museum of Civilization, courtesy of J. V. Wright.

It was the introduction of ceramic cooking vessels that particularly set the Woodland peo-

ple apart from their ancestors. The profusion of pottery fragments found on the beaches of many
lakes in the Rideau-Gananoque region creates the erroneous impression that these Woodland peo-
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pie were significantly more numerous than their ancestors. 15 At just one of more than thirty sites

on Charleston Lake that have been identified by archaeologists as open-air campsites used by pre-

historic Native peoples, for example, over thirty ceramic vessels have been recovered in the last

generation. Radiocarbon dating from other sites indicates that this Blogget's Point site at

Charleston Lake was occupied several times over the period from between approximately 300 BC
to the early 1600s AD—a period spanning almost 2000 years.

If the campsites on Charleston Lake and South Lake were but a few of the numerous

campsites in the larger region used by Native peoples as seasonal hunting camps, they were

unique in eastern Ontario because of local geology and ecology. The Medole's Point site to the

east of Running Bay on Charleston Lake, for example, was appealing because of features it shared

with campsites on numerous other lakes: it was easily accessible by canoe, it was exposed to

breezes that kept insects at bay, and the terrain and drainage was suitable for shore camps adja-

cent to several excellent fish-spawning areas. What was unusual about the terrain inland from

Medole's Point was the Nepean sandstone geoglogical formation that overlay a conglomerate of

sandstone containing quartzite pebbles as well as pebbles derived from the lower Precambrian

rock. Sections of this conglomerate underwent differential erosion and weathering, creating con-

cavities with overhangs or roofs of solid sandstone which the prehistoric Native peoples used as

shelters. 16

Also unique in Ontario was the ecology of this locale. Charleston Lake lies in a transi-

tional zone of mixed northern coniferous forests and the more deciduous forests of the eastern

United States. The ecology of this zone is further complicated by the fact that it is located within

the Frontenac Axis. Nowhere else in Canada, outside mountain areas, does the flora and fauna

change as much over so short a distance as the first twenty miles of the Frontenac Axis north of

the Saint Lawrence River and Lake Ontario. This southern Shield landscape with its great diver-

sity of plant and animal life was the chief attraction that drew prehistoric Native peoples in small

hunting parties to Charleston Lake on a seasonal basis from late spring to autumn. Bone frag-

ments recovered from the campsites suggest that white-tailed deer were the main game harvest-

ed, and other mammals including beaver, river otter, muskrat, squirrel, raccoon, porcupine and

black bear also were hunted. The deer butchered at inland kill sites were prepared for transport

to the open air campsites located on the lakeshore. There appears to have been a limited amount
of fishing, fowling and gathering wild nuts, seeds, fruit and other plants, 17 although it is estimat-

ed that the average Native person in a season consumed some 44 kilograms of nuts.

At the open air campsites the animal remains were processed for hides, meat, fat and bone

marrow at work areas separate from living areas where daily domestic activities such as eating

and sleeping centred around fire hearths. The rockshelter campsites, both inland and close to the

lake, offered temporary shelter for the family hunting groups. Game processing operations were

carried out at terraces below the rockshelter, while the living area was beneath the rock overhang,

and here was located the hearth around which activities such as cooking and toolmaking took

place. The chipped stone tools, such as projectile points used for hunting game, and the scrapers

and cutting tools used for preparing hides or furs, cutting and slicing meat and skin, and soften-

ing skins, were made of two types of stone. Locally available quartzite was brought to the camp-

sites in prepared quarried blocks that were reduced by hammering to produce flakes, which in

turn were modified by flaking into crude flake tools. More desirable as a material for making

stone tools was Onondaga chert quarried from layered veins in exposed limestone bedrock out-

croppings in western New York and southwestern Ontario. At these faraway sites, the chert was
reduced by flaking into biface blanks of unblemished chert, and was brought through an exten-

sive trade network to sites such as Charleston Lake where they were reduced by chipping and

flaking into finished tools as required. 18
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Plate 7

Samples of ceramic vessels recoveredfrom underwater sites at Charleston Lake datingfrom circa 700 BC to

circa AD 1500, as photographed by Phillip Wright in 1978. This remarkable collection of vessels shows the

evolution in size and shape of these cooking and storage containers used by visiting groups of hunters and

gatherers over a period of 2,000 years during their summer expeditions to Charleston Lake. The small

rimsherd on the upper left and the small vessel on the lower right datefrom the Point Peninsula people (circa

700 BC to AD 900), the larger vessel second in from the lower right dates from the Pickering people (circa

AD 900 to 1300), while the largest vessels are Iroquoian (circa AD 1300 to 1500). Loaned courtesy of

Phillip Wright.

The hunting parties who visited Charleston Lake made use of ceramic vessels both in the

processing of animal carcasses for hides, meat, fat and bone marrow, but also for everyday use in

cooking, storage and carrying water. Here, as at sites across Ontario, there are numerous ceram-

ic sherds to help date the period of Native occupation. But, as it turns out, something quite rare

was left behind at Charleston Lake over a period of 2000 years. The Native peoples hunting

around Charleston Lake made use of a 400-metre-long portage, known locally as the Carrying

Place, from Red Horse Lake to gain access to Donaldson Bay on Charleston Lake from the

Gananoque River system. At the portage landing on Donaldson Bay the water along the steeply

sloped rock bank drops to a depth of ninety feet, but with two large rock shelves occurring at thir-

ty and sixty foot depths. On these shelves marine archaeologist Ken Cassavoy in the 1970s recov-

ered over thirty ceramic vessels that had slipped out of the fingers of the people reloading canoes

at the water's edge at various times over two millennia, and they irretrievably sank to these

shelves, cushioned by fresh water and sediment from the ravages of the centuries. 14

The earliest vessels found at various sites on Charleston Lake were used by the Point

Peninsula people who occupied southeastern Ontario as well as adjacent New York state and

Quebec from circa 700 BC to AD 900. The early Point Peninsula vessels were small with cone-

shaped bases and featured thin, pointed or rounded lips. They were intricately decorated with

geometric designs usually over their entire surfaces. These designs were impressed or stamped
in the clay with toothed tools manipulated in different ways to create criss-cross lines and zig-zag
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effects. Toward the end of the Point Peninsula culture, vessels were larger and more globular in

shape with rounded or flat lips, and tended to be decorated with an impressed corded or trailed

design.20

Vessels have been recovered from Charleston Lake that are representative of two contem-

porary cultures, the Pickering people of southeastern Ontario and the Owasco-like people

(referred to by some archaeologists as a local Sandbanks tradition) of adjacent northern New York

state, that flourished from circa AD 900 to 1300. These pots are much larger than the Point

Peninsula vessels and were decorated with stamped impressions made by a cord-wrapped stick

or some other stamping tool on the upper part of the pot. Pickering and Owasco-like vessels

became even more globular in shape and began to develop collars, with both of these aspects

adding to their strength and durability.21

Approximately one thousand years ago the introduction of corn agriculture into this

region caused a great change in the life-style of the Initial Woodland people. No longer were they

insecure in their supply of food, having to rely on hunting and gathering alone for their survival.

The cultivation of corn, beans, squash and sunflowers provided them with a secure and reliable

source of food for part of the year at least. Their need to tend these crops became the reason why
they ceased to be nomadic and developed sedentary villages around which they tended their

crops. The development of this agricultural food base also resulted in a major increase in popu-

lation over the early Initial Woodland people. Around AD 1350, particularly in the hinterland

along the Saint Lawrence River, the introduction of agriculture resulted in the emergence of the

first farmers in this region. These are the people archaeologists call Saint Lawrence Iroquoians.22

In 1534 the French explorer Jacques Cartier became the first European to encounter the

Iroquoians when he met a Saint Lawrence Iroquoian fishing party at Gaspe. The following year

he visited their villages, first Stadacona, where Quebec City now stands, and he spent the winter

of 1535-1536 at another of their villages, Hochelaga, at the site of Montreal. He was the first to

document Iroquoian dress, life-style, and village construction.23 Subsequently much has been

written about the Iroquoians,24 but their impact on the Leeds and Lansdowne Rear area appears

to have been confined to hunting trips. Saint Lawrence Iroquoian vessels from circa AD 1300 to

1500 have been found at Charleston Lake. These vessels were highly stylised in shape, featuring

globular bases and collared rims. They were decorated by cutting or incising the damp clay with

a sharp instrument, but this decoration was only on the upper shoulder, neck and collar of the ves-

sel.25

Iroquoian society was matriarchal. More often than not the husband took up residence

with his wife to share a fire in his mother-in-law's longhouse where she was the matron.

Marriages were usually solemnised with a feast given by the bride's father. There was a distinct

sexual division of labour among the Iroquoians. Land was allocated for use on a matriarchal basis

and women planted and harvested crops, drew water and collected firewood. They supplement-

ed the food supply by gathering plants, nuts and berries. They were responsible for cooking;

sewing; tending children; using plant fibres; making artifacts from bark, reeds and corn husks;

and very significantly for archaeologists, they made pottery vessels. Sometimes they accompa-

nied men on late winter hunting expeditions, but usually they avoided participating in male-ori-

ented pursuits for fear, in part, that they might be captured in the bush warfare that characterised

their time.

On the other hand men were responsible for clearing the forest so that the women could

plant the crops; for hunting and fishing; and for the construction, maintenance and defence of the

village palisades and longhouses. They also were responsible for training young boys for their

male roles in later life. They made stone tools and weapons and smoking pipes.

Both men and women conducted trade and were involved in governing the village. The

matrons were particularly influential because they nominated the men who became chieftains,
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Laurentian Archaic ornament, projectile points and adzes ploughed up at Sweet's Corners, as photographed

in September 1994. By far the most common prehistoric artifacts located in Leeds and Lansdoume Rear to

date are projectile points and ceramic pot sherds, reflecting the reputation of the vicinity as a major hunting

territoryfor visiting summer expeditions. Loaned courtesy ofD.G. "Mike" Willis, photograph by the author.

except for the war chiefs. James Pendergast summarizes how, essentially, women were the

guardians of family life and its traditions, and they were very influential in the governing of the

village, while men were responsible for the safety and good order of the village. Both males and

females maintained links with the outside Iroquois world of moieties and clans, but many duties

were shared by men and women in a mix best suited at any particular time to ensure the survival

of the group.26

Saint Lawrence Iroquoians did not have villages in the immediate vicinity of Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear, but their hunting parties did frequent this area. The closest cluster of villages in

the larger band of Saint Lawrence Iroquoian settlement stretching from the foot of Lake Ontario

to the Gaspe were located at the Beckstead, Bridge, Cardinal, Cleary, Crystal Rock, Driver, Froom,

Kemptville, Mclvor, Maynard-McKeown, Roebuck and Stewart sites in Grenville County.27 The
discovery of their vessels at Charleston Lake and a snake effigy pipe in North Burgess is clear evi-

dence of their presence.28

The Ottawa River valley was the home of a small group of Algonquian-speakers who
were ancestors of the Algonquins now living on the Maniwaki and Golden Lake reservations

today. At the time of their first contact with Europeans as early as 1603 on the lower Saint

Lawrence, these Algonquian bands were smaller and more dispersed than the Saint Lawrence
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lroquoians. 29 These nomadic hunting and fishing Algonquians roaming in the Rideau valley and

on the Frontenac Axis contrast sharply with their Saint Lawrence Iroquoian neighbours living in

their agricultural villages in the Roebuck/Maynard area some thirty to forty kilometres northeast

of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. 30 That Algonquians visited this vicinity is suggested by the ceram-

ics with Algonquian rather than Iroquoian designs excavated by Phillip Wright at South Lake.31

Their Algonquin descendants still live in this region long after the Iroquoian villages on the Saint

Lawrence River were destroyed about AD 1550. 32

Saint Lawrence Iroquoian villages, including those located near Roebuck, Maynard and
Spencerville, were not permanent. The lroquoians relocated their villages every ten to thirty years

as soil became exhausted from repeated growing of corn, as the local supply of firewood dimin-

ished and as their bark houses became irreparable. The Saint Lawrence Iroquoian village at

Roebuck was home to as many as 1500 people. The 11,000 pot sherds from 5,000 pots, the 728

pipes either lost or broken, and the 85 human burials excavated by WJ. Wintemberg at the Roebuck

site in 1912 and 1915 indicate that this village was a major settlement around AD 1475. 33 More
recently in 1987, James Pendergast conducted an archaeological excavation exposing all or por-

tions of 23 longhouses in the Saint Lawrence Iroquoian village at Maynard where some one thou-

sand people lived 440 years ago.34

The Iroquoian village at Maynard was among the most heavily fortified Iroquoian vil-

lages yet to be excavated in Ontario, Quebec and New York, as it lacked the natural defence of the

village nearby at Roebuck where a swamp surrounded the village on three sides. A palisade cir-

cled the village at Maynard. Evidence of a second and sometimes a third palisade outside the

original line are a clear indication of village extensions and the repairs and strengthening of these

defensive works that took place from time to time. These villagers' concern with defence is under-

standable for they were at war with the southern elements of the Huron Confederacy who then

inhabited the region along the north shore of Lake Ontario west from present-day Kingston. The

Huron ceramics excavated in the Saint Lawrence Iroquoian villages clustered near Prescott are

evidence of captive Huron women being present in these Saint Lawrence Iroquoian villages, and,

by implication, testify to reconnoitering parties of both Hurons and Saint Lawrence lroquoians

crossing the Leeds and Lansdowne Frontenac Axis barrier into one another's territory. These

Hurons, together with several other tribes of lroquoians, including the Five Nations of New York

state, were of the same linguistic stock as the Saint Lawrence lroquoians. The Saint Lawrence

lroquoians and their Huron enemies were probably familiar with the Gananoque and Rideau

rivers as the Hurons demonstrated when they conducted Champlain along the Trent and

Cataraqui rivers in 1615.35

If Jacques Cartier's description of the palisade at Hochelaga applies, the palisade around

the Saint Lawrence Iroquoian village at Maynard may have been as high as ten metres. The vil-

lage consisted of large elongated oval dwellings, some of which were over thirty metres in length.

Usually they were six and a half metres wide and about six metres high. These 'longhouses' were

made with a pole framework on which elm bark sheathing was lashed and secured with long

saplings that extended horizontally the length of the house on the walls and over the rounded

roof. The interior had the appearance of a long smoky tunnel with shelves, bunk lines, some five

feet wide and five feet above the ground extending the full length on both sides. Down the cen-

tre of the house there was a line of fires some twenty feet apart. Each of these fires was shared by

two families, each sleeping and keeping their belongings on the shelves on their side of the house

adjacent to the fire. Smoke escaped through holes in the roof that could be closed with large pieces

of bark. Firewood and large bark casks of corn were stored in compartments at each end of the

longhouse.36 Often there was a plaza area within the palisade walls in which community activi-

ties took place. Jacques Cartier and Samuel de Champlain describe galleries along the top of the

palisade where stones were stored to be hurled at attackers.
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Woodland period soapstone pipe fragment excavated on Lake street north of Soperton, dating from circa

1000 BC to AD 1000. Measuring some nine centimetres (3 1/4 inches) in length (shown actual size here),

the pipe bowl on the left has sustained damagefrom continuous use. The phallic representation suggests an

explicit reference either to period sexual or torture practices. Loaned courtesy of the Delta Mill Museum.

Jacques Cartier and La Rocque de Roberval encountered Saint Lawrence Iroquoians at

Hochelaga on the site of Montreal, but when Samuel de Champlain visited this region sixty years

later in 160337 they had completely vanished. Archaeologists seek to learn what happened to

these people who once inhabited a tract stretching on both sides of the river from the foot of Lake

Ontario to the Gaspe. Possibly the Saint Lawrence Iroquoians disappeared as a result of trade

wars among rival Native cultures over European goods. European material had been introduced

into the Saint Lawrence Iroquoian territory by the French, English, French Basque, Spanish

Basque, and Portuguese fishermen and later by whalers who frequented the Strait of Belle Isle

possibly as early as 1525 and later the Gulf of Saint Lawrence and lower Saint Lawrence River.

The Saint Lawrence Iroquoians and the Algonquians on the lower Saint Lawrence who encoun-

tered these Europeans were involved in the hand-to-hand movement of European goods some of

which entered the southern Ontario hinterland long before Europeans were present in this region.

Some scholars speculate that the Five Nations Iroquois inhabiting New York state, without direct

access to the goods introduced on the axis of the Saint Lawrence River and fearing the advantages

that iron axes and metal arrowheads could give their neighbours further north, attacked and dis-

persed the Saint Lawrence Iroquoians about AD 1580. Other scholars suggest that the destruction

of the Saint Lawrence Iroquoians commenced late in the prehistoric era when the Saint Lawrence

Iroquoians in Jefferson County, New York, drove the Hurons from the north shore of Lake Ontario

to the Balsam Lake hinterland north of Peterborough. Later the Saint Lawrence Iroquoians, who
survived to inhabit the Saint Lawrence valley below present-day Montreal and encounter

Europeans, were destroyed as a result of several interventions. Principally these were the intro-

duction of European disease and incursions by Five Nations Iroquois from New York state seek-

ing European material. These interventions may have doomed an already fragile subsistence

economy largely dependent upon annual corn crops and fishing.

As the Five Nations of the New York Iroquois Confederacy increasingly penetrated the

Saint Lawrence and Ottawa valleys to pillage furs and European goods from the Algonquians and

Hurons, the use of these water routes for trade became more and more limited. In 1649 the Five
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Nations of the Iroquois Confederacy in New York state destroyed their Huron rivals and scattered

the Algonquians along the Ottawa River.38 By 1650 all of Ontario generally east of the Humber
River had been abandoned. No tribes moved into the lands left vacant by the destruction of the

Hurons by the Five Nations Iroquois.39

Up to 1653 few Frenchmen ventured up the Saint Lawrence River beyond the Lachine

rapids in search of furs. Following Champlain's visit to Huronia in 1615 the classic 'fur trade' con-

ducted by the French was established using the Ottawa River, but an Algonquian blockade of the

Ottawa River caused returns to fluctuate wildly at mid-century. In 1668 a French Sulpician mis-

sion, Kente, was established on the Bay of Quinte for Five Nations Iroquois who had moved from

New York state to that region. In 1673 Fort Frontenac was established at the mouth of the

Cataraqui River on the site of present-day Kingston. This French fur trading post for the next cen-

tury contributed to the depletion of fur-bearing animals in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear a mere

thirty kilometres away. This French en derouine (itinerant peddling) pattern of trade consisted of

many small partnerships, and it was conducted by parties of a few men sent out to do business

with the Native peoples in their own territory, in contrast with the British Hudson's Bay Company
practice of remaining in their major posts awaiting the arrival of the Native peoples to trade furs.

The extent of the territory from which Fort Frontenac drew pelts is suggested by the next closest

French post being at Fort Coulonge away to the north on the upper Ottawa River, which was oper-

ating by 1694.40

The building of Fort Frontenac in 1673 at the foot of Lake Ontario was significant not only

for the larger extension of New France, but, ultimately, for Leeds and Lansdowne Rear's proximitv

to an important urban market. Historians debate whether Count Frontenac, governor of New
France, founded what at first was known as Fort Cataraqui to secure a greater share of the fur

trade for his personal benefit, or whether it was a strategic move for New France in dealing with

the Iroquois. In 1652 the Iroquois of northern New York themselves requested the establishment

of a French post on Lake Ontario. Before Fort Frontenac was built, the Iroquois, who resided south

of Lake Ontario, having few beaver and other animals to trap there, were compelled to trap in the

country north of the lake where pelts were plentiful. The Iroquois dared not cross the vast width

of Lake Ontario in their small canoes, instead paddling along the shore to the eastern end where

they crossed from island to island, taking their furs south to trade with the English and Dutch.

Frontenac sent Robert Cavalier de La Salle ahead to summon the Sachems of the Iroquois

Confederacy, traditional enemies of the French, to a meeting. The large number of Iroquois who
assembled at Cataraqui on 12 July 1673 were met by an impressive fleet of 200 canoes and bateaux,

with Frontenac backed by 200 regular soldiers of the Carignan-Salieres regiment, artisans,

voyageurs, and an engineer to lay out a fort. Frontenac, with this show of force, won over the

Iroquois to trade at Fort Frontenac thenceforth, even though this initiative of the governor con-

tradicted the official French policy of developing New France as a compact, defensible colony,

with strong settlements on the lower Saint Lawrence relying on agriculture, trade and manufac-

turing, based on natural products. Now that bateaux could safely travel the rapids between

Montreal and Lake Ontario, Fort Frontenac was but the first in a far-flung chain of forts and posts,

as the soldiers and fur traders of New France vied with their English rivals in extending the west-

ern fur trade for personal profit.41

Fort Frontenac, if primarily a fur trade post and fortified stronghold with an excellent har-

bour on the Cataraqui River, was also a settlement. Frontenac, during his July 1673 visit, not only

had the men accompanying him serve their annual 'corvee' or service to the state by starting con-

struction of the fort, but also clearing twenty arpents (thirty English acres of land). He also

arranged for cows, pigs and poultry to be sent there, and once the fort was thrown up, stored pro-

visions sufficient to maintain a garrison of thirty men for a year. Frontenac noted that along the
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Plate 10

"Indians Winnowing and Grinding Com" by F. DuCreux (left), and "Indian practices" (right), an etching

in Louis Armand de Lorn d'Arce de Lahontan, Memoires de YAmeriaue septentrionale (1706). French

explorers and colonisers were fascinated by the prominent role that women played in Iroquoian society and

by the variety of customs and medicines the Iroquoians employed to placate good and bad spirits causing

both illness and death. The closest known Saint Lawrence Iroquoian villages to Leeds and Lansdowne Rear

were near Prescott, but the Saint Lawrence Iroquoians were probably familiar with the Charleston Lake

vicinity as a bountiful source of deer and fish for supplying food and medicine. Rare Book Collection.

National Library of Canada C-99218 and C-99240.

Cataraqui there were meadows one-and-a-half miles wide by nine miles long "where the grass is

so good and so fine that there is none better in France." In 1675 Frontenac granted the seigneury

of Fort Frontenac to Robert Cavalier de la Salle, a 32-year old adventurer more interested in

exploring than staying put at Fort Frontenac. By New France standards this seigneury was small,

extending some four leagues (19 kilometres) along the waterfront above and below the fort and
half a league (2.4 kilometres) into the interior. La Salle in return promised to reimburse Frontenac

the 15,000 livres spent in establishing the fort, to pay the salaries of fifteen to twenty workmen to

clear the land and improve the fort for two years, to encourage settlers and permit them to trade,

to maintain one or two Recollet priests, and, when the population reached 100, to build a church.42

Finally, he was to arrange for the settlement of domesticated Native people in the neighbour-

hood.43
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By the late 1680s Fort Frontenac boasted four stone bastions, with a barracks, guard

house, officers quarters, forge, a well, a mill, and a bakery inside the palisade walls where a gar-

rison of two officers, a surgeon, and ten to twelve soldiers resided along with a number of stone-

masons, labourers and canoe men. South of the fort was a village of French families, and further

on a village of Iroquois. A chapel was built outside the walls and a house for the two Recollet fri-

ars.44 Neither the number of inhabitants nor the eventual amount of land cleared in the seigneury

has been ascertained, but the combined population of the fort inhabitants and the nearby French

and Iroquois villages, to say nothing of the provisions they supplied to the fur trade, likely

accounted for an extensive cultivated area. The wealth that was generated at Fort Frontenac, pri-

marily because of the fur trade, and perhaps to a minor extent from the agricultural provisioning

trade, is evident in the seigneury generating more than 25,000 livres a year at one point.45

The agricultural productivity of Fort Frontenac seigneury was certainly overwhelmed in

1687 when Governor Denonville arrived, heading an expedition of 2,000 men engaged in destroy-

ing the villages of Iroquois allied with the English. At Denonville's order some 78 Iroquois who
lived at Kente, with whom the garrison previously had been on excellent terms, were invited to a

feast at Fort Frontenac, and upon arriving were taken captive. The eighteen men and sixty women
and children

were tied to posts in the fort by the neck, hands, feet, in such a way that they could not lie

down, or drive away the hordes of mosquitoes, and a number of Indians, who were

Christian converts, were amusing themselves by burning the fingers of the unfortunates

in the bowls of their pipes.

Many died, with the surviving Native women and children baptised and distributed among the

Canadian villages on the lower Saint Lawrence, while the Native men were sent to France as gal-

ley slaves. Based at Fort Frontenac, Denonville destroyed all of the Iroquois fishing villages along

the north shore of Lake Ontario. Two years later the Iroquois retaliated with a major attack on

Lachine, taking their own hostages. Denonville, in panic, ordered that Fort Frontenac be aban-

doned and destroyed, and accordingly everything that would burn was set on fire, three vessels

were sunk, cannon thrown into the lake, walls and bastions mined, and matches were left burn-

ing in the magazines. The damage to the fort proved not to be extensive, and the Iroquois helped

themselves to the stores left behind.46

Frontenac, returning as governor, decided to rebuild the fort at Cataraqui in 1695, placing

a commandant and 500 men there. The next year Frontenac himself arrived at Fort Frontenac,

heading an expedition that laid waste to villages and lands of the Onondaga and Oneida Iroquois

nations west of Oswego, ultimately leading to the peace which the Iroquois made with the French

in 1701. Following the repairs of 1695, Fort Frontenac maintained the same appearance for the

next 60 years of peace, with only a small garrison guarding stores, as its main utility continued as

a trans-shipment point from lake barks to canoes, as a harbour, and as a trading post.47 Settlement

resumed around the fort, with many French and Native families employed in cultivating land, in

trading, and in general maintenance of the fort which on rare occasions had a 1,500 man garrison

and received full strength regiments resting over while in transit to Niagara, Detroit and other

Great Lakes posts. There also were representatives of the big Montreal fur traders living near the

fort with their families.48

Meticulous accounts kept by the traders in the 1730s and 1740s record the presence of an

active labour force. Workmen employed in shipbuilding, carpenters, sawmen, storekeepers, a

blacksmith, two surgeons, and a laundress were paid in 1749 together with various individuals for

the clearing of land.49 Farmers in the seigneury found a ready market for their surplus crops at

the fort to supply the garrison, the traders, sailors and canoe men. The final testimony to the

extent of commerce taking place at Fort Frontenac came when the garrison of 110 men capitulat-

ed to a British force of 3,000 men under colonel Bradstreet in 1758. To the British the fort "with
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Plate 11

Map ofLake Ontario and the larger eastern Ontario region, circa 1670, attributed to Louis Jolliet. The nota-

tions on this map indicate that the Six Nations Iroquois along the south shore of Lake Ontario depended on

fishingfor subsistence, trapped beaver in the territory north of the lake and traded the pelts with the English

and Dutch in New York. Note that the Mississauga at this time were located around Georgian Bay, while

the Ottawa River was still the main routefor access to the Huron country. The Cataraqui and Mississippi

rivers are prominently indicated, whereas the Rideau and Gananoque rivers are not marked, suggesting that

French explorers did not travel along these tributaries. The shores of the upper Saint Lawrence River are

noted as being lined with forest, but the landfor the most part was deemed suitablefor producing good hard

wheat. National Archives of Canada Recueil 67 (Ancien 1044), no. 47, Ph/902-[1680] NMC 6409.

the houses about it, made the appearance of a tolerable settlement"50 and once captured the

seigneury yielded a warehouse 200 feet long, six sailing vessels, 10,000 barrels of Native goods,

and provisions, the whole amounting to an estimated value of 800,000 livres (£35,000 sterling).51

Bradstreet used some of the sixty captured cannon to batter down the walls of the fort before leav-

ing with two of the French boats captured in Cataraqui harbour to carry away his plunder.52

A circa 1740 plan of the immediate fort vicinity shows a Native longhouse of the tradi-

tional Iroquois and Huron design.53 The country north of Lake Ontario had been an Iroquois

domain in the seventeenth century, but following the Iroquois /French peace of 1701, the

Mississauga, a component band of the Ojibwa sometimes known as the Chippewa, began to move
into southern Ontario from the Lake Superior/Lake Huron region, settling along the north shore

of Lake Ontario as far east as Fort Frontenac. They did so only at the pleasure of the Iroquois,

acknowledging in a prudent treaty of this period,54
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that we are settled on Ye North side of Cadarachqui Lake near Tchojachiage [Teyaiagon]

where we plant a tree of peace and open a path for all people. ..and desire to be united in

Ye Covenant Chain, our hunting places to be one....

The Algonquians who had been scattered into the remote reaches of the upper Ottawa valley by

1650, or settled in the Montreal vicinity at places such as Lac-des-Deux Montagnes (now known
as Oka) seeking protection near French settlements, resumed hunting in their former Ottawa and

Rideau valley territories. The Mississauga, and the ancestors of the Algonquins now on the

Maniwaki, Golden Lake and Rice Lake reservations were the Native peoples usually encountered

by European settlers in eastern Ontario. By the 1780s the total numbers of Native people in all of

what is now southern Ontario were no more than 1800 persons, effectively presenting no barrier

to settlement when European occupation of the Leeds and Lansdowne Rear vicinity seemed

imminent.55

The Mississauga comprised a thin and scattered population of hunters and gatherers.

When the armed conflict of the American War of Independence broke out in 1775 they immedi-

ately supported the Crown, perceiving they had more to fear from American settlers who by rep-

utation among the Native peoples constantly encroached on Native settlements, than from the

British who from 1763 recognised the validity of Native title to land. For seven years the British

gave presents to the Mississauga to attract as many warriors as possible to join their raiding par-

ties into northern New York and Pennsylvania. So dependent did the Mississauga become on this

supply of iron axes, iron kettles, wool clothing, guns and ammunition by war's end that to ensure

the flow of gifts would continue, in the words of their own oral tradition, "they surrendered a

large and valuable territory of lands, in consideration of the presents, and that the British govern-

ment promised and covenanted to give clothing perpetually, as long as the sun shall shine, the

waters flow, and grasses grow." The Mississauga did not understand their surrender of the land

to deprive them and future generations of access to it. Indeed, the agreements did not allude to

surrendering their rights over rivers, lakes, and land under water, and the British even assured

them they could "encamp and fish where we pleased."56 Moreover, the Mississauga with only

200 warriors scattered along the north shore of Lake Ontario could offer only limited resistance to

the British settlement of Loyalists that suddenly materialised in the 1780s.

British officials assumed that the Mississauga were the only Native peoples with a claim

to what is now eastern Ontario, and so negotiated only with them to extinguish Native title. The

Mississauga initially expressed no objections to European or white settlers being brought into the

region, but voiced fears that if their hereditary enemies, the Six Nations Iroquois Loyalists, were

allowed to come, their hunting grounds would be swallowed up. The Mississauga openness to

European occupation obviously stemmed from their having no possible conception of the wave of

European settlement that was about to engulf them along the north shore of the Saint Lawrence

River.57

The chain of lakes and bays on the Gananoque River remained isolated from the major

travelled waterways of the Saint Lawrence and Ottawa rivers. As a wilderness remote from the

farming settlements of the lower Saint Lawrence valley it was of no importance to the new British

province of Quebec in the 1770s, any more than it had been to New France for the previous two

centuries, other than as a habitat for the animals whose pelts figured in the all-important fur trade.

Compared with the rest of the upper country of the Saint Lawrence valley, the Pays d'en Hunt, the

Gananoque River region was relatively close to Montreal as a market for furs of those animals not

already extinct from overtrapping.

If military conquest transformed the colony of New France into the British colony of

Quebec, one lost battle did not destroy the way of life that the French Canadian people had made
for themselves along the lower Saint Lawrence. English speakers might control government and

the fur trade, but so few people of British origin arrived in Quebec that they were numerically
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P/fln anrf elevation of Fort Frontenac as sketched on 11 December 1738 by Chaussegros de Eery, fils. The

establishment of Fort Frontenac in 1673 brought illegal trade with the Iroquois within the French sphere of

influence, and placed a major trading centre on the doorstep of the territory that eventually became Leeds

and Lansdoivne Rear. Structures shown within the walls included the commandant's quarters (A), officers

quarters (B), chaplain's quarters (C), chapel (D), trading agent's quarters (E), guards (F), forge (G), bakery

(H), trade goods storehouse (I), powder magazine (K),food supplies tower (L), ice house (M), gate (N), sta-

ble and barn (O), well (P), and lime kiln (Q). This plan does not show seigneury buildings, gardens and

Jroquoian longhouses that existed outside the walls of the fort, but it does indicate paths lending out along

the lakeshore. National Archives of Canada NMC 22954.

insignificant as the French Canadian population more than doubled from 70,000 in 1765 to 161,311

in 1790. 58 "Barring Catastrophe shocking to think of," commented lieutenant-governor Guy
Carleton in 1767, "this Colony must to the end of Time, be peopled by the [French] Canadian

Race."59 In the same way that the French Canadian way of life continued undestroyed, so too "the
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Chiefs and Natives of the Massasauga Tribe of Indians residing in the vicinity of the Gananoque

River, Lakes, marshes and woods. ..[continued] from time immemorial [to] enjoy.. .the privilege

and right, of hunting, trapping, and fishing in and on the said Woods, waters, and marshes in their

vicinity and by that alone have been enabled to support themselves and families."60

The first recorded visit by explorers to the site of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear occurred in

1783 at the end of the American War of Independence, when the British government began to con-

sider possibly settling refugees from the former Atlantic seaboard colonies along with their Six

Nations Iroquois allies in unsettled areas of its remaining northern American colonies and

Quebec. The governor of Quebec, Sir Frederick Haldimand, sent out exploring parties in the sum-

mer and autumn of 1783 to examine land along the north shore of the Saint Lawrence River and

Lake Ontario, and also to explore along the Ottawa, Rideau and Gananoque rivers. Facing the

immediate need to settle thousands of Loyalist refugees, Haldimand charged these scouting par-

ties to report on the suitability of land for agricultural settlement, on the availability of mill sites

and, incidentally, on the potential of the Rideau and Gananoque rivers for use as an alternate mil-

itary route of transportation between the Ottawa River and Lake Ontario.

In late May 1783 surveyor-general major Samuel Holland was sent "to Cataraqui to exam-

ine that Place and Country upwards," ostensibly to settle Mohawk Iroquois somewhere near, but

to set in motion with all possible speed plans Governor Haldimand had in mind both for far more

extensive settlement and for the reconstruction of the fort and a town about it at Cataraqui.

Holland described the northern bank of the Thousand Islands as "high and rocky, but opening

here and there into beautiful coves and bays, where the view extends a great way into fine natur-

al meadows." Although the shore to Holland appeared "rough and uninviting the soil is rich at

some distance—fit for all purposes of agriculture, as I have been informed."61

Captain Justus Sherwood, a Connecticut Loyalist officer, and Haldimand 's deputy-sur-

veyor, John Collins, examined the north shore of the Saint Lawrence from Montreal to the Quinte

peninsula that autumn. Sherwood's conclusion about the larger region was enthusiastic and suc-

cinct: "The climate here is very mild and good, and I think the Loyalists may be the happiest peo-

ple in America by settling this country."62 A party of three men sent out by Sherwood to go by

land from what is now Brockville to Cataraqui tempered this enthusiasm. They found the coun-

try there exceedingly bad, being "a constant succession of stoney Ledges and sunken Swamps
altogether unfit for cultivation, [except] for 3 miles next to Catarockin [where] the land was bro-

ken, but in many places was improvable and would admit of a scattering Settlement."63

Lieutenant Gershom French officially headed another party of eleven men exploring the

Rideau and Gananoque rivers in early October 1783. Despite his formidable military reputation

as a Loyalist guerilla during the recent war, and despite being accompanied by seven men from

the Provincial Corps of the British Army, French in hiring "Two [French] Canadians and an Indian

as Guide with two Bark Canoes" reveals exactly who was leading whom. French's description of

the Rideau is fascinating in that he minimised obstacles to navigation, and was unduly optimistic

about the suitability of most land along the river for settlement and agriculture. Perhaps the

Rideau valley looked increasingly better, in retrospect, once French and his party began negotiat-

ing the more stern terrain along the Gananoque system. We pick up French's narrative on October

9th at the point where his party portaged for a mile and a quarter along the carrying place from

Upper Rideau Lake to where they lowered their canoes into Newboro Lake on the Gananoque

River:64

The Lake is from one to three miles Broad, and the good Lands join on the Water at the

Bottoms of all the Bays. The points setting into the Lake are Rocks and Stones, Timbered

with Hemlock.

10th.—Proceeded down the Gananoncui, steering in a general course South 30

Degrees East to a small Lake [Clear Lake], and by a River to a second [Indian Lake], and
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Plate 13

A Vzew o/f/ie Rw/ns o/ffre Fort at Cataraqui looking east, a water-colour sketched by James Peachey in June

1783. Fort Frontenac lay in ruins for a generation after its surrender to lieutenant-colonel John Bradstreet

in 1758 and the capitulation of New France in 1760, but it is an open question as to whether or not the

French-Canadian settlers on the seigneury surrounding the fort moved away. This sketch shows the very

beginning of Loyalist settlement with tents in the background, but it is not clear if the Native people in the

foreground were Mississauga or Iroquois. The more significant British settlement at this time was around

a fort established in 1778 on Carleton Island, south of Wolfe Island, where there was more timber handily

available for building vessels. National Archives of Canada C-2031.

a Carrying place to a 3rd Lake [Opinicon], and again by a River to the 4th Lake [Sand

Lake], from whence we had a Carrying place of a Mile & half [to avoid Jones Falls], reck-

oning the whole distance about 16 Miles. The Lands laying in this Route is Intirely too

rocky to Cultivate, the Timber is Pine, Cedar and Mountain Oak, the whole bad of its kind.

At the Carrying places are good Mill places.

Oct[obe]r 11th.—We proceeded South 20 Degrees East 8 Miles, with a Mountain [Rock

Dunder] on the West, and very high ledges of Rocks on the East, from whence I sent out

a Party on each side to the distance of five miles.

At this point the party sent south from Rock Dunder very likely entered the tenth and ninth con-

cessions of what became Leeds township in the vicinity of lots 10 to 12. Both parties

Reported that they had not discovered any Land fit for Tillage, the whole being either

very Rocky or Drowned Swamps.
12th.—Steered South 12 Degrees, East about 4 miles where the Gananoncui received

a River [the site of Delta] from the East. We continued in the same direction 8 miles fur-

ther in Dead Water [Lower Beverley Lake, at the foot of which French's party entered

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear], with large Marshes on each side, and Ledges of Rocks

between [the vicinity south of Lyndhurst], from whence I sent out a Party on the East, and

went myself on the West, but did not Discover any good Lands.

From this we continued about ten Miles in the same Course, nearly meeting with

nothing but Swamps, Rocks and Stagnated Water.

13th.—A Party sent out on each side the River [Lost Bay vicinity] to penetrate 2 Miles,

Reported they found no Land that was Good.

From thence we proceeded Steering South in a Strong Current about Ten Miles, dis-

covering a few Small Tracts of good Land near the River, but Scarcely sufficient in a Place
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for a Farm—to a Fall of 10 Feet, where the Gananoncoui Discharges itself into the St.

Lawrence about Five Leagues North East from Cataraqui; where we arrived on the

Morning of the 14th.

What is most surprising about French's notes is the lack of reference to what subsequent visitors

described as "the great falls on the Gananoque" at the site of Lyndhurst where the river fell some
seven metres.65 At journey's end Lieutenant French dismally concluded, "From our entrance into

the River Gananoncoui to its Fall into the St. Law/ence, I did not discover as much good land

Conveniently situated, as would serve one Farmer." This 1783 report effectively cast the die against

the Leeds and Lansdowne Rear vicinity becoming part of the line of Loyalist settlements being

opened along the Saint Lawrence River and the Bay of Quinte in the mid 1780s. And if by the close

of the decade, the concessions of Leeds and Lansdowne near the Saint Lawrence were opened for

settlement perhaps due in part to major Holland's allusion to rich soil there, French's remarks about

ledges of rock, swamps and stagnated water effectively meant that the plan of further settlement in

eastern Ontario would bypass this wilderness.

The last minute arrangements of government to settle the Loyalists are shown by its haste

to extinguish the land title of the Mississauga who were assumed to be the only Native peoples

inhabiting eastern Ontario. The Mississauga, after all, were military allies of the British in the late

war and they fortuitously happened to be the only Native peoples with whom the British came in

contact along the upper Saint Lawrence and along the north shore of Lake Ontario. In October 1783

Captain William Redford Crawford, who was known to enjoy the trust of the Mississauga local

chiefs, negotiated on behalf of the British government the purchase of a tract of land incorporating

the better part of eastern Ontario. In return for clothing for all their families, guns for those with-

out them, "some powder and ball for their winter hunting and as much coarse Red Cloth as will

make about a Dozen Coats and as many Laced Hats," Crawford cajoled the Mississauga leaders to

give up their title to all of what now comprises Glengarry, Stormont, Dundas, Prescott, Russell,

Leeds, Grenville and Prince Edward counties, most of what is now metropolitan Ottawa-Carleton,

and the southern fertile three ranges of townships in Frontenac, Lennox, Addington and Hastings

counties.66 If the haste and small compensation used to coerce the Mississauga leaders into agree-

ing to the so-called "Crawford Purchase" seems objectionable, it was comparatively decorous in

contrast with the next acquisition of territory from them in eastern Ontario. The Perth military set-

tlement would be established three years and thousands of settlers would be located in Bathurst,

Drummond, Beckwith and Goulbourn townships beginning in 1816 before government arranged

for the rights of the Mississauga to the land in these townships and the rest of the land running north

to the Ottawa River from the "Crawford Purchase" to be formally transferred.67

With their possession of land in eastern Ontario legally extinguished, the Mississauga (who

at the time of signing were unaware of the actual implications) continued to roam along the

Gananoque River and lakes, subsisting from their hunting, trapping and fishing. As late as the

1830s they remarked that "the settlements made under His Majesty, have not so far encroached on

the said privileges [of hunting, trapping and fishing] as to do them any material injury."68 The

Algonquians, who had surrendered nothing of the territory in which their ancestors had hunted and

fished for untold generations, were treated as if they had nothing to surrender, and soon became dis-

illusioned. The Five, later Six, Nations Iroquois Confederacy the Mississauga and Algonquians

feared, who had long been settled on reserves near Montreal and later at Oka, Saint Regis and

Napanee, came to pose no threat to either group in eastern Ontario. It was the thrust of Loyalist

refugees from frontier New York and a few British immigrants being settled in the region after 1784

that produced a change in the world beyond the Gananoque valley. At first, the Algonquians were

willing to act as guides for exploring parties and to assist settlers. Ultimately, they became utterly

dismayed as the forest was destroyed and their brothers and sisters were either ignored or perse-

cuted by the burgeoning white population.
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Plate 14

A View ofCataraqui on the Entrance ofLake Ontario takenfrom Captain Brant's House looking south along

the Cataraqui River, a water-colour sketched by James Peachey in July 1784. Negotiations between Britain

and the United States concluded in April 1783, running the international boundary through the middle of

the great lakes and down the middle of the Saint Lawrence River, and placing the 1778 fort on Carleton

Island in American hands. Cataraqui, or Kingston as it came to be known, quickly emerged as a significant

regional centre ofcommerce, and the British stronghold guarding the eastern end of Lake Ontario. The early

settlement of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear hinged on its links to Kingston as a market. National Archives of

Canada C-1512.

Traditional oral-based accounts of early encounters between white settlers and
Algonquians in the region north of the site of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear suggest the two groups

got along well. Lieutenant French's narrative of his 1783 exploring trip offers no evidence that the

Algonquian guiding his party was in any way reticent in showing the previously uncharted route

to the ten Caucasians accompanying him. There are accounts of Natives rescuing white settlers

from famine, of nursing them when suffering from ague, of white settlers inviting Natives to stay

in their homes, of Algonquians sharing game with the white settlers on whose property they

bagged it, of Irish settlers teaching Natives to play the violin, and of Algonquians leaving articles

with certain settlers when ascending the Rideau River in the spring and returning in autumn to

present them with rich gifts of fur.69

Frequent contacts with white settlers not only stimulated Algonquians to trade with them,

but, like the Mississauga, to also adopt their dress and some of their implements. Dugout and
birchbark canoes for transportation and blankets for clothing were retained, but shirts and pants

for men along with dresses for women were worn by area Algonquians by 1830, and they made
use of guns and canvas tents. To meet with the sparse Algonquian population in the region was
a rare enough experience from the 1790s on, and as a diarist at Perth observed in 1817, "They all

carry the tomahawk, but seem to be very quiet and inoffensive." 70 The growing dependence of
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some Algonquian and Mississauga on the major emerging settlements in the region, particularly

Kingston, Brockville and Perth, where they traded game, fur, and birchbark baskets among other

items, made some of them vulnerable both economically and socially. As long as the survival of

early scattered white settlers on the frontier depended on Native aid and trade they became fast

friends.

But there is evidence that challenges this cosy tradition of local Native peoples and early

white settlers enjoying amicable relations upon first contact. If the Mississauga in 1783 were ini-

tially alarmed at the thought of their hereditary enemies, the Iroquois, being settled nearby, by

early 1784 upon learning that large numbers of white farmers would settle on the north shore of

the Saint Lawrence and Lake Ontario, they reversed their position and welcomed the Iroquois as

fellow Natives with whom they could make common cause against the whites if need dictated.

The Algonquians, who had hunted in the forest of eastern Ontario for untold generations, were

incensed that by purchasing from the Mississauga, the British government and the white settlers

moving into the region assumed the title of all Native peoples in the Leeds and Lansdowne Rear

vicinity was transferred.

And so, for a time in the 1790s, as the Algonquians viewed with horror the white settle-

ment encroaching north from the Saint Lawrence, impinging on their hunting grounds, they tried

to resist early settlers and surveyors along the Rideau. Based as some of them were in the old sett-

led region of the lower Saint Lawrence, they were acutely aware of how they lost status and their

forest-based livelihood in the advance of white settlement. Stephen Burritt, for example, while

chopping on his Rideau clearing in the early 1790s, was "attacked by a[n]...Indian, who ordered

him to quit the hunting grounds of the tribe."71 In a petition for land on Big Rideau Lake in 1793,

Abel Stevens told the local district land board of a Native who was "King of that country and

owner of all the land with some other Indians who lived there—and that if any man made a house

on it before the land was paid for he would burn it."
72 Two Natives from Lac-des-Deux

Montagnes interrupted Theodor de Pincier's 1791 survey of Marlborough township, stating "that

all the work going on in the woods here was doing them damage; that it frightened away the game
and affected the hunting; also they said that the government had not bought these lands from

them."73

The link between Native people in the Montreal vicinity and the headwaters of the

Gananoque River is further shown by the experiences of another surveyor, William Fortune, who
set out from Montreal in January 1794 to lay out six townships north of the site of Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear. The further Fortune's party came into the forest away from settled areas, the

more he found the Algonquian men he hired in Montreal "given to Impudence and disobedience

of my Lawful and necessary requests in all respects." As tensions mounted within the crew, the

Natives gave voice to their anger, "saying the King was Stealing their Lands, That the Surveyors

were all Kings takeing the Lands from the Indians without payment." At one point when some
of the white men were away, the Algonquians in Fortune's party "finding the[y] were stronger

than those remaining of my white men, the[y] refused to ply and no entreaties would prevail with

them to carry loads that day." Yet a few days later Fortune resorted to bribing an Algonquian with

a promise of two bottles of rum to explore the west branch of the Rideau. 74

Too often in their dealings with local white settlers in the early nineteenth century

Algonquians were "driven to desperation through the excessive cruelties of [local white]. ..inhab-

itants, who too often think it no harm to cheat and defraud the poor Indian of his hard earnings,

for a little rum, or whiskey." Few among the tide of white settlers pushing north from the Loyalist

townships east of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear cared to consider that local Natives formed any part

of the human family, "instead viewing them as being not far removed from the Brutes, incapable

of civilization, of improvement in knowledge, or of forming a religious character." Algonquians

going into Brockville in the 1820s found themselves "made the objects of sport and derision" and
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Plate 15

Map showing the pattern of settlement in eastern Upper Canada up until the building of the Rideau Canal.

Despite the proximity of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear to Loyalist settlements at Kingston and Brockville, its

development was retarded by being located in the midst of some 1,500 square miles of territory granted to

United Empire Loyalists living in the front concessions of townships along the Saint Lawrence River. The

settlement of British military veterans and civilian immigrants to the north of this empty frontier laid the

groundworkfor divergent forces tugging at Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, with some settlers coming from the

Loyalist and American settlements along the Saint Lawrence, while others came in from the British military

settlement depot at Perth.

"insulted by the rude boys." 75 Faced with such behaviour, and with ongoing settlement many
decades later pushing them to the edge of the Canadian Shield in the upper Ottawa valley,

Algonquians remaining in the region ultimately retreated to the Golden Lake reserve established

in 1870, earning a livelihood in the lumber shanties and from hunting, awaiting the day when
their claim to most of eastern Ontario would be addressed.76

William Fortune's 1794 survey of Montague, Wolford, Russell (later Elmsley), Kitley,

Burgess and Bastard townships for settlement was clear testimony to how the plan and pattern of

settlement had completely bypassed the site of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear eleven years after

Lieutenant French had written off the locale as a rocky wilderness. Fortune did not survey the

concessions in these six new townships, but rather he placed markers for the various lot and con-

cession lines along the township perimeters as a guide for incoming settlers and later surveyors

to find their lots.

The townships of Marlborough and Oxford had already been surveyed by Theodor de

Pincier and Jesse Pennoyer in 1791 as the first inland townships to be laid out in eastern Ontario.

Fortune, due to the winding course of the Rideau River, surveyed the first concession line of

Montague as a base line.77 His party continued westward marking the boundary between Russell

(later Elmsley) and Kitley, the boundary between Bastard and Burgess, then the southwestern
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boundary of Burgess which took them across the western end of Big Rideau Lake. The survey

crew then proceeded northeast along the northern boundaries of Burgess, Elmsley and Montague;

then headed south along the eastern boundaries of Montague and Wolford; and finished by head-

ing southwest along the southern boundaries of Wolford, Kitley and Bastard townships.78

The last seven miles that Fortune posted lot numbers and road allowances for Bastard

township was the rear boundary of Lansdowne township, and this came to be known as Fortune's

Line—a name it still bears to this day. Precisely at the point where Fortune's Line began running

west along what became the northern boundary of Lansdowne township (the northern tip of lot

D in concession 13), Fortune and his crew "came to a Road Bearing south East, to the River St.

Lawrence." Earlier Fortune came across two other roads heading into the interior near the south-

ern corner of Kitley and the eastern corner of Wolford, clear proof that men in the Loyalist settle-

ments along the Saint Lawrence were scouting out land, timber and mill sites in the territory to

the north. As surprising as it was to happen across this road, even more revealing was the nature

of the land along Fortune's Line. True, the further west they went along this line, the more fre-

quent were the references to stony land, stony pasture, and high rocky points of land, as might be

expected of the locale described by lieutenant French eleven years earlier as unsuitable for settle-

ment. What had not been anticipated were numerous references to "good land for the production

of wheat" and "good land for the production of Wheat, Hemp, Flax or Meadows" as revealed by

stands of beech, maple, basswood and elm trees. 79 And, as if the discovery of land that could be

tilled was not enough, at the very end of his survey at the southern corner of Bastard, Fortune

observed his compass "Needle attracted 10 [degrees] West"—a sure indication of iron ore on the

shore of what became Lower Beverley Lake.80

Rather than return to Montreal by the long arduous route along the Rideau and Ottawa

rivers, Fortune and his crew struck due south from the southern corner of Bastard for the Saint

Lawrence River. Unlike French's crew who had paddled and portaged down the Gananoque sys-

tem, Fortune's company followed a straight line approximately one mile east of the boundary

between Leeds and Lansdowne. Rather than travelling with canoes, this meant that when their

line of travel brought them to Lyndhurst Lake, Singleton Lake and Lost Bay, they simply "made a

Raft and Cross'd over," continuing southward. In the northernmost concessions they encountered

the terrain French had seen, with Fortune's description moving from "level high land" to "high

rocky land" to "ash swamp" to "hilly rocky land." Between Singleton Lake and Lost Bay Fortune

felt moved to describe the landscape later known as Rice's Mountain as "Mountainous," but south

of Lost Bay they again encountered level good land all the way south to the Saint Lawrence

River.81 The major discovery along this part of the route, which had not even been mentioned by

French, was at the site of Lyndhurst where Fortune "came opposite a fall on said river, of about 30

feet in three chains length, and the river at this place, is about one ch[ai]n and 50 Links in width."

Fortune also noted "a large Pinary [sic] adjacent above said falls, or Cataract."82

This discovery of the "great falls on the Gananoque River" effectively was the harbinger

of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear as a zone of white settlement. Once it became known that within

a short distance of the largest town in Upper Canada, on a river reported to be easily made navi-

gable, there was arable land, stands of useful timber, deposits of iron ore, and a magnificent water-

power capable of running numerous mills, development could not long be kept away. The upper

Gananoque River for little longer would be home to the Mississauga alone.

But, already, there were indications that development was only a matter of time. If French

and Fortune had taken different routes through the same Gananoque wilderness, French had paddled

through an unnamed territory in 1783, whereas William Fortune in 1794 was travelling through

Lansdowne township. Lansdowne township was named after a prominent contemporary British

politician, William Petty-Fitzmaurice, first Marquis of Lansdowne, who briefly headed an admin-

istration whose chief claim to unpopularity was conceding independence to the American
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Plate 16

The Thousand Islands as sketched by Elizabeth Postuma Simcoe in late June 1792. The granite island out-

crops that formed the Thousand Islands and the forbidding northern shore of the Saint Lawrence River

between Kingston and Brockville discouraged administrators from considering it an area for settling the

Loyalists. Archives of Ontario F47-11-1-0-247.

colonies and making peace with France and the German principalities. The two southern conces-

sions of Lansdowne were surveyed in 1788 by Hugh and James McDonell, who, that same year,

surveyed the two southern concessions of Leeds township to the west of Lansdowne. Leeds was
named for Francis Godolphin Osborne, fifth Duke of Leeds and foreign secretary under Pitt from

1783 to 1791. 83 Leeds and Lansdowne originally were intended to be separate townships, and

because they were created to fill the gap left between the Loyalist townships on the Bay of Quinte

and those on the Saint Lawrence, they were long and narrow in shape, with Leeds eventually

stretching back some eleven concessions while Lansdowne numbered thirteen.

The physical barrier to pushing north of the third concession in both townships meant
that surveys and settlement were limited to the front three concessions. Even after the rear con-

cessions were surveyed, the physical barriers between front and rear proved so formidable that

the administrative division became north/south as well as east/west at first. The earliest assess-

ment rolls and censuses from 1803 on show separate enumerations and separate lists of officials

for the Front of Leeds, the Front of Lansdowne, the Rear of Leeds, and the Rear of Lansdowne.

The Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne up to 1849 consisted of concessions four to eleven in Leeds and

concessions six to thirteen in Lansdowne, and very early on these two areas were administered

together under local magistrates.84 There was, of course, no confusion of township name for

William Fortune when he passed through in 1794, other than in referring to "the Gananoque or

River Thames"85 in salute to the short-lived attempt by lieutenant-governor Simcoe to change the

river's name.

At this point it is necessary to provide a brief summary of the pattern of settlement in east-

ern Ontario up to the mid 1790s. Settlement in this portion of the British colony of Quebec began

with the location of United Empire Loyalist exiles in a row of townships along the north shore of

the Saint Lawrence River in 1784. Eight townships were laid out from Glengarry to the future site
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of Brockville, and another five townships along the Bay of Quinte running west of Kingston.

Those Loyalists located closest to the settled part of the colony near Montreal were divided by eth-

nic group and religion at their own request and in compliance with the wishes of Governor

Haldimand to prevent as far as possible any potential discord breaking out in future. A section of

land was left wilderness between the closest seigneury filled with French Canadians and the line

of Loyalist townships. All told, there were some 1,957 settlers in the eight Saint Lawrence town-

ships and 1,819 (including 28 Mohawk Iroquois) tallied in the five Bay of Quinte townships in July

1784.86

The first five of the Royal Townships as they were called, proceeding west along the Saint

Lawrence, were apportioned to Loyalists who had served in the first battalion of the King's Royal

Regiment of New York. The first township, Charlottenburgh, was filled with Roman Catholic

Scottish highlanders. Cornwall township, next to it, was granted to Scottish Presbyterians, then

Osnabruck to German Calvinists, Williamsburgh to German Lutherans, and Matilda was granted

to Anglicans. The next three townships of Edwardsburgh, Augusta and Elizabethtown were

granted to men who had served in major Edward Jessup's corps of Loyal Rangers. These veter-

ans and the civilians among them were largely frontier farmers and artisans from the portion of

the Hudson valley lying between Dutchess County and Albany, New York, and adjacent areas of

Connecticut, Massachusetts, and Vermont. The odd refugee from some of the more southerly

American colonies could also be found among them.87 The townships of Kingston, Ernestown,

Fredericksburgh, Adolphustown and Marysburgh along the Bay of Quinte were for the most part

also granted to provincial troops attached to the King's Royal Regiment of New York or Jessup's

Loyal Rangers.88

Most of the Loyalists in Edwardsburgh, Augusta, Elizabethtown, and the Bay of Quinte

townships were of English, Scottish and Irish ethnic origin, but others of German Palatine and

Dutch ethnicity were also present. Apart from the Mohawk reserves established at Tyendinaga

near Deseronto, and at Saint Regis-Akwesasne near Cornwall, the number of Native people in the

region probably numbered less than a hundred and the number of Blacks perhaps fifty. Some
eighty percent of the 3,445 Loyalists settling in the Saint Lawrence-Quinte region from 1783 to

1785 were from New York state (which then included the present-day state of Vermont). Forty-

five percent of them were born in America and 55 percent were born in Europe (more specifically

four percent born in England, 23 percent born in Scotland, eight percent born in Ireland, eight per-

cent born in the various German principalities, and twelve percent from a variety of other coun-

tries). As to religion, these Loyalists were equally divided into three groups: Church of England,

Roman Catholics, and various sects of Presbyterians, Lutherans and Methodists.89

The land granted to the Loyalists varied in extent according to their military rank and

according to size of family. In 1784 civilian families received 100 acres of land for the head of

household and fifty additional acres for every person in the family. The scale of grants to dis-

charged soldiers began with 100 acres to privates. Non-commissioned officers were granted 200-

acre lots. Subalterns, staff officers and warrant officers received 500-acre grants apiece. Captains

were granted 700 acres and field officers were given grants of 1,000 acres. For all of these military

veterans along with the civilians there were further grants of an additional fifty acres for every

person in their families, irrespective of sex.90

By the late 1780s new townships such as Leeds and Lansdowne had to be surveyed to

keep pace with the baby boom that developed as Loyalist families sought to expand their acreages

and increase the personpower needed to clear and cultivate their homesteads. The combined pop-

ulation of Edwardsburgh, Augusta and Elizabethtown, for example, multiplied from 495 persons

in July 1784 to 4,800 in 1812. Between Elizabethtown and Kingston the townships of Yonge,

Escott, Lansdowne, Leeds, Pittsburgh and Loughborough were surveyed and opened to settle-

ment on land that a few years earlier was considered too rocky and unfit for agriculture.
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Plate 17

Map of the Communication with the St Lawrence & Ottawa Rivers by the Rivers Petite Nation & Rideau,

as copied by William Chewitt in August 1794 from the original plans sketched by lieutenant Gershom

French in 1783. Lieutenant French in his 1783 travels observed that the "Rivers du Rideau and

Gannanocui will be Navigable for Batteaux in the time of high Water, at all places except the Falls and

Carrying Places," effectively offering an alternate route of travel between Kingston and the Ottawa River

in the event of hostilities with the Americans along the Saint Lawrence. Thus early, military strategists

were considering routes for a military waterway through the Beverley lakes overland to Irish Lake or to the

Petite Nation River. It is curious that French noted the various mill places and waterfalls along the Rideau,

but made no reference to the great falls on the upper Gananoque River at the site of' Lyndhurst. Archives of

Ontario AO 1336.
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An empty frontier north of the thin line of settlement along the Saint Lawrence was effec-

tively created in 1788 with a simple change in the scale of grants to the Loyalists. The already gen-

erous scale of free grants was considerably expanded, with the grants to civilians and to their sons

and daughters increased in extent to 200 acres apiece. The scale of grants running right up the ranks

of the military veterans also increased markedly, with privates receiving 200 acres, corporals

receiving 400 acres, and sergeants granted 500 acres apiece. Subalterns, staff officers and warrant

officers now received 2,000 acres of land apiece. Captains received grants of 3,000 acres, field offi-

cers were given 5,000 acre grants from the Crown, and all members of their families received an

additional 200 acres apiece.91 These expanded grants soon placed pressure on the existing

amount of surveyed land available for settlement in the Loyalist townships along the Saint

Lawrence. By the end of the 1780s the townships of Lancaster, Lochiel and Kenyon were laid out

north of Charlottenburgh to accommodate the emigrations of highlanders leaving Perthshire,

Scotland in 1785 and 1786 and wishing to settle near their clansmen in British North America.92

The empty frontier created by the 1788 expansion in the scale of Loyalist grants, was not

mapped out until the 1790s. In 1791 the colony of Quebec was divided into two new provinces,

the largely French-speaking Lower Canada on the lower Saint Lawrence, and the largely English-

speaking Upper Canada extending west of Montreal. Two policies of the first lieutenant-gover-

nor of Upper Canada, John Graves Simcoe, added to the empty frontier created in the interior of

eastern Ontario. Simcoe believed that a vast population in the United States to some degree was
still loyal to the King and to the British empire. In early 1792 he issued a proclamation, offering

free grants of land to anyone who would swear an oath of loyalty to the King and pay the trifling

fees of local officials for passing and recording the patents. Simcoe's proclamation also stated that

one seventh of the land in each township was to be reserved for the support of a Protestant cler-

gy. A further seventh of the land in each township was to be reserved "for the future disposition

of the Crown."93 Copies of this proclamation were extensively circulated in New York and

Vermont by agents and colonisers promoting group settlements of people who came to be known
as late Loyalists.

The combined effect of Simcoe's proclamation and of the expanded grants to the Loyalists

made it necessary to survey a good many more townships. Between 1790 and 1800 the remainder

of the "Crawford Purchase" from the Mississauga was laid out as townships ready for settlement.

This included all of the land running east of a line from Edwardsburgh to Nepean, a second and

third range of townships north of the remaining Saint Lawrence townships, and a single range of

townships north of the Bay of Quinte townships (Plate 15). Altogether some 35 new townships

were added to the map of eastern Upper Canada in the 1790s. They included Hawkesbury, the

seigneury of Longueuil, Alfred, Plantagenet, Clarence, Cumberland, Gloucester and Nepean
along the south shore of the Ottawa River. Inland there were the townships of Caledonia and

Roxborough; Cambridge, Finch, Elmsley (later renamed Russell), Winchester and Mountain on

the Petite Nation River; Oxford, Marlborough, Osgoode, Gloucester, Nepean, North and South

Gower, Montague, Wolford, Elmsley, Kitley, Bastard, Burgess, and North Crosby townships on the

Rideau river; South Crosby and Bedford townships on the Gananoque River; and Hinchinbrooke,

Portland, Camden East and Richmond townships north of the Bay of Quinte Loyalist townships.

For all the ambitious laying out of 35 townships in eastern Upper Canada during the

1790s, less than half of them attracted any settlers at all before 1800. Hinchinbrooke and Bedford

were completely reserved for school lands in 1797, making them ineligible for settlement for the

next third of a century.94 The two townships closest to Montreal on the south shore of the Ottawa

River, Hawkesbury and Longueuil, attracted a few venturesome American settlers. Entrepreneurs

such as Roger Stevens, William Merrick and Terence Smyth were attracted to mill sites on the

Rideau River. It was in these townships immediately to the north of the Loyalist settlement that

the huge additional grants to Loyalist officers, civilians and their children were made after 1788.
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The overwhelming majority of the Loyalists to whom these grants were made preferred

to continue living in the older settlement along the Saint Lawrence. They anticipated that with

time others of their neighbours would head north into the back townships to develop their grants,

and the value of their own lots would also increase, permitting them to either be developed with

greater ease or to be sold at a profit. The empty frontier of these townships in the interior of east-

ern Ontario resulted from the Loyalists treating their remote grants purely as a speculation. The

problem was that everyone was playing the same game. As a result the 35 townships surveyed in

the 1790s remained virtually empty of human settlement for more than a generation. Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear, with its reputedly gaunt terrain, with its poor access by land from the south, and

with its inevitable destiny as grants to the absentee children of Loyalists, in the ordinary run of

events was part of this empty frontier and could expect little settlement before the 1830s. One of

only two settlements that did emerge in the empty frontier surveyed in the 1790s, however, has-

tened the development of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear.

From 1763 on, the practice had developed, with the approval of the British government,

of granting large tracts of land to "leader and associate" groups. Under this policy an individual

assumed responsibility for settling a township and was rewarded with a large personal land

grant, effectively developing settlement at minimal cost to government. All too often, however,

rampant speculation flourished as individuals representing shadowy associations applied for

extensive grants, but failed to deliver the settlers.95 One of the more successful of the settlements

developed along this model was the colony established in 1800 by Philemon Wright of

Massachusetts in Hull township on the north side of the Ottawa River, which by 1815 numbered
some thirty families.96 Even before William Fortune set out to survey the boundaries of

Montague, Wolford, Elmsley, Kitley, Burgess and Bastard in 1794, a number of prominent men in

the Eastern District had been granted title to these six townships on condition that at least fifty

loyal families should be settled within four years in each township. The leaders would receive

final grants of up to 1,200 acres, and the associates 200 acres or more, depending upon their abil-

ity to develop their lots.97

One settlement in the empty frontier of eastern Upper Canada that developed under the

"leader and associate" model was located where Montague, Marlborough, Oxford and Wolford

townships converged near Merrick's Mills and Burritt's Rapids on the Rideau River. This Rideau

settlement, as it came to be known, was based on the colonising activities of Samuel Stafford of

Saratoga Springs, New York, who was attracted by Simcoe's offer of free land. In August 1792 he

petitioned for land "believed to be around the Rideau River somewhere" and offered on the

strength of a partnership with two other men to recruit "non-loyalist" settlers for the locale in

return for a sizeable grant of land for his own family.98 When Stafford's party arrived on the

Rideau in 1794 they numbered only 24 persons,99 but by 1803 there were 408 inhabitants in the

Rideau settlement. 100 Stafford and his party were not the first white people at the Rideau settle-

ment, for in the early autumn of 1789, Roger Stevens, a former British secret agent during the

American War of Independence originally from Vermont, settled on the boundary of Montague
and Marlborough on the Rideau River. Had his life not been cut short by drowning in 1793, the

same energy that prompted Stevens to build the first sawmill on the Rideau at the site of

Merrickville, might have altered the pace at which the Stafford "leader and associate" settlement

grew, 101 and possibly might have resonated in the settlement of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear.

Roger Stevens merits at least a footnote in the history of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. The

simple chronology of his arrival in the region in 1789 makes it likely that it was through him, if

indeed, not at his urging, that his brother Abel from Vermont came to southern Bastard township

in 1793 to take advantage of Simcoe's promise of free grants of land; this consequently had a pro-

found influence, albeit indirectly, on the early development of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. Abel

Stevens (as this and the following chapters shall reveal) is not an easy individual to type-cast. I [e
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was born at Quaker Hill, New York, in 1755 and moved with his parents to Pittsford, Vermont in

1770, where he became a skilled trapper. 102 At the outbreak of the American War of

Independence, his older brother Roger, a large landowner in Pittsford, aroused the wrath of local

rebels by refusing to renounce his allegiance to the Crown—an act of defiance that led to his arrest

and imprisonment and the confiscation of his property. Abel Stevens, seeing all this, like so many
colonists played his hand more carefully, joining the rebel militia, and saving his property.

According to the reports of Roger Stevens, who had become a spy for British troops stationed in

Vermont, Abel frequently assisted him in the collection of military and political intelligence by

travelling throughout New England and relaying the information to his brother at secret ren-

dezvous points. Roger declared Abel to be "a loyal Man and entirely unsuspected among the

Rebels." The British military was less than enthusiastic in their appraisal of Abel Stevens. An offi-

cer complained that his reports were "not near Adequate to our expectations, nor the expence paid

him and his brother in money and furrs, &c." 103 Those who might suspect that Abel Stevens was
more a judicious fence-sitter playing both sides during the revolutionary conflict than a Loyalist

playing his cards close to his chest could ponder him continuing on as a property owner at

Pittsford, and attaining the respected position of deacon in the Baptist church there in 1786. 104 He
never attained the distinction of being recognised as a United Empire Loyalist.

It was only the lure of free land in Upper Canada that induced Abel Stevens to set out

from Vermont in May of 1793 for Niagara. There on June 21st he petitioned the executive council

of Upper Canada on behalf of himself and five "associates"—Thomas Harrison, Benjamin Coley,

John Barnes, Caleb Coley and Roger Stevens (only a few months before Roger drowned)—to grant

them an entire township for settlement. This was turned down as inadmissable, but Abel Stevens

was awarded 200 acres and his eight children were awarded 200 acres apiece, a total of 1800 acres,

to be located in Scarborough township. Stevens, after failing to find an available mill-site in

Scarborough, headed east to the region where his brother Roger was developing mills on the

Rideau, and began scouting through the unsettled townships north of the Loyalist settlement. He
"found Lands in Rear of the Ninth Township,* on the River Gannonaqua" (the location now
known as Delta) where he located 2,000 acres around an ideal site for mills. 105 In December 1793

he petitioned the Augusta land board to be confirmed on this location. 106

Stevens, having decided on his location, proceeded to squat on the future site of Delta.

Squatting, as a way of laying claim to a specific area of land by moving on to it prior to survey,

was a common practice. In his December 1793 petition Stevens requested an immediate survey

so that he could be confirmed in his choice of this particular location and go on to "erect a

Dwelling house and Saw mill and make considerable other improvements." 107 He immediately

left for Vermont and in February 1794 returned to Upper Canada with six families. This group

"went into the Wilderness with our Cattle and Effects," cutting a trail through the woods from the

vicinity of Williamstown [Brockville] to their chosen location in the southern fertile corner of

Bastard township. The new settlement came to be known as Stevenstown. It was this trail or road

that William Fortune came across at the northeasternmost tip of Lansdowne township in July

1794. Stevens claimed to have brought with him mill irons and "Mechanics to erect the necessary

Buildings to make us comfortable." But once aware that Fortune's Line enclosed the settlement

that he had started at the site of Delta, placing it in a separate township from the valuable great

falls on the Gananoque River to the south, Stevens in September 1794 began petitioning lieu-

tenant-governor Simcoe for "a Gore between the 9th Township [Yonge] and our Improvements

[Bastard] which if Granted to us will make our Situation comfortable." To spur such a grant,

Stevens informed Simcoe that his group had "made considerable Improvements; and the present

Season expect a number of Families to partake of the Blessings of this Province: Good Land & a

British Government." 108

*
Yonge township
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Plate 18

Shoreline of Red Horse Lake as photographed in July 1994. This was the bleak landscape that lieutenant

Gershom French encountered along the upper Gananoque River in what is now Leeds and Lansdowne Rear

in 1783. Theforbidding granite cliffs led him to conclude "From our entrance in the River Gananoncoui to

its fall into the St. Lawrence, 1 did not discover as much good land Conveniently situated as would serve

one Farmer." This particular section of the red granite rock face, known as Red Horse Rock, resembled a

horse standing in the water with its neck reaching up to the right to browse in the trees, hence giving this

lake its name. By the author.

The only problem with this achievement was that Stevens and his settlers were squatters

who had illegally located on unsurveyed land. To compound the problem, Justus and Thomas
Sherwood, members of one of the most prominent Loyalist families in the region, claimed the site

of the Stevens settlement was theirs and that he and his associates were their tenants. The
Sherwoods were backed by provincial administrators who informed Stevens that he should not

have settled on the land before it was surveyed, and that should the Sherwoods as grantees of

Bastard township "be ready to settle these lands before Stevens they were to have title." The only

glimmer of hope for Stevens, to lay legal claim to the land he was on, was to fulfil the govern-

ment's demand that the land had to be fully settled. He had to bring in more settlers than the

Sherwoods and as quickly as possible. Pressed by these circumstances, Abel Stevens instantly

became a coloniser. In March 1795 he listed 24 names of those individuals he had already settled

in Bastard township, 109 and by 1798 he claimed to have brought in a total of some 200 Baptists

who were settled in southern Bastard and Kitley townships. His reward for all this effort was to

receive legal title to the lands on which his family was settled in 1796. 110

The pace at which Abel Stevens, a jumped-up late Loyalist, had snatched one of the finest

mill-sites in eastern Upper Canada out from under prominent Loyalists, prompted government to

protect equally valuable sites in the northern unsurveyed part of Leeds and Lansdowne town-

ships. In September 1794, William Patterson Jr, Samuel Sheldon, Elihu Stevens and Uriah

Stevens—associates and sons of Abel Stevens—petitioned the executive committee of Upper
Canada: 111
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That your Petitioners having settled on Ganonoqua River in the County of Leeds, in

February last, in further exploring that County discovered a Bed or Vein of Iron Ore, and

being desirous of Erecting a Bloomery [a primitive iron furnace or smelter] prays a Grant

of One Thousand Acres of Land at the Falls on a Creek which empties itself into the largest

lake below the New Settlement on the said Ganonoqua River as set forth in a Sketch of

that River &c.

Your Petitioners flatter themselves that [his] Excellency will countenance their under-

taking so far as to Grant them the Site on said Creek, and privilege to Open said Vein of

Ore for the purpose of Manufacturing Iron, or such relief in the Premises as thro' your

Wisdom may seem meet.

The first step to prevent a recurrence of squatting on unsurveyed land, especially at the great falls,

was to have a proper survey made of the Gananoque River country to end the confusion among
local land board officials and provincial officials at York as to the more valuable locations being

sought after in the unsettled back country. First, the township boundaries of both Leeds and

Lansdowne townships would be cut out, posted, with a detailed survey of alternate concessions

following, permitting both officials and land petitioners some basic reference points for ascertain-

ing the relative position of lands they wished to be granted.

A deputy surveyor, Lewis Grant, who resided in the New Johnstown settlement in

Matilda township, was chosen to conduct the surveys on the upper Gananoque. Grant was a

recent arrival from Curran, parish of Aberlour, in the Strath Spey part of the Scottish highlands. 112

He was instructed in September 1794 to pinpoint the waterpower location claimed by Justus

Sherwood, and in January 1795 he reported, "from the best information I can get that the Falls

petitioned] for by Abel Stevens are the same that Capn Sherwood has Apply'd for, & from all I

can learn are Vacant and do not fall into any Survey." 113 Grant was in some little disgrace with

the surveyor-general's department in the opening months of 1795 over his survey of Yonge the

summer before. He apologised, "I am sorry my Conduct.. .has not met with your approbation, but

I can assure you the only reason I had for not surveying the Fifth & Sixth concessions was that I

thought it would put Government to an unnecessary expence as the land is so bad that no person

has settled thereon—nor will they for a number of years." In future, Grant promised to "always

comply with my Instructions in the most pointed manner." 114

In February 1795 Lewis Grant received a letter from Alexander Aitken, the deputy sur-

veyor of the Midland District, directing him "to lay out a Township on the West side of the River

and Lake Gananoque." He was "to proceed without delay, to the Southwest end of Mr. Fortune's

line run in the rear of the Townships laid out on the river St. Lawrence and continue the same

South fifty four degrees West untill you cross the river Gananoque and there commence the

Survey of a Township nine miles in width. ..to front on said River or Lake, marking off the three

first Concessions into lots of two hundred Acres each." 115 Grant replied in March that it was
"impossible to proceed on the Survey at this Season as the Ice on the Gananoque river and Lake

is unpassable" but promised to "finish the Survey early in the Spring," 116 if it was possible to pro-

cure axemen. On April 25th Grant reported "I am employ'd now hyring men to go out on a

Survey on the River Gananoque." He hoped "to sett out in about three days— but it is difficult to

procure men." 117

The survey party set out for Gananoque, ascended the Gananoque River in canoes, and

located Fortune's line at some point in early May. Grant proceeded to extend Fortune's line from

the Short Point vicinity southwest to the rear of what became lot 12 in the tenth concession of

Leeds near the present site of Morton. At this point the Gananoque River, or what today is known
as Morton Creek, was within sight of Fortune's Line. Grant began opening his line in the forest

"by cutting down any small trees or sapplings & Blazfing] or marking] the large [ones] on two

sides—a tree exactly in the line I mark or Blaze on two sides with three notches under." 118 But
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upon "running the Southerly boundary of my Survey of the River Gananoque, as far back as the

rear of the fourth concession," Grant "found it impossible to lay out a Township on the south west

side of the River without interfering with the Townships on the River St. Lawrence or Lake." With

ten days provisions left, Grant "determined to extend my concession lines across the River

Gananoque," effectively running what became the boundary between Bastard and South Crosby

townships and the concession lines between the first and second and between the second and

third concessions of South Crosby, in order to "give a better Idea of the Country." He was so

employed on the northeast side of the river from May 21st to 30th 1795, explaining that he had

"not compleated my survey back to the rear of the third concession as I was entirely out of

Provisions except Pork—owing to the incessent rains having lost about one hundred Wt of flour"

and he was afraid to send to Kingston for a supply until the surveyor-general approved him cross-

ing the river with concession lines. 119

It was during this trip that Lewis Grant prepared a sketch of the Gananoque River and

lakes, showing the carrying places between what later came to be named Charleston Lake and Red
Horse Lake and between Newboro Lake and Upper Rideau Lake (Plate 20). He explained, "In

going up the Gananoque I mistook the East branch of the river for the West and proceeded up on

to the head of the first Lake by that means." 120 Hence the east branch, and the main river leading

to Lower Beverley Lake, Grant sketched from his canoe, but the remainder of the sketch map
showing the chain of lakes leading to Upper Rideau Lake "was taken from an Indian Plan of the

River Gananoque and the adjacent country." He noted on the map that the "1st, 7th & 9th

Carrying places [on the river] cannot be made navigable for Boats or canoes without Locks—the

remainder of the river is navigable for Canadian Boats," meaning bateaux, while the "2d, 3d, 4th,

5th, 6th and 8th Carrying Places might be made navigable for Boats at a small expence by clear-

ing out the Stones & rocks and cutting the trees along Shore." Grant emphasized that the "7th

[Lyndhurst] & 9th [Morton] Carrying places cannot be made navigable for boats or canoes with-

out Locks—the remainder of the river is navigable for Canadian Boats." He reported that the

"East Branch of the river is navigable for Boats up to the head of the first [Charleston] lake." He
cautioned however that although the upper Gananoque at Sand Lake was only "Half a day's jour-

ney from Kingston to the [upper] Gananoque in Canoes" the route connecting with the Cataraqui

River involved "a great number of rapids and Carrying Places." In the Seeley's Bay vicinity Grant

sketched a cranberry marsh and lake, observing "This marsh Impassible in summer." In contrast

with the good land he observed in much of Yonge, in the Stevens settlement at the future site of

Delta, and in the Newboro vicinity, Grant again and again labelled the land in what would become
Leeds and Lansdowne Rear as "Rocky Mountanious Country," as a clear warning to government

to not encourage the folly of attempting human settlement in such an unwelcoming environ-

ment. 121

Lewis Grant's superiors, however, were not content to rely on the impressions obtained

from a canoe; they wanted the Gananoque townships surveyed, and such surveys must begin

with Leeds and Lansdowne townships. Any hopes for these surveys being done in the autumn of

1795 foundered on the inability to find men able or willing to work as axemen and assistants. In

late September Grant reported "it was out of my power to procure men, owing to the Sickness at

present prevailing over this part of the Province. On my way up to Kingston for Provisions I

hyre'd four men but on my return found three of them sick." He mused about procuring "men
from Lower Canada at a moderate rate by securing them for the winter" but worried that "part of

that season I cannot work in the woods." 122 Three weeks later it still was not in his "power to hire

a party owing to the Sickly season." 123 Somehow he managed to put together a winter survey

party, although it is not clear how early this party set out for the Gananoque area. After procur-

ing supplies they proceeded to the eastern boundary line of Lansdowne township the front pari

of which had been run by James and Hugh McDonell eight years earlier. Grant now "Began .it a
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Post of the Messrs McDonell Starting on the East Boundary line in rear of the 1st [or broken front]

Conc[essio]n, Township of Escot." Grant and his chainmen proceeded due north, placing posts

marking the concession lines in Lansdowne township at intervals of 105.27 chains or 1.316 miles,*

and marking the width of the concession roads that eventually would be run down each conces-

sion line, with the axemen removing branches, bushes, trees and other obstacles that stood in the

way of running a straight line.

Proceeding north they found rocky land covered with beech and maple trees giving way
to low land and swamp along the width of the first concession. In the second concession marsh

with alders and willows was followed by swamp, then stands of beech, maple and hemlock.

Along the third and fourth concessions rocky ridges and rocks with hemlock and beech trees alter-

nated with alder and willow marshes. After climbing a high rocky hill at the rear of the fourth

concession they plunged into a deep gully in the fifth concession, and "could not continue the line

with any degree of certainty in so mountanious a Country." They crossed the ice over a cranber-

ry marsh at the rear of the fifth concession, before encountering mountainous terrain in the sixth

concession covered with scrub hemlock and pine. They climbed to the top of a high mountain

(Blue Mountain) and crossed a deep gully before the broad expanse of the great Gananoque lake

(Charleston Lake) brought the survey of Lansdowne's eastern boundary to a halt. 124

The next segment of Grant's survey entailed running the boundary between Leeds and

Lansdowne townships, beginning "at a post of the Messrs McDonell in the rear of the 2nd

Con[cessio]n Lansdowne." Along the width of the third concession of Lansdowne they first came
across stands of beech and maple, then an alder marsh gave way to a stony ridge covered with

hemlock and beech, on the other side of which was more swamp containing ash and elm trees. In

the fourth concession of Lansdowne the swamp eventually gave way to the east branch of the

Gananoque River, only to reappear in the fifth concession, before giving way to an extensive rocky

ridge wooded with hemlock, beech, maple and basswood trees. In the sixth concession of

Lansdowne they came across a swamp of ash and elm trees, then a creek running to the right, a

small lake (later known as Cherry Pond and still later as Lime Lake), then hemlock-covered rocky

land alternating with willow and alder marshes and ash-filled swamps. In concession seven they

suddenly came out on a steep rocky cliff edge of the Gananoque River (Lost Bay), after crossing

which, they came across what they presumed was the west branch of the Gananoque River (actu-

ally Grippen Creek), with swamps and marshes filled with hemlock, cedar and ash alternating

with rocky ridges covered with hemlock, ash and beech trees into the eighth concession. Along

the eighth and ninth concessions Grant noted his only reference in the winter survey to "good

land" covered with stands of beech, maple and basswood trees. Otherwise the rest of the line

north along the ninth, tenth and eleventh concessions was swamp filled with ash, elm, cedar and

tamarack trees, interrupted by rock only in the tenth concession where Grant noticed the magnet-

ic attraction caused by iron ore deposits that William Fortune observed in 1794. 125

At the rear of the eleventh concession of Lansdowne on the boundary between Leeds and

Lansdowne, Lewis Grant scouted out the extension of Fortune's line he had opened the previous

year, and "chained along Mr. Fortune's line or Continuation N:54 [degrees] E: 40 ch[ains] 62 links

to a Post on the Bank of the Gananoque [Lower Beverley] Lake." Then Grant's crew retraced their

steps and proceeded to survey in a southwest direction for six miles a "Continuation of Mr.

Fortune's line or [the] rear Boundary of the Township of Leeds." After crossing a small creek run-

ning to the right amid stands of beech, maple and basswood trees, the first two and a half miles

* This length of lot, as opposed to the one mile length of lot used in Ontario townships from the 1790s on, requires some
explanation. As Lou M. Sebert notes in his seminal article "The Land Surveys of Ontario, 1750-1980" published in

Cartographica XVII no. 3 (1980), pp. 65-106, the first townships laid out in 1783, such as Kingston township, were meant to

be six miles square and filled with 120-acre lots measuring 19 chains wide by 63 chains, 25 links deep. As grants of fifty,

100 and 200 acres proved difficult to fit on the 120-acre lots, new townships were laid out with 200-acre lots measuring 20

chains wide by 100 chains deep. But since the front of each lot in the front concession of Leeds and Lansdowne townships

was posted as 19 chains wide by the McDonells in the late 1780s, the simple solution for creating 200-acre lots was to make
these lots 105 ] /4 chains (or 1.316 miles) deep, and to extend the width and length of lots into the rear concessions.
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Plate 19

Plan of the River Gananoque where it empties into the Lake of a Thousand Islands, as surveyed by Patrick

McNiffin April 1787. This map is fascinating for showing the mouth of the Gananoque River as a sacred

burying place for Native peoples. The grant of land along the west side of the two sets of rapids to captain

Joel Stone is indicated here. Elizabeth Simcoe noted in 1792 that the grant of the better millsite along the

east side of the rapids to Sir John Johnson, an absentee pre-eminent Loyalist speculator, prevented govern-

mentfrom establishing a town here. This ultimately led to the lower Gananoque River not being part of the

new military waterway connecting with the Ottawa River. The line proceeding north from the mouth ofthe

Gananoque River marked the early division line betiveen the Johnstown and Midland districts. National

Archives of Canada HI 2/410 Gananoque 1787.
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otherwise consisted of rocky land covered with hemlock, which in the first and second miles

proved so difficult to clear that Grant was "oblidged to run [it] with a flag." Three miles along,

immediately south of Morton village, he came across purple rocks wooded with beech, maple and

basswood trees into the fourth mile, giving way to a cranberry marsh, a small creek , and an alder

marsh with another creek. These two small creeks are those draining the Pierce's Flow area and

Cranberry Bog. Stands of beech, maple and basswood trees in the fifth mile yielded to rocky land

covered with hemlock and pine right through the sixth mile when they came to the west bound-

ary of Leeds township. It is worth noting here that the rear boundary of Leeds township is rough-

ly nine miles long, which means either that Grant's measuring of this particular line was faulty or

else he began extending the Fortune Line where he left off the previous year and continued six

miles to the western boundary of Leeds. 126

The next task for the survey party was to run the western boundary line of Leeds town-

ship. Grant and his company "Began at a Post of the Messrs McDon[ell] in the Rear of the 2d

Con[cessio]n Leeds," heading north. Along this boundary, the width of concession three began as

an alder and cranberry marsh, giving way to stands of swamp ash, elm and maple trees that con-

tinued until swamp resumed in concession five, followed by ridges covered with pine and hem-
lock trees. A deep gully was encountered along the width of concession six, as rocky land covered

with beech, maple and basswood trees continued into the seventh and eighth concessions. It is

significant that at the point along the width of concession eight west of the site of Seeley's Bay,

where a navigable channel of the Rideau Canal later would be made, Lewis Grant observed only

a creek running through a cranberry marsh. Beyond the marsh he found hemlock, beech and

maple trees, and rocky land before arriving at the rear boundary line of Leeds.127

It is not clear what Grant's survey party proceeded to do next. A sketch map he later sent

to the surveyor general in early April 1796 (Plate 21) shows lots marked in the three southern con-

cessions of Leeds and Lansdowne townships and six concessions of lots laid out in Escott, sug-

gesting that he reposted the concessions laid out by the McDonells and added to them in Escott.

Charged though he was with running all the alternate lines in these townships, by the fifteenth

day of February he reported, "It was out of my power to compleat the Survey as my party got

tired of the woods and left me," 128 and one of his two chain bearers, Alexander Campbell, "had

the misfortune to cut his foot in such a manner as to render him unfit to do his duty ... for sever-

al months." 129 What was more, as Grant himself admitted, "I could not have continued in the

woods longer than the first of March, as the Swamps open about that season." 130 Grant dis-

charged the men and returned home to Matilda, supporting Campbell over the next two months

as he recovered, thereby ensuring one chain bearer when he returned in spring. 131

It is worth pausing to consider the significance of Lewis Grant's survey to the local region,

before following him along the concession lines of Leeds and Lansdowne. Lewis Grant's survey

of Leeds and Lansdowne townships not only was meant to stave off squatters from the Stevens

settlement in Bastard, but was an initial response to development pressures coming from the

south. In July 1795 Matthew Howard, a retired Loyalist officer, together with Foster Page and

Plate 20 (opposite)

Sketch of the Ganonoque [country] prepared by surveyor Lewis Grant in June 1795. Grant in his initialforay

up the Gananoque River in 1795 laid out the first concessions of South Crosby township west of Lower

Beverley Lake as opposed to running any of the lines of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. A later liaud has erro-

neously penciled in Lower Beverley Lake on what is Sand Lake and Charleston Lake on what is Lower Beverley

Lake. From the mouth of the Gananoque River to above Lower Beverley Lake Grant sketched his plan "Going

up the river in a canoe," but the upper chain of lakes "was taken from an Indian Plan of the River Gananoque

and the adjacent country." Noteworthy is the area called Cranberry marsh & lake, the part of the Gananoque

headwaters that went past the later site of Seeley's Bay. Archives of Ontario AO 1532.
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Archibald McNeil advised the provincial executive committee that they had "explored a tract of

land situated by and near a falls on a creek that empties itself from the west into the lower Lake

of Gananochque, which situation will admit of a good settlement, and that a number of inhabi-

tants had been waiting several years with blank certificates." For themselves, Howard, Page and

McNeil, still awaiting considerable grants, wished "to locate their lands where above stated

together with the falls on said creek." 132

The pressure for development along the Gananoque River also came from the settlement

at the mouth of the river, where, by 1795, Joel Stone was rafting timber to Kingston and as far east

as Montreal. The site of Gananoque with its two waterfalls had attracted two Loyalists, Sir John

Johnson and Joel Stone, to petition for land on both sides of the river as early as 1787. The contest

between them was settled in 1789 with Sir John Johnson granted 1000 acres on the east side, the

more desirable land, and Joel Stone 700 acres on the west bank. Sir John Johnson built a grist mill

by 1792 (Plate 26) as the conditions of his grant required, but was otherwise an absentee landown-

er, as he had more significant properties and duties to attend to elsewhere. 133 Joel Stone, by
default, established himself as the principal landowner and leading inhabitant of this mill village,

developing a sawmill in 1791 and becoming a justice of the peace in 1796. 134 Whether supplying

rafts of timber to Montreal 135 or sawn lumber to Kingston, Stone's expanding business created a

demand for logs to be floated down the Gananoque River.

It was Abel Stevens, however, who had more immediate designs on the timber along the upper

Gananoque River. In a petition dated at Bastard on 15 January 1796, "for the promotion of the

Settlement," Stevens requested lieutenant-governor Simcoe to grant him "'the great falls on

gananoque'" together "with a sufficient Quantity of Pine timber, as there is no other falls having a suf-

ficient Quantity of Pine timber that will furnish the s[ai]d Settlement with Boards and Planks for

Buildings." So eager was Stevens to proceed that he claimed to have "the mill irons on hand and a

Millwright ready to set up a Mill as soon as your Memorialist is established in the falls above cited." 136

Now that it was apparent Abel Stevens had designs on another site sought by Loyalists,

the provincial administration dared delay no longer in surveying the rear concessions of Leeds

and Lansdowne. As Lewis Grant's survey marked the promise of enduring settlement, and as his

spring 1796 survey is well documented, it is appropriate to consider at some length his impres-

sions of the countryside through which he and his party travelled from early May to early July.

His work began at his home in Matilda in early April, writing letters to the acting surveyor-gen-

eral, sending for axemen from Lachine, obtaining relevant papers and plans, and awaiting the

arrival of his crew members. Six axemen arrived from Lachine by the first of May, and Grant hired

William Fraser and the recuperated Alexander Campbell of Matilda as chain bearers. This party

of nine men set out on the second day of May for the Gananoque country, 137 sailing upriver to

Kingston, purchasing provisions there, then returning downriver to Gananoque where they spent

a day sharpening axes and baking bread. They then "Proceeded up the River Gananoque" in the

small boat they brought with them, and "encampt at the Head of the 3[rd] Carrying place or

Rapid" now known as Marble Rock. On Sunday the eighth day of May they "went up the East

Branch of the River Gananoque & encampt on the 5[th] Cons, line Lansdowne" on the boundary

between Leeds and Lansdowne townships. 138

Lewis Grant had not set about the survey of a new township. Rather, he simply was lay-

ing out the rear concessions of Leeds, Lansdowne and Escott within the outer perimeters or

boundaries that he had run only a few months before. His crew moved east, the axemen cutting

a line of trees to enable Grant and his chainmen to gain sightings along the front or southern edge

of the fifth concession of Lansdowne; placing posts marking the width of roads that would travel

north/south, lot widths, and indicating on the posts whether the lots were grants or reserved lots;

and beginning to chain this line where they had left off in February. Upon arriving at the eastern

boundary of Lansdowne the crew retraced their steps along the line they had cut out and moved
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their camp two and a half miles further north on the Leeds/Lansdowne boundary to the west end

of concession seven of Lansdowne. 139 Rather than incur the expense of running all the concession

lines at once, by posting lot widths along the length of every other concession line the time and

expense of the survey was substantially reduced, permitting settlers and squatters to locate their

lots either by the front or rear end of the lot as the case might be. With time, when the respective

townships were settled and the colony had more resources at its command, the concession lines

that had been skipped could be surveyed. Moreover, there was an advantage to skipping conces-

sion lines in that it would encourage settlers to locate their homes across the road from one anoth-

er along the surveyed lines, surely helping to promote the development of concentrated rural

communities.

On the seventh line of Lansdowne Grant's party entered what is now Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear. As they proceeded east they crossed rocky ridges covered with hemlock, pine and

beech, interspersed with alder and willow marshes and ash swamps. At lot fourteen they came

upon the east branch of the Gananoque River, beyond it the great Gananoque Lake (Mud Bay on

Charleston Lake) and near the Escott boundary they found mountainous terrain (Blue Mountain)

and a cranberry marsh. Lewis Grant again observed a magnetic attraction in this vicinity. 140

On May 23rd Grant's crew began posting the ninth concession of Lansdowne from west

to east. They encountered beech and maple trees at first, but after crossing the "Bay of the River

Gananoque" (Singleton Lake) they encountered rocky outcrops, between which they came across

the Gananoque River running to the right, then later found it flowing to the left, and still later

came across it going to the right again, and interspersed with stands of beech and maple trees.

Stony land by lot ten gave way to high rocks on lot eleven, then mountainous terrain covered with

hemlock from lots twelve to sixteen before the vastness of Gananoque Lake (Charleston Lake) at

the east branch of the Gananoque River came into view. 141

Before setting out to post the eleventh concession of Lansdowne, Grant's crew on May
27th moved their temporary camp to "where the 9[th] Cons, line first intersects the Gananoque"
(Singleton Lake). The next day they "Proceeded up the River to the big falls" at the site of

Lyndhurst where they were "Employed in the afternoon building Huts for the Provisions." 142 The

east end of concession eleven began with a tamarack and cedar swamp, then a mixture of beech,

hemlock and maples interspersed by ash swamps before they crossed the Gananoque River north

of the site of Lyndhurst, beyond which was a cranberry marsh. At lot four Lewis Grant made one

of only two references to "Good land" during this survey of Lansdowne and Leeds townships,

otherwise he continually referred to pine and hemlock covering rocky ground, interspersed by an

ash swamp on lot six. At lot ten he noted the west end of a small lake (Little Long Lake), at lot

twelve he spied "a small lake [Red Horse Lake] in sight to the south," at lot thirteen he noticed the

"end of a small lake [Bass Lake] to the north," and at lot seventeen he viewed a "small lake [Green

Lake] to the north." These lakes were interspersed with rock outcrops covered with hemlock and

marshes in turn, with the locale west of Green Lake described as mountainous. 143 At lot nineteen

they came to what is now called Webster Bay on Charleston Lake.

At the beginning of June amid continuous showers of rain Lewis Grant and his eight men
moved their camp, returning to the boat they had left at the "Big fall, & proceeded down the

Gananoque to the 5th Cons [of] Leeds to commence the survey of that Township." As the lots in

the surveyed southern concessions already were numbered from west to east, from the Pittsburgh

township line, Grant could not simply proceed with his survey from the Leeds/Lansdowne
boundary heading west. His journal does not indicate the route taken by his crew, but after stop-

ping for a day to bake a supply of bread, they then appear to have cut the sight line along the fifth

concession proceeding west and then measured the posting back along this line from west to east.

After posting the fifth concession line of Leeds, Grant and his men on June 12th "moved
the Boat &c to the 7[th] Concession of Leeds." 144 In skipping the sixth concession line they missed
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viewing the high rock feature somewhat resembling an outdoor bake-oven where the west branch

of the Gananoque River from South Lake flowed into Gananoque Lake; when Reuben Sherwood
travelled along this route in a birch canoe in September 1807, he observed that in the "6 miles from

South Lake to oven point" there was "no carrying place at all." 145 On the seventh concession of

Leeds, now that they had ascertained the widths of all the lots on the fifth line, Grant and his crew

proceeded from the east end of the seventh concession, heading west, cutting and posting the line.

From lot 24 to 19 rocky hemlock-covered ridges were interspersed by swamps filled with tama-

rack and cedar. Stands of beech, basswood and maple trees appeared on lot eighteen, then cedar

and tamarack swamps resumed, interspersed with rocky ridges covered in hemlock and pine to

lot thirteen. From lot twelve to lot eight the land continued rocky, but covered with beech, bass-

wood and maple trees, followed by an alder marsh on lot seven. Then, from lots seven to one

there were continuous stands of hemlock and maple on rocky ground, with pine giving way to

basswood trees. 146

On June 18th Grant and his crew "Returned to my camp on the River in 6th Conc[essio]n,"

the next day they "went down to Capt[ain Joel] Stone's for Provisions," and "Returned to my
camp 6th Cons. Leeds" on June 20th. They then ascended the main branch of the Gananoque
River to Singleton Lake, struck west over land until they found the Leeds/Lansdowne boundary,

and then walked south along this boundary until they came to the east end of the ninth conces-

sion line of Leeds. They proceeded to cut and post this line, moving west through a tamarack

swamp, then through stands of beech, maple and basswood trees that gave way to a marsh on lot

twenty. On the afternoon of June 22nd Grant and his men were employed "rafting my Baggage

over a small lake" (Grippen Lake) and moving their temporary "camp to Lot No. 17." 147 Marsh
intermixed with ash and maple on lots seventeen to fifteen gave way to stands of maple, beech

and pine from lots fourteen to eleven, then rocky land covered with hemlock and pine on lots ten

and nine. Ash swamp on lots nine and eight was followed by alder marsh on lot seven, which, in

turn, gave way to stands of beech and maple trees from lot seven to lot two, where rocky land cov-

ered with beech, poplar and hemlock trees appeared all the way to the western boundary of

Leeds. Here Lewis Grant's survey of Leeds and Lansdowne townships came to an end, as it hap-

pened, on the fourth day of July 1796, 148 although he did not discharge his men in Matilda until

some ten days later. 149

Lewis Grant continued to work on the plans, diaries and field notes into August, making
copies for the surveyor-general at Niagara and for the local land board. In a letter to the survey-

or-general at the end of July, Grant observed: 150

I marked off the Gore in rear of the 12[th] Concession of Lansdown from East to West to

accomodate Mr Abel Stevens Settlement as there are small improvements on almost every

lot along the south side of Mr. Fortune's line from the North East Boundary of Lansdown
to lot No. 8—on which the Inhabitants intend to build Homes if not reserved—indeed it's

the only land in the Part of the Township Survey'd by me that will settle for this number
of years. I have also Sketched the River Gananoque between the Concession lines that you

may have a better Idea of the situation of the River & Country. The falls on the River

Gananoque petitioned for by Abel Stevens & Capt. Justus Sherwood are situated on Lot

No. Two, Tenth concession Township of Lansdown.

As it turned out, the mill-site for which Matthew Howard in company with Foster Page and

Archibald McNeil sought title was on lot one in the fifth concession of the yet to be surveyed

South Crosby, the future site of Morton, and a water-power for which Abel Stevens had already

petitioned. 151 Fifteen years later another regional surveyor, Reuben Sherwood, complained over

the discrepancies of Grant's survey, in running the seventh and ninth concession lines of Leeds

from the east and west, respectively, 152 and that Grant had not surveyed concessions four, six, part

of seven, and concessions eight, ten and eleven in Leeds. 153 Sherwood clearly was unaware of the
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Plate 21

/>/fl« o/L^rfs, Landsdown & Escot prepared by surveyor Lewis Grant in April 1796. This plan shows the
boundaries of Leeds, Lansdowne and Escott townships established by Lewis Grant in 1795 and the lots in
the three southern concessions of these townships that were laid out by James and Hugh McDoncIl in 1787.
For all intents and purposes Grant's survey was based on the assumption that Leeds would be a separate
townshipfrom Lansdowne. Geography and cultural settlement dictated otherwise. Archives of Ontario AO
2659.
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challenge that the wild landscape of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear had posed for survey purposes,

as contrasted with the flat townships he surveyed elsewhere in the region. As Lewis Grant con-

cluded at the end of his trek through Leeds and Lansdowne, "I have had one of the most tedious

and disagreeable surveys I ever was engaged in, owing to the great quantity of Partial Atractions

along the different lines, but I endeavoured to be as accurate with the track as possible in so moun-
tanious a country." 154

Despite the pressures of imminent development, Lewis Grant's survey was disappoint-

ing. Rather than confirm the indications of "good land for the production of wheat" that William

Fortune had encountered along the northern boundary of Lansdowne township, Grant had, if

anything, corroborated Gershom French's original bleak assessment of the local landscape being

"nothing but Swamps, Rocks and Stagnated Water." In his extensive journeys along the township

boundaries and concession lines Grant only twice scribbled "good land" in his field notebook,

which amounted to fewer references to land capable of supporting agriculture throughout the

entire rear sections of the two townships than Fortune had noted along the northern boundary of

Lansdowne alone! As for the Gananoque River, the need to build three locks to make it naviga-

ble meant that there would be little impetus for settlement coming in from the south for some time

to come. Lewis Grant's survey, on paper at least, prepared for a tidy vision of settlement, with

straight concession lines running from east to west intersected every mile-and-a-half by forced

roads running south to north in equally straight lines. The rocky ledges, gullies, mountainous ter-

rain, swamps, marshes and generally stony land would make his tidy plan of roads impossible to

impose on the landscape, and they would frustrate the development of farms within the neatly

plotted lots along the concession lines.

One undoubted merit of Lewis Grant's surveys was to at last provide government offi-

cials and intending settlers with a guide to specific locations they could pinpoint on maps and to

which they could refer in letters. Instead of puzzling over a request by petitioners in 1795 for a

grant "for the Falls between the 3d and Fourth Lakes" on the Gananoque River, officials could

now expect a more precise request for a location within a particular lot in a specific concession.

Now the machinery of locating settlers on lots could proceed smoothly. Accordingly, when
Matthew Howard and his associates in April 1797 renewed their application, they were assured

that they would "be located in the situations and fall they pray for if the fall has not been already

granted to Abel Stevens." 155

Abel Stevens, however, was now focused on gaining title to the "great Gananoque falls."

In a September 1797 petition he again applied "for the Falls on the outlet below the 3d

Gannanaque Lake which appears by Mr. Grant's Survey to be on Lot No. 2—10th Concssn in the

Town of Lansdowne, which Falls are well calculated for the purpose of erecting Iron Works." 156

Attached to this petition were two lists of "the proprietors that Belong to Abel Stevens Grant,"

numbering some 68 in southern Bastard, and 22 in southern Kitley township. Stevens requested

that the "said Falls may be granted to him together with such a proportion of Lands anexed there-

to" as the lieutenant-governor might "deem necessary for the encouragement of Erecting Iron

Works." 157 He renewed his application in February 1798, appearing in person at York (later

Toronto), flourishing a list of twenty men from Vermont experienced in operating an iron furnace

(Appendix 1). Stevens explained he was
desirous to erect a Furnace &c. for the melting of Iron in the Township of Lansdown and

as the Persons whose names are hereunto annexed have agreed to come into the Province

in order to work them, your Petitioner prays for Land for the aforesaid people, and for the

use of the works as nearly adjacent thereto as may be, for which he is willing to pay six-

pence p[er] acre....

To be specific, Stevens requested 1,200 acres for the use of the works, 600 acres for foreman Ruel

Keith, and 200 acres apiece for the nineteen other furnace men, combining for a total of 5,600

acres. 158
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Plate 22

Tracing of circa 1795 sketch showing the relationship of the Gananoque River system to the 9th Township and

to the Abel Stevens settlement in southern Bastard township, attributed to Lewis Grant. The 9th township

(Yonge) was so named for the sequence of Royal or Loyalist townships laid out along the Saint Lawrence River

beginning in 1784. The names of Stevenstown settlers are shown on lots in the tenth concession of Bastard

township. Upper Beverley Lake is here depicted as two small lakes at the southern corner of Bastard township.

Abel Stevens's initials are plotted as a claimant at the great falls on the Gananoque, the future site ofLyndhurst.

The waterfall at Whitefish, later known as Morton, is also noted. Archives of Ontario RG1-A-1-7 #7.

It is not altogether clear that Abel Stevens knew the executive council of Upper Canada
wished to encourage what was proposed to be the first iron furnace in the province, but simply

did not yet have the authority to grant his petition. As "all mines were reserved for the King,"

they were awaiting "the King's permission" to allow the iron furnace project to proceed, and
could make Stevens no commitment. Moreover, well aware of Stevens's earlier propensity to take

matters into his own hands, it is not even clear that the executive council advised him they had

endorsed the "Surveyor General to reserve the Land prayed for as near to the Wishes of the
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Petitioner as circumstances will admit." That Stevens was worried about being turned down is

suggested by two actions he took in 1798. While still in York, he presented a possibly inflated list

of 91 proprietors in Bastard and 38 in Kitley that he implicitly was responsible for settling there

(Appendix 2).
159

The more significant move by Abel Stevens, in the summer of 1798, certainly for the set-

tlement of the rear sections of Leeds and Lansdowne townships, was to join forces with Matthew
Howard of Elizabethtown petitioning for the great Gananoque falls. This decision may have been

prompted by a hope that a joint claim would prevent government delay in awarding the falls for

developing an iron furnace. To further encourage officials at York to approve the iron furnace

scheme, the surveyor-general of Upper Canada reported that in the autumn of 1798 sixteen per-

sons were "employed under Mr. Abel Stevens" in "opening a Road from the Township of Bastard,

to the King's Mills near Kingston."160

The sixteen men who laboured on this road—William Caswell, Dennis Burges, Benjamin

Huntley, Whitfield Patterson, Eliphalet Tuttle, Enoch Huntley, John Conolly, Joseph Churchill,

Samuel Crippen, Moses Randolph, Washington Lee, Uriah Stevens, Abel Stevens Jr., Abraham
Stevens, John Sheldon and John Mattice—made no mention of Abel Stevens or Matthew Howard
playing a role in building "the Road from the Gananoqui Falls to the Kingston Mills." They

explained two years later how they161

from the many accidents which happened to Travellers, in going on this part of the

Townships of Leeds, Lansdown & Pittsburg, particularly towards the End of winter

—

were induced to explore the Country and to open a more Convenient and safe communi-
cation to Kingston, by a road passing nearly thro' the center of the before mentioned town-

ships, which they have [ejffected by much labour and expense, for the distance of 31 miles,

having opened it about 30 feet wide, and built 13 Bridges, so that it is now generally used.

A separate document placed the cost of "cutting and clearing a road ten feet in width thirty one

miles, and making thirteen bridges at £7"10 p[e]r mile," combining to a total cost for "opening the

new Road to Kingston from Lansdown [of] ... £225"0"0," with local inhabitants only managing to

contribute twelve pounds, ten shillings toward the endeavour. 162

Upon arriving at Kingston at the end of their labours, the sixteen men applied to the

deputy surveyor of the Midland District, Alexander Aitken, "to reserve the lands in the back con-

cessions of the Township of Leeds for them until they had an opportunity of petitioning ... for

Grants of the same, as they have a wish to settle on the new Road." Aitken complied with this

request, 163 but, the timing of the roadbuilders proved unfortunate. 1798 was the year in which the

names and boundaries of many districts in Upper Canada were changed. From 1788 to 1798

Leeds township had been divided between two districts. The Lunenburg or Eastern District

stretched from the eastern boundary of Lancaster township to a line running due north from the

mouth of the Gananoque River, and the Mecklenburg or Midland District as it was more com-

monly known, extended from the line running north from the mouth of the Gananoque River on

the east to another line running north from the mouth of the Trent River on the west. This arrange-

ment effectively placed one half of Leeds township in the Eastern District and the other half in the

Midland District. In 1798 Leeds and Lansdowne townships were made part of the new Johnstown

District which was created out of the western section of the former Eastern District, 164 and with

all of Leeds township now included in Leeds County—the westerly of the two counties created in

the new Johnstown District.

The roadbuilders, preoccupied with their labours in the autumn of 1798, were either

unaware of, or confused by, the new district boundaries, and they instinctively requested

Alexander Aitken "to set apart such of the Township of Leeds, as is comprehended in the Midland

District." 165 Aitken set apart the land requested by the roadbuilders, reported on their "labors &
the utility of the Road" to the surveyor-general at York, who in turn laid this request before the
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Plate 23

Backwoods shelter showing Native people and a white man around afire as sketched by Elizabeth Postuma

Simcoe circa 1796. The right hand part of this shelter is similar to one shown on the right hand of Plate 14.

Such ingenious shelters, partly made of canvas and partly fashioned from bark, protected surveyor, chain-

men and axemen in the survey party from the cold, and just as importantly in warmer weather the billow-

ing smokefended off insects and mosquitoes. Note the broadaxe, the hanging quarter of meat, and the ket-

tle over the fire. The casks contained flour for making biscuit and water necessary in a country where sur-

veyors feared contracting aguefrom drinking fetid water. Archives of Ontario ¥47-11-1-0-288.

executive council, and they, on 15 January 1799 "were pleased to order a grant of 400 acres each,

to your petitioners, including former grants, provided they applied for their warrants before the

first of June then next ensuing." The petitioners appear to have continued working on the road

into 1799, and "employed their agent, Mr. Abel Stevens, to apply in their behalf for their warrants,"

but the granting of these was delayed for lack of an examination by government officials [empha-

sis added]. 166

The new road marked the beginning of settlement for the rear of Leeds and Lansdowne
townships, and it was a significant link with Loyalist settlements to the east and west. Abel

Stevens had already established a road from the vicinity of Brockville to Stevenstown in southern

Bastard in 1794, and he may also have established a road from Stevenstown to the great

Gananoque falls in the mid 1790s. The 1798 road simply continued in as direct a line as the land-

scape would allow from the great falls at the site of Lyndhurst to Kingston Mills where mills had

been developed and from whence a road had been made to Kingston in 1784. 167 Consequently,

from 1798 on there was a roadway between Kingston and the Brockville vicinity passing through

the rear of Leeds and Lansdowne townships. By contrast, there was no road along the Saint

Lawrence River, and it would not be until 1806 that the inhabitants of Gananoque prepared to

build a bridge over the Gananoque River. 168 The surveyor-general of the province noted approv-

ingly in December 1798 that the new inland road "will facilitate much our winter intercourse with

the Lower Province—at present a very desireable Object." 169 By October 1800 the road was
described as being "now generally used, & in winter altogether, by Travellers." 170

The benefit of the new road to the local settlement came at the expense of the men who
built it. The sixteen roadbuilders were each promised a grant of the "lot thro' which the road runs

as lies to the North or South of the Road, together with the whole of the Lot immediately behind
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it." To be confirmed in their grants, the roadbuilders had to meet four conditions. First, each had

to actually settle in person on his lot. Second, each had to clear and fence five acres within eigh-

teen months of arriving on the lot. Third, each of them had to build a house with dimensions of

at least twenty by sixteen feet within 24 months of locating on the lot. Fourth, and most difficult,

each of them had then to pay patent fees amounting to some ten pounds sterling and an additional

fifty shillings of Halifax currency for survey costs. 171 The difficulty of fulfilling these conditions,

particularly raising the money needed, weighed heavily on men who had spent months building

and improving the road in addition to the regular round of work required to ensure survival in a

bush frontier. As they fell behind in meeting the conditions of their grants, they were alarmed to

see "many lots on the road having been located by persons who altho' they had warrants of sur-

vey yet had no other claim to location on that communication." 172

So concerned were the roadbuilders about their grants, that they appealed to Abel Stevens

in early 1799 to petition on their behalf to President Russell for an extension. This was a mistake,

in that, as early as 1798 the provincial government no longer was accepting petitions from Stevens

on behalf of others, but rather preferring to deal with the individual petitioners themselves. 173

Stevens seems not to have bothered to mention this to the roadbuilders and dashed off a missive

to York dated 24 May 1799 with the revealing salutation "The Petition of Abel Stevens and
Matthew Howard, managers of the cut[t]ing of the road from the Great Gananoque falls to

Kingston in behalf of the men employed to do the same [emphasis added]." In this petition Stevens

stated that the roadbuilders found it "impossible.. .to raise the money to pay the fees [for their

grants] except they neglect procuring bread for their families to procure it." Moreover, continued

Stevens, they "have given up all the assessment for cut[t]ing the road if there is any collected

towards building a bridge across Gananoque falls or River and are much pleased to go on and com-

pleat the road for the bounty of Government—if they may be indulged in some longer time for fulfill-

ing the terms [emphasis added]." 174 The contradictions within this petition reveal that Abel

Stevens's prose was getting the better of him as he attempted to manipulate the situation to his

own benefit. As the penultimate squatter, Stevens already knew that the roadbuilders were in no
real danger of being removed from lots on which they were settled. Stevens, in promoting him-

self and Matthew Howard as managers for building the road, claimed a role for himself that the

roadbuilders never acknowledged in their correspondence with government. Moreover, there is

a contradiction between the whole concept of the lots along the road being granted in recognition

of the otherwise unpaid voluntary labour of the sixteen roadbuilders, and Stevens's allusion to

them as "men employed to do the same." Stevens, in sending a petition on these men's behalf to

government, only managed to further delay the land granting process for the roadbuilders.

But was it not delay the roadbuilders were after anyway? And what did Abel Stevens

stand to gain from petitioning on behalf of the roadbuilders? Stevens, preparing to set up the first

iron furnace in Upper Canada, had much to gain from this otherwise seemingly disinterested

move. By writing, he further maintained control over the local scene by effectively remaining the

fulcrum through which information from the provincial administration was filtered to local inhab-

itants at least a while longer. Knowing as he certainly must have, that his writing the petition on

behalf of the roadbuilders would delay their receiving their grants, their apprehensions over con-

tinuing delay could be played upon, to make further improvements on the road—a road that

would be a crucial link between the iron furnace he hoped to build and the nearest port at

Kingston. And this is exactly what seems to have taken place. A subsequent petition dated 19

November 1799 from Abel Stevens and Matthew Howard, requesting the locations to be made out

to the roadbuilders, stated that they "proceeded the second time to Compleat the road from the

Elizabethtown road by Wm. Caswell's in Lansdown to Kingston Mills and have the same Done
and Cleared out and Causewayed all the small streams averaging in width at least ten feet and
made fifteen Bridges as the way required so that people travel it with great Ease with their

teams." 175
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Detail of northern concessions as copiedfrom plan of Leeds township surveyed and drawn by Lew.s Grant

in 1,1796. The lots in this township like other townships along the Samt Lawrence Rwer were 1.316

lies in length as opposed to those in the Rideau townships being but a mUe in length. Worthy o) note »

Z shape ofCnppen Lake in the ninth concession and the meagre width of,he headwaters ofthe Uu.anoou

Rive, runLg through a cranberry marsh past the future site of Seeley's Bay. Ontano Survey Record,

Office, Leeds B6.
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If the roadbuilders were exploited, there is no denying the simple achievement of the road

itself. Whereas Lewis Grant's survey of the rear concessions of Leeds and Lansdowne townships

in 1796 offered the promise of development, the road constructed in 1798 and 1799 marked the

actual beginning of settlement in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. Before 1799 there is no record of

people settled in this locale, but from that year on a settled population began to inhabit a coun-

tryside which only eighteen years before had been written off as "unfit for cultivation." The years

ahead would not see steady growth in population, as the number of residents rose to 176 in 1803,

increased to 236 by 1805, fell to 229 in 1806, then jumped to 289 in 1807, only to fall to 254 in 1812,

and to fall further to 249 people by 1814 (Table 1). The rise and fall of early population reflected

the promise and challenge offered by the local landscape to early settlers, a subject addressed in

the following chapters. Perhaps the last word about the appearance of that wilderness should be

left to the Reverend William Smart who observed firsthand the efforts of many early settlers to

survive amid the rocks and swamps of the upper Gananoque country. From the shore of

Charleston Lake he observed in 181

7

176

Nature is here seen in her wildest dress, and the imagination is left without control, while

it wanders from object to object; indeed, every thing is on a scale of magnificence; sub-

limity reigns in all her glories; it only requires the hand of industrious man to add the

beautiful. It may however be said, that sublimity reigns in terror, for amidst all her

grandeur, the eye has to stretch far beyond the banks of the lake, and then only we indis-

tinctly discover a few spots of cultivation.
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FORGING TREASON?

The years between 1800 and 1820 unquestionably stand out as a heroic period in the histo-

ry of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. The beginning of settlement in an area considered incap-

able of supporting agriculture alone provides sufficient subject matter for study during

these years. Similarly, the faltering growth of a small community divided by geography and ide-

ology, and under heavy suspicion by government, offers the ingredients for an absorbing narra-

tive. Above all, there is the story of the iron furnace built at the great Gananoque falls that placed

the settlement prominently on the map of Upper Canada. The plans mooted during these years

to build an inland military waterway along the upper Gananoque River contrasted with the

efforts of local settlers carting goods to market at Kingston. These heroic aspects of local devel-

opment were balanced by land jobbing, timber piracy, smuggling, infanticide, widespread drunk-

enness, and desertions to the United States during the War of 1812. The underlying impulse that

settled the rear sections of Leeds and Lansdowne townships ultimately proved to have an anti-

heroic tinge.

The impulse for settlement centred around the proposal to build an iron furnace at the

great Gananoque falls. As early as 1784 major Edward Jessup offered to undertake erecting an

iron works in the vicinity, but failed to follow up on it.
1 How Jessup came to know about local

iron deposits so early is not clear. Is it possible that lieutenant Gershom French actually saw the

water-power at the site of Lyndhurst, but avoided mentioning it in his report, and gave word of

his discovery to Jessup? Or, more likely, Jessup, or one of the men who previously served under

him, ventured out in exploring expeditions in the countryside north and west of the Loyalist set-

tlements, seeking out potentially valuable sites for mills and mines. It is an open question as to

whether Abel Stevens stumbled across the bed of iron ore at the southern corner of Bastard town-

ship during his initial appraisal of the area for settlement in 1793, or whether he heard about it

from Jessup and his associates. Certainly, by September 1794 Stevens was eager to obtain the

"Gore between the 9th Township [Yonge] and our Improvements" as it contained the great falls

capable of providing the power required by an iron smelter. That same month two of his associ-

ates and two of his sons referred to the deposits of iron in a petition to government in which they

claimed to be "desirous of Erecting a Bloomery" and therefore requested "a Grant of One
Thousand Acres of Land at the Falls on a Creek [the later site of Delta] which empties itself into

the largest lake below the New Settlement [presumed to be Lower Beverley Lake]."2 In a petition

of June 1795, awaiting approval to receive the lands on which he was squatting, Abel Stevens

ruminated about being "precluded from enjoying the benefits of the Mill Scats, Forges &c, as we
cannot possibly go on with Building them until we Receive permission from His Excellency

[emphasis added]" 3 suggesting that during his move from Vermont to Bastard in February 1794

he may have brought materials otherwise unobtainable in the middle of the forest for processing

iron. After again applying for the "great falls on the Gananocque" in January 1796,4 he petitioned

again in September 1797, observing pointedly that these "Falls are well calculated for the purpose

of erecting Iron Works."5

In yet another petition dated 12 February 1798 Stevens prayed "for a certain fall of water

on the outlet of the Gananoque lake. ..in order that he may be enabled to erect a furnace to carry

on iron works and for so much land around the said falls for the use and accomodation of the said
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Plate 25

Detail ofA Map of the Province of Upper Canada describing All the New Settlements, Townships &c, with

the Countries Adjacent from Quebec to Lake Huron compiled at the Request of His Excellency Major

General John G. Simcoe by David William Smyth, Esqr, Surveyor General, 1800. This map conveys some

idea of the trek required by the families connected with the iron works brought by Wallis Sunderlin from

Vermont to Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. Note the reference to Iron Mines in Lansdowne Rear and southern

Bastard township. National Archives of Canada NMC 15295.

works as may be thought expedient and also for the persons concerned in carrying on the said

manufactory." So impatient was Stevens to have the iron furnace project begin, that he followed

this petition to York, presenting a list of twenty men from Vermont headed by foreman Ruel Keith

who he claimed were experienced in operating an iron furnace (Appendix 3), and requesting

grants of 1,200 acres presumably to be at Stevens's disposition for the use of the iron works, 600

acres for Ruel Keith, and 200 acres apiece for the nineteen other men. The initial reception seemed

positive enough; Stevens was assured that when the King's permission arrived to grant iron

mines, which was expected at any time, he would be considered as having the first claim, and the

surveyor-general was directed "to reserve the Land prayed for as near to the Wishes of the

Petitioner as circumstances will admit."6

Somehow something went wrong. Once Stevens departed York, officials from various

government departments put their heads together, and concluded that the great Gananoque falls

as the ideal site for Upper Canada's first iron furnace should not be entrusted wholly to Abel

Stevens. This conclusion, which can only be speculated, very likely was based on their previous

wearying experience of withstanding a bombardment from Stevens of many, many petitions that

ultimately helped gain him the grant of the land at Stevenstown on which he illegally squatted.
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I hey were not about to go through that again, to be harried into giving away one of the finest

industrial sites in the province to an individual of uncertain resources to finance such a scheme,

and who, besides, was not even a Loyalist. By July of 1798 Stevens was informed that government

officials would entertain no more petitions from him on the behalf of others, be they new colonists,

or road builders, or iron workers.7

Refusing to be troubled by this, Abel Stevens returned to York in early February 1799, pre-

senting a proposal from himself and three unnamed associates for "manufacturing Iron and cast

Ware in the County of Leeds." Being the first such venture of its kind in Upper Canada made it

necessary that "the Hammers, Anvils, and all the Iron Works required, as well as expert Workmen
must be brought in from the United States of America" at an estimated cost of £3,000. The peti-

tioners proposed "to set up a Furnace and bloomery, which will require a double set of Workmen
so that no less than fifty men will be employed daily." As Stevens's unnamed American associ-

ates who were about "to embark their whole property and hopes in this Undertaking" were "per-

sons of respectability and character in their own Country," they would "not come forward but

upon the Assurances of Government that they will be provided with Suitable Apportionments of

the Waste lands of the Crown in the vicinity of the Manufactory." Neither could "the Workmen
and Labourers be persuaded to come into the Province without similar Assurances."8

This was either too good an opportunity to be true, or else too good to be thrown away
lightly. A committee of the executive council of Upper Canada responsible for the disposal of

Crown lands gave Stevens a deadline of six months to present a specific and final proposal (no

more bombardments of petitions) "towards erecting Iron Works on the Ground reserved for that

purpose." He was obliged to disclose the names and places of residence of his new associates, the

amounts they were prepared to invest in the furnace, and proof that they had such capital to

invest. Stevens was requested to "specify the progress that he will undertake to make annually in

the business on pain, if not regularly performed, of forfeiting all that has been done." Moreover,

Stevens and his unnamed associates must "understand that they will not have any Deed given to

them or anything beyond the mere permission to Erect works until the whole of their

Engagements are complied with."9

Only two days later Abel Stevens, accompanied by Elisha Beman who had recently

arrived from the United States and who was living in York, submitted a detailed plan prepared by

their attorney. Its detail makes it worth quoting in its entirety: 10

That with regret your Petitioners trouble Your Honor again on the Subject of the

Guanonoque falls & Iron manufactory but as the object is of some public, and much pri-

vate Importance they beseech your Patience in granting them a rehearing; as from the late

declaration of the Hon[our]able the Executive Council on the Subject they are enabled to

perceive the Intentions and to meet immediately the Views of Government.

—

P In order to satisfy Government of their ability they bring forward E. Beman who
has an established Credit in Montreal and who being bred to the Business and having for

a long time followed it in the neighbouring States, serves in a twofold Capacity to empow-
er them to commence the intended manufacture.— Should any doubts arise as to the suf-

ficiency of your Petitioners after being joined by the said E. Beman they will give Still

additional Security but as they expect no indulgence of Grants from Government until

they have made the necessary disbursements and brought their undertaking into a certain

degree of Maturity, they conceive a Sufficient Foundation laid for them to crave the favor

of Government upon the following Propositions

—

2d Leave to uncap, (dig up or mine) the bed of ore; which lies within a lot of land

already granted by the Crown, the Proprietor of which has already consented to that mea-

sure.

—

3d Leave to put up at the Great Falls a Forge of four Fire Places, under Express
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Plate 26

Sir John Johnson's Mill on the Gananocoui River as sketched by Elizabeth Postuma Simcoe in early July

1792. As early as 1792 lieutenant-governor Simcoe considered having a harbour at the mouth of the

Gananoque River, but there is no evidence to suggest that the early Vermont settlers in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear descended the river to have grain ground at Gananoque before 1820. Rather, they were

sending timber down the Gananoque River to be milled for lumber to supply Kingston or to be rafted to

Montreal. Archives of Ontario ¥47-11-1-0-63.

Stipulation that the same shall be compleat, and have manufactured Iron within One Year

from the first day of June next.

4th A Continuation of the order of Reserves upon the lands adjacent to the Falls until

your Petitioners shall have had a reasonable Opportunity of entitling themselves to the

further consideration of Government, and submitting their pretentions to apply for loca-

tions therein—One mile on each side of the Falls your petitioners humbly submit would

be barely sufficient—as in the Event of Success—a Town or Village will speedily arise

round them.

—

That your Petitioners humbly beg leave to State to your Honor that they intend to

extend their Designs upon a much larger Scale than one Forge. They have a Furnace c\nA

many Forges in Contemplation, but treading upon Uncertainty Your Honor will approve

their Caution[;] a Forge of four fire Places will cost but four Hundred Pounds— <i greal

part of which will be saved by the manual labour of your Petitioners—the Forge will make
a Compleat Experiment of the quality of the Ore (and Iron produced from it)—and in the

mean time your Petitioners will ascertain to a certainty the quantity which the mine will

furnish.
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In an attached statement Stevens and Beman counted the number of "Master Workmen" and

"Common Hands" they would need "for a Forge of three fires." The list of master workmen
included a master bloomer at each of the fires, two master colliers, a carpenter and a blacksmith,

for a total of seven. The common hands required included an assistant bloomer at each fire, three

assistant workmen for each of the colliers, two charcoal carters, five woodcutters, three hands "to

ring the Wood," and one stoker to attend the bloomer—combining for a total of twenty unskilled

labourers. The number of master workmen and common labourers needed to run this forge

together totalled only 27, a significant reduction from the fifty men Stevens only a few days earli-

er had said were needed to run a furnace with four fireplaces. Stevens and Beman further stated

that the "forge will consume each Day that it goes the Cole [meaning charcoal] made from nine

Cords of Wood" and they estimated "that fifty Acres yearly will be a Sufficient reserve of Wood
for the said Forge." 11

It is unclear what happened after the executive council received this detailed proposal.

Beman, once out of earshot of the loquacious Stevens, probably had second thoughts, and was
never heard from again. Certainly there was no modification of the original conditions, and Abel

Stevens spared no effort both in the Johnstown District and Vermont to form a company with suf-

ficient capital, but without success, before the time limit of six months was up in August 1799.

Enter Mathew Wing of Augusta township, one of the people who Abel Stevens had come
across in his search for well-heeled associates. Wing, in a February 1800 petition claimed that

Stevens had sold him his interest in the furnace site on lot two in the tenth concession of

Lansdowne. Wing, apparently believing that Stevens owned the site, claimed to have sold "a con-

siderable part of his property and converted it into Cash for the sole purpose of Erecting the.. .Iron

Works" and was strongly encouraged to do so by principal inhabitants as it was "so much want-

ed by the settlement," only to discover to his dismay that Stevens "had no pretension or Claim to

the premises." Still, wishing "to erect & prosecute the aforementioned Iron Works," Wing peti-

tioned the lieutenant-governor to be granted part of lot two and lot one in the tenth concession of

Lansdowne, "the privilege of one half of the Iron ore found on Lot No. 10 in the 11th

Concession. ..(the other half of the Ore being granted as it is said to William Caswell with the Lot),"

and sufficient "adjacent unlocated Lands as may be necessary to support the said Iron Works."

Doctor Solomon Jones of Augusta endorsed Wing as "having ever supported a Character of being

an honest industrious sober Man" who "if he meets the proper encouragement will succeed in car-

rying on the Business." This marked an early interest by the prominent and influential Jones fam-

ily of the district in the furnace proposal. In February 1800 the executive committee offered

Mathew Wing the same terms they had given Abel Stevens a year earlier. 12

Mathew Wing seems to have assumed that he was granted permission to set up an iron

works in operation, rather than, like Stevens before him, simply given a deadline of six months to

present a specific detailed proposal to officials in which he would disclose the name and address-

es of his associates, the amounts of money to be invested, and a detailed outline of the progress

he would make in the project annually. Perhaps he was confirmed in this assumption during his

transaction with Stevens, who later claimed he "made an agreement with Mathew Wing to go for-

ward and Erect a forge which he engaged to Compleat." By late July 1800 Wing had been a resi-

dent of Lansdowne township for a number of months. In a petition to York he claimed to have

expended £143 in building a forge and £82 in providing the irons needed. In addition to this

expenditure of £225 he had £200 more at his command, and with the permission of the executive

council he was "ready to make Proposals for working the Iron ore" and expected he would "have

the works Completed within six months from this Date and Make Proper Trial of the ore and if

found Good will make the ensuing year twenty tons of Iron." This behaviour of pushing ahead

with the enterprise and sorting out details with officials later, so reminiscent of Abel Stevens,

prompted the executive council at York to rescind their offer to Wing abruptly. 13
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Plate 27

P/a/i showing townships, roads and settlements in the vicinity of the proposed Rideau Canal route as

sketched circa March 1816. This invaluable map shows the network of local roads, and more especially the

back Kingston turnpike road leadingfrom Brockville to Kingston through Furnace Falls. It shows the more

numerous roads in the Loyalist settlement along the Saint Lawrence River and the row of military town-

ships—no. 1 (Bathurst), no. 2 (Drummond), no. 3 (Beckwith) and no. 4 (Goulbourn) about to be settled

with military veterans and British civilians north of the Rideau townships. Note Stone Mill (later Delta),

Haskin's Mill (later Morton) and the projected portage for the new military waterwayfrom the headwaters

of the Beverley Lakes to Irish Creek. National Archives of Canada RG5, Al vol. 27, p. 12288.

Meanwhile, Abel Stevens, still hoping against hope to play a major role in developing an

iron works, renewed negotiations with Ruel Keith in Vermont who he intended to engage as his

master workman. It seems that Keith, in turn, persuaded Wallis Sunderlin, already extensively

engaged in manufacturing iron in Vermont and possessing extensive resources, to join him in the

promising new Upper Canada venture. What was their surprise when they arrived at the great

Gananoque falls with a large party of workers prepared to carry out construction of the proposed

furnace and other buildings in the spring of 1800, to find Mathew Wing in possession of the site!

Bad enough to have been misled by Stevens that one half of the falls and other privileges had been

reserved for them, only for Ruel Keith and Wallis Sunderlin to be told by Wing that he had

obtained the site from government and there was no admittance for them unless they agreed to

his terms. So outrageous were the terms—making Sunderlin responsible for building the furnace
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and allowing him four acres for a furnace yard at the great falls and a grant of 300 acres elsewhere

while allowing Wing to maintain control of the site and control over the fuel supply 14—that Ruel

Keith refused to even witness them, and instead wrote a stormy letter to Abel Stevens, demand-
ing that he somehow obtain from government "one half of that falls of water and the other priv-

iledges...for a furnice...to Wallis Sunderlin and myself so that we need not be under the disagree-

able necessity of begging and praying to Mathew Wing for a little wood." 15

Abel Stevens from the distance of Boston—attempting to juggle the provincial executive

who had written him out of the picture, Sunderlin and Keith who he had deceived with his

promises, and Mathew Wing who was attempting to play fast and easy with officials at York—did

his best under the circumstances. He wrote to chief justice John Elmsley in July 1800, providing

his own version of events: Mr Wing was on the site making some improvements but "doth

Decline, building a furnace which is very necessary," Mr Keith and his partner "through sickness

and other Disappointments was Not able to Come forward as Soon as he intended" but now had

unexpectedly arrived in order to build a furnace, and since Stevens himself no longer could

assume the expense for such an undertaking after he "met with misfortune in having the hands

that I hired from the States Sick together with my own family"—would it not work together for

the best for Keith and Sunderlin to set up a furnace across from Wing's forge "without the one

interfering with the other?" The provincial executive thought not. They curtly referred Stevens

to the "final answer" he had already received, and at month's end sent Mathew Wing packing as

well for having "presumed to erect works...before he had permission to occupy them or had even

given in his proposals." 16

Wallis Sunderlin, by default, was left as the person best placed to develop an iron furnace

at the great Gananoque falls by the late summer of 1800. He apparently was so impressed with

the site when he first arrived that he concluded to "make and sign an agreement with Mr Wing
altho it was in his Oppinion unjust." So determined was Sunderlin to have a furnace up and run-

ning within fifteen months, observed Ruel Keith, that he returned to "the States for more proper-

ty and Men to perform the Labour with as great Dispatch as possible" 17 only after which word
came through that both Abel Stevens and Mathew Wing no longer had any right to develop the

iron works. Where Stevens and Wing, with all their cunning and deceit had failed, could

Sunderlin hope to succeed in developing an iron furnace in Lansdowne?
In early September of 1800 Wallis Sunderlin went to York and presented a lengthy peti-

tion to the executive committee. In it he rehearsed how he had "for several years been engaged

in the State of Vermont in a considerable manufacture of Iron." He had then been invited to Upper
Canada "by the associates of Mr. Able Stevens who pretended to be Authorized by Government
to set similar Works on foot at the falls of the River Gannanoque." Upon arriving he "was

informed that a Mr. Mathew Wing had been substituted in their Stead" and was "solicited by Mr.

Wing to imbark in the undertaking under the Encouragement which he pretended to have

received from the Honorable the Executive Council." Wing had painted the prospects for an iron

furnace "in the most flattering Colours" to Sunderlin who himself became enthusiastic and deter-

mined "upon the sale of his property in the States that he might be enabled to carry into Effect the

Object of his pursuit in this Country." It was only after disposing of his manufactory in Vermont

and returning to Upper Canada "with twelve able assistants and the Necessary apparatus for

prosecuting effectively his purpose" that he discovered "to his great mortification and Detriment"

that he had been imposed on by Wing. 18

Sunderlin proposed "to lay out from seven to ten thousand Dollars" before June of 1801

"in effecting his Works" and promised that "they will be in complete order and Condition for busi-

ness." He asked "nothing of Government beyond the permission of entering upon the laborious

and expensive Enterprise and imploying his workmen brought hither at a heavy Expence" and he

was prepared to "leave it to the future Consideration of your Excellency in Council to make such
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Plate 28

The old stone furnace stack of the Green Mountain iron company at Forestdale, Vermont, as photographed

in 1935 by Richard S. Allen. Thefurnace built at the great falls on the Gananoque River in 1800 very like-

ly resembled this structure in the simplicity of its design and probably in the same proximity to the ridge of

land running along the west side of the Gananoque River. Period sources and oral tradition combine to sug-

gest that thefurnace at Furnace Falls was located on the west bank and the forge was sited on the east bank

of the river. The ridge permitted a ramp to be built over the furnace stack to permit ox-carts to dump iron

ore, flux and fuel into it, but otherwise it was a potentially dangerous location because of spring flooding

next to the superheated structure. Despite operating for only a decade, the furnace caused the site of

Lyndhurst to be known as Furnace Falls for the ensuing half-century. Loaned courtesy of Victor R. Rolando

96A09.

eventual arrangements as in your Excellency's wisdom may seem meet." He concluded his peti-

tion by humbly hoping "that as the public will benefit much by his endeavours and industry" that

he would be granted "permission to imploy them upon this Occation." 19 So impressed was the

executive committee by this straightforward, unrisky proposal by an experienced man of sub-

stantial means, that they granted his petition. The same conditions that Abel Stevens had agreed

to in 1799 of laying out a proposal, reporting the progress of the works on an annual basis or oth-

erwise forfeiting the entire enterprise, and receiving no deed until the whole works was in oper-

ation, still applied.20

Wallis Sunderlin immediately submitted a detailed proposal. He asked permission "to

employ my people. ..as soon as possible to erect a Saw Mill for the use of the said Works" and to

"build a Bridge across the Head of said Falls for the convenience of said Works, said Mill and

Bridge will be of great use to the public at large." In return, he promised

to erect a Furnace at said Falls of such Size as shall be thought most useful, sufficientl}

large enough to Cast all kinds of Potash Kettles, and every other kind of Furnace Ware
that shall be necessary for the use of the people in this Country, the expenses of Building
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said furnace and Flasks, and other necessary utensils sufficient to carry on said business

will not be less than Seven thousand Dollars expences, which property I have at

Command and am ready and willing to put forward the same to promote said business,

On Condition. That I be allowed a sufficient Tract of Land for Timber, Coal and Ore, to

carry on said business to effect....

Sunderlin engaged "to have the whole works completed within twelve months from the first day

of October next, otherwise to forfeit all claim and right to said premises together with my services

and expences." The craftsmen Sunderlin proposed to bring to the Lansdowne iron works includ-

ed founder and potash kettle moulder Ruel Keith of Pittsford, Vermont; mason and fireman

Samuel Moore of Orwell, Vermont; carpenters Ruben Baker, John Stekels, Elisha Lee, Nathaniel

Pitcher and Gilbert Stevenson; labourers Nathaniel Robinson and John Nash; reed and flask

maker John Pratt; blacksmith David Giffin; and clerk Ira Sunderlin.21 The Upper Canada execu-

tive committee accordingly not only gave Wallis Sunderlin permission to begin construction, but

recommended that the surveyor-general "appropriate 2,400 acres in such situation as the

Petitioner shall point out, of which 1,200 on his performing the Conditions will become his prop-

erty on payment of fees under the new regulations," and reserve 10,000 acres for a supply of tim-

ber and ore.22

Backed by these assurances, Sunderlin and his associates set about building what is reput-

ed to be the first iron furnace west of Trois Rivieres. Sunderlin most likely was the proprietor of

the works, that is, the financier and potential owner of the project who supplied the capital and

reported back to his associates about the progress of construction. These associates or silent part-

ners, all citizens of Connecticut, were Daniel Sherwood and James Scovil of New Milford and

Samuel Barlow of New Fairfield. Much of the initial work of setting up the furnace and related

structures may have been under the direction of Ruel Keith.23

It was Ruel Keith who Abel Stevens as early as 1798 had proposed to be overseer of the

Lansdowne iron works. In 1791, just a couple of years before Stevens left Vermont to scout out

land in Upper Canada, Ruel Keith's brother Israel arrived from tidewater Massachusetts to start a

furnace in Stevens's home town of Pittsford. At later furnaces operated by Israel Keith, as many
as 100 men were employed at a time, and his specialty became potash kettles cast in moulds in

sizes ranging from 45 to 90 gallons which Vermont frontier farmers reputedly travelled distances

of up to 200 miles to obtain. It is worth noting that in the remote frontier community of Sheldon

in northern Vermont where Israel Keith later operated an iron furnace, his iron products, bartered

for other necessities, became known as "Sheldon Currency."24 It was through Abel Stevens that

Ruel Keith first heard about the prospects for a furnace in Lansdowne, and with the financial

backing of Sunderlin, Sherwood, Scovil and Barlow, he built the furnace on the Gananoque River.

In May of 1801 officials at York received a progress report from Wallis Sunderlin. He stat-

ed that a substantial amount of work had been done in setting the works up, but due to delay

caused by sickness brought on by fatigue in moving his family from Vermont to Lansdowne dur-

ing the winter, he was behind schedule. He expected to have everything completed by that

October. As proof that the undertaking was in capable hands, Sunderlin listed what already had

been accomplished. He had "built a saw mill, and built a bridge over the river, and has brought

from Connecticut a large pair of furnace Bellows of the value of two hundred pounds, has built a

furnace stack and arches of stone of the dimensions of twenty-two feet square, and twenty-six feet

high." A frame structure measuring fifty by eighteen feet was built to cover the furnace stack (pre-

sumed to be the charging bridge), and another frame structure measuring fifty by thirty feet was

constructed for a carting house. All told, Sunderlin claimed to have spent $4,000 on these works.25

He was supported in his application for an extension by the eminently respectable James

Breakenridge, lieutenant for the Leeds County militia, who also was a native of Vermont.

Breakenridge stated,26
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Plate 29

Charcoal making in the late eighteenth century, as lithographed by Denis Diderot in 1763. The view on the

left shows the hearth being prepared, then the various layers ofwood being piled, and made airtight with an

exterior covering of earth. The view on the right shows the charcoal being burned and tended until it became

a mound of charcoal. One oral tradition indicates that charcoal was made beside the smelter at Furnace

Falls, while another indicates that charcoal pits were being burned as far away as the intersection of the

Ellisville road and what later became highway 32. Diderot 1763: plates 56 and 57, National Library of

Canada NL19017 and NL19018.

I hereby certify that Mr. Sunderlin and his associates in building a furnace and other works
on the falls in Lansdown have made great progress, have built a Sawmill, a furnace Stack,

a frame for said Stack and a frame for a carting house, has got a pair of Bellows for Blasting

on the Ground, which Bellows will weigh about eighteen hundred weight and has built

and compleated a good Bridge over the Falls on the Kingston road, and from all appear-

ances they are going on to be of great use to this Settlement, and to the province at Large.

This satisfied officials at York who granted an extension of time for completing the iron works.27

In early November of 1801 Doctor Solomon Jones:

visited the premises in Lansdown [where] the Iron Works are erected and found things in

the following order, a Furnace built, the Bellows lying within the Building, a good Saw
Mill, a good framed Bridge across the Stream well planked, a Forge erected whereby I saw
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two Barrs of Iron Manufactured, which appeared to be of good quality, a great quantity of

Coal wood made into Pitts, and a considerable quantity burnt into Coal [or charcoal].

This testimony, supported by a certificate from local magistrate Truman Hicock, was sufficient evi-

dence for the provincial executive. They granted Wallis Sunderlin 1,200 acres, and they further

reserved 10,000 acres of land further up the Gananoque River to furnish a supply of ore which was
reported to exist there in large quantities, and which could easily be brought to the furnace on

rafts.28

Once the new iron furnace was in operation, it, rather than the waterfalls, became the

dominant local feature, and the location came to be known as Furnace Falls for the next half cen-

tury. The only period testimony telling about the production of the iron furnace is provided by
William Jones who built a stone mill at Stevenstown (Delta) in 1810 and who undoubtedly

obtained mill irons among other iron products at Furnace Falls. He stated29

in the year 1800 a Furnace for the manufacture of cast Iron, and a Forge for the making of

Wrought Iron was commenced on the said premises, by...Wallis Sunderlin forming one

half of the concern. Doc[to]r James Schofield and Samuel Barlow the other part put in

motion in the year 1802—but for the want of property and proper management the said

works was not sufficiently built. [B]ut notwithstanding such insufficiency they were

made to produce—say one ton of Cast Iron per day consisting of articles weighing from

500 to 10 lbs. Viz Forge Hammers, Pots, Kettles and Irons &c.— Likewise the Wrought
Iron Works were made to produce 4 [hundredweight] per Day consisting of bar Iron, Mill

Irons, Plow Irons &c.

The three preceding lengthy quotes are the only contemporary descriptions known to survive of

the iron works at Furnace Falls, apart from a notation by the Earl of Selkirk who, when passing

through Gananoque in January 1804, wrote, "The Iron Works attempted some miles up, are doing

very little—did not send down above 1 load of Iron last Season—the quality not esteemed—three

men carry on the work in partnership—& as I understand without any hired hands, do not agree

well among selves."30 Half a century later, Hiel Sliter wrote down an account, based on informa-

tion supplied by his father, Nicholas, who was a coal burner from Vermont and who came in 1801

to work at the Lansdowne furnace. Sliter recorded that the "attempt to cast hollow ware (pots,

kettles, etc.). ..was a failure [because] the ore was poor, a great distance to draw" in winter, "and

the road was bad." The entire operation was closed down until the next summer when another

trial of making hollow ware met with no better success. Sliter stated that a "forge was built for

the manufacture of bar iron in which they succeeded with some profit to themselves and quite a

benefit to the settlers" as it "was used by blacksmiths altogether in making chains, drag teeth

[and,] whatever the settlers needed."31 Possibly the only products of the furnace that survive

above ground in the locality are the hinges in a basement door of the Barnabas Chipman house at

Soperton, the waterwheel shaft at the Delta mill and the share on Levi Soper's bull plough in the

Gananoque museum.
It is because so little information survives about Furnace Falls during the decade it was

the only working iron furnace in Upper Canada that recourse must be taken to documentation

about pioneer iron works in New England. For lack of an archaeological assessment, there is no

certain evidence as to where the iron furnace was located. After the Historic Sites and Monuments
Board of Canada unveiled a commemorative plaque in 1935, Edward C. Wight protested the loca-

tion of the cairn west of the bridge on the north side of the road. He recollected that across the

road from this cairn "there were indications of pits where charcoal was produced to assist in the

manufacture of cast and bar iron." Wight believed that the actual site of the furnace was where

the Roddick gristmill later stood on the west side of the river; a friend, Mortimer Birdsell, told him
"he took part in digging the foundation of the said mill and that they came across the ruins of the

old furnace, [and] slag had been found near by this site."32 This seems a likely location in that it
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Plate 30

The upper falls at Lyndhurst as photographed looking upstream from below the 1857 stone bridge circa

1900. The 24 foot high falls of water together with indications of iron ore in the rear ofLansdowne placed

pressure on government to have the northern concessions of Leeds and Lansdowne toivnships surveyed in

1796. Despite this view being taken in summer, seventy years after the headwaters of the Gananoque River

were diverted to the Rideau Canal, Lyndhurst continued to boast the finest water-power in Leeds County.

This view shows the west arch (left) providing a reservoir for the Roddick mills on the west bank, while the

centre arch (right) acted as a spillway. RoLLAL 986.06-01.

would have been close to the water-power needed to work the great bellows, it afforded storage

space atop the rocky ridge, and the sudden drop in land permitted a level ramp, or framework as

Sunderlin termed it, to be built from the roadway over to the top of the furnace to allow the iron

ore to be dumped in cartloads into the furnace. Although substantial filling has taken place on

both sides of the river below the waterfall in the last 200 years, there would have been limited

space for a 22-foot-square furnace and adjacent structures, and to have this large superheated

stone structure so close to an uncontrolled flow of water offered potential disaster. 33 One can only

speculate that the sawmill was located on the east bank of the river on the site where later mills

were constructed. The location of other structures, however, can only be conjectured.

Furnace Falls had the four natural resources needed for an iron furnace business. It was
close to a supply of iron ore which was close to the surface of the ground and which could easily

be moved to the furnace. There were abundant woodlands nearby to supply the great quantity of

fuel the furnace consumed. There was a fast-flowing and continuous stream of water to provide

power to the blast bellows at the furnace and to power a trip hammer if wrought iron was being

produced. It was close to large quantities of limestone in the three northernmost concessions of

Lansdowne to serve as the "flux" in the smelting process. Furnace Falls had additional benefits. 34
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It had the hill necessary against which to anchor the charging bridge on which ox-drawn carts

dumped ore and flux into the furnace stack. It was, moreover, located on a good road leading to

the two most populated sections of Upper Canada—the Loyalist settlements on the Saint

Lawrence River and at Kingston.

Two essential resources that Wallis Sunderlin and Ruel Keith found altogether lacking at

Furnace Falls were an available source of common labour, and housing for workers at the furnace

and their families. When Sunderlin arrived in 1800 the rear concessions of Leeds and Lansdowne
townships were still virtually empty of human settlement. The Stevenstown settlement in the

southern concessions of Bastard and Kitley was less than five years old, and there were few if any

men that could be drawn away from developing their self-sufficient homesteads in that settlement

to work in the furnace venture. Similarly, the demographic in the Loyalist settlements around

Kingston and along the Saint Lawrence after fifteen years was producing a generation that was
interested in marrying and moving the least distance possible from their parents' homesteads to

the grants to which they were entitled as the sons and daughters of Loyalists. Most of the men
building the complex of structures at Furnace Falls were probably brought in by Wallis Sunderlin

from Vermont. Very likely a great part of the delay in setting up the furnace was in providing shel-

ter for these men and their families before winter set in.

No count has been recorded of the number of men who worked for Wallis Sunderlin at

the various activities connected with the iron furnace. Abel Stevens in 1798 had spoken of bring-

ing in twenty experienced furnace men from Vermont, then in 1799 he had averred that no less

than fifty men working in two shifts around the clock were needed to run a furnace, and then in

1799 he and Elisha Beman had claimed that a forge could be operated by seven master workmen
and twenty common hands. A workforce of fifty men along with the members of their families

made for a significant number of mouths to feed in the middle of the wilderness. There is no

record of whether or not Sunderlin had a company store at Furnace Falls, but if he did not he was
unusual.

As Joseph E. Walker points out, a charcoal furnace in production needed large quantities

of food and fuel for workers, beasts of burden, and the furnace hearth. These requirements under

ideal circumstances necessitated the ownership of large cultivated areas of land for farm crops,

gardens and orchards as well as vast tracts of forest.35 The lack of an established settlement in the

rear concessions of Leeds and Lansdowne, the unsuitability of much of the land for agriculture,

and the deadline constraints faced by Sunderlin: all very likely combined against the people he

brought in pursuing agriculture, at least for the first few years. Instead, he probably had no choice

but to purchase provisions from nearby settlements such as those at Stevenstown and Yonge

township for the first number of years, and it is possible that it was this additional heavy expense

along with other difficulties that drove him to sell half the furnace property to Ephraim Jones in

1804-1805.36 The cost of provisioning this colony of Vermont ironworkers can be shown in a crude

way from a report a generation later to the United States house of representatives on the cost of

producing cast and bar iron. It showed the consumption of farm products and depreciation of ani-

mals per ton of metal produced to be: twenty bushels of wheat and rye, 57 pounds of pork, 43

pounds of beef, ten pounds of butter, two bushels of potatoes, one half ton of hay, $1.00 in fruits

and vegetables and $1.43 depreciation on the purchase value of horses—combining for a total cost

in farm produce and livestock of $27.35 per ton of castings or bars. 37 The manufacture of pots,

kettles, irons, mill irons and plough irons suggest that Sunderlin had a valuable article of trade for

barter with regional farmers.

The appetite of the blast furnace was greater by far than that of the sweating, begrimed

men employed in the various activities connected with it. Two writers reported that a New Jersey

charcoal furnace required 20,000 acres of timber land to furnish wood for charcoal. A common
practice was to divide the forest into tracts of 1,000 acres each with one tract being cut each year.
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Plate 31

The Alpheus J. Love house (built 1906), blacksmith shop (built 1887) and the cairn to the Furnace Falls iron

works on Cook street in Lyndhurst, as photographed in September 1994. There are four memorials to the

ironworking industry at Lyndhurst shown here. The historic sites and monuments board of Canada plaque

on the cairn was pursued by the Lyndhurst women's institute in the early 1930s to commemorate the first

iron furnace in Ontario, and it was placed on the site of George Nuttal's open air blacksmith forge. Cook

street commemorates William Cook, a mid-nineteenth century Lyndhurst blacksmith, while the brick house

and frame shop built by Alpheus Love were operated by his son Bland "Tory" Love until the early 1970s.

By the author.

At the end of twenty years the first section would have grown enough to cut again, and hence a

continuous supply of wood was provided.38 The reserving of a further 10,000 acres in addition to

the 1,200 acres granted Sunderlin suggests the concern of officials at York to keep a large enough
supply of timber to maintain the furnace continuously.

These statistics of consumption are a reminder that the community of workers employed
by the iron works and the economic ripple of their endeavours extended far beyond Furnace Falls.

How much of a village Furnace Falls was, if it even was a village, cannot be stated with any cer-

tainty. In 1803-1804 Ira Sunderlin's name appeared in a list of shopkeepers and tavernkeepers for

the Johnstown District, with his source of supply most likely being Jehiel Mitchell on lot five in

the seventh concession of Leeds who was listed operating a 37 gallon still that year.39 If village

there was, it may all have been obliterated by the fire that destroyed the forge, furnace and
sawmill in 1811. The furnace was the dominant presence at Furnace Falls. The intermittent roar

of the forced blast would have been heard a long distance away. The flare from the almost smoke-

less flames cast a lurid glare upon the sky, visible for miles around, which illuminated nearby

buildings, with streams of sparks occasionally emitted as the flames rose and fell.40

In terms of its function, as described by E.N. Hartley, the furnace was a smelting and
reducing unit, a massive stone stack in which iron ore was melted down, along with the fluxing

agent, limestone, to separate the metal, iron, from the impurities with which in the ore form it was
mixed, to strip it of its oxides. As the melting proceeded, the iron, being heavier, accumulated in

the bottom of the crucible, and was run off through a tap hole into sand trenches where it cooled

in the shape of sows or pigs, as they are called, or was carried out in ladles and poured into
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moulds made of clay. The impurities, being lighter, floated like scum on top of the fiery bath in

the crucible, and were raked off as slag.41 From the molten iron in the furnace crucible came the

hollow-ware and cast-ware items such as pots, kettles, and irons.

Structures adjacent to the furnace might have included a coal shed where the burned coal

was kept until all danger of fire from it was past (unless it was dumped in the river) and a coal

house atop the granite ridge above the furnace where possibly up to 30,000 bushels of charcoal

were stored in winter when sleighing was good. Between the coal house and the furnace stack

was the bridge house upon which were stored the ingredients for charging the furnace for the next

few hours, and from which men dumped the fuel, ore and flux into the charging hole. At the level

of the base of the furnace was the casting house into which the molten iron flowed through its

trenches of sand. Nearby too was the sawmill producing boards for building construction, and

around the furnace were piles of ore, limestone and the slag heaps of furnace waste. To the fur-

nace, as the industrial heart of the iron works, came wagon loads of raw materials, and from it

went wagon loads of pig iron and cast products which produced the income to sustain dozens of

families.42

The forge at Furnace Falls to which the pigs or sows of crude iron were taken may have

had as many as four hearths. The two-hearth or "Walloon" process of forging that almost cer-

tainly must have been practised here involved two processes at separate hearths. At a "fineries"

hearth the pigs were melted down, the iron was decarburised by oxidation, and heat was provid-

ed to bring the wrought iron to a semi-finished stage. At the "chaferies" hearth the malleable iron

was reheated for further welding and with the aid of a water-powered trip hammer was drawn
out into finished bars. More likely than not there were more fineries at Furnace Falls to supply

semi-finished bar iron to blacksmiths across Upper Canada, while the smaller number
of chaferies, as a secondary industry, supplied more finished wrought iron items such as spades,

pokers and fire shovels to a more localised market.43

The tremendous heat needed both in the forge, and more particularly, in the cold-blast

furnace at Furnace Falls came from using great quantities of charcoal that had to be manufactured

in the neighbourhood. In normal operations about 160 bushels of charcoal were required to make
a ton of iron in the smelter, which together with the demands of the forge meant that some 200

bushels of charcoal per day were being consumed at Furnace Falls.44 Edward C. Wight recalled

seeing "indications of pits where charcoal was produced" close by the furnace, and these prob-

ably were artifacts of the earliest days of the iron works. The production of charcoal required great

tracts of woodland, and traditionally the wood was made into charcoal at the source of supply,

and the charcoal was then hauled by wagon to the furnace.

Charcoal production entailed two separate types of work. Woodcutters harvested hard-

wood trees from one-and-a-half to four inches in diameter for lap-wood and from four to seven

inches in diameter for billets, cut them in four-foot lengths, and hauled them on rough sleds to col-

liers at the charcoal pits. These pits were only pits in name, being instead a level hearth thirty to

forty feet in diameter from which all vegetation was removed. A chimney with an opening of

about eight inches was constructed at the centre with lap-wood, then concentric rings of billets

were placed on end around the chimney with each piece protruding slightly at the base so that at

the edge of the hearth the slope was sufficiently horizontal to enable the final covering of leaves

and dust to rest securely without sliding off. Lap-wood was fitted in whenever possible to take

up the air spaces. After completing this first tier, the chimney was built up another four feet high-

er and a second tier of concentric billets and lap-wood was set. Then, a third layer of the chimney

was built, with the remaining wood set in a horizontal fashion radiating from the chimney to form

a shallow rounded dome structure containing between 25 to 50 cords.

Chips and fine kindling were placed in the chimney to within a foot of the top, and leaves

and dust were used to cover the entire structure to make it as airtight as possible. Once the pit
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was fired with a shovelful of coals placed on top of the kindling in the chimney, it required con-

stant tending day and night by the colliers from ten days to two weeks to ensure that it did not

develop into a burning flame, but rather remained a "dead fire" that effectively charred all the bil-

lets in the pit. The colliers then dug out the coal that had been produced, ensuring no fire

remained in it, before loading it into the wagons that hauled it to the furnace. A master collier and

one or two helpers might work as many as eight or nine pits at a time, residing in small conical

huts covered with leaves and topsoil. Due to high winter and spring winds and other

unfavourable weather conditions, charcoal pits were fired only during the months from May to

late October, with the colliers often becoming wood choppers during the winter in order to receive

a full year's wage.45

The fame of Furnace Falls and the wider economy of woodcutters, colliers, miners,

haulers, blacksmiths, furnace men and general labourers employed by the iron works was work-

ing against its continuing success. The colony of workers and their families not only was provid-

ing the Stevenstown settlement in southern Bastard and Kitley with a market for provisions and

flour, but by its very presence it was encouraging people from the front to settle in the vicinity.

The population of the rear sections of Leeds and Lansdowne townships which very likely was no

more than a handful when Sunderlin and Keith arrived in 1800, suddenly jumped up to 176 in

1803, then increased to 236 in 1805, decreased to 229 in 1806, jumped to 289 in 1807, and lurched

up to 340 people by 1810. This jagged population curve graph (Table 1) can be explained by the

movement of people connected with the furnace between mining operations in southern Bastard

and northern Lansdowne. In the northern concessions of Leeds township, however, where there

were fewer activities directly connected with the furnace and where there was better soil, the pop-

ulation steadily grew from 87 in 1805, to 100 in 1806, and to 128 in 1807. The people in northern

Leeds very likely were settling there with an eye to developing prosperous farms to supply the

larger Furnace Falls settlement.46

From Wallis Sunderlin's perspective the growth of nearby settlement was a cause for

alarm. It was crucial to the ongoing success of the furnace that great tracts of woodland be main-

tained to supply on an annual basis up to 5,000 cords of wood needed for making charcoal.47 As
early as December 1800 Sunderlin wrote to the surveyor general, requesting lots 1, 2 and 3 in the

ninth concession, lots 1, 2 and 6 in the 13th concession of Lansdowne, lots 20, 22 and 24 in the tenth

concession and lots 21 and 23 in the eleventh concession of Leeds—2,200 acres in all—to provide

"an amount of Timber Suitable for the use of the Furnace which cannot be obtained convenient for

the purpose in Lansdown as it is Timber'd with Pine & other Soft Timber that will not answer my
Purpose for Cole for the Furnace."48 In January 1801 Sunderlin requested lots 4 and 5 in the 11th

concession of Lansdowne "as they are Situate near the Falls and [have] much better Quality of

Timber for my use [than] the Lands in General Adjacent" to the furnace.49 Lot 3 of concession 10

in Lansdowne was leased to Sunderlin in March 1803,50 and by August 1805 Sunderlin had

"obtained a Survey of about Eight hundred acres of Land that was Represented in Mr Grant's sur-

vey as Covered with Water" as further woodland to supply the furnace. 51 In February 1807

Sunderlin petitioned for permission to work a new bed of ore recently found on lots 11, 12 and 13

in the thirteenth concession of Lansdowne, as "the ore adjoining the Works did not turn out as

expected, but a loss to himself and of no advantage to the Country,"52 but the executive commit-

tee refused. The degree to which lots became stripped of timber, and unable to regenerate char-

coal for the furnace, can be gathered from the comments of an inspector viewing lot 5 in the tenth

concession of Lansdowne in 1834. He noted that "all the original Timber has been removed!,]

nothing remaining [but] rotten Stumps and uncleared land."53

How soon the pressures of a growing settlement would have caught up with the fixed

supply of hardwood needed to produce charcoal for the iron furnace remains a moot question.

William Jones claimed as late as 1815 that "Charcoal was procured at the Rate of 17 (shillings] 6
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[pence] per hundred bush[el]s and sufficient means still Remain to procure a supply," 54 but this

testimony is clouded by the fact that he was trying to sell the furnace site. In truth, the Gananoque
Falls furnace was dogged with various problems from the beginning. In 1801 Sunderlin, his fam-

ily, and many of the workmen were stricken severely by ague or malaria, "the prevailing Disease

of the Country." This so delayed setting up the works that before 1801 was through, Sunderlin

was obliged to enlist the resources of an additional associate, Ephraim Jones of Augusta. Jones

"embarked a considerable property" which was expected to "add energy to the business," 55 by

giving 1,189 pounds, eight shillings and five pence for parts of the land and a quarter interest in

the furnace and forge, and one half of the sawmill with the proviso that Sunderlin could buy it

back for the same amount with interest before January 1809. As of January 1804, Jones effective-

ly owned one quarter the Furnace Falls site, and in February 1805 Sunderlin is reported to have

given Bradley Barlow of Fairfield, Vermont, a $2,500 mortgage on " 'all that one-third of the fur-

nace, forge and sawmill on the falls of the Gananoque River,' being part of Lot No. 2 in the 10th

Concession."56 By February of 1807 Sunderlin remarked that "the Ore adjoining the Works did

not turn out as expected, but a loss to himself and of no advantage to the Country." Still he

pressed on, asking leave to mine ore on lots 11, 12 and 13 in the thirteenth concession of

Lansdowne (only to be refused by officials in York),57 and searching for iron ore as far away as

Montague township.58

William Jones, son of Ephraim, and miller at nearby Stevenstown, offered his comments
about the problems at Furnace Falls. In addition to "the want of property and proper

Management," he stated that the "said Works was not sufficiently built." William Henderson of

Quebec, who expressed interest in the iron works on the Gananoque, understood that "It was frus-

trated in part from a want of encouragement in a district just settled and but very thinly

Inhabited[,] but perhaps much more so from causes always attending enterprizes of this nature

conducted by a number of proprietors or Agents, each of whom had a separate interest and dis-

tinct business to attend to." That Sunderlin and Jones had battled for control of the furnace was
evident in Henderson's further comment: "In new Countries undertakings of this nature are more

successful under the immediate superintendence of one person of steady habits principally inter-

ested than by the clashing interests and jarring opinions of several individuals." Moreover, a

major problem with which the Lansdowne furnace had to contend was that in frontier "Upper

Canada the generality of the People have not been able hitherto to afford any Articles of real neces-

sity in this line."59 Whatever the difficulties of a flawed partnership or an enterprise ahead of its

time, the end for Sunderlin came soon after the "works was consumed by fire in the year 1811.

'

/6°

At the outbreak of the War of 1812 he is listed as a captain in the 1st Leeds militia (as opposed to

serving under colonel Joel Stone in the 2nd Leeds militia which included Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear in its territory), but by February 1813 he was reported dead. 61

The 1811 fire by no means spelled the end for an iron works at Furnace Falls, but the title

to the site became complicated. The outbreak of war between the United States and Britain in June

1812 effectively meant that part of the title to Furnace Falls was in the hands of men now regard-

ed in Upper Canada as "Alien Enemies." Rebuilding the iron works was not possible until after

peace was proclaimed at Christmas 1814. An extraordinary demand for iron during the two-and-

a-half years of the war to supply the greatly expanded navy on Lake Ontario drew military

authorities to inquire of William Jones in early 1815 how feasible it would be to re-establish the

iron works. Jones stated that his family was willing to sell their interest in the site for £3,000, and

estimated that the furnace complex62

sufficiently Rebuilt might be made to produce two tons of Cast Iron per day, viz.: shells,

balls, ship bal[l]ast, Stoves, and Likewise the wrought Iron Works with the improvement

of one additional fire might produce 8 [hundredweight] per day—consisting of bar Iron,

square Iron, mill Irons, small anchors &c. [T]he aforesaid Foundery and Forge may with
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Plate 32

The stone mill built at Stevenstown (later Delta) for William Jones in 1810, as photographed circa 1895.

The building of this thefirst stone gristmill in Upper Canada was based on the expectation ofan expanding

iron works at Furnace Falls providing a local market for wheat grown in the Stevenstown settlement. The

destruction of the iron works thefollowing year removed much of the potential cash market for this mill, as

those Vermont settlers who stayed on in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear set about establishing themselves as

farmers and patronising the mill already established at Furnace Falls. When Jones's brothers built a grist-

mill at Furnace Falls in the late 1820s, they built a less expensive frame structure. Provided courtesy of

Robert Dent.

sufficient means be rebuilt and put in motion by the first of June next.

What William Jones did not say in his memorial was that he was in all likelihood a cat's-paw for

his Bastard neighbour, Captain Ira Schofield.

Ira Schofield had had his eye on the furnace operation at least from the day it burned. He
claimed in a memorial accompanying Jones's letter that he was "some what experienced in erec-

ting and superintending such works" and had gone "to the expense of procuring every implement

necessary to carry the Iron Manufactory into effect." Moreover, he had been "to considerable

expence for the Discovery of (in all probability) a valuable mine of Iron Ore, situate on a water

Communication to the falls on the Gananoque River." Schofield promptly offered to have the

foundry ready "for the casting of ship ballast, stoves, balls &c...by the first of June next," and to

place "his Agency, implements and Ore" at the service of government if it "should be inclined to

prosecute the said business." Only the incumbrance of half the water-power being "claimed by

Alien Enemies" had "long prevented him. ..procuring the privilege from the Other legal propri-

etors, and commencing the manufacture of wrought lron."hl
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Schofield's was by no means the first offer to set the Lansdowne furnace back in opera-

tion. Almost at war's end a Kingston merchant named R Smyth proposed a deal to military

authorities. He would "take the works off the present Proprietors hands and with the assistance

of three hundred Men. ..he offered security to deliver after three Months Shot Shells and Iron Ballast"

to the amount of two tons a day, provided the military supply "an advance of four thousand

Pounds."

Similarly, William Henderson of Quebec, with the resources of his brother's mercantile

firm in Liverpool backing him, offered either in late 1814 or early 1815 to take over the Furnace

Falls enterprise.64 Henderson, unlike Smith, did not request a cash advance, but expected almost

everything else to be given him. The terms he requested from government by January 1816

included "assurances of liberal Contracts for such Articles as His Majesty's Naval Service are in

want of," and a "free gift of their intire interest in the Iron Works," as well as a grant of sufficient

land "as may be found necessary to supply fuel for the furnace and keep up the supply of Ore

when that which now belongs to the property is exhausted." Henderson thought that "Two or

three thousand Acres of waste woodland would not be too much to annex to the grant of the

Works, if land contiguous to the works." In return, Henderson offered ample security for the iron

works, and spoke confidently of obtaining "a contract for from two to three thousand tons of Cast

Iron Ballast at such fair and liberal price as while it allows me a handsome remuneration of risk,

expence, and trouble, and also the means of the further prosecution of the undertaking, would at

the same time afford a very considerable saving to His Majesty's Government."65 Where the iron-

making community at Furnace Falls from 1801 to 1811 was largely a colony of Vermonters brought

in by Wallis Sunderlin, Henderson wished "to employ none but British born subjects in these

Works." If his proposal was approved he expected government aid "in getting Utensils and

Workmen from Britain by allowing the Workmen passages in any of H[is] M[ajesty's] Vessels and

such other advantages as might appear proper to allow them as inducements, such as [the]

promise of Waste lands."66

Military strategists, worried by the encouragement that the American government gave

to a furnace at Ogdensburg, were immediately concerned that Furnace Falls be rebuilt. Major-

general Sir Frederick Robinson reported to the Colonial Office in late July of 1815 that "Shot,

Shells, Shipbolts, and all the Iron Work necessary for Shipbuilding" could be produced at Furnace

Falls "to any extent, that could be required for the use of the forts and Navy in this Province

together with Pig Iron for ballast." Robinson concluded that whether an iron works at Furnace

Falls was privately operated or government-owned, it would reduce the current cost of iron by

three-quarters and would provide a supply of iron material at a location relatively safe from

American attack. Extracts from Robinson's report were sent to both the Treasury and the

Admiralty in London. At the latter the issue was further raised in E.W.C.R. Owen's "Observations

relative to the defence of the Lake Frontier." In discussing the difficulties of transporting heavy

guns, shot, anchors, ballast and cables up the Saint Lawrence River, Owen stated that "everything

but anchors and cables may be furnished on the spot by the Establishment of Iron Works on the

Gananoque or the River Trent, on both of which the ore is said to be abundant and easily pro-

cured."

Owen regarded Furnace Falls on the Gananoque as the "preferable situation, being near-

er Kingston, upon the Secondary line of Communication by the Rideau, covered by the great Road
on which our reinforcements move, and in some degree protected by the force and means [sug-

gested in other correspondence]. ..to guard the Inlets from the American Channel to the Thousand
Islands." For the furnace to be successful, however, would depend on locating coal nearby to pro-

vide the intensity of heat that charcoal could not.67 Sir Robert Hall in London was blunt and to

the point in his recommendation to Navy Commissioners in January 1816. He perceived "it most

important that the Foundry at Gananoque should be established and the works set in motion." It
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Plate 33

Latimer Rapids at lot four in the ninth concession of Lansdozvne as photographed by John Buick Harvey in

1905. The substantial waterfalls at the sites of Gananoque, Marble Rock, Lyndhurst and Morton proved

major obstacles to canalising the Gananoque River, but treacherous shoals at Latimer and Black Rapids,

among others, added to the unfeasibility of the proposed Gananoque navigation scheme beginning in the

1820s. The waterworn smooth marble bank at Latimer drew recreational boaters to inscribe graffiti and

their names there. RoLLAL A81

.

would provide Upper Canada with a ready "supply of Shot and Iron Ballast[,] the transport of

which from the Lower Province [otherwise was] so tedious and expensive and must in a future

war be so very uncertain." A rebuilt furnace could also provide the military with "heavy Iron

work and Iron Stoves" which then amounted to "no inconsiderable portion of the transport from

Montreal annually." Despite the objection of Sir George Prevost over needing to extend military

force to protect the iron works, re-establishing the furnace at the falls to Sir Robert Hall appeared

"absolutely indispensable."68

Sir Robert Hall recommended that government find "a skilful Person, one recommended
by Messrs Munro and Bell of Three Rivers (or if they would undertake the management them-

selves it would be perhaps better)" for establishing anew the Furnace Falls iron works, as this

"would be preferable to the man recommended by Mr. Jones [i.e. Ira Schofield]." Concerned as

both the Navy Board and the Admiralty were not to directly bear part of the cost of re-establish-

ing the iron works, but instead preferring to encourage private individuals to do so by offering

contracts to supply His Majesty's service, they were interested in William Henderson's proposal.

And Henderson, in turn, was interested enough to modify his proposals in 1816, agreeing to lease

rather than be granted land, but requesting 2,000 to 10,000 acres for fuel supply. Several furnaces

would be required to produce the proposed 2,000 tons, since one furnace could not furnish more
than 20 to 25 cwt per day, Henderson stated. The cost of four furnaces would exceed an estimat-

ed 7,000 pounds, a constant stock of ore and fuel would require another 2,500 to 3,000 pounds
including labour (the price of which was "enormous in this country"). Still, Henderson was "pre-

pared to sink 10,000 [pounds] in the undertaking..., a sum that few will risk for distant advan-

tages," adding, "The price of the ballast is the very soul of this undertaking."69

Aware that he had competitors in Schofield and Smyth, Henderson further offered to

modify his proposal to "undertake the works on any terms that may be suggested by
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Government,"70 but his interest appears to have waned with Ira Schofield discovering a bed of ore

five miles above Furnace Falls. 71 In March 1816 captain Owen even suggested that Schofield and

Henderson should combine their resources to make the most effective use of Henderson's capital

and Schofield 's local knowledge, but Henderson made his final proposal to develop the Furnace

Falls property in July 1816 by himself. 72 The executive committee of Upper Canada discovered a

problem stood in the way of developing the Furnace Falls property. Even though Wallis Sunderlin

was dead and the government considered his heirs "Alien Enemies" during the war, the 1,200

acres in Lansdowne township could not be leased until Wallis Sunderlin or his associates had been

contacted as these lands were still reserved for his purposes. 73 To get around this difficulty it was
resolved to lease for 21 years at a dollar per annum Lots A, 5-9 in the ninth concession of

Lansdowne and lots 1, 2, 21 and 26 in the seventh concession of Bastard for the purposes of the

iron works, with a further 1,470 acres scattered in Lansdowne, Bastard, North Crosby and South

Crosby to be leased by Henderson as he required. 74 But William Henderson had given up on the

Furnace Falls property.

It was not until September of 1818 that Ira Sunderlin, son of Wallis, sold his share of the

furnace site to Timothy Buell of Bastard. 75 By this time, however, the Rush-Bagot treaty limiting

warships on the Great Lakes had been signed, and there no longer was the urgency for Furnace

Falls to be rebuilt. Besides, government and military officials were looking to new furnace pro-

jects. An English immigrant, John Mason, had built a furnace on the shore of Lake Erie; although

it was poorly constructed and had to be rebuilt as the Normandale furnace in 1823, its existence

at a navigable site deflected official attention away from Furnace Falls at a critical time.76 In 1822

the Marmora iron works near Peterborough began production, to join the Normandale furnace in

supplying iron goods to central and western Upper Canada. Construction of the Rideau and

Ottawa River canals by the early 1830s, permitting iron goods from Lower Canada and Great

Britain to be readily brought into eastern Upper Canada, made the chances for reviving the

Lansdowne furnace and forges less and less likely.77

The destruction of the Furnace Falls iron works was a catastrophe for the settlement that

had been built up in the rear sections of Leeds and Lansdowne townships over a decade. A quar-

ter of the population packed up their bags and left, as the number of people dropped from a high

of 340 in 1810 to 254 in 1812. The population continued to fall during the war to 249 in 1814, then

rose to 286 in 1815, then to 315 in 1816, then ceased to grow further until at last in 1820 it climbed

to 384 persons, finally rising above the peak it had achieved during the heyday of the furnace. 78

Many of those who had worked full-time as miners, woodcutters, colliers, haulers, blacksmiths,

furnace men and general labourers employed by Wallis Sunderlin obviously saw no prospects for

survival as inexperienced farmers in the harsh landscape, and moved away.

Many members of the Vermont colony, however, determined to remain on their locations

in the rear sections of Leeds and Lansdowne. The various problems that afflicted the Furnace Falls

enterprise during its ten years of operation had prompted some of the workers to temporarily

return to the United States looking for employment opportunities. An invaluable narrative com-

piled by Hiel Sliter in 1858 makes it possible to follow the pattern of migration taken by one of the

Vermont families that came to Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, and to evaluate how they made the

transition from the furnace economy to full-time agriculture on this frontier. When Hiel Sliter was
born in Tinmouth township, Vermont, in 1795, his father Nicholas Sliter was an itinerant labour-

er who "followed coal burning for the Tinmouth furnace," working away from home for stints of

three months at a time in the woods. In 1801 Nicholas Sliter was recruited by Wallis Sunderlin to

go to Upper Canada. He left his family in Vermont and joined the group of men, women and chil-

dren making the 300-mile trek to Upper Canada, travelling on sleds pulled by oxen during the

midwinter when lakes and rivers could be crossed on ice.79 The distance that could be covered

each day by this mode of travel is indicated in the crude diary kept by Nathan Hicock, who, after
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residing in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear less than a decade, brought out his family from New
Haven, Connecticut in 1811:80

Tuesday Feb. 19, 1811 to 13 miles, to Vandenzour 13 miles, to Warawsink 12 miles,

to Kingston 28 miles, to Shingle Hill 29 miles, to Oak Hill 19 miles, to Halladay 10 miles,

to Schohaire 12 miles, to Stone's Inn 10 miles, to Marlains 36 miles, from Cherry Valley to

Schoharie 30 miles, to New Hartford 16 miles, to Utica 11 miles, to Trenton 10 miles. From
New Hartford to Utica 42 miles, to Woolworth 31 miles, to Lowville 11 miles. From
Woolworth Inn to Betty's Inn 26 miles, to the road to the Black Lake 24 miles, to Erinburg

55 miles, to the Black Lake 10 miles and to Elizabethtown [in Upper Canada] 10 miles.

The length of such a winter expedition from Vermont took approximately four to five weeks to

complete. It is significant that Nathan Hicock only brought his family to Upper Canada some
eight years after he arrived, four of which he served as the first town clerk of Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear.

Upon arriving at Elizabethtown, the truly testing part of the journey began, as Sliter

recalled. The built-up settlement along the Saint Lawrence extended only a couple of concessions

back into the woods, and from there to the rear townships there were only "bush roads," with

blazed trees marking the direction of travel to Stevenstown and the great Gananoque falls. Those

Vermonters who had brought families left them at Elizabethtown, and those men who could

obtain paying work in the Loyalist settlement hired themselves out. Nicholas Sliter continued on

with the party of men along the sled road cut through the woods from the village of Williamstown

(later Brockville) to the site of Furnace Falls, to locate on a lot. They worked together "in the high-

est state of reciprocity" to put up very small shanties and gather firewood.

The early years of the iron works at Furnace Falls proved testing, with the various failures

at making cast hollow ware leading to the enterprise being temporarily closed. In the early part

of 1803, perhaps at the time the second experiment with casting hollow ware proved a failure,

Nicholas Sliter decided to move on. He went to Chateauguay, New York, "engaged in burning

[char]coal for a furnace about forty miles from Plattsburg, and sent for his family in Vermont

[who] joined him there in 1803." For reasons that are not given, but may have had something to

do with hearing that bar iron at last was being successfully manufactured in Lansdowne, early in

1804 Nicholas and Polly Sliter moved their family of seven children to Furnace Falls where they

permanently settled.

Why should the mere promise of the Lansdowne furnace being in operation have drawn
the Sliter family away from what almost certainly must have been more attractive prospects in

New York? From the recollections of young Hiel Sliter, who was only nine years of age when he

came to Upper Canada, it is possible to gather some clues. He found the country around Furnace

Falls a "howling wilderness" and but "seven settlers between it and Seeley's Bay; [and] then

[nothing but] woods [along the road] to Kingston Mills." This indicates that the colony of

Vermonters was settled largely in the vicinity of Lyndhurst and that few of the men who built the

road to Kingston Mills chose to settle along the section of the road in Leeds. This is confirmed by

the pattern of land grants in the rear sections of Leeds and Lansdowne townships up to 1809 (Plate

37). Still, almost half of these land grants (43 per cent) were located on or adjacent to the road run-

ning from Furnace Falls to Kingston.

Furnace Falls must have appealed to the Sliters for five basic reasons. First, it and neigh-

bouring Stevenstown had a large population of Vermonters, making them feel readily at home.

Second, the furnace provided some livelihood. Third, with settlement yet sparse, they had a bet-

ter choice of lots than could be expected in a more developed settlement. Fourth, as employees of

the furnace and as late Loyalists they could qualify for <i grant of land rather than simply rent a

house as was common in many New England iron communities. Fifth, the line of road however
poorly kept up (to young Hiel it merely appeared to be marked out and not yet opened up)
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ensured a means of taking produce to market. It turned out there were additional sources of

income for families. "Getting out timber, staves, etc.," to be sent down the Gananoque River to

Joel Stone "gave employment to the settlers in the winter, with small profit generally." The forest,

swarming with deer, wolves, mink, muskrat, otter and pine martin, made "Trapping in the spring

and fall. ..quite remunerative."81

One gathers from reading between the lines of Hiel Sliter's narrative that the iron works

at Furnace Falls did not provide a source of employment on a year-round basis. Consequently,

many families such as that of Nicholas Sliter had good reason to develop lots, clear land for agri-

culture, and engage in the timber trade and trapping on the side, to supplement their income. The

forest aided their survival in the early years. Large tree tops in spring and summer provided for-

age for livestock. "Venison was their principal meat; in winter it was kept frozen and in summer
it was dried." The river and lakes abounded with fish to vary the supply of protein. "Deerskins

made much of the clothing of the men. The coats, trousers [and] moccasins...were warm and

durable; but if they got wet they had to be worked dry, or they would become hard. Women often

wore deerskins too. Doe or fawnskin, nicely tanned and colored 'pigeon blue' with soft maple

bark, made beautiful 'frocks' for girls." In the earliest years, when at times it was impossible to

go to the mill at Stevenstown, Sliter recalled that a hole was burned in the top of a large stump,

and then a sapling was bent down "to serve for a spring pole to which they attached a wooden
pestle [and with which] they could soon pound out considerable meal."82

The mixed economy that developed in the rear sections of Leeds and Lansdowne town-

ships meant that much of the agricultural work was taken on by women and children. Charcoal

burning took Nicholas Sliter away from his household for weeks at a time, and the furnace, once

in blast, "could not stop [day or night] for three months and was kept going Sundays the same as

other days." It is not possible to generalise from the example of Sliter's own family, for Polly

Sliter, although "a patient and industrious woman, [was] very feeble in body," but the women in

many households were left for significant periods of time to run their farms.83 The central strat-

egy for successfully prosecuting frontier agriculture across Upper Canada was to raise huge fam-

ilies in order to have as many strong backs and pairs of arms as possible to work at the labour-

intensive clearing of land and cultivating around stumps. It was an axiom of Upper Canadian

society that farming was only good "on a large scale, by a family all of whom understand it, all of

whom will work, toil hard anxiously late & early, in season and out of season."84

The farmsteads developed by families such as the Sliters in the ironmaking colony hard-

ly compared with full-time farms developed at the nearby Stevenstown settlement in Bastard and

Kitley. The farmsteads of the ironmakers offered the resources of timber for building shelter, of

game for an initial food supply, and of land on which to grow crops to feed themselves and their

livestock, but by no means were the total support for subsistence. Unlike the overworked chil-

dren on most Upper Canadian homesteads, Hiel Sliter's recollections of his childhood in Leeds

betray no sense of long days spent labouring in the fields. Instead, he "learned to handle an axe,

use a gun, travel on snowshoes and manage a bark canoe,"—activities largely associated with the

timber industry and trapping. The year 1805 was memorable when he accompanied his father in

a canoe to Gananoque, where, he noted, "There was no bridge...and but three houses in the

place."85

Nicholas Sliter, like so many others, soon found the timber industry more profitable than

working for the iron works at Furnace Falls. He "engaged in making staves to be delivered in

Gananoque" and "made some profit by it at first."86 But then far off events caught up with the

frontier settlement on the Gananoque River. By 1806 Napoleon's continental blockade had effec-

tively cut off the traditional Baltic source for supplying the Royal Navy with oak and masts.87

Suddenly there was a demand and a protected market in Britain for timber from the North

American colonies. An 1808 petition complained of the "Imposition and much Injury the con-
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Plate 34

"A first settlement," as sketched by William H. Bartlett in 1838. No other imagefrom the early nineteenth

century so effectively conveys the daunting visual and physical scale of the huge trees that prevented sun-

light from penetrating to the forest floor. The continuous round of labour required to produce iron at

Furnace Falls prevented many of the early Vermont iron workersfrom developing lots asfarms. Their wages

from thefurnace enterprise were supplemented by sending timber to market down the Gananoque River and

by a bountiful local supply ofgame. National Gallery of Canada no. 6587.

tractors of masts and their workmen has done" in the Johnstown District in having "cut down
without reserve all the Pine Timber so far as they want." Where these timber jobbers felled the

large trees was described as being "like a wind fall and in Turning and Clearing ways to take these

masts away they destroy many people[']s whole lots."88 These depredations went no further

inland than the first three concessions of most Saint Lawrence townships, but the Gananoque
River system gave jobbers such as Nicholas Sliter access to large tracts of forest. Later settlers

would arrive to find waterfront locations such as lot five in the sixth concession of Leeds town-

ship on South Lake with its "Timber all cut off."89 In a region where settlement was sparse there

often was much piracy of timber on Crown and private lands alike. The apprehending and fin-

ing of parties of men, such as that under John Crysler for "cut[t]ing Timber" on lot two, conces-

sion five of Leeds in January 1823, was rare, and did little to prevent wide-scale piracy"

Nicholas Sliter apparently became caught up in the timber boom, and "in 1810 he

engaged in the business more largely" only to fall into debt. This placed the Sliter family in cri-

sis, possibly not for the first time, for in those days a "debtor could be imprisoned till the debt was
paid or during the pleasure of the creditor." Faced with this prospect, Nicholas Sliter immediate-

ly left for the Port Hope vicinity with a team of oxen, "with an idea of settling there and sending

for his family" once he was established. "We were in poor circumstances as to the comforts of liv-
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ing [and] were in a new country," recalled Hiel Sliter, who, at the age of fifteen was expected "to

take charge of and provide necessary comforts for the family consisting of my mother and six chil-

dren." Polly Sliter's poor health prevented her from taking charge of the field work, but that she

was now head of the household was evident in Hiel's recollection that "her counsel and govern-

ment was excellent."

The Sliter family, and Hiel in particular, was suddenly placed in a precarious position.

Previously their forest clearing was a supplement to the various sources of income Nicholas Sliter

earned from burning charcoal, making staves, and trapping. Now they had to undertake the

abrupt transition to farming as their sole or major source of subsistence and income in order to

survive. Unlike farm families where children early on understood the work of agriculture, Hiel's

two younger brothers, although "hardy little fellows," were "too young to do much," and Hiel

himself had much to learn. The implements with which to work were crude, and included "the

bull-plough, the heavy grub hoe, the flail and the hand-fan.... Oxen and the sled or drag would
be used in the woods around home."91 An early bull plough used by Levi Soper was described

as being of "very simple construction consisting of a wooden beam about five feet long to which

the share was bolted, the beam being in a horizontal position with an iron shackle on the forward

end to which the oxen were hitched. From the rear of the beam projected a single handle the lower

end of which acted as a braise between the share and the beam. The share was of wrought iron

about sixteen inches in length and twelve inches in height."92

Perhaps one of the smartest moves by Hiel Sliter, in the midst of "obstacles which

appeared insurmountable" was to cultivate a nearby "small piece of woods [from which the tim-

ber had been] chopped some time, so that the stumps were a little decayed. We had an old bull

ploughsh[a]re and an old horse," he recalled. "I made or wooded, a bull plough, peeled hickory

bark, and made a harness of it, and summer-fallowed, and sowed to fall wheat about two and a

half acres." Almost the only way to "move things from one place to another was by water in a

canoe or on a raft." By thus learning the ropes of frontier agriculture, he pridefully recalled half

a century later, that his father's departure "bestowed on me a better gift than if he had given me
a young horse, a watch and a suit of fine clothes."93 What was not stated in so many words was,

that with his father's restless example of moving from one project to another removed, young Hiel

"from necessity.. .learned to invent ways, and by energy and persistence to overcome obstacles" in

developing a productive enduring farmstead. His father, "After staying away 2 years. ..came back

no better off than he went away," not finding "time to locate or settle on land for himself."

Nicholas Sliter returned to find his eldest son, now seventeen, committed to pursuing agriculture

full-time and wary of his father's lack of "persevering energy."94

The crucial concern for early settlers, beyond day-to-day survival and shelter, was to meet

the obligations imposed by government to clear five acres of land and build a log house within

eighteen months of arriving on their land. By so doing they moved from being occupants at the

sufferance of the provincial administration to becoming owners of the land with title granted by

the Crown. It was with no small pride of achievement that an early settler such as Elizabeth

Hotchkiss of Leeds township appeared before a notary in March 1804 to affirm that she had

"Cleared fife akers of land on Lot Number Six in the Eighth concession and built a hous on the

Same and is Now an inhabitant in the Township."95 She was entitled to this location as a daugh-

ter of Loyalist Jonathan Wickwire of Elizabethtown, whereas her husband Levi Hotchkiss, as an

American or late Loyalist settler was another five years in obtaining title to a lot of his own. In

January 1809 he appeared before magistrate Daniel Jones at Elizabethtown "and being duly sworn
on the Holy Evangelists saith that the Settling dutys is done on Lot No 10 in 7th Conn in the

Township of Leeds (that is) the road is Cleared out well across it and a House Built and about forty

acres of Improvement on S[ai]d Lot."96

These statements by Levi and Elizabeth Hotchkiss indirectly reflect the social and ideo-

logical ironies that permeated the early settlement in the rear concessions of Leeds and
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Plate 35

On a bush farm..., Upper Canada, a water-colour sketched by Philip John Bainbrigge in 1838. Despite a

quarter of the population packing its bags and leaving following the destruction of the Furnace Falls iron

works in 1811, most of the Vermont colony in Leeds and Lansdozvne Rear chose to stay and develop farms.

Clearings began to open in theforest, with the emerging crop fields fenced, while livestock roamed in thefor-

est. National Archives of Canada C-11811.

Lansdowne. Levi Hotchkiss like Nicholas Sliter, as fellow American immigrants according to the

terms of Simcoe's 1792 proclamation, were each entitled to grants of 200 acres on which to devel-

op their farms and raise their families. This contrasted with the Loyalist grants in that not only

did Loyalist male household heads receive grants of 200 acres, but so also did all the members of

their households, including wives, spinsters, and children yet unborn to couples. This not only

spurred a baby boom in the Loyalist settlements; it also created a major social distinction between

the land-rich Loyalists and later American settlers. So long as the Loyalists married among them-

selves, there was the potential for them to be much more well-to-do than their American neigh-

bours, simply on the basis of their greater tracts of land. Further, there was the potential sexual

dynamic for unmarried Loyalist women to own and manage the grants of land to which they were
entitled as the daughters, wives and family members of Loyalists. In a perfect world, at least from

the Loyalist perspective, their families would continue to be the leading and well-to-do families

of the province on the basis of their more advantageous land grants, whereas later arrivals would
do well enough but never catch up with the Loyalists economically.

Loyalist women had a unique and troubled role in this scheme of things. Because the

Loyalists were located along the Saint Lawrence and Great Lakes fronts, it was Loyalist women
with whom commentators passing through the province came in contact. The demands of pio-

neer agriculture had prompted a baby boom that was further exacerbated by the promise of addi-

tional grants for every child born to Loyalists. Travelling writers who observed that it "is not so
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common.. .for women to be employed in field labour as it was in Britain or the United States/'97

and that "Women do not generally in U[pper] C[anada] work in the fields,"98 had no way of real-

ising that an abnormally high rate of fecundity kept Loyalist women confined to their houses or

dooryards. However enthusiastically Loyalist men in the pioneer generation set out to have as

huge families as possible, the toll taken on their wives led to a high rate of infanticide. Infanticide

became so widespread among Loyalist and American-origin settlers that judges and juries in the

Johnstown District (later Leeds and Grenville counties) routinely acquitted women charged with

the crime, no matter how obvious the evidence that infants were strangled, concealed, buried

alive, and thrown into livestock pens to be trampled.99 In 1826 the provincial legislature even

passed a bill forbidding an English law "to prevent the destroying and murthering of Bastard chil-

dren" to operate in Upper Canada, 100 only to be overruled by bishops in the British house of

lords. 101

In the same way that anger over recurring pregnancies led to a high rate of infanticide, so

too some Loyalist daughters refused to limit their prospects in the marriage market to Loyalist

sons. Only if a woman remained single could she retain control of her grant, otherwise, be her

husband Loyalist or non-Loyalist, once married, legal control of her land effectively was placed in

her husband's hands. Besides, the grants to Loyalist progeny did not extend down to the grand-

children of Loyalists, and if American settlers such as Levi Hotchkiss were eligible for grants of

200 acres, all other things being equal, there was no especial practical disadvantage for a Loyalist

daughter to marry an American settler.

In the backwoods world of Leeds and Lansdowne what counted far more than being a

Loyalist or not being a Loyalist was the ability to clear land and put it into agricultural produc-

tion. Having large families to help clear land and do chores could be part of a longer term strat-

egy, but children before the age of adolescence were more burden than help as Hiel Sliter had dis-

covered. The Loyalists, when settling along the Saint Lawrence, were supplied with food for three

years while getting themselves established, whereas early American settlers in the rear sections of

Leeds and Lansdowne townships were dependent on financial resources either they or Wallis

Sunderlin had brought with them, or wages earned by hiring out to well-established settlers in the

Loyalist settlements or possibly even at Stevenstown. Even as the iron works at Furnace Falls pro-

vided employment in spurts, with the supply of fish and game assisting initial survival, some sett-

lers gained an initial advantage at developing their clearings by pursuing non-agricultural occu-

pations. Levi Hotchkiss, for example, could claim by 1809 to have forty acres improved, ostensi-

bly cleared by axemen hired with the proceeds from operating an inn. Another example, Jehiel

Mitchell, as early as May 1805 claimed he had "made thirty acres and upwards of Improvement"

on lot five in the seventh concession of Leeds, 102 due to operating a still that provided him with

ready cash to hire axemen.

How these large clearings came to be made so early on would seem to be all the more

remarkable in the light of recent scholarship. Peter Russell has concluded, after studying the

assessment rolls of some fifteen Upper Canadian townships, that on average, settlers cleared only

an acre-and-a-half per year, and that in townships on the Frontenac Axis such as Yonge,

Elizabethtown and Bastard, the clearing rate was even lower. On the basis of these findings,

Russell concludes that Upper Canada was not an easy place for a poor man without money to

become established as a frontier farmer. 103

This analysis, however, fails to take into account the particularity of place and local cir-

cumstances. Many of the early settlers in the rear sections of Leeds and Lansdowne were not

accustomed to frontier farming, but instead, as in the example of Nicholas Sliter, they followed

trades associated with iron making. Some settlers, however, were the inheritors of a tradition of

pioneering, capable of ascertaining the most appropriate time of year at which to begin each and

every aspect of exploiting and removing the forest. Levi Hotchkiss and Jehiel Mitchell, quite apart
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Plate 36

House built in the 1830s, later home to John Bryan, on lot A in the eighth concession of Lansdowne as pho-

tographed in August 1990. This is one of the oldest structures to survive in Leeds and Lansdozvne Rear.

The outside staircase along with the upper door and ivindows are later additions. The earliest log houses

were notable for having as few openings as possible in walls, hence the door and window at the front share

one opening, to maintain the strength and warmth of the log structure. John Bryan was notable among his

neighbours for persevering as a farmer despite having only one arm. RoLLAL collection.

from their income to hire labourers to clear their lots, very likely were experienced at clearing

land, which placed them at a better advantage than Hiel Sliter.

Few townships in Upper Canada were blessed with the same access to water transporta-

tion as the rear sections of Leeds and Lansdowne, which together with the cash incentive of sell-

ing the timber to be sent down the Gananoque River, spurred some landowners to hire help to

clear their lots. The demand for charcoal at the Furnace Falls iron works created a market for

hardwood, and it is more likely that supplies were purchased from local settlers rather than pay

woodcutters to strip the lots belonging to the iron works. The chopped field with decayed stumps
that Hiel Sliter sowed with fall wheat most likely was left after either having its trees pirated to be

sent down the river, or cut to supply the iron works.

The early success of some settlers in Leeds and Lansdowne was due to their having

greater resources to draw on. Such an individual was Truman Hicock, one of Abel Stevens's 1798

settlers in Bastard (see Appendix 2), who in 1805 settled on lot fourteen in the ninth concession of

Leeds. Hicock was possessed of sufficient resources and energy, as he himself described it in July,

that early in the spring he "built a House on the said Lot and with much Expence and Difficulty

moved into it with my family on the 3d Day of June last and am making preparation to put in nt

least 14 acres of Wheat the Present season and intend to make it my future Place of residence." 104

We will come back to Hicock in a moment, but it is important to note that yet another of

the settlers with an early large clearing was located in Leeds and also on the line of the road laid
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out in 1798. One local official responsible for arranging locations of settlers during the 1800s and

1810s was taken aback by "the character of that tract of land & the Peoples propensity to get upon,

or as convenient to the road leading from Bastard to Kingston [as] the cause for my making so

many locations in that quarter." 105 The road clearly had an importance for settlement, in part

because it passed through some of the best land in these sections, particularly so in the rear con-

cessions of Leeds. It was important also because it provided links to ports, merchants and older

settlements in Kingston, Elizabethtown and Stevenstown. It is also significant that this line of

road went through the parts of the rear sections of Leeds and Lansdowne that had the poorest

access to the Gananoque River system. It is not surprising that most settlers looking for good lots

were locating along the more fertile Leeds township section of this road in the 1800s, at the same
time the largest concentration of grants that decade was being made along the line of the road in

Lansdowne township (Plate 37).

Truman Hicock proved to be one of the most substantial residents of Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear for the next generation, but if his arrival was both controversial and acrimo-

nious, it at least provides a vivid demonstration of a common means of becoming established:

land jobbing. At the same time Hicock was building his house on lot fourteen in the ninth con-

cession of Leeds, Abel Stevens of Bastard sent a certificate to York stating "that Samuel Crippen of

the Township of Leeds. ..has Cut out the Roade through Lot No. 14 in the 9th Conn
...agreeable to

order and Built a Dwelling and is now on the premises with his family." 106 What Stevens did not

bother to mention was that Samuel Crippen was the son of his niece Abigail. Truman Hicock

effectively countered this by having a fellow magistrate certify that he had made improvements

on the lot and "that there is no other Person whatever at any time made any Improvement on the

said Lot." 107

Hicock then weighed in with a statement that suggests much about the ploys of Abel

Stevens for gaining his way with government: 108

I. ..request that if a Villian by the name of Sam[ue]l Crippen should signify or represent by

way of any Certificate or Voucher whatever that he has at any time made any
Improvement on the said lot that such Voucher or Certificate might be kept for the

Purpose of detecting him or them or whoever should Produce anything of the kind—for

I declare to you that he hath never done any thing on the said Lot which can possibly be

called an Improvement^ H]e has a number of times by the direction of Abel Stevens in

order to give me trouble moved onto the lot for a month or a week, then sends few and

false Statements to the Council on the subject saying that he has made large Improvements

&c. Stevens says to him (in his own words) keep applying to the Governor & Council[,]

you will worry them out by & by and they will give you a deed—that Crippen is in every

sense of [the] Word a Villian, a Vagabond and a thief and if the Offices of this Government

was as well acquainted with his Conduct as I am they would sooner grant him a

Banishment from the Province than to give him a Place of residence.

This blunt analysis could only have been made by someone who once had been part of the

Stevenstown settlement, who had witnessed Stevens's tactic of bombarding government with

Plate 37 (previous page)

Maps showing land grants patented in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear by decade, 1790s to 1950s. The grants

of land made by the Crown in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear did not mirror the pattern of settlement except

for many of the grants in the 1800s and 1810s lying along the back Kingston road running from Soperton

to the site ofSeeley's Bay. The mix ofgrants to absentees and to children of Loyalists confused and delayed

the pattern of settlement and development of this vicinity. Absentee landowners holding their lots in spec-

ulation prompted local inhabitants to pirate timber off land and later arrivals to squat on land, further con-

fusing the pattern of settlement. See Appendix 5 for names. By the author, based on modern road map.
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Plate 38

The Patrick McAvoy log house on lot eleven in the seventh concession of Lansdowne, built circa 1840s, as

photographed by Art Shaw circa 1990. The later log houses built in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear were larg-

er structures heated by stoves rather than by fireplaces. In 1852 some 76 percent of households resided in

log houses or shanties. The more intricate morticing of logs permitted the thickness of the log walls to be

reduced, but thefoundation walls were up to a metre thick to protect the potatoes and roots stored therefrom

winter frost. Loaned courtesy of Art Shaw.

petitions until he won his way, and who had moved out from under Abel Stevens's sphere of

influence.

Truman Hicock at first moved from Stevenstown to Elizabethtown where he cultivated

sufficient influence among the Loyalists to be appointed a magistrate by 1801. He could see, how-
ever, that the glut of magistrates in the Loyalist settlements offered little income, whereas a

promising location such as the rear sections of Leeds and Lansdowne townships, sandwiched

between the Loyalists on the Saint Lawrence and the Stevenstown settlement, would soon be pop-

ulated and require the services of a magistrate. Quite apart from the income he derived as a mag-
istrate, Hicock was interested in acquiring title to lots that would prove valuable once extensive

settlement began. As a magistrate he was well placed to ascertain who had title to which lots, who
was squatting illegally on land, and whose labour could be taken advantage of to line his own
pockets. 109

Which brings us back to lot fourteen in the ninth concession. On the first day of April 1801

Abel Stevens sent a petition to the surveyor-general. He explained that the men who built the

road from Lansdowne to Kingston in 1799 had failed to be located on lots due to the death of sur-

veyor Alexander Aitken at Kingston and due to having missed Lewis Grant before he left for York.

As the "Labourer [s] of the Road thought it convenient to have a family on the Road to assist" trav-

ellers, Stevens wrote, "Sam[ue]l Crippen went.. .with his family on No. 14 in the 9 Concession in

Leeds[,] Built a house[,] Stables and other Convenientces for the good of the Public and has

Oquepied said lot for the space of Eighteen Months past. But now he is ordered to Quit s[ai]d lot

without any Recompense for his labour by Mr. Truman Hicock." 110 This had all the earmarks of

Stevens's other petitions, demanding action by officials to set aright matters that purportedly had

gone awry due either to an unfortunate set of circumstances or to the malevolence of others.
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Was it not Abel Stevens who just the previous October had petitioned on behalf of Abigail

Stevens Crippen regarding her unhappy plight at having the 200-acre grant due her inadvertent-

lv located in Pittsburgh rather than Leeds township by officials? The lot in Pittsburgh turned out

"to be good for Nothing," claimed Abel Stevens, and Abigail Crippen "by the incoragement She

got from government for her Land" and perceiving "there was great Need of a victualling house

to be located on the New Road[,] she Mooved on and...Built on...No. 15 in the 9th Con" in Leeds

and part of her improvement is on No. 16 in the 9th." As "this unhappy thing is taken place due

to his niece "not knowing that her land was yet Located in Pittsburg," Abel Stevens prayed that

the surveyor-general would establish her on one of the two Leeds lots.™ It was a familiar refrain

that the Crown lands office had heard from Abel Stevens too many times before. These lots were

granted instead to Truman Hicock in 1818.

A petition to the lieutenant-governor from five of the roadbuilders—Samuel Crippen,

Dennis Burgess, John Conally, Uriah Stevens and Abel Stevens junior-dated 30 August 1801 was

more urgent and credible. They had been "informed that each should receive 200 acres, out of the
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Plate 39

Plan of the Line of the Rideau Canal as prepared by John By, lieutenant-colonel of the Royal engineers, 5

February 1829. This plan is clearly based in part on Joshua Jebb's 1816 map. Beginning with this map, the

erroneous assumption arose among chroniclers and historians of the Rideau Canal that the section of the

waterway extendingfrom Whitefish Falls to Mud Lake was part of the Cataraqui River watershed. The mill

dam at Haskin's Mill (later Morton) raised the level of Cranberry Lake and flooded a low valley to connect

Cranberry Lake with Cranberry Marsh on the Cataraqui River, and this was the route the Rideau Canal

navigation ultimately followed. National Archives of Canada NMC-21972

400" granted in recognition of their roadbuilding efforts "upon the road so cut by them, and that

it should be a condition of the Royal grant to them to keep their respective proportions of the said

road in good repair, [and] to build a suitable dwelling" otherwise there would be "danger and

inconveniency to travelling in passing through such a length of road without anv houses."

Without their settling along it "the road itself if neglected could speedily grow inhospitable and
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in a short time fall into a state of wilderness again." 112 Accordingly, Dennis Burgess located on lot

fourteen of the eighth concession, John Conally on lot three in the seventh concession, Uriah

Stevens on lot six of the eighth concession, Abel Stevens junior on lot five of the eighth concession,

and Samuel Crippen, of course, on lot fourteen of the ninth concession in Leeds without, as they

claimed, intending to encroach on Crown Lands. What was their alarm 113

to learn from one Truman Hicock that he holds by purchase the lots upon which they are

settled, having located the same in right of others (which Hicock is a notorious and

avowed land jobber) and they therefore humbly implore the humanity of Your Excellency

to enquire into their claims and to order that the locations made upon their lots be other-

wise placed and that the same be confirmed to your petitioners under such order and

terms as in Your Excellency's wisdom may seem meet.

It is significant that this petition was acted upon, most likely because it was not signed by Abel

Stevens the elder, but by Samuel Crippen "for all the others." It is also significant that Truman
Hicock remained in possession of the lots and that the roadbuilders were compensated with other

lots.

It is difficult to determine from the distance of two centuries whether Truman Hicock or

Abel Stevens was more in the right in their struggle over the same lots. If Truman Hicock was a

land jobber, it is likely he learned the tricks of the practice from following the example of none

other than Abel Stevens. But where Stevens's star was in decline, that of Truman Hicock was
unmistakeably on the ascent. Part of the reason why Abel Stevens was so eager to prevent Hicock

settling in the various lots was because his arrival as a magistrate represented the singularly

unpalatable truth that Stevens was being passed over in every mark of public esteem offered by

government and regional society. Although Stevens's name had temporarily been entered in the

United Empire Loyalist list, it was soon struck off. 114 He was passed over in favour of others

when appointments were made of militia officers and magistrates. Financial difficulties had

forced Abel Stevens to sell his mill site at Stevenstown to the son of a Loyalist, and government

had allowed others to develop the Furnace Falls site he had so zealously promoted. Almost the

only position of influence left to Abel Stevens was to become an elder of the Baptist congregation

of Bastard in 1804. 115 His having brought so many early families into southern Bastard and Kitley,

and being the person who addressed petitions to government, continued to endue Abel Stevens

with some dwindling paternal influence, especially in Bastard township where the sons and

daughters of his large family were mostly settled.

Truman Hicock's decision to settle in the rear of Leeds township clearly threatened to

remove any remaining influence that Abel Stevens enjoyed. As a magistrate Hicock was now the

obvious person to see when having statements certified, petitions prepared for government, and

disputes settled, rather than approach Abel Stevens who filled no official capacity, and whose sig-

nature was of no consequence with regional or provincial government officials. Truman Hicock,

as a magistrate, had the power to marry people, as there were no resident Church of England,

Roman Catholic, Church of Scotland, Calvinist and Lutheran clergy within eighteen miles. In

April 1800 Abel Stevens attended a meeting of the Johnstown district court of quarter sessions,

"and asked permission to solemnize marriages," only to be refused as the marriage Act of Upper
Canada granted no such authority. 116 When a Baptist such as Hiel Sliter wished to marry, the ser-

vice performed by a Baptist clergyman or elder would not be considered legal or binding; he and

his bride instead either had to travel to Kingston to be married by a clergyman recognised by the

Crown, or ask a local magistrate such as Truman Hicock to perform the service.

Most significant for the emergence of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear as as entity, Truman
Hicock as a magistrate exercised a great range of administrative powers in addition to his judicial

ones. Had he decided to settle in Bastard township, rather than in Leeds, the early history of

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear might have been very different, at least from an administrative stand-
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Plate 40

The Court House and jail on the north side of Court House square, Brockville, Canada West, a water-colour

painted by Robert Ackermann circa 1858. As early as 1794 a bush road cut by Abel Stevens from

Stevenstown in southern Bastard to the Loyalist settlement on the Saint Lawrence River connected the Rear

ofLansdowne with Williamstozvn (later Brockville) which became the district seat in 1810. This road which

in 1798 was extended through Furnace Falls to Kingston ultimately worked to divide Leeds and Lansdowne

Rear inhabitants between the two urban centres for market, banking and religious purposes. The strong

Reform affiliation of Vermont settlers in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear would be informed by William Buell's

Brockville Recorder which began publishing in 1821. National Archives of Canada C-40351.

point. The long narrow shapes of Leeds and Lansdowne townships together with the ledges of

rock and chain of lakes cutting through them had made communication between the front and

rear concessions next to impossible. The location of the more readily accessible good land in the

very front and the very rear concessions of both townships together with the two major east-west

roads running through these two separate bands of settlement, helped keep them remote from one

another. As early as 1804 Truman Hicock declared "that the Gananoque Road. ..passes immedi-

ately in the front or rear or through lot No 12 or 13 in [the] 9th Concession in the Township of

Leeds. 117 This in all likelihood was either only a trail or not completed, for in 1812 a petition was
signed requesting a road be cut from Gananoque to Marble Rock and from there north through

the rear section of Leeds and South Crosby townships to the Narrows. 118 Such a road was built

as far north as the eighth concession of Leeds by Joel Stone in 1815, with Truman Hicock arrang-

ing to build the section north to the Narrows. At best it was a poor, winding link between the front

and rear of Leeds. By the time it was built the administrative boundaries of Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear had already taken shape.

In July of 1793 the Upper Canadian legislature passed "An Act to provide for the nomi-

nation and appointment of parish and town officers within this province." It essentially empow-
ered two magistrates in any township "to assemble the Inhabitant Householders, paying or liable

to pay to any public assessment or rate of such parish, township, reputed township, or place ... in

some convenient place within the said parish, township, reputed township or place [emphasis

added] for the purpose of choosing and nominating the parish or town officers... to serve in their

respective offices for the year next ensuing, at which meeting the constable shall preside." The
various officers were to include a township clerk; two assessors; a tax collector; from two to six

overseers of highways, roads and fences; a poundkeeper; and two town wardens. It is significant,

however, that the provisions of the Act were not to apply should the parish, township, reputed
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township or place contain less than thirty inhabitant householders, that is to say, adult male

household heads. In such instances the parish would be joined to an adjacent parish or town-

ship.^
This raised the rather obvious queston of just exactly what the rear sections of Leeds and

Lansdowne townships were in 1803 when the first evidence of local government appears. All too

obviously the straggling line of settlement stretching from what later became Seeley's Bay to

northeast of Furnace Falls consisted of the rear concessions of Leeds and Lansdowne townships,

but which were cut off from the main settlements at the front of both townships by an impene-

trable rocky, marshy and swampy terrain. Such a barrier effectively could be construed to make
the settlement in the rear sections of Leeds and Lansdowne townships a place apart from the rest

of these townships. It was obvious that there was no practical purpose in trying to operate Leeds

township as one administrative unit and Lansdowne as another, when the difficulty of communi-
cation kept the rear and front sections from having virtually any contact. Until good roads might

eventually join the front and rear concessions, the road linking the front concessions of both town-

ships would permit a temporary alignment of the Front of Leeds and Lansdowne for electing

township officers for that section of country. As for the less populous rear concessions, with less

than thirty male household heads apiece, they could in all likelihood be joined to adjacent Bastard

and South Crosby townships.

The model that the rear sections of Leeds and Lansdowne townships could all too easily

have followed was implemented in the Merrick's Mills area. The Rideau settlement, as was noted

earlier, developed at the intersection of Wolford, Montague, Marlborough and Oxford townships,

but only Wolford had more than the requisite thirty inhabitant householders. Therefore, it was
only Wolford that had a township meeting which the inhabitants from the other three townships

attended as well to nominate the various officers; this state of affairs continued until the number
of inhabitant householders in Montague, Marlborough and Oxford increased to thirty, and they

then could have their own township meetings. 120 Had this model been followed in Leeds and

Lansdowne, it would seem reasonable to expect that the rear sections of these townships, along

with South Crosby, would have attended the Bastard town meetings, especially since Stevenstown

was close by, and most of the settlers in these four townships shared a common Vermont origin.

The parish and town officers Act of 1793 gave Upper Canadian townships a limited

degree of self government, but the authority to summon the annual public meetings rested with

justices of the peace. Without a warrant from a magistrate, township meetings were illegal, and

local society was potentially paralysed for lack of overseers of roads, assessors and other officials

with authority to go about their duties. 121 Given this structure, and given the struggle between

Stevens and Hicock, it is very likely that it was Truman Hicock who ensured that the rear sections

of Leeds and Lansdowne were not controlled by the Bastard township meeting. Likely it was he

who convinced fellow magistrate Uri Scovil in Lansdowne and colonel Joel Stone at Gananoque
that rather than endure the indignity of being attached to Abel Stevens's Bastard meeting, it

would be far better and mutually advantageous for the rear sections of Leeds and Lansdowne
townships to be joined to one another. 122 By so doing they would have the requisite thirty inhab-

itant householders. Thus we can deduce the origins of the administrative unit that came to be

known as the Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne.

As the minutes for the 1812 town meeting are the only ones to survive from before 1836,

they are worth perusing in full: 123

The first Monday in march met Att the Inn of Levi Hotchkiss in Leeds for the purpose of

Choseing Officers for the Rear of Lansdown & Leeds for the year 1812[.] The officers cho-

sen were Job Barden Town Clerk, sworn; Samuel Parsons, Lansdown [and] Jehial Mitchel,

assessors, sworn; John Sweet, Collector, sworn; Levi Soper, pathmaster for the 1 Division

Lansdown, sworn; Nathan Galpin, pathmaster for 2 Division Lansdown, sworn; Peter

Johnson pathmaster for the 3 Division Lansdown, sworn; Truman Hicock Esq pathmaster
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Plate 41

Dam and timber slide at Marble Rock as photographed by Mary Geneva Stafford circa 1915. The

Gananoque River offered a ready means for Leeds and Lansdoivne Rear inhabitants to tra7isport timber to

market to provide cash income. More than a century after individuals such as Nicholas Sliter began send-

ing timber down the river, the timber slides along the Gananoque River were still in place. The ready income

from the timber business led to wholesale plunder of lots throughout the region, making many lots in Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear less attractive than those in townships where timber could not so easily be moved out.

Private collection.

for the 1 Division, Leeds; John Struthers, pathmaster for the 2 Division, Leeds, sworn;

Stephen Knapp, pathmaster for the 3 Division, Leeds, sworn; John Gilbert, poundkeeper

for Lansdown, sworn; John Struthers, poundkeeper for Leeds, sworn; Daniel Patterson,

Warden, Lansdown, sworn; Levi Hotchkiss Warden for Leeds, sworn. Horn Cattle free

Commoners.
The terseness of these minutes does not necessarily indicate a quiet, uneventful meeting. The

decision that cattle would be allowed to roam freely in the woods rather than be kept within

fenced pastures was an emotional issue, pitting newcomers against more established settlers. So

too, the election of officers could create a clamour over who would be responsible for collecting

the assessment, and who would make decisions regarding work done on roads. A British immi-

grant, attending just such an annual meeting, commented "Went to see the township meeting, or

rather to hear it. Such a confusion of tongues! Babel itself could scarcely furnish a match,—at least

for noise and uproar. The noise, even before I entered...resembled the distant roar of Niagara." 124

The terse minutes of the early township meeting are a reminder that many of the early

settlers of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear were either illiterate or barely able to sign their names. It
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was literacy that had given Abel Stevens his hold on many of the early settlers of Bastard and
Kitley. Only other literate individuals such as Mathew Wing, Wallis Sunderlin, Ruel Keith and the

roadbuilders were able to address their own memorials to government officials and to advance

their own claims independent of Stevens's agenda. Truman Hicock, as a magistrate, was a pivotal

literate figure in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear from 1805 on, as is shown at the 1812 town meeting.

His warrant permitted the meeting to proceed, and it was he before whom the newly elected offi-

cials swore their oaths of office. The other pivotal literate figure in local society was the town clerk

who among his other duties compiled a census of inhabitants every year from 1803 on. Nathan
Hicock was the first town clerk (1803-1807), followed by Roger Savage (1808-1810), Job Barden

(1811-1813), William Gilbert (1814-1815), Allan Sweet (1816) and Oliver Eaton (1819). 125

The importance that literacy gave to a minority in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear was stark-

ly underscored by the lack of schools, in contrast with the Stevenstown settlement where a school

existed at least as early as 1807. 126 Hiel Sliter recalled that, "There were no day or Sunday schools,

no religious meetings, and but little observance of the Sabbath," when he was growing up. In the

whole of the Johnstown District, the lack of interest in religion was so all-pervasive that only one

church was built during the first generation after Loyalist settlement. Still, Hiel Sliter believed the

"absence of schools, meetings etc." in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear "was from necessity, and the

non-observance of the Sabbath. ..greater here than in other places" because the iron "furnace could

not stop for three months [at a time] and was kept going on Sundays the same as other days." 127

Even at Stevenstown, Abel Stevens was unable to push Bastard Baptists to build the walls of a

church higher than the basement before the project bogged down in 1811. 128

Hiel Sliter was luckier than most young people growing up in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear

in the influence he had at home for becoming literate. He recalled, "I never went to school till I

was past fifteen years old and then only for one month to learn to write." He along with other

young people "learned to read and spell at evening school," where from among themselves they

"selected each evening the person who would be teacher" and "made rapid progress." The
advantage Hiel Sliter enjoyed was in returning home each night to a "mother, who was a pretty

well educated woman of her time. This she obtained mostly from her father, who studied at a col-

lege in England for a Congregational minister, but was too conscientious to preach, because he

was not himself converted." From her father Polly Sliter had "learned much of the use and defi-

nition of words," Hiel Sliter recalled, and "this was a great advantage to me in this respect, for by

enquiry I learned much from her." 129

It may be inferred from the example of the Sliter family that what feeble strands of spiri-

tuality existed in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear were transmitted in private family worship, and

often by women. Otherwise, there were four outside sources that provided very limited religious

influences before 1820. The first and most obvious religious influence was the settlement centred

at Stevenstown which Abel Stevens as early as 1795 described as "being all of us of one

Perswasion (Baptists)" who had chosen to "settle in a Body, that we may enjoy ourselves in a com-

munity and in the worship of God according to our perswasion." In 1796 Stevens averred that the

members of this Baptist community did not wish "to intermeddle with the affairs of any other

Denomination in this Province" in his fruitless quest for Baptist elders to "be fully empowered to

administer the ordinance of Marriage." 130 However disingenuous Stevens's motives, government

officials need not have worried about him being an effective proselytizer. A contemporary diarist

was invited to attend a house meeting at which Elder Stevens from Bastard preached. He
observed, "We. ..heard a very odd sermon from Heb[rews] 12.1, Let us lay aside every weight, &c.

He said, as the day was hot, he would follow the advice in the text, and lay aside some of his own
yarn. Suiting the action to the word, he pulled off his coat, and preached in his shirt sleeves." 131

The second influence on Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, albeit at a distance, was the town of

Kingston where settlers journeyed to purchase such items as cotton cloth, china and nails, and

where they went to dispose of produce once the market of Furnace Falls was removed with the
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Plate 42

The Barnabas Chipman house on lot three in the thirteenth concession of Lansdowne, believed built circa

1810, as photographed by Robert Dent in 1996. This is believed to be the oldest house in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear, as suggested by the small windows, the steep Georgian slope of the roof, the basement

kitchen with cooking fireplace, arid the curving staircase in the front south corner. Ebenezer Washburn

declared in 1822 that Barnabas Chipman occupied this lot as early as 1796. The substantial stone con-

struction and one large common chamber on the second floor suggest that this building originally operated

as an inn. Loaned courtesy ofDr Robert Dent.

burning of the iron works. It was in Kingston churches, that those who believed in the importance

of baptism for infants could have them christened during their trips to market there. 132 The third

religious influence came from Brockville where the Reverend William Smart arrived as a resident

Presbyterian missionary in 1811, and where the Reverend John Bethune junior resided beginning

in 1814. Settlers from Leeds and Lansdowne Rear travelled to Brockville to be married and to

have infants baptised, 133 but that Smart travelled extensively in their community is very evident

in the lengthy and romantic description he gave of the landscape to Robert Gourlay in 1817. 134

The fourth influence was a Quaker settlement in the adjacent northern part of Yonge township.

The few Quaker adherents in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear before 1820 might have echoed the

response of major James Schofield who, when he was asked in 1812 if he belonged to the sect of

Quakers, replied, "he believed that to be the best—but that he did not at that time belong to any

Sect of Religious worship." 135

The absence of structured religious worship and schooling is not surprising in a frontier

society, especially in a community that focused on the iron works at Furnace Falls, and in which

adults and males predominated. The 1813 census offers the earliest breakdown of the population

of Leeds and Lansdowne by age and sex. Of the 303 inhabitants, 191 or 63 percent were male, and

112 or 37 percent were female. Over half the population (164 people or 54 percent) were described

as men and women aged sixteen or older, with only 139 or 46 percent described as being "children

under 16." This statistic, only two years after the iron works had burned down, is a revealing indi-

cation of how different the early demographic of Leeds and Lansdowne was from the agricultur-

al settlements in the rest of Upper Canada where the overwhelming majority of the population

were children. 136

The 1813 census figure, taken after the furnace had burned but before the demographic
had effectively changed from the furnace economy to a purely agricultural economy, can be inter-
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preted two different ways. Because the iron works employed only skilled adult males, and when
it operated paid well, there was not the motive as in other Upper Canadian purely agricultural

communities to raise large families to work the land; had there been such motive it surely would
be evident half a generation after the furnace was established. On the other hand, the high pro-

portion of adults may be an indication that many of the furnace workers were either single males

or married men sending money back to their families in Vermont in the same way that Hiel Sliter's

father had when he first moved to Furnace Falls. This latter theory is difficult to prove given that

the 1813 census figure comes two years after a quarter of the population packed up and left. Still,

there was a marked sexual imbalance of 112 men aged sixteen and older to 52 women of the same
age group. The only indication of marital status among these adults is that 88 of the men aged six-

teen to fifty were married; this means that at the very best, (assuming that 52 of them were mar-

ried to the 52 women aged sixteen and older whose marital status is not provided), 41 percent of

the married men (and there are 12 men aged fifty and upward whose marital status is not given)

were either sending money to a wife and family elsewhere, or had broken off contact with their

wives who were living elsewhere. 137 There is also a sexual imbalance among children under the

age of sixteen, with the 79 males accounting for 57 percent of that age group, as opposed to girls

being only 43 percent. This unusual ratio suggests that girls were farmed out to nearby agricul-

tural settlements to supplement family income, or that the practice of infanticide in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear discriminated against female infants.

As dramatic as the decline in population was abruptly following the burning of the iron

works at Furnace Falls, the outbreak of war the following year was the last thing needed by the

remaining families struggling to adjust to full-time agriculture. Three years of war following the

destruction of the iron works may well have had a discouraging influence on the largely

American-origin population adding to their families in the midst of bloodshed that was taking the

lives of relatives in the United States.

The War of 1812 certainly added excitement to the lives of members of the Sliter house-

hold. Hiel Sliter's father, who had left in 1809 with a yoke of oxen and returned in 1811 with only

a rifle, was pleasantly "encouraged on finding us so comfortably provided for," the son recalled.

Rather than assist his son with developing the farm in Leeds, Nicholas Sliter made another try in

the timber industry. "He engaged, in company with others, at getting oak timber, made a large

lot, but fortunately for himself sold his share in the partnership before the War of 1812 put a stop

to all business of this kind." 138

In September of 1812 Hiel Sliter at the age of sixteen "enlisted in a rifle company and was
called to Gananoque on duty" shortly after a party of American riflemen and militia carried out a

surprise raid from Sacket's Harbor under the command of Captain Benjamin Forsyth. The

American group made their way down the Saint Lawrence among the Thousand Islands and

landed at Gananoque, the last convoy staging-point on the Saint Lawrence line of communication

between Montreal and the Upper Canadian naval base at Kingston. The official military account

records that the militia defenders at Gananoque fired a volley and then decamped, leaving the

raiders free to seize some sixty muskets with ammunition and to burn a small storehouse con-

taining flour and beef. 139 Hiel Sliter referred to "Forsyth's famous victory, when he captured the

government stores, consisting of half an ox, some straw bedticks and old blankets, which were

wantonly burned." He recalled that "About 100 Americans attacked the garrison of sixty men,

under the command of Col[onel Joel] Stone, and with the loss of one of their men killed, drove

them out." 140

Hiel Sliter made a point of recalling that "David Adams, Gilbert Titus and [Archelaus

Farnum] of the British, were wounded," that "Col. Stone fled with his men" when the American

invaders approached his house, and that "Mrs. Stone held the door against them and three shots

were fired through the door." As Sliter related it a half-century later, one of the shots passed near
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Symbols of loyalty and treason: the military jacket of lieutenant Levi Soper (left) and an American eagle

incised in the side of a basement window of the Barnabas Chipman house (right). Despite the imposingfig-

ure that Levi Soper presented in his green uniform, Vermont-origin parents in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear

persuaded their children against volunteering for service during the War of 1812. Although the American

eagle brazenly depicted in Barnabas Chipman s house might suggest that he like Abel Stevens "was a friend

to the American Causle]" during the War of 1812, major Soper stoutly asserted in 1822 that Chipman "con-

ducted himselfas a Loyal Man during the late war and without Suspicion ofaiding or assisting the Enemy.

"

From the collection of the Toronto Historical Board, Toronto, Canada; and by the author.

Mrs. Stone's "right shoulder, another near her left side and a third wounded her in the hip. The

American surgeon offered to dress the wound, but she said: 'No, there are surgeons enough in this

country to dress it.'"
141 What Sliter took pains not to record in his narrative was that at the tak-

ing of Gananoque, private John Sly, private Gilbert Titus, private Archelaus Farnum and private

David Adams from the flank company of the second regiment of Leeds militia not only were all

wounded on 21 September 1812 at Gananoque, but all of them subsequently deserted to the

American side. 142

The reputation of the larger Leeds and Lansdowne region was not a good one during the

War of 1812 and afterward. In 1793, the same year that the Upper Canada legislature arranged for

the appointment of township officers, it also passed the first militia Act for the province. It pro-

vided for the appointment of county lieutenants, each of whom in turn had authority to appoint
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officers of militia in his respective county, subject to the approval of the lieutenant-governor. All

males between the ages of sixteen and fifty were enrolled as militiamen and were called out once

a year "to be reviewed and exercised." In addition, captains of the militia were authorised to call

out their companies not less than twice a year to "inspect their arms and instruct them in their

duties." Accordingly, the names of men from Leeds and Lansdowne Rear appear in a "List of

Capt[ai]n William Read[']s Company of Minetmen Volenteariley Turned out on the 17th

Dec[embe]r 1807. 143 An 1808 militia Act extended the maximum age of men serving in the mili-

tia to sixty, but declared that "no person above the age of fifty years shall be called upon to bear

arms, except on the day of annual meeting, or in time of war or emergency."

Each militiaman was "to provide himself with a good and sufficient musket, fusil, rifle or

gun, with at least six pounds of powder and ball." A third Act in 1812 called for the formation by
each battalion of militia of two flank companies, each composed of one hundred men who could

be ordered by the lieutenant-governor "to march to any part of this province, upon any such duty

as he shall think necessary." The flank companies could be called out for exercise and training for

six days in each month and the 1812 Act repealed a section of the 1808 Act which limited the peri-

od of actual service to six months. 144 No better measure of the contrast between the dense popu-

lation in the Saint Lawrence Loyalist townships and the sparse settlement in the rear townships

can be found than in the division of Leeds County into two regiments in 1809. The first regiment

of Leeds militia consisted of men from the front four concessions of Elizabethtown and Yonge and
lots 18 to 37 in the fifth concession of Elizabethtown. The second Leeds militia regiment consist-

ed of the entire remainder of the county. By the outbreak of the war the boundaries of the two
militia regiments in Leeds had been changed so that the first regiment included men from the

front sections of Leeds, Lansdowne and Escott townships as well as those from the front of Yonge

and Elizabethtown. This resulted in the place for holding the general musters and parades of the

second regiment of Leeds militia being held on lot nine in the eleventh concession of Lansdowne,

midway between Furnace Falls and Soperton. 145

Certainly, the second Leeds regiment was among the better armed militia companies in

eastern Upper Canada. An 1814 report referred to it having 185 serviceable arms as compared
with nineteen in the first Leeds regiment, 126 in the second Grenville, and 115 in the Hastings mili-

tia. 146 This high proportion of arms in the hands of militia members may also possibly reflect the

high dependence that families in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear placed on trapping and hunting to

supplement their family income and diet.

Colonel Joel Stone at the mouth of the Gananoque River was appointed colonel in com-

mand of the second regiment of Leeds militia in March 1809. 147 All too soon he found himself

having to weed out men who were proving a poisonous influence. Particularly obnoxious was
"Lieutn Richard Day for having Declared publickly that he was a Republican—that he ever

Dispised a monar[chi]cal government—and that the British government had lived by Rob[b]ing

and Plundering—for this Ten years past," and there were other officers among the largely

American-born population who were "fired for mutinous conduct" and deemed "unworthy of

serving his Majesty." 148 In the jittery days of early June 1812, fully expecting that war would
shortly be declared, Joel Stone at a militia muster requested those men who would be ready to join

the flank companies for active service to step forward. He had "the most Sincere Consolation to

See 149 fine Herty Yonge men Turn out and enrole themselves for the Servis of their King and their

country in so Chearful and Determined a manner as did them the greatest Honor" and made up

for "Some Whimsical Ideas amongst some of the officers." 149

Hiel Sliter had a productive war. Following the raid on Gananoque, a blockhouse was
built there, but only "partly finished, wherein was kept the provisions, arms and other govern-

ment stores; but it was of new timber and [had] only a flat roof so that the men did not stay in it,

but the provisions and stores [in it] had to be guarded constantly." Hiel Sliter was appointed to

take charge of the blockhouse, with permission to select a comrade to assist him. He selected
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The major Levi Soper house on lot eight in the thirteenth concession ofLansdowne at Soperton, reputed to

be built circa 1811, as photographed by Robert Dent in 1996. Soper, although born in New York, came to

Leeds County as part of the Vermont settlement brought in by Abel Stevens, first settling at the site of

Frankville in Kitley township where he opened an inn before removing to the Soperton vicinity where he

opened another inn. At the time this house was built one local inhabitant is reputed to have declared "A

castle in the wilderness is being constructed," with oxen treading the blue clay and straw in a field across

the road to make the bricks used in the walls and chimneys. Soper in 1811 was assessed with fourfireplaces

in addition to the one tax-free fireplace allowed in all houses. Many of the fireplaces in this house fed into

a free-standing chimney stack in the west end of the house. Local legend maintains that early meetings of

Freemasons were held in an upstairs room, and that a room in the cellar was used as a temporary guard-

room or gaol for prisoners. The Flemish bond of bricks on the front wall contrasts with the common bond

on the side and back walls. Loaned courtesy of Robert Dent.

William Webster, "a young man of good moral character and a good scholar." Their duty was to

guard the place, keep two stoves going, keep the house dry and to close the door at evening and

"not to permit it to be opened till the morning drum beat." One of them had to be constantly on
guard. Sliter was anxious to learn arithmetic, and this offered a good opportunity as William

Webster was competent to teach it. They "cleaned the top of the stove, and using a piece of

chalk.. .[during] the course of the winter [Hiel] learned all the simple rules of arithmetic, and
improved some in writing." 150

In the early spring of 1813 Hiel Sliter was part of a company that started from Kingston

in British gunboats to reinforce the army at Niagara. They reached York when they met two
schooners bringing large numbers of British wounded from the American assault on Fort George.

"I assisted to get them into the hospital," he recorded, "horrified at first by the groans and shrieks

of the wounded and dying, but after a few hours these feelings all left me and I could take hold

of the wounded man with as little feeling as if he had been a beast." Soon after he was discharged

and returned home. 151
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The war provided Leeds and Lansdowne Rear with a large market for agricultural pro-

duce at a critical time when many families were making the transition from relying on the iron

works for employment to developing full-time farms. Before the war broke out, with the iron

works burned, all business was at a standstill, and there was little cash in the country. In 1813,

with the arrival of money from Britain, prices climbed to unheard-of figures. Hiel Sliter recalled

that oxen sold for $150, cows brought forty dollars, flour fetched twenty dollars per barrel, and

pork attained a price of forty dollars per barrel. The scarcest commodity, salt, sold for fifty dol-

lars a barrel, and Sliter recalled seeing salt retail for the outrageous price of fifty cents per quart.

Hiel Sliter, and his younger brothers who he had trained to be "good to work and obedient to

plans," together "raised considerable crops, and put in several acres of fall wheat." 152

The major market for their crops was nearby Kingston where hundreds of men were

employed building ships in the dockyard, and a garrison of 482 inhabited the new field fortifica-

tion named Fort Henry. Gananoque with its blockhouse, guarded by what one officer described

as "a select detachment.. .of.. .the old, the halt, the incapables, [and] the cripples," was a more mod-
est market, 153 but more easily accessible by descending the Gananoque River in boats rather than

travelling the thirty miles by rough roads to Kingston by wagon.

Even Hiel's father, Nicholas Sliter, did well from the war. In the spring of 1813 he hired

as a substitute in the flank company at Prescott to do six months of service for the sum of one hun-

dred dollars in addition to the government allowance. He was soon placed in the engineer's

department as a coal and lime burner, earning 54 dollars per month for six months. Upon return-

ing to Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, he was given a $200 contract to build a new bridge at Furnace

Falls. That accomplished, he returned to the timber industry, sending pine timber down the river

to Gananoque, and garnering the impressive sum of $450 for his trouble. The pragmatic Hiel per-

suaded his father to not throw away his earnings on uncertain speculation, but rather to purchase

from Ezekiel Middleton fertile lot 21 in the tenth concession of Leeds township on the road from

Furnace Falls to Kingston Mills. 154 There were similar stories among families across Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear obtaining high prices for crops and timber during the war, and using the cash

with which they were paid to establish themselves securely on the lots most promising for agri-

cultural production.

For some inhabitants, however, economic profits from supplying British troops were no

match for the cultural baggage they brought with them as American immigrants. Lieutenant-gen-

eral Gordon Drummond declared martial law in April 1814 to compel farmers to supply "His

Majesty's Troops, stationed in this Province, with Provisions and Forage; which though abound-

ing in the Country, are withheld from the Commissariat, and their agents, notwithstanding the

most liberal prices have been offered for the same." 155 Even though the old Loyalist families

along the Saint Lawrence might possess much more extensive property than recent American

immigrants in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, together they shared a common concern about their

legal and representative rights not being trampled upon. Drummond's declaration of partial mar-

tial law, permitting soldiers to collect grain from farmers and pay for it at a rate determined by

local magistrates such as Truman Hicock, prompted no less a Tory Loyalist than Levius P.

Sherwood to rise in the provincial assembly to denounce it as "arbitrary and unconstitutional and

contrary to and subversive of the established laws of the land." 156

The reluctance of many farmers at being forced to sell to the military contrasts with the

enthusiastic volunteering for active service that colonel Joel Stone had witnessed at the outset of

the war. It contrasted with the unanimity of purpose and just sense of cause expressed at a meet-

ing of magistrates and officers of the second regiment of Leeds militia held at the house of lieu-

tenant Levi Soper in the Rear of Lansdowne on 27 February 1813. The officers attending from

across western and northern sections of Leeds County included, among others, colonel Joel Stone

from Gananoque; lieutenant-colonel Benoni Wiltse from the rear section of Yonge township; lieu-
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Gananoque Mills, Upper Canada, a water-colour sketched by Henry Francis Ainslie in 1839. As late as

1839 the forest was never far away even from localities such as Gananoque that had been settled for half a

century. The extensive mills developed by Charles and John McDonald are thefocus of this sketch, but on

thefar right can be seen the picket and blockhouse in which Hiel Sliter served during the War of 1812. The

McDonald mills in the 1820s and 1830s gained a reputation for being "the most valuable in Canada, as well

as the best conducted." R.H. Bonnycastle was surprised "to see such an establishment reared, as it were, in

the bosom of the forest, and possessing machinery of the most expensive and complicated description....

Gananoqui flour is deservedly celebrated in the Canadian markets, and is, in the finer qualities, quite as

good as any manufactured either in the United States, or in Great Britain." Grain was transported from

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear down the Gananoque River to these mills in the 1820s and 1830s. National

Archives of Canada C-520.

tenants Levi Soper and Carey Haskin, and magistrates Truman Hicock and Uri Scovil from Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear. They resolved that "being fully impressed with sentiments of the Honour
and Justice due to ourselves and the great duty we owe to our King and to his government" that

they would "use every exertion[,] authority and influence in our Power to support the same and
particularly that part and Body attached to the 2d Regt of Leeds Militia."

The assembled officers and magistrates believed it "at this time peculiarly necessary, and
perfectly consistent with the Acts of the Province that Seventy Men be furnished from the People

residing within the limits of the said Regiment to serve as soldiers" but that each of the men "so

stationed on duty shall not have leave of absence unless a substitute be first sent and accepted."

They further resolved that they would "from time to time examine into the situation and necessi-
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ties of such Families whose Husbands and Children may be on duty" and whenever it appeared

to any three of them "really necessary that any Man on such duty be relieved" that the officer to

whose company he belonged should "order a substitute to be forthwith sent to his relief" and
"shall be holden to serve until the Man so relieved do return, unless prevented by.. .Death." And
finally, they resolved "that all classes of People residing within the limits of the aforesaid

Regiment who may for any causes whatever be excused from actual service or duty in the

Militia...whose circumstances may admit thereof shall contribute liberally for the relief of such

Families...whose friends are actually performing duty," or otherwise they recommended "that

they.. .be specially assessed and taxed for that single purpose." 157

These sentiments of mutuality as a community and loyalty to the British side in the face

of threatened invasion came from an officer and magisterial elite who had positions of authority

to maintain and enhance. Some 149 impressionable young militia members eagerly stepped for-

ward and volunteered for active service before war had actually been declared, but once they

returned home to their communities, they were pressured to have second thoughts. It was
American-origin communities such as Leeds and Lansdowne Rear that major-general Isaac Brock

had in mind when he despaired, "The population, believe me is essentially bad—A full belief pos-

sess them that this Province must inevitably succumb—This prepossession is fatal to every exer-

tion—Legislators, Magistrates, Militia, Officers, all have imbibed the idea, and are so sluggish and

indifferent in all their respective offices that the artful and active scoundrel is allowed to parade

the Country without interruption, and commit all imaginable mischief." 158 Even before the war,

when Joel Stone was organising the second division of Leeds militia, two prominent inhabitants

of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, Wallis Sunderlin and Stephen Washburn, refused to accept com-

missions as officers under Stone, 159 but Sunderlin subsequently agreed to become a militia cap-

tain.

Various reasons have been given for the mood of defeatism that enveloped local society.

The simple statistical odds of 77,000 Upper Canadians withstanding seven-and-a-half million

Americans was sobering enough in itself, notwithstanding the substantial British forces who did

most of the fighting in defence of the province were equal in number to United States soldiers.

Lieutenant-colonel Pearson at Prescott observed in January 1813 that desertions were so constant

and numerous in the Johnstown District, it was "next to an impossibility even to calculate on the

Force you can bring into action." He attributed the many desertions "to the incapacity of the gen-

erality of the officers who have been for the most part selected from Family connexion without ref-

erence to capacity or respectability." Pearson regretted that the "advantage accruing from having

young men of local Interest in the Country placed at the head of Companies, has never been made
a subject of consideration." 160

Joel Stone, the colonel in command of the second Leeds regiment, noticed as early as June

1813 that the "Militia appeared to be more negligent & disorderly than usual." He sent out lieu-

tenant-colonel Benoni Wiltse "to order a Court Martial and put the law in force" but found "this

so partially done—as not to produce the desired effect." Upon receiving instructions from mili-

tary superiors to order out the whole of his militia in late October, Joel Stone was dismayed that

his "officers generally attended with about 70 men only" rather than the hundreds who were

legally compelled to show up. He "sent back all the other officers to bring forward the remaining

part of the Regiment [but] they did not succeed, and the greater part of the men soon deserted."

Stone then decided to go himself "into the Body of the Militia—and there put the Law in force

against all Delinquents," but on meeting with his militia officers, "Lt Colonel Wiltsee made use of

such unbecoming words" that Stone ordered him to retire and to consider himself under arrest. 161

Benoni Wiltse's problem seems to have been anger as an old Loyalist at being passed over

when the plum positions in local society such as militia officers and magistrates were given to

American immigrants such as Truman Hicock. "I am of the opinion that a more strict attention
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Cranberry Lake, looking towards Kingston:-Floating Bogs in the Distance, a water-colour sketched by

Thomas Burrowes in 1830. During the War of 1812 it became all too apparent how vulnerable the Saint

Lawrence River as a British supply line was to American attack. Alternate routes for a military waterway

between Lake Ontario and Montreal were explored. The rocky ledges of the Canadian Shield in the larger

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear vicinity posed an obstacle in devising a new water route. The cranberry bogs

in the Seeley's Bay vicinity were equally challenging to opening an inland navigation, requiring boatloads

of stone to be dumped to sink them to the bottom of lakes and streams. OTAR Burrowes #63.

should be payed to old Servants of the Crown than has heretofore been observed," he had writ-

ten the adjutant-general back in 1808; "their is old Subjects who has Served in the army as non-

commissioned officers and obtained honourable discharges as such totally neglected and others

who faced us as Enemies through the late Revolution placed to command and sit as judges." But

Wiltse did not stop there. Should the United States ever wage war against Upper Canada, "I fear

they have too many friends amongst us and to have them in office would be still worse," he pre-

dicted. Moreover, he continued, "Their is several active young men (who are sons to old servants)

who Rather think it a hardship and cannot Chearfully obey those whom they have often heard has

abused, plundered and Distrest the Loyalists." 162 Such blunt language was sufficient for Wiltse

to be stripped of his commission as a lieutenant-colonel in the militia.

Joel Stone in January of 1814 was making his own discoveries as to what had checked the

enthusiasm of at least half the young militia members who volunteered for active service before

the outset of the war. As he reported to lieutenant-general Gordon Drummond at Kingston, 163

I then ordered the Court Martials to sit—and found it likewise necessary to hold a special

session of the Magistrates to examin persons accused of harbouring Deserters and other

wrongs of a Treasonable Nature—by which we soon discovered—(to our full satisfaction)

that many of the Elderly persons in the Country—such as Fathers, Mothers and other

heads of Familys had (by their Examples and bad Counsel) Poisoned the minds of the
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youth—who—at the commencement of the war promised to make good soldiers and
Worthy members of society.

The individuals tried before the court-martial included Benjamin Slack, Jonathan Stevens, Daniel

Brown, Abner Chapin, Benjamin Nichols, William Church, Gershom Wing and William Woolly.

The court-martial was held at the large frame house of Levi Soper on lot eight in the thirteenth

concession of Lansdowne, and Soper was paid sixteen pounds, four shillings and six pence for use

of his house, firewood, and candles for guard-rooms and court-rooms and for colonel Stone's

board, lodging and keeping of his horse for sixteen days. Thus early we have record of an inn

operating in the locale that came to be known as Soperton.

There are additional factors to explain the high rate of desertion and the refusal of many
men to perform their militia duty. The local colony of Quakers in northern Yonge, as pacifists,

could refuse to participate, and instead paid a sum of money in lieu of militia duty. Discord

among the higher officers fighting among themselves for the best positions, and disarray among
junior officers who "never have been very zelos in their duty" made for a poor example. 164 There

was the further encumbrance, because the second regiment of Leeds covered such a vast territory

stretching from the Thousand Islands to the rear boundaries of the third range of townships north

of the Rideau River, of "marching our flank companys—some of them 50 and some 60 miles to the

place of Rendezvous—and there being not any provision made for them." 165 And it is here on one

particular point that the reluctance of so many men in the second Leeds militia to leave their

homes in the rear townships to perform militia duty at the front was most evident. Through the

summer and early autumn of 1813 Joel Stone was faced with adamant refusal by a group of men
to follow his order to proceed to Gananoque with their axes to perform six months fatigue work
improving the King's highway. The recalcitrants included sergeant Aza Judd, corporal Samuel

Kilborn, Abiather Eaton, Thomas Knolton, Dan Knapp, Jehiel Mitchell, David Sly, David B.

Warran, Saw Ozer, Levi Hotchkiss, Elias Chamberlain and Amherst Alford. So exasperated did

Joel Stone become that he forcibly reminded them that similar failure to perform their duty had

resulted in three Lower Canadian militia members being either shot to death or banished; "this

sho[w]s how Slender the thread of Civil Law now hangs on," he warned, "and very little more
will upset it." 166 The refusal of men from Leeds and Lansdowne Rear to work on the King's high-

way very likely was due to their resenting their labour benefitting the settlement in the front of

Leeds and Lansdowne at the expense of the road going through their own community.

The high rate of non-compliance, desertions and general refusal to participate in militia

work can also be attributed to lack of leadership, or rather, leadership gone astray. In the Leeds

and Lansdowne vicinity, once war was declared, quartermaster Jedediah Wing begged leave "to

resigne his Commission on the grounds of being a Quaker." Captain William Jones, the propri-

etor of the mill at Stone Mills (the new name for Stevenstown) and lieutenant James Schofield sud-

denly found it expedient to remove out of the county and begged leave to resign their commis-

sions. 167 James Schofield later was accused of being accessory to the desertion of Israel Elsworth

of Bastard township. 168

But what of the patriarch of the Stevenstown settlement, Abel Stevens, whose energy had

brought about the early settling of Bastard and Kitley townships, and whose failed efforts to

develop the iron works at Furnace Falls had led to the early settlement of Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear? What leadership role did he provide during the course of the war? Abel Stevens too was
gone from Leeds County, and when Joel Stone wrote to colonel Thomas Talbot at Port Talbot in

June 1814 regarding the whereabouts of Stevens, he received the following reply: 169

An old man of that name (a Preacher) with two Sons and several others from the Township

of Bastard came to Port Talbot in the summer of 1812 and applied to me for permission to

settle at Point aux Pins 40 miles to the westward of this place. [A] very short time after, I

had reason to suspect that the Stevens's and their associates, Sly, Burgess's, Huntley and
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Bachelor, were more inclined to the United States than to great Britain. After General

Proctor's defeat old Stevens and his son, Uriah, joined the Enemy and I suppose contin-

ued with them in the neighbourhood of Amherstburgh.

Stevens's behaviour was no surprise to local inhabitants. Barnabas Chipman stated in 1801 that

during a political discussion in 1794 he asked Abel Stevens "what he would do in case a war
should break out between England and America," and Stevens laconically replied, "The other side

of the River is handy—I can make Shift—I will never fight my old neighbours." Moreover,

Stevens was overheard boasting to Stephen Washburn, "Friend Washburn, I never was a Tory. I

always was a friend to the American Caus[e]. Still I have made out better—and have Obtained

greater favours from government [here] than those who Served them." 170 With such an example

from the patriarch of the local settlement, it was no wonder that Leeds and Lansdowne Rear was
rife with desertions.

There is yet one final document that raises the further question of whether or not the iron-

making venture in Lansdowne had treasonous motives behind it from the beginning. In July 1801

a Vermont lawyer named John Graham, highly trusted by leading British officials, told of a con-

spiracy brewing in the United States "for the express purpose of raising a Rebellion" in Canada.

Graham's statement was regarded seriously, for in 1796 information provided by him resulted in

the capture of a Boston ship with a cargo of muskets and cannon procured in France ostensibly for

use by Vermont militia but alleged to actually be intended for arming insurgents in Canada. He
now stated in 1801 that

Israel Keath, late Adjt. General at Massachusetts, now resides on the line 45 [degrees], and
owns Iron Works in that neighbourhood.... Keath has two Brothers who are seated in

Upper Canada[,] they have built Iron Works, &c, these men will make Pikes, &c, for the

New England Settlers in that quarter.

Graham claimed that a schoolmaster named Rogers in Lower Canada was "now employed by the

afores[ai]d people & has lately furnish'd them with Plans &c, of the Country." He averred that

"Secret Committees are held and a brisk Correspondence is now going on from one end of the

States to the other and with the Jacobins in the Canadas." Furthermore, it was alleged that if pres-

ident Thomas Jefferson "should not agree to be passive in the business" the New Englanders in

Canada were determined "at all hazards the attempt [at invasion or insurrection] will be tried

—

and that very shortly." Graham asserted: "Small Arms, Ammunition &c. is collecting by these ras-

cals for the purpose[.] I am likewise assured that every person of the Junto has a number by which

he is known and called—such as 50, 51 and so on." 171

Needless to say, the 1801 conspiracy, if it even was a conspiracy, never developed into any-

thing, and is interesting more as a side-note to the furnace enterprise and militia formation in

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear than for what it may or may not have been in itself. Certainly, once

government officials were informed of the designs of the Keith brothers, they carefully scrutinised

all activity at the Furnace Falls iron works. Hence when Wallis Sunderlin applied for a second

grant of 1,200 acres of Crown lands in April 1804, his petition was rejected, significantly, because

"It is believed that Mr. Sunderlin is not the real Petitioner on this Occasion," 172 even though the

controversial Ruel Keith had already departed the neighbourhood by April 1803. Subsequent

petitions by Sunderlin to mine the ore on lots eleven, twelve and thirteen in the thirteenth con-

cession of Lansdowne, fared no better. There is no record to indicate whether the 1811 fire which

consumed the iron works was accidental, or if it was purposely set to prevent any successor from

taking over and profiting at an enterprise which the government was determined to restrict the

proprietors from successfully pursuing. The trials and the political cloud hanging over the

Furnace Falls iron works invite speculation as to whether the lack of incentives from officials at

York encouraged the smuggling of iron as a commodity across the border to American customers.

Similarly, it is an open question as to whether the coolness of many men in Leeds and Lansdow ne
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Rear to serving in the militia stemmed from their belief that provincial government officials, by
refusing Sunderlin further grants and access to iron ore, ultimately closed down the iron works
and with it their livelihood.

The atmosphere of suspicion, American settlers jealous of the advantages and larger

grants given members of Loyalist families, and Loyalists afraid that local deserters were return-

ing to resume farming as if nothing had happened, continued well past the end of the war.

Captain Reuben Sherwood viewed the men who had deserted while on duty in the flank compa-
nies and sedentary militia as having "completely forfeited their Allegiance & privileges here...

And they ought to be represented as the most dangerous and contaminating class of Aliens." To

see and hear such deserters telling "good and faithful Subjects that they had as good a right here

as those who stood firm & fought during the war," exclaimed Sherwood, "must give a shock to

the loyal feelings of our young men who fought & bled at Ogdensburgh, & numerous other

places." 173 As late as 1820, inhabitants of the Leeds and Lansdowne Rear vicinity who were in

"trouble on account of alleged treasonable conduct during the war of 1812, and were in danger of

having their lands confiscated" had a representative make a journey to York on foot in winter to

successfully clear their names. 174

Into such an atmosphere of division, Robert Gourlay in 1818 sent a questionnaire inquir-

ing about the general local situation, soil, produce, agricultural improvements and disabilities of

each township. Meetings were held at the township level, with the Lansdowne meeting being

held in the rear section of that township at the home of Margaret Lee, while the Leeds township

meeting was held in the village of Gananoque with Joel Stone presiding. Although Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear and Leeds and Lansdowne Front had by this time been holding separate town
meetings for fifteen years, there was still some tacit assumption that someday Leeds township

would be a separate administrative unit apart from Lansdowne, and toward that end they made
reports to Gourlay as if they were already organized as separate townships. All the same, those

attending the Lansdowne meeting were people from Leeds and Lansdowne Rear: Nathan Hicock,

Oliver Eaton, William Parrish, John Struthers, Allan Sweet and Isaac Soper; and those attending

the Leeds meeting were from the Front of Leeds and Lansdowne. The Gourlay meetings were one

thing on a township basis, but when representatives of the various township meetings met at the

county level, signals were transmitted down the chain of authority from officials at York that

Gourlay and those meeting at his behest were a threat to the status quo. 175
It is within this con-

text that William Jones of Bastard wrote to the lieutenant-governor's secretary in October 1822

urging that "Ensign Nathan Hicock.. .is. ..very Penitent for his conduct in the Gourlay transaction"

and that it was through persuasion by T[ruman] Hicok* he was induced to go." 176

Among the responses to his questionnaire, Robert Gourlay received a report on Leeds and

Lansdowne townships from the Reverend William Smart of Brockville. He commented that the

farms along the front of these townships were "in a bad state of cultivation, for want of industry

and energy of the occupiers" while in the rear concessions he noted "some excellent farms in a

praiseworthy state of cultivation." Smart described the front road to Kingston through the two

townships as being "very bad" while the road through the rear sections was "rather better." 177

But beginning in 1816 the road that had been the lifeline of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear for half a

generation paled in significance compared with the possibility of being on a major navigable

waterway.

The War of 1812 had pointed out the vulnerability of British supply lines along the Saint

Lawrence to American attack. In 1815 Captain Reuben Sherwood reported that an inland navi-

gable waterway between Lake Ontario and the Ottawa River could be devised proceeding by way
of Kingston Mill Stream (or the Cataraqui River) over to Schofield's Mill Stream (or Lower and

Upper Beverley lakes), across land to Irish Creek which flowed into the Rideau River above

Merrick's Mills, and from thence down the Rideau to the Ottawa River. In April 1816 a young

* Truman Hicock consistently spelled his last name Hicok.
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Plate 47

Detailfrom Plan of the Water Communication from Kingston to the Grand River, an 1826 copy by A. Gibbs

of lieutenant Joshua Jebb's 1816 map. As late as 1826 the routefor the proposed Rideau Canal was expect-

ed to run along the Rideau River from the Ottawa River to Kilmarnock, then to proceed up Irish Creek to

the head of Irish Lake where an overland railway would connect it with Plum Hollow Creek (here called a

Branch of the Gananoaui). It then would descend the Gananoque River system through Upper Beverley

Lake (here called a Small Lake or Mill Pond) and Lower Beverley Lake (White Fish Lake) past Haskin's Mill

(later Morton) on the White Fish Falls to proceed through Cranberry Lake, Cranberry Marsh and the

Cataraaui River to Kingston. National Archives of Canada NMC-21941.

lieutenant, Joshua Jebb, was selected from among the regular officers of the Royal Engineers in

Canada to head an expedition. He was instructed to start out at Kingston Mills, to ascend the

Cataraqui River, to head north to Rideau Lake, and to descend the Rideau to where it emptied into

the Ottawa. Significantly, he also was instructed to "return up the river as far as the mouth of Irish

Creek to trace the waters of which it is the outlet to their source, and from thence to follow up the

best communication he could find to Kingston Mills, or to Gananoque." Lieutenant Jebb was also

told to take note of the country, with a view to its being deemed eligible or otherwise for the estab-

lishment of military settlements. '178
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Jebb concluded that the best navigation was by way of Irish Creek because the "distance

is much less, the interruptions by water not so frequent, and the route lies through a more fertile

and much better line of country." In ascending Irish Creek, Jebb found the depth of water aver-

aged from five to ten feet between where it emptied into the Rideau and Joseph Haskin's mill at

the site of the future village of Jasper. A dam here retained an immense head of water, making

Irish Creek and Irish Lake navigable just beyond Koyle's Bridge where the new direct road from

Brockville to Perth crossed Irish Creek south of the future village of Toledo. At this point "land

carriage will now become absolutely necessary," recommended Jebb, and could best be carried out

by building "a rail way using a particular description of low cart for transporting stores" from Irish

Creek some five miles to Plum Hollow Creek and through the Beverley lakes to the main channel

of the Gananoque River. The abandoned iron forge at Furnace Falls could be used to make the

rails and the railroad would be of great economic value to inhabitants of the larger Stevenstown

settlement. The Gananoque River route recommended by Jebb would lead to Whitefish and

Cranberry lakes, and then by way of the Cataraqui River to Kingston on Lake Ontario. 179

As early as March 1817 an advertisement was placed in the Upper Canada Gazette at York,

calling for contract tenders to build the works of the new military canal by way of Irish Creek and

the upper Gananoque River. True, the advertisement mentioned that tenders would also be

received for opening the communication through the Rideau lakes, but clearly the favoured short-

er route would be along the northern boundary of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. 180 Actual con-

struction of the new military waterway was delayed for a decade as London vainly attempted to

interest the Upper Canadian legislature in sharing the cost of the project. Delay only prompted a

more ambitious scale of project with locks large enough to accommodate steamboats.

This is an appropriate moment to take leave of the early settlers in Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear, breathless with hope at the great stroke of good fortune that was bringing the major east-

west navigation of British North America past their doors and which promised to reactivate the

iron works at Furnace Falls. For all the promise of the new military waterway, the inhabitants of

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear had made a heroic transition from an economy supported by the iron

works at Furnace Falls to full-time agriculture. Individuals such as Hiel Sliter might pursue farm-

ing in the summer and supplement their farm income by following lumbering during the winter

for a time, but by 1820 he "gave up lumbering and gave [his] whole attention to agriculture with

good success[,] becoming quite a farmer" on lot 21 in the tenth concession of Leeds. 181

The creation of a separate town meeting in the rear sections of Leeds and Lansdowne
townships might be regarded as a temporary arrangement of convenience, but it would prove the

basis of a new entity that would gain legal recognition half a century later. The rise of local promi-

nent men, such as magistrate Truman Hicock who unheroically fattened his purse through land

jobbing and lieutenant Levi Soper whose good service in the militia during the war was reward-

ed by grants of 500 acres, 182 mirrored the mixture of pragmatism and ideology that permeated

local society. The unheroic behaviour of so many during the War of 1812 would not easily sur-

vive, as even members of families that obdurately refused to participate, in spite of themselves,

found themselves bragging about Upper Canadian exploits such as the battle of Crysler's farm,

when conversing with American relatives and acquaintances. Could they but have known it,

arrangements were being put in place to ensure that the scale of disaffection and treasonous

behaviour that had taken place, would never be repeated in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear ever

again. For the interim the pace of agricultural life went on from day to day, but even the coins

with which farmers received payment for their crops bespoke the new ideal of heroism. Those

who could read traced out the universally popular phrase on one side of the common penny

"Success to commerce and peace to the world," while on the other side was the new catch-phrase,

"Isaac Brock, the hero of Upper Canada." 183
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A CHOSEN PEOPLE

The military administrators of British North America learned much from the War of 1812.

They now perceived the need for an inland military waterway connecting Lake Ontario

with Montreal. But, of equal importance, they also recognised it was imperative that a

population strongly loyal to British interests be placed among the American settlers of doubtful

reputation to counteract sedition and to guard the Rideau Canal once it was built. As a result, the

larger Leeds and Lansdowne Rear vicinity was injected with an ultraloyalist settlement in the

post-war years, a population which challenged all the preconceptions and institutions of what
previously had been a Vermont settlement. This locale became a harbinger and a microcosm of

the larger pattern of settlement in eastern Upper Canada, and a microcosm as well of the warring

ideologies that for a time led to violence and bloodshed. What the participants on both sides in

the ideological, political, religious and ethnic sparring could never have guessed was that their

clashes were both anticipated and desired by the authorities who had undertaken to neuter the

disloyal element in local society.

The reputation for disloyalty of the Leeds and Lansdowne vicinity was well known both

locally and to officials in York and Quebec. Desertions during the war were commonplace and

took place on a larger scale than elsewhere in Upper Canada. American raids in the vicinity were

rumoured to be perpetrated with the connivance of local inhabitants. 1 How could the future of

Upper Canada as a British colony be entrusted to people "speaking the same language, having the

same laws, manners and religion" as the Americans, and who openly admired the republican

government of the United States "as the most favourable to the gratification of the passions of the

Lower Orders of people?"2 The chief justice of Upper Canada, William Dummer Powell, viewed

the inhabitants of the Leeds and Lansdowne Rear vicinity in 1820 "as Yankees [who] openly speak

as such, [and who are] violent and disobedient to the Laws."3 Loyal local inhabitants were pained

to observe "the Return of a number of those vagabonds, who, during the late war with the United

States,/shamefully deserted from this side, many of them leaving farms & other property in this

District, to considerable am[oun]t."4 Members of old Loyalist families along the Saint Lawrence

expressed concern about the number of American settlers in the Johnstown District "who have

once been bound by the oath of Allegiance to His Majesty" but were more openly worried about

"natural born subjects to His Majesty...who left this province and fled to the Enemy in the time of

War—and since their return have used overbearing insolence to the Magistrates and other loyal

subjects." The returned deserters were a mortification to district authorities in that they tended

"to alienate the affections of many good subjects and lessen their attachment to His Majesty's ser-

vice."5

One obvious way to stem the seditious influence of American settlers was to cut the flow

of settlers coming in from the United States. Colonial administrators received orders from

London in June 1815 to "not in any case grant Land to subjects of the United States." Moreover,

they were expected to make every effort to prevent Americans settling in Upper Canada.6 The

strong suspicion with which local American settlers were viewed in the post-war period was
summed up by a Scottish highlander in Glengarry county:7

[The] Province is now filled with the worst description of settlers from the United States,

many of them the very refuse of their own population, who have come here merely to
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Plate 49

"Scenefrom the Irish Rebellion in County Wexford, May 1798," as drawn by George Cruickshank. Many

of the civilian immigrants settling in Leeds and Lansdoume Rear were Anglo-Irish Protestants from the

southeastern counties of Ireland, primarily Wexford, although a number offamilies also camefrom County

Antrim in Ulster. A religious rebellion by Catholic peasants in Wexford in 1798 at a time of threatening

French invasion added to the reactionary mindset of these Irish Protestants, but it was the post-Napoleonic

depression and increased violence of the late 1810s that led them to immigrate to Upper Canada. National

Library of Ireland.

escape the punishment which the Laws of their own Country had awarded to their crimes;

Men who evince most hostile dispositions towards the British Government as often as they

can do with impunity. Even the very best of the emigrants from the United States shew a

strong predilection to the democratical Government under which they have been brought

up, and their increasing numbers command a preponderate influence in the Provincial

Parliament, which may eventually prove of the most dangerous consequence to the

Government of these Provinces, even in time of profound peace.

Despite the ban on settlers coming in from the United States, governor general Dalhousie when
he visited the region in 1820 found it a "matter of serious consideration, the increase of Americans

into [Upper Canada] on the Brockville frontier."8

No one in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear was surprised at the growing number of newcom-
ers from the United States, notwithstanding the crackdown by British officials to stop them sett-

ling in Upper Canada. The border had long been very porous, with people not only going back

and forth as they pleased, but smuggling taking place especially in the Thousand Islands area
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where detection was difficult. During the War of 1812 the smuggling of horses from the Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear vicinity to the neighbouring vicinity of the United States provided a lucrative

business for local people. Daniel McNiel of Lansdowne township testified toward the end of the

war that in late September 1814 "several Horses to the Number of five ha[d] been carried away
from the Neighbourhood" and that "this Practice of carr[y]ing away Horses ha[d] been carried on

for some time by Persons coming from the American Shore." McNiel and other members of the

militia assembled in order to apprehend the miscreants and "proceeded immediately to the Place

where these Plunderers were in the Habit of Crossing the Horses to the American Shore."

As they approached this spot "they heard people speaking & coming to the Shore[,]

observed eight men in a Canoe, whom they hailed but receiving no satisfactory Answer they fired

upon them as long as the Canoe continued within Reach of their muskets, but though some...were

killed or badly wounded, they effected their Escape with the Canoe to the American Shore." The

militia party, after searching, "found the five Horses tied in a Thicket, & afterwards discovered

two men upon a small Raft attempting to make their Escape," who they intercepted and captured,

recognising them to be Uriah Kelsey and John Landries. At the same time they were giving Kelsey

and Landries chase, McNiel observed two former inhabitants of the region "running into the

Woods from the Place where the Canoe lay. They were armed each with a Sword & Pistol."9

Another Lansdowne township inhabitant who was a member of the militia party, Daniel S.

Baldwin, testified that Kelsey and Landries "were born & constantly resident in the Province till

the War." 10

It was not only the Thousand Islands that encouraged smuggling in the vicinity of Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear, but also the gaunt landscape of rock outcrops, swamps, caves and the sys-

tem of lakes and bays along the upper Gananoque River that made possible such illegal trade. In

this rugged landscape there were just so many possible hiding places that allowed an under-

ground economy to flourish. Magistrates Truman Hicock and Uri Scovil due to their location on

the road from Furnace Falls to Kingston Mills might keep an eye open to suspicious traffic along

that route, but the rough road with many jogs and twists leading south through Leeds to

Gananoque, like the Gananoque River, was not easily monitored. And who could be sure that the

magistrates did not participate in the illegal traffic? Truman Hicock, for example, had a quantity

of salt he owned impounded until he paid the duty on it.
11 Most settlement in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear was along the road from Furnace Falls to Kingston Mills, hence the Gananoque
River system was comparatively free of scrutiny from most local residents, assuming, of course,

that any of them cared a whit whether the commerce down the river was legitimate or otherwise.

A measure of exactly how porous the international boundary became in the postwar peri-

od is provided by a circa 1830 petition from "the Chiefs and Natives of the Massasauga Tribe of

Indians residing in the vicinity of the Gananoque River, Lakes, marshes and woods" to lieutenant-

governor Sir John Colborne. These Native people claimed that from time immemorial they had

enjoyed the privilege and right of hunting, trapping, and fishing in and on the woods, waters, and

marshes along the Gananoque system of lakes and through those activities alone were able to sup-

port themselves and their families. As much as they were taken aback by the wave of Loyalist and

American settlement pushing north from the Saint Lawrence and Kingston area, the gaunt land-

scape of the Gananoque valley afforded these Mississauga a refuge from white settlement. As
they phrased it, "the settlements made under His Majesty, have not so far encroached on the said

privileges as to do them any material injury, and your memorialists still continued to receive a

tollerable support from the enjoyment of said privileges, until two or three years just past."

Despite the growth of Irish immigrant, Loyalist and military settlement in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear, what specifically concerned the local Mississauga was that within the past three

years there was an "increased number of American Citizens, coming across the lines annually

with great numbers of traps, spears, rifle guns, dogs, etc. to destroy the deer, furred game and fish
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Plate 50

Robert Webster (1788-1872) and his wife Alice Boardman (1791-1873) as ferrotyped by E. Dunham of

Delta circa 1871. The serene expressions belie the horrors experienced by the Websters during the 1798

rebellion in Wexford, ultimately leading them to migrate to Leeds and Lansdowne Rear in the early 1810s.

Husband and wife are portrayed with one hand clutching a large book or Bible as a proud statement of their

literacy. Loaned courtesy of Arthur Webster.

(without regard for the season of the year) in so wonton a manner that your memorialists are not

able to provide food and the necessaries of life for themselves and families." 12 So catastrophic

were the depredations by these illegal American hunters to the livelihood of the local Native peo-

ple, that the Mississauga began to re-evaluate their spirituality, seeking a religious explanation for

the depleting stocks of wildlife. They claimed to "have recently, through the special mercy of God
become sensible of the awful consequences and wickedness of many of their past habits, and have

thereby renounced them." Although they were "now using their utmost endeavours to follow

the examples set them by their Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ,. ..still the calls of nature and their

means of support are the same." 13

The threat to local Mississauga subsistence did not come from use of the Gananoque River

as part of the new Rideau Canal. As late as June 1823 the route proposed by lieutenant Joshua

Jebb from the Rideau River at Maitland's Rapids (Kilmarnook) by way of an overland railway

from the head of Irish Creek to the head of the Gananoque River was the preferred route. Once
engineers began noting that the "most difficult part of the survey lies between Brewer's mills or

Kingston mill stream and Stone mills (Delta) in Bastard—where there seems to be nothing but

lakes, marshes and high rocks," 14 hopes for the Gananoque River to be part of the new militarv

canal faded in the early 1820s. An experienced civil engineer named Samuel Clowes recom-
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mended that the military waterway should proceed by way of the Rideau lakes. He demonstrat-

ed that the elevation of Plum Hollow where a canal, as opposed to the railway proposed by Jebb,

would have to be dug to connect Irish Creek with the Gananoque River, was two feet higher than

at the so-called Indian Carrying Place joining Mud Lake and Rideau Lake at the future site of

Newboro. Moreover, the Irish Creek/Gananoque River route would require a feeder canal some
ten miles in length from Rideau Lake in addition to the canal excavation required to connect Irish

Creek with Plum Hollow Creek. 15 Clowes perceived that the low water level in Irish Creek and

the lack of continuous flow through to the Cataraqui River were major obstacles to its choice as a

route.

It was a severe disappointment for the farmers in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear to miss hav-

ing the route of the new military waterway follow the upper Gananoque River within a mile of

the northern boundary line of their township. Had that route been adopted their farms would
have increased in value overnight, and their access to market would have been easier and much
less expensive. Their disappointment was tempered by the large demand for food for crews of

workmen and teams of oxen employed on the Rideau Canal close by for a period of six years from

1826 to 1831. Construction sites in the immediate region included the lock stations, dams and

waste weirs at Newboro, Chaffey's Locks, Davis Lock, Jones Falls, Morton, Brewer's Mills and

Kingston Mills and quarries near Elgin. At Jones Falls alone, only a couple of miles north of Leeds,

a work force of 200 men and forty stonemasons constructed what then was the highest dam in

North America and the third highest stone arch dam in the world. At all of the construction camps
there were "[g]reat numbers of huts and small houses, inhabited by Irish labourers,. ..scattered

about in all directions." 16 In addition to supplying these nearby construction camps, a branch of

the road from Furnace Falls to Brockville led east through Kitley and Wolford townships to a con-

centration of some eight construction camps between Smith's Falls and Burritt's Rapids.

The new route for the Rideau military canal ran through the Rideau lakes, with a canal

excavated from Upper Rideau Lake to Mud Lake (now known as Newboro Lake), and then pro-

ceeded through a chain of lakes along the Upper Gananoque River system (Clear Lake, Indian

Lake, Opinicon Lake and Sand Lake). Dams placed at Jones Falls and near the later site of Morton

flooded a sufficient area of land so as to create the man-made Cranberry and Whitefish lakes, and

thereby link up with the Cataraqui River to take the navigation south to Kingston. 17 This flood-

ing transformed what had been a narrow stream running through a vast cranberry marsh into a

flooded bay just off the narrow junction of Cranberry and Whitefish lakes. It came to be known
as Seeley's Bay. Seeley's Bay was the only part of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear that was on the

Rideau Canal route, but there is no evidence that it became a port of call on the waterway during

the 1830s. There are two explanations for this being so. First, the flooding of land that created

Seeley's Bay meant there were trees standing out in the flooded land, preventing boats from gain-

ing access to what otherwise was a natural harbour and port. Even after men went out on the win-

ter ice and felled the trees, the stumps in the water proved hazardous for navigation for many
years. Canoeists attempting to paddle over drowned land among these trees before they were

removed "from the innumerable windings and curves" perceived "the route is very difficult to

find." 18 As late as 1836, a traveller on this section of the Rideau Canal noted that so abundant was
"the quantity of floating timber in it, killed by the raising of the water, it is called the river sticks," 19

a punning allusion to the River Styx that flowed through Hades in Greek mythology. In short, the

Seeley's Bay vicinity was regarded as a hell of a place because of floating timbers. Second, the

ague or malarial fever from which many of the men working on the canal suffered, was believed

at the time to be caused by the gases emanating from drowned land or marshy areas.20 Local

inhabitants recalled all too clearly the terrible summer of 1828 when so many of the 200 workers

at Jones Falls were stricken with "swamp fever" as it was called, that there was no one able to take

a drink of water to his mates, since everyone in the camp including the doctors had been
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Orange certificate issued by lodge no 760 in the Monaghan regiment of militia on 19 May 1809 (left) and

Masonic certificate issued by lodge no 958 in Enniscorthy, Wexford, Ireland on 5 May 1812 (right) to

Robert Webster. Freemasonry was much older than Orangeism in Ireland, but in the face ofgrowing vio-

lence caused by too many people scrambling over too little land, Orangeism quickly became the dominant

bond among the Irish Protestants bailing out of Wexford and crossing the ocean in a pattern of chain migra-

tion to Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. Oral tradition tells ofearly Masonic meetings being held in Levi Soper's

house at Soperton, but the closest early lodges were established at Delta and Farmersville. Early Orange

lodge meetings were held at Cleveland Stafford's inn. Loaned courtesy of Arthur Webster.

attacked.21 Many men died and were interred in a small graveyard near the Jones Falls dam.

Seeley's Bay in the 1830s, then, was regarded as an unhealthy place to live, and a most unlikely

place for a village to develop.

Malaria was not the only source of death among the large numbers of Irish immigrants

working in the canal construction camps. John MacTaggart, clerk of the Rideau Canal works,

commented:22

Even in their spade and pickaxe business the [men] receive dreadful accidents; as excavat-

ing in a wilderness is quite a different thing from doing that kind of labour in a cleared

country. Thus they have to pool in, as the tactics of the art go—that is, dig beneath the roots

of trees, which not infrequently fall down and smother them.... Some of them...would take

jobs of quarrying from contractors, because they thought there were good wages for this

work, never thinking that they did not understand the business. Of course, many of them
were blasted to pieces by their own shots, others killed by stones falling on them. 1 have
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seen heads, arms, and legs, blown in all directions; and it is vain for overseers to warn
them of their own danger, for they will pay no attention.

Despite the toll taken of human life, construction of the Rideau Canal proceeded on, with teams

"drawing stones on sleds, over seas of mud and water, and the men in boots wading almost to the

knees," and those "employed in excavation were no better off, digging clay, by the heavy rains,

turned to mud."23

Canal construction not only benefitted local farmers provisioning the various work
camps, but it also provided Leeds and Lansdowne Rear with its third major wave of immigration.

The pattern of settlement in this locale was somewhat unique compared to other regional town-

ships, but in other ways it was a faithful microcosm of settlement in eastern Upper Canada before

mid-century. Before attempting to delineate the pattern of settlement within Leeds and
Lansdowne Rear, it is important to trace the larger pattern of settlement in the eastern part of the

province.

The movement of settlement in Upper Canada shifted west during the decade before the

War of 1812. No new townships were laid out for settlement in eastern Upper Canada during the

1800s as the focus of settlement in the colony shifted to the north shores of Lake Ontario west of

the Bay of Quinte, and Lake Erie. Accessible navigation made these lakefront townships far more
attractive to newly arriving settlers than the townships lying north of the Loyalist settlement in

eastern Upper Canada.24 The War of 1812 further retarded the growth of settlement in the interi-

or of eastern Upper Canada during the early 1810s. At war's end, save for the concentration of

Scottish highlanders in Glengarry, eastern Upper Canada as much as the rest of the colony was
inhabited by a population at least five-sixths of which was American in origin and which was con-

centrated along the Saint Lawrence across from the American shore. Attempts by government

officials to prevent further American settlement at war's end combined with the empty frontier of

unimproved grants to Loyalists and the children of Loyalists to produce an effective moratorium

in settling the interior of eastern Upper Canada. Inhabitants along the Rideau complained in 1818

that many of the incoming American immigrants who obtained land grants in townships along

the Rideau River sold them and returned to the United States, with purchasers such as Truman
Hicock obtaining titles to the lots and holding them in speculation at such high prices that the

poor could not purchase land in these empty townships.25

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear with a population of 498 in 1824 had more than double the

population of most of the townships laid out in the 1790s. Elmsley township with only 232 inhab-

itants in 1824,26 and Nepean with a mere 191 settlers in 1822 were typical of the empty frontier not

only along the Rideau but in all of inland eastern Upper Canada. The governor general of the

Canadas, Lord Dalhousie, when travelling through in 1820 effectively summarised the empty
future of the townships north of the Loyalist settlement when he described them as being "almost

wholly waste & wild woods, the property of absentees or Crown and clergy reserves, but gener-

ally in large grants made by the Government of Upper Canada which they can neither recall, nor

force into settlement." For officials such as Dalhousie, seeking to develop a route for the military

waterway and seeking to reduce American influences in the region, the corridor of empty but

granted land stretching from behind Kingston to the Ottawa River was "a useless waste, a serious

difficulty in the way of the prosperity of this part of the Country."27 The land area of Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear was not as rapidly alienated as in other townships laid out in the 1790s, due no

doubt to the gauntness of much of its landscape. In Montague township, where settlement began

at the same time, between 1801 and 1810 nearly half of its area was granted,28 whereas in Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear it was not until 1820 that half the land area was patented. By the end of the

1820s sixty percent of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear was granted to individuals, which together

with a further 28.5 percent alienated as Crown and clergy reserves, meant that less than twelve

percent of its land area remained available for granting when the workmen on the Rideau Canal

began looking for land to establish homesteads.
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Plate 52

"Perth, the Capital of the District of Bathurst;from the Nlorth] East bank of the River Tay," a water-colour

sketched by Thomas Burrowes, 20 August 1828. Perth, as the major military settlement depot through

which a number of military veterans and ultraloyalist British civilian immigrants were located in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear in the late 1810s and early 1820s, had a profound influence on the township in the early

nineteenth century. The Wexford settlers in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear visited back andforth with the larg-

er Wexford colony in the military townships around Perth as late as mid-century. OTAR Burrowes #22.

Construction of the Rideau waterway was only one of three parts in the programme of

British colonial and military officials to make Upper Canada defensible. As much as possible they

strove to construct the inland military waterway between the Ottawa River and Lake Ontario,

away from the American-origin inhabitants of the Saint Lawrence townships. Second, in the

vicinity of this military canal the imperial ministers planned to place loyal British immigrants to

provide civilian resistance to American invasion. These British immigrants were also expected to

provide a model of loyalty which, with any luck, the less than loyal American settlers along the

Saint Lawrence and in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear might some day learn to emulate. Third, the

military advisors of George III proposed to disperse British soldiers pensioned off from the war
among the civilian settlers. These veterans would solidify civilian resistance and would form a

second line of defence to protect the military waterway 29

Henry Bathurst, secretary for war and the colonies, enthusiastically plunged ahead with

plans for a major military settlement along the Rideau before his officials in the Canadas recog-

nised that most land in the townships bordering the Rideau save for Crown and clergy reserves

had been granted to American-origin settlers. Indeed, virtually all the land in eastern Upper
Canada already purchased from the Mississauga, apart from reserve lots, had been given away by
the colonial administration. The military settling department in the Canadas, superintended by
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Sir Gordon Drummond, the commander-in-chief and administrator of Lower Canada, insisted on
concentrating the military settlements together near the proposed Rideau route. He refused to

scatter the disbanded soldiers and British civilian immigrants on the Crown reserves chequering

the townships along the Rideau River as Upper Canadian officials wished him to do. While

Drummond at Quebec and the lieutenant-governor of Upper Canada, Francis Gore, testily dick-

ered over where the military settlement should be located, British civilian immigrants began arriv-

ing. So little land was left over from the grants to the children of the Loyalists, that only a small

proportion of the British civilians and military veterans could be placed on lots in the townships

laid out in the 1790s. In August of 1815 the superintendent of locations, Alexander McDonell,

reported that there were 21 lots of 200 acres available for settlement in Montague, and only ten

200-acre lots and 22 part lots ranging in size from forty to one hundred acres available in

Elmsley. 30 In Leeds and Lansdowne Rear many more lots were available for the British civilians

and military veterans. The first depot for the larger military settlement was established at

Easton's settlement in Wolford, and a second depot was established in Bastard township on
Rideau Lake.31

The disbanded soldiers and British civilian immigrants for whom there were no lots avail-

able along the Rideau, huddled together in temporary camps stretching from Montreal to

Kingston in late 1815 and early 1816 while they waited for a place to go. Finally, in 1816 the bick-

ering military officials and Upper Canadian administrators reached a compromise, ordering a line

of four new townships—Bathurst, Drummond, Beckwith and Goulbourn to be surveyed north of

Burgess, Elmsley, Montague and Marlborough townships. Even though these military townships

were not located on the Rideau River, they were in the first few years referred to as the Rideau

military settlement, as opposed to the earlier "Rideau settlement."

In 1816 a military depot was established in the southwestern corner of Drummond town-

ship and named Perth in anticipation of a large settlement of Scottish highlanders from Perthshire

being settled among the military veterans. Perth was the administrative centre and settlement

depot for Bathurst, Drummond, and the western half of Beckwith township. From 1816 to 1822

one thousand discharged soldiers were brought into the Perth or Rideau military settlement.

They came from such varied troops as the Royal Newfoundland Regiment, the Royal Navy, the

Royal Marines, the Royal Artillery, the Nova Scotia Fencibles, and two different Glengarry Light

Infantry regiments—one a regular unit from Scotland and the other from Glengarry County,

Upper Canada. 32

Of particular note among the military veterans were the DeMeuron and DeWatteville

Swiss regiments, comprising men "recruited chiefly from the prison hulks, consisting] of all the

nations of Europe, but all of [who]m had served in the armies of Napoleon, and all of [who]m had

there learned to make the best of a bad bargain."33 In addition to the concentrated settlement in

Bathurst, Drummond and Beckwith, the military administration at Perth scattered disbanded sol-

diers and civilian immigrants on Crown reserves throughout the Rideau and Gananoque River

region.

By early 1815, regardless of whether the Gananoque or Rideau lakes route was ultimate-

ly chosen for the military canal, it was obvious that the Gananoque river system offered an easy

means of access by potential American invaders to harm the canal. Moreover, the predominantly

American-origin population along the Gananoque River provided potential places for harbouring

American invaders from Upper Canadian military officials. All very well to develop a military

settlement in rear of the Rideau Canal, but what about the threat among the potentially disloyal

population in the Gananoque country?

A letter from the president of Upper Canada, Sir Gordon Drummond, to the surveyor-

general in early February 1815 reveals the measures being undertaken by government to provide

an antidote to the disloyal population of the larger Leeds and Lansdowne Rear vicinity. He
requested the surveyor-general34
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Farmersville in Yonge township, a detailfrom Henry F. Waiting's Map of the United Counties of Leeds and

Grenville, Canada West, 1861-2. Farmersville emerged as a local Reform bastion on the doorstep of Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear in the 1830s. American-origin settlers in the Farmersville vicinity were taken aback

by the size and the Conservative nature of the wave of Irish immigrants moving into their midst.

to report in the fullest manner upon all such of the vacant lands of the Crown as will be

most eligibly selected and divided not only for the [officers and men of the DeMeuron and

DeWatteville regiments] but likewise for the provision of a number of industrious families

whom it is in contemplation to encourage to emigrate from Europe with the view of pro-

moting the Settlement of the Colony. As it is imagined that Settlers of this description

would be very advantageously placed along the Frontier, in Districts the most open to

invasion, and in the islands in the vicinity of Kingston where such a population would

serve in case of future Hostility with the United States as a Barrier against the incursions

of the Enemy, and in time of Peace to prevent the encroachments of Intruders from the

neighbouring States, you will please to be most particular in your Report upon such of

those situations as may be found vacant and the practicability of filling them up.

I am to acquaint you that in Townships situated as above described, or in which the

quality of the land or other local advantages may make the settlement extremely desirable,

the Crown Reserves may be considered as applicable for the proposed Grants, and those

even subdivided into small lots for the accommodation of the Settlers, who (supposing the

whole to be two hundred Acres) might receive the remainder in another location.
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With this avowed policy of choosing loyal British and military settlers to be placed on Crown
reserves, the inhabitants of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, unlike most American-origin inhabitants

elsewhere in Upper Canada, no longer could complain that settlement was retarded because

Crown reserves proved an impediment.

At first, it appeared that the civilian immigrants being settled through the Perth depot

would be predominantly Scottish. At the height of the War of 1812 Lord Bathurst began to pro-

mote the idea of diverting the tide of immigration flowing from the highlands of Scotland away
from the United States to Upper Canada. By doing this, a loyal part of the British population no

longer would add to the might of an enemy, and "the male part of this population might be ren-

dered in some degree valuable for the present defence and the future protection of Upper Canada
by offering to them grants of land. ..and a free passage for themselves and their families."35 The
value of Scottish highlanders as a loyal population was self-evident in eastern Upper Canada. The
highlanders settled in Glengarry and Stormont counties from the 1780s on offered the only firm

check to the disaffected settlers of American-origin in the other Loyalist townships along the Saint

Lawrence between Cornwall and Kingston.36 The British government advertised an immigration

scheme in Scottish newspapers in early 1815, offering two thousand free passages to Canada with

bedding and rations included, and a grant of 100 acres of land which each family would be put in

possession of immediately. A total of 699 men, women and children took advantage of the

scheme, arriving in Upper Canada in October 1815. They arrived before the squabbling military

authorities and Upper Canadian officials could agree where the military settlement was to be

located, and too late in the year at any rate to begin settling on the land; they were forced to spend

the winter in government barracks near Brockville.

Quite contrary to what the military authorities planned, the highlanders in the party

intended all along to join relatives in Glengarry rather than be placed in the new military town-

ships, even if it meant hardship and settling on poor land. Military authorities reluctantly agreed

to make an exception to the plan of locating the Scottish immigrants in the military townships and

on scattered reserve lots of townships to the south, for those who had been "promised the indul-

gence of settling with their countrymen" in Glengarry."37 As a result of this "indulgence," few if

any Scottish immigrants initially settled in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, although a small group of

Scottish highlanders was drawn to settle at Gananoque.

The reception of the Scottish immigrants huddling in the barracks at Brockville by the

local American-origin population forecast the hostility between British and American settlers in

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. Local American-origin inhabitants recognised that the Scottish immi-

grants were brought in by the military authorities as part of a campaign to reduce American influ-

ences in the region, and to promote British settlement. Their resentment of the new arrivals

spurred them to paint a gloomy portrait of the climate and area where the grants in the military

townships and outlying reserves were to be made. The Scottish immigrants—upon hearing that

crops on the Rideau were subject to early frosts, that the lands there were badly watered for keep-

ing cattle, and that their grants in the military settlement were at an immense distance from the

Saint Lawrence with no available navigation by which their timber and produce could be moved
to market—petitioned to be sent on to a more westerly destination in Upper Canada.38

But local American settlers could not disrupt for long the wave of British immigration that

the authorities had chosen to inject into eastern Upper Canada. Despite their attempts to dis-

courage British settlement, and despite the numbers of 1815 immigrants who joined relatives in

Glengarry, several hundred of these assisted Scottish immigrant farmers and weavers were settled

in Bathurst, Drummond, Beckwith, Elmsley and Burgess townships. By October 1816 there were

some 1,500 people in the settlement around Perth. It is worth noting that the scale of land grants

to both military and civilian settlers was significantly reduced from those given to the United

Empire Loyalists and even late Loyalists or American settlers. In advising the survey of lots for a
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Leeds County Orange banner dating from the early nineteenth century. This ^/^^ of dozens of

Orange banners made in the larger Leeds and Lansdowne Rear vicinity beginning in the 1830s. It presented

the Anglo-Irish perspective of their migration from Ireland to Upper Canada in the imagery of the Old

Testament books of Exodus and Joshua. The central image hearkens back to the defeat of James Uby William

of Orange in 1690 when Protestant apprentices closed the city gates of Deny against the Earl of Antrim

and his Catholic troops. The Biblical images and symbols combine to suggest a sense of deliverance felt by

Irish Anglicans as God's chosen people in having escaped potential religious bondage and violence in the

Egypt of emancipated Catholic Ireland to pitch their tents in the Canaan of Upper Canada. The confidence

of the Wexford immigrants in taking over local society (symbolised by seven priests blowing trumpets to

bring down the walls of Jericho) did not let them forget their recent exile from a once-privileged position m

Ireland (symbolised by Joseph's coffin). Loaned courtesy of loyal Orange lodge no. 48, Carletou 1
lace,

through the late Eldon Henderson.
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party of English immigrant arrivals in May 1817, the governor-in-chief of the Canadas, general

John Sherbrooke, directed, "it is a matter of great moment to keep the Settlement as compact as

practicable."39 Ostensibly, this was a direct attempt to avoid reproducing the great empty corri-

dor of wilderness held in speculation by the Loyalists between the Saint Lawrence settlement and

the line of military townships.

But there was a more crafty aspect to this concern with a compact settlement, an aspect

with ominous implications for the future social harmony of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. Officials

had seen, despite the large grants given to the children of Loyalists in the back townships, how
they preferred to stay or settle as close as possible to their family homesteads along the Saint

Lawrence. They therefore planted military veterans and British civilian immigrants on compact

grants within the military townships and on reserves in the empty corridor between the Loyalist

settlement and the military townships. By so doing they anticipated that the same yearning by

the maturing sons and daughters of the military veterans and British immigrants to settle as close

to their family homesteads as possible would inevitably produce a gradual encroachment by the

right sort of loyal settlers Upper Canada needed on the lands of the absentee Loyalists and

American settlers.

A fourth military depot was established on the Jock or Goodwood River in Goulbourn

township in the summer of 1818. It was named Richmond in honour of the young but doomed
new governor general of Canada, the duke of Richmond. From the Richmond depot settlers were

located in Goulbourn and eastern Beckwith townships and on scattered reserves in the townships

to the south and east. Officers and men of the 99th Regiment who wished to remain in Canada
rather than return with the corps to England for disbandment were settled on grants of land in

Goulbourn from the Richmond depot. These men from the western Irish counties of Ulster orig-

inally were raised in 1804 as the 100th Prince Regent's County of Dublin Regiment for colonial ser-

vice.40

In 1818 two more separate groups of immigrants arrived, to be settled from the Richmond
depot. The Colonial Office as an immigration experiment sponsored group settlements from

Britain and Ireland if a responsible person organised a group of immigrants and paid a ten pound
deposit for each settler, repayable once the settlers were located on their lands. The first of these

groups were some 72 Irish Protestants from Tipperary headed by Richard Talbot from southeast-

ern Ireland. They were located among the military settlers in Goulbourn. The second group con-

sisted of 444 Scottish highlanders from Loch Tayside in Perthshire who were placed in the north-

eastern quarter of Beckwith township.41 In southeastern Beckwith and in Drummond township

Irish Anglicans and Methodists from Wexford, Carlow and Kilkenny counties in southeastern

Ireland were settled from the depots at Perth and Richmond.

The settlement of Bathurst, Drummond, Beckwith and Goulbourn with military veterans

of assorted ethnic backgrounds, Irish Protestants from northern and southern Ireland and

Perthshire highlanders gave the military settlement an ultraconservative, indeed a reactionary

character and reputation. In contrast with the inflated grants given Loyalist officers along the

Saint Lawrence, civilians and privates received modest grants of 100 acres. Sergeants were given

200 acres, subalterns 500 acres, captains 800 acres, majors 1,000 acres, and lieutenant-colonels

grants of 1,200 acres apiece. It is significant that additional grants were not made to individual

children in each family as had been the case with the Loyalists. Indeed, if a settler located on land

did not improve it, he could lose his claim to it. This was a direct consequence of the thousands

of square miles of empty absentee lands granted to Loyalists and their children along the Rideau

and Gananoque rivers. The smaller grants made a compact and quickly-filled settlement that was

soon bursting at the seams. By 1822, only six years after the first grants were made in the military

townships, save for the Crown and clergy reserves, all of the land had been given out by govern-

ment and was occupied. The population of Beckwith, for example, in 1816 was only 42 persons
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as contrasted with the 315 inhabitants of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, but a short six years later

the population of Beckwith had jumped to 950 while that of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear remained

less than half that number.42

Settlers pushing north to the military settlements passed through Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear, choosing one of four routes. There was the road from Kingston to Furnace Falls, that led

north through Stone Mills (Delta) to a landing on the Big Rideau Lake, where they were trans-

ported by boat to Oliver's Ferry (Rideau Ferry) and completed their trek either by wagon or on

foot. The more travelled route went northwest from Brockville, going through the northeast cor-

ner of Lansdowne and through Stone Mills to Rideau Lake, but there was a shorter much poorer

road that went directly from Brockville to Perth through Kitley and Elmsley townships beginning

in 1816. Joel Stone stated in 1817 that "A public road is laid out from Gananoque to Perth-upon-

Tay and the new settlements in those parts."43

The way of settlement pushed north of the military townships in the 1820s. Lanark depot

was established in 1820 as the fifth settlement under military administration in the region.

Following the end of the Napoleonic wars immigration societies were formed in the lowland areas

of Scotland to raise subscriptions to help pay the passage money to Canada of Lanarkshire and

Renfrewshire weavers. This group of people was especially hard hit by the post-war financial

depression in Britain as there no longer was the demand that had previously existed for a gener-

ation to produce uniforms for the regiments of men marching off to war. From the Lanark depot

north of Perth some 3,500 men, women and children from the vicinity of Glasgow were located on

tracts of forest during the 1820s.44 These Scottish lowland weavers were located in North and

South Sherbrooke, Dalhousie, Lanark, Ramsay, Darling and Lavant townships.45

In 1823 yet another experiment in government-assisted immigration brought 568 immi-

grants from northern Cork to the region in the hope of reducing violent disturbances in southern

Ireland by settling the "excess population" on land in Upper Canada. Only ten of these Irish

immigrants were Protestants, the majority being Roman Catholics who the British government

believed to be susceptible to violence only because overpopulation and unemployment in their

native land prevented them from having a fair opportunity to be productive and peaceful subjects.

These Irish settlers, brought to British North America under the care of the honourable Peter

Robinson, were granted land principally in Ramsay, Pakenham and in the northwestern corners

of Huntley and Goulbourn townships.

The push of major settlement in eastern Upper Canada for the remainder of the 1820s was
directed northward hugging the shore of the upper Ottawa River, increasingly distant from Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear. In the early 1820s small settlements of former British naval and army offi-

cers were established along the southern Upper Canadian banks of the Ottawa River above

Nepean. In March township the riverfront colonists were largely English,46 in Torbolton the few

military settlers were Scottish, and in Fitzroy there was a mix of Scottish, American and Irish early

settlers. In the mid 1820s Archibald McNab, the seventeenth chief of McNab, in a bid to re-estab-

lish a feudal clan and rebuild his finances (not necessarily in that order of importance), colonised

McNab township with Perthshire Scottish Presbyterians from the same Loch Tayside vicinity the

Beckwith settlers departed in 1818. These highland Scottish settlers exploited by McNab spilled

over into southern Horton township in the late 1820s and 1830s.47 All told, fourteen new town-

ships became inhabited by British immigrants north of the military settlement during the 1820s.

By the mid 1820s, then, there were four zones of settlement in eastern Upper Canada. The
townships along the Saint Lawrence except for those closest to the Lower Canadian border were

full of inhabitants of American-origin, either the children of Loyalists or recent immigrants from

the United States. A corridor of 35 townships along the Rideau River and all of the back town-

ships east of the Rideau lay empty and "in a state of nature" save for the Stevenstown settlement

in southern Kitley and Bastard, and the original Rideau settlement around Merrick's Mills. Three
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ranges of townships north of this "empty frontier" were recently settled with British civilian

immigrants and military veterans.48 Still further north along the upper Ottawa River and inland

there was unsurveyed forest that, unlike the largely granted but uninhabited frontier of Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear, was still available to be granted.

Thus American-origin settlers and British immigrants inhabited fairly well defined

regional settlements and they were largely insulated from one another by the empty frontier along

the Rideau and Gananoque rivers. Government officials were concerned to keep the two com-

munities apart to prevent the British settlers becoming contaminated by the republicanising ten-

dencies of American settlers. To this end governor-general Dalhousie, upon discovering in 1820

that British immigrants and military veterans were "now disposing of their lots near Perth, and
Americans are purchasing them," ordered "200 stand of Arms, & two light field pieces to be

placed at Perth, & at Richmond" to induce British immigrants "to form Volunteer Companies &
to keep up that spirit of Loyalty & British feeling which exist now, but which might give way to

evil communications with these Americans who really swarm in the woods near Brockville."49

It is worth considering for a moment the two very different societies that were separated

by the empty townships along the Rideau and Gananoque rivers, as it provides context for the cul-

tural clash that took place in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear where the two groups were in proximi-

ty much earlier than in the rest of eastern Upper Canada. The American-origin population in the

Saint Lawrence townships was equally as concentrated as the British immigrants in the line of mil-

itary townships, but there all resemblance between the two settlements ended. Where the

Loyalists among the American-origin population could look toward to settling their children on

extensive grants in the Rideau and Gananoque townships such as Leeds and Lansdowne Rear to

the north, the British immigrants in the Perth and Richmond military settlements were hemmed
in by equally concentrated settlement to the north of them.

The American-origin inhabitants along the Saint Lawrence and in Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear, as Donald Akenson has pointed out, formed an atomistic society, that is, a society in which

individualism was strong and where there were comparatively few collective enterprises or eco-

nomic partnerships.50 This lack of mutuality is well demonstrated by as prominent an inhabitant

of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear as Truman Hicock going after the property of his neighbours

including that of members of the Stevens family. It is also demonstrated by the sparring of the

partners running the Furnace Falls iron works. By contrast, the group settlements of Irish and

Scottish immigrants around Perth and Richmond featured many economic partnerships and

group enterprises. These mutual enterprises among the British immigrants were variously based

on ethnic or religious ties of people coming from the same locale of the old country, on having

served together in the same regiment, and on ties through secret societies such as Catholic soci-

eties and Orange and Masonic lodges. Libraries sprang up among the British immigrants a gen-

eration or more in advance of the American settlements along the Saint Lawrence. A generation

passed before the American-origin inhabitants of the Johnstown District began building houses of

worship, whereas at Perth and Richmond churches were constructed within a few years of settle-

ment commencing.

The expectations of the Loyalist and American-origin settlers along the Saint Lawrence

were very different from those of British immigrants and veterans in the military settlements to

the north. The Loyalists with their generous grants assumed that with time prosperity naturally

would be theirs for the taking as their land increased in value and became sought after. The old

Loyalist families might possess more extensive property than the American immigrants settled in

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, but together they shared a common concern about their legal and

representative rights not being trampled upon by government or the military. For example, at the

height of the War of 1812 when partial martial law was declared, permitting soldiers to carry off

grain from local farmers and pay for it at a rate determined by local magistrates such as Truman
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Plate 55

Wooden Dam at the White Fish Falls;—and Blockhouse to protect it, a water-colour sketched by Thomas

Burrowes in 1839. The mill dam built by Lemuel Haskin at the site of Morton in the 1800s was supple-

mented by a higher timberframe waste weir above it which raised the water level of the drowned land to pro-

vide a navigable depth from Jones Falls on the Gananoque River system to Upper Brewer's Mills on the

Cataraqui River. Colonel John By, who was responsible for Ridcau Canal construction, also intended this

waste weir at White Fish Falls to be the major regulating weir through which floodwaters going down the

Cataraqui could be diverted into the Gananoque River. Following the 1837 rebellion, and aware of the large

American-origin population in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, local militiaforces built and occupied the guard-

house atop the granite outcrop. OTAR Thomas Burrowes # 59.

Hicock, no less a Tory Loyalist than Levius Sherwood rose in the provincial assembly to denounce

it as "arbitrary and unconstitutional and contrary to and subversive of the established laws of the

land."51

By contrast, the British immigrants and military veterans settled around Perth and

Richmond were imbued with a deference toward military authority. After a generation of warfare

against revolutionary and Napoleonic France that had made British society increasingly reac-

tionary, it was second nature for the military veterans to go along with the commands of their

superiors. Despite the corruption of some higher military functionaries at Perth who eventually

were caught embezzling funds, their authority was not challenged by those under them. Unlike

the Loyalists along the Saint Lawrence who came from a tradition of extensive frontier farms, the

British immigrants and military veterans around Perth and Richmond had more modest expecta-

tions. They were not disappointed with the size of their grants, and their deference to the military

administrators was enhanced by the knowledge that if they did not make sufficient improvements
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to their lots within three years they could be taken away. Moreover, the actual conferring of title

to lots in the military settlements coincided with elections at which the candidates tended to be

higher ranking officers. The natural or ingrained deference of the inhabitants of the military sett-

lement was further strengthened by the promise of further grants to their children upon reaching

age 21 on the basis of a successful settlement by the parents.

Successful, relatively content, deferential and conservative though the settlers in the mil-

itary townships were, not all British immigrants in the region were considered models of loyalty.

The 3,500 lowlanders from the vicinity of Glasgow settled from the Lanark depot in the townships

north of the military settlement, before their arrival in Upper Canada already were radicalised by

the severe economic depression in the Scottish woollen industry during the postwar period.

When the provisions supplied by government came to an end, and as their poor efforts at hus-

bandry were compounded by a drought in the summer of 1822 to yield insufficient crops, "many
men lost heart and left before they had cleared their lots." Some of them went to the United States,

having high hopes for their future in "the free country of America before we went to it, and [think-

ing] little of Canada in which we saw what we called a tyrannical Royal Government."52

Whatever common cause their radical origins might have been expected to give these

Lanarkshire and Renfrewshire weavers with American settlers such as those in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear soon evaporated. Within a few years these Scottish lowlanders recognised that

their comparative education and skills gave them advantages over other Upper Canadians from

frontier American origins. Patrick Shirreff, after visiting such immigrants in 1833, concluded:

"Whig and Radical in the mother country, after becoming possessed of a few acres of forest in

Canada seem to consider themselves part of the aristocracy, and speak with horror of the people

and liberality."53 Part of the essential widening difference between the two groups was that the

Scottish lowlanders received land grants from government and even had the nonpayment of their

loans for emigrating forgiven, whereas from 1816 on immigrants from the United States were for-

bidden land grants altogether. 54

It has been necessary to digress at some length to explain the larger pattern of settlement

in eastern Upper Canada up to the late 1820s in order to provide a context for the particularity of

settlement in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear and to place in context the clash of larger regional forces

on the very doorstep of the township in the 1830s. We have noted that the ultraloyalist settlers

being chosen by government for the military townships included military veterans and Scottish

highlanders, but there was a third group of people who were recognised by the authorities as

offering a bastion of loyalty to British interests. Beginning just before the War of 1812 a trickle of

Irish Protestants from southeastern Ireland began settling in the central part of eastern Upper
Canada, and through a process known as chain migration their numbers increased to a stream of

immigrants in the years immediately following the war at exactly the same time the military

townships were being settled and government was concerned to place reserves in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear in the hands of settlers undoubtedly loyal to British interests. Bruce S. Elliott has

traced in considerable detail the migration of a remarkable concentration of Irish Protestants, pre-

dominantly Irish Anglicans, from Tipperary, Wexford and Wicklow counties in southeastern

Ireland to eastern Ontario.

The larger of the two groups traced by Elliott, and of particular importance to Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear, was a Protestant colony from north Wexford and south Wicklow. Their migra-

tion to eastern Upper Canada began with two cores of about fifteen families that located in the

rear of Elizabethtown township north of Brockville in 1809 and in Leeds and Lansdowne north of

Gananoque in 1811. Following the end of the Napoleonic wars they were joined by hundreds

upon hundreds of their fellow countrypeople, who settled in a two-front wave, moving north-

ward from the back concessions of the Saint Lawrence townships and spreading southward and

northward from the free grant areas in the Perth and Richmond military settlements.
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Plate 56

Flight of three combined locks at Jones Falls constructed in the late 1820s, as photographed by John Nichol

circa 1895. Jones Falls was one ofa number ofRideau Canal construction camps providingfarmers in Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear with a marketfor crops in the late 1820s. During the remainder of the nineteenth cen-

tury it provided a convenient means for sending various crops to market either at Kingston or in provi-

sioning the upper Ottawa valley timber trade. Loaned courtesy of Harold Nichol.

A petition from George Johnston in 1819 to the governor general, the duke of Richmond,

reveals the progress that one of the earliest-arrived Wexford families made six years after settling

in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. Johnston explained that he55

came to this Country from Ireland in the year 1811, that about six years ago he went on

the Rear half of Lot number twenty-four in the 11th Concession Lansdowne on which he

has made an improvement of Twenty acres and erected a Dwelling house and Barn, that

in the Month of November last your petitioner applied to the Civil Government at York

and received from the Executive Council an answer...stating that your Petitioner must
apply to the Superintendent at Perth Settlement.

Your Petitioner humbly confiding in that humane and gracious consideration ever

extended to all his Majesty's loyal Subjects, begs to inform Your Grace that he has a Wife

and Seven Children to support, and that last year an Aged Mother arrived from Ireland

whom he has likewise to maintain, that the whole of his time during the Six years he has

been on the above hundred acres of land with the exception of the time he was serving in

the Militia during the late war, has been spent in labor on said lot, that during the last two
years, ten Families and Relations to your Petitioner, have arrived from Ireland and Settled

in Landsdown and its vicinity.

George Johnston's petition inadvertently reveals some of the characteristics that mode the

Wexford settlers such a dynamic group in local society. His very confidence in addressing the
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governor general rather than Upper Canadian officials at York, together with obtaining a cover-

ing letter from the deputy quartermaster-general at Quebec, Francis Cockburn, testifying that the

"character of the poor Man is very good," suggests the familiarity of most Wexford immigrants in

dealing with government. His squatting on a Crown reserve indicates his awareness of how the

mechanism of land settlement actually worked and, as well, the sense that most Wexford immi-

grants had of just how desirable they were to officials as ultraloyal settlers. The construction of a

house and barn and the clearing of no less than twenty acres in six years reveals the skill of

Johnston and his large family in adjusting to frontier agriculture. His need to apply through the

Perth military settlement office confirms how the focus and direction for settlement in Leeds and
Lansdowne Rear no longer came from an American-based district to the south, but increasingly

from a British zone of settlement to the north. The expression of loyalty to the Crown and his ser-

vice in the militia reveals the instinctive ultraloyalist vocabulary of the Wexford immigrants, while

the arrival of ten families and relatives reveals how all-encompassing the process of chain migra-

tion quickly came to be.

The Protestants from Wexford who followed George Johnston and other early arrivals in

the late 1810s and early 1820s at first attempted to obtain government assistance along the lines of

a refundable ten pound deposit plan set up by the British government which Tipperary

Protestants used to come out to Goulbourn township in 1818. The Wexford settlers, upon being

refused such assistance, came anyway, and spread out from the military townships through the

Rideau corridor from Kingston to Bytown (now Ottawa).56 The chain migration that brought

numerous immigrants from southeastern Ireland to Leeds and Lansdowne Rear was simply a

process by which an immigrant in the area was joined by relatives and friends, who were in turn

joined by their relatives and friends.

Chain migration led people from southern Ireland to the concentration in the Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear vicinity, of clusters of people from their old place of residence. It also led them
to a pattern of mobility in which migrants may have moved frequently but nonetheless lived near

people they knew at both ends of the journey. 57 In knowing these people, migration was signifi-

cantly robbed of many potential terrors. The pattern of chain migration that has been traced

among these Protestant arrivals from southeastern Ireland also very likely operated for other

groups of immigrants in regional society including the settlers from Vermont who settled in Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear beginning at the turn of the century.

What is important about the influx of Irish settlers into Leeds and Lansdowne Rear is that

it occurred earlier than the first brunt of Irish settlement elsewhere in Upper Canada save for the

Peter Robinson group in the Ramsay township vicinity. The earliest local Irish arrivals such as

George Johnston's family and relatives in the early 1810s account for the township population not

falling by more than a quarter after the destruction of the iron furnace. By 1820 the township pop-

ulation reached 384, then grew steadily to 498 in 1824, then jumped to 566 in 1825, dipped slight-

ly from 573 in 1826 to 547 in 1827, jumped again to 659 in 1828, and held steady at 661 in 1830.

The biggest jump in the population of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear during this period was to 805

persons in 1831 at the very time a veritable wave of Irish immigrants inundated the larger region

in the early 1830s. The number of people in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear rose to 842 in 1832, but

by 1833 the inflow of Irish immigrants tapered as shown by the population figure of 852. By 1837

the natural increase of population together with chain migration of Irish family members pushed

the population up to 950, to 959 in 1838, then to 995 in 1839, and to 1,073 by 1840. In 1845 there

were 1,247 inhabitants in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, and by 1852 the number had increased to

1,527 people.58

The Irish settlement in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear appears to have been predominantly

from County Wexford and it was one of the earliest plantations in an ongoing tide of immigration

that would make the Irish the largest ethnic group in eastern Upper Canada by the mid-nineteenth
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Plate 57

The Dam at Jones' Falls; when nearly completed, shewing the last temporary passage providedfor the surplus

water, a water-colour sketched by Thomas Burrowes in 1831. This was the major marvel of the Rideau Canal,

the highest keystone arched masonry dam in North America and the third highest in the world at the time it

was constructed, built in the middle of the North American wilderness. This structure was a powerful

reminder to members of the Vermont colony in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear that Britain was determined to keep

the territory north of the Saint Lawrence River under the British Crown. OTAR Thomas Burrowes #52.

century. These Wexford immigrants were predominantly Anglo-Irish in cultural origin. They
were almost all of them members of what at that time was formally titled the United Church of

England and Ireland, but they referred to themselves as Anglicans or members of the Church of

Ireland in everyday language. They were English-speaking, albeit with a distinct Irish accent,

they were politically conservative, with a profound attachment to the British Crown, susceptible

to joining illegal and paramilitary Orange lodges, and particularly emphatic in their opposition to

republicanism or to revolutionary change, either Napoleonic or Jacobin.

Wexford and the adjacent portions of Wicklow, Kilkenny and Carlow in southeastern

Ireland were the most unlikely counties to serve as a source of origin for immigration to British

North America, at least within the traditional understanding of immigration proceeding from or

among economically disadvantaged groups in society. Wexford as a source of immigration at the

end of the Napoleonic wars seems difficult to comprehend by an economic measure, when one

considers that it was the Protestants as opposed to Roman Catholics who were most eager to leave

the region in great numbers. On economic terms, why the more prosperous Anglican and

Methodist inhabitants of Wexford should choose to immigrate is all the more perplexing consid-

ering that they were more prosperous than most other people in the Irish kingdom. When Arthur
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Young, a prominent English agricultural improver toured Ireland in 1776 he already was aware
from the reputation preceding them that the farmers of Wexford "were infinitely more industri-

ous and better farmers than in any other part of Ireland." 59 The comparatively better agricultur-

al economy of Wexford was evident in there being less subdivision of land there than in most Irish

counties.60

When Poor Law commissioners in the 1830s inquired around the countryside in various

parts of Ireland as to whether the condition of the poor had improved since 1815, only in Wexford

and neighbouring Wicklow were most responses affirmative.61 The majority of holdings in

Wexford in the 1840s were rated at a value over four pounds, a situation which existed nowhere
else in Ireland save for the weaving areas of eastern Ulster and the more prosperous parts of the

eastern Midlands. Landless labourers were almost non-existent in Wexford.62 Travel writers

Samuel and Anna Hall just prior to the Irish Famine described Wexford inhabitants as enjoying a

better standard of living than most of their compatriots.63 The larger size of farms in the Wexford

vicinity meant that the population in those counties was not as dependent on the potato for sub-

sistence, and, indeed, more varied crops were grown.

The comparatively healthy economy of Wexford was partly due to its fertility, and due to

most land capable of being made arable having been improved before 1800. Furthermore, few

Wexford landlords were absentees, in distinct contrast with most of Ireland, which meant that

there were no landlords' agents to antagonise or exploit peasants. 64 The improvement of most

Wexford land and the lack of absentee landlords was largely due to Wexford and Wicklow pos-

sessing what Louis Cullen terms "the most successful Protestant settlements outside Ulster."65 A
large portion of northern Wexford, southern Carlow and the adjoining part of Wicklow had been

planted with English settlers during the early Stuart monarchy. In emulation of the successful

planting of loyal Scottish settlers in Ulster, the English planted in northern Wexford were expect-

ed to provide a population mindful of English interests that would provide juries and other offi-

cers, elect the right sort of members of parliament and support the state church. They would
introduce the English language, English methods of land-tenure, agriculture, increase trade and

industry, populate the towns and thereby enlarge the King's revenues.66 The battle of the Boyne
in 1690 effectively ensured that the English-origin and Anglican ascendancy in terms of social, reli-

gious and political stature became securely established in Wexford as well as in the rest of Ireland

for another century and a half.67

Despite comprising a successful settlement and enjoying privileges and special links with

the English government, the English-origin Anglicans of the Wexford vicinity remained a decid-

ed minority. In Wicklow County just twenty percent of the population was Protestant in 1831, in

Wexford only thirteen percent and in Carlow a mere nine percent of the population was
Protestant. Out of the 400,000 inhabitants of these three southeastern Irish counties, only 60,000

were Protestants.68 This meant that Irish Anglicans in the Wexford vicinity became acutely sensi-

tive about their behaviour as a privileged minority linked to government. They honed basic diplo-

matic skills to survive among an overwhelmingly Irish Catholic peasant majority. Presbyterians

in Ulster, by contrast, as a significant part of a Protestant majority there had never been continu-

ously obliged to be diplomatic in dealing with Irish Catholics, nor had they been obliged to adopt

the demeanour of members of a state church. The English-origin Anglicans in southeastern

Ireland for one-and-a-half centuries knew full well that their privileged position in society flowed

from maintaining actual and rhetorical loyalty to Britain while at the same time they behaved dis-

creetly toward the overwhelmingly Irish majority whose land the British government had given

the English settlers in the late seventeenth century.69

The privileged position of the Anglican minority over the Catholic majority, no matter

how discreetly they learned to comport themselves, made religion especially visible and made it

important for political and social reasons. In 1776 when Arthur Young visited a Church of Ireland
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Plate 58

The drowned land—Rideau Canal, a water-colour sketched by major George Seton in August 1844. This

view shows the steamboat Pumper, on which Colonel John By with his family and fellow officers inaugu-

rated navigation on the Rideau Canal in May 1832, negotiating the cleared channel through the drowned

land created by the dam at White Fish Falls, possibly near Seeley's Bay. It was widely believed at the time

that drowned land and marshes produced bad air (mal aira in Italian) leading to ague or malaria, hence a

village failed to develop at Seeley's Bay in the 1830s. What is striking in this view is the number of blue

herons and other birdlife. National Archives of Canada C-1073.

parish in Wexford, he was "surprised to find a large congregation [since] this is not often the case

in Ireland out[side] of a [Roman Catholic] mass-house." 70 Ever mindful of how small their num-
bers were, the Anglican elite in southeastern Ireland had special reason to be visibly faithful atten-

ders of the established church, since it was through the mutual buttressing of church and state

they came to enjoy their favoured place in society. As well, being outnumbered by Irish Catholics

added a particular fervency to Anglican prayers to maintain the status quo.

The Roman Catholic majority, naturally enough, resented the restrictions and penalties

that had been placed on them by the notorious Penal Code for more than two centuries. Not only

were they legally forbidden to practise their religion openly, but they also were prevented from

holding public office, civil government commissions, and positions in the military. Roman
Catholics were given the right to vote in 1793, but the qualification of owning forty pounds worth

of property effectively prevented the majority of Catholics from voting. Moreover, the system of

land tenure was so rigged that if one son in a Roman Catholic family should convert to the state

church, he automatically inherited all family property by law. Despite ongoing attempts to gain

basic legal recognition, political rights and freedom of worship for Roman Catholics, and despite

Protestant gentry and officials either blinking an eye at local Catholic worship and even giving
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them quarter in which to worship, in Wexford as in the rest of Ireland the Catholic faith was not

formally recognised nor legally tolerated before 1829.

The French Revolution of 1789 with its language of liberty, equality and fraternity spurred

Whig radicals, Presbyterian intellectuals and Roman Catholic leaders to demand anew a radical

reform of political representation and to limit English influence on Ireland. They felt that the cre-

ation of a nominally separate Irish parliament in 1782 had failed to satisfactorily limit English

influence. During the late 1770s Ireland had been kept secure from the American revolutionary

contagion by the Irish Yeomanry Volunteers. The Volunteers in the main were composed of

Protestants of property and wealth, primarily motivated to protect Ireland from the French, and

interested in the initiation of specific reforms to bring about a more efficient, just and egalitarian

distribution of power, but only among Irish Protestants. 71 Ireland by the early 1790s was a com-

plex of militias, the Volunteers, protest organisations, Catholic committees, radical debating clubs

and secret organisations.

In 1793 the old Yeomanry Volunteers were disbanded by the Irish parliament, and in their

place a government-controlled militia was created, a militia which permitted Roman Catholics to

enlist at the lowest level. Though Catholics were now admitted to the militia, they were still not

legally entitled to carry arms. Insecure Protestant working men, particularly in Ulster where

Catholic and Protestant numbers were more closely balanced, launched raids into Roman Catholic

homes ostensibly to search for arms. Catholic secret societies cropped up in retaliation, and at

Armagh in 1795 the Loyal Orange Order was founded and quickly became the largest and most

effective Protestant secret society. Orangeism was an exclusively lower class and Anglican move-

ment initially, though as the extent of its power and influence emerged, Protestant landowners

and men of substance joined to control and direct it.
72 Orangeism, it must be noted, was entirely

an illegal voluntary movement, and never received government support or overt encouragement.

Orange lodges flourished in Wexford in the late 1790s and beyond, offering a form of

assurance to local Anglicans in southeastern Ireland that, despite the lax enforcement of the Penal

Code and the growing clamour for Catholic emancipation, their position in society would contin-

ue undisturbed. They were jolted by a rebellion led by Catholic priest Father John Murphy which

broke out on 26 May 1798, and which was not fully quelled until the end of June. A country-wide

rebellion instigated by the United Irishmen (a remarkable amalgamation of Protestant and Catholic

dissidents) had been anticipated by the Irish administration, and government troops throughout

Ireland indiscriminately flogged, burned, tortured, shot and hanged whomever they suspected of

being complicit. In Wexford the disgraceful behaviour of the government troops was especially

aggravated by the fact that they were largely Orange yeomen who treated the local outbreak as a

religious war. 73 Despite being led by artisans and tradesmen who belonged to the United

Irishmen, the rebellion in Wexford had a religious cast, being a rising of Catholic peasants many
of whom had as their principal aim the avenging of years of interference and irritation by

Protestant yeomen who effectively served as government troops. Catholics slaughtered yeomen
troops and innocent Protestants alike as they avenged themselves upon a local yeomanry, many
of whom were their neighbours but upon whom they looked as immediate oppressors. 74 At New
Ross, in the most determined battle of the rebellion, 1,400 soldiers held off a force ten times their

number; the Catholics armed only with pikes were no match for the soldiers' guns and left 2,000

dead in the field. With thousands of English militia on their way to the vicinity, the Wexford rebels

made Vinegar Hill at Enniscorthy their headquarters, but this was stormed in late June by an army
of 13,000. Wexford town was recovered, and the rebellion in southeastern Ireland came to an

end75
Despite their loyalty to the Crown, despite their English roots, and despite their know-

ledge that the connection with England ensured their favoured place in society, the Anglican

establishment and yeomanry in southeastern Ireland during the eighteenth century came to per-
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Plate 59

Detail of a topographical map of the district ofMontreal drawn by Joseph Bonchette, 1831. This map "most

humbly & gratefully dedicated... To His most Excellent Majesty King William IV" is the first to showflood-

ed land that came to be known as Seeley's Bay (see arrow). This plan also shows the roads that developed

on both sides of the Rideau Canal between Kingston and Perth during the construction period, as settlement

pushed beyond Leeds and Lansdowne Rear into townships to the north. National Archives of Canada NMC
16836 Section 1/3.

ceive themselves as more Irish than English. They resented Ireland being made a dumping
ground for English politicians and divines, and being kept under the legislative control of

England. They grew contemptuous of all things English, and especially of English institutions

that controlled and held back the development of the Protestants of Ireland. Moreover, Irish

Anglicans recognised that the English looked upon them as Irish, that however loyal they

remained to the Hanoverian succession, their calls for greater autonomy for the Irish parliament

only further strengthened the impression in England that the English-origin Anglicans in Ireland

were a disloyal and turbulent people.76 The Church of Ireland offered ready evidence of the

evolving reluctant and tortured separate identity of Irish Anglicanism from the Church of

England, with its strong evangelical emphasis and a reluctance to follow English ecclesiastical

architecture in departure from the rationalist designs of Sir Christopher Wren's Restoration

churches. The evangelical emphasis of the Church of Ireland was a symptom of the growing and

increasingly inescapable insecurity of an elite surrounded by the massive numerical superiority of

the native Catholic Irish. At the same time they collected tithes from the native Irish majority to

support the Church of Ireland, Irish Anglicans knew too well how deeply their Catholic neigh-

bours resented this imposition; in contrast with religious indifference in late eighteenth century

England they were all the more emphatic in their devotion to a church which in its link with the

state buttressed their otherwise precarious place in southeastern Ireland. Protestants in the

Wexford region by the 1810s found themselves in the psychologically frustrating position of
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simultaneously resenting English control of Ireland, while recognising that the English link alone

was the base for their own prosperity and the institutions that separated them from the Catholic

and Gaelic-speaking majority.

The Wexford Protestants who eventually immigrated to Leeds and Lansdowne Rear

found themselves in an increasingly untenable and tensing position. In addition to the Napoleonic

threat, the memory of the violent uprising in 1798 only placed in deeper relief various problems

that did not augur well for a continuing future in Ireland. Although there was not the same pres-

sure on land in Wexford that could be found elsewhere in Ireland, the southeastern counties

shared the same rapid growth in population that had been brought about by mass inoculation and

vaccination in the late eighteenth century, and which had been enhanced by reliance on the pota-

to as the nutritionally-balanced staff of life. The growth of population placed pressure on land,

and added to violent confrontations. With the abolition of the Irish parliament in 1800, with the

merging of Ireland into a union with the British parliament, and with the Irish and English church-

es merged into the new United Church of England and Ireland, southeastern Irish Protestants

began to sense that their world was in very real danger of crumbling around them. With Irish

Protestants no longer in control of a nominally autonomous Irish parliament, who could guaran-

tee that the British parliament with its innumerable jostling interests might not be prevailed upon
to give Irish Roman Catholics civil and religious recognition? With the clamour for Catholic

emancipation, should it ever be achieved, the outnumbered Protestants of southeastern Ireland in

their paranoia believed that there was no future for them in Ireland.

Both Catholics and Protestants in the Wexford vicinity were haunted by the violence they

wreaked on one another under cover of nightfall. Generations after the Wexford Irish had been

settled in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear their group memory kept alive their fears as a minority who
had been turned upon in open daylight during the 1798 rebellion. Legends would persist in fam-

ilies of massacres, attacks, and the particular atrocity at Scullabogue where a Catholic mob reput-

edly herded a group of Protestant children into a barn and burned them alive. There were le-

gends as well that were passed down of individual friendships between Catholics and Protestants

that had ultimately worked to save Protestant lives during the 1798 rebellion, but the overall

cumulative cultural memory of the Protestant group migrating from Wexford to Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear was one of profound suspicion of any revolutionary or radical schemes.77 More
than a century after the Websters arrived at Oak Leaf, for example, their memory of atrocities that

befell them during the 1798 rebellion was still couched in the partisan division of that fray:78

In that disturbance, Robert Webster, father of nineteen children, was killed. The rebellion

was a blood thirsty religious strife, between Catholics and Protestants. The Catholics had

in view the cleaning out of the Protestants from the south of Ireland. At a given signal they

rose to arms. Edward Webster, the oldest of the Webster children,—a major of the

Dragoons—was called away from home to join his regiment. That night the Webster home
was broken into and plundered; a farm employee leading the mob and driving a pitch fork

at the head of Robert Webster when he appeared.

The entire family, excepting Major Edward, was then locked in the house, and the

house set on fire. When the building was in flames, the cries of the children penetrated the

heart of an old Catholic servant, who stealthily opened the door and secretly assisted the

family to escape. For two nights and a day, the family, clad in their night clothes, hid in

hedges and ditches nearby. They all but were overcome by hunger, thirst, exposure and

fatigue. They attempted to escape and walk to Wexford, about six miles distant, where the

British troops were stationed. When crossing the bridge over the Slaney River, at

Enniscorthy, the rebels surrounded them. The father, who was carrying his four year old

son Nathaniel, was ordered to bare the front of his body, which he did. He was then, in

the presence of his family, piked by seven pikes in the hands of the armed rebels, who lift-
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Gravestones of William Green and Elizabeth Baile in Holy Trinity cemetery at Oak Leaf, as photographed

in 1994. These markers are more than simply records of death dates. They are documents attesting to the

migration of William Green from Balleytoley in Wexford, Ireland, and reflecting sufficient wealth to have

these memorials sculpted. They also indicate the pattern of local early trade, as shown by the Baile marker

being carved in Farmersville. The pointed arch and trefoil design suggest the emerging acceptance of Gothic

Revival architecture, while the open Bible and verse allude to widespread literacy and a scripturally-based

faith that members of the Wexford colony shared. By the author.

ed him on their pikes above their heads, where he was held for a time and then thrown

over the railing of the bridge into the river a considerable distance below. The child was
trampled by the mob, until rescued by his eldest sister Mary, who rushed into the melee

and saved him; but not before he was maimed for life....

Mary Webster, the eldest daughter and heroine of the day, escaping the mob, found

her way to her brother, "Major Ned" and appraised him of what had happened. The lat-

ter rushed his men to the rescue of the family, and it is told, with what authority the writer

does not know, that capturing a group of the rebels, Major Ned ordered eleven of them to

be hanged in Wexford by midnight, which order was carried out.

Such grisly accounts would persist in the collective memory of the descendants of immigrants

from Wexford for generations to come.

In the midst of a counter-revolutionary society and with a downturn in the southeastern

Irish economy at the end of the Napoleonic wars, the threat of continuing violence from a hostile

majority made immigration an attractive alternative in the 1810s. The reactionary perception that

Wexford Protestants had of themselves as reluctant and tragic loyalists routed out of Ireland was
summed up in the following words by one of their clergymen a generation later:

79
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[T]he Protestant farmers of Ireland were on every side, [especially in the eastern and
southern counties, surrounded by the most bigoted and ignorant of the preponderating

Romish population, who seized every opportunity of insulting, and injuring, and robbing

them.... The rebellion of [17]98 was suppress[e]d, but still there was little peace or securi-

ty for the Protest[a]nt farmers from their Romish neighbors, and in the first lull after the

battle-storm, they left the shores of Ireland in numbers. They left their native soil, to look

for some land in which they and their children might dwell without fear of the foe that was
ever threatening the peace of their hearths and the purity of their faith....

The decision of Protestants in Wexford to immigrate in the 1810s and 1820s was influenced by a

combination of economic, social, religious, political and demographic factors, but most of them
were well enough off to consider immigration as an affordable alternative to suffering the buffets

of a decaying economy and a decaying society at home. An early settlement of Wexford immi-

grants near Brockville in the Johnstown District of Upper Canada determined the destination of

the postwar immigrants, with the road from Brockville to Furnace Falls leading early arrivals such

as George Johnston to scout out land in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. In 1809 John and Nicholas

Horton purchased land in Elizabethtown township, and by 1815 there were at least ten families of

Wexford and Carlow origin settled in Elizabethtown, Leeds and Lansdowne townships.80

Following the war, there was a much greater movement of Wexford immigrants to Upper
Canada, largely due to the efforts of two brothers of Quaker merchant Samuel Elly Jr who import-

ed timber and staves from Quebec, and who commonly shipped out passengers to America in the

returning timber vessels. Joseph Elly of New Ross, in Wexford, wrote to the Colonial Office in

1815 seeking correct information to give people in his neighbourhood who applied to him for

advice about newspaper articles telling of government-encouraged immigration to Upper
Canada. By January 1817 his brother, Robert Elly, wrote that applications from the Wexford vicin-

ity to go to Canada were "numerous beyond measure," that a great many neighbours had left for

the United States which was "holding out baits" to get settlers from the region, and that most of

the immigrants were "men of excellent character" the loss of whom to the British dominions was
regrettable. Elly estimated that from 100 to 300 settlers who could not afford conveyance could go

to Upper Canada, and who otherwise would have no choice but to immigrate to the United States

since the passage there was less expensive.81

The Colonial Office in 1817 began to receive indications in letters from more distant towns

that there was widespread interest in immigration to Upper Canada among the Protestants of

southeastern Ireland. A telling indication was provided by a September 1817 letter from the

Reverend Mr G.F. Vaughn, curate of Enniscorthy, a town adjacent to Vinegar Hill, who wrote that

both his clerk and sexton intended to immigrate the following spring. "To such an extent does this

spirit prevail," Vaughn wrote, "that upwards of two thousand as I am informed are determined

upon emigration from the Neighbourhood [of] Newtown, Barry & Carlow at the same time."82 So

besieged were Joseph and Robert Elly at New Ross by applicants wishing to go to Upper Canada,

that they compiled a list in November 1817, and within one month their agents had collected the

names of 710 Protestant heads of families and 281 Roman Catholic families, a total of 5,502 indi-

viduals including upwards of 1,100 able-bodied Protestants capable of bearing arms. When
Joseph Elly forwarded this list to the Colonial Office in December 1817, he explained that the

"very great over population of this part of Ireland so severely felt last spring, and the extremely

gratifying letters that have been rec[eive]d from the families who have settled in Upper Canada
from these counties are the more immediate causes of the general and unprecedented desire to

emigrate."83 Elly observed that nowhere would the government find "a more loyal[,] brave[,]

industrious and well regulated body of men" who in return for free passage to Canada "would

gladly make [them]selves into a fencible Reg[imen]t to be called out to serve anywhere in the

province]." Elly with difficulty prevailed upon them "not to dispose of their little property

(insufficient to convey them to Canada) till 1 January 1818.

"

84
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Gravestones of Sarah Jane Williams, Robert Williams and Lucy Emily Lee in the old burying ground at

Lyndhurst, all believed carved by Christopher Allyn of Beverley, as photographed in September 1994. The

Gaelic inscription on Sarah Jane Williams's gravestone is a reminder that in addition to the two major

colonies from Vermont and Wexford in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, there were smaller colonies from

Perthshire in Scotland, and County Antrim, Ireland, as well as individuals from a variety of other locales

in the British Isles and North America. The design on the Robert Williams stone shows a memorial urn

whereas the vines, oak leaves and laurel or fern leaves on the Lee gravestone reflect a new concept of the

cemetery as a garden. By the author.

What exactly were the gratifying comments in the letters back home from Wexford immi-

grants in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear that prompted the frantic interest in going to Upper
Canada? A letter posted by Thomas Graham from the vicinity of Brockville to his mother back in

Wexford suggests some of the attractions:85

With regard to the country, it is, in my opinion, a great deal better than Ireland. The land

in general is very good and not as hard to be cleared as you may think. I have seen as good
corn and meadowing as ever I saw in Ireland; and mountains of dung not made any use

of. Every stone you would see is limestone. And there is plenty of marl—and none made
use of. They can plant potatoes, and have them excellent for table in seven weeks.—Barley

in like manner. The apples, plums, cherries, gooseberries, currants, and grapes of all

kinds, grow naturally in the woods.... Tradesmen of all descriptions ought to come here:

a blacksmith, if he is able to work on his own account, can earn from 6 to 8 dollars a-day;

otherwise a dollar a-day. Joiners, tailors, and shoemakers, 7 s[hillings] 6[pence] a-day.

Samuel [K]endrick and his family are doing well; he has 200 acres of good land, and twen-

ty of it cleared. He has 8 acres of wheat (and better I never saw) and 2 acres of potatoes,

and kitchen vegetables, & c.

The list compiled by the Elly brothers contained the names of the major block of Irish immigrants

who settled in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. Unlike the Tipperary Protestants in Goulbourn town-

ship and the Perthshire highlanders in Beckwith township, these immigrants from Wexford and

Carlow did not receive government assistance to immigrate.
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As early as 1816, 87 of the 199 immigrants located on grants by the Perth settlement depot

were from Wexford, most of whom were settled in Drummond township. In 1817, 343 or more
than seventy percent of the Irish immigrants located in the Johnstown District were from Wexford,

and most of them were located by the Perth settlement office on reserves and vacant lots in town-

ships such as Leeds and Lansdowne Rear near the families who had settled around Brockville

before the war. Some 43 or a third of the 121 Irish immigrants who reached Perth in 1818 were

from Wexford, most of whom were given grants in Beckwith. In 1819, 184 or sixty percent of the

307 Irish immigrants settled from Perth were from Wexford, and almost all of them were located

in Bathurst, Drummond and Beckwith townships.86 Some 84 Wexford settlers were located from

the Richmond military depot largely in Beckwith and Goulbourn townships between 1818 and

1822.

These statistics indicate the priority given by government officials to filling the empty
reserves in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear to have loyal settlers interspersed among the less than

loyal American population there, before filling the military townships. It is also clear that the

Wexford settlers in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear had strong links with relatives and old neighbours

in the military townships, which acted to promote travel between the two settlements. It is sig-

nificant that none of the Catholic immigrants from Wexford were placed in Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear, but were instead located in the military settlements to ensure that there was little corre-

spondence between local American-origin radicals and Irish Catholics, and to promote the posi-

tive influence on both groups by having the Wexford Protestants settled among them. One
Wexford Roman Catholic, Michael Dillon, did settle on lot 22 in the ninth concession of Leeds, but

this location appears to have been influenced by his marriage to a member of the Moulton fami-

Relatives of these Wexford settlers still in Ireland continued to petition the Colonial Office

into the early 1820s, hoping to secure passages to join their kin in Canada, and when government

assistance did not materialise, they immigrated all the same. Upon arriving, however, the immi-

grants from the Wexford vicinity were perceived by the Colonial Office and by military authori-

ties at Perth and Richmond to be an ideal, ultraloyal population needed to provide a phalanx of

loyalty for American settlers to emulate, and to help fill up the cordon of military townships north

of the Rideau. Joseph Elly in November 1818 summarised the qualities that made these south-

eastern Irish immigrants suitable for placing among the American settlers in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear:87

The Protestant families of which this list is composed are remarkably sober, industrious,

and well educated, can procure the most satisfactory recommendations and have gener-

ally [in] some of their branches members of yeomanry corps. Many of these families pos-

sess considerably more property than [is] sufficient to remove them and [are] all fixed in

their determination of joining their relatives and families who have so happily settled in

Upper Canada upon land granted by the British Government within the last two years.

Many other Protestant families of most respectable character tho[ugh] unable to bear the

expenses of removal, are unsettling themselves under the idea of being assisted with a free

passage to British America.... Most of the men of these families capable of bearing arms in

the Rebellion of 1798 were actually employed in the defence of their country.

The Wexford immigrants were rightly perceived as an ultraloyalist antidote to the republican

shenanigans of local American settlers, but they were poorly provided for by government. Not

only did they not receive assistance to immigrate, but the grants given to them in Leeds and

Lansdowne were only fifty-acre quarter-lots in contrast with the 200-acre grants received by late

Loyalists and Loyalists. Richard Johnson from Killincoolay parish in Wexford, for example, hav-

ing been in Upper Canada since 1810, was assigned the northwest quarter of lot A in concession

eight of Lansdowne in 1820.88 John Boulton, born in the parish of Monomoline in Wexford, was
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Plate 62

William and Margaret Coleman ofSeeley's Bay, as photographed circa 1885. William Coleman was a youth

of only sixteen years when he immigrated from Castledermot in County Kildare, Ireland. He originally

settled in South Crosby, but moved to Seeley's Bay where with his second wife, Margaret Richardson, lie

farmed, ran the National Hotel, was postmasterfrom 1858 to 1876 and raised a family of twelve children.

While on the township council and serving as reeve in 1868, Coleman managed to have some council meet-
ings held at Seeley's Bay. Although he failed to permanently dislodge the place of council meetings from
Lyndhurst, Coleman's interest in municipal politics prompted Margaret's son from a previous marriage,

William Richardson, to become the provincial memberfor South Leeds in the early 1880s. Loaned courtesy

of Sarah A. Coleman.
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assigned the northeast quarter of lot A in the seventh concession of Lansdowne also in 1820, only

a year after having arrived.89 Joseph Godkin from the "Parish of Ballicanew in Wexford was
granted the west fifty acres of lot B in concession thirteen of Lansdowne in 1820, a year after arriv-

ing.90 Jacob Bryan, five years after immigrating from Wexford in 1823, was located on the south-

west quarter of lot A in concession eight of Lansdowne.91 Thomas Townsend, from the parish of

Clonmulsk in county Carlow, was assigned to the southwest part of lot four in the eighth conces-

sion of Lansdowne upon arriving in 1820.92

There appear to be four reasons for the small size of these grants to the settlers from

southeastern Ireland. First, as the Wexford settlers were perceived to have resources, they could

arrange to purchase extra land. Second, officials wished to locate as many Wexford settlers togeth-

er to ensure a solidarity among them that would enable them to survive in the face of the larger

earlier American settlement within which they were interspersed. Third, as the Wexford settlers

—

true to their reputation as agricultural improvers—developed their lots and sought to expand

their holdings, it was anticipated that by one means or another they would displace or buy out the

American-origin settlers, thus helping to solidify the loyal population along the Gananoque
watershed. Fourth, there was little enough land left to parcel out to the Wexford settlers, for from

the turn of the century grants steadily were made to Loyalists, to the sons and daughters of

Loyalists, to King's College, to the Canada Company and to a few prominent Upper Canadians.

The larger pattern of settlement in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear is quite clear, and no

recourse is required to vague and inappropriate theoretic models such as sub-infeudation to

reveal that pattern.93 First, from time immemorial it is clear that Native peoples, latterly

Mississauga, visited the lands along the upper Gananoque as part of their hunting territory for

much of the nineteenth century. A Vermont settlement developed around the iron works at

Furnace Falls and on the better land along the road to Kingston Mills in the rear concessions of

Leeds in the 1800s, with many of the American settlers either being connected with or overflow-

ing into Leeds and Lansdowne Rear from the larger agricultural settlement of Vermont Baptists in

southern Bastard and Kitley. In the same way that sons and daughters from the Stevens settle-

ment were scouting out lots in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, so too Loyalists and the sons and

daughters of Loyalists from along the Saint Lawrence were seeking out the better lots in the

region. One individual settling in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear who claimed to be Loyalist but in

fact was late Loyalist was Cleveland Stafford who arrived from the United States in 1812 and

became a general merchant in the Soperton vicinity.94

Members of a Loyalist family from Elizabethtown township who left an enduring name
in the township were Justus, Ann and John Seeley. Abigail Crippen, wife of Darius Crippen, was

granted lot 17 in the ninth concession of Leeds in 1818 "as the daughter of the late Roger Stevens

of the Township of Bastard an U.E. Loyalist."95 William Manhart of Elizabethtown was a Loyalist

who settled on his grant of lot 18 in the sixth concession of Leeds by the 1820s.96 As prominent a

Loyalist as James Breakenridge, who as county lieutenant was placed at the head of the entire

militia in the county, received a small grant on the north shore of Charleston Lake in the 1810s as

part of his large land holdings. Charles Jones, son of Ephraim who owned a good share of the

Furnace Falls site and brother of William who built the stone mill at Stevenstown, was another

member of a prominent Loyalist family who received a grant in northern Lansdowne in the 1810s,

but who resided at Brockville. James Struthers, who had served as a sergeant-major in the Royal

Artillery during the American War of Independence, came to Leeds County in 1800, and at first

settled with his brother John in the Rear of Leeds, but after his adventures during the War of 1812

(including imprisonment by the Americans for nine months), he settled in the Rear of Lansdowne

on a portion of the 500 acres granted him in recognition of his military service.97 The largest sin-

gle grant in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear consisted of 1,000 acres in the seventh, eighth and tenth
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concessions of Lansdowne to captain Charles Langlade, a French Canadian from Montreal, in

recognition of his services during the American War of Independence at Mackinaw and

Vincennes.98

The grants to military veterans in the late 1810s and early 1820s did not guarantee settle-

ment any more than the earliest grants to Loyalists had. Emerson Rutt, who was granted the west

half of lot 17 in the sixth concession of Leeds in 1818 for his "services as a discharged Color

Sergeant in the Late DeWatteville Regiment," never settled there." John Donnahoe, who was

granted the front half of lot three in the fifth concession of Leeds in 1819 "as a Private Soldier dis-

charged from the 99th Regiment of Foot," as late as 1830 was still residing in Elizabethtown. 100

The 1820 grant of the west half of lot 22 in the eighth concession of Leeds to Richard Ringer, "late

a sergeant in His Majesty's 76th Regiment of Foot," did not draw him away from his main grant

in the military township of Drummond where he remained close to fellow veterans. 101 Similarly,

James McDonell, who was granted the west half of lot eleven in the seventh concession of Leeds

as a late "sergeant in His Majesty's 72nd Regiment of Foot," was not about to leave his main grant

in Bathurst township. 102 The same applied for Angus Cameron of Drummond, "late a sergeant in

the Canadian Fencibles," who was granted the southwest half of lot three in concession six;103

Benjamin DeLisle of Drummond "late a Lieutenant in the Canadian Fencibles," who was granted

the southwest half of lot four in concession five; 104 and Daniel Fraser of Bathurst, "late a sergeant

in the Canadian Fencibles," who was granted the southwest half of lot eleven in concession nine

of Leeds, 105 among other military veterans.

Some of the military veterans lost no time in disposing of their grants in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear. Joseph Kregg of the front of Lansdowne, "late a Captain in the Italian Levy,"

was granted lot 22 in the sixth concession in October 1821, but within less than a year he had sold

it to Perth merchant, William Morris. 106 Others were unimpressed with their grants and request-

ed exchanges. Richard Rogerson, for example, who had been a sergeant in the 5th Royal Veterans

Battalion, upon being located on the northeast half of lot eleven in the seventh concession of

Lansdowne in 1820, went to view this land; to his surprise, he "found it was all in the Lake, not

one acre of Land to be seen," and asked for his grant to be changed. 107 A settler who received land

in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear in recognition of his military service was Levi Soper. Originally

born at the Little Nine Partners in New York state in 1771, he and his wife Lois Flint appear to have

been among the Vermont settlers brought to Kitley in the late 1790s by Abel Stevens. Soper moved
to northern Lansdowne in the 1800s (hence the name Soperton), and because of his service "as a

Lieutenant in the Rifle Company, in the Second Regiment of Leeds Militia" during the War of 1812,

he was granted the west half of lot seven in the twelfth concession of Lansdowne in 1822 in addi-

tion to four other lots. 108 In 1816 Soper 's Inn is shown on lieutentant Joshua Jebb's map of the

vicinity (Plate 47).

The high proportion of military veterans who chose not to settle on their 100 acre grants

in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear made the Wexford immigrants all the more welcome as ultraloyal-

ist settlers, at least from the perspective of regional and provincial government officials. So thick

was the settlement of Wexford Irish settlers in the eastern part of the fourth and fifth concessions

of Lansdowne that that locale in the 1820s became known as the Irish Woods. 109
If officials were

pleased to see these ultraloyal settlers arrive, local American settlers were more apprehensive.

They were not pleased to have the Wexford settlers placed on reserve lots that they hoped to set-

tle their sons and daughters on. Not at all happy to see many of the Wexford settlers buying up
the title of absentee Loyalists, Americans and military settlers, some American-origin inhabitants

attempted to take advantage of the poorer Irish immigrants. John Curtin for example, who immi-

grated from Ireland with his wife and two sons in 1831, "worked for hire" among the older sett-

lers two years before settling on clergy reserve lot 23 in the fifth concession of Lansdowne, after
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being "informed by persons in the Neighbourhood it would be permitted and that after improv-

ing the same they would be allowed to lease it." And so the Curtins built on the lot and cleared

five acres, only to discover that they could be dispossessed should the lot be offered for public

sale. 110 The filling up of the military townships and the reserves in the empty frontier townships

laid out in the 1790s meant that arriving Wexford settlers were perplexed as to where they could

safely settle, and many resorted to squatting.

In the early 1830s the early concentration of Wexford settlers in Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear suddenly found themselves part of a much larger regional concentration of Irish immigrants.

By 1851 the Irish were the largest immigrant group in Leeds County as well as in the adjacent

counties of Grenville, Lanark, Carleton and Renfrew. Some 54 percent of the combined popula-

tion of these five counties was of Irish ethnic origin according to the 1871 census. 111 Many of the

Irish families in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear arrived by the mid 1820s. They along with the

Wexford settlers at Brockville and in the military townships acted as a magnet for the tide of

southeastern Irish Protestants fleeing Ireland in the early 1830s following the passing of the

Catholic emancipation Act of 1829. With the newly-opened Rideau Canal providing the major

route for transporting immigrants westward, many Irish immigrants left the boats and settled on

the empty lands in the townships along the Rideau. By the late 1840s, with these townships full,

Irish Catholics fleeing the Famine in Ireland found land in inland Renfrew County, but some of

them were attracted to labouring and trades positions in villages such as Beverley (later Delta) and

Farmersville (later Athens), joining relatives who had earlier arrived as Peter Robinson settlers or

as labourers on the Rideau Canal.

The sense of opportunity in local society, even if one was apprenticed to a master in vil-

lages such as Beverley and Farmersville, was well summed up by one immigrant in a letter back

to his mother in Wexford: 112

My master is a sober religious man, and he takes great pains to instruct me in my duty to

God, as well as my trade; so I hope it was the Lord who put courage into my heart to leave

Ireland. With respect to diet, it is always good here; no difference in this respect from one

end of the year to the other.... Men must labour very hard here; but they are well fed and

well paid; and what a man has is his own: there is no landlord or tyrant to reign over them.

Men who came here some years ago have large clearances now, and are taking their ease.

The chief objection folks have to this country, is the want of pleasures, but these are vani-

ties. This country answers well for young men, or men with grown up families; by indus-

try they will have peace and plenty.... I am making great way in my trade, and if God
spares me, I hope to do better than ever you could provide for me in Ireland.... Land is

getting pretty dear here in the settled parts, but yet there is room, and many chances of

which there are none in Ireland.... Dear Mother, I would be glad to see you all coming

here, where you could nourish yourselves with the fruits of your labour: but choose for

yourselves. If I was as Joshua and Sam, and knowing as much of this country as I do, I

would sell out all, and stay no longer labouring under the heavy yoke. With a little money
and my industry I could possess more property here in three or four years than I could

ever have in Ireland, and I could call it my own.

The brunt of Irish Protestant immigrants arrived in the larger region around Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear in the early 1830s, whereas the nucleus of Irish Catholics who arrived as Peter

Robinson settlers and canal labourers was significantly added to in the 1840s. There was a major

jump in the numbers of British immigrants coming to British North America beginning in 1829,

and Irish immigration clearly accounted for the increase. The average number of British immi-

grants entering British North America jumped from between 11,000 and 12,000 per year during

the 1820s to an average of 38,000 immigrants per year between 1830 and 1833. The number of Irish
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Plate 63

Map showing Reform and Tory votes from Leeds and Lansdowne Rear polled in the October 1844 election.

The basic pattern of voting consisted of Reformers residing north of the old Kingston road running from

Soperton to Seeley's Bay, and Tories residing south of it. This political division mirrored the geographical

boundaries of the Vermont colony and the Wexford colony, although a few of those with origins in the United

States, such as Cleveland Stafford, were adamant Tories. For names see Appendix 9. From the Brockville

Recorder, 28 November 1844 based on modern road map, by the author.

immigrants leaving for British North America from all ports in the United Kingdom during this

period has been estimated by Donald Akenson as follows: 113

1827 11,969

1828 8,824

1829 10,148

1830 25,679

1831 54,514

1832 50,305

1833 23,139

1834 32,135

1835 10,764

1836 22,528

It is significant that the jump in Irish immigration occurred during the four years following pas-

sage of the Catholic emancipation Act in the British house of commons in 1829. It was during
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these years that large numbers of Irish Protestants from Wexford, Wicklow and Carlow counties

immigrated to eastern Upper Canada and settled in the Rideau/Gananoque region. The surging

exodus of Protestants seeking to leave from 1829 on betrayed widespread paranoia about the

Catholic majority around them gaining civil and religious recognition from government, a panic

which sprang from ongoing tumult since before the turn of the century.

The Irish Protestants who immigrated from southeastern Ireland to the Leeds and

Lansdowne vicinity were not only hopelessly outnumbered by Roman Catholics in their native

land, but some of them had seen close relatives and friends die during the 1798 rebellion, and had

withstood prolonged agrarian violence aimed by Catholic peasants at the privileged Protestant

minority. The strong sense of grievance that these Irish immigrants handed down from genera-

tion to generation as part of the cultural baggage they brought with them to Leeds and

Lansdowne townships is shown by the following account from the family of William Taylor.

Shortly after he was born in county Wicklow in 1812, his father was called away from home for

military service, and while absent his house was attacked and burned by a rebel faction. His

mother "had sufficient warning of their coming to get her children out to a field where she hid

them in a ditch; but then discovered that her youngest.. .had been left behind.... [S]he left her eleven

safe ones and braved the danger of returning for her twelfth; and by climbing in at a back win-

dow succeeded in getting him out unobserved." 114

From 1798 on Protestants in the southeastern counties began to perceive that they had no

future in Ireland. The Catholic emancipation Act in 1829 was the final proof of this that many
needed, and it produced a general stampede of Protestants out of Ireland seeking a more secure

future in British North America. Letters written to relatives already settled in the Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear vicinity in the early 1830s conveyed the sense of mass panic among the Irish

Protestants in southeastern Ireland "as every person who can possibly dispose of his property for

any thing like the value, hurries to do it, in order to escape the horrors of a civil war, which even-

tually must come, and which nothing can now avert." 115 These reactionary Irish Protestants per-

ceived themselves as reluctant loyalist exiles hounded out of Ireland by the violence of the

Catholic majority and by the betrayal of the British government. As abrupt as had been their deci-

sion to leave Ireland, even more abrupt was their decision to settle on land, sometimes any land,

as close as possible to kin and neighbours around Brockville, in the military townships, or yet

again, in Leeds and Lansdowne townships. So rapidly were lots filled in the early 1830s that

Joseph K. Hartwell of Bastard informed the lieutenant-governor in late 1832 "upwards of three

hundred Families of Protestant Emigrants have within two years settled in this Township, the

greater part of whom purchased Land from individuals on arrival, and have by their industry

assisted with their little capital brought from home, made their entire payments, and [are] duly

receiving their deeds." 116

There also were Irish Catholics on the boats travelling the Rideau Canal. In townships

like Montague along the Rideau, almost a quarter of the Irish immigrant families settling there in

the 1830s were Catholics, and in the 1840s almost half of them were Catholics. 117 They too

brought bitter memories from Ireland. They resented the restrictions and penalties placed on

them by the notorious Penal Code for more than two centuries, and hoped for better treatment in

Canada where Catholics were a majority of the population and had suffered no discrimination

because of their religion since 1763. For an Irish Catholic such as Daniel O'Connor from the parish

of Thogher near the town of Dunmanway, County Cork, who immigrated to Upper Canada in

1821, economic prospects were promising. He found employment in the village of Stone Mills

(later Delta) where he worked for John Robison and saved his money for ten years, so that in 1830

he could marry Bridget Trainor and settle on lot two in the eighth concession of Lansdowne.

O'Connor was rare as an Irish Catholic settler in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, and the rea-

son why was no mystery. He found that local settlers were very much prejudiced against anyone
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Plate 64

Saint Paul's Anglican church, Delta, begun in 1811 and completed in 1827, as photographed by Colborne

Meredith in 1925. Local Vermont Baptists began building a meeting-house on this site, but unable to com-

plete it, sold the property to the Bishop of Quebec, and jointly occupied the new church with the Anglicans

until 1864 when the Baptists sold out their interest entirely. The bristling pinnacles and battlements atop

the tower allude to the embattled attitudes of the recently-arrived Irish Orange Protestant immigrants, some

of them residents in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, who worshipped in this church. National Archives of

Canada C-3144.

professing the Catholic religion, and more especially if the person happened to be an Irishman.

He discovered that this "prejudice was, to a large extent, the result of the teaching of the earlier

Irish protestant settlers, who entertained the idea that an Irish Catholic was the embodiment of

everything vicious and cruel, and that it was the teaching of the Catholic religion that made them

so." As a result, Daniel O'Connor as an Irish Catholic found himself "looked upon as something

dangerous, making it difficult for him to procure employment, and causing him many inconve-

niences." 118 An individual with as sturdy a disposition as Daniel O'Connor might persevere as

one of the rare Irish Catholic settlers in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, but the mixture of New
England Puritanism and Church of Ireland evangelicalism in the majority of the local population

proved too daunting for most Irish Catholics to consider settling there. The Catholic bishop of

Kingston lamented in the early 1830s that through marriage and adoption many Catholics in the

region were being proselytised to become Protestants. 119 As an example, even as late as the 1850s,

when an Irish Catholic Famine immigrant such as Mary Maloney married John Bracken whose
family had come by way of Scotland, northern Ireland and the Mohawk valley of New York state

to settle in Leeds township following the War of 1812, the pressures from an overwhelmingly

Protestant community prompted her to convert to Methodism. 120 Only forty out of 952 inhabi-

tants of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear were Roman Catholics in 1844, and by 1845 their number had

fallen to 28. 121

As unwelcome as Irish Catholics felt themselves to be, Wexford Protestants had faced

their own gauntlet upon arriving. They were aware that virtually all land in the townships along

the Gananoque and Rideau rivers was already granted to Loyalists and their children, or set apart
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as Crown or clergy reserves. This did not discourage their settlement plans. Rather than risk

moving further west to land which for all they knew might not be better, and away from the nucle-

us of kin and neighbours already settled nearby, they settled on the handiest land available,

regardless of who owned it at a distance. The sight of unoccupied land that might be improved

without necessarily owning it was irresistible. Many of the Irish immigrants, as J.K. Hartwell

observed in Bastard, arrived with the cash proceeds from selling their property in Ireland, and
were able to lease reserves or purchase land outright.

A number of the Irish immigrants determining to settle in the vicinity of Leeds and
Lansdowne Rear had no money either to begin purchasing land or even to pay for their passage.

They deemed themselves fortunate to have scraped together sufficient funds to cross the Atlantic,

or perhaps to have it paid by relatives or a sympathetic landlord. For them the only means of sett-

ling on land was to become a squatter, that is, to live on and develop land owned by someone else

residing at a distance without their knowledge or permission. The practicality and common prac-

tice of squatting in the region was well summed up by a local Irish immigrant who arrived in 1829.

He sought out a vacant lot, put up a log house and made a "Small Clearing to raise corn and pota-

toes." He did so because he had "no place of Residence," because he needed to support his fam-

ily, because he had been told "that it was a comming thing for Manny to do the same," and

because the means he possessed "would not Enable me to purchace a Large farm at present." 122

The Irish squatters in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear were fairly confident in their possession

of the land on which they squatted years and sometimes decades before they actually obtained

legal ownership to it. The root of this confidence partly lay in the poor quality of much of the land,

which ensured a low valuation, enabling some immigrants to envisage purchasing within the near

future. More significantly, poor land quality would inspire no other person, not even the rightful

absentee landowner to dispossess the squatter. This was especially true once land was stripped

of timber. Squatters, once they began making improvements on lots, were perceived to have an

interest in the lot, as contrasted with absentee landowners most of whom failed to perform the

settlement duties required by law. As a result, even American-origin squatters such as Noah C.

Palmer on lots two and three of the twelfth concession of Lansdowne could write to the Crown
lands office, state the value of their property and request to be the purchaser. No matter how poor

or broken up the land on such lots, their appeal lay in their affordability for people, who, like

Palmer, could describe themselves as "a poor man" and for whom such land "would make a lit-

tle home in my old age." 123 The confidence of local Irish squatters ultimately was based on their

ability to muster a mob of neighbours to ward off attempts by absentee owners or American-ori-

gin neighbours to gain the lot, thus beginning the trend of local violence.

Squatters who government officials knew to be on the Crown reserves, the clergy

reserves, and the grants given to King's College had to pay rents, but the low value assigned the

land by government agents in turn kept the payments low. With the local Anglican clergyman,

the Reverend Rossington Elms, acting as land agent, 124 it is not surprising that the large Church

of Ireland influx from southeastern Ireland was favoured with the reserve lots, especially those

immigrants with character references from clergymen, nobles and commanding officers back

home. The shanties inhabited by the squatters were worthless. Increasingly, as the more valuable

timber was cut down and sold to make payments, and the thin layer of forest mould blew away,

holdings rarely increased in value. The real estate boom that absentee Loyalist landowners had

anticipated for over a generation never materialised. The squatting Irish immigrants, secure in the

knowledge of how valueless their holdings were, and taking care not to add valuable improve-

ments until they acquired title, could afford to be self-assured when arranging to purchase them.

The transformation of the landscape in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear was apparent for all too see.

A local clergyman remarked in 1855, "Twenty-five years ago this land (lying between Bytown and

Kingston) was a forest. It has been reclaimed by Irish immigrants." 125
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Plate 65

Stone structure and English barn behind it builtfor road surveyor James C. Green at mid-century on Jot fif-

teen of concession twelve in Lansdoivne, as photographed in 1994. Theframe three bay English barn in the

background was a fairly standard structure on most farms across Leeds and Lansdowne Rear in the early

nineteenth century, although an addition with a stable beneath was later placed on the left or west end. The

stone structure with two fine arched carriage entrances is somewhat more enigmatic, possibly having been

built as a carriage house and stable, with a flight of outdoor steps leading up to the road surveyor's office or

some tradesman's shop on the second floor. By the author.

True to their reputation as improving farmers in Wexford, the Irish immigrants in Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear were not slow to develop their property. The mutuality of the Wexford sett-

lers was evident as early as 1822, when Richard Green, Richard Singleton, Henry Latimer, Thomas
Townsend, Joseph Warren, John Jones, William Bryan and William Green petitioned the lieu-

tenant-governor, complaining that the construction of a mill dam at Marble Rock had placed a

great part of their lands under water, rendering them useless. They stated, "some of our Lotts are

so much Injured that we cannot possibly live on them and some have already Abandoned Both

lands & Improvements, and Many have Drawn their Lands here and when they see the Drowned
State of the place [,] turns their Backs on it." Through the lieutenant-governor's intervention they

hoped to "Recover a Great deal of Acres of Land, and Remove the Bad Effects of Stagnant waters

so much Complained of here" and to avoid a court battle as they anticipated "much Opposition

from many that's Connected with Lumbering here." 126

The confidence and mutuality of the Wexford immigrants was partly due to their com-
prising such a large community, as the population of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear more than

tripled from 384 in 1820 to 1,247 by 1845. The earlier-established Loyalist and American-origin

population soon found themselves a minority in a sea of Irish immigrants. As the number of Irish

arrivals jumped in the late 1820s and early 1830s, the alarm of the American-origin inhabitants

increased correspondingly. From 1829 on there were few aspects of life that they did not encrust

with cultural and political significance in responding to the tide of Irish immigrants settling

among them. They found themselves seeking to justify their place in society as they moved from

majority to potential minority status in the region. They moved within a few years from stoutly

asserting in 1827 that, as a majority of the electors, only inhabitants of American-origin would be

elected for years to come, 127 to lamely protesting by 1833 that they were equally as loyal as British

immigrants. 128

The older settlers in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear along with American-origin inhabitants

throughout the entire Johnstown District became particularly alarmed by the efforts of an ambi-

tious Wexford immigrant named Ogle R. Gowan, inciting Irish and British fellow newcomers to
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take control of local society, even by force if necessary. Gowan was the moving force behind the

creation of the Grand Orange Lodge of British America at Brockville in 1830. In the successive

Brockville newspapers he published, including the Gazette, the Antidote, the Constitution, and the

Statesman, he exhorted British immigrants in general and Irish Protestants in particular to demand
a say in running local society even if it meant resorting to violence. American settlers in Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear could not help noting the complaints ostensibly made by Irish immigrants

given voice in these newspapers. The Irish complained that length of residence in Canada was an

important criterion for selecting officials to fill patronage positions in local society,129 and that

Americans but a short time in the province were advanced over the heads of better qualified old

country immigrants.

Local settlers of American-origin soon became aware of the coded allusion to British

ascendancy implicit in the statement printed in the Brockville Gazette that although at one time in

Upper Canada "nothing but basswood could be obtained,...now that we have better timber let us

use the Oak and Laurel." 130 This coded language may possibly explain the change of the earlier

name of Pine Hill to Oakleaf, Oak Leaf, as a small American settlement became predominantly

Irish. Local American-origin inhabitants had only to read Gowan's newspapers to become
alarmed by comments about the Irish swelling the loyal population131 and replacing valueless

Yankees. 132 Beginning in 1830 the Irish claimed that they were being discriminated against by
American-born, or as they termed them, "Alien" juries and magistrates. The Irish, led on by

Orange grand master Gowan, argued strenuously that the only way to stop such discrimination

was to replace magistrates and juries of American origin with Irish immigrants. After all, they

continued, Irish Protestant immigrants were generally better educated, better informed and more
literate than American-origin settlers.

American-origin inhabitants worried that once Irish immigrants found their way into offi-

cial positions they would work mischief against the common good of all members of society. By
1832 it was an inescapable fact that most immigrants arriving in the region were Irish Protestants

who would inevitably "in a few years render British feeling and British interest paramount." 133

For the settlement of Americans in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear the danger seemed all too appar-

ent that their interests as a community would become subservient to those of the rapidly increas-

ing population of Irish immigrants. What could they say in response to the claim of an Irish con-

tributor to the Brockville Gazette that the large British immigration brought in money in distinct

contrast with Yankee beggars? 134 What could they say in response to the claim that most land in

the district lay waste until developed by Irish settlers? 135 How could they dare to contradict any

of the contributions that the ultraloyal Irish immigrants claimed to make to colonial society, espe-

cially when they were outnumbered, two to one?

How was it that the Wexford Irish in the region around Leeds and Lansdowne Rear were

transformed from a fearful minority bailing out of Ireland to a confident group threatening the

welfare of long-established American settlers? It was due in part to Ogle Gowan, whipping up
resentment among the Irish against the Loyalists and Americans who monopolised the govern-

ment positions which they had enjoyed in Ireland on the one hand, and energetically working to

help the Wexford settlers obtain their land grants. Their new confidence was due in part to their

very numbers and their mutual links as a group settlement. Moreover, it was rhetorical over-

compensation for having departed a favoured position in Ireland for an unfavoured status in

Upper Canada simply to ensure for their families a measure of stability and an economic liveli-

hood free of potential violence. But there was yet another source for the new confidence of the

Wexford immigrants, one that they found in their Bibles as they sought to make sense of their

migration from Ireland.

As the symbols on the Orange banners created in the 1830s make apparent (Plate 54), the

southeastern Irish immigrants settling in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear quickly came to perceive
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their exodus to Upper Canada in the imagery of the Old Testament books of Exodus and Joshua.

It was all very well for the imperial authorities to have chosen Scottish highlanders and military

veterans to inject as an ultraloyal bulwark against the local American population. The Wexford

Irish, by contrast, believed that they were a people chosen by God in the same fashion that He had

made a covenant with the ancient Israelites. They believed themselves led by God out of poten-

tial religious and political bondage and violence in the Egypt of emancipated Catholic Ireland. As
descendants of seventeenth century English plantations they no longer could expect the privileges

they had enjoyed for 150 years following William of Orange's defeat of James II, but rather than

become slaves like the descendants of Joseph in Biblical Egypt, they chose instead to cross the

Jordan of the Atlantic to the Canaan of Upper Canada. The inundation of the Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear region by Anglicans from southeastern Ireland threatened to displace the

Loyalist and American-origin inhabitants in the larger Johnstown District, much as the ancient

Israelites conquered the Canaanites. 136

If the ancient Israelites were enjoined by divine authority upon entering Canaan to

"destroy all the inhabitants, break...in pieces their statues, and lay waste all their high places,

cleansing the land, and dwelling in it," then surely Irish Protestants in the Johnstown District were

justified in using violence to begin wresting power away from the established older families. Ogle

Gowan in his push to become a member for Leeds County in the provincial legislature, attempt-

ed to appeal to all British immigrants including Irish Catholics, arguing that he would serve their

interests better than could someone of American origin. A sympathetic correspondent of the

Brockville Gazette, who possibly may have resided in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, observed in

May 1832 that as long as the number of British and Irish immigrants entering the region "contin-

ued to come 'few and sparing/" the Yankee Democrat faction, as he termed them, were happy to

make the immigrants "slaves to cultivate farms which their indolence had left neglected, [and] we
heard nothing against emigration." This attitude among the local American-origin population

only changed once "the emigration assumed a formidable shape" and leaders such as Ogle

Gowan at Brockville appeared among the immigrants "to direct their energies and to endeavour

to raise those already in the country, from being 'hewers of wood and drawers of water,' to their

mean and paltry enemies." To local Wexford immigrants it appeared that the American-origin

population set every engine at work to vilify and slander immigrant leaders such as Gowan "with

the most foul and filthy abuse, to prevent the further increase of Emigration." 137

The growing polarisation of local society between ultraloyalist Irish immigrants and

American settlers was not completely owing to the mindset of the Irish. Just before the major

wave of Irish Protestants arrived, American-origin Loyalists such as Jonas Jones had urged that an

Alien Bill was needed to counteract the American oath of allegiance, which explicitly abjured loy-

alty to the British monarch and which all Upper Canadians born in the United States had been

obliged to swear. 138 The resentment of local families at being labelled aliens and having to swear

allegiance to the Crown was further fed every time Irish immigrants fastened on pranks such as

hoisting an American flag as proof of disloyalty. 139 The panic during the rebellion of 1837 gave

the Irish further cause to vaunt their greater loyalty while accusing local American settlers of sow-

ing sedition. 140 Inhabitants of American origin to their cost soon recognised that military service

was a major aspect of the Irish claim to superiority, 141 one that Ogle Gowan exploited by printing

numerous letters from Irish immigrants. They purported to be uncomfortable at serving under

"Yankee" militia officers appointed by the lieutenant-governor on the advice of the local Tory elite

when experienced Irishmen were passed over. 142

For all the seeming confidence of the Wexford immigrants demanding their share of local

offices, the reality was that prominent Loyalists and favourites of theirs such as Truman Hicock

monopolised local plum positions in society through what William Buell, the member of the leg-

islature for Leeds, described in 1829 as a "system of family influence and favouritism [which] has
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been carried to a great extent." 143 There were yet no political parties in Upper Canada, so that

elections for county member of parliament were between members of prominent families and

their coteries of relations, hangers-on and neighbours. In terms of distinguishing between candi-

dates during elections, members of the Jones and Sherwood families, for example, were described

as being pro-administration, meaning that they supported the policies of the lieutenant-governor

appointed in London, while members of the Buell and Wells families were referred to as being

anti-administration. By the late 1820s the pro-administration supporters were called Tories and
the anti-administration supporters were known as Reformers, but they still were family-based,

and there still were no political parties in the modern sense of the word until about 1836. What
neither Tories nor Reformers would admit in so many words was that the Tory families generally

tended to be those who had successfully obtained paying offices from the provincial administra-

tion for themselves and others in their large family of contacts, while Reformers had not been suc-

cessful in landing government positions. Up until the late 1820s pro-administration or Tory can-

didates represented Leeds in the provincial assembly, but the number of their supporters was
waning as shown by the election of William Buell junior, editor of the Brockville Recorder, as mem-
ber for Leeds in 1828. 144

The thread of dissent against the existing order locally was aimed against the monopoly
that magistrates Truman Hicock and Uri Scovil enjoyed in the western section of Leeds County.

As early as 1822 Joseph K. Hartwell, a military veteran in Bastard township, alluded to the "very

great inconvenience Many of the Inhabitants of The Townships of Bastard, Lansdown, Leeds,

North & South Crosby.. .are under in. ..having to go Upwards of 30 Miles to get the oath of alle-

giance administered." 145 But once a court of requests was established at Truman Hicock's resi-

dence, 55 inhabitants of Bastard, North and South Crosby complained in February 1830 that146

Truman Hicock and Uri Scovil, Esquires, the Two Magistrates who Determine all Causes

in the Court of Requests for this neighbourhood, instead of Holding the said Court in

some central Situation Have in an Arbitrary Manner Removed the said Court to nearly the

Farthest Extremity of their Jurisdiction purposely to Oblige one of the said Magistrates

and thereby greatly Augmenting the Costs upon all summonses and Subpoenas issued

from the said Court.

Two months later the inhabitants of Bastard and the Crosbys further stated their dismay at "see-

ing other Townships in this District with not half the population of their own abundantly supplied

with Commissioners of the Peace [and] feel themselves greatly neglected at not having even

One." 147 It was not until 112 "inhabitants of the rear of Leeds and Lansdown, Bastard and South

Crosby" led by Levi Soper, Seneca Washburn and Dr Peter Schofield, petitioned the lieutenant-

governor in January 1831, that the monopoly of Hicock and Scovil was seriously challenged. The

petitioners acknowledged that Hicock and Scovil had "long discharged the important functions

of Magistrates in this division with marked honor to themselves and to the best interests of the

community," but yet they begged to inform his excellency "that the sun of their day is far to the

West, [as] infirmities of body, and imbecility of mind usually attendant upon advanced age have

well nigh deprived [our] community the use of their valuable services." 148 Hicock and Scovil,

catching wind of the petition and anxious to contain any potential infringement on their own
immediate area, wrote to recommend that additional magistrates were needed in South Crosby

and Bastard townships. "Bastard, being the centre town[ship], and the place where the principal

part of Public Business of the five townships is transacted," they observed, "we can easily see the

advantage which would arise in the facility of Business, by the appointment of two gentlemen to

the magistracy in that township." 149

It was not Bastard township where a growing amount of public business for Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear and the two Crosbys was being transacted, but rather the village of Beverley in

southern Bastard that was a centre of some importance to the inhabitants of Leeds and Lansdowne
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Plate 66

The brick Oak Leaf school built in 1887, thefourth school constructed on lot eighteen in the twelfth conces-

sion of Lansdowne, and behind it an early frame structure which for a time served as a meeting-place of

Loyal Orange Lodge no 2, as photographed in 1989. The Orange lodge at Oak Leaf which originally met

at Charleston, is reputed to be the earliest in Leeds County, and it may even have been the earliest formed

in Upper Canada. The Wexford Irish brought with them a concern for literacy that established the better

early schools in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. RoLLAL collection.

Rear. What had started out as Stevenstown in the 1790s, came to be known as Stone Mills when
William Jones built a stone gristmill in 1811 that the Reverend William Smart described as

"unquestionably the best building of the kind in Upper Canada." By 1817 Stone Mills also boast-

ed a wool carding machine, one sawmill, three stores, and one blacksmith shop, 150 and in 1816 the

Bastard post office was located there with a military veteran, Joseph K. Hartwell, appointed the

first postmaster. 151 With Dr Peter Schofield a resident physician by the late 1820s, 152 and despite

the burning of the local brewery in 1834, 153 the village grew by mid-century to have a population

of 250, and to boast a post office, churches, schools, flour and sawmills, a foundry, a tannery, a

marble works, various shops and stores. 154 The changing of the village's name to Beverley in

1831, in honour of the chief justice of Upper Canada, Sir John Beverley Robinson, marked its emer-

gence as an ultraloyalist centre on the periphery of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear.

Beverley was located in the midst of the Stevens settlement of Americans who as late as

1811 were described "as having settled themselves down in peace expecting never to be disturbed,

and as having worn out the best of their days in settling this town." 155 Faced with the large num-
bers of ultraloyal Irish immigrants settling in the larger vicinity, and keeping in mind that desert-

ers from their midst during the war had had property confiscated, local Vermont settlers feared

that "from their inability to comply with all the provisions of the naturalising laws of this

Province, the right of some of them. ..to be regarded as British Subjects, is liable to be ques-

tioned.

"

156 Fear changed to anger as local American-origin settlers met at Beverley in March 1827

to protest the Alien Bill, which forced them, after thirty years residence, to swear allegiance in

order to become the equals of Irish immigrants just off the boat. J.K. Hartwell, the postmaster, can-

nily sized up the implications of the growing Irish settlement. He knew too well the republican

inclinations of the Vermont settlers, and he urged them not to petition against the Alien Bill, claim-
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ing that those who complained against it were "none but those who ha[ve] abjured allegiance to

His Majesty, and whose hearts are wedded to the United States, while they are residents in this

country, and who, in case of war, would immediately flee to the land of their birth, and turn the

force of their arms against the country in which they had lined their purses: such are not the sub-

jects that should be allowed to inhabit a British colony."157 As if to warrant local American fears

that Irish immigrants were taking over their community, a church that local Vermont-origin

Baptists had failed to finish building since 1811 was sold in 1827 to Irish Anglicans, who prompt-

ly completed construction in time for an Orange chaplain to address 200 Orangemen crowded into

the church on 12 July 1829. 158

Joseph Hartwell's "determined...welcoming of Emigrants from Ireland to this part of the

Country and assisting them to get to their friends and acquaintances" extended the ultraloyalist

or Tory constituency in the larger vicinity of Beverley, even as it heightened the feelings of jeal-

ousy and paranoia that Vermont-origin inhabitants in Bastard, Leeds and Lansdowne Rear enter-

tained towards their new Irish immigrant neighbours. The "unwelcome and unkind reception the

Irish Emigrants. ..met with. ..from some of the old American Inhabitants being unnecessarily

alarmed" threatened "to produce serious consequences." 159 By early 1829 local ethnic sparring

was so serious "that great inconvenience is daily felt by the Inhabitants...for the want of Magis-

trates." 160 The Irish immigrants of Bastard were organised into three Orange lodges, 161 with the

centre of their settlement provocatively named New Boyne, to suggest their militant hope of dom-
inating local American inhabitants in the same way that they had dominated the native inhabi-

tants of Ireland following the Battle of the Boyne in 1690.

The ultraloyalist reputation of Beverley was in complete contrast with the anti-adminis-

tration or Reform ethos that predominated in the village of Farmersville (later Athens) that devel-

oped three miles east of Lansdowne Rear. Where Beverley started out as a milling centre,

Farmersville began as a road hamlet when an American settler named John Dickson established a

log tavern at the junction of five roads on lots thirteen and fourteen in the eighth and ninth con-

cessions of Yonge township on the road from Brockville to Stone Mills probably at some point in

the early 1810s. Dickson's Corners, as this locale came to be known, had no feature other than the

tavern before Joshua Bates from Dickens (later Glen Elbe) set up store there about 1829. There can

be no doubt that inhabitants from the eastern part of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear patronised

Bates's store or the stores in Beverley, for local storekeepers during this period acted not only as

merchants, but also as bankers, transacting almost all money matters for the area they served. 162

Storekeepers such as Joshua Bates became the vendors of local produce to the outside world since

cash was scarce and the credit form of trade universal in local society. Not only did storekeepers

such as Bates have to take payment for goods in kind, but as well he had to deliver the produce

thus traded for goods to regional centres such as Brockville, and either arrange to have it market-

ed there or shipped to outside markets. 163

By mid-1832 Joshua Bates owned most of the land at the crossroads and began to devel-

op it as the village of Farmersville, a name chosen to reflect his conviction that the common farmer

was the true base of prosperity in the Upper Canadian economy, in obvious contrast to the elitist

name chosen for Beverley. It was a canny choice of name to appeal to the self-esteem of local farm-

ers coming to do business in his village. In choosing this name Bates hoped to ward off any poten-

tial urban/rural tensions between farm and village folk. By 1846 Farmersville was described as

containing "about 200 inhabitants, who have a Methodist meeting-house, one physician and sur-

geon, grist and sawmill, carding machine and cloth factory, three stores, two taverns, one saddler

[and] two blacksmiths." 164 An 1852 description of Farmersville added, "The country around is

really the agricultural garden of the two Counties." 165

The roots of anti-administration or Reform sentiment in the countryside around

Farmersville were deep. Benoni Wiltse, patriarch of a prominent local Loyalist family, as early as
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1808 was vexed at not being appointed a top militia officer, and complained about those "who
faced us as Enemies through the late Revolution [being] placed to command and sit as judges." 166

Despite being a lieutenant-colonel in the second regiment of Leeds militia, Wiltse's poor example

to the young men in the Farmersville vicinity during the War of 1812 landed him in a court-mar-

tial, and as late as 1815 he was still imprisoned at Brockville. Rather than chastening Wiltse, the

court martial and imprisonment were viewed by his neighbours in the Farmersville vicinity as

unfair treatment by a provincial administration and a local Tory elite whose own privileged posi-

tion was attributed to unwholesome family connections rather than personal merit. The anti-

administration views of local American-origin inhabitants were confirmed as they beheld indi-

viduals such as Nathan Hicock, despite faithfully discharging his duty during the war, being

refused a promotion in the militia, because he had attended Robert Gourlay's county conven-

tion. 167 The Alien Bill and the heavy influx of ultra-Conservative Wexford Protestants in the 1820s

only exacerbated the call by local American-origin settlers for political reform.

By having a name with which the common farmer could identify, Farmersville stood out

amid a growing number of place names named after prominent local Tory families, or prominent

members of the provincial administration, or yet again the influx of Irish immigrants. What pre-

viously had been known as the Great Gananoque Lake, and briefly as Wiltse Lake, by the 1830s

came to be called Charleston Lake, although at least one local surveyor who immigrated from

Ireland, John Blakely, insisted on naming it Lake Ireland. 168 A milling centre on the northeastern

shore of this lake just outside the boundary of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear emerged and by 1816

was named Charleston 169 in honour of a prominent mill owner in the region, Charles Jones. In

the mid-1830s Charleston developed into a small village, and by 1846 it had 100 inhabitants, a

store, a tavern, a tannery, a shoemaker, and a cooper. 170 Grippen Lake was a corruption of the

name of the early Loyalist Crippen family, Sweet's Corners was named after magistrate Allan

Sweet, Killingbeck Lake, later Killenbeck Lake, was named after early settler George Killingbeck,

and Soperton was named in honour of major Levi Soper. Seeley's Bay was named in honour of

Ann Seeley, the widow of Loyalist Justus Seeley, who operated a trading post at that site after his

death in 1831. It was Justus Seeley's son John who was granted lot four in the eighth concession

of Leeds on 20 March 1825 after losing an arm at the battle of Lundy's Lane during the War of

1812. He appears to have traded the lot to his father Justus for his large stone inn on lot 23 in the

fifth concession of Elizabethtown. 171

The influx of Wexford settlers left its mark on the place names of Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear. At the same time Irish settlers in Bastard were choosing the name of New Boyne, others in

Elizabethtown were changing Lamb's Pond to New Dublin, a settlement east of Charleston in

Yonge was given the Wexford name of Ballycanoe, and the settlement south of Charleston Lake

came to be known for a time as the Irish Woods. 172 Singleton Lake in Lansdowne township was
so named after Wexford immigrants John and Richard Singleton, while Berryton took its name
(albeit not until a post office was opened in 1882) from a Wexford settler, John Berry, who located

on lot ten in the sixth concession of Leeds in 1818. The locale that once was known as Pine Hill

because of its fine stands of pine, was renamed Oakleaf, later Oak Leaf, by the Wexford commu-
nity that settled there, ostensibly in reference to a higher calibre of settlement that they believed

they represented over the old Loyalist/American settlers. The hill of Pine Hill is where Holy
Trinity church was built in 1848. Local tradition suggests that the profusion of oak leaves in

autumn in the larger vicinity gave the Oak Leaf road its name. 171

The most challenging of the place names in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear is Lyndhurst, the

name that eventually supplanted Furnace Falls, which first appears in township minutes of 1837.

It has been a local tradition of some standing to claim that this name was bestowed by members
of the Singleton family, who, it is surmised, were related to John Singleton Copley, a prominent

mid-nineteenth-century British politician who took the title Lord Lyndhurst. As fascinating as this
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story is, it fails to establish a rationale for so naming the locale, and it is singular that members of

the Singleton family as late as the 1850s were addressing their petitions either from Furnace Falls

or Lansdowne. 174 There is another somewhat less robust local tradition that claims the Jones fam-

ily who owned the mills and future village site chose the name of Lyndhurst because they

admired the British politician. The more likely explanation for Lyndhurst being chosen is that

local Tories such as the Reverend Francis Tremayne, Charles and Jonas Jones, to curry favour with

lieutenant-governor Sir John Colborne, named it after his birthplace in Hampshire, England,175 in

the same way that local inhabitants at Stone Mills renamed it Beverley (now Delta) to curry favour

with Sir John Beverley Robinson, the attorney-general of Upper Canada. It is a singularly appro-

priate name for this locale, with Lynd stemming from Linn, meaning "a torrent running over

rocks," and hurst alluding to a "wooded eminence."

The growing number of Irish names and place names honouring prominent members of

the provincial administration such as Sir John Beverley Robinson and Sir John Colborne only

added to the fears of local American-origin settlers that local society was being taken over by Irish

ultraloyalists. The growing fear of being overwhelmed was all too evident when one American-

born inhabitant asked aloud the question that was on the tip of the tongues of many American-

origin settlers: "What are we to think of those characters who demand superior claims, from our

Government, to those of their fellow-subjects, either in church or state, and openly declare that

those claims of superiority are the only Tie that binds them to the constitution; making the rights

of superiority supercede the rights of equality;—denominating the rights of man a levelling sys-

tem that should be exploded?" 176 American Reformers could not ignore the note of triumph and
the implicit threat to their place in society when a Tory Loyalist, Henry Sherwood, predicted at an

1832 public meeting in Brockville "that if Emigration goes on as it has done for some years past,

a bulwark of British feeling will be erected, against which the waves of Democracy may beat in

vain for ages." 177

American-origin settlers in the larger region around Leeds and Lansdowne Rear became
especially disturbed in the early 1830s by the rhetorical claims of superior loyalty to Britain made
by Irish immigrants in the local press. The Wexford settlers touted themselves as generally better

educated, better informed, and more literate than Americans. 178 American settlers could not help

but contrast their meagre religious resources with the lead taken by Irish Anglican clergymen, cer-

tainly in Leeds and Grenville counties, in building churches. These churches bespoke British

funding with their sophisticated architecture, salaried and educated clergy, formal ritual and reg-

ular schedules of services, in contrast with the voluntarist Quaker, Baptist and Methodist

American circuit-riders who sporadically visited settlements that gave them little more than board

and lodging. 179

The concentration of Wexford settlers in the larger Leeds and Lansdowne Rear vicinity

prompted the establishment of one of the earliest Anglican parishes in the region. As early as

February 1816 the Reverend John Bethune from Brockville visited the site of Beverley "where a

few Episcopalians are settled" and baptised 46 children. In 1822 the Reverend George Spratt was
appointed to minister to the mission of Yonge, and arrived at Wiltsetown, east of Charleston in

mid-March to find a church under construction. He expected, with the help of a fifty pound grant

from the building fund of the diocese of Quebec, that the church interior would be complete with

pews, pulpit, reading desk and altar by the summer of 1823. In a report to the Society for the

Propagation of the Gospel (hereafter SPG) Spratt commented "with the exception of Colonel

[Benoni] Wiltse's family, which is very numerous, there is a great division of religious opinion

throughout the settlement." The Reverend Charles James Stewart, who visited the area in 1822,

was more specific in describing the rancour aroused between the older American non-conformist

settlers and the newly arriving Wexford Anglicans. He found the Wiltses 180

deligent in erecting a church, and they expect soon to build it. The other members of our

church are, in general, poor. The rest of the people are unsettled in their religious senti-
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merit or prejudiced against us, and many of them are Methodists, Baptists or Quakers. The

last denomination has lately increased in number, which is to be attributed to the want of

a regularly-ordained minister in the place, and of the dissensions which have occurred in

the other two societies. The circumstance has struck me forcibly with the evils which arise

in a community from the lack of an established church and orthodox theology and autho-

rized interpreter of Scripture. At the same time, as that part of the country is thickly sett-

led and the existing religious societies are on a poor foundation, I am persuaded that a

deligent missionary in the Yonge township will find a fruitful field for his exertions....

During my residence in Yonge I had great satisfaction in conferring with many families

from Wexford county, Ireland.

Unfortunately, before the new church at Wiltsetown was completed, it burned down and was not

replaced. Spratt in 1823 also visited Stone Mills "where a congregation equal in number to that of

Yonge is collected." 181

Services for the Wexford Anglicans in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear focused on the stone

church shared by the Church of England and Baptists at Beverley from 1827 on. In 1825 Spratt,

who before taking Anglican orders was an English dissenter, abruptly left for the United States. 182

Rossington Elms, headmaster of the Johnstown District grammar school at Brockville, ministered

to the joint missions of Beverley and Yonge beginning in August 1826 and upon being admitted

to priest's orders in September 1827, he resided at Wiltsetown. He reported in December for the

mission of Beverley, Lansdowne, Wiltsetown and Lake "Loida" that Wiltsetown was the head-

quarters of his mission, and that within its boundaries there was a Quaker meeting-house togeth-

er with two Methodist and two Baptist preachers. By 1833 Elms covered a territory extending

from Kitley and New Boyne in northern Bastard to Lansdowne and Lyndhurst, as well as holding

services periodically at Atkin's Lake and Goff 's Bridge. 183 Elms left abruptly in 1833 for Indiana,

in disgrace, after he failed to pass on payments made to him as Crown lands agent by William

Webster, instead making use of the money himself. 184 This left the mission at its lowest ebb, and
it was placed under the care of the Reverend William Hudson Gunning, who was based at New
Dublin. So intermittently does he appear to have served the Wiltsetown and Beverley congrega-

tions, that when Tyrus Rhodes was born in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear in January 1839, he was
taken by his parents along with two other babies to be baptised by Gunning at New Dublin.

According to oral tradition, in the same sleigh there travelled a couple wishing to be married, but

upon arriving at New Dublin they were informed that Gunning was absent on horseback in some
distant part of the sprawling parish, and the sleighload of people from Leeds Rear had to await

his arrival the next day for the baptisms and marriage to take place. 185

The muddled state of affairs in the mid-1830s that forced parishioners to travel to New
Dublin and deprived Wiltsetown and Beverley of regular services was partly due, as the Reverend

Francis Tremayne explained to archdeacon Strachan at Toronto, to the "glebe connected with this

charge [being] in [the] hands of Mr. Elms ever since his degradation." 186 Tremayne, a native of

Truro, England and a presbyter, that is, a priest of second order187 at Smith's Falls, wrote to

archdeacon Strachan at Christmas 1837, stating "two large parishes. ..(Beverley and Charleston)

that have been without a clergyman for some years, have got up a subscription and invited me to

take charge of them and they are able to do considerable more for a Clergyman than those of

Smith's Falls and Kitley. Consequently I have arranged to take the oversight of them next year,

that is my Lord, if you are not opposed to it." 188 For the next fifteen years Tremayne worked to

build up what came to be called the parish of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. He resided at

Charleston, and conducted regular services in the school there. In January 1839, when the

Reverend William Bell, a Presbyterian minister from Perth, came around on a preaching tour to

the Farmersville vicinity, he noted: 189

After dining with Mr [Joshua] Bates, I went on to Charleston, another village five miles to

the south, and on the shore of a large lake. Some sleighs well loaded accompanied me to
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this place, where I was to preach at 6 in the evening. With Mr Patrick Anderson, merchant,

I took up my residence. After some refreshment we were conducted to the school house,

where I preached to a crowded audience. Probably not less than a hundred were present,

for sufficient notice had been given, and the people came out freely. The place was prop-

erly seated like a church, being occupied by Revd. Mr Tremaine and his congregation on

Sabbath days. Both he and a Capt. Kid[d] residing in the village were present. I learned

however that there were very few Presbyterians here....

Tremayne's first attempt to build a church at Farmersville that could be shared with other denom-
inations in 1842 came to nothing, 190 with bishop Strachan at Toronto flatly refusing to "assist him
with a church shared with any other denomination." 191

The Wexford settlers in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear were sufficiently concerned to keep

clear of the free and easy ecumenism tinged with Reform for which Farmersville was noted,192

that they built two rural churches in the late 1840s. The stone Holy Trinity church was construct-

ed in 1848 on what was known as Pine Hill on lots 22 and 23 in the twelfth concession of

Lansdowne, on land donated by Alice and William Webster overlooking Charleston Lake in the

distance. 193
It respectively came to be called Holy Trinity church, Charleston; Holy Trinity church,

Lansdowne; and finally, Holy Trinity church, Oak Leaf. In 1849, Thomas Wills, a carpenter from

England, began construction of the frame Saint John's church, Leeds, which was built on land on

lot fourteen in the ninth concession of Leeds donated by Harriet and Reuben Hicock for a church

and burial ground. 194 Very likely it was the Reverend Francis Tremayne, who, before he left the

parish in 1852, was responsible for changing the name of Furnace Falls to Lyndhurst. Two reasons

suggest this. First, the name Lyndhurst was chosen in honour of Sir John Colborne's birthplace at

the same time Tremayne took charge of the local Anglican congregations. Second, at his previous

station only a year earlier Tremayne had attempted to change the name of Smith's Falls to Saint

Francis to curry favour with Sir Francis Bond Head. 195 Tremayne served Farmersville and

Beverley as well as the congregations at Leeds and Oak Leaf.

Despite problems in the mid-1830s Anglicans had become the strongest denomination in

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, with three churches serving local adherents by mid-century. The
number of Quakers by the mid-1840s numbered no more than fifteen. After the death of Abel

Stevens in 1826 the number of Baptists declined to 73 by 1845, but this did not preclude the dimin-

ished membership from building a chapel at the crossroads on lot thirteen in the eighth conces-

sion of Leeds three years later. American and Irish settlement both brought Methodists into Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear in the 1820s. Had the Methodists been united, they would have equalled

the number of Anglicans, but they were territorially and ideologically divided. Methodism com-
ing into Leeds and Lansdowne Rear from the Elizabethtown and Yonge vicinity had American

roots and was known as Episcopal Methodism while the Methodism entering the township from

the Kingston vicinity was British-based and was called Wesleyanism. And there was yet a third

strain known as New Connexion Methodists who had broken from the main British body in 1797

in protest against the monopolising of decision-making by preachers. 196 In 1827 the Episcopal

Methodists created the Crosby circuit out of the northwestern section of the Augusta circuit, and

the Reverend Jacob Poole was stationed there to cover "the townships of Bastard and Crosby, and

other adjacent places." The territory to which he ministered had in 1826 reported 193 Episcopal

Methodists members, but by the end of 1827 Poole reported the number had grown to 237. 19/

Fearing the American-based Methodists were stealing a march on them in the new British settle-

ments, the British New Connexion Methodists at Kingston sent the Reverend J.E. Thurlow on

horseback to preach at Lansdowne and then in a school at Beverley in 1826, but no Methodist soci-

ety was organised at Beverley until 1843 when the Reverend James Bell held revival services in the

Anglican church. 198

In 1833, at precisely the same time the flood of Irish immigrants entering the larger region

was at its height, the lieutenant-governor cajoled Episcopal Methodists to unite with the British-
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Plate 67

Holy Trinity Anglican church, Oak Leaf, built 1848, exterior as photographed circa 1900 (left), and the inte-

rior (right) as photographed circa 1895. This church was similar in its basic rectangular plan to the com-

missioners churches built in early nineteenth century England, being designed to seat as large a congrega-

tion as possible as cheaply as possible. The top part of the tower and the spire with thefour spirelets at its

base were added a generation later. It is not clear if the church originally contained a gallery at the rear.

RoLLAL collection, and loaned courtesy ofArthur Webster.

based Wesleyan Methodists. American-origin Methodists across Upper Canada, and certainly

those in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, suspiciously viewed this for the successful ploy it was to iso-

late William Lyon Mackenzie and the radical Reformers from a large base of support and to ren-

der Methodists apolitical. They refused to accept the union, and in 1840 it was terminated. 199

Part of the anger of local American-origin Methodists stemmed from the contrast between

the sophisticated new churches built by the Irish Anglicans and their own tradition of rustic camp-
meeting revivals. They had only to pick up a copy of the Brockville Gazette to learn with what
derision and disgust Irish immigrants regarded the traditional North American camp-meeting:200

At their Camp Meeting they will frighten as many as they can, and they say it is the work
of the Lord, and thus captivate the weak minded and the ignorant and tell them they have

got religion. Their Camp Meetings, are meetings of confusion. At the hour of prayer, they

all raise, some will be singing, some praying, some hallooing and some screaming and
fainting, and others slapping their hands; confusion enough to distract the brains of any

person. No one can tell what is said by any one. No wonder, then, that they are numer-
ous, when people allow themselves to be tricked by them after this manner, and worst of

all, to be frightened to join their number.

What could local American-origin Methodists and Baptists, poorly organised as they were, say in

rebuttal to charges by local Irish editors that itinerant Methodist preachers "on more than one
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occasion have been involved in serious embarrassments" and set an example "little better than a

moral pestilence;...blaspheme God's holy name, drink to intoxication, and profane the sacred

Sabbath."201 Stung by such criticism, local American-origin settlers attempted to emulate the Irish

churches by building the large stone Methodist Episcopal church at Farmersville in 1842 and a

frame Methodist Episcopal church at Lyndhurst in 1843.202 In 1844 Methodists in Leeds and
Lansdowne Rear were fragmented among 98 Wesleyans, 186 Methodist Episcopal, and 28 New
Connexion Methodists as contrasted with 298 Anglicans.203

As envious as local American-origin Methodists were at being outsophisticated, outbuilt,

outorganised, and even outlegitimised by the Church of England, they genuinely feared that the

Wexford Irish would replicate in Upper Canada the authoritarian regime that until 1829 had

favoured them in Ireland, rather than join in pressing for responsible government.204 They feared

that the Irish, once they forced their way into official stations, would work mischief against the

common good205 in the same way that Irish Protestants were used as political tools by the provin-

cial elite and by local Tory candidates. It was patently obvious as more and more of the older

American-origin settlers in the Brockville vicinity began voting Reform, that the Tory administra-

tion would move the county poll further inland in a transparent move to garner votes from British

immigrants rather than American settlers. The two villages vying to be the polling place for the

county election were the Tory stronghold of Beverley and the Reform bastion of Farmersville, both

on the doorstep of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. A very small sample of the rhetorical frenzy over

which village should hold the election is offered by Ogle Gowan arguing against the choice of

Farmersville in 1834 as having206

a powerful tendency to throw the representation of this County into the hands of the

republican party exclusively.... A single glance at the Map, will at once exhibit our geo-

graphical situation, and the injustice to the great body of the Electors, to appoint the place

for holding the Election in one of the frontier Townships, which would be to dis [en] fran-

chise four fifths of the Electors of the rear Townships, each one having at least sixty or

eighty miles to travel, in order to give his vote and return, besides which the front

Townships being on the American frontier, are principally settled by American people,

who have carried with them to this Province, all their republican notions of "liberty and

equality."

The most telling indictment that Gowan as a Tory candidate could make against holding the 1834

election at Farmersville was to state "there is not a single friend to either [his fellow Tory candi-

date] Mr Jameson or myself, within at least four miles of the place."

Accordingly, the 1834 Leeds election was held at Beverley. In this era elections took place

outdoors on an open platform or hustings, where the franchised male voters openly declared their

vote aloud. It was a system that lent itself to the intimidation of voters, and such was the scale of

disorder at the 1834 Leeds election that it has passed into legend as the Beverley riots. Orange

supporters of Ogle Gowan and Robert Jameson stood near the entrance to the hustings and tried

to prevent known supporters of the Reform candidates William Buell and Matthew Howard from

entering. They crowded the would-be voters against the platform, hit them with their fists, tore

their clothing and thrust sharp instruments into their flesh. The most conspicuous example of

brawling occurred on the third day when captain Levi Soper, an old Reformer from Lansdowne
Rear, attempted to vote. Soper was accused by Jameson of calling his own militia followers to the

hustings. There was no indication that this was taking place, but the Orange mob around the hus-

tings was not interested in ascertaining proof and immediately swarmed Soper, severely beating

him in the process.207 Gowan and Jameson were declared elected.

Such was the anger of local Reformers that they petitioned for the new members to be

unseated. So compelling was the testimony of individuals such as James Phillips of Bastard to the

violence, the clubbings, and the freely administered liquor208 used to keep Reformers from cast-
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Plate 68

Aerial view of Saint John's Anglican church, Leeds, built 1849, and cemetery, as photographed by D.G.

"Mike" Willis circa 1960. The battlements atop this church compared with those on the earlier church at

Delta (Plate 64), but in the 1880s this congregation added a chancel at the back and topped the tower with

a soaring spire and spirelets similar to those placed on Holy Trinity church (Plate 67). The Saint John's

spire was eventually taken down in the twentieth century. The membership of this congregation was large-

ly of Wexford origin in the early years. Loaned courtesy of D.G. Willis.

ing their vote, that Gowan and Jameson were unseated by the provincial legislature, and a by-elec-

tion was held at Beverley in 1835. The violent tactics were repeated, placing Gowan and Jameson

again in the lead, but because Buell and Howard withdrew after two days, the election was ter-

minated. A fluke event on the side would have significant repercussions on local politics. After

Buell and Howard withdrew, a number of their supporters, smarting from the violence at the

polls, encountered Gowan supporters outside James Phillips's tavern in Bastard (now
Philipsville), and forcibly removed the white ribbons they wore to show they were Gowan men.

Word speedily got back to Beverley, and a dozen sleds of Tories descended upon Phillips's tavern,

and in the ensuing melee, James Phillips struck one of the Gowan supporters on the back of the

head and killed him.209 As badly divided as local society already was by the election violence, the

next six months awaiting the outcome of the Phillips trial added a new level of anger to daily life.

"Such excitement among the people, such prevarication of Witnesses, and so deep conse-

quences involved in the trial," exclaimed James L. Schofield,210 while Jonas Jones sadly observed,

"The state of feeling in the County is most lamentable. Many of Buell & Howard's cowardly

friends are as cruel and violent as the others when they find themselves the strongest."211 Phillips

was not proven guilty, but the larger significance of his trial was to unite Reformers in passing a

special Act of parliament establishing four polls in Leeds to prevent further election violence. A
second by-election was called for Leeds in March 1836 and was won handily by Buell and

Howard. The Reform victory was short-lived, as the new lieutenant-governor, Sir Francis Bond

Head, called a provincial election for the summer of 1836 with but one hustings in the Leeds con-

stituency to be located at Beverley. Yet again there was rioting at the polls, prompting the Reform

candidates to withdraw. The election of an overwhelming Tory majority across Upper Canada
made it useless for local Reformers to protest the violence at the hustings. The more significant

result locally, as shown by Ogle Gowan and Jonas Jones being Tory running mates, was that the
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old Loyalist Tory families of the Johnstown District now realised they needed the Irish immigrant

vote if they hoped to continue as political players.

The scars of the 1830s election violence proved long-lasting in Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear. As Plate 63 shows, the township was geographically divided along political lines as late as

1844. Save for a mixture of Reformers and Tories in the Long Point vicinity, American-origin

Reformers were generally found north of the road going from Soperton to Kingston Mills, while

Irish immigrant Tories were mostly found south of this highway.212 The election violence so close

at hand revealed how serious the Irish were about wresting power away from the American pop-

ulation. The very vocabulary of "the British victory over the Yankees at Brockville," of "driving

radicals out,"213 and "British ascendancy" were continual reminders that the Irish viewed local

Americans as a foe to be routed. To crown the edifice of American fears, Orange lodges in the late

1830s began receiving as members sons of the Tory Loyalist elite who recognised that the Orange
Lodge held the key to political success. This development represented an abrupt turnabout for

Loyalist Tories, who previously criticised Orangemen for introducing religious and national big-

otry to the region.214

It was no secret that the emerging political clout of Irish Tory immigrants was due to the

organisational nucleus of the Orange Lodge. The earliest Irish immigrants who arrived in Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear in the 1800s and 1810s brought their Orange affiliation with them, as is

demonstrated by the 1809 certificate brought by Robert Webster from Loyal Orange Lodge no. 760

held in the Monaghan regiment of militia (Plate 51). It is not clear how early an Orange society

was organised in the locale, but there is a persisting legend that a charter for Orange lodge no. 1

at Pine Hill (Oak Leaf) was brought from Ireland. The legend claims that Ogle Gowan brought

members from Brockville to join this lodge in such numbers that they soon became the majority

and voted to move the lodge number to Brockville. Gowan then proceeded to organise the scat-

tered lodges into the Grand Orange Lodge of British America in 1830. The society meeting at Oak
Leaf subsequently came to be known as Pine Hill Loyal Orange Lodge No. 2.215

When Orangemen broke up a public meeting at Brockville in 1832, American-origin

inhabitants in the district voiced their disgust with "all irritating distinctions, societies, badges

and processions." They charged that "all endeavours to create distrust, dislike and opposition

between the Irish and other Emigrants who have settled amongst us, and the settlers of the

Province and their descendants, who first penetrated the interminable wilderness and amid

extreme hardships and privations caused the country to present fertile fields and cultivated

plains, are unjust, ungenerous and impolitic and can only be the work of self-interested or evil-

minded persons."216 Persistent fears of being politically outdistanced by Irish immigrants led on

by demagogues brought local American settlers to link Irish Protestants, the impenetrable and

very political Orange societies, and the holding of Orange meetings in taverns with the need to

curb liquor overconsumption. The tension of watching the Wexford immigrants take over local

society came to a head as local Americans came up against the Orangemen fortified with liquor

clubbing Reformers at the Beverley poll, and then the violent episode at the Phillips tavern.

Even before the election violence of the 1830s, the local leaders of American settlers in the

larger Leeds and Lansdowne Rear vicinity recognised that local society could not continue on in

the state of high inebriation that had been the norm since the earliest days of settlement. Local

tradition maintains that there was a still in the inn or tavern operating at Furnace Falls as early as

1803, servicing both travellers and ironworkers.217 In June 1828, on the doorstep of the township

at Beverley, Dr Peter Schofield organised the first temperance society and delivered the first tem-

perance address in Upper Canada. Coming as he did from a prominent local family, Schofield was
concerned to arouse fellow American-origin residents to the need to keep abreast if not ahead of

the new Irish arrivals. With the Irish already taking over the church at Beverley and claiming the

right to be appointed to plum government positions because they were more loyal subjects,
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Plate 69

The interior of Saint John's church, Leeds, looking toward the rear, as photographed in 1994. The addition

of a chancel in the 1880s greatly altered the interior, but this view of the back captures the original design.

The clear glass in the large pointed windows permitted ample lightfor congregation members as a scriptural

people to follow the gospel lessons in their Bibles. The Neo-classic allusions of this building are evident in

the gentle curve of the ceiling, while a bench running around the walls along the wide horizontal boards of

the wainscotting offered accommodation for overflow crowds. By the author.

Schofield and others were alarmed that the traditional heavy-drinking habits of American-origin

settlers were being pointed to by Irish aspirants to office as a pretext for why they should not be

appointed. Schofield, therefore, in his temperance addresses attempted to frighten people into

joining his society by citing horrific examples of "habitual drinkers of ardent spirits...brought to

their end by what is called 'spontaneous combustion."'218

Faced with Irish Protestants organised in Orange lodges, Schofield's temperance society

desperately attempted to rally local American-origin inhabitants through a cause the Irish would
scorn to join, and to reduce the heavy liquor consumption that increased tensions between Irish

and American settlers. It would introduce an elevating influence that would prevent Americans

in positions of authority from being replaced by high officials heeding Irish calls for a "purifica-

tion of the magistracy." Liquor consumption and production among local American settlers con-

sequently declined so abruptly that the number of taverns in Bastard alone dropped from eight to

three by 1834.219 Increasingly, barn-raisings and logging bees held by local American settlers were

conducted without liquor. The number of temperance societies that hastily multiplied between

1828 and 1831 roughly equalled the number of Orange lodges that sprang up during the same
years. Where the pattern of early Orange lodges reflected Irish Protestant settlement, the locations
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of early temperance societies did not follow concentrations of American settlement. Rather, they

tended to be established in communities such as Leeds and Lansdowne Rear where there was an

older American-origin settlement uneasily balanced with or besieged by a large adjacent Irish

Protestant settlement. By mid-century temperance societies were meeting in the Lyndhurst vicin-

ity, and a temperance hall is shown to the west of Lyndhurst on H.F. Walling's 1862 map of the

township (Plate 96).

More specifically, it was the establishment of the Grand Orange Lodge of British America

by Ogle Gowan at Brockville in January 1830 that galvanised American-origin settlers to advocate

temperance in a region where previously there had been no evidence of a collective sense and

where heavy drinking had been the rule. American-origin doctors belonging to the Johnstown

Medical Society stipulated in their February 1830 constitution that "the Society shall consist of

such medical gentlemen only as are temperate in their habits."220 The first article of the Brockville

Temperance Society constitution in March 1830 was to "restrain the use of Ardent Spirits to cases

in which the use of them may be strictly Medicinal."221 The grand jury of the Johnstown District

court of quarter-sessions, composed wholly of prominent American-origin inhabitants, in May
1830 forbade ardent spirits in the jury room.222 Although the stated concern of these three groups

was to control drinking, what is significant is the timing of this new rhetoric, all within a few

months of Orange lodges being organised as the impenetrable organisational nucleus of local

Conservatism.

The fear underlying the new emphasis on temperance at exactly the same time Irish

Protestants were being welded together in a chain of Orange lodges was revealed in a much-
copied editorial in 1830. It argued that Orangeism was "poisonous to the peace of society," not

only because violent Irish Protestants comprised the membership but also because impressionable

sons of Loyalists and American settlers risked being recruited:223

The parents and elder relatives of giddy and heedless youth should be careful to prevent their

becoming members of any institutions which are likely to stir up strife in the colony....

Orangeism can serve no other purpose than to stir up the evil passions of one class of His

Majesty's subjects against another, and to perpetuate the heartburnings and animosities

which have made Ireland one of the most miserable countries on earth, and which if suf-

fered to reign here, Upper Canada will become proverbial for its wilderness aspect, and

the savageness and ferocity of its scanty population [emphasis added].

To think that the Wexford immigrants might assimilate the sons of Loyalists and other American-

origin settlers to their way of thinking, luring them with the secret rituals and associated heavy

drinking of Orangeism, gave moral urgency to the temperance cause in the early 1830s. Rather

than continue on in the alcoholic stupor that had been a normal part of colonial life before 1830,

there was suddenly a new emphasis on morality and enlightenment to prevent any risk that

American youths might be gulled by Orange rhetoric and meetings in taverns.

The rapid spread of temperance in the early 1830s promoted an ethno-moral division in

local society, with drinking Orange Irish immigrants forming the preponderant group on one side,

and pro-temperance American-origin settlers the main body on the other side. By 1845 the

Johnstown Agricultural Society held liquor-free banquets.224 Temperance inns and hotels sprang

up, offering to attend with proper care and respect to a "sober, generous, and enlightened pub-

lic."225 All workers at nearby Temperance Mills in Yonge township were abstainers.226 In

Gananoque, where many people were of American origin, the success of temperance was so com-

plete that by 1852 the village's three temperance societies had "hardly left a Drunkard or drinking

man in this region."227 The articulated temperance goal of effecting a moral reformation was

beyond reproach by the Tory press. Its instant moral legitimacy contrasted with continuous ques-

tioning of whether Orangeism should be allowed to exist at all as a secret society and hold public

processions. An 1843 bill of a Reform administration outlawing secret societies threatened to
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Plate 70

Jones Falls on the Rideau Canal, Upper Canada, a water-colour sketched by Philip John Bainbrigge in 1838.

In addition to the boatloads of British immigrants travelling westward on the Rideau Canal between 1832

and mid-century, soldiers, Royal Engineers officers and militia groups were a common sight in the Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear vicinityfrom the War of 1812 to well past Confederation. The older Vermont settlers

must have felt they were under siege. With the Wexford ultraloyalist settlers in their military-style Orange

lodges settled among them more than matching the Vermont settlement in numbers, the sense of being under

surveillance and occupation was all too real. National Archives of Canada C-11835.

revoke the licence of all those permitting a secret society to hold meetings in their inns—an obvi-

ous reference to Orangeism.228 With the Orange bogey seemingly taken care of, the temperance

movement in some localities went into decline by the mid-1 840s.

The attempt to outlaw Orangeism was received with contempt by the Irish settlers in

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. They were not about to accept this kind of treatment from the

Americans and French Canadians who formed the ranks of Reform and who they regarded as

Canaanites, that is, people to be pushed aside. Why, indeed, should the Wexford settlers, as a peo-

ple chosen by God and brought to the Canaan of Upper Canada, submit to the terms of the secret

societies bill? What kind of thanks was this for the investment they had made in developing farms

and building churches? How could government so quickly forget that it was they who sprang for-

ward first to defend Canada when William Lyon Mackenzie attempted rebellion in 1837, and then

rallied again in 1838 when Americans invaded the Johnstown District at Prescott? It was the

crowning boast of John Berry's life that he was "one of the first to turn out to defend his adopted

country in 1837, and was always a most truly loyal and firm adherent to British rule."229 Similarly,

John Johnson boasted he was one of the first who took up arms as a volunteer in 1837, and "in

recognition of his services during that trouble he received, until his death, an annual pension from

the Government."230

So impressive was the response of the Wexford immigrants to the rebellion emergencj
that in December 1838 colonel Dundass authorised colonel William Marshall to "man a companj
of Sixty men at Charleston, Yonge, under the command of Patrick Anderson Esq on the principle
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of their assembling weekly for the purpose of training and exercise, with or without pay, as the

Government may here after determine, and their being ready to act on the occasion of any emer-

gency."231 And yet, only five years after James Phillips turned rebel and joined a force of

Americans attempting to establish a foothold in Canada by invading at the Prescott windmill, the

Canadian government was banning a vital institution of the Irish ultraloyalists!

But the Irish settlers of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, a people who convinced themselves

they were chosen by God to take over local society, received their greatest affront in 1839 when
lieutenant-governor Sir George Arthur visited Charleston. When one of the Irish settlers acknow-

ledged he was an Orangeman, the vice-regal visitor remarked "that he had no objection to

Orangeism, but thought it done harm in Canada, that it was given up in the country of its birth,

and he strongly recommended...all Orangemen to give it up here—said it only made divisions,

vexed the Roman Catholics, and ought to be given up." As embarrassing as this was for Irish

Protestants to hear in front of their non-Irish neighbours, it is also significant that the lieutenant-

governor "introduced the subject of responsible government to the Farmers, at Charleston, (near-

ly all Irish Orangemen,) and advised them very strongly against it." An observer watching the

scene observed, "Mr. Newsom, the Websters, Johnsons &c.&c, were all present. Many were burst-

ing with rage; but all were silent, they would show no disrespect to the Governor; nor give the

Yankees any cause of rejoicing."232

A generation after the earliest group of Wexford immigrants arrived, there continued to

be a deep cultural and ideological division between them and the earlier American population. So

suspicious were the two groups of one another that they were incapable of recognising the values

they shared, such as a hunger for responsible government. So ingrained was the ultraloyalist

vocabulary among the Wexford settlers that they would silently endure chastisement from the

Crown's representative about being Orangemen and forgetting about responsible government.

They would, true to their cultural baggage, continue to soldier on as they had in Ireland, hoping

for a better day, ever watchful for signs of disaffection and disloyalty among their American-ori-

gin neighbours. After all, just as the ancient Israelites had dealt with reverses when they were

brought to Canaan, so too the Wexford Irish were being tested. As a chosen people they could sol-

dier on, knowing their ultimate triumph in Upper Canada was inevitable.
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THE UNITY OF IMPROVEMENT

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear was very much a divided society in the early nineteenth century.

Years after the Beverley riots, the township remained divided between Tories living south

of the road from Farmersville to Kingston Mills and Reformers living north of it. This

political division largely reflected a cultural and ethnic bifurcation of local society between earli-

er-established American settlers, and later-arriving British immigrants who for the most part were

from Wexford, Ireland. The two groups were polarised in many ways. For example, the Irish sett-

lers who had enjoyed official positions in Wexford, were not pleased to find American-origin sett-

lers such as Truman Hicock, Uri Scovil and Allan Sweet as magistrates in control of local society.

As another example, the American inhabitants who had settled a generation earlier were taken

aback to find the new Wexford settlers promptly paying for their farms, hiring labourers to help

develop their land, building substantial houses and churches and settling in as a permanent com-

munity.

Had Leeds and Lansdowne Rear been settled instead by two or more equally ultraloyal-

ist communities, the nature of local society in the formative years of the early to mid-nineteenth

century would have been very different. Beckwith township in the Bathurst District (now Lanark

County), where ultraloyalist Scottish highlanders and Wexford Protestants settled at the same
time, witnessed a fierce cultural rivalry between the two groups. If the Irish Anglicans in

Beckwith constructed a stone church, then the Church of Scotland must have one. If the Wexford

Anglican congregation in Beckwith could build a stone rectory for their clergyman, the Church of

Scotland minister was housed in a stone manse with twice as many fireplaces two years later. 1

This cultural rivalry between ultraloyalist groups speaking different languages in a community
such as Beckwith, it is important to note, was aimed by each group at its own membership to pro-

vide the resources to produce the symbol of its own well-being. In Leeds and Lansdowne Rear,

by contrast, society was not marked by a friendly rivalry but rather by suspicion and violence

back and forth between two groups who were geographically divided and who were culturally

hostile to one another.

The essential irony of the uneasy relationship between American-origin settlers and the

Wexford immigrants was that they shared a common concern that responsible government should

be implemented, but they could not see that common concern because from the arrival of the Irish

group they were mobilised against one another as opponents. American-origin inhabitants per-

ceived Wexford Orange Protestants as violent bully boys who would stop at nothing to force their

own ultraconservative agenda over the objection of the majority of Upper Canadians, even if it

meant destroying what limited rights the inhabitants of the colony enjoyed as British freemen.

American settlers had but to point to the Beverley election riots as proof that the Irish settlers in

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear intended to deprive American-origin inhabitants of any say in local

society in the same way that they rode roughshod over the will of the Catholic majority in Ireland.

Local Irish settlers, in turn, were horrified at the free-and-easy attitude of American inhab-

itants, enjoying the blessings of British constitutional government while at the same time aiding

and abetting groups such as the Hunter's lodges in the United States in their attempts to invade

Upper Canada and to harass Her Majesty's subjects in hopes of annexing the colony to the

American republic. The Wexford Irish pointed to the case of James Phillips, the Bastard American-
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origin innkeeper who local Loyalist and American-origin officials had gotten off the charge of

murdering a British settler in 1835. Phillips subsequently was killed at the Battle of the Windmill

in 1838,2 as a member of an armed American party who landed at Prescott in hopes of launching

a larger invasion by United States citizens; they expected to be joined by Upper Canadians who
wished to throw off what Phillips and his cohorts felt were the shackles of British rule. Phillips,

who was suspected for some time of being seditious, was perceived by area Irish loyalists to have

many sympathisers among local American-origin inhabitants who provided him with safe haven

when he was being pursued by officials.3 It was all too reminiscent of the well known disloyalty

and sedition of local American settlers during the War of 1812.

The finger-pointing and suspicions would endure long past mid-century. Ogle Gowan,
while travelling through the vicinity in 1843, noted children named Marshall Spring Bidwell

Howard, Louis Joseph Papineau Pennock, Lyon Mackenzie Davidson and Napoleon Bonaparte

Howard among others, and concluded that this conveyed "some idea of what are the real, though

in some places concealed, feelings of certain classes of the people."4 But even for Gowan, who had

been responsible for stirring up so much of the anger between American and Irish settlers in the

1830s, as for so many people, there increasingly was interest in the many faces of improvement in

local society. Despite the long-persisting divisions within local society, the Irish and American-

origin inhabitants of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear almost in spite of themselves began to acquire a

unity of interest in improving the quality of rural life.

Perhaps there is no better way to approach the subject of improvement in early nineteenth

century Leeds and Lansdowne Rear than to follow Ogle Gowan as he travelled through the town-

ship in early August 1843. The first five miles of his trip were on the Victoria macadamised road

going from Brockville to Smiths Falls, a project started in 1837 which Gowan as member for Leeds

successfully pushed through the legislative assembly in order to provide Leeds County farmers

with a good winter transportation route to the upper Ottawa valley timber camps—the single

largest cash market in British North America for agricultural produce.5 By 1843 Gowan was
beginning to wonder if the macadamising process of using successive layers of broken stone of

nearly uniform size, each of which was subjected to pressure before the next layer was laid, was
the wisest choice of road surface for the Canadian climate. He pondered as he drove along as to

whether plank roads might not be superior to macadamised, but it was not until 1849 when one

of his local foes, Joshua Bates of Farmersville, was given the contract to build a plank road from

Unionville (now Forthton) on the Victoria macadamised road to Farmersville, that the merits of

plank roads could be assessed locally. This plank road consisted of four-inch-thick planks spiked

atop sleepers, to provide a smooth albeit noisy travelling surface, for teams and wagons going

along it created a great din comparable to the sound of approaching thunder.6 Unfortunately, the

plank roads did not stand up to the ravages of traffic and climate and did not last beyond the

1850s.

Ogle Gowan avoided passing through Farmersville during his 1843 trip, wishing to give

no publicity to the enterprises of a pack of Reformers, and instead proceeded directly westward

from Unionville to the village of Charleston, complaining before he reached the Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear boundary of "immense piles of large stone, resembling small holders,. ..placed in

the midst of the road." At Charleston he "found the village almost deserted! Mr. Campbell (a

Cooper) was the only male person we saw; the rest were all away in their fields, busily engaged

in effecting their 'harvest homes.'" While waiting for the men and women harvesters to return

from the fields at dusk, Gowan strolled "through the 'highways and byways' of the village."'

Charleston was an obvious place for the Orange grand master to visit, for since 1836 it

was home to David Hamilton's No Surrender Inn. No Surrender was a slogan common among
the Wexford Orangemen of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, alluding originally to their refusal to sur-

render their privileges in Ireland to the Catholic majority; locally it was transmuted to signal a
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Plate 71

Settler's rocking chair (left) from the Black Rapids vicinity and Susanna Sheldon's rocking chair made in

the Morton vicinity circa late 1840s (right), as photographed by Art Shaw in the 1980s. These two chairs

encapsulate the move from pioneer crudities to a more sophisticated society. The nursing rocker (left) is

believed to have been made by a settler at Black Rapids using a chopping axe, splitting wedges, hewing axe,

a knife and two sizes ofaugers to fashion itfrom pieces ofplank and branches. The ladder back chair on the

right was fashioned by a skilled chairmaker, possibly George Wing at Briar Hill, and was purchased by

Susanna Sheldon who exchanged it for a quantity of eggs and carried it to her home on lot one in the ninth

concession ofLansdowne. Loaned courtesy ofArt Shaw.

refusal to give in to the republican and seditious notions of American-origin settlers. Very likely

it was in this inn that the Pine Hill Loyal Orange Lodge no. 2 first met. By 1853 the stock of cheer

offered by Hamilton included Common whisky, Morton's proof whisky, Scotch whisky, brandy,

gin, rum, high wines, peppermint wines, temperance drinks and Greighon's premium beer, but he

claimed that he sold no liquor on the Sabbath. Hamilton not only stocked drinks, but also kept

on hand "Dr. Booth's celebrated Thomsonian medicine, which he will dispense of at manufactur-

er's prices." But "better than all—preferable to the dross of California or Australia [goldrushes]

—

he keeps a large and general supply of Bibles and Testaments from the Montreal Auxiliary Bible

Society," and there was "Stationery also for sale."8

Patrick Anderson operated a public store and warehouse at Charleston in the 1830s. In

February 1840 he sold out his business to David Bews, a Scottish immigrant. The stock in this

store consisted of dry goods, groceries, teas, wines, liquor, crockery and Gananoque ploughs

among other items.9 Local farmers brought wheat, ashes, beef and pork to Charleston which they

traded to Bews for various goods which he was furnished by merchants residing in Quebec or

Montreal. Bews paid the merchants in Montreal and Quebec with the beef, pork, and other agri-

cultural products that he collected from the various farmers with whom he dealt. The merchants

of Montreal or Quebec paid the duties or impost owing to government port officials "by selling
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either to the commissariat for the supply of the army, the very articles that [they]. ..received by the

intervention of [Bews of Charleston with] the settler[s], or if the commissariat cannot take up, or

the public demand cannot absorb all the produce in the hands of the merchants, they] ship some
of it to the fisheries at the mouth of the [Saint Lawrence] river, to Halifax, to Newfoundland, or

possibly to the West Indies, or to Great Britain, or wherever there is a market." 10

Patrick Anderson and David Bews were not at the mercy of local roads, but instead along

with other merchants in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear made use of the Gananoque River system to

forward local produce to Gananoque. The development of a forwarding system along the river,

ironically enough, resulted from attempts to push a road north from Lansdowne Front. In 1826

captain Thomas Kidd and his brother John cut a road from the future site of Lansdowne village

on the road from Kingston to Brockville, to the outlet of Charleston Lake in the sixth concession

of Lansdowne Township. This Kidd Road, as it came to be called, allowed the two Kidd brothers

to settle on farms a mile north of the Outlet as the first settlers of that locale. Rather than trust to

the vagaries of frontier agriculture for his livelihood, captain Kidd was approached by Charles

and John McDonald, the principal merchants at Gananoque, to set about 11

establishing a line of boats to run away into the interior of the country. Capt[ain] Kidd,

the commander of the first boat, was instructed to follow the Gananoque River to Marble

Rock, thence North and East to the Outlet; there he was to make a bold dash through the

unknown waters of Charleston Lake and try to strike Charleston at which place immense
quantities of wheat were supposed to be stored awaiting to be shipped by this line of boats

to the "Big Mill" at Gananoque. This line ran for some years, bringing down wheat,

potash, and other products, and taking back merchandise.... At the time...rumor reached

the Irish Woods [a locale on the eastern end of the fourth and fifth concessions of

Lansdowne]. ..that a line of boats had been established from Gananoque to Charleston.

The settlers were much astonished, but pleased at the same time, and with their usual

pluck and energy decided to cut a road forthwith to connect the Irish Woods with the Kidd
road at some point south of the Outlet. That road left the 4th concession at Johnston's cor-

ner, ran west and north, and tapped the Kidd road at Dulcemain. It [was] known...as the

"Keating road" and was for forty years the muddiest road in Canada....

Another account of this forwarding system, written in 1881, testifies that in "1834 the flow of

water in the Gananoque River was much greater than at the present time; and considerable busi-

ness was done on it in the way of bringing wheat, potash, pork, and other produce from the back

Townships, and taking up merchandise for the settlers. Mr. John Kidd. ..had. ..two large boats, or

bateaux with which he did a carrying trade between Gananoque and Charleston Lake; one boat

running to Marble Rock where the freight was transferred over the dam by means of a carriage

run by water, to the other boat, and the trip continued." 12 The Kingston Chronicle and Gazette

reported in early 1835 that at Marble Rock "a slide or rather a sort of rail-way has been construct-

ed, passing through the body of the sawmill, on which, by means of a sort of carriage with low

wheels, small boats and luggage of all kinds are drawn up to the summit level and let down on

the opposite side by means of that part of the machinery of the mill constructed for the purpose

of drawing up logs." At Gananoque the bateaux brought their cargoes along a canal bringing

water from the upper dam there to power Charles and John McDonald's mill and discharged them

into a warehouse connected with the mill from which, the Chronicle and Gazette reported, "the pro-

duce of the country is unloaded; and if required, after passing through the warehouse, [is] let

down by simple machinery into craft floating in the waters of the St. Lawrence." 13 This worked
well enough for bringing agricultural produce to Gananoque, but in the village itself, the expec-

tations for a continuous system of river traffic delivering goods back to Charleston ran into prob-

lems.

A "more extended system of freighting was contemplated in connection with certain

improvements along the Gananoque River. A private company, the Gananoque and Wiltse
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Plate 72

Ernest and Oscar Harvey in their motorboat "Keoka" passing under the old bridge at Latimer Rapids, as

photographed by John Buick Harvey circa 1906. This bridge spanning the Gananoque River between

Lyndhurst Lake and Singleton Lake was typical of the wooden bridges constructed across the river and other

streams from as early as 1798. Despite the substantial frame construction of hewn timbers held together

with pegged tenon joints, these structures often were no match for the spring freshets on the river, especial-

ly with the accumulating logs being driven down the river pushing against the posts. Frequent repairs led

to this bridge being replaced by a steel span in 1913. Construction was delayed for a few years due to local

opposition over the new site being a few hundred feet downstream where the river was more narrow.

RoLLAL, loaned courtesy of Joanne (Harvey) Putnam.

Navigation Company, was formed, with the McDonald brothers of Gananoque prominent among
its promoters. They hired civil engineer, N.H. Baird, in 1836 to prepare a report on the cost of the

"proposed improvements in the navigation of the Gananoque and Wiltse Waters from their con-

fluence with the St. Lawrence to Furnace Falls and Charleston, with the several operations requi-

site to render the same available for navigation." Baird concluded that the cost for making the

Gananoque River navigable with wooden locks to accommodate covered boats drawing four feet

of water, measuring 25 feet in width and 110 feet in length, and capable of carrying from sixty to

eighty tons, was 6,201 pounds and eleven shillings. Baird commented that with the Gananoque
River made navigable as far as "the punch-bowl Basin [or Lyndhurst Lake] within 1/6 of a mile

of Furnace Falls" this left "but a small portion of obstruction towards a connection with the

Rideau navigation, being the obstructions at Furnace Falls and White Fish." Baird optimistically

predicted that the revenue from the canalised Gananoque River would not be confined "to any-

thing like what the present transport would yield, as many sources of revenue will spring up such

as iron manufacture and lead, with which the country is said to abound, as well as marble &c to

say nothing of the revenue from passengers who will no doubt, by people causing access being

established, be induced to visit during the travelling season the remarkable scenery with which

those lakes abound." 14 Despite the interest of the McDonalds at Gananoque to exploit the hinter-

land of the Gananoque drainage basin, the canal plan fell through, reputedly on account o\ the
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difficulty in arranging gates at the head of the canal; those then in use being too small to admit

the bateaux, but more likely from an unwillingness to put up the sizeable funding needed. 15

It was this failure of local inhabitants to improve the Gananoque River navigation that

preoccupied Ogle Gowan's thoughts as he strolled around Charleston in 1843. He cogitated on

the location of the village being "one of the most delightful in the Province" and being "in the very

heart of as fine an agricultural country as any in Canada," yet it failed to grow larger than 100

inhabitants. He felt it said little for the enterprise of the people or the fostering care and protec-

tion of the county government that the navigation was not completed to the Saint Lawrence River

at Gananoque. "Could any language I am master of, shame the people of Charleston and Gananoque,

and their respective neighbourhoods, to shake off their lethargy, and to exert themselves for their

own interests," exlaimed Gowan, "I am sure I would neither be slow nor delicate in using it." 16

It was construction of the Rideau Canal that first roused local interest in making sections

of the Gananoque River navigable to take local crops to market. During construction, the Rideau

Canal had provided a local market for farmers which they preferred to the long trips over poor

roads to Kingston and Brockville. The springing up of instant towns such as Bytown, Merrickville

and Smiths Falls along the Rideau Canal, filled with merchants forwarding local crops to market

in Montreal and offering credit to farmers in their vicinity, made the farmers of Leeds and
Lansdowne Rear wish for the same type of shipping and financing services in their midst. As
early as 1826 }. K. Hartwell urged that the Gananoque River be made navigable, 17 and by 1830

public meetings at Beverley witnessed Tories such as Ogle Gowan and Cleveland Stafford stand-

ing side by side with Reformers such as Joshua Bates and Levi Soper, urging that the Gananoque
and Whitefish rivers be canalised. 18

A November 1833 petition to lieutenant-governor Sir John Colborne from seventy freemen,

headed up by Chester Gurney of Furnace Falls, complained that "a large District of Country,

including most of the Township of Bastard, the rear of South Crosby, Lansdowne, Leeds and

Yonge and parts of Kitley and Elizabethtown, which are fertile and well settled agricultural dis-

tricts, in consequence of the Whitefish rapids and dams [at the site of Morton], are shut out from

the benefits of the Navigation of the Rideau Canal, and [are] at too great a distance from Said

Canal on the one side, or the River St. Lawrence on the other, to be materially benefitted thereby,

in the transportation of their agricultural productions and manufacturers to a market—being com-

pelled to transport the same over land a distance of twenty to thirty miles to Brockville." The peti-

tioners, believing, mistakenly as it turned out, that the temporary dam at Whitefish Rapids (later

Morton) was soon to be replaced by a permanent dam, urged that two canal locks be built there

instead. Through them
an uninterrupted navigation would be opened to Beverly and Furnace Falls, which are

already places of considerable business—and which would furnish markets and conve-

nient places of deposit for the agricultural and manufacturing productions of all the coun-

try above mentioned, and would soon become places of extensive manufacture, possess-

ing excellent waterpowers for manufacturing purposes to an almost unlimited extent.

—

That in the vicinity of those places are extensive and valuable mines of Iron ore which are

hitherto unwrought for want of the necessary facilities for freighting wares of such heavy

manufacture to a market. That there are now large quantities of Sawed Lumber annually

manufactured at Furnace Falls, a large proportion of which is rafted at great expense and

danger to the river St. Lawrence through the Gananoque Streams, and which were there

Locks at the Whitefish, would be freighted that way to market.

After pointing to the tolls that could be collected were locks built at the Whitefish Falls, the peti-

tioners remarked that "as the Whitefish dam forms part of the works of the Rideau Canal, and is

consequently subject to the direction and control of the Board of Ordnance, it might be inconsis-

tent with the interests of Government that a joint stock company should be chartered for the erec-

tion of said Locks as such Locks must, if erected, be connected with the Government claim." 19
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The inn of Cleveland and Charlotte Stafford on lot ten in the thirteenth concession of Lansdozvne at

Soperton, believed built in the early 1830s, as photographed prior to demolition in 1967 to widen highway

42. The verandah and window sashes shown in this view datefrom the turn of the century, but otherwise

this substantial building testifies to the volume of traffic on the road running from Westport to Brockville.

Half the downstairs consisted of a bar room, and half the upstairs is reputed to have served as a ballroom.

RoLLAL collection.

Five years later the Whitefish navigation project was still only a fond dream of local

inhabitants, despite dozens of local public meetings, and despite another Act of the provincial leg-

islature in 1836 permitting construction of the Whitefish canal locks. A September 1838 petition

to lieutenant-governor Sir George Arthur signed by 728 inhabitants of Bastard, Leeds, the rear of

Lansdowne, Yonge and South Crosby again asked for government to build locks at the Whitefish

Falls. So soon after 1837 when many Irish settlers turned out to quell the rebellion, the petition-

ers were quick to point out "that the part of the country we inhabit is somewhat thickly settled

with loyal & peaceable subjects, producing on its Surface, Needful Food, in abundance, & in its

Bosom, Iron, Copper, Marble &c and possessing numerous Water Privileges, scarcely to be sur-

passed in the Province." They claimed "that our Saw-mills are little better than idle, our Mines &
Quarries unwrought, & the natural advantages which surround us are rendered almost unavail-

able to your Excellency's Petitioners, & our energies paralysed by the Expense & Inconvenience

attending the Transport of our Agricultural Products & Manufactures a distance in many cases

from ten to thirty miles, over roads which are at all times Bad, and in Spring & Autumn (for car-

riages of heavy burden) almost impassable." 20

There were two problems with the Whitefish navigation scheme. First, it would set a cost-

ly precedent, requiring government to aid every other proposal to build canal locks on Kemptville

Creek and the Jock Rivet among others, when the Tay canal to Perth clearly demonstrated that

local canal links with the Rideau could be financed by local inhabitants. Second, the Whitefish
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scheme threatened to divert traffic away from the bateaux of the Gananoque & Wiltse Navigation

Company relaying produce from Charleston down to Gananoque, which legally was incorporat-

ed as a joint stock company in 1834.21 The 1838 Whitefish backers justified "the Improvement we
Petition for" as being "of Vital Importance to our interests" and as a project they had "strenuously

endeavoured to effect...during these nine years past." Otherwise, they admitted, "a great portion

of the Freight which (but for the improvements aforesaid) would pass through the way of the

[Rideau] Canal constructed at so vast an Expense by the Imperial Government, should be divert-

ed into another channel [to Gananoque], and that too at a serious sacrifice to Her Majesty's faith-

ful Subjects is to be deplored."22

Clearly, local farmers saw an advantage to having their crops forwarded along the upper

Gananoque and Rideau Canal to a variety of merchants at Kingston competing for their business,

rather than being at the mercy of the monopoly of Charles and John McDonald at Gananoque. An
added advantage to local farmers of dealing with forwarding merchants at Kingston was that they

had larger lines of credit to extend to farmers. This was important especially for the newer sett-

lers attempting to make payments for their lands, who had as much as they could do to put up a

house and clear land, and who often did not have "the ready money to hand out in payment of

groceries, or other necessary articles for the use of their families, and who are compelled by very

necessity to ask credit for a few months, until their pork is killed, their grain threshed, or some of

the products of their labour and industry are exchanged for money."23 For the better part of a cen-

tury there would be calls by local inhabitants to either make the Gananoque River navigable or to

build locks at the Whitefish Falls to connect the upper Gananoque system with the Rideau Canal,

but they proved of no avail. As united as local inhabitants might be in the 1840s in calling on gov-

ernment to open the navigation, they were too divided to accomplish this task themselves. As
Ogle Gowan remarked while strolling around Charleston village in 1843, "If our republican neigh-

bours, South of the line 45, were blessed with such local and natural advantages, no mere petty

divisions, or party squabbles, would prevent the immediate completion of an object at once so

obviously desirable and beneficial."24

The Wexford settlement on the limestone plain section of Lansdowne Rear near

Charleston was flourishing when Gowan visited Charleston in 1843. When Captain Thomas
Kidd, David Hamilton and the other inhabitants of the village returned from their harvest fields

at night, they warmly greeted their fellow Wexford immigrant. Gowan soon was offered proof of

how well one of the Wexford families was doing, when he was taken "through a splendid field of

about thirty acres of wheat, to the residence of John Johnston, Esq., where the hospitalities of bed

and board were at once offered to us, and...we had to make Mr. Johnston's residence our home for

the night." Gowan was at a loss, "which most to admire, the excellence and convenience of Mr.

Johnston's Farm House; the beauty of the Farm itself; or the cheerful hospitality and attention of

the Proprietor and his family."25 The next morning Gowan
proceeded on foot, and in company with Mr Johnston, to Mr George Johnston's and from

thence to the residence of William Webster, Esq., where we were overtaken by our nag and

waggon, kindly sent after us by Mr Johnston. We halted at Mr. Webster's; availed our-

selves of the advantages of a most delightful and refreshing tonic, by taking a bathe in the

[Charleston] Lake, and on returning to the residence of our host, his good Lady and

Family, announced "Dinner" as "ready", and we soon found the table strewed with meats

and fruits and other delicacies, fresh and sweet from Mother Earth! Who would not be a

Farmer?

Gowan did not limit his appraisal of local agriculture to what was served him at the dinner table.

He noted, "On Mr Webster's Farm, may be seen large beds of the finest white Marl, [a mixture of

calcareous and argillaceous earth used as manure] I ever beheld in any country; which will I am
satisfied, be one day or other, turned to good account, and be found to be a rich treasure in that
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Three bay English grain barn built by Henry McPherson on lot fifteen in the sixth concession of Leeds

believed to date from the mid-nineteenth century, as photographed in 1994. This is one of the few grain

barns to survive intact from early nineteenth century Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. It was constructed with

large double doors in the centre bay opening to a threshing floor from which sheaves could be thrown off

wagons into the mows on either side. In winter the sheaves were threshed with a flail on the threshingfloor,

and the grain was cleaned and husked by a fanning machine. In contrast with Lanark County where hun-

dreds of log grain barns have survived, the rare examples in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear reflect the dynam-

ic mix of Vermont and Wexford settlers in their continuing quest for agricultural modernisation. This

example was built at a turning point in local agriculture, as shown by the stable built beneath it on the one

end. By the author.

part of the country." But it was while driving through Lansdowne to Beverley that Gowan
observed, "The crops of Hay, Wheat, Indian Corn, Potatoes, Oats, Barley, Turnips, &c, are very

abundant; but especially the two former, which are nearly all saved, and are far above an average

crop." Unlike older settlements where rust, chess, cockles and weevils were infesting the wheat-

fields, Gowan was pleased to note in Lansdowne Rear that "The wheat is, in no place, injured by

rust or smut, and the berry itself is more than usually large and plump."26

The well-developed farmsteads and shimmering fields of wheat that Ogle Gowan found

the well-established Irish settlers tending in the vicinity of Pine Hill and Charleston contrasted

with "a new settlement, (chiefly composed of English people,). ..recently formed in the heart of

[the rear of Lansdowne], in the hitherto unoccupied lands, lying between" Charleston Lake and
the main branch of the Gananoque River. Gowan was pleased to see this new settlement, as he

believed "it will be not only the nucleus of future settlement, but also the means of uniting the

front and rear of the Township, (hitherto divided,) by a good road from George Cook's Inn by the

"outlet," till it strikes the concession road, at the head of "Bass Lake," near the residence of

Captain [John] Kendrick."27

The new settlement of English immigrants in the rugged terrain of the eighth and ninth

concessions of Lansdowne in the 1840s is a reminder that Leeds and Lansdowne Rear filled with
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settlers at a much more moderate pace than other townships in the region. Unlike other town-

ships along the Rideau Canal such as Elmsley and Montague, where the population jumped some
600 percent between 1829 and 1851, the number of inhabitants in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear lit-

tle more than doubled from 623 to 1,527 during the same period. This rate of growth was similar

to that in military townships such as Beckwith and Drummond, but there was a much less con-

centrated population in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. As a consequence, the population of Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear continued to grow for another generation past mid-century while those of

the Rideau and military townships went into decline from 1852 on.

The gradual pace of settlement in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear can be attributed not only

to the discouraging appearance of rocky ledges and waste land viewed by road travellers, but also

to what little of the township that could be seen by immigrants travelling on Rideau Canal boats

was the unprepossessing drowned land and timber in the Seeley's Bay vicinity. For this reason,

in the same way that the flood of Irish and other immigrants aboard the canal boats in the early

1830s did not settle in townships along the south shore of the lower Ottawa River because the

forested escarpment prevented them looking over the land and meeting with people settled along

the riverfront of Prescott and Russell counties, immigrants who could not see the empty lands of

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear could not make the instant decision to squat on them, but continued

westward. By contrast, a township such as Montague, with a dozen canal locks along its front,

was inundated with immigrants travelling on the Rideau Canal who could see the quality of local

land and who, while waiting for their boats to be locked through, had numerous opportunities to

inquire about the land they so readily viewed from the boat.28

The English arrivals of the 1840s were very much a society apart from the American sett-

lers who had arrived almost half a century earlier, and they had different priorities from most of

the Irish settlers who had been established for almost a generation. Their first object as new sett-

lers, as it had been for the other groups in turn before them, was to acquire the means of subsis-

tence. It was not until they could ensure survival, and their neighbourhood began to resemble an

older settlement, that they would be concerned with selling their surplus crops for cash. The ideal

arrangement, it was generally agreed, was not to be isolated in the bush by oneself, but to be part

of a group "who are equal or nearly so, in point of Capital" and who would "assist each other by

their united exertions.. .to advance the settlement to the point of having surplus produce to mar-

ket." One account of the chain of work to establish a homestead was based on the ability of a sett-

ler to clear five acres of woods per year:29

The land generally is thickly covered with trees, its surface matted with living roots....

The only mode in which a crop can be got into newly cleared forest land, thus thickly cov-

ered with stumps & undecayed roots, is by sowing the seed on the surface of the land,

after the vegetable matter is destroyed by fire; & then scratching it in with a very strong,

rough harrow in the best manner possible. Even when this is done with the greatest care,

it often happens that the seed is loosely covered with soil.

With the grain crop, grass seed is sown, upon which the settler relies, after his crop of

grain is harvested, for hay and pasture—until these are obtained, he has to contend with

great difficulties in supporting the yoke of oxen which he requires to do his work, and the

cow to afford milk for his family. In a new settlement hay can not be obtained; and if it

could, it would not be worth carriage over such bad roads as necessarily exist, conse-

quently until the settler can raise it for himself, he is driven to other expedients to support

his cattle. He usually relies upon the forest herbage in the summer, and upon what is

called browsing in the winter;—the latter is obtained from the buds of young twigs of

hardwood trees, which he successively cuts down on his clearing as may be required.

The newly-cleared land, after yielding its first crop of grain, "must lie in grass for a period of time,

long enough to allow...the roots of all the stumps, and the smaller stumps themselves to decay,"
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Plate 75

77ze Gree/i carding mill, carding mill bridge and thefarmhouse of William and Susan Sheffield at the lower

dam in Lyndhurst looking south, as photographed by John Buick Harvey circa 1906. This evocative period

view is fascinating for the detail of the handrail and the timber crib supports of the bridge, and for the high

stonefence around the Sheffield property. RoLLAL collection, loaned courtesy ofJoanne (Harvey) Putnam.

for until that took place it was impossible to work it with either plough or spade. The absolute

minimum time needed to let deciduous stumps and roots decay was six years. Where the cir-

cumstances were unfavourable, and "a considerable portion of pine stumps exist, a much longer

period of time must elapse before the land can be broken up in tillage for a second crop of grain."

Those experienced in clearing land knew that there was no advantage to be gained by attempting

to speed up this process through removing roots by using an axe and handspike, as it would cost

either too much money or time to be worthwhile.

The chronology of developing a frontier farm was set down as follows by one know-
ledgeable settler. An industrious settler by his own effort, using only half the time available to

him, could crop, log, burn, fence and put in a crop of five acres in one season. The average yield

of wheat was fifteen bushels per acre.

This may appear a small average, but it must be recollected that the stumps will occupy

from l/5th to l/3rd of the land cleared; & consequently, that the land so occupied will be

totally unproductive. The produce of the 5 acres at this average, would be 75 bushels of

wheat, but allowing for contingencies which somehow or other always happen it cannot

be put down at more than 52 bushels. This gives the settler a weekly subsistence of one

Bushel of wheat to maintain himself & family during the time he is occupied upon his own
land, and in working for his neighbours upon a principle of reciprocity which must always

exist in a new settlement. Supposing a settler to go at once into the Bush, this quantity of

wheat would be all that he could reckon upon for his subsistence. Whatever other pro-

duce he might obtain in the shape of potatoes, Indian Corn, or vegetables can only be reck-

oned auxiliary to his wheat crop, and [they would] not (be] his main dependence.

In the second year the settler cleared five more acres, and produced the same size crop of wheat

on it, and he raised either hay or grass on the land he cleared the previous year for his oxen and
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cow. Had he not arrived with livestock to begin with, "he procured them in payment for his work
performed for farmers, in the more settled parts of the Country during Harvest."30 The English

settlers in Lansdowne Rear did not have far to travel to hire out to established farmers in the

1840s, whereas a generation earlier Runa Sly travelled some 25 miles to work for John Bennett

Marks at Barriefield near Kingston in the mid 1820s. 31

In the third year the settler cleared a third five-acre section, grew wheat on it, with the pro-

duce of ten acres of grass permitting him to feed additional livestock. The fourth, fifth and sixth

years were proportionally the same. Accordingly, in six years a settler had cleared thirty acres of

land, and only at that point, and not before, "he would be in a situation to break up the land

cleared the first year & take from it a second Crop of grain." After six years the roots were rotten,

permitting the settler to plough, and many of the smaller stumps could be pulled out of the

ground. But then for the following six years there was a similar rotation of crops on the thirty

acres of workland, with the land sown with grass seed, so that twelve years after settlement began

the settler would possess thirty cultivated acres "tolerably free from stumps." By the 1840s it was
considered essential that on each farm a considerable quantity of woodland should be retained to

supply firewood, building and fencing materials, and farm implements.

Fuel for cooking and keeping warm in winter placed the greatest demand on firewood,

and as "the cold winters of Canada [were] imperfectly provided against by the badly constructed

residences of new settlers," it was "considered that 20 acres of wood land is not more than enough. ..to

reserve a sufficient quantity for fuel & other essential purposes."32

A less demanding rate of clearing land was practised by those new settlers who supple-

mented their family income each winter by working in the local timber industry along the

Gananoque River or by migrating to the big timber camps in the upper Ottawa valley. The clear-

ings of these settlers had at least three sections at different stages of development, with land clos-

est to the hut or shanty cleared, another section partially cleared, and land that was chopped but

not cleared.33 The chronology for a newly-arrived family of five to develop a clearing remained

fairly constant. Upon arriving on their grant by the first day of May in year one, they could have

a rough hut constructed and two acres cleared and planted with potatoes before the end of June.

By the end of August six more acres would be underbrushed and chopped. It would take the fam-

ily two more months to log it, were they to do it alone, but this was usually done in one day by

having a logging bee at which neighbours assisted, and the male household head was naturally

expected to return the favour. This exchange of labour lasted until the end of October, with

November devoted to chopping firewood and making the hut as snug as possible for winter. The

father then spent the four months from December through March working at a timber shanty or

at other employment, earning up to ten pounds. His eight acres of cleared land would produce

about 480 bushels of ashes, and even lacking a kettle and the time to process them into potash, he

could expect to sell these for six pounds. After paying for pork, flour and tea to use up to

November of year two, the family would have at least a pound of money left.

In the second year, after returning from employment in the timber industry in early April,

the settler would chop two more acres, bringing his total land cleared to ten acres, on which he

would plant three acres of wheat, five of oats, and two of potatoes. From the wheat he could

expect a yield of twenty bushels per acre, which in turn produced twelve barrels of flour. The sur-

plus of two barrels not needed by the family would be spent on pork to supplement their own pig,

supplying them with sufficient pork and flour to November of year three. The five acres of oats

could be expected to produce 175 bushels and this sold at two shillings per bushel brought in sev-

enteen pounds, ten shillings. The two acres of potatoes both in the first year and in the second

year yielded 400 bushels, and leaving half that quantity each year for home consumption both by

his family and two or three hogs, the remaining 200 bushels each year could be sold for a com-

bined total of 25 pounds. After purchasing tea, herring, salt, seed, seed wheat and oats, there
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Portraits of two married couples, Joshua Johnston and Sarah Macmillan (left), and John Niblock and Mary

Jane Wood (right), as respectively photographed by Ezekiel Morrison of Perth and W.W. Black ofGananoque

in the late Victorian period. Theseformal posed portraits contrasted with the unending day to day drudgery

of men and women in the fields and stables of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, expanding their farms and rais-

ing families. The elegant clothing of the women copied that of women in Kingston and Brockville, express-

ing the fiction that they also were women of leisure and refinement. The woven scarf hanging from Sarah

Johnston's waist suggests that local Native peoples residing in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear as late as the

1870s developed new skills to trade with white inhabitants. The location of the two photographers indicates

the declining influence of Perth and improving roads to Gananoque. RoLLAL collection, and loaned cour-

tesy of Helen Niblock.

would remain 34 pounds, five shillings from the sale of the surplus oats and potatoes made before

the first day of May in year three. The summer of year two would be spent the same way as the

first, but the winter of year two rather than working out for someone else or in a timber shanty

was spent chopping, threshing and grinding wheat and oats to have the surplus ready for market

and his own seed ready to plant in year three.

By the first day of June in year three the family would have at least twenty acres ready to

crop. Twenty pounds would be spent on a yoke of oxen and five pounds on a cow to provide milk

for the children, reducing the 34 pounds, ten shillings to nine pounds, ten shillings which was left

for incidental expenses. Soap was not purchased because it could be made at home from ashes

and grease, and dry pine was used for lighting rather than spend money on candles. Sheep, a
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horse and more cattle could be added to the livestock from the larger profits of year three so that

by the beginning of year four the settling family could consider itself independent, and pay off

without any inconvenience any capital which initially had been lent them. 34

But these tidy schemes of becoming established and independent on homesteads in the

woods were too pat for some people. No one in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear knew that better than

Charlotte Brown.35 She had immigrated with her husband George, two sons and a daughter from

West Sherman parish in Hampshire, England in 1832. They were sent westward by the immigrant

agent at Montreal free of expense with a letter stating that her husband was entitled to draw one

hundred acres in Upper Canada, but no sooner had "they arrived at the Township of

Lansdown...in the month of June. ..[than] her Husband was taken ill and died a few weeks after-

wards and the letter or written document was stolen from her...." Lacking the necessary papers,

and having no friends or relatives to draw on locally, Charlotte Brown moved her children still

further west to Colchester, but a generation later she was shocked to learn from "a woman on her

deathbed who had resided in Lansdowne that the North west quarter of Lot A in the Seventh

Concession was drawn in her Husband's name after his death" by a landjobber.36

The tribulations of Charlotte Brown's family were among the misfortunes that made it

impossible for many families in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear to become financially independent or

completely self-sufficient on their farms as the schedules of some colonisers promised. There were

many affected by illness, often ague or malaria, and there were others who met with accidents in

the woods. Men were killed when misjudging where a tree being felled would land, and as a

result the schedule of developing a farm could be affected adversely by a matter of years. Weather

also could adversely affect the tidy schedules hoped for in clearing trees and harvesting crops.

The wages offered locally to common labourers of eight dollars per month in winter37 did not

measure up to the ten pounds at the end of four months suggested in the second schedule of sett-

lement.

Furthermore, much of the landscape in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear did not guarantee

success in agriculture. When Joseph Singleton had Thomas T Bower, the local surveyor at

Seeley's Bay, appraise broken lot two in the ninth concession of Lansdowne in 1840, he reported

that it contained 106 acres but only "31 acres are improved or cleared and fit for cultivation [with]

the remaining 75 acres rocky and broken[,] the wood generally cut and taken away."38 But as chal-

lenging as it was for old and new settlers alike to carve a farm out of the forest, it was equally a

challenge to pursue agriculture on land that had been completely plundered of its timber, as

Joseph Danby Jr reported in rather whimsical fashion about lots one and two in the twelfth con-

cession of Lansdowne to the Crown Lands department in I860: 39

It have been settled on some time back by an old Yankee Shingle Maker who lives by

[making] Shingles[,] tanbark and wood[;] he still lives on it or stays making the usual way,

priding himself under the Ancient clemency of the government where he [e]xpects to

remain 21 years in peace. You stated you had Evidence filed of the Land being In a high

state of cultivationf,] but it is far the other wise. Even the sand hills of which there is not

a few rise their heads to battle the clouds without timber, the same being disposed of [,] the

arable land is mostly destitute of fence, one old log house fast going to decay[,] is the True

state of its present condition. If I should Purchase I have a privalege no other[s] could

have. My father lately moved on lot No. 1 in 11th Concession] would furnish me with

timber to build and fence.

It was one of the ironies of becoming established on a homestead that men hired out to earn extra

money during the winter months in timber camps of the very firms that were plundering lots of

their timber and hence making them less viable for development as farms. Philo Hicock of Delta

claimed as late as 1868 that many lots in the vicinity of the sixth concession of Leeds were "squat-

ted upon by persons who never intend to possess the freehold and some get entered for the pur-
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Plate 77

The Greenfamily plot in the cemetery at Saint John's church, Leeds, as photographed in 1994. The cut stone

border surrounding this raised plot and the fence with its cast iron chain swags and tassels symbolises the

important status of the Green family from Wexford as local mill owners and prominent municipal figures.

There is a delicious irony to the Greens, who like other Wexford immigrants perceived themselves as a cho-

sen people leaving Ireland in emulation of the ancient Israelites departing Egypt, choosing Egyptian-design

obelisks to memorialise their prominence locally. By the author.

pose of getting the Timber off and when that is done the lands are of little value."40

As the territory of the Johnstown District filled up with population in the 1830s and 1840s,

the lands which had once been considered of small value came to be viewed differently. As fam-

ilies grew up and sons and daughters wished to locate near their parents they took a new interest

in the reserves and lots held by absentee landowners. Lucas Mableton (or Middleton), for exam-

ple, in 1831 offered $300 for lot seventeen in the tenth concession of Leeds "In consequence of my
Relatives being settled in the vicinity."41 John Foley of Yonge, as another example, wrote to the

Crown lands office in April 1833, inquiring about clergy reserve lot 23 in the fifth concession of

Lansdowne which he wished to purchase for his second oldest son, Robert, explaining: "My eldest

son James is settled there already, and the brothers being near one another would materially assist

each other." He added, "I have been fifteen years in the country myself and am settled in the

Township of Yonge joining Lansdowne. I have six boys and two girls and have struggled hard to

provide for them."42

Newly-arrived immigrants who unlike many of the Wexford settlers had little or no funds

with which to purchase or make payments on land, found the poorer empty lots in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear attractive because they could make a start on the land, hire out to the longer-

established settlers, and perchance obtain mutual support or assistance from old relatives or

neighbours who located in the neighbourhood. Patrick Byrne wrote to the Crown lands office in

February 1834 to inform them 41
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that I am a poor Emigrant arrived Here from Ireland in the year 1832 with a family and

Being unable to purchase Land and also unable to proceed any further up Country I made
Bold to Settle on and improve a small parcel or tract of Land which was unoccupyed, in

the township of Landsdown, Being called a gore or Commons between Landsdown and

Yonge and Marked Letter A in the 13th Cone, of said township of Landsdown, computed

to Be about 25 acres...and provided your Honour Would Be pleased to Let me reside on

this lit[t]le tract[,] as my acquaintance Lives Convenient to, I think I can procure a Little

Livelyhood for my family and if you should feel Disposed to Sell the Same I hope I shall

soon be able to purchase it. Your Circular Letter to that Effect will Confer a Living and

Assylum on your poor Most ob[e]d[ien]t Humble Serv[an]t.

The progress that a late arrival could make on one of the poorer empty lots was shown by the

improvement that Henry McPherson made within three years of arriving on lot sixteen of the sixth

concession of Leeds in 1855. His neighbours, Hiram Baxter and James Berry testified that he "has

about fifteen acres of Land cleared and a shanty and a body of a New Log House about 18 x 22

feet built on said Lot and about 8 or 9 acres of the abovementioned Land under Crop." Baxter and

Berry made the further point that the improvements made by McPherson "are worth fifty Pounds."44

What neither Baxter nor Berry bothered to mention was that this lot was "only accessible by water,

as no Road is yet opened either upon the Front or Rear of the Concession." When the Crown lands

agent from Prescott inspected it in 1860, he noted, "All the Land in this part of the Sixth

Concession of Leeds is very much broken by High Rocks of Granite and distant 7 or 8 Miles from

a Grist Mill, and Five from the Saw Mill at Marble Rock." The agent placed a low value of eight

shillings an acre on McPherson's lot because of the poor quality "of the Land and the distance

from Mills or a Market, and the difficulty of Access from the Nearest Settlement."45

In a period when the Gananoque River was used for transporting crops out to market by

boat, it seems ironic that the lack of roads kept land prices comparatively low while settlers were

still able to send their agricultural produce downriver to Gananoque. In some respects Henry

McPherson was fortunate to have his lot remote from the larger body of settlers in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear. Lot two in the twelfth concession of Lansdowne was even poorer land, being

"broken and rocky with some patches of good land between the ledges"46 but was sought after

because it was "Surrounded by water—And Convenient to the furnace fawls Mills that its lumber

on this lot will last onley a little period," as Noah Palmer remarked in 1853. This location so close

to a major sawmill and in the heart of the older settlement drew timber pirates. Palmer, who
resided on the lot, described himself as "Destitute of any authority to preserve the land which I

occupy from trespass of the people. And after the land is divested of the lumber—there will be

nothing left to enable me to pay" the Crown lands department. Palmer requested Crown lands

officials to "devise means whereby I may be protected—and not loose my labour of building,

improving, Expense &c—and have the land Secured from being Strip[p]ed totaly of the lumber by

Wm Wiltse, who says he Cares nothing for the land onley to Get What Sawlogs and lumber he

wants from it."47

Noah Palmer appears to have protested too much. William Wiltse claimed to have occu-

pied broken lots one and two in the twelfth concession of Lansdowne from 1846 on, and as early

as 1848 applied to the Crown lands department to purchase them. He agreed to let Palmer "clear

a few acres on it and gave him the use of it for doing so" but then discovered that "the party occu-

pying lot 3 has through Palmer got possession of the clearing on 1 & 2 and. ..has made application

to the Crown Lands Dep[artmen]t to purchase 1 & 2." Wiltse as late as 1871 attempted "to resist

the right of any person to purchase other than himself," offering to "prove his right to purchase

by preemption" as "he has for twenty odd years paid the taxes, including school rates & road

work."48
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Students of school section no. 6, Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne, at Sweet's Corners, as captured by a travel-

ling photographer in 1897. This portrait of 28 students reveals some of the challenges in establishing uni-

versally accessible primary education. The contrast of boots and bare feet, of home made and store bought

clothes, of well dressed and well groomed children with the tattered garments and unkempt appearance of

other classmates suggests the sacrifice for some families compared to others of sending their children to

school as opposed to keeping them at home helping with work on the farm. Teacher Melbourne Sly reflect-

ed the predominance of men teachers during the nineteenth century. For names see Appendix 14. RoLLAL
collection, gift of the estate of Gertrude Warren.

Against this statement of ownership by someone who did not live on the property, were

ranged the proprietary feelings of Noah Palmer, who described himself in April 1851 as a Resident

Squatter, "a poor man" for whom the lots in question "would make a little home in my old age."49

A year later Palmer stoutly asserted "Wm Wiltse never resided on this lot of land at any time—he

lives in the township of Bastard across the lake North of this lot and the Clearing which he made
on this lot was supposed to be on lot No. 3 in S[ai]d twelfth Con[cessio]n—and the most of [his]

ten acres of Clearing were made by Geting [out] logs and building timber." Noah Palmer's ulti-

mate claim rested on the fact that "there never has been any other actual Setler on this place[,]

onley Myself and family." When Thomas Bower, the surveyor at Seeley's Bay, visited the proper-

ty under dispute in 1852, he saw "two improvements or clearings upon the lot[,] one in the pos-

session of...William Wiltse of about ten acres in meadow[,] and another in possession of...Noah

Palmer of about four acres with a log shanty in which the family of the said Noah Palmer lives[,]

also two log stables near the shanty." Bower ascertained that Wiltse was "in possession of the

meadow about eight years and Palmer admits be[ing] in possession about two years.
"w

The acrimony between absentee landowners and squatters in some cases, and between

rival squatters in others, partly stemmed from their confusion as to the means to go about acquir-
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ing a property. The dispute between Palmer and Wiltse was not resolved, and they appear to have

competed with one another in the early 1850s in stripping the lot of timber to pocket some quick

money. Joseph Danby in May 1860 expressed an interest in purchasing lots one and two in the

twelfth concession of Lansdowne, and at first flatteringly stated, "Every Britton Hails the Presant

Policy of the Crown Land Regulation as Being The Best Policy For The Protection Of The Same As
Squatters Strips Off What Is Profitable" before inquiring about making a down payment. He
quickly changed his tune, once he discovered that even American squatters on a property could

"acquire a right by purchase from the Crown," and that because American-origin William Wiltse

and Noah Palmer both had earlier offered to purchase the lot, and it was government policy "that

these Lands is sold to the first applicant," it was not available for him to buy. In expostulating

against not being allowed to purchase, Danby let slip his ultraloyalist vocabulary (as well as his

Irish accent) in venting his frustration that even such poor land no longer was available: 51

now Sir I confess I am at a loss to know whot yo main,—whether to propose what to give,

or inquire &c, as before—ye[t] as a britton I know not—perhaps that the first offer is the

first applicant,—& if so yo shall have my proposual, & I will give 7s 6d for the land awl

round or 15s for whot airable Lands pasture & medowing is on it,—when Surveid by a

lagel Surveir[,] one fourth Down & the remainder in three anuel instawlments.—Yo can

easly see that the Land is not whot yo thought—under a hy State of cultivation—Saw kno

Such thing,—but rather on the Downhill without fence or bildings,—Send on your agents

& let them report.

Absentee landowners at a distance would learn to their cost that the longer a squatter was on a

property the stronger became his or her claim to it, notwithstanding the government policy to sell

to the first applicant. It was all very well to make a legal purchase, but quite another to remove

long-established squatters from a piece of land.

One of the more common practices for neighbours on nearby lots to lay claim to reserve

lots was to improve land on the reserve lot, and later to notify authorities that they had inadver-

tently done so. A letter from Peter Johnson to the commissioner of Crown lands in June 1828 offers

a fairly clear example of this confusion over lot lines, but is fascinating as well for the cool assump-

tion by this Wexford-born ultraloyalist that the reserve would ultimately become his. He wrote: 52

In the year 1810 I purchased some land from Charles Jones Esq in Lansdowne near the

Clergy reserve No 21 in the 12th Concession of the said Township. I then went and settled

upon the land thus purchased from Mr Jones as I thought and made considerable

improvements. But some years after when the lines came to be run I found that I had

made my improvements upon the aforesaid Clergy Lot. [U]pon ascertaining this I applied

for a Lease of said Lot and procured it, which I now hold. I have a good House and Barn

with 60 acres of improvement upon the said lot. I have been eighteen years in the coun-

try[,] have a wife and thirteen children[.] I served His Majesty ten years in the Yeomanry
in Ireland and I wish to purchase the aforesaid Lot under the regulations which may be

adopted by you[,] Sir, and the Council. Reference as to my character &c may be had if ne-

cessary from Messrs Charles and Jonas Jones who have known me since I have been in the

country.

And accordingly, Johnson was allowed to forward payments for the reserve lot, first through the

hands of the Reverend Rossington Elms, and subsequently Ogle R. Gowan.
Perhaps the most extreme example of a settler making improvements on an adjoining lot

rather than his own was offered by Gregory Chapman. In February 1839 he applied "for the grant

or purchase of a Crown Lot adjoining his own on which from the imperfection of the survey he

has built a stone house & made considerable improvements." Chapman prevailed upon colonel

James Gray at Brockville to intercede with officials in Toronto on his behalf, and Gray instead of

writing to the Crown lands department, wrote to the surveyor-general. He explained that the lot
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Photograh of students in front of Cockrill's, later Brozun's school, S.S. no. 7, taken circa 1915. Two major

changes observable in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear schools in the early twentieth century were the shrinking

size of classes, mirroring the declining population of the township, and the emerging predominance of

women teachers. With the division of the township into nine school sections in 1844, and these subdivided

into sixteen sections ivithin a dozen years, schoolhouses became the nucleus of localised communities. This

led to local rivalries, as sections vied one with another to build better schools, but these local identities also

assisted in breaking down the barriers between Vermont and Wexford families, as attending school and

socialising together led to intermarriage. RoLLAL collection 988-07.

on which Chapman built was seventeen in the tenth concession of Leeds rather than seventeen in

the ninth which he had been granted. Gray pointed out that Chapman "is now serving in the

Royal Borderers" and then put the matter succinctly: "If the lot has been granted it will be useless

to put him to any expense, if not or if to an absentee who has not fulfilled the settling conditions,

as the present oc[c]upier is a deserving & loyal man." Gray concluded by stating he would feel

obliged by the surveyor-general "stirring in the matter," and by adding the significant fact that

Chapman "is abundantly able to pay any expense."53 Chapman was permitted to purchase the

lot.

It is worth noting that the clearings by Peter Johnson and Gregory Chapman on adjacent

reserve lots were successful in part because they took place in the 1820s and 1830s before popula-

tion pressures on land in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear intensified, and because they were a pre-

ferred type of ultraloyalist settler who government officials wanted placed among local American-

origin settlers. The pressure of population on land steadily increased from the 1830s to the 1870s,
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creating the situation where a number of individuals or families fiercely vied for the same lot. The
lots in the greatest danger of being stripped of timber, and thereby rendered useless in support-

ing agriculture or allowing a family to become established, were those owned by absentees at a

distance, and those either granted to King's College or purchased by the Canada Company as a

paying speculation. The Canada Company found its ownership of an unoccupied piece of land

such as lot seventeen in the fourth concession of Leeds a losing proposition, for not only did they

continue to pay municipal taxes, but "the neighbourhood is fully aware of the facts, and [the com-
pany was] powerless to protect the land, and they are plundering it on all hands."54 Even a ten-

ant, who lived on a part of the lot, acknowledged that unless he could "get authority to notify a

lot of Lumbermen—who are now, in spite of what I can do to prevent them cutting any valuable

timber what is on it—it will soon be worth nothing completely to me or any one else." What was
happening on this lot was a common story across Leeds and Lansdowne Rear during the mid-

nineteenth century, parties "cutting and slashing down lumber to make float" and when they

were opposed by the more timorous residents, the timber jobbers would "say they have bought

the timber from Government."55

And many of the timber jobbers had indeed gone through the proper channels of leasing

Crown and clergy reserves as well as any other lots they could rent. In 1860, when Thomas
Sheffield applied to the local Crown lands agent to purchase lot nine in the eleventh concession of

Lansdowne, he was refused because the lot was leased many years previously to Nathan Hicock

who, it was assumed, was developing the lot as a homestead. Whereupon Sheffield informed

Crown lands officials that not only had Hicock been dead many years, but large amounts of back

rent were owing on the lot because Hicock was a classic example of a local timber pirate: 56

Sir[,] this Lot like many others I have no doubt was leased for the express purpose of plun-

der, as he, Hicock, made no improvements whatever on the Land. [T]he Lot indeed is very

inferior, very much broken with rocks and hills from front to rear, and as I said before,

plundered of all the timber of any value—fire also has done its work several times during

the dry seasons past.— Although I have had it in possession for some time it has been of

no value to me for agricultural purposes.

This, then, represented a major part of the local landscape with which improvers had to contend

in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear by mid-century—a landscape partly filled with expanding farm-

steads, but a landscape in which large sections of forest were ruthlessly removed, leaving behind

a tangled mass of limbs and branches indiscriminately thrown about that posed a major fire haz-

ard.

One set of land reserves in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear was sedulously saved from the

improvements of farmers and the depredations of timber pirates. The 1,200 acres reserved by the

provincial administration for the use of the iron works had been maintained in hopes that an iron

furnace would be developed again at Furnace Falls. Even land jobbers and timber pirates such as

Truman Hicock knew the advantage to the local community and their own investments in leav-

ing the furnace woodland reserves alone. In January 1822 Hicock even applied to the lieutenant-

governor in council "for permission to search for and make use of Iron Ore" in Lansdowne "and

adjoining Townships." When in 1830 the Crown lands commissioner inquired of Jonas Jones, the

owner of the iron works site, whether the woodland reserves needed to be maintained, or could

be sold to purchasers such as Nathan Hicock and Isaac Soper who expressed interest in them,57

he met with this reply:58

My Brother Charles and I have laid out a large amount at the Furnace Falls and we hope

soon to procure the expenditure of a much larger one in rebuilding the old Ironworks and

in that case shall want the several lands for wood &c. It would be unjust to dispose of

them to others now we are doing all we can to benefit the country. My Brother & I will

take [lots four, five and six in the twelfth concession of Lansdowne] petitioned for by

Hicok & Soper paying the sum fixed & expensesf.] And if you will send me an agreement
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Plate 80

Map of modern soil capability in Leeds and Lansdoiune Rear, generalisedfrom and based on the soils maps

of Leeds County prepared in 1968. From the 1780s the landscape of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear was dis-

couraging for agricultural development. Although farmers had to contend with difficult access to arable

patches of land due to swamps and ledges ofgranite, there werefine tracts ofdeep soil between the hills. The

largest concentration ofgoodfarmland was in the vicinity ofSeeley's Bay and north and south ofLyndhurst.

This map does not reflect the fine tracts of loam in the Oak Leaf vicinity. The unshaded area is classified as

having no agricultural usage. Adapted from Ontario Department of Agriculture and Food and Canada

Department of Agriculture, Soils of Leeds County based on modern road map.

I will remit you the Greater part signed & the first instalment. Do not fail to do so as I

would on no account allow it to go into other hands—Hicock applied for this several years

ago and Soper understanding that he had gone up again for the same purchase set off to

Kingston on horseback, met the Steam boat there and got up with Hicok.... I trust that you
will not allow it [to] be sold to either. It is within a short distance of our works.

Although the Furnace Falls site was half owned by the Jones family from 1805, the burning of the

iron works in 1811, followed by the War of 1812, together with the great cost associated with iron

production worked against the venture being revived. The reserve woodlot closest to the Furnace

Falls site, lot three in the tenth concession of Lansdowne, was not used at all for the better part of

twenty years. Then in November 1827 the rent on this lot "was paid up and a renewal of the lease

[was] prayed for by one Timothy Buell[,] claiming an interest therein by assignment of the
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Lease.. .to him by one Ira Sunderland as heir at law of...Wallis Sunderland." This stirred Charles

and Jonas Jones, sons of Ephraim, and adamant Tory foes of the Reform Buells, to action. They
disputed Sunderlin's claim as heir at law of the original proprietor, and moreover, they claimed,

"he deserted to the enemy during the war and has since remained in the United States." As they

"had caused to be expended on the premises [at Furnace Falls originally] granted to Wallis

Sunderland and sold to [their] father[,] about 1500 [pounds] in the erection of Mills," Charles and

Jonas Jones were alarmed that should the adjacent reserved "lot now fall into the hands of any

other person, our present and future plans for further improvements will be interfered with and
the benefits to be derived from the occupation of the lot directed from the objects originally

intended in granting the lease to Wallis Sunderland."59

Although Timothy Buell soon agreed to sell his interest to the Jones brothers,60 no replace-

ment iron works ever was built at Furnace Falls. There were those who had hopes as late as mid-

century that an iron furnace operation would again provide employment there. Such hopes were

fed by puffs such as one that appeared in the Kingston Chronicle and Gazette in January 1837 stat-

ing "that the resources of that rich and valuable portion of the Johnstown District, the Furnace

Falls, and its neighborhood, are about being developed." These resources consisted of "a most
superior water power, formed by the waters of the Gananoque, with 21 foot fall, upon which is

erected a Flouring Mill, Saw Mill, Carding Machine, Fulling Mill, Marble Factory, and...together

with the valuable iron and copper mines are about being sold to a Company possessing ample
means to carry on the present works, erect a Forge and Foundry, and work the Iron and Copper
mines in the most advantageous manner." Despite the promised participation of "the celebrated

Geologist and Mineralogist Dr Speikie, from Germany" in the company,61 a second iron works in

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear failed to materialise. The lack of good transportation from Furnace

Falls to outside markets accounted for this. Even the optimistic notice in the Kingston newspaper
indicated, "Upon the completion of the Gananoque navigation for Steam Boats drawing four feet

[of] water...a field will be opened for carrying on most extensive works at this place." The com-
bination of a high fall of water and igneous rock deterred promoters of the Gananoque and

Whitefish schemes from hoping to put the navigation through Furnace Falls, hence "Iron and
Copper ores can be transported by water a distance of 4 miles (only) to the Furnace Falls" from

the Beverley vicinity, but otherwise manufactured goods could "be taken in steamboats [from

Furnace Falls] to the St Lawrence, and from thence to the most desirable markets throughout the

whole distance by water."62

Every year that passed made more and more remote the chances of rebuilding the iron

works at Furnace Falls, as inhabitants of the region received iron goods from outside sources. In

1820 an iron founder named John Jones attempted to settle near Furnace Falls, perhaps with an

eye to redeveloping the works; "he had been at considerable expense & labour, had improved 5

acres of land [on lot five in the ninth concession of Lansdowne], built a footbridge 100 feet long &
had Timber, boards & shingles ready for building a house when a person of the name of John

Blade (a sergeant in the 100 or 104 Regt) came and seized the land as belonging to him." John

Jones subsequently moved to work at the Marmora iron works63 Cast iron potash kettles of

Glasgow manufacture were being imported into the Johnstown District in the 1810s, by 1829 local

merchants were offering iron goods from the Marmora iron works,64 and St Maurice and Carthage

stoves for sale,65 and by 1837 there were goods from the Madoc iron works that could be pur-

chased in area shops. Even closer to home, Richard P. Colton began manufacturing iron goods at

Gananoque in 1830,66 and in 1822 Abel Stevens junior and Nathaniel F. Soper built a foundry near

Beverley, which in 1839 became the Farmers Foundry Company, and ultimately was operated by

Philo Hicock from Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, who was born a son of the first town clerk when
the blast furnace at Furnace Falls was still in operation.67

The focus of local mining and forging moved to Beverley before mid-century, not only

because of the iron foundry there, but because it was the largest local centre that could readily be
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Plate 81

Map ofhouse construction in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear in 1861. Housing is an invaluable measure of afflu-

ence offamilies and locales in mid-nineteenth century Ontario society. Although there were only a few brick

houses, and a small number of stone houses, half the population movedfrom log toframe houses by 1861, due

in part to the sawmill availablefrom an early date at Furnace Falls. A large proportion of stone houses were

located in the Wexford settlements at Oak Leaf and south ofLyndhurst. Note the absence of shanties. Based

on the 1861 census and H.F. Waiting's Map of Leeds and Grenville, 1861-2 as plotted on a modern road map.

located on maps of Upper Canada. The Brockville Recorder as early as September 1836 alluded to

the promising prospects of a copper mine near Beverley,68 and the Kingston Chronicle and Gazette

in January 1837 predicted, "Public attention being now drawn to this portion of the country, rich

in mines of iron, lead, and copper, there is no doubt that most valuable results will follow."69 The
Recorder and the Kingston British Whig reported a few weeks later that Charles and Jonas Jones

offered to sell to two Americans "the Beverly Copper Mine, together with the Water Power on the

Gananoque, known as the Furnace Falls property including 1400 acres of Land, for $100,000," and

averred that there was "little doubt but it will be taken."70 At the same time the attention of

Edward Malloch, member of the legislative assembly for Carleton County and a major region.il
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land-shark, was drawn "to the discovery of a Lead mine" presumably in the Long Point vicinity,71

and by the early 1850s it was reported that mining for an unspecified mineral, possibly yellow

ochre pigment, had taken place on one of the islands of Charleston Lake.72

For all the publicity about developing copper mines in the Beverley/Furnace Falls vicin-

ity, the natural resources that actually were exploited were white marble, water-power, timber and
potash. Ogle Gowan in his 1843 drive through Leeds and Lansdowne Rear alluded to "a govern-

ment reserve for Iron Forges, and inexhaustible Quarries of White Marble" at Lyndhurst. 73 In

1844 an advertisement of the Mott & Whitney marble factory at Lyndhurst or Furnace Falls

appeared in the Brockville Recorder. 74 Local marble was used by Christopher Allyn in his monu-
ment shop at Beverley for most of the nineteenth century. 75 The Recorder noted in 1837 that

Furnace Falls and adjacent reserves were "very valuable independant of the Copper Mine" as the

"Mills already erected, rent for about $1000 per annum."76 Selling off timber, if it had not already

been pirated, and burning scrub timber to produce potash, were the two natural resources that a

large number of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear inhabitants used to produce income. An 1862 map
shows a potashery at Haskin's Landing which most likely was connected with the early store of

George Tennant there and later was taken over by J.C. Miller. George Morton and in 1853 had an

ashery at Seeley's Bay at a location nearer the road to Kingston.77

The gristmill and sawmill that Charles and Jonas Jones built at Furnace Falls in 1827

offered Leeds and Lansdowne Rear farmers a high quality of service in having timber sawn into

boards and grain ground into flour in the very heart of the settlement. The development of

Furnace Falls, later Lyndhurst, to which these mills ultimately gave rise as a permanent commu-
nity is discussed in a later chapter, but it is sufficient testimony to the importance of the Jones

brothers in developing the village that the three major streets, Charles, Jonas and Okill streets,

were named for them. With Lower Beverley Lake (which had a drainage basin covering most of

Bastard township) providing a year-round source of water-power, the mills at Furnace Falls were

continuously busy. The investment of 1,500 pounds in these frame mills contrasted with the small

sawmill of William Carley on the south half of lot three in the seventh concession of Leeds which

was described in 1852 as costing "probably 50 [pounds], on a small stream of water, and runs 1

month in a year."78 Other early mills in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear are mentioned elsewhere, but

by mid-century the nearest sawmills, after these, were located at Webster's Mills (The Outlet),

Marble Rock and Whitefish Falls (later Morton).

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear was particularly fortunate in having a first rate gristmill in its

midst. The high standard of the Furnace Falls gristmill was due to it having to compete with the

fine stone mill set up by William Jones nearby at Beverley in 1810 and the even larger operation

of Charles and John McDonald at Gananoque. When the Reverend William Bell of Perth visited

the McDonald gristmill in 1830, he "had never before seen an establishment so extensive, so inge-

nious, and so complete, and all worked by water power. The various contrivances for taking in

grain, sifting, cleaning, screening, and grinding it, and for packing the flour, astonished us," he

stated. "There were several runs of stones which, when in full operation, grind 160 barrells of

flour a day."79

What made the Furnace Falls gristmill stand out from most mills in Upper Canada in the

late 1820s and early 1830s was the substantial capitalisation offered by Charles and Jonas Jones to

provide the best machinery. In most of the province, by contrast, as an observer lamented in 1829

the misfortune is, that notwithstanding the abundance of the crops and the superior qual-

ity of the grain, the Farmer does not reap that advantage which is the reward of

Cultivators in less favored countries. The surplus quantity of Wheat produced in this

country, is great and may be increased tenfold; but so long as we do not possess the

Machinery necessary for the manufacture of merchantable flour, that great stimulus to

exertion and industry, profit upon productive labour, will be scarcely known to us.
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Plate 82

The William Rathwell house on lot sixteen in the tenth concession of Leeds, as photographed circa 1900. The

older part of this house on the right hand side probably datesfrom the 1840s and in its dimensions was hard-

ly larger than the earlier log homes of many inhabitants. These early frame houses, then, did not necessar-

ily represent a move into more spacious quarters, but rather a move into brighter, more comfortable resi-

dences with more windows and heated by stoves rather than fireplaces. Details such as the mouldings, eave

returns, the slope of the roof and the door surround bespeak some acquaintance with Neo-classic architec-

ture in contrast with the strictly utilitarian wing added half a century later. RoLLAL collection 988-07.

In Great Britain and Ireland, Millers are and must be, to carry on their business with

success, men of large capital. They not only possess the means of manufacturing flour, but

also the means of making it fit to command a sale in any market in the universe. In this

province, the reverse is the case. For the one Miller that is possessed of Capital there are

ten bordering upon a state of poverty without machinery—without even bins necessary

for the preservation of the grain previous to its being manufactured, the Flour produced

by them when transported to Montreal, never ascends higher than Fine—oft times it is

branded Middling, and not infrequently condemned as sour. The loss sustained to the

province in this way, is incalculable. It is sold in the most depressed state of the market,

at from 5 to 8 s[hillings] a barrel below the price paid for flour manufactured at any of

those few Mills which are furnished with necessary Machinery—and the grower finding

his labour unproductive by the returns, forms a resolution of cultivating no more land

than is necessary for his own consumption.
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Once a large proportion of the mills in Upper Canada were properly equipped, this observer pre-

dicted, "instead of our wheat being consumed as it has been in many parts, by hogs and in distil-

leries, it will hereafter be converted into flour of a superior quality, commanding at all times the

highest price."80 The well-equipped Furnace Falls gristmill even offered the promise of helping

to reduce the evil of widespread drunkenness. Unlike so many areas, where "Many thousands of

bushels of breadstuffs are manufactured into that poisonous liquid which destroys the property

and lives of thousands of His Majesty's subjects," the wheat grown in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear

could be transformed into flour for local nourishment and profitable export.81

The Furnace Falls gristmill appears to have served a purely local hinterland in contrast

with the McDonald mill at Gananoque and Charles Jones's gristmill at Yonge Mills which were

accessible to river traffic on the Saint Lawrence. Charles Jones purchased grain from as far away
as Belleville, Port Hope, Whitby, Consecon, Toronto and Hamilton to be ground at Yonge Mills.82

He noted in 1837 "that an estimate of 80,000 B[arre]ls of Flour will cover all the Wheat & Flour in

Upper Canada a considerable portion of which is owned by Millers in the U.S. & will probably go

there[,] a part also will be wanted for the consumption of U.C., and if the prices at Montreal &
Quebec do not correspond with the New York prices the most of the quantity will go to the latter

market."83 As late as 1835 Jones complained that "the most of the wheat in U[pper] Qanada] is

Miserably Grown"84 and to an agent in Brantford he wrote, "I wish you would purchase good
Merchantable wheat free from Smut.. .as the latter quality[,] if good in every other respect[,] will

not answer my purpose for Manufacturing."85 Yonge Mills produced more profit for the Jones

brothers than did their Furnace Falls gristmill which they leased to a succession of millers includ-

ing their brother William, Chester Gurney, Walter Denaut and others. As Charles Jones explained

to one of his agents in Prince Edward County in 1836, "It will be more profitable for me to pur-

chase 10 or 20,000 Bushels [of] wheat on my own account than to grind [for local farmers] on the

usual terms of 5 Bushels to the B[ushe]l I receive in payment], particularly as wheat [now] does

not by any means yield in the same proportion as it has in other seasons."86

But where the larger Yonge Mills gristmill ground to a halt in August of 1836 because a

"total failure of water at Yonge Mills...prevented Jones] from Manufacturing any more wheat.. .this

season,"87 the smaller gristmill at Furnace Falls with its continuous water-power went on pro-

ducing flour. Besides, as Charles Jones knew full well, the smaller locally-based gristmills had

greater flexibility in disposing of their by-products for an economic return. "I am not surprised

that the small mills about the country should give a [bushel] of flour for every 5 Bushels of wheat,

without any allowance for the [offal]," he wrote to one of his agents, "because from the small

quantity they manufacture] they find no difficulty in disposing of their offall for cash.— But it is

otherwise in large establishments—the offall of the manufacturing of 20 or 25,000 [barrels of] flour

are immense and cannot be disposed of without making a great sacrifice."88 In an attempt to keep

prices from fluctuating too dramatically during the recession of the late 1830s, Jones was not

above suggesting in a March 1838 letter to Charles and John McDonald at Gananoque the need to

fix prices.89

The condition of the grain received at the gristmill was critical to the quality and the value

of the flour produced, and consequently it affected whether or not a barrel of flour had the mill

brand singed into it. Hence Charles Jones wrote to an agent in one region, putting him on his

guard that the wheat in that neighbourhood was badly shrunk as a "very considerable deduction

must be made on it to afford to return a B[ushel]l of Flour for Five Bushels."90 To another he bald-

ly stated, "Your wheat was delivered by H & S Jones Barge amounting in quantity to something

short of 800 Bushels, and I was exceedingly disappointed to find that it was very foul[,] and worse

than all[,] quite smutty [so that] I could not put the Mill Brand on it, and I doubt much whether

it will pass Inspection."91 It was because flour manufactured in Canadian mills "from the U.S.

Wheat becomes naturalised and can be sold in England the same as Colonial or Canadian Flour
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Plate 83

The George and Alice Murphy house on lot 21 in the twelfth concession of Lansdowne believed built in the

1830s, with early twentieth century gambrel-roof barn in the background, as photographed in 1994. The

front door of this stone house like so many of the houses built by Wexford immigrants across eastern Ontario

opened to a main room with a large cookingfireplace on the right, with a formal sitting room opening to the

left and a smaller downstairs bedroom or birthing room behind it. A winding staircase went up behind the

fireplace to the second floor, but what set the interior of this house apart was the fine joinery and panelling

in the doorways, window wells and wainscotting downstairs. By the author.

[at] a decided advantage over shipments made from the ports of the U.S.,"92 that the standards of

inspection by Canadian officials were high. "The standard for Superfine flour in Canada is so

high that I dare not engage to deliver superfine flour," declared Charles Jones in 1836,9^ and the

surviving branding iron for his Furnace Falls gristmill bears the legend FURNACE FALLS MILL
U.C. FINE.94 Although the Furnace Falls mill only ground grain grown in the Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear vicinity, it produced more flour than local inhabitants could consume, and bar-

rels of flour stamped with the FINE brand most likely were hauled to the Jones warehouses at

Brockville.

The other local crop that was hauled to market either in Kingston or Brockville was
potash. Charles Jones in his correspondence alludes to tons of potash being made locally. Many
settlers and squatters after selling off what timber they could, resorted to making potash as their

second cash crop while waiting for the thickly matted tree roots in the earth to decay so that they

could begin cultivating the soil. The ashes that were left after burning the branches and trunks o\

hardwood trees were an article of commerce because they were the principal source of caustic

potash which was essential for the manufacture of soap and bleach.95 Those who chose to man-
ufacture their own piled alternate layers of ash and straw in a barrel before running water through

it. The run-off solution was then boiled in large iron kettles outdoors to create potash from the

residue. There were those who believed that ashes from fireplaces made better potash than the

"field ashes" raked together after the great heaps of logs and branches had been burned off. One
elderly potash boiler, however, who "made potash from many hundred bushels of field ashes" for

the previous eighteen years, declared in 1857 that "nine barrels out of ten, were branded first
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sorts." The chief care to be taken with making potash was that earth, other impurities and

unburned particles of wood had to be kept out. The elderly potash boiler advised96

When the log heap, after being partly burned, and rolled together again, the ashes ought

to be shoved up close to them, to prevent them from cooling, and as soon as the logs are

burned, they ought to be taken to a place with a floor to prevent them from coming in con-

tact with the ground below, if they are left where they are burned for any length of time

although the weather be dry, as soon as they get cold, they begin to draw damp from

below, and along with it a portion of carbonic acid. It combines with the potash, and if a

sufficient quantity of lime is not used, it will destroy the quality of the potash.... Take. ..an

old flour barrel...; put some lime in the bottom, and fill it up with ashes.... For every ten

bushels of ashes, add two bushels of lime, and mix them well together, and after they are

well packed, pour a pailful of water on for every bushel of ashes; this sets the potash free

from the raw material, and being in close contact with the lime, from top to bottom of the

leech, it comes down into the trough, fit for making first sort brand.

But those who added lime or sand to the potash to make it weigh heavier when sent to market

were only harming themselves, for it was the elderly potash boiler's experience "that the inspec-

tion of potash is sternly but justly administered."97 For those farmers who could not be bothered

with processing their own potash, they could expect to receive from six to nine pence per bushel

of good ashes delivered to the Tennant or Morton asheries at Seeley's Bay.98 Potash, like flour, was
an important commodity for local farmers, not only because it commanded a ready market if up
to the desired standard, but it was more easily taken out to market than were the minerals or tim-

bers, or sawn lumber that also were produced in the vicinity.

The barrels of potash and flour that could not be sent to market by bateaux down the

Gananoque River had to be carted out instead in stout wagons over the bad roads of the town-

ship. The poor condition of local roads, and indeed the absence of roads in many parts of Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear in the early nineteenth century was due to too small a population scattered

over too large and too daunting a landscape. It may also be attributed, in part, to hoping against

hope that the Gananoque River would be made navigable to Charleston Lake, that the Whitefish

River would be made navigable, and that the obstructions to navigation at Furnace Falls would
be removed to provide Leeds and Lansdowne Rear with "all the advantages of steamboat com-

munication with the St. Lawrence River via Gananoque; with Kingston via the Whitefish; and

with Montreal via the Rideau and Bytown." As Ogle Gowan mused while travelling through in

August 1843:99

What a shame is it then, that all those great natural advantages should not be embraced

—

that those little inland seas should remain unruffled by the paddle of the steamboat, and

that the real wealth and greatness of so magnificent a country, should remain locked up,

like the gold of the miser, without benefit to the owner, or to anyone else! Would that the

inhabitants of these rear townships could be taught to cast aside their stupid indolence

and party feelings; that they would view the peculiar advantages of their situation, with

the eye with which they are seen by strangers and that so seeing them, they could be

stirred up to a vigorous and united zeal to take advantage of them.

But as local inhabitants and the provincial government chose not to undertake the initiative of

developing navigation along the upper Gananoque, local inhabitants began to face up to the chal-

lenge of constructing roads over a difficult terrain.

The earliest road remained the essential artery of land transportation in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear, but in new directions. Many local inhabitants referred to it simply as the

Furnace road or the Furnace Falls road, some called it the Kingston road, and still others knew it

as the back Kingston road. By whatever name it was known, ninety percent of the township pop-

ulation lived within two miles of it, making it a crucial link with the outside world. When major
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Plate 84

The magistrate Henry P. Washburn house on lot seven in the thirteenth concession of Lansdowne, believed

built in the 1840s, as photographed in 1989. It is fascinating to contemplate the motive for Henry P.

Washburn, one of thefew Vermont-origin settlers in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear to build a stone house, to

do so just down the roadfrom the stone houses built by Wexford families such as the Greens and Johnsons.

This house is notablefor the absolute symmetry offacade,for thefine Neo-classic pediment with cave returns

above the upstairs round-headed window, andfor the kitchen wing at the rear. At one time the kitchen wing

extended into a carriage house. This fine composition suggests a certain competitiveness between the two

larger cultural communities in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear at mid-century. RoLLAL collection.

baron de Rottenburg compiled a map of the principal communications in Canada West (now

Ontario) for military purposes in 1850 (Plate 93), he described the section running through the rear

of Leeds township as a "pretty good road," whereas the section going through the rear of

Lansdowne to Farmersville was designated a "very bad road." 100 This contrast in quality of sur-

face between two adjacent sections of this old road was due to the route having been supplanted

as the preferred route of travel between Kingston and Brockville after 1820. The larger population

along the Front of Leeds and Lansdowne allowed for more statute labour and money to be applied

to the "front road" there, offering a more direct and better quality surface along the longer route

between the major centres of Quebec, Montreal, Kingston and Toronto. The continuing good qual-

ity of that portion of the back Kingston road in the rear of Leeds township reflected the growing

division of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear between the two competing regional urban centres of

Kingston and Brockville. By mid-century the Leeds Rear section of the back Kingston road was
leading north to Philipsville and Perth as part of a system of roads fanning out from Kingston in

hopes of enlarging the commercial hinterland of that city; and in 1850 John A. Macdonald headed

up efforts to form the Kingston to Philipsville road company to macadamise the road to Perth. 101

Brockville already had stolen a march on Kingston by building the Victoria macadamised
road to Smiths Falls, begun in 1837 although not completed until 1854, and by building a plank

road from Unionville to Farmersville in 1849, to draw farmers' produce from the interior of Leeds

County to market in the county seat. Moreover, the Saint Lawrence canals opening in 1848 once

again ensured that Brockville was on the main east-west navigation route in Canada, rather than

remaining bypassed as it had been by the Rideau Canal navigation which since 1832 had added
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to the importance of Kingston as a forwarding centre in the trans-shipment from lake boats to

canal steamers. The warehouses of Charles and Jonas Jones at Brockville helped ensure that pro-

duce going out to market from their enterprises at Furnace Falls, and by extension from

Lansdowne Rear, by wagon, continued to go to Brockville. The very bad quality of these roads is

proof of how much they were used to haul this crop to market.

At a time when travel of any distance on area roads was fraught with difficulty, the for-

warding of crops to market in boats down the Gananoque from Charleston, and perhaps from

other points in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, allowed Gananoque to offer some limited competition

to Kingston and Brockville for the forwarding business of the back country. As late as 1832 it is

possible to find maps showing the road constructed by Joel Stone and Truman Hicock in 1815

from Gananoque to the Narrows,102 but it was such a winding difficult route, that its use, if it ever

was extensive, was curtailed almost completely, first, by use of the Gananoque River, and then by
the opening of the Rideau Canal. The decline of the forwarding system along the Gananoque
River by mid-century marked the triumph of Kingston and Brockville in enlarging their hinter-

lands at the expense of Gananoque, at least for the next generation.

The division of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear into hinterlands of the three closest urban or

would-be urban centres was evident in Ogle Gowan's journey through the Johnstown District in

1843. The road he took to Charleston or the route through Farmersville both testified to the strong

links with Brockville, while his stay at Charleston took note of the warehouse for the crops that

were forwarded down the Gananoque River to Gananoque. Gowan went from Charleston through

Lansdowne Rear to Beverley, significantly, without so much as setting foot in Leeds Rear—the

only township in his three day trip through Leeds County that he seems not to have visited, effec-

tively suggesting that its economic links were with Kingston rather than Brockville.

Road travel in Leeds Rear was not directed away from Brockville simply because Kingston

promoters were pushing to extend the hinterland of their city northeast along the Kingston and

Philipsville macadamised road. By 1841, despite the floating cranberry marsh and drowned
standing timber that hemmed in the site of Seeley's Bay, there was a steamboat landing and wharf

in use at Haskin's Point on the west side of the bay. So in demand was this landing to send crops

to market by way of the Rideau Canal that 27 local inhabitants sent a petition to James Schofield,

the surveyor of roads for Leeds County, in July 1841. They included Hiram S. Sweet, Chancy
Eaton, Abel Russell, William McKinley, Philip Shook, Michael Kenny, Ithamer Haskin, William S.

Haskin, Miles Fulford, Rowland Stafford, Aaron Bogert, Alonzo Washburn, James Struthers,

Jasper A. Russell, Ira Sweet, Runy Sly, Jonathan Pope, Calvin Struthers, William Bracken, Edward
Chapman, George Brady, R.B. Curtis, Elijah Sweet, John Berry, John Sly, Edward Kenny and Hiram
Sanford. They respectfully stated that it was "necessary to open a new Road for the better accom-

modation of her Majesties [subjects] and others. ..from the present traveled Road leading from the

Furnace Falls to Kingston..., running a straight course to the Wharfe and Steamboat Landing

called Haskings landing."103 This proposed new road to the steamboat landing is shown in Plate

88.

The emergence of Seeley's Bay as a steamboat stop on the Rideau Canal is worthy of

digression here simply because it could not have been an easy achievement. Quite apart from

arranging for access by road to the point, and removing the drowned trees and underwater

stumps, the major difficulty was in clearing a route for the steamboats through the dense tangle

of cranberry growth. Seeley's Bay, after all, was part of the notorious cranberry marsh that extend-

ed along this Gananoque River system section of the Rideau Canal for some eighteen miles and

which in places was two miles wide. John MacTaggart in 1829 described the growth which a

decade later was cleared away to give steamboats access to Haskin's Point, and which continued

to fill the bay at Seeley's Bay as a floating marsh: 104

This infernal place. ..is almost covered with extensive flats of cranberry bushes: these have

long tangled roots about eight feet long; so the bushes, although rooted in the marsh,
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Plate 85

The Richard and Elizabeth Singleton stone house on lot one in the eighth concession of Lansdowne on

Singleton Lake, built circa 1864, as photographed in 1995. Despite removal of the original downstairs win-

dow sashes, the dignity of this Neo-classic facade endures. Wexford immigrant Richard Singleton senior,

also known as "the sporting colonel," was drawn to settle here by the large stands of pine and other timber,

by the innumerable lakes teeming with fish, and by the abundance of game. Despite the attractions of the

surrounding wild landscape, thefacade attests to a sense of order and stability achieved by this family. The

fine mouldings and other details of panelled woodwork were made by Richard Singleton junior who was an

expert cabinetmaker, and who gained a reputation for building fine boats. By the author.

swim on the surface of the fetid waters. Round the flats are little winding navigable paths

for canoes: to keep the right ones in going through the marsh is a thing of much difficul-

ty; and if a person jumps out of the canoe on to the cranberry flats, these slowly sink with

him, and he shortly discovers that he has got down to his middle. The berries are very

plentiful; they are globose, transparent, of a yellowish colour, sometimes marked with lit-

tle black spots; they something resemble sparrow eggs, and may be gathered in bushels full

at the close of summer. Settlers will go ten miles to gather them; but as the mist of the

marsh is extremely noxious to life, people prefer staying at home, instead of visiting the

abode of the ague. The malaria of this dreadful place was the chief cause, in my opinion,

for putting a stop to the progress of the public works [of building the Rideau Canal] in the

warm weather of 1828; hundreds of labourers and mechanics were laid down with sick-

ness, many of whom never rose again. To clear a way for the canal through this marsh
was generally considered to be difficult, as labourers could not dig the bushes with spade
and shovel, and as their stalks and roots were extremely tough, and could not be cut or

dragged out of the way.

Worst of all, and helping to discourage settlement at Seeley's Bay before mid-century, the smell of

the cranberry marsh in hot weather was "very nauseous, like that of a cadaverous animal in the
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last stage of decomposition." 105 Local tradition claims that boatloads of stone were dumped on

these floating marshes to clear the channel below Seeley's Bay. 106

Although most of the population in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear resided within two miles

of the back Kingston road, this by no means meant that they had easy access to road traffic. In

October 1829, Roger and Horatio Savage, William Gilbert, John Birmingham, James Finlay senior,

Joshua Thomas, Jonathan and Levi Hotchkiss, Justus Seeley, Eli Sweet, Joseph Mitchel, William

McKinley, John and Runa Sly sent a petition to Nathan Hicock who that year was commissioner

of roads for Leeds County. They explained that most of them "have for some years past Labored

under great Embarrisments for the want of a Road from their Habitations to the Back Kingston

Road, and as we Live 2, 3 and some of us 5 Miles from that Road and our business often calls us

that way," it was no help that "the Land where the Side Road is laid out is Impract[ic]able for a

Road." These fourteen petitioners requested Hicock to "come and view the ground betwixt [lots]

No 3 and No 4 in the 7th Concession] of Leeds, to keep the Line where the Land is practicable for

a Road, untill you enter the 6 Concession], then to continue around the West End of South Lake

to the Birmingham Settlement [at the west end of the fourth and fifth concessions of Leeds town-

ship] which will prove of great publick utillity and greatly Releave our greavances."107

It would be a pointless and frustrating task to try and summarise the patterns of roads

laid out in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear and how their course changed before mid-century. Even

if the information were fully available, it would be full of obscure and untraceable references to

cedar posts, oak trees, and the houses and fields of people many of whose names do not appear

on land records. The reason for this is very simple. Unlike most of eastern Upper Canada where

the terrain was flat enough for settlement and roads to follow the straight concession lines staked

out by the surveyors, in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, as Joseph Wiltse the surveyor of roads for

Leeds County observed in 1835, "from the broken character of the ground by ledges and swamps
and lakes the concession roads and allowances cannot be used." 108 Consequently, Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear from the days of earliest settlement to the present has been remarkable in the

landscape of southeastern Ontario for having no straight stretch of road longer than three kilo-

metres. The curved space of the granite rock in the Leeds and Lansdowne Rear landscape not only

forced roads to go around them, but farmers invariably insisted that roads skirt the edge of fertile

fields rather than go straight through the deeper middle sections.

If Leeds and Lansdowne Rear was remarkable for its winding, twisting roads, it had the

further distinction of being a society divided by geography. This was true not only in the sense of

individual or localised settlements that were remote from the back Kingston road, but also for

those settlements that lacked a road connection with the main road, or yet still were hemmed in

from neighbours by the rocky ledges, marshes and swamps. Leeds and Lansdowne Rear includ-

ed concessions four and five in Leeds township and concession six in Lansdowne until 1849, 109

possibly in the interests of keeping the assessment base for the Front and Rear equitable, until the

day that road connections between the Front and Rear in both Leeds and Lansdowne should per-

mit a reconfiguration of the two townships as they originally were intended to be. The road con-

structed north through Leeds by Joel Stone and Truman Hicock in 1815 was in the rocky terrain

on the eastern side of the township, whereas the Birmingham settlement in concessions four and

five was on the west side, forcing settlers there to use the back road to travel to Kingston rather

than travel to the closer market of Gananoque. Even so, the settlers in the fourth and fifth con-

cessions of Leeds travelled a difficult route to reach the main settlement along the old Kingston road.

Only the branches of the Gananoque River offered any unity of access in Leeds and Lansdowne,

and by mid-century the river was waning as a transportation route.

Roads were a major concern of the commissioners elected at the annual township meet-

ing for Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. Every person whose name was entered in the assessor's roll

was obliged by law to work on the roads or highways of the township for a number of days every
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Plate 86

The William and Mary Ann Gilbert house, believed built circa 1865 at Seeley's Bay, as photographed in the

mid-twentieth century. The woodshed inside the large double doors was positioned next to the kitchen in

the low side wing. The fine joinery in the paneled front entrance and eave returns was done by William

Gilbert who was listed in the 1852 census as a carpenter/joiner. The pole atop the kitchen roofwas connected

with this being the Seeley's Bay exchange of the Leeds and Frontenac rural telephone company in the early

twentieth century. RoLLAL collection.

year according to the value of his or her property. If one's property was rated at 25 pounds or less,

for example, one performed two days of statute labour, as it was called, on the roads. If someone
else's property was valued at more than 150 pounds, but not more than 200 pounds, then they per-

formed seven days of statute labour. Absentee landowners, instead of performing their statute

labour, could commute it for a sum of money which was paid into the hands of local magistrates

or the township collector, and it was known for a time as the "absentee money." Every person

residing in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear who owned a wagon, or a cart, or a team of horses or oxen

was obliged to work on the roads for at least three days. 110 It was a truism of Upper Canadian

society that in the first years of settlement "the pioneers who hew the inheritance of their children

out of the forest can give a few days' labor with less inconvenience than they could give as many
dollars." It was generally perceived that most early settlers' "sense of the vast importance of the

forest road will generally impel them to unite vigorously in the effort to make it possible; while

their back-wood education will teach them to apply the labour they contribute to the best advan-

tage." 111

Part of the difficulty in tracing the evolution of local road patterns in Leeds and
Lansdowne Rear before mid-century is due to there being no records of the local township com-
missioners that survive from before 1836, and it is due also to the obscure references in records

kept at the district level. A rare undated petition from nineteen inhabitants of the Berryton/Big

Hill vicinity to the surveyor of roads for Leeds County complained that they laboured "under a

great disadvantage for want of a Road to Mill and to Market" and asked for a road to be laid out

"Commencing on the Town Line of Pitsburgh between the 6th & 7th Concessions] in the

Township of Leeds to continue on the Line of S[ai]d Concession]—where the Land will answer
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for Road and off from the Line where it will not untill it shall Intersect with the Gananoqua Road
Nigh Mr John Berrys." 112 The delay in time that could elapse between either requests for a road,

or plans by the township commissioners for establishing a road and preparing to build a road, is

well illustrated by an excerpt from the 2 July 1836 minutes of the board of commissioners. They
ordered Anson Lee, the overseer of highways in the eighth concession of Lansdowne to "open the

Road established in open Sessions the 20th day of May 1824 commencing. ..at or about the center

of Lot No 1 in the 8th Concession of Lansdowne from thence a north west course to intersect the

side line between [lot] Letter A & No 1, thence north to the Kingston Road near the Furnace

Falls." 113 By implication, a dozen years after planning to open a road from Long Point, the road

had not been opened, leaving the residents of that locality dependent on the Gananoque River to

take crops to market.

Although roads outstripped all other issues in the amount of time and money they

received from the Leeds and Lansdowne Rear board of commissioners, the basic reality remained

that there were too few people to perform the needed statute labour spread out over a large terri-

tory. The township was divided into statute labour districts or divisions, and an overseer of high-

ways, or pathmaster as he sometimes was called, was appointed by the board of commissioners

to set priorities as to what work would be done and to ascertain that persons required to do statute

labour met their quota of days.

The earliest surviving listing of statute labour divisions and overseers of highways, from

January 1836, indicates how settlement and roadwork was focused along the road from Seeley's

Bay to Soperton. It also offers an early measure of prominence in that these overseers were men
entrusted by the board of commissioners to enforce the statute labour regulations. William Washburn
was overseer of highways in division one in the westernmost part of concession thirteen of

Lansdowne, and David Curtis was overseer in division two where one side road headed north to

Plum Hollow heading toward Merrick's Mills and another headed south to Pine Hill. Richard

Sheffield was overseer in division three where the two side roads branched north from the

Furnace Falls road to Beverley. John F. Johnson was overseer in the fourth division which con-

sisted of the area extending from the boundary of Yonge in the twelfth concession of Lansdowne
to the forced road heading north to Soperton, including Pine Hill. Division five was on the road

from Charleston to the Furnace Falls road along the front of the twelfth concession, with William

Randolph overseer. The sixth division was from Oak Leaf to the Furnace road, with John T. Johnson

overseer. The junction of the Furnace Falls and Charleston roads to the boundary between Leeds

and Lansdowne comprised division seven over which Lawrence Glass was overseer. Division

eight consisted of the area from Furnace Falls south to Long Point, with Anson Lee overseer. 114

Road division nine extended west from the Leeds and Lansdowne boundary along the

back Kingston road to Haskin's Corners (lot 12, concession 8), with John Paine as overseer. The

area extending west from Sweet's Corners to the South Crosby boundary was division ten, with

Edward Green overseer. The Furnace Falls road and concession road along the front of the eighth

concession of Leeds from Haskin's Corners west to the Pittsburgh boundary comprised the

eleventh division, with William McKinley overseer. The sideroad leading northwest from where

the Furnace Falls road crossed the Leeds and Lansdowne boundary comprised division twelve,

with Arthur Niblock overseer. The road heading south from Haskin's Corners to the bridge at the

outlet of South Lake was the thirteenth division, with Edward Kenny as overseer. The fourteenth

division consisted of "the road now traveled as the Town line" between Leeds and Pittsburgh

south of the Furnace Falls road, with Benjamin G. Wright as overseer. Finally, road division fif-

teen consisted of the road between concessions four and five in the Birmingham settlement, with

John Birmingham as overseer. 115

Perhaps the only reliable statement about the actual quality of the roads maintained by

statute labour in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear before mid-century is found on an 1850 map pre-
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Plate 87

The Niblock house on lot eighteen in the tenth concession of Leeds built in 1860-61, with John and Mary
Niblock, their son John Robert Niblock and neighbours out front, as photographed circa 1890. The origin

of the Niblocks in County Monaghan, Ireland, at first isolated them from both the Vermont and Wexford

colonies in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, but John's marriage to Mary Kenny gave him links to the larger

Wexford circle of connections locally. This house was built at a transition point in heating and cooking,

with the large cooking fireplace in the kitchen wing on the right consuming vast quantities offirewood in

contrast with the efficient heating stoves used in the main part. Thefront door opened to a large dining hall

from which doors opened to a small parlour on the left with a bedroom behind it, another bedroom, a stair-

case and the kitchen wing. Upstairs two windowless storeroomsfor grain and two of three smaller bedrooms

could be entered only through the master bedroom, thereby giving parents maximum control of their most

valuable crop and their children in a vicinity where smuggling and the depredations of the Leeds gang were

frequently experienced. Loaned courtesy of Helen Niblock.

pared by major baron de Rottenburg, assistant quartermaster-general for the British military sta-

tioned in Canada, to show the quality of roads available for travel across the province. The local

section of this map (Plate 93) shows the Furnace Falls road as the major road through Lansdowne
Rear, albeit described as a "very bad road;" this "long bridge" is not to be confused with the "long

bridge" located on the Long Point road over Grippen Creek. Two branches leading north from

this road to Beverley are presented as being more heavily travelled, while other equally well trav-

elled branches led east to Charleston village and the various settlements in Yonge township, to

Farmersville where a macadamised road led to Brockville, and to Plum Hollow and the Victoria

macadamised road running north to Smiths Falls. The section of the Furnace Falls road in Leeds
Rear is described as a "pretty good road," with a well travelled branch leading north from

Haskin's Corners past the Whitefish Falls at the future site of Morton to the northern settlements

in Bastard, North and South Crosby townships. A road is shown heading south through Leeds,

crossing the west branch of the Gananoque River at the "Long bridge" west of Gananoque Lake,

and it is described as nothing better than a "bad bush road." A more secondary road which head-
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ed south from the back Kingston road at Seeley's Bay, but then swung east through what is termed

the "Harkaway Settlement," deteriorated into a "very bad bush" road when it swung south and

west to join a "bad bush road" winding northwest from Gananoque to Brewer's Mills. The road

through the Harkaway settlement is shown also heading east through Ellisville and northeast

through Long Point to rejoin the back Kingston road at Furnace Falls, but it was a road of second

importance. It is significant that this 1850 map shows no good road link between the front and
rear concessions of Leeds and Lansdowne. 116

Roads were but one of a number of responsibilities over which the board of township

commissioners presided in the 1820s, 1830s and 1840s. Despite vague records before 1836, it is

clear that these commissioners, and by extension the people who elected them at the annual town-

ship meeting, were developing a strong sense of territorial identity which would bode ill for any

hope of ultimately reconstituting Leeds and Lansdowne as separate municipal townships in the

future.

How was it possible for a common united sense of territorial identity to emerge in a pop-

ulation divided by geography, divided by economic markets, divided by their sense of ethnicity,

divided by religion, divided by ideology, and especially divided by the potent and long-term

political memory of area Orange Tories beating local Reformers with clubs at the Beverley hus-

tings during three elections in the mid 1830s? It was an unlikely question to ask at the first annu-

al township meeting during this period for which we have record, held at the house of Miles

Fulford at Furnace Falls on the first Monday in January 1836 after notice had been "posted up at

three of the most public places in the rear of Said Townships." For there, at ten o'clock in the

forenoon, Reform inhabitants could only watch helplessly as local Tories and Orangemen packed

the meeting and took over all of the township offices. 117

Who should be voted in to chair the annual meeting, without so much as a protest from

the magistrates attending, but Ogle R. Gowan, the Orange grand master who was so intent in the

use of violence to gain his election a few months later that he boasted to officials a week before the

contest, "the return of Mr Jonas Jones and myself is considered certain]" 118 And so, the meeting,

with the exception of re-appointing Robert Garry as township clerk, voted in a solid Tory slate of

higher officers, electing Ogle Gowan, John Berry and Cleveland Stafford as commissioners, John

Green junior as assessor, and Thomas Sheffield as collector. We have already noted the overseers

of highways selected at this meeting, many of them Tories, and the poundkeepers chosen were

Cleveland Stafford, Lawrence Glass, Samuel W. Haskins and David Birmingham.

Before the 1836 annual meeting adjourned and the men headed for the bar, three resolu-

tions were passed by the men assembled:—resolutions that as a matter of procedure were intro-

duced at every annual meeting. They were as follows: 119

Resolved that Stags, Boars, Horses, Stallions above one year old and all unruly cattle be

restrained from running at large under a fine upon the owner or owners for each Stag ten

shillings, Boar five shillings, Rams ten shillings, Horses two shillings and six pence,

Stallions above an year old twenty shillings, and unruly horned Cattle five shillings each.

Resolved—That horned Cattle (not unruly) be prohibited from running at large

between the fifteenth day of November and the fifteenth day of April and be allowed to

run at large the resedue of each year.

Resolved—That every well built fence of boards, posts, Rails, poles, or Stones of four

and an half feet in height, in wich there shall be no opining or space more than Six inch-

es in width between such boards, posts, rails, poles, or Stones within two and an half feet

of the Surface of the ground shall be considered a lawfull fence.

These resolutions, coming as they did at the end of a township meeting in which local American-

origin Reformers had been routed from the board of township commissioners by Orange Tories,

are a reminder that the various divisions in local society sooner or later came up against the real-

ities of life in a farming community. Whatever the politics of the moment might be, the over-
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Plate 88

Map of Seeley's Bay and Haskin's Point on the Rideau Canal as sketched in 1841. Thus early a wharf is

shown located at Haskin's Point to permit access to steamboat traffic on the canal, but although floating

marsh is shown only on Broad's Bay, the stumps of trees under the water of Seeley's Bay were still too dan-

gerous to permit navigation into that body of water. Houses shown include those of Abel Russell, William

Gilbert, George Broad, and Hiram Sanford. Supplying fuelwood for Rideau Canal steamboats at Haskin's

wharf was the major economic activity that led to a village being established on this bay. Archives of

Ontario RG22 Series 17, Box 7, # 376.

whelming majority of inhabitants in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear owed their survival to success-

fully pursuing agriculture. In a community with a mixture of long-established, well-fenced farm-

steads, partially-fenced newer clearings, and squatters starting out with few fences if any, the reg-

ulations allowing livestock to run at large and the height of fences were crucial to promote order-

ly breeding and to protect crops and people from wandering livestock browsing on foliage.

However dismayed local Reformers may have been by Tories taking over the top town-

ship offices, there was reassurance in the ranks of the fenceviewers, the poundkeepers, and the

overseers of highways continuing to contain some local American-origin names. There was reas-

surance too in the same regulations for height of fences and wandering livestock being maintained

from year to year to protect property in which money and years of labour had been invested from

the depredations of wandering livestock primarily belonging to the newer settlers. For when all

was said and done, most inhabitants of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear cared far more for the order-

ly development of their farms than they did for who occupied the top positions in running the
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township. Poorly-maintained fences that were not built to a certain height, and wandering live-

stock during the growing season, posed far greater threats to the survival of most inhabitants than

did the implicit threat of violence from Ogle Gowan and his henchmen taking over the township

meeting. Local Reformers worried about this setting back their hopes for responsible government

on the one hand. On the other, they recognised that they were part of local groups of farmers, Tory

and Reformer, old and new settlers alike, who worked together at chores ranging from raising

barns to corn husking bees to building roads to accomplish the task more quickly than they could

working alone. These circles of men, and occasionally women, participating at the various bees,

in the various locales and settlements across Leeds and Lansdowne Rear—working to have

improved transportation, better houses and buildings, larger fields, and more extensive crops

—

were all focused on the material improvement of their farms to provide a more prosperous future

for themselves and their children. In this focus and in their work together it is fair to conclude

that there was a growing unity of improvement in local society. The unity of improvement con-

sisted of cooperation in practical tasks to advance each neighbourhood, with an underlying

assumption that at some point in the future there might be further agreement on some of the ideas

that otherwise divided people at present.

The unity of improvement, it must be understood, was a subtle underlying reality of life

in a developing agricultural community among people who were otherwise bitterly divided by

violence and ideology. And it was not only local Reformers who complained of violence at the

hands of their Tory adversaries. Ogle Gowan as early as 1834 complained of extraordinary trans-

actions that threatened "to drive the great bulk of the People of this District into the hands of rev-

olutionary incendiaries," and begged the lieutenant-governor "to shield a People, sincerely devot-

ed to [British] Government, from the desperate acts of tyranny and oppression now practiced

against every man who dared to hold up his voice against the American party in this place." 120

Gowan's rhetoric against Reform can be recognised for what it was, but his reference to "driv[ing]

the great bulk of the People" reminds us that the great fierce partisan passions in the 1830s were

those of competing major families and their connections in the larger Johnstown District, vying to

accept plum patronage and militia posts and to be elected members of parliament. The old sys-

tem of competing family networks, of the Tory Joneses and Sherwoods against the Reform Buells

and Howards might have gone on indefinitely had not Ogle Gowan, an immigrant just off the boat

and on the make, insinuated himself into the local political scene and forcibly mobilised the size-

able population of fellow Irish immigrants to back him as one of the Tory candidates.

The violence committed by Gowan's supporters more than anything worked to rouse a

wave of partisan response from the older settlers, but it should be emphasized that such feeling

in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear had to be kept whipped up by the likes of Ogle Gowan or William

Buell to further their personal electoral agendas. Partisan feeling was best kept alive by personal

visits from Buell or Gowan to the locality, or by bringing in a figure who cut a high profile across

the provincial scene such as William Lyon Mackenzie. Otherwise, it was the Brockville newspapers

edited by Gowan and Buell that attempted to keep partisan feeling alive out in the countryside.

In the late 1830s there was "only one copy of a Newspaper taken in the Irish Woods, and that was

[Gowan's] Brockville Statesman" 121 which, as in so many pioneer communities, was shared by a

number of neighbours in what was known as the "clubbing system" where five or six families

clubbed together, each paying a share of a single newspaper subscription. 122 In less secluded

parts of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear copies of the Statesman and Buell's Recorder changed hands

many times as inhabitants sought to find out the news, both in their district and across the

province. But as much as Gowan and Buell might attempt to develop a political constituency,

what most local people immediately looked for in either newspaper was the listing of market

prices so as to figure out when to take their crops to market to receive the best price possible.
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Plate 89

Mortgaging the Homestead, an oil on canvas painted by George A. Reid in 1890. Many of the substantial

newfarmhouses in Leeds and Lansdowne Rearfrom mid-century on were constructed based on the assump-

tion thatfamilies were establishing permanent homesteads. Brothers and sisters and in-laws worked togeth-

er, whether sharing the same residence or living in separate houses, to develop farms that guaranteed them

both survival and continuity. The collapse of wheat farming, the township reaching its peak of population

in the late 1870s, and the cry to move west shattered such solidarity of interests in some local families.

Brothers seeking larger opportunities elsewhereforced parents or siblings to mortgage thefamily homestead,

to provide income to make a beginning elsewhere. National Gallery of Canada ace. no. 86.

The underlying unity of interest in improving farming, of neighbours helping neighbours

to harvest crops, to build bigger barns and to build roads, meant that the political activity coaxed

out of local men, whether it be attacking voters at the hustings, or voting, or yet again signing peti-

tions for or against the provincial administration, was of minimal importance in the day-to-day

workings of local rural society. Once the politicians from Brockville with their bribes of liquor to

encourage the beatings, or their petitions to sign, had passed along, the daily agricultural cycle

resumed. When both sets of rival candidates were on hand at the hustings, obviously one had to

display a political allegiance, and for many of Gowan's supporters the allegiance sprang from the

help he provided in transmitting payments and securing title for their lots. This kneejerk respon-

siveness to the politicians who came around, no matter what their political stripe, among a pop-
ulation more concerned with their farming tasks at hand than with provincial politics, was evi-

dent as early as 1832. Joseph K. Hartwell, a local Tory organiser, after learning that many inhabi-

tants of the Leeds and Lansdowne Rear vicinity signed a petition complaining of how the

province was administered, made his own local appraisal. He reported to the lieutenant-gover-

nor: 123

I feel it a duty I owe to many of the well disposed but ignorant individuals of this part of

the country, who have heretofore taken part with Mackenzie, to state to you. ..that during
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my excursion in this part of the District, I took an opportunity of enquiring into the

motives which led them to sign what is called the grievance petition. Some attempted to

make out that they had Local grievances to complain of, while others "could not tell of

any, but if I would enquire of Mr Mackenzie or Messrs Buell & Howard, the present mem-
bers of Parliament for Leeds, they would tell me."

Four years later Hartwell again reported that many persons who had through ignorance lent their

names to another printed petition, circulated by Buell and Howard, "most cheerfully signed the

address to His Excellency...upon my assuring them that the Political excitement kept up by certain

designing agitators, would unquestionably prove ruinous to the best interests of the country

unless checked immediately." 124

It was a select group among the local population who, like Hartwell, hoped to gain from

promoting partisan feeling. The major office in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear providing an income

for life was that of magistrate. The earliest local magistrates, Truman Hicock, Uri Scovil, and

Philip Shook were Tories of American origin. By 1833 the Tory administration had appointed local

Irish immigrant Tories Thomas Sheffield and Richard Johnson as magistrates. 125 Reform min-

istries in turn appointed Allan Sweet and Daniel O'Connor magistrates in the 1840s, added
Alpheus H. Howard and Surrasten L. Soper by the early 1850s, and Edward Green was a lone Tory

appointment as justice of the peace by 1849. 126 The growing number of magistrates by mid-cen-

tury reflected the continuing partisan influence on appointments, but also the growing area of

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear being developed.

Perhaps the ultimate tribute to the unity of improvement in local society was the attempt

by the township commissioners to bring their meetings to the localised settlements. In 1836, for

example, the place of holding meetings rotated from John Birmingham's house near South Lake

in Leeds, to Richard Singleton's residence at Singleton Lake in Lansdowne, to Cleveland Stafford's

inn at Soperton. Still, an attempt to introduce the idea of a central permanent place of meeting

was evident in having the annual township meeting held at Lyndhurst. The earliest minutes in

the late 1830s refer to the township meeting being held in the house of Miles Fulford at Furnace

Falls, then by 1843 it had moved to the house of John VanLoon, the following year it was held in

the schoolhouse, before moving on to the house of W. Mott, 127 all presumed to be located at or

near Lyndhurst.

But even more important than the central location of the annual township meeting was
the firm intent to maintain the extensive territory administered under Leeds and Lansdowne Rear

as long as possible. To this end the local commissioners resolved in February 1836 "That the Town
Clerk wright to the Board of Commissioners in the front of Leeds and Lansdown mentaining our

claim to the South Lake Settlement including the 4th and 5th Concessions of Leeds." 128 Then, at

a meeting held at the Birmingham settlement south of South Lake the first day of March 1836, the

commissioners requested the overseer of highways in that division "to open the road leading from

Michael Murphys to the South Lake, and commonly known as the upper most road" to link the

Birmingham settlement into the system of roads in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. At this meeting,

they also invited the commissioners for Leeds and Lansdowne Front and Pittsburgh "to meet this

Board, at the House of John Birmingham in Leeds, on tuesday the 8th of March Instant at 12

o'clock noon, to consult on matters of mutual interest." 129 This joint meeting of commissioners

turned out to be momentous for local settlement and development on three counts. First, they

resolved it "a matter of vast importance to this Section of country to have as direct a road from

Gananoque to Brewers Upper Mills in Pittsburgh as the nature of the land & other local circum-

stances may admit of." To this end all the commissioners for Leeds and Lansdowne townships

pledged "to use their best endeavours to open the said road from Ganananoque to the Townline

of Pittsburgh," and in return confidently hoped the Pittsburgh commissioners "will unite with

them in continuing the road from the Townline to Brewers Mills." Second, they resolved that it
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Plate 90

The Okill Jones house on Jonas street in Lyndhurst, believed built in the 1840s, as photographed in 1994.

This is just part ofa rambling U-shaped structure shown on village lot 58 in 1865 (Plate 123) which accord-

ing to the 1852 census was not only used as a store but as accommodation for the numerous employees in

the Jones enterprises at Lyndhurst. According to one local legend, Okill Jones in 1850 felt that the grist-

mill, sawmill, carding and fulling mill, post office and tavern merited the hamlet a more auspicious name

than Furnace Falls. He requested a change of name, and Lyndhurst is reputed to have been chosen by the

postmaster-general in honour ofJohn Singleton Copley, baron Lyndhurst. By the author.

was "essentially necessary to continue the [Kidd] road from the outlet of the Wiltsee [or

Charleston] Lake in the 4th [they must have meant the sixth] Concession of Lansdown to the road

in rear of the eleventh Concession of Lansdown." 130

The third item of business addressed the deteriorating relations between the Front and

Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne due to Leeds and Lansdowne Front peremptorily attempting to

add the fourth, fifth and sixth concessions of Leeds to its assessment base. After discussion it was
resolved "That whenever a majority of the inhabitants of the Sixth, fifth and fourth Concessions

of Leeds may think proper in uniting to address the Commissioners for the rear of the Townships

of their desire to be united with the front that they shall be at liberty to leve the rear and unite with

the front." In return, the commissioners for the Front agreed "to have the names placed on the

Assessment roll for the front erased." 131 By this move the commissioners for Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear must have felt they had bought sufficient time for roads to be developed down from the

Furnace road to link these middle concessions with the rear and hence prevent any possibility of

having them opt on their own to join the front. But it was not to be.

The putting in place of formal municipal government in the 1840s ultimately worked to

determine the permanent southern boundary of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. The district councils

Act of 1841 departed from the preceding system of magistrates appointed by the lieutenant-gov-

ernor meeting in the general court of quarter sessions. Beginning in January 1842 the Johnstown

District council replaced the court of quarter-sessions and consisted of councillors elected by the

townships and a warden appointed by the lieutenant-governor. Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, because
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it had less than 300 inhabitant freeholders and householders, was entitled to only one representa-

tive on the district council, whereas townships such as Bastard with more than 300 freeholders

and householders had two councillors. 132 The district councils have traditionally been viewed as

offering the first measure of local government in Upper Canada, but this does not square with the

previous forty years during which local inhabitants had elected township commissioners at the

annual township meeting. It was for localities such as Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, half of whose
land area was either owned by absentee landowners or reserved by the Crown a generation after

settlement began, that the Canadian government instituted elected district councils in 1842. One
regional editor commented in 1843, "the great cause for the establishing of Municipal Councils,

and empowering them with the authority of taxation to a certain extent, was with the view of

imposing assessment on Wild Lands held by Absentees and Land-jobbers." 133 The augmented
assessment increased the amount of locally-generated money and gave local inhabitants some
illusion of control, when in reality the provincial government no longer had to contribute as large

a proportion of the funds required for local projects while at the same time it directed local dis-

tricts how to spend their assessments.

By the late 1840s the Canadian government was so heavily in debt that it was unable to

borrow sufficient money to underwrite the construction of railways necessary to make the

Canadian economy compete with the United States. By establishing local municipal corporations

at the township level, the provincial Reform administration of Francis Hincks intended to shift

financial responsibility for public works projects over to the municipalities. 134 The first major

local implication of transforming townships into municipal corporations was an Act of the provin-

cial government passed in May 1849, radically altering the boundaries of Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear. Not only were concessions four and five of Leeds handed over to Leeds and Lansdowne
Front, but concession six of Lansdowne as well! 135 The price of becoming a municipality was for

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear to lose almost a quarter of its territory. It would be but the first of

many blows residents of the new township would receive from the hands of interests at the front.

Still, the concessions handed over had been a sort of no-man's-land acting more as a barrier than

a part of either Front or Rear.

The lack of intercourse between Front and Rear was most apparent in April 1849 when
word was received that Leeds and Lansdowne were to be made municipalities respectively, rather

than continue the division between Front and Rear. A public meeting held in the Lansdowne
schoolhouse passed resolutions: 136

expressing surprise that a measure had been introduced for altering the division of the

townships which had existed for more than forty years, with which the inhabitants of

both townships were well satisfied, and which could not be altered without affecting most

seriously and injuriously their interests and welfare; setting forth that the inhabitants of

Leeds and Lansdowne had no knowledge whatever of an intention on the part of any per-

son or persons to introduce a bill to alter the divisions, and ordering that should the bill

be passed, a petition be forwarded to the Governor-General praying him to withhold the

royal assent.

Accordingly, in 1850, after the new municipal boundaries were thus drawn, Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear had 1,497 inhabitants, just half the 2,935 inhabitants of Leeds and Lansdowne Front. 137

The Johnstown District council (which after 1849 became the Leeds and Grenville coun-

ties council) had jurisdiction over roads and bridges, the establishment and maintenance of

schools, funding the administration of justice, and the right to levy taxes on real or personal prop-

erty. These responsibilities soon added up to a growing financial burden on local inhabitants, and

members of the district council were forced to face the music from the people who elected them

while the provincial government retained control of how these various services were adminis-

tered.
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Plate 91

The Arthur and Frances Argue log house on lot seventeen in the seventh concession of Leeds, with their

circa 1870 timberframe house in the background, as photographed in 1994. Depending on their resources,

the number ofable-bodied children in their household, their aspirations and length of residence locally, some

families found it sufficient achievement to have a comfortable log residence by the mid-nineteenth century,

while others went on to build largerframe houses. By the author.

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, one might think, should have been a turbulent place in the

1840s, as local inhabitants faced up to paying higher assessments. One need only consider the

1834 remonstrance of innkeeper Cleveland Stafford of Soperton against the township assessor, to

contemplate the potential for mass anger among a politically divided population. Stafford com-
plained to the lieutenant-governor that the township assessor, Philo Hicock, maliciously accused

him of failing to declare all his rateable property. When Stafford was put on trial before magis-

trates at Beverley, as he later recounted, 138

an attempt was made by the assessor to prove that your petitioner had wilfully refused to

put in all his lands. This having failed, he resorted to a miserable Shift of taking advan-

tage of your petitioner's not putting in One Beef Creature which would have been killed had

the assessment not been taken earlier than usual. The Magistrates, according to the evi-

dence felt themselves bound to impose a fine of 3 [pounds] with costs, on your petitioner

for such unintentional neglect. Your petitioner feels assured that the Magistrates acted

conscienciously in imposing the said fine but he verily believes it is not the intention of the

law to have Beef Cattle (intended for immediate slaughter) put on the assessment list.

Underlying such rancor in the 1830s, of course, was the political reality that Cleveland Stafford

was a strong Tory and Philo Hicock was an adamant Reformer at a time when the Irish were being

enlisted to the Tory cause and violence was employed at the Beverley hustings. By the early 1840s

things had quieted down, partly because the Tories captured and hung on to the Leeds and

Brockville ridings, and partly because Ogle Gowan attempted to dissolve the Orange lodge in

1843 139 in anticipation of Orange processions being banned that year by a Reform ministry. 140

Above all, by 1839 Ogle Gowan was championing responsible government, so that by the time it

was introduced in the 1840s there were few substantial ideological differences between local

Tories and Reformers. 141

Hand in hand with the introduction of responsible government in the 1840s, both Reformers

and Tories in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear were becoming interested in popular education as the

ultimate means of improving local society. Our knowledge of education in the township before

mid-century is fragmentary at best. In an earlier chapter the efforts of Hiel Sliter to gain a rudi-
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mentary education from the combined influence of his mother, a night school, and from William

Webster while guarding the Gananoque block house during the War of 1812 were presented,

showing how early education was very much a private matter. An 1816 education Act gave the

inhabitants of any community the legal right to meet and make arrangements for common
schools. Once they built a school, guaranteed an attendance of twenty scholars, and provided for

partial payment of the teacher, they could qualify for a portion of the annual grant made by the

provincial legislature to the Johnstown District. 142

There is reputed to have been a school in the Soperton area dating back to the decade of

the 1800s. Somewhat more substantial is the family legend of Esma Brown that her great grand-

father, Thomas Sheffield, attended what was called Stafford's school at Soperton in or about 1820,

even though he lived in the Pine Hill (Oak Leaf) vicinity. 143 This fits with the need for early

schools to draw from a large area in order to qualify for the government grant parcelled out by the

district treasurer. A description half a century later of building a school in the Irish Woods settle-

ment in 1836 says much about the voluntary spirit of early education in Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear: "It was a free country there then. No school laws to mystify parents; no Municipal Councils

to promise and never perform; but the neighbors just turned out one fine morning, and brought

their axes and a yoke of oxen. Some felled the trees in the bush, the oxen hauled them to the spot,

four 'handy' men were selected to do the cornering, others rolled up the logs, and in a short time

the school house was built.... The architect was a far-seeing man, and very wisely left the logs of

the walls round on the inside of the house, so that for many years we could hew off dry wood
therefrom."144

In 1839 a log school was built on lot ten of the eighth concession of Leeds township, with

Angeline Chapman hired as the first teacher in it. Ten years later a brick school was built closer

to Seeley's Bay on lot six of the eighth concession, the property of John Chapman. 145 In 1842

Richard Singleton donated land for a log school on lot A of the seventh concession of Lansdowne.

It was replaced by a stone school built in 1862 on lot two of the eighth concession of Lansdowne,

at Long Point, on land donated by magistrate Daniel O'Connor. One of the first teachers in the

Long Point school, an ex-soldier named Adam Gillespie, is reputed to have been a guard of

Napoleon in exile at Saint Helena. 146 Finally, there is a reference to the annual township meeting

taking place at the schoolhouse at Lyndhurst in 1844, 147 but it cannot have been a prepossessing

building, for the following year the annual township meeting moved to the house of W. Mott. In

1851 the teacher of the Lyndhurst school, John Irving Scott, was paid a salary of thirty pounds per

annum and, as was common, boarded around at the homes of parents. The following year his suc-

cessor, Lucy Anne McNish, refused to teach in the building because several windows were out

and a portion of the roof open to the weather; as the building was not owned or held by the school

trustees, they refused to repair it.
148

The unusually poor condition of the Lyndhurst school was perhaps not typical of early

schools in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. The Irish settlers were literate and valued education, and

most likely would not let a schoolhouse deteriorate to such a state. And indeed, most longer-

established settlers cared enough to have their children taught basic literacy and numeracy skills

that they banded together to build schools and engage teachers. But once their own children were

through, the buildings were allowed to deteriorate and teachers found it difficult to be paid. As
for the more recently-arrived settlers, it was a common adage of the period, that the "poorer a man
is on a new bush farm the greater his necessity is to keep his child from school to help him, and

the less able he is to clothe his child suitably for school." 149 Adding to this was the bungling of

the fledgeling Johnstown district council, which in May 1843 moved to discontinue the new
provincial school Act, and when subsequent attempts were made to reverse this decision, delays

and lack of council quorums combined against a district school tax being collected in 1843, and

against the council receiving its share of the provincial grant. To add to the hardship this caused
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Plate 92

Thomas Tye senior and family in front of their frame house on lot 22 in the ninth concession of Leeds,

believed built circa I860, as photographed circa 1885. Thisfamily portrait illustrates the sense ofpatriarchy

that pervaded Leeds and Lansdowne Rear households throughout the nineteenth century, with Thomas Tye

senior sittingfront and centre. The combination carriage house and woodshedforming an ell in front of the

main house was an unusual arrangement. This effectively shows the kitchen wing to be the centre of daily

life in the house, with space in the moreformal main block used for entertaining (downstairs) and sleeping

(upstairs). For names see Appendix 14. RoLLAL collection 988-03.

local teachers, their third source of income also dried up; many of the people who owed monthly

school fees suddenly considered themselves exempt from paying them since the district council

had not put the school Act in operation that year. Hence by March of 1843 teachers in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear were suddenly without "the necessary means of procuring Bread for the present

year" and were hard pressed "to keep what little effects they had for their families' use from being

sold by publick auction." Many teachers saw no help for their "lamentable condition," other than

to continue teaching until their salaries would resume in 1844. As one of them stated, "Not being

accustomed to labour, they cannot get employment from farmers as laboure[r]s, Because the

farmer can employ ablebodied men who are adequate to perform any labour they may wish to set

them about. So that, to abandon Schoolkeeping they see poverty before them, and to continue it

they have poverty staring them in the face, unless they can obtain some aid from the govern-

ment." 150

Once the new school Act was adopted by the Johnstown District council in 1844, interest

in education began to grow in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, as revealed in the jump from five

school commissioners in 1843, 151 to eleven sets of school trustees by 1853. 152 Henry P. Washburn
summarised the status of local education in February 1852. He observed 133

there is still much need of improvement in the Common School[s] for this Township
although I am happy to state that they are advancing very materially under the present

School Act. The school houses are somewhat improving although many of them are in a

very bad state. The people many of them are much more engaged about the education of
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their children than formerly—and I trust, a better supply of School Books, which are well

calculated to improve the character of our schools—We have had considerable difficulty

to obtain efficient Teachers however we are expecting a better and more thorough system.

The Normal School has done much and will do more to remedy this evil[.] I see no other

way but the people must make a difference between a competent teach[er] and the person

who merely makes a stepping stone of school teaching to help them to some other pro-

fession without any other previous training for the business. Much remains to be done in

the advancement of our common schools for this Township and it is to be hoped that

schools will ultimately be made Free, to all the youth of this Township, as the Water they

drink.

A year later Henry Washburn concluded his annual report on schools by exclaiming, "Give us

education—free to all as the sunlight of heaven. Education is the best wealth a nation can be in

possession of. It is next to the love of God shed abroad in the heart—fitting the young for impor-

tant stations in society." 154

This confident vision of the transforming, and implicit unifying power of education con-

trasted with the ways in which Leeds and Lansdowne Rear became divided between 1820 and
mid-century. There was the political division between Reformers and Tories, the division over

whether the Gananoque or Whitefish navigation should be developed, and a three-way division

among markets at Gananoque, Brockville and Kingston. Local society was divided between

longer-established families in the older settlements and newer settlers along the new roads head-

ing south to the South Lake and Long Point settlements, and members of both groups often were

in disagreement over the title to lots they were squatting on. Accusations of trespassing and strip-

ping land of timber further added to the division in local society. Even the major economic enter-

prises in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, the Jones mills at Lyndhurst and the Morton and Tennant

asheries at Seeley's Bay showed the economic division of local society in sending their exports to

the different economic markets of Brockville and Kingston. The division of the area into statute

labour divisions and school sections together with the board of township commissioners holding

meetings at various locations only served to fracture Leeds and Lansdowne Rear into a series of

localities or settlements. The only things that on the surface possibly united area inhabitants were

the annual township meetings at Furnace Falls, the desire to hold on to the southern concessions,

and a common hatred of the tax assessor and tax collector.

Still, all local inhabitants shared a belief in creating a better future for themselves and their

children through improvement, whether it be the improvement of a bush lot into a productive

farm, or the improvement of local roads to take crops to market, or yet again the improvement of

housing for the comfort of family members. This ideology of material improvement that united

local inhabitants, notwithstanding all the forces that worked to divide them, and that was present

in their thoughts throughout their waking hours, was only rarely given voice. One of the rare

occasions it was articulated was during the hour of death. The obituary of John Berry, for exam-

ple, after giving the details of his migration from Wexford, told the part he played in the larger

scheme of improvement: 155

Mr. Berry was one of the pioneers of this section, as when he settled on his farm the unbro-

ken forest extended on almost every side. In common with all the early settlers, he

endured great hardships and surmounted many difficulties and lived to see fertile fields

and comfortable houses the homes of the different members of his own family, who like

him had braved the difficulties and dangers of settling in the wilds of Canada.

But the shared experience of braving difficulties and dangers to hew farms and communities out

of the wilderness does not altogether explain the growing bonds among most inhabitants of Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear by mid-century. Something more subtle and profound was beginning to

reshape local society, as the following chapters will reveal.
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Plate 93

Detail of Map of the Principal Communications in Canada West Compiled from the most authentick

Sources, actual Surveys, District Maps, &c, &c. by major baron de Rottenburg, assistant quartermaster-

general in 1850-51. The attempt to unite at the local level to promote material improvement came up short

against the topography of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear in building good roads. The poor road connections

with the Front of Leeds and Lansdowne at this time ensured that Leeds and Lansdowne Rear was incorpo-

rated as a municipality in 1849. Only the Gananoque River offered a means of forwarding crops to

Gananoque before mid-century. National Archives of Canada NMC 12437 "K" and "J".
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The 1857 stone bridge at Lyndhurst with the Riverside House hotel built by Webster Copeland in the 1870s

and adjacent commercial block constructed in 1883, as photographed in 1979. This was the second stone

arch bridge built over the Gananoque River at Lyndhurst after the first one collapsed. Construction of this

bridge effectively marked the boundary between Lyndhurst as a mill hamlet and an emerging village. By

the author.
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At about one o'clock on the afternoon of Saturday, June 12th, 1875, Jane Eaton poured her-

self a cup of tea and pondered the crisis that was closing in on her. Could she not finish

a meal in peace, without forebodings for the future? Lately, the world seemed to make
no more sense to her than it did to her 25 year-old imbecile nephew, John Henry McKee, who a

few minutes previously was sitting across the table from her. What next! All in all, it had been

quite a morning, and quite a week, all things considered. And yet, unsure what to do, teetering

between her practical backwoods upbringing and an emerging devotional sensibility, she must
keep her thoughts collected, and she must trust to God that everything would work out for the

best.

The table she set, like the house itself, was simple yet sufficient, with a dish of potatoes, a

plate of fried pork, and a full teapot comprising the mid-day meal. She and her son Erastus, as

her brother-in-law later testified in court, "lived comfortably and well." The house, located on

part of lot six in the eighth concession of Leeds township, fronted on the eighth line, but as it was
set back a considerable distance from this road, it was reached by a road running along the east

side of the lot. It was an older house, originally built of logs, but a new frame addition was built

on the west end, and a larger summer kitchen lean-to was added at the back.

Life had not been easy for Jane Eaton. Born Jane White in 1819, she first was married to

David Hotchkiss, who died, leaving her with a young son Erastus. Despite his untimely death,

David Hotchkiss left the farm to his son with the understanding that he would provide for his

mother as long as she remained unmarried, which was a common arrangement in local society.

Jane Hotchkiss married a second time to Chancy Eaton, a man seventeen years her senior, and to

them two daughters, Eliza Ann and Sarah Jane, were born, but by the time they married and left

home, their father too had passed away. For various reasons by the mid 1870s widow Eaton was
still living with her son, and in 1874 her dead sister's husband, Adam McKee, and his imbecile son

came to live with them. Adam McKee, "being blind, and not very clear in his mind," chose not to

eat with the others in the large kitchen in the log part; rather than risk tangling with Erastus or

stumbling over items left sitting out, he "took his meals by himself in the back kitchen.. .lean-to."2

Physical comforts to one side, it was a troubled household. The trouble centred in 34 year-

old Erastus Hotchkiss. Long before this the larger Seeley's Bay neighbourhood generally under-

stood that Erastus was crazy, although some neighbours more tactfully referred to him being

"peculiar in his disposition." Everyone locally remembered how eight years previously he had
broken all the windows in the school, was seen talking incoherently to himself, exhibiting the

symptoms of a raving maniac, and he became so very violent that he was imprisoned for insani-

ty. Regaining control of himself, he returned home to his farm. Somehow his mother and imme-
diate neighbours managed to deal with him, helping him and watching him as the seasonal round

of farming chores went on from year to year. The tensions implicit in this arrangement were evi-

dent in 1874 when a neighbour, Edward Chapman, overheard Erastus threatening his mother.

"He threatened to put her in a box and put a little ground on her, that she was an old bitch, going

around among neighbors telling tales about him.... He would not put her very deep but put

enough...ground on her to keep the smell off." Chapman warned Jane Eaton at the time, "I am
afraid he will kill you yet," but Erastus subsequently improved in temperament. Dr Purdy at
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Plate 95

The fames and Lillian Kelsey farmstead on lots nine and ten in the ninth concession of Lansdowne with

Marion and Willard Kelsey in the foreground, as photographed circa 1915. This view shows the progres-

sion from small early log buildings up to the large frame farmhouse built circa 1890 and the substantial

gambrel-roofed barn with ventilator built in 1914. The original log house and early barns were made use of

as pigpens, hen houses and sheep stables in the mixed farming economy. One of the thirteen children born

to James and Lillian Kelsey recalled the self-sufficiency of this farm: "We had many apple trees, tame cher-

ries, white and blue grape vines, red currants, strawberries. In the fall of the year Dad would kill four pigs

and a beef and that would keep us in meat until the next fall. Mother would make bread from the flour

ground in the local grist mill from our own wheat and we had lots of vegetables and potatoes in the cellar."

Loaned courtesy ofLorna Warren.

Seeley's Bay observed that he was more liable to fits of insanity in warm weather as opposed to

cold.

The events of just the past week, however, were beginning to alarm Jane Eaton that her

son once again was out of control. Out of the blue, he would begin to swear and rip and tear, and
yet when she went to the neighbours to get away from him, he accused her of neglecting her own
business. Alternately, he accused her of preventing him from fetching someone to help with the

farmwork. One day when Erastus saw his mother heading off to Seeley's Bay with the team and
wagon, he asked Adam McKee "if they had wood with them, meaning wood for [her] daughter"

and then exclaimed "he would put a stop to this carrying off eggs, butter, apples, meat, &c. away
from the place." Just the previous day "he accused his mother with having mixed sour milk and
water with the milk—a can having been returned from the factory as unfit for manufacture" and
then abruptly threatened to "either sell or mortgage the farm, and pay her her share, and that she

should have nothing further to do with his milk." Although the farm had been left to Erastus,

clearly he was upset that his mother effectively was running the place, having John Henry McKee
do heavy work in the fields, while she like most farmwomen looked after chores such as milking

and tending poultry.
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There was, however, another problem with her son that Jane Eaton was only beginning to dis-

cover. Erastus "wanted to get married," but no eligible local young woman "he said would keep

his company." Only two days previously she had taken aside her son-in-law, William Reid, and
expressed her fears "on account of the way in which [Erastus] was carrying on, staying out late at

nights and roving around among the neighbors without any apparent purpose." Little did she

know the commotion Erastus was raising in the home of the Chapman family nearby, attempting

to persuade young Jane Anne or Jennie Chapman to marry him. Jane Anne, having no interest in

him because "he was crazy and insane" and fearing to have him turn violent, fended him off, say-

ing, "You don't need me; you've got your mother."3 And indeed, that very morning, Erastus had
been over at Chapmans, following young Jennie from room to room. When her mother asked him
what he meant by chasing her around, he replied "Because she won't marry me," to which the

mother responded by brandishing a stick of stovewood, threatening to hit him if he did not go

home. But once Jennie's mother went off shopping in Seeley's Bay, Erastus returned, again fol-

lowing Jennie around the house and over to a neighbour's house and back, until she prevailed

upon her half-brother, William Gainford, to send him packing.

Let us, while we follow Erastus through the orchard on his way home, ponder his frus-

tration. At the age of 34, all that apparently stood in the way of his marrying Jennie Chapman, or

so he thought, was his mother continuing to live in his house. To his enormous annoyance, not

only did his mother persist in running his farm as she chose, paying little heed to his suggestions,

but she absolutely refused to move out of the house despite his offering to pay her board if she

would live elsewhere. So completely did Erastus nurse the conviction that his mother blocked his

hopes of marriage, that widow Eaton only a couple of days earlier confided to her son-in-law "she

was afraid [he] would put an end to her or to himself."

Erastus Hotchkiss arrived at his own house to find the mid-day meal, known locally as

dinner, in progress. Jane Eaton sat at the head of the table, with Erastus and John Henry McKee
ranged along the two sides. But Erastus could not sit and eat, instead asking his mother if his vest

was torn. She answered, "Yes, a little," and asked "Who tore it?" Erastus replied, "Gainford; I

went to get a drink of water at Chapman's. ..and he grabbed me and struck me over the head."

When his mother advised him not to go down to Chapmans again, Erastus pushed back his chair

from the table and declared, "I will; I shall take a dung fork and tear his guts out," and stalked

outside.

Jane Eaton "got up and looked out in the yard, calling [John Henry] McKee from the table

to do the same," and they observed Erastus "take the axe and go away. She told McKee to follow,

and see if there would be any trouble" at the Chapman home, and he headed off in the direction

of the barn. Only then did she return to the table, pour a cup of tea and brood. Where was Erastus

going with the axe? Would her nephew have to prevent him from inflicting some injury on him-

self, or would he dog his trail to Chapmans and prevent him from venting his anger on Gainford?

Or, yet again, had he simply gone out to the woodpile or the woods to take out his frustration with

his directionless life in a more constructive way?
We will never know if there was some slight noise that caused her to look around at the

very last moment. She could not help seeing the axe blade come swinging down at her, and

Plate 96 (previous page)

Detail from Map of the United Counties of Leeds and Grenville, Canada West published by Henry F.

Walling of Kingston in 1862. Despite the careful preparations and detailed surveying that went into the

creation of this map, its presentation of Leeds and Lansdowne as separate townships and its failure to recog-

nise the Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne as a municipality separatefrom the Front indicates the confused iden-

tity of the township. Note the great crescent of land devoid of settlement swinging southwest from Bass

Lake along the west shore of Charleston Lake and south of Lost Bay to north of Gananoque Lake.
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Plate 97

The storehouse, carding mill and carding mill bridge at the lower millpond in Lyndhurst, as photographed by

John Buick Harvey in May 1907. A carding mill on this site was constructed for the Joneses, circa 1837, and

destroyed by fire in 1868. Its replacement, shown here, was unusual in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear for its

Quebec-style casement windows, which suggests that it was built by a French Canadian builder. A small num-

ber ofFrench Canadians including such names as Nadeau (Neddo), Jacques and Charbonneau came to settle in

the township in the nineteenth century after working in factories at Gananoque and saving their earnings to

purchase smallfarms. In 1851 this mill carded 8,000 pounds of wool andfidled 8,000 yards of cloth, and circa

1853 Henry Gordon installed the first spinning and weaving machine in the locality. Henry Green eventual-

ly purchased the mill from the Jones estate, and his son D.W. Green operated the mill until it closed in 1917.

Loaned courtesy of Joanne (Harvey) Putnam.

screaming as her first-born came up from behind and struck her in a fury of concentrated hatred

with such force that the axe cut a gash to its full width in her chest and went so deep that it

"passed completely through the chest into the backbone" completely severing the breastbone. She

fell to the floor and died, her face lying in a pool of blood. It was blind Adam McKee, eating in

the back kitchen, who heard her call out, "Oh, Adam!" A next door neighbour, seeing Erastus run-

ning excitedly from the well to the house with an axe in his hand, and afterwards hearing a

scream, ran to the road and flagged down William J. Pierce. He "went to the house, and looking

in at the open door, he saw Mrs. Eaton lying on the floor, and Mc[K]ee (the blind man) feeling her

with his foot and cane, as though trying to discover what was the matter." John Henry McKee, at

the barn, also hearing the scream, started toward the house. On his way he met Erastus Hotchkiss

running from the house, looking flustered, and as he raced by Hotchkiss muttered, "I will have

your life before night." In the house John Henry found Jane Eaton lying in a large pool of blood

that flowed across the floor towards the back of the house. The axe, as the Gananoque Reporter

luridly described it, "covered with blood, lay on the floor, a silent but terrible witness." 4

Meanwhile, William Pierce rounded up Tom Emerson, Truman Hicock Russell ^md

William Reid. Upon ascertaining that Jane Eaton was dead, they began searching for Erastus, ^nd

soon noticed him running across the fields. An exciting chase immediately began, the barefoot
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Erastus "leaping the fences and gaining upon his pursuers, who were also at a disadvantage from

the fear that he had a pistol in his hand." Russell drove down the side road with his horse, and
getting ahead of Erastus, he jumped out of the buggy and headed him off, while the others at the

same time came up behind him. Thomas Kenny came close enough to strike him with a stick, but

could not lay hands on him, as he suddenly dodged to one side and made for the woods. "At this

Mr. Russell called out for the 'men in the woods to catch him,' there being, of course, no men
there, but the ruse succeeded, and Erastus turned back and gave himself up." They led him "back

to his own house;. ..he braced himself against the door and resisted going in, [they] forced him in,

[as] he shouted and tried to get out again."5

Erastus Hotchkiss proved a more sedate prisoner in the county gaol at Brockville than

eight years earlier when "he would post himself in the window of his cell and answer the whistle

of the locomotives all night." He was tried, found guilty, and almost hanged for the murder of his

mother, but ultimately committed to the provincial insane asylum, and there he died in August

1891. Even before he was committed, he enjoyed a notoriety in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear that

was evident to observers at the inquest and funeral for his mother at Seeley's Bay. One of them

wrote:6

It was perfectly evident to every person present at the funeral and inquest, that the pub-

lic stand in dread of the prisoner. The witnesses trembled in some instances, and in oth-

ers the Coroner, Dr. Atkinson, was compelled to use his authority before witnesses would
tell the whole truth. This state of things, coupled with the fact that some witnesses remem-
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Plate 98

Pages from the diary kept by Henry and Lucy May Andress at Lyndhurst, August 1860 and April 1861.

In the early 1860s Lyndhurst was still a quiet mill hamlet as opposed to the service village that emerged in

the 1870s. Unusual excitement occurred in late August and early September 1860 with the discovery by

Morgan Doxtater's murdered body in Charleston Lake and the visit of the Prince of Wales (later King

Edward VII) at Brockville. Loaned courtesy of George Shire, Escott.

bered more before the inquest [than] when under oath in the presence of the prisoner can

only be explained in one way, and that is the way the public seem to understand it, viz:

Fear lest the prisoner should escape justice and wreak vengeance on his neighbors who
were compelled to testify facts against him.

Once safely incarcerated, Erastus Hotchkiss became a legend of sorts:—the weak-minded young
man, infatuated with a pretty girl, who wanted to marry her and who ultimately decided to get

rid of his mother to give that young woman her own household to preside over. Such were the

dimensions of this legend, that when he died in August 1891, a large crowd attended his funeral

in the Seeley's Bay Methodist church. One of the people attending recorded: "The lid was removed
and the remains viewed by all present. There was a great crush to see the dead man because he

was so well known in the district."7

There was more to Jane Eaton's death at the hands of her son than the grisly local legend

suggests. Young men in the normal course of events do not set about murdering their parents,

and even weak-minded young men desperately infatuated with a particular young woman do not
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usually resort to taking an axe to their mother. What was the social context that added its own
momentum to impel Erastus Hotchkiss to such a drastic step? In a word, why did he kill her?

We know much about the composition of the household in which Jane Eaton and Erastus

Hotchkiss lived during their final years in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, thanks to the publicity that

the Gananoque, Brockville and Kingston newspapers gave the tragedy. But theirs was by no
means the only household for which detailed records survive.

* * * * * * *

On an average day in 1852 Erastus Hotchkiss and Jane Eaton were among some 1,527 peo-

ple who awakened in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, Canada West. They rose, went about their var-

ious chores, ate, drank, laughed, cried, said their prayers, and climbed back into their beds at

night, fully expecting to awaken to the responsibilities and routine of a new day the next morn-

ing. The twelfth day of January 1852 was one such average winter day, and yet families through-

out the township from the next day up to a month later received a visit from a census enumera-

tor asking them to supply detailed information about the size and nature of their households as

they existed on that uneventful mid-winter day.

In contrast with the negligence and ignorance displayed by many census enumerators

across Canada West who "proved themselves wholly unfit for the duties assigned to them,"8

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear was fortunate in having its census taken by Surrasten L. Soper. A son

of major Levi Soper, a member of one of the older and most prominent families in the township,

and recently appointed a magistrate, Surrasten Soper was an ideal enumerator not only because

he was well acquainted with most local families, but also because of his high level of literacy

which enabled him to fill out the detailed enumeration forms exactly in the way that the provin-

cial board of registration and statistics had intended.

Surrasten Soper also was an excellent choice as enumerator, since as a knowledgeable

local magistrate and fellow farmer, he, if anyone, could allay fears among local inhabitants that

the census was simply a scheme cooked up by government to gauge agricultural productivity and

wealth as a base for new taxes. Even so, precisely because Soper was too professional to describe

his encounters with local inhabitants while taking the census, we have no way of knowing
whether or not he was greeted with the suspicions and anger that prompted one Elizabethtown

farmwoman to burst out with, "Oh, more taxes, d—n such laws!" when an enumerator knocked

on her door and announced he was taking the census.9 Notwithstanding Soper 's best pitch, there

is no assurance that the agricultural returns for Leeds and Lansdowne Rear were any more cred-

ible than those of other townships in the region. Editors "were surprised to see such a meagre

account of the Produce of the land worked by those having no other visible means of support," as

in the examples of "some farmers having ten and twelve members in their household, not having

(with their way of it) raised so much as [would] feed a good sized hog." In too many instances

people "allowed their fears of taxation to step in between them and principle, and...made false

returns, in the vain hope of escaping paying their quota of the taxation for the support of our

municipal institutions." Even one of the enumerators in nearby Yonge township, Samuel Young,

went so far as to remark in 1861, "The amount of crop raised I think is pretty corect but the acres

that produced the crop cannot be depen[d]ed upon as I had to get my information a great deal

from the wom[e]n which sometimes was incorect but if there was more pay for the work perhaps

a better conclusion would be arrived at." 10

In 1861 it was a common belief that the census was taken either for the "purpose of taxa-

tion or enrolment for military purposes." 11 By 1871 every newspaper was filled "with accounts

of the mistakes of enumerators, and with facts which show that the whole labor is simply thrown

away." 12 As late as 1881 the Gananoque Reporter expostulated with area inhabitants: "The census

is no way connected with any tax; but simply for the purpose of ascertaining the exact statistics of
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Plate 99

The brick gristmill built by Henry Green on the east bank of the Gananoque River at Lyndhurst in 1881

beside the remains of the 1828 Jones gristmill and sawmill as photographed circa 1890. This view is fasci-

nating not only for the contrast of early and later gristmills, but also for showing the 1880 Methodist

Episcopal church in the distance with the driveshed for John Roddick's sawmill in the middle distance. On
thefar riverbank is an indistinguishable mass of stones covered by stones and boards which may possibly be

ruins of the 1800 Furnace Falls iron works. Loaned courtesy of Rob Roantree.

the Dominion in population, natural resources, property &c &c. Therefore nothing is to be gained

by holding back any information required." 13 On the basis of these and hundreds of other con-

temporary doubts expressed about the reliability of the information that farmers gave to enumer-

ators about the extent of their crops, late nineteenth century census returns can only be relied on

at best as a crude measure of local agriculture, and cannot be expected to provide any meaning-

ful precise figures on which to base, say, the comparative agricultural success of Irish immigrants

as opposed to American-origin or other non-Irish settlers. Besides, magistrate Soper as a local pil-

lar of the law was the very last person to whom many people participating in the smuggling econ-

omy along the upper Gananoque watershed would care to declare their actual agricultural yields,

not only for fear of increased taxes but also for tipping him off to the underground economy that

operated between this locality and the United States.

Despite the deficiencies of the agricultural census, the personal census returns filled out

by a capable individual such as Surrasten Soper can reveal a great divil about the rural society that
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inhabited Leeds and Lansdowne Rear during the Victorian age. With the aid of the computer, it

is possible to examine the richness of detail in the census returns to reveal the nature of the social

structure, and to pinpoint the pressures that were working on Erastus Hotchkiss and his genera-

tion.

By 1852 the inhabitants of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear had experienced a fourfold

increase in their township's population in one generation. From 384 in 1820 the number of inhab-

itants grew to over 1,000 by 1840, and in 1852 it reached 1,527. Unlike most townships in eastern

Ontario, the populations of which either levelled off or fell into decline from mid-century on,

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear experienced continuing population growth, rising to 2,37914 in 1861,

then levelling off to 2,375 in 1871, and then continuing to grow to an all-time high of 2,653 persons

in 1881, before declining to 2,495 in 1891 and continuing to fall to 2,387 by the turn of the century.

The ongoing population growth at a time when townships such as Montague and Beckwith were

experiencing decline is partly explained by the rise of two major villages, Lyndhurst and Seeley's

Bay during the mid-Victorian period, and by the development of a number of mines and indus-

tries based on non-agricultural resources. But even with these factors taken into account, the rural

population of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear continued to increase for a generation after rural pop-

ulation decline had set in in other contemporaneously-settled townships. If Lyndhurst and

Seeley's Bay are taken away, the population of the township would have increased from some-

thing like 1,370 in 1852 to 2,125 in 1871, to 2,200 in 1881, before declining to 2,040 in 1891 and to

1,950 by 1901. As it was, the decline of the township's overall population, when it finally began

in the 1880s and 1890s was less than six percent between 1881 and 1891, and approximately four

percent between 1891 and 1901. Considering that during this same period the nearby towns of

Brockville and Gananoque developed into significant manufacturing centres, luring local young
men to work in factories, it is clear that there was no demographic crisis in Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear in the late nineteenth century. 15

The nature of local society made Leeds and Lansdowne Rear something of an anomaly at

mid-century. In some ways it had the characteristics of a mature community, while in other

respects it had the appearance of a comparatively recent settlement. Part of the reason why the

township's population was increasing was due to a high birthrate, as reflected in the youthfulness

of the population generally. One third of the population (30.3 percent) in 1852 was under ten years

of age, and two-thirds of local inhabitants (65.0 percent) were less than 25 years old. In this respect

it compared with other regional townships such as Montague where sixty percent of the popula-

tion in 1861 was twenty years of age or younger, 16 and Beckwith where over 53 percent was under

twenty years of age in 1852. 17 But where the populations of Beckwith and Montague were in

decline from mid-century on, that of Leeds and Lansdowne continued to increase by more than a

thousand people even as the birthrate began to decrease. Expressed as a crude birthrate, the birth

of 34.1 children per thousand of population in 1852 fell to 27.5 in 1881 and only slightly lower to

26.8 by 1901.

The falling birthrate reflected the demographic reality that a significant part of the popu-

lation, the American-origin and Wexford families that had been established for a generation or

longer, had developed their home farms and no longer required as large families to help in clear-

ing the forest and developing farms. The youthful profile of the township's population in 1852

reflects the fact that the third generation of American-origin settlers and the second generation of

Wexford settlers had married and were raising families along with the more recent English,

Scottish and Welsh arrivals who were having large families to help develop their large new clear-

ings. The youthful population indicates that comparatively recent arrivals also made up a signif-

icant proportion of the population at mid-century, a reality that was reflected by 11.8 percent of

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear households in 1852 living in shanties—temporary structures that

were so ill-constructed that they were ranked beneath one-storey log houses. 18
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Plate 100

Maps showing the position of the Canada Lead Mining Company Mines property in Lansdowne, as litho-

graphed by W.A. Little, 1863. Since the 1830s the existence of lead deposits in the Long Point vicinity

raised hopesfor lead mines to be established. Eleven years after these maps were made the substantial invest-

ment by English investors in the Canadian Lead Mining and Smelting Company property at this location

added to the booming development of nearby Lyndhurst as a village. From Reports on the Property of the

Canada Lead Mining Company.. .in Lansdowne, Leeds County, Canada West (1863) in the Queen's

University Archives.

What is especially curious about the township's social structure at mid-century, notwith-

standing the youthful population, is the small size of households. The general pattern observed

in nineteenth century Ontario was that the further people came away from the pioneering gener-

ation, the smaller their household size became. Hence, for example, the mean household size in

Beckwith decreased from 6.6 persons per household in 1852 to 6.0 in 1881, 19 and in Huntley town-
ship the mean household size fell from 7.4 persons in 1852 to 6.4 by 1871.20 Even in emerging
towns the size of families and households grew smaller in the late Victorian period, as shown by
the mean household size in Carleton Place decreasing from 6.4 persons in 1871 to 5.0 in 1881,21

while in Smiths Falls it fell from 6.3 in 1852 to 5.3 in 1881.22 In Leeds and Lansdowne Rear the

mean household size as early as 1852 was already a remarkably low 5.9 persons. This is not eas-

ily explained, but it is an early clue that the social structure and the economy of Leeds and
Lansdowne Rear were not necessarily similar to what has been found elsewhere in Ontario dur-

ing this period.

There is no single nor simple explanation for a township with such a young population
having small households so early. Part of the explanation is due to a section of the population
being recent arrivals who were only starting to have their families at the same time another sub-

stantial section of the population was past the stage of having their large families at home, with
their children in turn only starting out to have families, combining to produce the low numbers
of persons per household. As well, in a community where there still were extensive tracts of for-

est and firewood, it made no sense to have extended families crowded into the same household,
when house-raising bees could provide adequate shelter in short order. By mid-century wood
stoves were replacing fireplaces, so that the same amount of firewood that previously had fed one
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fireplace, could now heat two or three houses. The unsuitability of an extensive portion of the

township for grain cultivation further restrained many from having the large families usually

associated with agriculture in this period. Furthermore, with no towns immediately nearby to

offer older children and young adults work while living at home, families choosing to reside in

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear had to consider carefully the implications of having a large family:

either of having children leave home to work and reside in town at a distance or having sufficient

land to provide secure futures for them if they were to remain at home.

There was a darker reason for the small household size at least as early as mid-century.

Townships such as Beckwith, Huntley and Montague were inundated with British immigrants,

many of them from the same communities across the Atlantic, effectively transplanting their

moral values and moral institutions, especially churches. They brought with them a high rate of

natural population increase which had developed in the eighteenth century thanks to widespread

inoculation and vaccination against disease. Children no longer died so readily, and large fami-

lies resulted, as shown by the nineteen children of Robert Webster. The high casualties during the

Napoleonic wars together with the ability of industrialisation to absorb the swelling population

had mitigated the consequences of overpopulation in the British Isles for a time, and the demands
of pioneer agriculture in Upper Canada had made large families a valuable asset. It was only at

mid-century, with all available lots filled in townships such as Beckwith, Huntley and Montague,

that local families who did not wish to pull up stakes and move west had to face up to reducing

their fecundity, hence producing smaller and smaller households during the Victorian period. The

American-origin population of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, by contrast, came from a frontier tra-

dition of isolation in the forest away from the influence of law, order and established churches, in

which there was a high tolerance of abortion and infanticide. This too worked to keep household

size small at mid-century. In Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, where there remained significant stands

of forest, unwanted births remained comparatively easy to conceal.

From mid-century on, however, a number of forces converged to bring the practice of

infanticide into opprobrium. The growing cult of true womanhood among women discussed in

this chapter and in chapter 7, the devotional revolution, intermarriage with Irish immigrants, and

more vigilant punishment by the courts combined to make infanticide less and less feasible. Many
were the articles in local newspapers from mid-century on, noting abortions, infants being aban-

doned or left on doorsteps, infanticide, child murder and child mortality in general, but the

motives lying behind such practices were but rarely discussed, as for example, when a mother

near Brockville abandoned her babies in 1859 after being seduced under repeated promises of

marriage.23 As late as 1879 a woman such as Mary Ann Russell near Seeley's Bay could give birth

to a child which died suddenly the following day, and despite "marks being noticed on its throat

as if made by a hand," she was found not guilty of causing its death. 24 By contrast, Jane Ann
Gilbert had an illegitimate son by James Gainford, and when she married John Chapman, her

firstborn was accepted as part of their family. Such acceptance of illegitimacy appears to have

been rare. Often, death soon intervened for such "natural" children, as, for example, in 1882,

when Elizabeth Kilborn gave birth to a full grown and healthy child which disappeared several

days later, "giving rise to suspicion of unnatural treatment." When the "body of the child was
found buried in the garden, behind a barn, E.C. Sliter, Coroner, empanelled a Jury and held an

inquest.. .but nothing was elicited to show that other than natural causes operated to produce

death; and the matter was dropped."25

Regional editors were all too aware of just how common the practice of abortion and

infanticide was in local society. One remarked in 1868 "we can hardly take up a newspaper now-
a-days without finding recorded in its columns some sickening tale of unnatural crime. From East

to West the journals bring us stories of abortion cases and child-murder by unfortunate females

who have been either the victims of some wily seducer or his willing accomplice in guilt." Neither
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Plate 101

The stone chimney of the lead smelter at Long Point as photographed from the Gananoque River (left) and

at closer range (right) by John Buick Harvey in 1906. This stone chimney located a mile below Black Rapids

is all that remains of the Canadian Lead Mining and Smelting Company establishment set up at Long Point

in 1874. This was an English companyfinanced by shares sold on the London stock market; it built a steam-

powered ore crusher and sluice, a smelting oven located at the base of this chimney, a sawmill, blacksmith

shop, powder shed, stable, bunkhouse with a bar, and a barge for bringing ore from a tunnel of the mine in

the riverbank half a mile upstream to the smelter. Loaned courtesy of Joanne (Harvey) Putnam.

the law nor religion were able to curtail the "fearful prevalance of this vice," he argued, so long as

inspectors of hotels and inns were "wilfully blind, or still worse, often connive at the open viola-

tion of law practised by the illegal selling of liquor, and the facilities afforded to gamblers and

abandoned women to ply their vocations without remonstrance and without restraint."26 The

result of seduction at best was "a dishonored marriage, if even the guilty culprits have so much
sense of shame left remaining. But in other instances the crime of murder is added to that of adul-

tery, and the poor innocent offspring of an unlawful alliance is either brought into the world by

the wicked skill of practised abortionists, or if born in due time is thrown into the river.. .or strang-

led as soon as born."27

But infanticide was not simply the desperate act of a few victims of seduction. It was so

common and so domestic a practice that Dr R. Kinney of Brockville in 1868 drew attention to the

provincial local registrar's report showing that "fully 40 percent of the children born, die before

they reach the age of five years." Kinney deemed the "prodigal waste of young life. ..a sin and a

disgrace to our modern civilization," and concluded that if "these little ones come into the world
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with sufficient vitality, if properly husbanded, to enable them to live seventy years, we must con-

clude that there is a fair case of infanticide proved against some one."28 The reasons for abortion

and infanticide no longer being tolerated have already been listed, but if there was a point when
the balance of local opinion tipped against the practise it was in 1875. That year a young woman
at Brockville died after an abortion was performed on her, but not before making a statement

implicating the doctors who had given her poison and who performed the abortion.29 The doc-

tors were brought to trial and found guilty of murder, creating a great outcry locally that this ver-

dict was unwarranted, as her death was not premeditated with malice aforethought. One anony-

mous local doctor inquired that even if abortion could be argued as a premeditation to kill the

child, could "it be called murder when life had not yet commenced?"30 The conviction of these

doctors suddenly stopped many of their contemporaries from continuing to assist in providing

abortions. Moreover, the replacement of local mid-wives by male doctors in the 1860s and 1870s

militated against abortion and infanticide being concealed.

Infanticide and abortion became increasingly rare from the late 1870s on, and as the fol-

lowing coverage of the Ivey case from 1881 indicates, were concealed from discovery with the

utmost caution:31

Michael Ivey, a Lansdown farmer, had laid information against his wife for infanticide.

His statement is, that last June he married Mary Ann Grinnen of North Crosby; and three

months afterwards she one day got all the other occupants out of the house and locked

herself in. He heard her inside the house making a loud moan, and called through the

window to know what ailed her; she replied that she had a severe pain in her knee, but

declined his offer to go for a Doctor. A few hours afterwards she unlocked the door and
said she was better, but appeared very ill. Two days from that time, Ivey perceived an

offensive smell in the chamber, and hunting around, found the body of an infant. He
charged his wife with concealing the birth and then killing the child, which she denied;

but when he next visited the chamber the body was gone. A girl employed about the

house told Ivey of hearing a child cry when Mrs. Ivey was locked in the house.

As doctors increasingly refused to perform abortions from the late 1870s on, couples were left to

their own devices, with abstinence from sex being the only guarantee against pregnancy. Paradoxically,

at mid-century when infanticide was more widely practised, the birthrate remained high at 34.7

births per thousand of population, but by the 1880s it levelled off at 27 per thousand until the turn

of the century.

Despite the onset of modest population decline after 1881, a large proportion of the pop-

ulation of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear remained youthful in composition. It was nonetheless a

population that was beginning to age, as age pyramids constructed from census returns clearly

show (Table 2). Over 55 percent of township inhabitants in 1852 were under twenty years of age,

but this age group as a proportion of the population fell to under 51 percent by 1881, and by 1901

it fell further to 42.6 percent. There was an increase from 8.3 percent in the age category of those

most eligible to become parents (inhabitants between the age of 20 and 24) in 1852, to 9 percent in

1881, to 9.6 percent in 1901. The number of middle-aged inhabitants (age 45 to 64) jumped from

8.8 percent in 1852 to 12.7 percent in 1881, and rose to 14.5 percent by 1901. This increase in con-

trast with the decrease of those under the age of twenty underlines the declining birthrate which

was evident in the 1870s and which may well have begun before mid-century.

The youthful population in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear at mid-century was the mark of

a not wholly mature society, as shown by the high birthrate and small household size and the con-

tinuing growth of population up until the early 1880s. The decreasing number of children born,

among other reasons, resulted from a shifting male-female ratio and from shifting marital pat-

terns. Leeds and Lansdowne Rear was by no means alone in its high ratio of 104.8 males for every

100 females at mid-century. But by contrast with Beckwith township where the ratio of 103 males

for every 100 females in 1852 shifted by 1881 so that women outnumbered men, in Leeds and
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Plate 102

Group of men sharpening axes in front of George Cheetham's blacksmith shop in Seeley's Bay, as pho-

tographed circa 1900. Blacksmiths were essential tradesmen in the emerging villages. At Seeley's Bay from

1857 to the beginning of the twentieth century the blacksmiths included Guy Bebee, John Atkinson, William

Chapman, Alexander Sly, Myles Young, William J. Berry, W.R. Kilborn, George Cheetham, Elmer Smith,

Will Moulton, Gord Sly, Em Blackman and Dennis Caird. Blacksmiths often acted as agents for agricul-

tural implement and buggy manufacturers. RoLLAL collection.

Lansdowne Rear the imbalance of 104.8 males per 100 females in 1852 increased to 107.8 by 1881,

and it was only at the turn of the century that it evened out to 101.5 males per 100 females. For

the age group in which men and women were most eligible to marry (between 20 and 44 years of

age) females continually outnumbered males. The gap separating the sexes between age 20 and
44 slowly narrowed from 97.3 males per hundred females in 1852 to 99.3 by 1881.

The range of ages at which township inhabitants actually did marry reveals that the ratio

of men to women became more even, but the preponderance of women continued. Using the age

cohorts of 20-59 for men and 15-44 for women, the ratio of males to females in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear was already even at mid-century, with 99.6 males for every 100 females in that

age group. This even ratio is a further indication of a comparatively mature society in Leeds and
Lansdowne Rear throughout the Victorian period in contrast with Beckwith township where there

was a ratio of 82.8 males aged 20-59 per hundred females aged 15-44 in 1852, and this ratio only
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rose to 87.9 in Beckwith by 1881. Had Jane Eaton lived in Beckwith her chances of marrying twice

would have been much poorer, whereas in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear there were better oppor-

tunities for women in the marriage market. Married women as a percentage of the total female

population remained constant at 33.2 percent in 1852 and 33.8 percent in 1881, and then rose

slightly to 35.8 percent by 1901. Correspondingly, the proportion of married women among those

between the ages of twenty and twenty-nine fell from 63.3 percent to 50.9 percent from 1852 to

1881, and continued to fall to 40.2 percent by 1901. 32

Marriage had long marked the economic base of establishing homesteads. Although the

law gave a man legal control of his wife's property, their teamwork in sharing chores, together

with the size of family they raised was critical to their ultimate comparative prosperity. But mar-

riage in the late Victorian period moved from being a private matter celebrated at the home of the

bride's parents to a public ceremony celebrated in the new churches dotting the township. The
Lyndhurst correspondent of the Gananoque Reporter remarked in March 1883: "Weddings are

quite numerous of late in the new English Church of this village. At first the property owners of

the village thought that the frequent ringing of the church bell was an alarm of fire, but now they

are becoming aware of the fact that instead of fire it is pealing forth the glad news that two hearts

have been made one."33 But even as the ceremony and liturgy of church weddings imbued mar-

riage with a new sense of solemnity and substance, these bright expectations only served to deep-

en the humiliation of those either left waiting at the altar or abandoned in mid-marriage.

The tragic story of Ellen Purcell indicates how important a goal marriage became to many
late Victorian women. In the winter of 1871-72 she went from her family farm home to earn a liv-

ing as a dressmaker in Gananoque, and while there "formed an intimacy with a carpenter named
W. Asselstine." They were engaged to be married, and she "returned to her father's house to

make preparations for her wedding," intending to copy the fashionable weddings written up at

length in the Gananoque Reporter. A day was chosen for the ceremony, Asselstine failed to show,

another day was appointed, still Asselstine failed to appear, yet a third day was selected, with

friends invited and the bride-to-be "seeming to be in good spirits, and looking forward with plea-

sure to the approaching marriage, notwithstanding the two previous disappointments." But then,

only a few days before the planned nuptials, "she received a letter, the contents of which produced

an alarming change in her demeanor," and two days later, after failing to drown herself, she

ripped the flounce off her dress, and hanged herself from a small pine tree in plain view of the

road."34

Tragic as this account was, there were those at the time who would have argued that Julia

O'Connor would have been better off had she been jilted before the altar. The daughter of Daniel

O'Connor at Long Point, she married Patrick Ivey and they had five children born to them. Ivey,

after forging his father-in-law's name to two notes,35

was obliged to leave this locality, and went to Auburn, New York, where he got mixed up
with a case of robbery and decamped, leaving his wife and children there. This was in

1874, and was the last his wife saw of him until a few weeks ago. Shortly after he left

Auburn, his wife received a telegram from Iowa City stating that Ivey had died there of

an epidemic disease. Supposing this to be genuine, she lived on for a time supporting

herself and children, and finally moved to Rochester, where she afterwards was married

to another man. Her happiness was rudely interfered with last month, when Ivey, having

traced her out, appeared at her home and claimed her as his wife. It was then known that

the telegram announcing his death had been sent by himself. And subsequent investiga-

tion has led to the discovery that when he left Auburn he married a Miss Morrison, also

from Canada, and went to Farewell, Michigan]. Here he lived several years with his sec-

ond wife, and had two children; but becoming involved in debt, he deserted wife No. 2,

and was next heard of at Rochester, where he has caused great distress to his first wife and

her connexions.
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Plate 103

Captain John Randall's steam tugboat at Seeley's Bay, as photographed circa 1900. Railways promised to

displace the Rideau Canal as an artery of transportation within eastern Ontario in the late nineteenth cen-

tury. The high rates charged for moving freight by train kept commercial traffic on the Rideau Canal mov-

ing lumber, bricks, coal, cheese and other products to market. This is probably the "Maggie May" built at

Washburn in 1891 by James Jarrett, and purchased by John Randall and George Hawkins of Seeley's Bay in

1896 to move barges carrying lumber and other raw materials. Loaned courtesy ofLuella Hartley.

The experiences of Julia O'Connor and Ellen Purcell, together with dozens of other sensational

departures from the ideal of wedded bliss such as Joseph Atwood eloping from Delta with a Mr
Dormer's wife in 1896,36 were held up as examples of not choosing a partner for life without care-

ful consideration. Such examples contributed to the general trend for Leeds and Lansdowne Rear

women to wait until later to marry.

As the township filled up by the late 1870s, both males and females appear to have

deferred marriage, and an increasing number never did marry. The proportion of men between

the ages of 20 and 24 who were married rose from 8.8 percent in 1852 to 12.4 in 1881 but then

plummetted to 7.5 percent by 1901. The married proportion of men between ages 25 and 29 fell

from 63.3 percent in 1852 to 50.9 in 1881, and continued falling to 43.3 percent by 1901. Here again

a slowly emerging mature aspect of local society as early as mid-century was evident, in only 8.8

percent of men aged 20 to 24 in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear being married in 1852, in contrast with

13.5 percent of men in that age group in Beckwith being married. And yet, among men aged 25

to 29, only half that number in Beckwith were married in 1852 compared to almost two-thirds of

that age group in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear who were married. Considering that half the pop-

ulation of both townships came from Wexford, Ireland at the same time, one comes to the conclu-
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sion that two major factors affecting the decision to marry were the quality of land on which one's

parents had settled, and the availability of additional land in the neighbourhood.

The immigrants in Beckwith settled all at once as a large group on shallow soil which
yielded increasingly poor crops past the pioneering generation, and there was no additional land

for many sons and daughters to settle on nearby, prompting a chain migration of groups of fami-

lies to western Ontario from the 1830s on, and prompting those who remained in Beckwith to

defer the age at which they married. The land in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear was not necessari-

ly much better than in Beckwith, but the greater availability of land for a generation longer meant
that the men and women of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear did not feel themselves under as great

pressure as those in Beckwith to either move westward or defer marriage. By the mid 1870s the

pressures of a maximum population on insufficient land in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear were

beginning to be felt. By killing his mother because she would not move out of the homestead, 34

year-old Erastus Hotchkiss, in his demented condition, betrayed the kinds of pressure that other

young men in the township more silently pondered and withstood.37

In the 1880s and 1890s there was an appreciable decline of interest in marriage even

among the higher age groups in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. The proportion of married men
among the township total between the ages of 30 and 34 declined from 84.2 percent in 1852 to 75.3

percent in 1881, and yet further to 61 percent by 1901. The married proportion of those men
between the ages of 35 and 39 dropped from 96.7 percent in 1852 to 87.7 percent in 1881, and to

78.1 percent by 1901; and among those men between 40 and 44 years of age the proportion of mar-

ried men declined from 84.1 percent in 1852 to 80.6 in 1881, but then rebounded to 93.3 percent by
1901. These rates were by no means as drastic as those in Beckwith, but by the 1880s some men
were waiting until their late thirties or early forties to marry. There was a similar pattern of either

deferring marriage or of not marrying among the women of eligible marrying age in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear from the 1880s on. The proportion of women between the age of 20 and 24 who
were married fell from 51.4 percent in 1852, to 37.7 percent in 1881, to 21.7 percent by 1901; of those

between the ages of 25 and 29 the proportion married fell from 78 percent in 1852, to 68 percent

in 1881, to 62.9 percent by 1901. Of those women between the ages of 30 and 34 the proportion

married marginally increased from 80 percent in 1852 to 81 percent in 1901; of those between 35

and 39 the proportion married declined from 97.2 percent in 1852 to 86.3 percent in 1901; and of

those women between the ages of 40 and 44 the married proportion increased from 81.8 percent

in 1852 to 88.6 percent by 1901. On balance, the declining numbers of men and women entering

into marriage in the closing decades of the Victorian period were harbingers of long-continuing

population decline from 1881 on. 38

But even as the size of the potential marriage market shrank within Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear, local men warded off incursions by outsiders or by older local men through the custom of

the charivari. As late as 1891 the charivari was still in use, as an account that year from Oak Leaf

reveals: 39

Report says that some of the young men of that neighborhood were so solicitous for the

comfort of one of their visitors the other evening that they took his horse from the carriage

in the front yard of a buxom widow and turned him out to grass in the back fields, putting

the carriage away under a shed for fear the dew would damage the cushions. They then,

for fear that the horse would long for its mate, before morning, and try to get over avenue

gate, procured a quantity of barbed wire and securely lashed the gate to the posts sup-

porting it. When in the early morning the bald headed widower concluded to take his

departure he could not find any of the hostlers around so had to first hunt up his horse,

then the harness and carriage and finally when he drove down to the exit gate he was still

in a worse predicament, for the fastenings were so well put on that he had to return to the

house and secure a hammer and cold chisel to aid him in severing his business relations

with the kind hearted people of Oak Leaf.
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Plate 104

Webster Copeland's Riverside House hotel (left) and Copeland commercial block (right), built circa 1877 and

1883 respectively, as photographed circa 1890. These stolid facades built of bricks made at Wiltse's brick-

yard on Jonas street speak to the urbane ambitions that Lyndhurst inhabitants nursedfor their village in the

late Victorian period. The numerous vehicles including what appears to be the Kingston mail coach on the

left and a stage coach on the right confirm this view to be taken in Lyndhurst's heyday as a service village.

Fresh horses were available in the livery stable (in the distance on the far left) connected with the Riverside

House. RoLLAL collection, gift of the late Gerald Johnson.

As this account indicates, the charivari as a means of enforcing community control had changed

into a surreptitious event, in contrast with its earlier manifestation in the vicinity as a noisy

demonstration directed against virtually any social offender. In early years charivaris were assem-

bled to expose to the collective wrath of the community adulterous relationships, cuckolded hus-

bands, wife and husband beaters, unwed mothers, and partners inreputedly unnatural marriages

such as an unduly older man and a younger woman.40 By 1873 the editor of the Gananoque
Reporter argued that although this "lawless kind of proceeding was in years gone by considered

pardonable," it was "now out of date, and no reasonable excuse can be offered for.. .disturbing the

peace of a whole Town, and destroying property belonging to disinterested individuals."41

Although the deferral and decline of marriage did not begin until the 1880s, the fertility

rate had already been in decline since before mid-century. Between 1852 and 1901 the number of

children under the age of ten who called Leeds and Lansdowne Rear their home increased from

463 to 492, but as a proportion of the township population, children under age ten fell from 30.3

percent in 1852 to 20.6 by 1901. This complemented the decline from 72.8 percent in 1852 to 57.2

in 1901 observed in the number of women in age groups between ages twenty and 39 entering into

marriage. Within the overall decline in the number of children, the number of children for every

woman of childbearing age (15-44 years) declined from 1.6 in 1852 to 1.0 in 1901. The number of

births per year rose from 52 in 1852 to 73 in 1881, and then declined to 64 by 1901. For every child

born in 1851 there were 3.3 married women of childbearing age in 1852, compared with 3.9 mar-

ried women in the same age group in 1881, and 4.3 per birth by 1901. A significant decline in the

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear birthrate had already taken place before mid-century and was in

advance of the general population decline beginning in the 1880s by more than a generation.
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The number of households followed the rise and ebb of population between 1852 and

1901. The average family size of 5.9 persons per household in 1852 declined to 5.2 persons in 1881,

and continued to decline to 4.8 persons by 1901. The average family size did not vary greatly dur-

ing this period, but it is clear that smaller families increasingly were the trend. The mean number
of married people per household declined from 1.9 in 1852 to 1.7 in 1881, and stayed at that level

until the turn of the century. The evening ratio of the sexes in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear per-

mitted a higher rate of remarriage for women such as Jane Eaton whose first husband had passed

away than was possible in a township such as Beckwith where there were fewer men of mar-

riageable age than women. Even so, Jane Eaton, when she remarried a second time, wed a man
seventeen years her senior. The deferral of marriage that began to take place in the 1880s togeth-

er with a high mortality rate among middle-aged men meant that an increasing proportion of

households were being headed by a widowed female parent.

Household size appears to have varied little according to ethnicity and according to the

generation to which family heads belonged. Despite the difficulty of obtaining figures for American-

origin inhabitants, the mean number of inhabitants in households headed by Irish-born inhabi-

tants in 1852 was 6.4, while the number in households headed by American-origin inhabitants that

year was 6.2. Ethnic origin appears to have made no difference in the size of most families,

notwithstanding there not being the same urgency to limit family size as in Beckwith township

where there were no empty adjacent lots on which children could settle.42

Religious affiliation, however, does show major variations in mean household size among
denominations (Table 3). The significant figures are those for households headed by Anglicans,

Baptists, Methodists, and those with no religion. Roman Catholic households experienced the

greatest decline between 1852 and 1901 (2.3 persons), followed by Baptists (2.2 persons), the

Church of England (2 persons), and Methodists (1.4 persons). The twelve Roman Catholic, four

Mormon, four Quaker, ten Presbyterian, and four Universalist households in 1852 were numeri-

cally too insignificant to form a basis for comparing household size. It is significant that in 1852 there

were 24 Wesleyan Methodist and 41 Methodist Episcopal households, yet by 1884 all Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear Methodists had united to overtake Anglicans as the largest denomination in the

township. Of all the denominations only the Methodists and Holiness Movement had growing

numbers of households in the late nineteenth century. Among the two denominations that

accounted for more than three-fourths of township households, the Methodists followed the aver-

age household size, whereas the Anglicans who in 1852 were just above the average, by 1901 were

far below it.

The decline of fertility and the deferral of marriage until later by the 1880s meant that a

growing number of children were being raised by middle-aged parents. Increasingly few hus-

bands and wives, as Michael Katz notes in his study of mid-century Hamilton, "had more than a

few, if any, years to live together after their children had left home. In fact, many of the younger

children in families could expect to lose at least their father through death before they reached

maturity."43 Jane Eaton was hardly alone in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear in raising children by

herself after their father passed away. Although the mean number of children and adolescents

(ages one to nineteen) in the township dropped from 3.3 per household in 1852 to 2.6 in 1881, and

declined to 2.0 by 1901, the majority of households had between five and twelve members during

this period. The number of households with four members or less jumped from 29 percent in 1852

to 40.8 percent in 1881, and jumped again to 50.6 percent by 1901, but large households remained

common into the early twentieth century. Children and adolescents continued to comprise the

majority of members in the larger households. Given the deferral of marriage by increasing num-
bers of men and women until their thirties and early forties, and the spacing of births approxi-

mately two years apart, this meant that many women were conceiving even in their final years of

fecundity.
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Plate 105

The John and Patience Singleton house believed built circa 1865 on lot two in the ninth concession of

Lansdowne, as photographed in 1994. The symmetrical facade , shallow slope of roof, Neo-classic pediment

and mouldings of earlier designs continue in this facade. The pointed window above the front door is a

major clue that this house was a built at a point of transition between the Neo-classic and a new romantic

sensibility in local domestic architecture. This became home to Alex McCready, leader of the McCreadyite

sect, after World War One. By the author.

The rise and fall of population in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, like the shifting size of

households and the deferral of marriage, reflected the efforts of a predominantly agricultural pop-

ulation to achieve a sustainable balance of population on the land. The domestic stability of the

population can be measured by comparing relative household composition in the census returns

and measuring the various proportions of widowed, married and single inhabitants living with

one another. Considering that 81.1 percent of all single inhabitants in 1852 were under twenty

years of age (and as the population aged the proportion fell to 68.6 by 1901), it is possible to asso-

ciate single marital status with youth. A comparison of proportionate changes, as opposed to

actual numbers, within the growing, later declining population more accurately reflects the shifts

in household composition in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear.

Household composition remained relatively stable within the context of an increasing,

then declining, and aging population, although there was an overall tendency toward smaller

families. The number of households rose from 238 in 1852 to 510 in 1881 and then fell to 495 by

1901, while the mean number of persons per household respectively fell from 5.9 to 5.2 to 4.8 dur-

ing these years. The nuclear family or household (that is, a household containing two parents and

their children) predominated, although it fluctuated slightly as a proportion of all households

between 1852 and 1901. As Table 4 shows, the proportion of households containing two married

and varying numbers of single people (the equivalent of the nuclear family) declined from 65 per-

cent of all households in 1852 to 55 percent by 1901. Even as the proportion of households con-
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taining married, widowed and single inhabitants (the equivalent of the extended family in which

relatives other than parents and children lived with them) declined from 8.5 to 7.5 percent in

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear between 1852 and 1901, it is clear that the extended family was the

exception rather than the rule. A more dramatic increase was that of households inhabited by

widows and single persons (as for example, Adam McKee and his imbecile son residing with his

dead wife's sister, Jane Eaton, and her son Erastus Hotchkiss), rising from 12.1 percent in 1852 to

16.1 in 1881 and levelling off at 16.1 percent as late as 1901, reflecting both the aging population

and the trend of deferring marriage.

Households containing two married and numerous single inhabitants do not alone reflect

the predominance of the nuclear family. To these must be added the households containing wid-

owed and single inhabitants, and those containing three or more married and varying numbers of

single inhabitants. The sum of the three is presented in Table 5. Despite the crude measure, it is

clear that the nuclear as opposed to the extended family was the prototype for the overwhelming
majority of households in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. Indeed, if one considers that the house-

holds inhabited only by married people were primarily the homes of recently married people

whose first child had not yet been born, and that households inhabited by widowed people only

were formerly the homes of nuclear families, it is fair to surmise that up to 88 percent of all house-

holds followed the nuclear family prototype.

The trend toward smaller families can be examined within the nuclear households in

which two married and varying numbers of single inhabitants were present. A breakdown of

family size within this group is presented in Table 6. The proportion of families with eleven or

more members dramatically dropped from 3.8 percent in 1852 to 1.4 percent in 1901 at the same
time there was an increase in the proportion of families with six members or less from 40.3 to 43.9

percent of households, whereas the proportion of families with between seven and ten members
fell from 24.4 to 13.2 percent of households. To judge from the larger set of statistics, the decline

in family size, although ongoing since before mid-century, appears to have been exacerbated dur-

ing the 1870s depression.

The decline of mean household size points to an increasing number of families that actu-

ally were not nuclear families, although their composition reflected the primacy of the nuclear

family as a prototype. While the number of nuclear households either remained stable or decreased

slightly, these "non-nuclear" families increased in number, as shown in Table 7. The few house-

holds in which widowed and married persons resided together complemented the larger number
of widowed persons who resided by themselves. Wherever circumstances permitted, widows
apparently preferred to preside over their own households rather than move in with married chil-

dren, relatives and neighbours, as the example of Jane Eaton demonstrated all too well. The small

number of households inhabited by one married person and varying numbers of single people

points to a minor but continuing proportion of broken marriages that persisted. Whether aban-

doned, widowed, or remaining single, an increasing proportion, although still a minority, of the

inhabitants of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear did not live within nuclear households.

The predominance of nuclear households and of the nuclear family prototype must be

understood within the context of rural interdependence within a family and within a neighbour-

hood. It has been argued that the high rural birthrate that existed in the early to mid-nineteenth

century was the response of immigrants to the task of establishing farms and paying for them, by

having numerous children to provide labour. This, asserts David Gagan in his study of Peel

County, inevitably led to a crisis in the farm economy. "The real challenge in the long term," he

writes, "was to solve the problem of those overpopulated rural households which had once

depended for their standard of living on the labour of many children but could no longer com-

pensate them adequately for their contribution and even victimized them in the interests of social

security and stability."44 The "crisis" in mid-nineteenth century Ontario agriculture, claims

Gagan, could only be circumvented by increasing the acreage of the land to be divided among
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Plate 106

The Truman Hicock Russell house on the southern part of lotfour in the seventh concession of Leeds, as pho-

tographed circa 1910. Here we see a complete departurefrom the symmetrical and rectangular Neo-classic

houses built by the Wexford immigrants at mid-century. Both the floorplan and the front elevation are

asymmetrical, while the board-and-batten siding and steep gables give a vertical rather than a horizontal

emphasis to the house. The gambrel-roof barns in the background date from circa 1910 and were required

to hold the large hay crops fed to cattle in winter. Note the garden and orchard in front of the house, fenced

to keep it safefrom livestock. Loaned courtesy of Dan Roantree.

sons, or by pulling up stakes and moving elsewhere. Only the last of these could be achieved

within a short period of time.

Certainly, there were those who moved out of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear to seek better

prospects elsewhere during the late nineteenth century. But this phenomenon had existed from

the beginning of settlement, as shown by the migration out of the township in 1811 of the family

of Luther Holton.45 After Luther Holton's father, Ezra, died in 1824, he and a brother were sent

to live with relatives in Montreal in order to reduce the size of the family remaining in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear and to make his mother more attractive to potential suitors. Holton grew up to

be a leading Canadian Liberal in the Confederation era, and he was proposed by Edward Blake in

1875 to replace Alexander Mackenzie as prime minister,46 thus making him the most prominent

individual to come out of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear in the nineteenth century. Those who left

the township did so individually or as a family. There is no record before the 1880s of Leeds and
Lansdowne Rear experiencing the stream of chain migration that flowed out of military town-

ships such as Beckwith from the 1830s on. The editor of the Perth Courier, when inquiring why
fifty families were leaving that vicinity for the American mid-west in 1866, was told that their

farms were exhausted and they found it impossible to procure land for their sons: 47

Those who first settled here have now large families of grown-up Sons, and how can they

provide for them? Having come here themselves with slender means, their whole life has

been spent in providing for their daily wants by their daily toil, SO that they now find

themselves without the means of making any provision for their children. Many are thus
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forced to start again, and try where they can do better. Where the families do not emi-

grate, the young men go, and leave none behind but the old folks and the girls.

Because Leeds and Lansdowne Rear was not filled with settlement in the same way that the mil-

itary settlements north of the Rideau and the Loyalist settlement along the Saint Lawrence had

been, there was no comparable stream of settlement leaving. There are examples, of course, of

members of the related Sly, Sweet, Pope and Farnum families, moving together to the mid-west in

the 1860s among others. The links that persisted between Wexford-origin and other families sug-

gest that some individuals and families from Leeds and Lansdowne Rear joined the chains of fam-

ilies heading westward. Their numbers were not significant, especially with available land local-

ly, as reflected in the township population continuing to rise until 1881.

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear may not have suffered from soil exhaustion to the same
degree as many Ontario townships, which partly accounts for only a trickle of population leaving

at mid-century. Land exhaustion as the cause of out-migration in many townships did not solely

refer to the worn-out soil that resulted from relentlessly mining the land with wheat crops year

after year; it alluded as well to the depletion of woodland on which farmers relied for firewood

and fencing. The continuing availability of large sections of woodland throughout the century

detracted from the lure of moving west. There were those at mid-century who perceived the push

to move west as being anything but a necessity, but rather a craze that enjoyed popularity among
those who were willing to believe things would be better for them any place but where they were

at present. No doubt there were those locally who recalled families such as the Judds from the

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear/South Crosby vicinity who became Mormon converts and migrated

in a group to Illinois. Barely two years after leaving for the Mormon Mecca, members of the party

returned, a dejected group. They told of so many setbacks on the way that at last they began to

recognise these as a sign from God not to continue.48 One local editor reflected the cynicism of

some about the true motives impelling some families and individuals to pull up stakes and head

west:49

So long as their farms were a "wood," affording unlimited opportunity for chopping and

clearing, they work away contentedly; but as soon as they get comfortable—their farms

tillable, and their houses inhabitable, they take no further interest in them, but are eager

to sell out, and plunge deeper into the woods, again to "ply the axe and the brand." Thus

the country is rapidly cleared; but the blood becomes fevered, and the passion amounts to

a mania, which continues, after the good done by it has been accomplished.

But even those who were suspicious of the westward migration mania admitted "there are also

those who might better their condition by removing—the young, the strong, the one-too-many in

a family."

Once Leeds and Lansdowne Rear attained a peak population of 2,653 in 1881, with every

arable acre of land under cultivation and many homesteads which should never have been placed

under the plough proving incapable of supporting families, it was difficult to resist the reports

coming from the west. One farmer who went out to inspect the land around Langvale, Manitoba,

wrote back to the Gananoque Reporter in 1882:50

This is the finest rolling prairie land I ever saw; it would pay any farmer in Ontario just

to come and feast his eyes on the fertility of this good land, even if he did not settle here.

It is all land, every inch; no swamps, rocks, logs, stumps, trees, nor shrubs; nothing to stop

the plow. A man here can buy a square mile, or section of 640 acres, and plow it all up

without a single crook or turn in a score; he can stick up a picket a mile off at the other

side of his section and see it plain enough; he can see it as far as his eyes can reach, miles

on miles, and all just like a beautiful cleared meadow covered with flowers....

I took up 400 acres; 160 of this I got for $10, but I must live on it six months a year for

three years, as per Government homestead regulations; the rest I paid $2 an acre for. I am
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Plate 107

The Edward and Susan Mainse farm on lot nineteen in the tenth concession of Leeds, as photographed circa

1920. This view is interestingfor showing the evolution ofafarmstead over the course of the late nineteenth

century. Whereas most of the buildings on this site before 1850 were constructed of log, it is interesting to

note that all of the structures shoiun here, including the covered silo, were offrame construction. The

kitchen wing of the house may date as early as the 1870s, with the main block added at the turn of the cen-

tury. The various barns were constructed for the different livestock connected with mixedfarming, but the

largest stable was for dairy cattle. Loaned courtesy of Janet (Mainse) Nicol.

30 miles from Brandon and 8 miles from a Post Office. There is plenty of wood, but I will

have to draw it 10 miles.... I intend, as I know enough about the country to warrant me
in it, saying Farewell, old Ontario! Farewell, old Gananoque! I loved you well, but I have

found a much better land.

John Jackson, another farmer from Leeds and Lansdowne, while looking over the land of south-

ern Manitoba in 1888, inquired of some thirty farmers originally from Ontario as to how they liked

Manitoba, as compared with Ontario. The universal answer, he repeated in a letter back to the

Gananoque Reporter, was "We wouldn't go back to Ontario and be bound to farm there if you gave

us a farm."51

Only in the early 1880s, when the population of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear was at its

peak, was there briefly talk of a mass movement of people westward. The editor of the Gananoque
Reporter noted in May 1880 that "much complaint is heard about the misery endured by farmers

in consequence of low prices; while hundreds of people, abandoning all hope of better times here,

have removed to Michigan, Manitoba, and other Western countries."52 And in March 1882 it

appeared "that there is to be a great exodus to Manitoba from this locality, this year."53 Otherwise,

there is no evidence of the movement of population out of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear being any-

thing more than a trickle before the turn of the century. Those people going out west were not

retreating from an agricultural crisis in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear so much as they were advanc-

ing to brighter prospects that were touted in dozens of letters to the Gananoque, Kingston and

Brockville newspapers from people out west. Most local inhabitants who went west did so as

families, as for example when James E. Kenny moved his family to Manitoba in 1881, 54 or as indi-
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viduals, as when Gordon Austin of Lyndhurst left to teach school at Red Deer, Alberta for a year

in 1900. 55

Not everyone who went west determined to remain there. Robert Eaton, who himself had

moved from Seeley's Bay to Crystal City, Manitoba, had hopes in the late 1890s of having William

Charlton, who came out from Lyndhurst to evaluate prospects, stay as manager of a store there,

"but the sight of a three days snow storm at the end of April was more than the poor boy could

stand, so he suddenly recalled some interests in the East which demanded his immediate atten-

tion, and took the first train going home."56 Similarly, Richard and John Singleton travelled to

Michigan in 1888 to scout out good locations for their sons to set up in business as tinsmiths,57 but

they returned convinced that just as good locations were available in Leeds County villages.58

Had there been an agricultural crisis in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear during the mid to late

nineteenth century, it would have been evident in more dramatic changes in household composi-

tion. As Ian Winchester observes, "A crisis brought on by overpopulation should have led to more
adults coming into one household, and more than one family unit appearing in a household."59

But in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear in 1852 less than ten percent of all households had three and

more married as well as single inhabitants in the same household, and this proportion plummet-

ed in subsequent decades to 2.9 percent in 1881, and only rose to 5.5 percent by 1901. Similarly,

in 1852 only 8.5 percent of households had married, widowed and single persons residing togeth-

er, and these declined to 4.9 percent in the 1881 census, but rebounded to 7.5 percent by 1901 as a

proportion of all households. This insight must be kept within the context of recognising that

more than one household existed on a farm where initially only one house had been located. It

was rare that a son and his wife chose to live with his parents in the same household, compared

with the privacy and lack of domestic squabbles an adjacent house, often the older log house that

was replaced by a newer and more substantial structure, afforded. Such were the potential ten-

sions and demarcations within households shared by extended families, that, as we have seen in

the household of Jane Eaton, people ate their meals in different sections of the same house and the

areas in which they had permission to step were spelled out in wills.

Hence two or three sons and daughters and their families resided near their parents'

homestead, working together with one another and with neighbours at farming, and at night each

respectively returned to his or her own home. The close positioning of similar surnames in the

census returns substantiates that this interdependent pattern within families existed on a sub-

stantial scale in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear; and even farmers without brothers and parents could

join with neighbours in mutual chores and bees in the same way they did when performing

statute labour. This pattern of interdependence among family members living in separate house-

holds developed naturally enough out of families where women and men shared an onerous

number of chores. One local observer remarked at some length in 1896 on how the members of

local farm families were overworked:60

Our farmers in Ontario have as much chivalry and are as gallant as any in the world, but

they are overworked to a degree that deadens these elements. A farmer and his wife start

on the journey of life. In a few years they undertake to do the work of four persons. The

glorious beauty of the sunrise. ..is too far, far away for them to see now. The hard day's

work is closing. The sun goes down in an opulence of splendor—a wealth of coloring that

overwhelms us with joy and transports us in reverential ecstacy to the feet of the Divine

Painter. To them, it is a blank. Their backs are turned forever on the vast picture pages in

Nature's Book, which God turns daily for them. They are in the Farm Workhouse for

life.... Our farmers work too hard, and their noble wives and daughters do a little too

much outside work. In the hard struggle for life nearly all the sentiment is soon burned

out of them. They sink into their graves wearily, and feel that life has not been just what

God was willing it should be.
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Plate 108

The James and Sarah McCutcheon stone house on lot seven in the seventh concession ofLeeds, believed built

circa 1875, as photograhed circa 1940. When James McCutcheon arrived in the Seeley's Bay vicinityfrom

his native northern Ireland, he brought with him the wherewithal to build this large vernacular Italianate

house, reputedly built to a design featured in the Canada Farmer. Although a daughter, Hannah, bowed to

the limitations of the local marriage market by marrying William James McKinley, her behaviour in attend-

ing Olivet church spoke volumes about her strong sense of social class. She "never showed up at the church

until all the other worshippers, including the minister, were in their accustomed place," a member of the

congregation recalled. "When the service was over she was ever the first one out of the church. She never

paused to shake your hand, or to inquire about your health, or to invoke a blessing on your head." Loaned

courtesy of George and Jackie Scott.

Immured as the men and women of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear were in their daily farm chores,

it was left to visitors to take note of the increasingly domesticated landscape of the township. The

editor of the Gananoque Reporter observed while driving along in a wagon from Haskin's Corners

(lot twelve in the eighth concession of Leeds) to Lyndhurst in June 1880 that it was "a beautiful

stretch of country." The road, he continued, "runs along an elevated ridge, from which extended

views may be obtained, miles of landscape can be taken in at a glance, level plains, rolling fields,

rocks, woods, lakes, farm houses, churches, and all that a painter would wish for." This was the

best land locally which had been settled early by the likes of Truman Hicock, Hiel Sliter and Allan

Sweet. By contrast, the countryside along the road from Lyndhurst to Delta was poorer land and

beginning to betray signs of soil exhaustion after three generations of farming; it did not show to

as good advantage as the newer land opened to cultivation between Haskin's Corners and
Lyndhurst. Still, the Reporter editor perceived "there was all along an unmistakeable promise of

large crops in everything but fall sowing" and that "Fields of corn were numerous, something that

is not seen to any extent in the Front." He was particularly intrigued by the "variety of designs in

'scarecrow'. ..indulged in" to "protect the seed from the crows which hovered suspiciously in the

air." Some of the scarecrows "are a little life-like when seen from a distance, but the majority look

fit to scare a much more intelligent animal than the crow," he observed. "The popular idea o\ a

good scarecrow appears to be something dressed up to resemble a homely man, and after seeing
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so many male scarecrows one gets the idea that crows are not afraid of women and that they

would venture to alight in a field watched over by a feminine scarecrow."61

The Gananoque Reporter editor made numerous forays out into the countryside in the late

1870s and early 1880s, describing the various improvements taking place, and doing so as a form

of propaganda to urge local young men to stay put and develop farms locally rather than head

out west. He not only described the quality of roads and developments in local agriculture, but

also provided deft word-portraits of local families, pointing to children who were industrious,

good scholars, temperate and steady workers, as yet a further form of rural boosterism.62 But

behind these glowing tributes the demands of farm life exacted a regimen of work from children

at an early age. The introduction and compulsion of children to labour on the farm might vary

from one set of parents to another, but whether gentle or forced, it was inevitable. William J.

Campbell at Seeley's Bay, recalled at the age of four years in 1865 "my grandfather taking me to a

50 acre farm, and telling me that it was to be mine if I lived and now he says[,] Willief,] I want to

see you do some work on it before I die[,] and seating himself under a tree[,] he told me[,] gather

up the stones that lay strewn around and make a heap of them."63

The way in which William Campbell's father introduced him to farmwork was more
abrupt. Before he had reached nine years of age, "part of my work was to take the cows to the

pasture a distance of about half a mile and to bring them home again in the evenings." Young
William recalled always living in dread of his father, and receiving very few kind words from him
while a child. As he grew up, he came to the conclusion that his father did not care for him, and

even though he did his best to please him he was only an annoyance to him. Any work he was
assigned he did cheerfully, only to meet with the dismissive rejoinder from his father, "When I was
your age, I done more than that." In later years, William Campbell ruminated, "I don't think my
father meant to be unkind, but considered he was training me up in the way I should go." In the

spring of 1870, when the Seeley's Bay school teacher abruptly left and no replacement could be

procured, his father informed him, "Boy as there is no school this spring I want you to drive the

team and harrow in the grain as I sow it, not forgetting to tell me that when he was a year younger

than me[,] he did this kind of work on his father's farm." The eight-year-old boy "felt very much
like a man the first morning I drove the horses to the field, and commenced harrowing in the

grain, but before night I felt very much like a little boy and it was a great relief to me when father

finished sowing and came to me and told me I might go to the house and he would finish the

work."64

The sources are rare that provide first-hand testimony to the regimen of child labour that

was taken for granted in nineteenth-century Leeds and Lansdowne Rear agriculture. It is one

thing to note the feelings of resentment that William Campbell, and his father before him, felt at

being put to work as children, but it is quite another to consider the threat of punishment that kept

many rural children constantly at work, and in dread of their parents. The Gananoque Reporter

detailed the tragedy that developed out of the fear of physical punishment in one rural household

in 1877:65

A most tragic story comes from Leeds in the mental effect produced upon a child by beat-

ing. A girl named Edith Fox, ten years of age, was left at home to "mind the baby," a

younger sister, aged five, and a little brother. By some mischance she dropped the baby,

and her brother said he would tell her father, and he would "warm her." The girl seemed

to have brooded over this, and instead of going to school in the afternoon, she took her

sister to the canal side, saying:
—

"Let's drown ourselves." She got into the water feet first,

and the little five year old caught her by the hair and tried to save her, but she was

drowned. At the inquest the girl's brother said his father had flogged the deceased with

the strap which he wore around his waist, and he himself had been flogged in the same

manner. The jury found that the deceased had committed suicide while in a fit of tempo-
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rary insanity brought on by excessive fear of corporal punishment.

Children by no means were alone in their fear of severe beatings, as shown by instances of appren-

tices from boys homes running away from their former masters,66 and men in nearby Farmersville

being arrested and put in jail for beating their wives. 67

A combination of factors including anger, drunkenness, frustrated ambition and overzeal-

ousness in being head of the household are just some of the reasons lying behind the stern regi-

men of work that many farm parents in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear exacted from their children.

There also was the powerful incentive of fear. Fear that young people would not push ahead

aggressively enough with developing their farmsteads. Fear that one or two seasons of failure

with the wheat harvest could spell disaster in mortgaging the family homestead, and possibly los-

ing it. An example of the stern regimen of work on local farms was observed by Orange Warren

at the turn of the century. While Warren was building the Brady barn at Berryton, the Smiths were

binding grain in an adjacent field. When Orange went home at nightfall the sheaves of grain were

lying in the field, but when he returned the next morning, the field had been stooked; the two

sons, Egbert and Webster, had done it in the night.68 From the 1860s on local editors warned

against pride of family distinctions, won by the parents, as being "apt to poison the minds of the

children, who, scorning those exertions which they think no longer necessary to subsistence, and

to gratify lazy habits formed in youth, grow indolent, effeminate and, perhaps, vicious." Those

who acquired such indolent habits would suffer impaired health, their moral and intellectual

energies would become enfeebled, their wealth diminished, "and the downward movement, thus

commenced with them is, generally, continued in their posterity until the lower gradations of

human life are again reached."69

The inhabitants of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear did not have to look far to see the conse-

quences of moving down in society. Up and down the roads of the township in the mid 1880s,

rain or shine, they watched "an unfortunate, half-demented woman, loaded down with bundles"

trudge along, "followed by three little children, the oldest being about eight years," who by times

could be heard "crying with cold and hunger, while the mother...tried to urge them on." 70 Tramps

were so numerous on the roads in the mid 1870s71 and so detested that in communities such as

Prescott they "were driven to the woods" by groups of townsmen, "stones being freely used."72

As unsettled as many township inhabitants were at the prospect of fellow human beings having

no place to lay their heads, even more horrific was the level of misery to which a local inhabitant

could sink. The condition of old Stephen Mack in his shanty in 1883 was probably on the minds

of a great many Leeds and Lansdowne Rear farm parents as they set about urging their children

to greater industry: 73

The whole shanty is but a small one, and divided for the accommodation of two families.

In the part allotted to Mack was the old man lying on the floor in a heap of rags of the

filthiest description. The old man's feet have been frozen, and his toes are said to be drop-

ping off, a fact which the visitor took for granted, his stomach not being equal to accept-

ing Mack's offer to let him see for himself. But notwithstanding this pedal misfortune,

Mack was quite cheerful, and extending his bare gaunt arms he seemed to derive an excit-

ing entertainment from hunting the vermin that scampered over his boney territory.

Around on the floor were several children, of various sizes, with scarcely a rag of cloth-

ing among the lot. The stove was made mostly of old pipe, and the other furniture cor-

responded. Towards one end of the room a partition had been built up from the floor a

few feet, but all open at the top; behind this they had kept a cow as long as she could live

without care. But when she could do that no longer she died, and there her carcase lay

unhonored, and uncared for, the smell arising from her decomposing body not being per-

ceptible amidst the ranker odors of the apartment occupied by the human creatures.

Rather than risk their children becoming reduced to such miserable circumstances, parents per-
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ceived that their duty was to teach them the ways of industry at as early an age as possible, since

as one local person stated in 1877, "I for one.. .think it impossible for a man to be at the same time

poor, industrious and respectable...." 74 Such was the shibboleth that industry conferred

respectability and worth, that Jane Eaton, as an example, despite her son's mental imbalance, kept

him working at home, despite the acknowledged imminent peril to her own life, trusting that

industriousness in its own way would restore Erastus to be the support that a grown son should

be to his mother. So too, Erastus Hotchkiss himself wanted his mother to depart the family home-
stead, hoping against hope that with imminent marriage he could fulfil the criteria of visibly pros-

pering as proof that he had overcome his affliction and was a productive member of society.

Underlying the hopes for the younger generation to become industrious, and fears lest

they should end up indolent, was the welfare of local families. In a township where two signifi-

cant bodies of settlers, Vermont and Wexford colonies, had located in their own territories, there

was an added edge to successfully establishing, maintaining and perpetuating one's family, in that

within the persisting political and religious division of local society, people were mentally keep-

ing score. If a family, say, that originated in Wexford, Ireland, prospered and resided in a fine large

house, it was perceived to reflect well on their Anglican upbringing and Tory political allegiance.

If, conversely, as another example, the descendants of settlers from Vermont continued to live in

a log house, failed to modernise their buildings, and generally appeared to remain poor, it was
regarded as a judgment on their Reform/Liberal political affiliation and nonconformist faith.

Given this type of ethno-materialistic bookkeeping, the implications were even more dire when
descendants of Abel Stevens rented their house to prostitutes, inducing local men to stone the

house of ill-repute and its occupants in an effort to remove the women from the community.75

The welfare of local families that underlay this community bookkeeping was bound up in

the notion of being solidly established locally, and of putting down firm roots in the local soil with

a view to have one's own family continue in the locality for generations to come. In preparing for

this posterity, or so it was claimed, the pioneers had sacrificed themselves in hewing down the for-

est, and they in turn had made their children labour long and hard to help in building up home-

steads fit for the next generation to develop more fully. The remarks that young William

Campbell kept hearing from his father as a child, "When I was your age, I done more than that,"

were symptomatic of the chain of work passed down in each family from one generation to the

next, betraying the combined sense of devotion to the family goal of a permanent homestead, and

perhaps a resentment of the unending work demanded even in childhood. As another child

labourer on a family farmstead at a distance, later remarked, "It is a good thing to have learned

how to work. Perhaps if I had not been set to the task of doing a man's work so early, I should

have been happier in performing it."
76

All of their labour by the 1880s had developed Leeds and Lansdowne Rear into a thor-

oughly domesticated landscape. "Now, half a century has rolled around, and what a change! Houses,

Lands, Schools, Colleges, Churches, Roads. The steers of yore have given place to fine horses, and

all other things have been changed in like manner," marvelled one local inhabitant in 1888. "And
while all that is mortal of those early settlers is lying in the cemetery..., their children and chil-

dren's children are enjoying a degree of independence and comfort which, on reflection, should

make them feel proud that they are the sons of the first inhabitants."77 Whether overworked chil-

dren such as William Campbell felt pride appears doubtful. Throughout his later childhood, after

his mother's health failed "father was so stern that I used to wonder if no one cared for me," he

recalled in later years, and the few kind words addressed to him by neighbours he described as

being "like cooling fountains of water to a thirsty soul."78 Poems such as "Joyless Youth" printed

in the Gananoque Reporter79 captured the mood of children working as unpaid drudges at an

unrelenting round of chores. Some, like William Campbell, realised after they grew up, that their

parents were simply training them for the hard work of taking over the farm.
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Plate 109

The William and Eliza Richardson house on lot five in the eighth concession of Leeds, believed built circa

1875, as photographed in 1989. The more ambitious new houses built in Leeds and Lansdowne Rearfrom

the 1880s on were a full two storeys in height, following the pattern established by the McCutcheon house

(Plate 108). This house apartfrom its handsome vernacular design is noteworthyfor being home at one time

or another to three prominent politicians. It was built for William Richardson who was memberfor South

Leeds in the Ontario legislature (1879-83); John Bracken who was premier of Manitoba (1922-42) and

leader of the federal Progressive-Conservative party (1942-48) grew up on this farm; and Hoyden Stanton

who was federal memberfor Leeds (1953-60) farmed here. RoLLAL collection.

From the time of earliest settlement, illness and accidents had taken a toll on families,

reducing for short or longer periods of time the numbers of able-bodied family members who
could work at the various chores around the farm. One observer in the region, aware how the

value of one farm family member could be sorely missed not only by the rest of the household but

also by the immediate community, noted in 1860 the sympathetic kindness offered to ill people in

the country. "In the city, trade and commerce have no time to pause to ask for you, and you will

be forgotten amid the roar of business and the rush of the multitude," he stated. "In the country

village it is worse. Every one is so steeped in his petty selfish ends that he has no time to spend

a cheerful hour with a sick friend of whose condition he hardly knows or cares." But out among
the farmers in the countryside, he perceived that things were different. "There is an exuberance

of kindly feelings and friendly offices," he observed. "Your neighbors, whether interested in your

will or not, can afford to visit you. The leaden hours wear by less tardily when cheered by the

countenance of friend or acquaintance."80 For 32 year-old Clarinda Stanley, however, it was clear

that the frequent bouts of epileptic fits to which she fell prey, made her more burden than asset in

the household she shared with her father, two brothers and two sisters in the back part of John

Bracken's house in the eighth concession of Leeds. With no prospects of marriage before her, on

the last Saturday in June 1875, she hanged herself in her bedroom. 81

Fear that the physical and emotional demands of farm labour might drive their children

either away or to some desperate act prompted some rural parents to pursue an ingenious strate-
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gy. On the one hand they knew the absolute necessity of young men and women learning to tack-

le the long days of work, fearing that if they did not they risked becoming lazy, unemployed,

vicious and unrooted hangers-on in local society without any secure future, and potential degen-

erates. Children with idle hands, after all, were vulnerable to early physical degeneracy and early

melancholy decline through acquiring the habit of "self-abuse," as no less an authority than Dr
Stone, physician to the Troy, New York Lung and Hygienic Institute averred in his widely-circu-

lated book in the early 1860s.82 On the other hand, a child continually working under the admo-
nition of parents could be driven to the point of rebellion, to either run away or commit suicide,

and quite apart from the loss sustained by the family in the short run, there was the loss ultimately

of the patrimony of a continuously prospering homestead that should continue on into the future

and be a place of refuge to the parents as they grew older.

The strategy pursued by some parents was to have their children spend large portions of

their formative and adolescent years in the households of relatives and neighbours, learning the

laborious ropes of agriculture, but by the same token maintaining amicable relations with family

at home. By this process, the children learned what they needed to, so that home instead of being

a workhouse, beckoned as a refuge, and the patrimony of the homestead was more safely guar-

anteed. For the purpose of this study there is no precise way of measuring the extent to which

neighbours and relatives farmed out their children with one another, for it was a practice that tran-

scended township boundaries especially in a region where so many families in Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear had a large network of old military comrades, neighbours and relatives living within a dis-

tance of 25 miles or less.

That members of these large extended families remained in touch while separated by dis-

tance is evident in the letters they wrote to one another. Consider the continuing strong ties evi-

dent in a letter written by James and Matilda Erwin near Perth to their sister Mary Jane at

Lyndhurst in late September 185383

I thought to go down last winter but I could not get going [.] We were expecting you up
all winter[;] we thought you could come up much better than I could go down[.] You
promised to come last winter, so I hope you will come up this fall. We will be watching

for you. Matilda and the baby is well[:] he was born on the 25 of May. It hap[p]en[e]d to

be a boy but James says if you [on]ly wait till the next he expects it will be a girl [and] you

will have a chance of the name. James Edward is gro[w]ing very big and fat[.] He is able

to drive home the cows[.] We felt uneasy all winter[;] we never heard a word untill old

Mrs Warnten went down a week a go[;] she brought up word that the[y] were all well[.]

And my Brother Thomas was up last week and we herd from them. If you dont get mar-

ried this winter we expect you will be up to spend at least to or 3 Months with us[.] We
were glad to hear from Allis[.] We would be glad to see her[.] If you come up she might

come to see us with you[.] Dear sister[,] let Ruth know[.] The last account I got of James

he was in Thomas Moses and he has left. Wheather he went back or not I cant say[;] I

have not seen him since I came here. Let us know how Hana and the family is[.] Let me
know how Ruth is[.] Also let me know how Aunt Pebby is getting on... Let me know how
Matthew Hayle and his family is and if he gets any word from his father[.] Uncle Thomas
and family is well. We expect old Mr Jonston up at the fair and some of James Done[']s

family. I sepose William will be with him[.] Dear Mary you were often tel[l]ing me of old

Mr Bartlet but I often see him now[;] he wants a housekeeper very badly[.] If you get this

in time, perhaps you might come up with father and William to the fair.

If large numbers of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear inhabitants were travelling 25 miles to attend the

Perth fair, it is not to be wondered at that children were being apprenticed on an informal, non-

legal basis between relatives and old neighbours spread out over an area extending well beyond

the boundaries of the township. A very crude measure of the larger pattern of family and neigh-
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Plate 110

The John and Mary Bracken house on lot fourteen in the seventh concession of Leeds, enlarged circa 1880s,

as photographed circa 1910. This house started out as a one-and-a-half storey frame structure, but in the

1880s a full second storey was added and it was covered with brick from Seeley's Bay. With its hip roof

stylish brackets in the eaves, transom and sidelights around the front door, large windows and vergeboard

detail on the verandah, this house atop a hill bespoke the profits possible from the new cheese factories.

Queen's University Archives, Lockwood collection, 611.5016 box 26, folder 639.

hourly visitation for extended periods, (of which circulating children and young adolescents were

part,) is to note that 9.7 percent of the people in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear homes when the cen-

sus was taken in January 1852 were not household members. Doubtless, in the much busier plant-

ing and harvesting seasons the number of so-called non-resident inhabitants, including children,

rose above the 137 listed in the 1852 census. By passing children around within the larger circle

or network of the extended family and its acquaintances, the children could meet their relatives

and could learn the lesson at the hands of numerous uncles that protracted labour was key to

developing and maintaining a prosperous farm. Sons could return home to fathers who could be

sure they knew the basics of farmwork without need to chastise them, and could concentrate on

positive re-inforcement, making these sons their companions and not their servants.84

Most of the servants in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear were young women at mid-century,

but a generation later servitude was temporarily in decline. Three young adolescents—Samuel

Taber aged thirteen, Holmes Laforty aged fifteen, and Thomas Baitty aged 11—were the only

males among thirty servants listed in the 1852 census of the township. Their mean or average age

of thirteen years contrasted with the mean age of 18.7 years for the 27 women servants. The

women servants included Ellen Boyl, Alice Erwin, Rachel Burney, Jane Tye, Katherine McGran,
Mary Jane Erwin, Mary Jane Riely, Margaret Moyer, Katharine Pumerville, Betsey Brown,

Margaret Tilabough, Eliza Conners, Elizabeth Taber, Mary Grey, Almay Conners, Pearl Russell,

Lucy Ann Allen, Susan Earl, Mary Hudson, Margaret Hudson, Sarah Mason, Lucy Ann Mason,
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Mary McFee, Sarah Ann Berney, Eliza M. Sherwood, Cynthia Ann Taylor and Ellen Lattimer. Of
these women, it is worth pointing out that Alice and Mary Jane Erwin were sisters inquired after

by James and Matilda Erwin of Perth in the above lengthy excerpt from a letter. Servitude in rural

society appears to have stemmed from three causes. First, it was an option for young people

whose parents passed away to be integrated into a home environment and learn the ropes of farm-

work. Second, it was also used by women as a neighbourly form of domestic apprenticeship to

prepare a girl for the duties of presiding over her own home once she was married. Third, and

the way it was used by Alice and Mary Jane Erwin, it offered young women with no specific skills

a means of going beyond the limits of the marriage market in their own neighbourhood to exam-

ine prospects elsewhere. Although servitude declined locally by 1881, Table 8 shows that at mid-

century there was a higher proportion of servants in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear (1.9 percent) than

in Huntley (1.5 percent) or Beckwith (0.4 percent) townships. The temporary decline of servitude

on the census returns most likely was due to the arrangements being made to transfer children

from their parents' homes to work temporarily for neighbours and relatives becoming so amica-

ble that they soon ceased to be thought of as servants. But as the urban idea of class infiltrated

rural society during the closing decades of the Victorian period, the number of servants (again

mostly young women) rebounded to 27 by 1901. The greater number and greater persistence of

servants in Huntley in contrast with Leeds and Lansdowne Rear is, if anything, an indication that

there was less poverty in the latter township, since those rural families that kept servants did so

as much to provide employment for impoverished relatives and neighbours as to meet genuine

needs for domestic labour.

The 27 young women servants accounted for 27.6 percent of the 98 women listed in the

1852 census with an occupation. The most common listed occupation among these women was
that of spinster or spinner for 46 women (or 47 percent of the women listed with an occupation). 85

These spinsters, as they were termed, were mostly young single women with a mean age of 20.1

years, but their number included three married women, Mary Chapman, Alzina Mott and

Elizabeth Willis: and two widows, Mary Eaton and Louisa Taylor. These spinsters, apparently for

lack of other skills, performed the domestic chores of spinning woollen fleeces into yarn. The only

task more tedious although requiring more specialised knowledge was that of weaving the unso-

phisticated homespun from this woollen yarn. Perhaps no account better indicates the monoto-

nous labour than that of a dying woman who "asked that her loom be brought out.. .[and] that it

be broken up and burned. ..the only way she could ensure that no other woman would have to put

in the hours of tedious labour that she had on that loom."86 Only Jane Smith among the four

women weavers listed in the 1852 census was unmarried; the other three—Jerusha Pope,

Elizabeth Brass and Katharine Beedle—were all widows. In addition to the four weavers, 27 ser-

vants and 46 spinsters, the 1852 census of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear listed fifteen women labour-

ers, three seamstresses, two tailoresses and one housekeeper. Compared with the mean age of 18.7

years for women servants and 20.1 years for spinsters, the mean age of the remaining 25 women
listed with an occupation in 1852 was 30.5 years.87

What the 1852 census and subsequent returns did not indicate was the larger number of

women across the township who worked at agriculture alongside their fathers, brothers, hus-

bands and sons. The silence of the census returns was due to a combination of the legal handing

over of a wife's property to her husband's management once she married, the growing populari-

ty of the "cult of true womanhood," and a concern by a growing number of rural women to keep

up with the fashion and tone set by women in nearby towns and cities. Upon marrying, all prop-

erty a woman might possess, unless the rare marriage contract decreed otherwise, came under her

husband's control as head of the household; by extension, all work she performed as a daughter

on the farm or as a farmwife redounded to the credit and filled the pockets of the male household

head. What point was there for the census enumerator to list farmwives and daughters with occu-

pations since the husband and father's occupation defined the work they did around home? Only
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women such as spinsters and weavers among others who performed more specialised tasks, and

did so for a fee in their neighbourhood, were listed in the census with an occupation.

A growing number of women in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear on no account wished to be

listed as following the occupation of farmers, notwithstanding the fact they toiled alongside the

men in their family at the various farm chores and indeed took over all the chores when the men
went away to work in the lumber industry during the winter months. These women were becom-

ing devotees of what an American historian, Barbara Welter, has called "the cult of true woman-
hood."88 As part of a transatlantic middle class response to the industrial revolution, the cult of

true womanhood responded to the competitive values of capitalism pitting men in competition

with one another in the public world of commerce, by affirming that women should preside over

the private sphere of love, the emotions and domesticity within the family home. The purpose of

the cult of true womanhood was to provide a refuge in the home from the doubt, the anxiety, and
the tension of the marketplace and the factories.89 From before mid-century the farmwomen of

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear read a consistent diet of articles, such as the following, exhorting them
to leave economic cares for their men, and to concentrate on nurturing and uplifting members of

their families:90

Everything in the education of women should tend to develope a spirit of self-devotion

and self renunciation. This spirit can never be too much cultivated by our sex, because by
it, our "highest triumphs are to be achieved," and it bears with it, "as it is vanquished or

victorious the destinies of the world." It is the true mission of women, to exhibit to

mankind the mor[al] beauty and power of that love which seeketh not her own, but the

good of others, and finds its own highest honor and happiness in so doing—in this limit-

ed, but important sphere, she will be one of the most efficient and active agents in her

heavenly Father's work of man's renovation, and generations yet unborn shall rise and
call her blessed.

Local farmwomen, in conformity with this uplifting vision of what woman's role in society ideal-

ly should be, were not about to reveal to the census enumerators the days of hard work they put

in on the farm. Besides, as much as they might wish to subscribe to the urban notion of man's

place being out in the public workplace while that of woman was at home, it was hard to square

with the rural reality of men working on the homestead alongside their women, and making for-

ays to sell crops in town or work in the lumber camps, leaving the women to run the operation in

their absence.

There was the further matter that many farmwomen in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear could

not throw away fast enough the various forms of agricultural drudgery. Farmwomen and girls

worked at the various chores of burning brush, working in the fields, logging, planting, harvest-

ing, raising poultry and making butter in addition to caring for children and a multitude of house-

hold chores not because they so much wanted to do it, but because every pair of arms was need-

ed for the work. One observer of rural life at mid-century noted that the "country girl, besides her

spinning, knitting and sewing, [s]hould learn the healthy and useful arts of milking, churning and
cheese-making, in addition to housework and plain cooking" whereas the "city girl would be of

course more limited in her sphere of operations" including "hand-loom weaving, spinning, knit-

ting, shoe-binding, sewing, cutting out, and making up clothes, housework and plain cooking."91

Although women's physical labour was an integral contribution to work in the fields and stables

on most township farms, many farmwomen looked to the nearby towns of Brockville and
Gananoque and the city of Kingston, longing for the day when their endless drudgery could be

exchanged for a more social style of living.

So significant was the participation of women in local agriculture that the Brockville

Recorder in 1851 made a matter-of-fact allusion to the agricultural exhibition held in that town as

being the destination for which the "farmer prepares stock or grain, his good wife, cheese or poul-

try, his winsome daughter the net or needle-work."92 Wheat was an important crop in early nine-
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teenth century Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, as shown by the Lyndhurst gristmill with its three run

of stones grinding some 40,000 bushels of local grain in 1851.93 Still, given the local landscape,

and insofar as we can believe the census figures, a mixed agricultural economy had developed by

mid-century. In addition to wheat, the township in 1849 produced 5,900 bushels of oats, 11,600

bushels of potatoes, 14,800 pounds of maple sugar, 6,000 pounds of wool, and 14,000 pounds of

butter. Doubtless these figures were way below actual production.94 In 1851 the census listed

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear as producing 16,696 bushels of wheat,95 a ridiculously small produc-

tion figure when set against the 40,000 bushels of grain ground that same year in the Lyndhurst

mill alone.

We shall turn our attention to the wheat economy in a moment, but first it is necessary to

point to the contribution of women in diversifying the agricultural economy of Leeds and Lansdowne

Rear by mid-century. In addition to their field-work in the wheat economy, the women of the town-

ship had responsibility for dairy and woollen production. The 46 spinsters or spinners and four

weavers listed in the 1852 census, among others, made use of the 6,000 pounds of wool produced

in the township in 1849.96 In 1851 the census listed some 4,724 pounds of wool being produced,

by 1860 this increased to 8,368 pounds, and in 1890 some 7,671 pounds of wool were still culti-

vated in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. The women of this township were responsible for produc-

ing 3,080 yards of flannel and 1,321 yards of fulled cloth in 1851, and 5,650 yards of flannel and

1,973 yards of fulled cloth were produced in 1861.97

The proprietor of the woollen mill at Lyndhurst claimed in 1851 to have carded 8,000

pounds of wool and to have fulled 8,000 yards of cloth. The women of Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear, rather than take up their time at home with manually carding small lots of wool between

two hand brushes studded with wire teeth, instead brought their wool to Henry Gordon at

Lyndhurst to have it carded by machinery. They returned to their homes where the various spin-

sters or spinners spun the carded wool, then took it to those women who were accomplished

weavers. After the wool was woven into cloth, they returned to the Lyndhurst clothing mill to

have it fulled, that is, soaked in warm soapy water, wrung out and stretched to produce a warm,
thick, strong and pliable material with a consistent finish.98

Dairying offered women another area for diversifying the local agricultural economy. The

Johnstown and Bathurst districts developed a reputation from the early 1830s on for producing

good quality butter, but the best lots were shipped from the vicinities of Kemptville, Perth and

Smiths Falls rather than from the Gananoque region. Dairying appears to have taken off in Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear in the late 1840s.99 In 1849 Leeds and Lansdowne, Front and Rear, produced

36,000 pounds of butter; by 1851 Leeds and Lansdowne Rear alone produced 46,508 pounds; and

by 1860 butter production in the township soared to 80,301 pounds, (again, if census figures can

be believed). This production was done by women milking cows in the stables and churning the

cream into butter at home. 100

The editor of the Gananoque Reporter commented at length in 1860 on the growing prod-

uction of butter and the poor reputation of the local product: 101

The Townships of Pittsburgh, Leeds and Lansdowne produce a large amount of butter and

the quantity is increasing every year.... [Ijudging from the shipments of the last two or

three years, these Townships will soon be able to compete in quantity with an equal extent

of country in any other part of the Province.

But while the quantity produced is extremely large, truth compels us to admit that the

quality is extremely poor. This is owing in a great measure to the fact that buyers only

have one price for Butter, and pay just as much for each grade of filthy, under-work[ed]

over-salted butter, as they do for a clean, sweet and palatable article.... The dealers in

Montreal are strongly urging the Government to appoint a Butter Inspector.... When that

takes place the buyers in Gananoque will have to alter their system, or submit to a heavy
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Plate 111

Halladay's agricultural implements store at Elgin as photographed circa 1895. Although this scene is out-

side the boundaries of Leeds and Lansdoivne Rear, it is important for helping us to understand two major

changes in township society during the late nineteenth century. First, the number offarmers with wagons

picking up various Massey-Harris agricultural implements testifies to the widespread mechanisation of

agriculture on Leeds and Lansdoivne Rear farms. Second, the painted words on the side of the store listing

the various implementsfor sale indicates how widespread literacy had become in local society. The machin-

ery enabled families to cultivate larger acreages, while literacy led both men and women to careers outside

the township. RoLLAL collection.

loss on the greater part of their shipments. That is, unless the quality improves.

The inferiority of Canadian butter may be inferred from the fact that a large propor-

tion of it is bought up by shipbuilders and others for greasing purposes, and a very small

proportion will stand New York inspection.... Apart from those who habitually make bad

butter, the[re] are others who make a very good article, and then spoil it with salt. And
the only reason that can be assigned for their liberality in this respect, is, that salt can be

bought for a cent a pound, and when sold as butter it brings twelve and fifteen....

The general rule followed by good makers is to give one ounce of salt to one pound
of butter, but an acquaintance of ours who was "taken in and done for" by a firkin which

the maker declared was excellent says that in this case they reversed the rule & gave him
one pound of salt to one ounce of butter. This is, perhaps, an exaggeration, as is also the

belief that the Farmers in this part of the country make a practi[c]e of selling equal weights

of salt and butter. But it is not an exaggeration to say that in nine firkins out of ten there

are from one to five pounds of salt more than is necessary, and this extra allowance has to
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be paid for at the regular price of butter, which gives the transaction the appearance of a

premeditated swindle.

As butter production in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear climbed to 72,744 pounds by 1890, 102 the

quality improved. William Brough, who forwarded butter from Gananoque to Montreal from the

late 1840s on, acknowledged that in the early years "a considerable quantity of inferior butter was
made in this vicinity." By 1875 he claimed that in the large shipments he sent to the principal mar-

kets in Canada, England and the United States "the good largely preponderates over the bad, and

as a rule, first class butter may be had here for home consumption by all who are willing to pay a

fair price for it." More to the point, from the perspective of local farmers, the reputation of their

butter became more highly appreciated, and drew high prices by the mid 1870s. 103

A second although much smaller branch of dairying that local women developed well

before mid-century was the production of cheese. As early as 1832 the Brockville Recorder was
copying articles on the "Mode of Making Butter & Cheese" from the American Farmer} 041 By the

early 1840s a cheese dairy was established by Daniel Haven at Gananoque,105 and there is refer-

ence in 1844 to a cheese loft in operation at Gananoque. 106 Farmwomen in Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear were making cheese in their farm dairies by the 1840s, producing 3,338 pounds in 1851, and

5,280 pounds in I860. 107 The process of making cheese in these farm dairies was laborious. A
wash boiler was used to heat the milk over a fire, a butcher knife was used to cut the curd, the

mould was made of wood, and a lever arrangement was used to press the cheese. This in addi-

tion to the feeding, care, and milking of cattle gave rise to the claim that the farm dairy "method

of cheese-making has done more to injure the health of women in cheese-dairying districts than

any other cause." 108

Although women contributed significantly to the initial diversification of local agriculture

in their production of wool, butter and cheese; cereals and meat production continued to be the

major earners of farm income in the third quarter of the nineteenth century. Even if the figures

presented in the census returns in all likelihood were vastly understated, they at least provide

some relative measure of the changing importance of crops to one another during the late nine-

teenth century.

Wheat production was an important part of the mixed agricultural economy in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear at mid-century. From 16,696 bushels of wheat in 1851, the township crop more
than doubled to 39,965 bushels in 1860. The 1860 crop represented a last hurrah of sorts for the

wheat economy, for already in the 1840s and 1850s local farmers were plagued by rust and wee-

vils in their fields, 109 and in 1863 so scant was the yield of cereals in Leeds and Grenville, 110 that

the counties council decided to loan money to township councils to purchase seed for farmers. 111

Wheat yields for Leeds and Lansdowne Rear in 1870 were reported at 16,935 bushels, only to

decline to 11,201 bushels in 1880, and to slightly rise to 15,333 bushels in 1890.

Wheat by no means was the only cereal grown in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, even at

mid-century. In 1849, 5,900 bushels of oats were harvested in the township, then doubled in two

years to 12,464 bushels in 1851, then production tripled to 36,734 bushels in 1860, declining to

29,246 bushels in 1870, then doubling to 66,909 bushels in 1880, and continuing at that level (66,102

bushels) in 1890. Oats was considered essential for the keeping of horses, and they were also a

staple among the Scottish highlanders coming into the township either from the Perth settlement

or from the Gananoque vicinity. In 1847 the Brockville Statesman noted that the oatmeal mill at

Gananoque was the only one for a radius of forty miles. 112 In 1851 Leeds and Lansdowne Rear

produced 5,569 bushels of peas, which doubled to 12,375 bushels by 1860, and then declined to

9,423 bushels in 1870 and held steady at 9,243 bushels in 1890. The production of peas in this

quantity also reflected the growing numbers of Scottish highlanders spreading up into Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear from the Gananoque vicinity for whom they were a staple of diet. Production of

rye was 2,143 bushels in 1851 and 2,160 bushels in 1860, but then production soared to 6,661
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Plate 112

Farmers delivering milk to the Long Point cheese factory on lot two in the eighth concession ofLansdowne

circa 1907, with the Long Point stone school in the background. Long Point school from the time it was

built in 1862 was the social centre of this community, with religious services being held there, leading to the

construction ofa driveshed (far right). The daily delivery of milkfrom spring through autumn to the cheese

factory built by Byron Stringer and Ernest McCready in 1902 made it equally a community centre, with

dances occasionally held in the upstairs space. The importance of cheese as a new cash crop is evident in

this factory sending two wagon loads of thirty cheeses each to Lyndhurst station every weekfor shipment to

the cheese auction in Brockville. For names see Appendix 14. Loaned courtesy of Merton Moorehead.

bushels in 1870, then climbed to 10,933 bushels in 1880, before plummeting to only 448 bushels by
1890. Local rye from the beginning of the century was sold to a large distillery at Kingston. 113

Buckwheat was an even smaller crop, with Leeds and Lansdowne Rear producing 694 bushels in

1851, which doubled to 1,530 bushels in 1860, then increased to 1,682 bushels in 1870, and climbed

to 2,224 bushels by 1880, before plummeting to 448 bushels in 1890. Buckwheat was grown simp-

ly to tame newly cleared land for future wheat crops, or to provide a ground-cover to prevent

weeds springing up while still producing an edible product when fields were given a rest from

producing wheat. 114 The McDonald mill at Gananoque added a stone to grind buckwheat circa

1852. Hence, the increasing quantity of buckwheat sown in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear up to 1880

reflected either the new land being opened to cultivation or the increasing need to give more and

more land respite from wheat mining. The decline of buckwheat in the 1880s mirrored the move
away from growing cereals generally.

Two cereals that were hardly cultivated at all in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear at mid-cen-

tury went on to become solid cash crops. In 1861 the enumerator for Lansdowne Rear remarked
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that "Barley would Do well here if Cultivated as it produced in one instance 40 Bushels to [the]

acre. . .[and] Corn might be Cultivated here with Siccess but wheat pays better with Less Labour."

In 1851 fifty bushels was the barley crop in the township, jumping to 308 bushels by 1860. In the

1860s Ontario barley gained a reputation for being the finest grown in North America, and

received top dollar from American brewers. Production in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear jumped
more than fivefold to 7,860 bushels in 1870, then jumped again to 18,273 bushels in 1880 (almost

double the township production of wheat that year), and then declined to 10,498 bushels by 1890.

In March 1883 a thousand bushels of grain per day were being shipped out from the railway sta-

tion at Lansdowne. 115 Some 4,838 bushels of Indian corn (a name used at first to distinguish it

from the English reference to wheat as corn) were harvested in the township in 1851, and this

increased to 5,657 bushels in 1860, before declining to 4,917 bushels in 1870, then doubling to

11,869 bushels in 1880, and further jumping to some 17,378 bushels of corn produced in 1890.

Corn was largely grown for local human consumption, with the green stalks fed to dairy cattle. 116

Other significant crops in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear included potatoes, pork, beef, and

perhaps fish. In 1849 some 11,600 bushels of potatoes were cultivated in the township, decreasing

to 9,159 bushels in 1851 and doubling to 23,708 bushels in 1860, and climbing to a peak of 36,896

bushels in 1880, before declining to a yield of 28,733 bushels in 1890. A fair proportion of these

potatoes were for local consumption, but potatoes also were being loaded on the steamboats at

Seeley's Bay and sent to market in Kingston, Toronto and Hamilton among other markets. 117 Pork

and beef production primarily for the upper Ottawa valley lumber shanties market was at its peak

locally at mid-century. Some 1,543 hundredweight of pork and 178 hundredweight of beef were

produced in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear in 1851, and in 1860 production consisted of 825 200-

pound barrels of pork and 213 barrels of beef.

Although Leeds and Lansdowne townships, Front and Rear, accounted for 88 percent of

the 307 barrels of fish cured in Leeds County in 1851, there is no proof that Charleston Lake and
the other lakes of the Gananoque watershed in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear supplied a significant

part of the 270 barrels of fish cured in the two townships that year. If the census can be believed,

fish production crashed to only ten barrels in 1860. Fishing in the riding of South Leeds produced

twenty barrels of herring, seventeen barrels of eels, 74 barrels of whitefish, 48 barrels of trout, and

452 barrels of other fish in 1870. Ten years later fish production in South Leeds declined slightly

to nineteen barrels of herring, 22 of eels, fourteen of whitefish, twenty of trout, and 398 barrels of

other fish. 118 Commercial fishing would continue on South Lake until the 1960s. 119

The decline of the wheat crop and the need to diversify into other cereals betrayed the

stark reality that after a few generations of mining the soil to produce wheat, the farmland of

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear was exhausted. By the early 1860s even the better land no longer con-

tinued "to yield good crops without any manure being put into it." 120 And, astonishing to think

of, in 1864 merchants at Brockville alone imported nearly 27,000 pounds of cheese for local con-

sumption, 121 at the same time American buyers were swinging through Leeds County looking for

good milking cows to build up their dairy herds to supply the cheese factories springing up in

New York state. Canadians, noting the export of these cattle and aware that the Canadian domes-

tic market was large enough to attract imported cheese, began to consider whether it might not

prove profitable to manufacture cheese in Ontario on a much larger scale than that being pro-

duced by farmwomen in their home dairies. 122 While a number of farm dairies were set up as

cheese factories in Leeds County in the early 1860s, purchasing milk from neighbours as well as

using their own, it was not until Pitt W. Strong established a cheese factory at Farmersville in 1864

that cheese factories in the true sense of the term made an appearance on the local scene. The new
cheese factories were planned, organised and equipped for the sole purpose of manufacturing

milk into cheese, whereas the old farm dairies had also been involved in the production of the

milk itself as well as other agricultural activities. 123
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Plate 113

Cheesefactoryfrom the Leeds and Lansdowne Rear vicinity, as photographed circa 1900. The rise offactories did

not necessarily remove the work of making cheesefrom women's hands in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, especially in

Wexford-origin communities such as Oak Leaf where women in households had equal authority in family affairs,

including those offinance. This photograph shows a woman cheesemaker at the receiving platform where farmers

unloaded their milk cans, while a woman assistant looks out the back door. It was the new domestic role being advo-

cated by women for women, insisting that women should only work with other women and not risk free and easy

association with men to besmirch their reputation, that sooner or later made most cheesemakers men; women often

continued on in the role of secretaryfor local cheese factories. Loaned courtesy of professor Paul Fritz.

The growth of cheese agriculture in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear can be measured in the

number of milk cows. In 1851 there were 763 milk cows in the township, by 1860 the number
increased to 1,210, and by 1890 the number of milk cows more than doubled to 2,774. In 1861 there

were no cheese factories in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, 124 but by 1891 there were nine cheese fac-

tories within the township boundaries, and six more within two miles of these boundaries. 125

Those factories within the township boundaries in 1891 were located at Soperton, Oak Leaf,

Lyndhurst, Singleton Lake, Sweet's Corners, Ellisville, Seeley's Bay and Briar Hill. Much could be

written about the economic contribution of these cheese factories to local rural life, but perhaps

the most telling conclusion is provided in the summary of the Seeley's Bay cheese factory in the

closing year of Queen Victoria's reign. In 1901 this factory, owned by Robert Gardiner and where
William Flood was cheesemaker, took in 998,026 pounds of milk from farmers in that locality, and

made 94,235 pounds of cheese which sold for $8,594; once the $942 cost of manufacturing was
deducted, this left $7,651 to be divided among the factory patrons. 126

In a recent book on women's work in nineteenth century Ontario, Marjorie Griffin Cohen
argues that the integral role of farmwomen in producing butter and cheese in their farm dairies as

a significant cash crop was undermined with the introduction of cheese factories and creameries

owned and operated by men. 127 That this was so in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear is suggested bv
only 250 pounds of home-made cheese being produced in the township by 1

8

CM1 as contrasted with

3,338 pounds made by township women in 1851 and as contrasted against the 94,235 pounds
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made in just one of the nine factories of the township in 1901. Once cheese production moved out

of the farm dairy into the factory, in theory at least, it no longer was an appropriate place for any

woman who subscribed to the "cult of true womanhood." Cheese production in the domestic set-

ting was all very well, but women with any claim to respectability would not wish to be caught

up in the midst of an industrial establishment, competing with the men operating other factories

in the area, or so it was assumed.

The cheesemaker's work of being a factory manager, of employing any extra labour required,

of keeping records of milk deliveries, of making and curing the cheese, and the particularly sen-

sitive duty of rejecting poor milk from any patron128 was believed to require the ability and sta-

mina of a young unmarried man who could stand up to any complaints from patrons. The prim-

itive accommodations for cheesemakers provided above some factories were further calculated to

draw young unmarried men with few ties in the community with the incentive of not having to

pay room and board out of their salary. The cheese factory built at Long Point in 1902 was unusu-

al for having a dance hall along with the cheesemaker's quarters above the factory. Art Shaw has

recorded this cameo: 129

Dances at the factory attracted a lively crowd who square danced to the music of the

Gavin Brothers, Chris Weeks, and Orange Warren. The latter played a fiddle he made
from cedar shingles with a bow strung with hairs from his horse's tail. On one occasion

a participant who was an accomplished step dancer was showing off his speed on his feet

while the boys showed off their skill on the fiddles. Admirers crowded around, caught

up in the spirit of the affair, until suddenly a joist under the floor broke with a loud crack.

The music stopped and the crowd scattered to the four walls in fear that the whole build-

ing was falling down, but it didn't.

The social mixing in this dance hall prompted one cheesemaker, Lester Russell, to marry Frances

Cross. So taken aback were neighbours in the Long Point vicinity at this unusual step by a young
cheesemaker, that they planned a charivari for the newly-weds. One among them, being a friend

of the groom, tipped him off to the impending mischief. Russell was on guard with a shotgun

when the attack was launched, and the informer is reputed to have been the one to catch the first

load of birdshot. 130

The transition from women making cheese in their farm dairies to young men becoming
cheesemakers in the new factories was not as abrupt nor as complete in Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear as some historians have attempted to portray was the case in Ontario generally. After all,

within the local settings it was women rather than men who possessed the knowledge and exper-

ience in making cheese at mid-century, and it should not be assumed that they all handed over

their skills readily. An 1872 letter refers to both "milkmen or women" making cheese locally. It

seems that women were among the early cheesemakers running factories in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear during the late Victorian period. When the editor of the Gananoque Repwrter

travelled from Haskin's Corners to Lyndhurst in 1880, he noted, "A short halt was made at Mr.

Hicock's cheese factory, which is now rented by Messrs. Taylor & Birmingham, and managed by

Miss Henderson, who kindly showed us over the factory and explained her process of manufac-

ture." The editor observed, "Everything is scrupulously clean, suggestive of a ceaseless washing

and scrubbing. The factory is built near a spring which the year round pours out a volume of clear

cold water sufficient for several large streams that are conducted to various points by means of

log spouts." 131 The Lake View cheese factory at Singleton Lake as late as 1899 not only had Mrs
Mary E. Singleton as secretary, but the proprietor was Mrs Susan E. Tye. 132 In 1901 a Miss Holland

was secretary of the Seeley's Bay cheese factory. 133

There is no question that cheese factories from the 1860s on, whether abruptly or gradu-

ally, removed cheesemaking from the hands of farmwomen. It is an open question as to whether

this was the wresting away by men of a significant source of income for farmwomen, or whether

it was another form of agricultural drudgery that women could not throw away fast enough.
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Plate 114

Making butter, presumably in the Gilt Edge cheese factory at Seeley's Bay, as photographed by Gilbert of

Seeley's Bay circa 1895. The belts and pulleys in the background are a reminder that steam-power permit-

ted the production of cheese and butter in much larger quantities in local cheese factories and creameries

than local women had been able to produce in their homes at mid-century. The unprotected whirring drive-

belts occasionally led to gruesome industrial accidents. Loaned courtesy of Helen Sweet.

There still were plenty enough chores awaiting them in their dooryards including milking the

cows to send milk to the factories, churning butter which consistently earned more money for

them than cheese, and, by the turn of the century, the care of poultry among other tasks. Already

by 1890 some 1,082 turkeys, 725 geese, 453 ducks, 11,535 hens and chickens, and 98 other fowl

were being raised in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. Among other livestock, the number of sheep

increased from 1,966 in 1851 to 2,678 in 1860, but by 1890 declined to 1,738, while the number of

swine held steady from 1,069 in 1851 to 1,111 in 1860 to 1,280 in 1890. 134 The continuing labour

by many farmwomen and girls at a number of chores only made them more anxious than ever to

keep up with the social roles and social pretensions they saw the women of local towns and vil-

lages embodying.

Local farmwomen began to be relieved of the fieldwork they once had performed as agri-

culture became increasingly mechanised during the late nineteenth century. As late as 1841 the

estate inventory of Peter Johnson, one of the wealthiest farmers in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear,

listed only a churn, a tub, a saddle and bridle, a set of harness, a spinning wheel, two milk pans,

two ploughs, a clevis, four traces and chains, two whiffletrees, a sleigh, a cutter, a fanning mill, a

drag and harrow, a shovel, and a wagon as the basic equipment used for pursuing farming. 135 In

1848 a will in the Chapman family mentions a threshing machine. 136 By 1863 the promotions of

Frost & Wood at Smiths Falls promised that the "severe manual toil of mowing, reaping and
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cradling, &c, is now performed by machinery, operated by horsepower, and man simply oversees

the operations and conducts them with intelligence." 137 Local agents placed advertisements for

threshing machines made as far afield as Oshawa in the Brockville Recorder by the late 1860s, 138

and by 1875 local farmers were hosting trials of reapers by different firms to judge which make
was superior. 139 Planting, mowing and reaping machines were the early favourites, but there

were advertisements as well for potato diggers 140 and sawing machines by the 1870s.

Notwithstanding tragic accidents such as when young Ransom Wing caught his right foot

in the horse-power of a sawing machine at Sweet's Corners in late March 1883, and his crushed

foot had to be amputated, 141 the drive to mechanise farmwork could not be turned back. "The

farmers of this locality are beginning to talk up the purchase of steam threshers," the Gananoque
Reporter announced in August 1883. 142 By 1890, the Leadbeater brothers at Ellisville could be seen

every autumn taking their threshing machine around to thresh their neighbours' grain. 143 The fol-

lowing year the Oak Leaf correspondent of the Athens Reporter observed, "Wm. Sloan & Son have

a Sawyer & Massey Threshing machine. It works well and they are getting plenty to do."144 The

growing stocks of seeders, mowers, horse rakes, reaping machines, ploughs, corn binders and

threshing machines required increased numbers of horses. From 498 horses in 1851, the number
increased to 584 in 1860, and by 1890 there were 1,302 horses in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. The

increased number of horses together with the growing dairy herds necessitated larger harvests of

hay. Hay production in the township held steady from 2,718 tons in 1851 to 2,471 tons in 1860, but

then doubled to 5,028 tons in 1870, then climbed to 5,798 tons in 1880, and jumped again to 9,179

tons by 1890. 145 Already by 1880 it was claimed that three-fourths of the farmers in Leeds and

Lansdowne made extensive use of agricultural machinery. 146

The mechanisation of agriculture made it possible for fewer people to harvest larger crops

from expanding acreages. Where wheat farming was confined to the more arable and deeper soil

in the township, dairy farming with its large crops of hay together with the new variety of har-

vesting machinery made it possible to put second-grade and shallower soil into production. As
long as the wheat economy remained a pre-eminent part of the mixed farming practised in Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear at mid-century, the ratio of males who were twenty years of age and older

to acres cultivated remained static between 1851 and 1860 but then increased as the dairy econo-

my called for vastly increased hay production. Table 9 shows that as the population continued to

increase at mid-century, before dairy farming was significantly expanded, the ratio of total acres

devoted to agriculture per males aged twenty years and older actually declined from 1:80 to 1:63

between 1851 and 1880. But then, as dairy farming required larger hay harvests and extensive

meadows, the ratio of males aged twenty years and older to acres occupied rose to 1:70 by 1900.

Given the growth of the villages of Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay during this period, these figures

from the late nineteenth century increasingly understate the proportion of acres to farm popula-

tion in the township. 147

The trend toward larger farms was gradual and came later in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear

than it did in townships such as Beckwith and Montague. Part of the reason for this may have to

do with the fragmented terrain of the township being less conducive to farm consolidation and

less accommodating to planting and harvesting with machinery. Certainly, small farmsteads were

more numerous in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. In 1870 holdings of fifty acres or less accounted

for a quarter of the farms (25.6) in the township, whereas in Montague they accounted for 18.8148

and in Beckwith they accounted for only 7.5 percent of holdings. 149 That the higher proportion of

smaller farms should occur in two townships that were part of the empty frontier along the

Rideau and Gananoque rivers given away largely to the absentee sons and daughters of Loyalists

is worth noting. These lands that had been held in speculation had drawn timber pirates and

squatters in turn, and the squatters, fighting with one another for adjacent land and struggling to

pay off the absentee owners (often without economic benefit of the timber that had been plun-
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Plate 115

The William H. Godkin house on the east half of lot thirteen in the twelfth concession of Lansdoiune, built in

1881, as photographed in 1994. This was one of the large, comfortable and pretentious new houses that the

mechanisation of agriculture and the profits from butter and cheese production permitted a number offami-

lies to build. The ampleformal entrance, the cut stone quoins, the ventilator atop the driveshed, and entrances

for two carriages together with the brick construction all marked a new sophistication that contrasted with the

small log houses inhabited by most local families just a generation previously. By the author.

dered off the land), were unable to expand their farms.

The prevalence of absentee landowners and squatters in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear and
in Montague made for a more complex set of problems in settling on and purchasing land, in con-

trast with a township such as Beckwith where there were no absentee landowners and where
orderly transfers through purchase and sale aided farmers to expand their holdings more readily.

Moreover, the substantial growth of Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay villages with the small garden

plots of their inhabitants boosted the number of small plots. But even when we deduct 45 hold-

ings of less than an acre from the 1910 census as being village garden plots, the number of farms

with more than 100 acres increased from a quarter (25.4 percent) to 41.6 percent of all holdings

between 1870 and 1910, while the number of farms with more than 200 acres during the same peri-

od imperceptibly increased from 9.6 to 12.2 percent. This was a sluggish rate of farm consolida-

tion when contrasted with figures for Beckwith township where although larger farms were a

smaller proportion of the total at mid-century, the proportion of farms with more than 100 acres

more than doubled between 1851 and 1880, and where the proportion of farms with more than 200

acres tripled (Table 10). The sluggish rate of farm consolidation confirms that there was a much
lower rate of migration out of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear than out of townships such as Beckwith

in the late nineteenth century. 150

A large proportion of people growing up in late nineteenth century Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear appear to have settled for more modest circumstances locally rather than move westward in

search of greater material prosperity. The seemingly modest circumstances of others, however,

simply reflected the stage at which they arrived and their ability in running a farm as a common
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family enterprise. Let us consider, as an example, the will made out by 58 year old Sidney Smith

Haskin in 1892. He wrote 151

I order that all my just debts and funeral expences be paid...and to have two head stones

erected to my grave and my first wife's grave. I give and devise to my wife Mary Lovina

Haskin my real estate, beaing five acers of the front part of the rear half of lot number
twelve in the seventh [actually the eighth] concession of...leeds to have and to hold the

same for the term of hir nat[u]ral life, so long as she remain my widow. At her death or

marriage I give and devise the said land to my dauter Lucy Ellon Haskin, to have and to

hold to her, her heirs and assigns forever. I give and bequeath to my son William James
Haskin my mare, also fifty dollars of the mortgage money of the mortgage I hold against

my daughter Eliza Jane Shook. I give and bequeath to my son Melborn Haskin fifty dol-

lars beaing part of the said mortgage money. I give and bequeath to my daughter Lucy
Ellon the balance of the said mortgage money being three hundred dollars[,] I also give

her the yearling colt. I give to my said wife Mary Lovina the top buggy, single harness,

and one black two year old heffer and three hogs. The remainder of my personal estate

after paying my just debts[,] funeral expenses and the erecting the two head stones. ..shall

be divided between all my children equally.

The circumstances of Sidney Smith Haskin as revealed in this will would at first glance seem to

suggest those of one of the less well-to-do smaller landowners, mentioning as he does his five-acre

plot of land and few livestock. But Haskin even before he wrote this will, rather than retire into

either Lyndhurst or Seeley's Bay, as some farmers did, simply moved down the road from the

homestead that his parents Samuel and Rebecca Haskin had developed on lot twelve of the eighth

concession, and which he in turn had passed on to his daughter Eliza Jane and her husband Philip

Henry Shook. His second wife, Mary Lovina Sly, is reputed to have financed the purchase of the

five-acre plot on which they retired, sufficient land to putter around on with a few livestock and
their own roof over their heads, far enough away from Eliza and Philip to give them their own
space, but yet close enough to survey the continuing development of the homestead that was the

source of the larger family income and to help with chores when needed.

The larger pattern of inheritance in regional society during the nineteenth century reveals

the concern of most families with homesteads passing down through the generations as the foun-

dation of survival. People were concerned to keep extended families together economically in the

same vicinity rather than under the same roof. When Sidney Smith Haskin made out his will, he

was married to his second wife; most wills were made out by men and did not mention a wife,

effectively reflecting a high mortality rate for women bearing large families. Only a small pro-

portion of men left property to their wife without placing any conditions, and very few wills left

property exclusively to daughters. Most wills arranged for property to be left for the mutual ben-

efit of widows and sons, with the ultimate object of having it passed on in the family name.

Judging from the inheritance patterns in other Wexford-origin settlements, of the wills made out

by Leeds and Lansdowne Rear men that refer to relicts, a third of them left their property to their

widows to be passed on to their sons upon their deaths. Similarly, a quarter of the men left their

property to their sons provided that they pay an annual pension to, and care for, their mothers.

Many men, like Sidney Smith Haskin, left their property to their wives only for as long as they

remained unmarried, in which case it passed on to family members, usually the sons. In total,

very likely three-fourths of the men making wills involving a widow, potentially gave their relicts

varying degrees of control and security, especially if they furthered the objective of passing home-
steads down in the family name. But whether widow or son ultimately was left with the respon-

sibility of running a farmstead, there was an implicit understanding that their house was to be

home or abode for all her children or his siblings until they had homes of their own. 152

The pattern of inheritance in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear inasmuch as it probably resem-

bled that of another Wexford settlement, Beckwith, largely worked to deny widows effective con-
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Plate 116

The James and Jane Moulton house on lot six in the sixth concession of Leeds, with the original frame house

moved back toform the woodshed and summer kitchen, thefront brick block built circa 1885, and a brick addi-

tion built circa 1905, as photographed in 1994. Although the generous chimney stacks on either side have been

removed, the substantial brick house built in the 1880s suited James Moulton's dignity as a magistrate. When
his son Albert married at the turn of the century, rather than have him locate nearby in a small log house as

was the custom at mid-century, a brick wing was added on, with the zvidozved James and his grown-up daugh-

ters living in the front block, while Albert and Margaretta resided in the new part. By the author.

trol over the land that supported them. They could look forward at best to enjoying control over

only a couple of rooms in their houses following the death of their husbands, and had to look to

the inheriting son for food, firewood and a small allowance. Regardless of what men might stip-

ulate in their wills, widows were entitled by law to one third of their husband's property, 153 but

this law of dower failed to deliver security and sustenance. As one local editor remarked at mid-

century, "Of what use is the third part of one hundred acres without a house upon it, to a widow
without means? Sell it—she cannot. Till it—she cannot. Eat it—she cannot.... What then does the

widow want? She wants "sustenance," or that which will purchase sustenance for her—in other

words, she wants money" 154 The essential problem with the law of dower was that it did not pro-

vide widows with money, but rather with an estate of land which was not convertible into money.

As a result, many widows in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear either resided with the inheriting son,

with space, firewood, food and a cash allowance allotted them, or else had their own small house

on a small plot of land nearby.

* * * * * * *

This brings us back to the widow, Jane Eaton, who we met at the beginning of this chap-

ter. What was the social context of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear in the late nineteenth century that

added its own momentum to impel her son Erastus Hotchkiss to kill her?

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear became a more mature but also a more conservative society

in the Victorian period. In many ways local rural society was cushioned from some of the more
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abrupt changes experienced by rural society elsewhere in Ontario during these decades. The pop-

ulation at mid-century, although youthful, had a low birthrate and was grouped in small house-

holds; hence as it matured, there were not the same pressures of large families on too little land

that constituted the "rural crisis" in areas such as Peel County in the 1850s. 155 As the township

filled up with population, as marriage moved from being a private matter to a public event, and

as young people from differing traditions intermarried, the practice of infanticide no longer was
tolerated, although charivaris as a form of community control endured to the turn of the century.

The maturing of the local population meant that people were waiting until later to marry, waiting

until they could preside over their own nuclear household, and waiting until parents such as

Sidney and Lovina Haskin retired either to a local village or to their own house on an adjacent

property.

Erastus Hotchkiss, of course, was mentally unstable. In so being, he was unable to make
sense of, and place in perspective, the various pressures converging upon him in the mid 1870s.

The first of these pressures was the impossibility of leaving a first rate developed farmstead

bequeathed him by his father; besides, there was no available good land locally to settle on, as the

township population approached an all-time peak. Second, Erastus at age 34 sensed he could not

defer marriage much longer without risk of becoming so much older than a potential bride that

he would be subjected to the humiliation of a charivari. Third, the trickle of neighbours moving
west offered him no choice of a group with which he could migrate to make a new beginning

there. Fourth, his mother's entitlement to dower precluded him from removing her from the

farmstead, and from readily procuring the resources to go west himself. Fifth, although his

younger step-sisters had married and were raising families, leaving the path clear for him to take

over the homestead which his father had developed and left him, for some perverse reason unlike

most farmwomen who could not throw away the drudgery of farmwork fast enough, his mother

positively insisted on running his farm and maintaining subtle control over him. This placed him
in exactly the reverse position of so many farms where a son took control and provided the moth-

er with living space or an allowance. In a society where a woman's property came under the con-

trol of her husband, and where most widows moved to their own house nearby or to a local vil-

lage, Jane Eaton's refusal to leave his homestead must have seemed to Erastus a deliberate bid to

prevent him marrying, an attempt to keep him at home in servitude for life. And then, just an

hour before he felled his mother with the axe, the mother and half-brother of the woman with

whom he was infatuated both turned him out of her house, refusing even to trust him to be alone

with her.

The pressure and humiliation crowding in on Erastus Hotchkiss resulted in a private fam-

ily tragedy. It was by no means the only family tragedy in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, as accounts

of at least two suicides noted earlier in this chapter have shown, but it is striking how many of the

family tragedies came at a time when the township population had peaked, and how many took

place in extended family households where adult children lived with their parents. As yet anoth-

er example, at a Seeley's Bay inquest in 1880 over whether John McMullen had struck the blow

that killed his father, William McMullen, some witnesses testified to having "heard disagreements

taking place regarding money, property, etc., between son and father." 156 All too many township

inhabitants discussing this tragedy could sagely nod their heads and agree that extended families

in the same household led to problems, while separate houses ensured domestic harmony.

Perhaps the ultimate irony of Erastus Hotchkiss murdering his mother was that all the prin-

cipals in this tragedy were of the same cultural origin. The population of Leeds and Lansdowne

Rear peaked in 1881, by which time the rate of intermarriage among people from differing and pre-

viously opposed ethnic and religious traditions had climbed from thirteen married couples or 5.8

percent of all married couples in 1852 to 61 or 14.7 percent of married couples by 1881. The preva-

lence of nuclear households from mid-century on may have been an attempt to keep tensions
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between spouses and in-laws at a minimum. Still, of course, the mental scorekeeping went on, as,

for example, when Ann Jane Singleton in a letter to her brother Tom in December 1878, remarked,

"Sary Ann Bevens is going to be married to Mike Burns[;] he is a stiff catelic[;] i suppose she will

turn with him." 157 But even by this time, as the following chapter shows, the ethnic and cultural

divisions of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear were becoming transmuted into village loyalties.
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The 21st day of January 1850 promised a new beginning for Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. On
that day, as town clerk Jonathan Johnson recorded in his minutes, "The first meeting of the

Municiple Council elected for the Township of Leeds and Lansdown in Rear...was held at

the School House in the Village of Lyndhurst...there being present. ..the following Councillors

elected[:] Thomas Sheffield, George Murphy, Edward Green, John Berry and Seneca Washburn." 1

On the surface there seemed to be little new. The five new municipal councillors were elected by

the same open ballot or show of hands that had elected township wardens or commissioners for

the previous fifty years. The town clerk was the same person who filled that role in previous

years. Meetings of the new municipal body, like those of the board of commissioners before it,

were held in the centre of settlement at Lyndhurst, and the town clerk continued writing the new
municipal minutes in the same book that had been used for the previous fourteen years. Even the

election of justices of the peace Edward Green and Thomas Sheffield to the first municipal coun-

cil appeared to be a throwback to the old days when the annual township meeting was not legal-

ly constituted unless a magistrate attended.

On the surface it seemed that Leeds and Lansdowne Rear inhabitants now controlled the

funds for which they were assessed, in contrast with the last half-century when magistrates meet-

ing in the court of quarter sessions at Brockville determined which projects would have priority

and where funds would be allocated. And it was true that from 1850 on township residents

enjoyed unprecedented control over their roads, schools, agricultural standards, and even morals.

Still, before long it became apparent that the agenda was already set by higher levels of govern-

ment. With time, local inhabitants could see the merit of the provincial government setting stan-

dards for education in the licensing of teachers. They could see the benefit of the Leeds and

Grenville counties council determining priorities and providing funding for major roads and

bridges, especially in a terrain as rugged as that of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear where roadbuild-

ing would prove more demanding than in the rest of Leeds County.

Municipal government promised to create a unified township identity in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear. It would bring the inhabitants of a territory divided between the market hin-

terlands of Kingston, Brockville and Gananoque together to pursue common goals. Local inhab-

itants had to look no further than the first five councillors elected for proof of how well munici-

pal government represented the various settled locales of the township. John Berry was from lot

ten of the sixth concession and Edward Green from lot sixteen in the ninth concession of Leeds

near Sweet's Corners; George Murphy was from lot 21, and Thomas Sheffield from lot ten in the

twelfth concession, and Seneca Washburn from lot nineteen in the thirteenth concession of

Lansdowne. These five men represented as balanced a geographic distribution as it was possible

to expect in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. All of these men represented the farmer majority in the

township, and, it is interesting to note, not one of them was a village inhabitant. This is not to be

wondered at, for Leeds and Lansdowne Rear in 1850 had no villages. Lyndhurst, it is true, had

developed into something of a mill hamlet, but could hardly be called a village at mid-century and

even when it reluctantly began to emerge as a village in the 1860s its inhabitants were among the

last choice to represent the freeholders of the township. As the enumerator of Lansdowne Rear,

William Johnson from Oak Leaf, condescendingly remarked of the straggling tradesmen at Lyndhurst
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Plate 117

A toll-gate on the Westport and Farmersville macadamised road constructed in the 1840s, as photographed

at the turn of the century. The construction of toll roads between Kingston and Philipsville and between

Brockville and Westport ultimately helped the villages ofLyndhurst and Seeley's Bay to emerge within Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear. Individuals placed tenders, bidding for the position of collecting the toll from trav-

ellers to pay for the road's upkeep. Some of the toll-gates east ofAthens continued operating into the early

twentieth century, but Leeds and Lansdowne Rear closed down the toll roads within its boundaries by the

1880s. Archives of Ontario Ace. 13484-82.

in 1861, "These persons are village people who have very small rented property and work... for

their Imployers." For all the promise of municipal incorporation to bring township inhabitants

together, newly-acquired local control over finances a generation before two major villages

emerged in the township worked to produce intense geographic jealousy. The township, for all

its new responsibilities, became fragmented, as two emerging villages vied to become the social

and economic centre of local life, and as rural locales fought to assert their identity as communi-
ties. Even as communications with the outside world improved, local inhabitants worked to

defend their interests from the pull of local urban centres and to expand the areas of influence of

their emerging villages.

*******

As late as 1862 Leeds and Lansdowne Rear was a completely rural society. Local inhabi-

tants were given a clear perspective of their township from a new wall map of the united counties

of Leeds and Grenville published that January by Henry F. Walling of Kingston. As early as 1860

agents travelled up and down the roads of the township canvassing five dollar subscriptions. The

editor of the Gananoque Reporter also noted at least one agent "selling them for just what they will

bring."2 Then in 1861 a team of surveyors came around to record the roads, buildings and extent

of settlement. The final product, when it arrived in early 1862, was lavishly praised for its accu-

racy of detail (Plate 96). One local editor enthusiastically commented:3

It will bear careful examination, and the more closely it is inspected the more will it be

admired. We will note, 1st, that all the public highways are most accurately represented,

not merely in their general direction and bearing, but with almost positive accuracy,

showing just their course relatively, with the lot lines, streams &c. 2nd, The exact location
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of all dwellings is shown, telling the stranger at a glance, how the country is settled up,

and who the owners of settled farms are, as every farmer's name is engraved on his lot.

It shows also the location of all schools, churches, mills, and business places[, t]he names
and location of all Post Offices and prominent corners[, t]he location of ponds, lakes,

streams, &c. 3rd, Upon the margin of the map are to be found beautifully drawn plans of

the several towns and villages, on a larger scale than the body of the map, giving one a

definite idea of the relative size of each, as compared with places with which he is famil-

iar. It shows, also, neatly engraved views of some of the more important places of busi-

ness.... [T]he map is very beautifully colored, with the townships carefully outlined and

the whole nicely varnished.

None of these "more important places of business" illustrated on the Walling map were located in

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. Such featured places as the counties court-house at Brockville, the

Grenville foundry at Prescott, and the Jones shovel factory at Gananoque were located in centres

that promised to become the urban centres of Leeds and Grenville, while firms such as the Canada
Corn Starch works at Cardinal and the tannery and mills of Richard Coleman at Lyn were locat-

ed in up-and-coming industrial villages.

Not only were there no firms from Leeds and Lansdowne Rear illustrated on the Walling

map, but only Lyndhurst managed to be included among the 31 plans of towns and villages fea-

tured around the map edge. And most embarrassing of all, Leeds township was coloured in con-

trast with Lansdowne, giving the misleading impression that these were municipal entities; there

was no indication that the Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne had existed as a unit of administration

for some sixty years and as a municipality for the last dozen. In addition to Lyndhurst the major

locales named on the map in the immediate township vicinity were Charleston, Seeley's Bay, Black

Rapids, Morton, and Long Point. The major bodies of water shown with names on the map
included Charleston Lake, Upper and Lower Beverley lakes, Bass Lake, Little Lake, Falls Lake

(later known as Lyndhurst Lake), Singleton Lake, Lost Bay, Long Lake, Killingbeck Lake and Mud
Bay in Lansdowne Rear; Gananoque Lake, South Lake, Grippen Lake, Seeley's Bay and Condley

Bay in Leeds Rear. Apart from the chain of lakes and bays, and Blue Mountain directly south of

Charleston Lake on the Lansdowne/Escott border, perhaps the most interesting feature on the

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear section of the Walling map was the great empty crescent of lots lack-

ing names swinging northeast from South Lake and Gananoque Lake to Lost Bay and Bass Lake

(Plate 96).

These many empty lots, representing the more gaunt terrain of the township and a reput-

ed insufficient depth of soil to support agriculture, explain why Leeds and Lansdowne Rear could

expect no viable villages to develop. From the late 1840s on it was accepted wisdom that villages

and towns could only expect to develop and flourish if they were on the route of a railway. From
the 1830s onward accounts about dramatic growth spurred by American railway companies

crowded other news out of local newspapers. Not until the early 1850s did it seem financially fea-

sible to consider constructing railways north of the Saint Lawrence, and once considered serious-

ly the mania for building railways would not be stilled. The Canadian government by 1848-49

was so heavily in debt that it was unable to borrow sufficient money to underwrite the construc-

tion of railways necessary to make the Canadian economy competitive with the United States. By
establishing local municipal government, the Reform administration of Francis Hincks intended

to shift financial responsibility for public works projects over to municipalities. In 1852 the legis-

lature created a provincially aclministered consolidated municipal loan fund Act for Canada West

which allowed municipalities such as Leeds and Lansdowne Rear to raise money through the inter-

mediary of the provincial government.4

The impossible terrain of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear with its many bodies of water,

gorges, hills and granite outcrops, not to mention an absence of villages and the lowest ratio of

population to land of any township in Leeds and Grenville, all combined to ensure that no rail-
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way would be built through its midst. There were those in nearby Farmersville, however, who
hoped their village might be on the route of the Grand Trunk Railway between Montreal and

Toronto. When the Grand Trunk perversely preferred to pass through Prescott, Brockville and

Gananoque instead, Farmersville bravely comforted itself that it might still be on a route leading

from some point on the Grand Trunk in the Saint Lawrence valley along some indefinite route to

Georgian Bay. When this, too, failed to materialise, there still were hopes that Farmersville might

have a station on a new regional railway linking Brockville with the timber camps of the upper

Ottawa valley,5 but when the Brockville and Ottawa Railway was built in 1859, it went directly

north from Brockville through Smiths Falls, bypassing the Farmersville area completely.

Although some township inhabitants might all too easily be whipped into a frenzy of anticipation

about the great prosperity that would come with being on a railway route, the conservative

municipal leaders of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear refused to be drawn into putting any money
behind railway schemes at mid-century.

This left Leeds and Lansdowne Rear as a marginalised rural area, and there seemed little

prospect that any villages would develop in the township. In 1859, the year that the Brockville

and Ottawa Railway began running trains, E.A. Copleston published the Leeds, Grenville, Lanark &
Renfrew County Directory in which he listed the principal inhabitants and businesses of seventy

towns and villages. Lyndhurst was the only place in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear that merited

inclusion in this directory, and even then it took up little space:6

LYNDHURST.—County Leeds, Township Lansdowne (rear), 27 miles from Brockville.

Mail three days a week: Rev. James Smith, Wesleyan; Henry Gordon, carder; W. Saunders,

carding mill, grist and sawmill; H.M. Andrew, schoolteacher; W. Cook and R. Manuel,

smithery and forge; William Curtis, tavern; and C. Griffen, waggonmaker.
The Lyndhurst inset on the Walling map (Plate 119) three years later showed a total of 21 build-

ings, with the places of public business including the schoolhouse, a post office, the sawmill, the

flouring mill, the carding mill, the blacksmith shops of W. Cook and R. Manuel, Robert Lee's coop-

er shop, another shop, and a store. 7 So backward looking was Lyndhurst, for lack of any real

prospects of growth, that the inset was named "LYNDHURST or FURNACE FALLS" as a reminder

of its brief glory half a century earlier as site of the first iron blast furnace in Upper Canada.

The sleepy state of Lyndhurst at mid-century was only placed in higher relief by the

springing up of instant villages such as Escott and Lansdowne along the Grand Trunk Railway in

the 1850s. Escott was shown with 24 buildings on the Walling map, while Lansdowne com-
manded the following description in the Copleston 1859 directory:8

LANSDOWNE.—County Leeds, Township Lansdowne. Station on the G.T.R., 21 miles

from Brockville. Situated in a good agricultural district. Rev. John Warren, Wesleyan; Rev.

John Simpson, New Connection [Methodist], Joseph Bradley, carpenter; Thomas Darling,

general store; J.J. McBean, general store; W. Thompson, general store; K. Webster, lumber

merchant; George McKelvey, postmaster; Thomas Findley, sawmill; Alexander McNeal,

sawmill; Robert Jones, shoemaker; Richard Robinson, shoemaker; Nelson McDonald,
smithery and forge; John McCormick, tavernkeeper.

But although Lansdowne's location on the Grand Trunk Railway augured well for future growth,

it was widely recognised that the development and growth of a thriving village did not necessar-

ily depend on the advantage of a railway connection. The comparative growth and decline of the

villages of Farmersville, Morton and Charleston were all too clear proof of that.

Farmersville grew from a tavern at a crossroads in the late 1820s to a substantial village of

200 people by 1846.9 Its growth was due to the initiative of the major landowner, Joshua Bates, in

running a store, acting as postmaster, building grist and carding mills, luring other tradesmen to

set up in business, and giving land for churches and schools. Bates, in setting up a small semi-

nary in 1845 created an interest in education that ultimately led to a grammar school being estab-

lished in 1859, which in 1871 became the Farmersville high school. By 1859 Farmersville boasted
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three clergymen, three doctors, two bailiffs, a cabinetmaker, a carriagemaker, a cooper, two dress-

makers, the seat of a division court, five general merchants, two hotels, a Mechanics Institute, a

stonemason, a gristmill, a sawmill, a music teacher, a painter, a postmaster, a potashery, a saddler,

three shoemakers, a tailor, a tinsmith, and a tannery. 10 By 1867 the population of Farmersville was
450, and by 1888 when its name was changed to Athens (as befitted a centre of learning with a

high school, a large public school, and a model school) the village had 912 inhabitants. 11

Even closer, right on the very doorstep of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear was the village of

Morton that sprang up overnight in the 1850s. This locale was previously known either as Haskin's

Mill or as Whitefish Falls, but the whitefish ultimately died out in the late 1880s very likely due to

pollution from George Morton's enterprises including the cheese factory. 12 Morton took its name
from John George Morton (1821-1891), a Montreal-born entrepreneur from Brockville13 who in

partnership with Andrew McKee purchased mills and surrounding land at Whitefish Falls in

1853. McKee withdrew in 1856 from a forwarding business that was sending lumber, potash, lime,

bricks, flour, meat and buckmittens to market in Kingston and the United States by way of the

Rideau Canal. 14 By 1859 the village of Morton boasted W. Smith's buckmitten factory; bricklayer

George Tompkins; carriagemakers Edward and William Kelly; coopers Dan McDonald, Antoine

and Xavier Denny; contractor Alex Ward; cabinetmaker George Leak; the stores of R.D. Davy,

George Morton, Delorma Phillips and Benjamin J. Struthers; the gristmills of George Morton and

John Somerville; the lumber business of George Morton; millwright Edward Middleton; nursery-

man George Russell; the plaster mills of George Morton; shoemakers J. Leak & Son; the tannery

of Edward Webster; and the wagon and carriage factories of Hiram Schofield and Michael Welch.

E.A. Copleston noted approvingly that Morton was a "village of very recent date, and rapidly pro-

gressing," that the "Plaster Mills have proved of great benefit to Agriculturalists" and that the

"favorable results from the use of Plaster [as a fertiliser were] nowhere more apparent than in the

District embraced by this Directory." 15

George Morton had a townsite surveyed for his community and the plan for the village

was registered in August 1857. Morton built tenant houses which he rented out, he had a for-

warding storehouse located above the government dam so that he could ship agricultural produce

out and bring in dry goods on his steamboat Reciprocity by way of the Rideau Canal, and, to show
that he was keeping up with the latest trends, he arranged for an octagonal brick schoolhouse

based either on Orson Fowler's designs or on plans in the Journal of Education to be constructed on

a rocky prominence known as the Pimple in 1853. 16 By Confederation George Morton was
exhibiting cheese made by his Morton and Elgin cheese factories at the provincial agricultural

exhibition held at Kingston. 17 As a prominent and early local promoter of cheese manufacturing,

George Morton assured patrons of the Morton factory that Canadians could run Americans out of

the English cheese market. 18 By December 1868 so enthusiastic were patrons of the Elgin branch

of the Morton factory about cheese production revitalising local agriculture that they presented

George Morton with a public address testifying how they looked forward to improving the fertil-

ity of fields depleted by grain growing and how the profits and promise of cheese production

stemmed the migration of young men going west. 19 So intent was George Morton on improving

the quality of livestock as well as promoting the enterprises in his village (not to mention boost-

ing his status as a candidate in the pending federal election) that in late 1872 he announced he

would present "a thorough-bred Ayrshire Bull to each Municipality in the South Riding of Leeds"

to be followed by the auction of "a number of superior cows, bulls, horses, and pigs" at Morton

village.20 Morton was unable to weather the economic depression of the 1870s. By 1880 he was
insolvent,21 and headed west, forming the Morton Dairy, Farming and Colonization Co. to

colonise a 100,000 acre grant he acquired near Deloraine, Manitoba.22

There were those during the late nineteenth century who perceived that the development

and growth of villages such as Morton and Farmersville was altogether due to the fostering care
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Plate 118

Charleston and Morton village insets from Map of the United Counties of Leeds and Grenville, published

by Henry F. Walling at Kingston in 1862. Charleston flourished as an early village on the doorstep of Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear in the 1830s and 1840s because it forwarded crops from the larger Charleston Lake

vicinity by bateau down the Gananoque River to market at Gananoque. By the time this map was made,

Charleston's star was on the descent. Morton was an instant village that sprang up virtually overnight in

the 1850s at Haskin's Mill below the government waste weir dam on the Gananoque River. George Morton

built another dam below the government dam to harness the water-power to run his sawmill and gristmill.

Morton's ability as a promoter and his building of tenant houses drew rural tradesmen into the village in

contrast with Lyndhurst where the Jones family control of land around the mills prevented a village from

developing before the late 1860s.

and energy of landowners such as George Morton and Joshua Bates. There is no doubt that the

energies of Morton and Bates were responsible to some significant degree for these villages emer-

ging and prospering, but there were other reasons for the vitality of these villages. Morton, for

example, had two outstanding advantages in addition to George Morton's entrepreneurial push

and the water-power to drive mill wheels. First, it became a magnet for local farmers, including

those from Leeds Rear, because of George Morton's pioneering cheese factory. Second, Morton
was on the Rideau Canal navigation, thereby facilitating the forwarding of farmers' crops to mar-

ket. Farmersville, although without water or railway transportation, had four advantages to its

credit in addition to the promotional skill of Joshua Bates. First, it was in the centre of the finest

agricultural district in Leeds and Grenville, with four, and ultimately five roads converging on it

as a place of business. Second, from the 1840s Farmersville was linked to Brockville by good
roads, making up somewhat for its deficiencies in water and rail transportation. Third, Farmersville,

like Morton, had the pioneering cheese factory of Pitt W. Strong to attract farmers in the late 1860s

and early 1870s. And, finally, Farmersville with its grammar school developed into an educational

centre for the interior of Leeds County, drawing students and, as often as not, the business of their

parents from a large territory that included much of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear.

Just as popular legend attributed the success of villages such as Farmersville and Morton

to the enterprise of Joshua Bates and George Morton, so too it was widely rumoured that villages

such as Lyndhurst and Charleston either failed to develop or fell into decline because they lacked

such dynamic promoters or else were owned by men who selfishlv asked too high prices when
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selling lots to tradesmen. Nor was such blame for villages that failed to develop limited to the

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear vicinity. In 1860, after the Brockville and Ottawa Railway failed to

bring growth to the village of Carleton Place, the local editor accused the owner of the water-

power there of hampering local development by having "kept it for years closed up in his selfish

grasp, refusing either to let it at a reasonable price to more enterprising men, or put up machin-

ery which would be not only remunerative to himself but beneficial to the community at large."23

In similar vein, a Perth editor in 1867, exasperated with the lethargy of that town in contrast with

the bustling industrial growth of Arnprior, Almonte and Smiths Falls, attributed it as being "due

to the stodginess of Perth capitalists, business men, and owners of real estate."24

The non-development of Lyndhurst and the decline of Charleston during the early-

Victorian period is not so easily explained as that. It seems reasonable enough to surmise that as

Lyndhurst was just one of a number of village sites with a valuable water-power owned by

Charles Jones, and unlike his Yonge Mills water-power it was not located on the line of the Grand
Trunk Railway, he and his heirs saw no point in attempting to develop it as a village before mid-

century. It seemed all too clear that the forwarding role of Charleston on the Gananoque River

and the rough topography and system of lakes that provided Lyndhurst with its excellent water-

power hemmed in both places from growing. The system of bateaux forwarding crops from

Charleston could neither compete with the railway depots at Lansdowne, Escott, Mallorytown

and Gananoque, nor with the improved roads leading from Farmersville to Brockville. The loca-

tion of both Charleston and Lyndhurst amid numerous lakes and hills did not kindle optimism

that they could hope to be on railway lines. Moreover, in the critical decade of the 1850s, while

the attention of most people was focused on the railways being built, Charleston came under the

economic shadow of Farmersville, and Lyndhurst which previously had been in the shadow of

Beverley (renamed Delta in 1857) was outdistanced by Morton.

But, still, the essential reason that villages failed to develop in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear

at mid-century was that township society consisted of a grouping of rural neighbourhoods. In the

sense that farmers lived along the rural roads of the countryside, so too were their various services

and tradesmen also to be found there among them. This is evident in the distribution of non-

farming occupations shown on the 1862 Walling map of the township. Inhabitants of the South

Lake/Berryton vicinity did not have to travel to a town or village to consult a justice of the peace,

but instead could speak to their neighbour, magistrate James Moulton, on lot six, concession seven

of Leeds. Around the steamboat wharf at Seeley's Bay there developed the old and new stores of

John C. Miller (previously operated by George Tennant), the wagon shop of William Gilbert junior,

the blacksmith shops of Guy F. Bebee and William Chapman, the hotel of William Coleman, and

a schoolhouse. Just as Saint John's church, Leeds, was located along a country road on lot four-

teen of the ninth concession, so too the 1848 Baptist church was sited where the road running

south from Morton crossed the old Kingston road at Haskin's Corners on lot thirteen of the eighth

concession of Leeds. Two stores and a schoolhouse were located across from one another on lots

twelve and thirteen in the ninth concession of Leeds, but no thought was entertained that these

would form the nucleus of a future hamlet or village. Magistrate Edward Green provided his

legal services at his farmhouse on lot sixteen in the ninth concession, as did magistrate Allan

Sweet at his farm on lot nineteen in the tenth concession of Leeds next door to the schoolhouse of

school section no. 6, and justice of the peace John Niblock at his farm on lot eighteen of the tenth

concession. Similarly, the cabinetmaking shop of George Wing on lot 24 in the tenth concession of

Leeds was located on the road leading north to Briar Hill from the Kingston road.

This dispersed pattern of rural tradesmen held true in Lansdowne Rear, notwithstanding

the few shops located near the mills at Lyndhurst by 1862, as even the village school was located

a quarter-mile east of the hamlet and a temperance hall was located the better part of a mile west

of Lyndhurst on lot A of the tenth concession. Magistrate Daniel O'Connor held forth from his
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Plate 119

Lyndhurst village inset from Map of the United Counties of Leeds and Greuville published by Henry F
Walling at Kingston in 1862. Haifa century after the iron furnace ceased to operate, the name of Furnace

Falls continued to be used at Lyndhurst. Despite the excellent water-power, Lyndhurst in the early 1860s

remained little more than a straggling mill hamlet.
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farm on lot two in the eighth concession near the Long Point school, but the most promising fea-

ture for future village development in that vicinity was the deposit of lead ore on lots three, four

and five of the eighth concession. The school on lot thirteen of the seventh concession of

Lansdowne immediately south of Killingbeck Lake was the most remote of the township's rural

schools. Captain John Kendrick served as justice of the peace from his farm immediately north of

Bass Lake on lot eleven of the ninth concession, James C. Green had his magistrate's office at his

farm on lot fifteen in the ninth concession and Jonathan Johnson had his magistrate's office on lot

seventeen of the twelfth concession. West of Holy Trinity United Church of England and Ireland

at Pine Hill (later Oak Leaf) was a blacksmith shop and the hotel of John Slack, while the local

school was almost two miles west of the church. The only cluster of trades and professions in 1862

that could compare with those at Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay was along the Kingston road at

Soperton, as it came to be known. This straggling line of businesses included the blacksmith shop

of Sidney Read and the schoolhouse on lot one in the thirteenth concession of Lansdowne; a black-

smith shop and workshop on lot seven; a blacksmith shop, a cooper shop, two tenant houses and
the magistrate's office of Surrasten L. Soper on lot eight; the office of doctor William W. Howard
on lot nine of the thirteenth concession; a sawmill on lot ten; the office of magistrate Thomas
Sheffield on lot eleven; a wagon shop and the office of doctor Alpheus R. Howard on lot twelve

of the twelfth concession of Lansdowne Rear.25

Although the dispersed pattern of trades and professions was evident as late as 1862 on

Henry Walling's map, it already was being modified by villages such as Farmersville and Morton
emerging on the outskirts of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. The scattered thirteen schools, ten mag-
istrates, eight blacksmiths, six stores, three churches, two doctors, two cooper shops, two wagon
shops, two hotels, the potashery, the cabinetmaker's shop, the temperance hall, the workshop, the

post-office and the three mills shown on this 1862 map represented the established trades, busi-

nesses and institutions in the township. The greater richness of non-agricultural occupations for

men in 1852 is evident in the census of that year (Table 11). No doubt, the itinerancy of many of

these occupations, such as that of shoemakers, helps to explain the smaller number shown on the

Walling map a decade later.

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear was served in 1852 by a thin layer of professionals, including

two doctors, a clothier and a merchant. Men working in clerical positions of one kind or another

included a surveyor, a trader, five innkeepers, three teachers, a miller and a fiddler. Note the

absence of resident clergymen. Tradesmen included six carpenters, eight shoemakers, one stone-

mason, two blacksmiths, a tanner, a gunsmith, two coopers, three sawyers, three mechanics, and

a millwright. Below these tradesmen in occupational ranking there were two hunters, a drover,

one male servant, three male weavers and a fisherman. Thus, the inhabitants of Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear lived with non-agricultural occupations scattered throughout the countryside at

mid-century (Table ll).26

Had no village formed in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear in the late Victorian period, the

number of resident tradesmen and artisans in the township most likely would have diminished

with each decade, or remained at a standstill. The larger variety of stores, services, and attractions

intermixed with cheaper manufactured goods available at local centres such as Farmersville and

Morton increasingly drew farm families to do their business in these villages. We will examine

the comparative development of villages and hamlets in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear a little later

in this chapter, but first let us go to the 1881 census to ascertain the larger number of tradesmen

and artisans that the emerging villages brought into the midst of township inhabitants. That year

the professionals in the township included three clergymen, nine merchants, and two doctors. In

the slightly lower semi-professional and clerical rank there were three store clerks, two woollen

manufacturers, four hotelkeepers, one hotel clerk, three millers, five male teachers, three grocers,

a trader, a millowner and a photographer. Ranked below these semi-professionals there were a

large number of skilled tradesmen. They included eighteen blacksmiths, seven shoemakers, two
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Plate 120

John Roddick's sawmill, the 1857 stone bridge, mill flumes and timber slide at Lyndhurst, as photographed

by John Buick Harvey in January 1905. The need to replace various wooden bridges, and the collapse of a

stone bridge built over the Gananoque River at Lyndhurst in 1851, indirectly suggest why a village proper

did not develop at Lyndhurst before the late 1860s. Variousframe bridges herefailed to withstand the spring

freshets. This, together with a fear of the hamlet beingflooded should the mass of a masonry bridge collapse

into the river, prevented entrepreneurs and tradesmen from risking their capital by setting up in business

here. Only after a decade's wear had proven the strength of the three arches, each encompassing a span of

24 feet, did a village proper emerge. Loaned courtesy of Joanne (Harvey) Putnam.

masons and a bricklayer, nineteen carpenters, three sawyers and a timber cutter, six carriagemak-

ers, two tinsmiths, two cabinetmakers, two brickmakers, two harnessmakers, four painters, three

male cheesemakers, a cooper, a millwright, a gunsmith, a cook, a pumpmaker, a foreman, a tailor,

a plasterer and a constable. In the occupational ranking below skilled tradesmen with their own
shops, could be found a boatman, a gardener, and a pedlar.27

As a matter of course the growing number of township inhabitants contributed to the

increasing number of non-agricultural trades and services and, indeed, to the very emergence of

villages in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear by 1881. The growing population of the back country was
of great interest to Gananoque promoters by the early 1870s, or at least so they claimed. In mid-

March 1872 a public meeting was held at Lyndhurst to discuss anew the project of making the

Gananoque River navigable. It was moved by George Morton, Esquire, and seconded by David

Ford Jones Esquire (son of Jonas Jones): 28

Whereas in the year 1836, the Legislature of the late Province of Upper Canada passed an

Act chartering and empowering a Joint Stock Company to improve and make navigable

the Gananoque Waters, and granting to said Company for said purpose a loan of six thou-
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sand pounds, currency; and whereas said Company has never been organized, nor any-

thing done by any public or private body to carry out the object which the Legislature had

in view; and whereas the increase of population and manufacturing industry in Gananoque
has erected a large and steadily increasing demand for the Agricultural products of the

back country, and for the wood which still covers large tracts of land in the immediate

vicinity of the waters proposed to be opened for navigation, thus making it more than

ever necessary and important that this enterprise should be carried out, be it therefore

resolved. ..that application be made to the Legislature for a revival of said Act, with an

increase in the amount proposed to be given in aid of the Company, proportioned to the

cost of labor and material, and the increased wealth of the country at the present day, as

compared with the period when the said Act became law.

A further motion seconded by John Roddick, Esquire, of Lyndhurst was passed stating that the

people living in the localities that would benefit from improving the navigation "should in their

corporate or municipal capacity aid [private capitalists] by liberal grants of money either by way
of bonus or subscriptions for Stock in the Companies which may be organized for making such

needed improvements."29

There were, however, dissident voices at the Lyndhurst meeting who perceived the

revival of the Gananoque navigation scheme as a pretext to advance Gananoque interests at the

expense of the back country. Walter Denaut of Delta, all too suspicious of what the Gananoque
capitalists were up to, unsuccessfully presented a motion recommending that "the inhabitants,

householders and freeholders of the Rear Townships of the South Riding of Leeds, are fully deter-

mined by every lawful means to...eschew all intercourse either social, commercial or otherwise,

with the village of Gananoque or its inhabitants." Denaut pointed out that the revived navigation

scheme "is got up not with a view to benefitting the inhabitants of the Rear Townships, but for the

sole purpose of obtaining money out of the public funds to improve the water power of Gananoque."

And then, taking square aim at a local political rival, Denaut alleged that George Morton's sole

object in promoting the Gananoque navigation was "with a view of getting a nomination for the

coming Election for this Riding for the House of Commons."30

Another meeting held at Charleston village in late March 1872, although proposed as a

public meeting, was poorly advertised and packed with men from Gananoque. A local commen-
tator observed that the real reason behind the new interest in making the Charleston and

Gananoque waters navigable was simply that "the people of Gananoque wanted excavation

enough to draw off two feet of water of the Lake, so that they could use it in the day of drought."31

By mid-June the bill granting a charter to this company was signed into law,32 but the project

clearly bogged down between the opposing interests of Gananoque manufacturers and farmers

along the river system. At the beginning of July 1874 a public meeting was held at the Outlet to

discuss pushing forward the works of the Gananoque and Wiltse Navigation Company. When
company officials proposed as a first step building a lock at the Outlet and another at Marble

Rock, they were vigorously opposed by local farmers who insisted that the scheme was merely a

ruse to increase the water supply at Gananoque, and they demanded full compensation in advance

for any land that might be overflowed once the locks were built.33

The navigation scheme then was mothballed for the following decade, most likely because

the Gananoque backers of the Gananoque and Wiltse Navigation Company, recognising that local

farmers anticipated their real motives, were alarmed that they might take a cue from settlers in

Bedford township who in 1875 tore out the dam at Mud Lake to prevent their land being dam-
aged by overflows of water.34 In 1883, interest was renewed when the provincial government

granted $5,000 to survey the water route between Morton and Gananoque to develop a navigable

route. The Gananoque Reporter explained:35

The scheme includes the building of a lock at Marble Rock, a lock at the outlet of Charleston

Lake, and a lock at or near Morton; also some dredging and deepening of the channel at
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Plate 121

Photograph of the mills at Lyndhurst looking north from the lower mill-pond, as photographed by John

Buick Harvey in January 1905. From left to right we see the stone gristmill built by John Roddick in 1869

on the approximate site ofan earlier shingle mill, the Riverside House hotel of Webster Copeland in the back-

ground, with the Jones sawmill and Jones gristmill both dating from the late 1820s (demolished in 1906),

the brick gristmill built by Henry Green in 1881, and Green's driveshed. The mass of rubble on the far left

is believed to be the site of the 1800 iron furnace. Loaned courtesy ofJoanne (Harvey) Putnam.

Black Rapids. Should all this be accomplished, boats of considerable tonnage could be

navigated from Gananoque by way of Wiltsie Creek to the head of Charleston Lake, and

also by way of Gananoque and Singleton Lakes to Lyndhurst. Then from Lyndhurst,

boats could run to Delta, or Westward by Morton to the Canal, and so on to numerous
Lakes in the Crosbys, Bedford, and other Townships. The natural flow of water from all

those Lakes was by way of Beverly Lake to Gananoque; but the dam at Morton cut off

most of it for use of the Canal. It is thought, however,. ..that means can be employed to

harvest the water sufficiently to give all that is needed to the Canal, and at [the] same time

allow a greatly increased flow through the dam at Morton. If this can be done, it will not

only render navigation possible, but add materially to the supply of water here for man-
ufacturing purposes.

A petition urging the need to make the Gananoque River navigable was circulated among local

farmers in January 1883. Among the various reasons listed, three points were meant to draw their

support. First, it noted that "several important Villages border on said water, none of which have

any facilities by water or rail, but have to carry merchandise by horses 30 or 40 miles to the near-

est Town, Gananoque or Brockville." And, it was added, farmers in these "same sections must
carry their surplus produce long distances to market." Second, it was claimed "That Gananoque,

the terminus of said water, is a manufacturing centre, and of the highest importance and greatest

benefit to the farming community of South Leeds." Third, it was urged that "making these waters

navigable would be a great convenience [to] all the residents of the Townships, and of incalcula-

ble benefit to Gananoque factories." Besides, they added, it "also would provide a connection

with Charleston Lake."36

The navigation scheme, if it ever had been feasible, was delayed too long to receive sup-

port from farmers in the Leeds and Lansdowne Rear vicinity In the interim, interest had grown
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in the development of better roads to local urban centres, and especially to the town of Gananoque.

In the 1850s Morton was temporarily the terminus of the Kingston and Philipsville macadamised
road,37 and by 1852 the macadamised Westport and Farmersville toll road was built to link up
with other roads leading to Brockville.38 Although roads continued to be the major responsibili-

ty of the township council, as late as the 1860s local inhabitants here as well as in the rest of east-

ern Ontario complained that many parts of their roads were not chopped out to the proper width,

and some were so narrow that it was claimed the sun never shone on the tracks, making them
muddy most of the year.39 The disintegration of earlier roads, particularly the cedar logs used in

the infamous corduroy roads, posed a particular hazard. A regional editor remarked in 1863,

"Who, that has driven a buggy or loaded team, upon any of our roads, but has noticed that after

going a few hundred yards at a smart pace, he suddenly comes upon an old log half imbedded in

the hard clay, but sufficiently prominent, to compel him to haul up his team, break his buggy, or

have the life almost shaken out of him." The traveller encountering a succession of these logs,

three or four feet apart and "lying at all angles to the direction in which he is travelling" found

getting past them a "difficult, slow and tiresome exercise."40

Such poor roads, and indeed non-existent roads, had prevented farmers in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear taking their crops to the nearest marketing centre of Gananoque. The significant

exception, of course, had been the forwarding of crops in bateaux down the Gananoque River

from Charleston during the 1820s, 1830s and 1840s, but by the 1850s this system had proved

uncompetitive with the improved roads at Farmersville and the canal traffic at Morton. Consequently,

as the Gananoque Reporter pointed out in 1873, "Kingston and Brockville were, and are, the only

places accessible from the rear Townships, and from a portion of the front; good roads lead from

these places back through the rich country of which Gananoque is the natural outlet, and as an

unavoidable consequence, the great volume of agricultural wealth which should flow in this

direction, and the fountain head of which is only fifteen or twenty miles distant, is diverted, and

goes, east and west, to double and treble the distance."41 As a result, the Reporter editor contin-

ued, it was rumoured in the back townships that Gananoque was not a good market, and that

produce could not be sold, even if it could be brought to market there. "The only trade from the

back Townships that has ever come this way has merely dribbled in; it has been small and uncer-

tain, and the cultivation of it has not been of sufficient object to attract outside capital,"42 he

lamented.

So unfamiliar were the inhabitants of the Leeds and Lansdowne Rear vicinity with

Gananoque, that they were unaware of the growth from what Donald Akenson has termed a

proto-industrial village of 768 people at mid-century, to a manufacturing centre with some 2,020

inhabitants in 1871, and which further grew to 2,871 by 1881, and to 3,526 people by 1901.43 One
local farmer who took the unprecedented step of visiting Gananoque in 1874, was astonished at

the bustling centre he found there. In a letter to the Reporter he observed:44

Having resided in these counties for the last 25 years, and never having visited your

Village until last week, I thought best to send you a few lines letting you know how agree-

ably disappointed I was, and to let your readers both front and rear know what I conceive

to be our duty—I left home at 7 o'clock a.m. with a load of produce, and turning at

Haskins' corners, directed my course to your Village, after getting well shook up, passing

over what is called a Road from Haskins' to Gananoque, I arrived safe, but hardly sound

at 12 o'clock and in place of seeing as I expected, a small village, I saw what I should call

a good sized Town, with no less than 5 church towers, any number of Stores, Hotels,

Factories, &c, &c; the streets fairly alive with men, completely swarmed, going to their

meals from the Factories. After disposing of my produce at prices which suited me, as

well or better than I could have realized in Kingston, I visited some of the stores to pur-

chase dry goods and groceries &c, and then I found I could do as well as in Kingston; the
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Plate 122

View looking south down across the upper mill-pond toward the 1857 stone bridge, with the brick store of

Henry Green built in 1876 on the left and his 1881 brick mill on the right, as pmotographcd by John Buick

Harvey in 1905. This is the classic view of Lyndhurst in its heyday both as a milling centre and as a thriv-

ing service village forfarmers in the surrounding area. Loaned courtesy of Joanne (Harvey) Putnam.

difference to me is, that it takes me two days and one night to go to Kingston and back

from my place, when I can go to your market and back [the] same day in good season, if

I only have a Road to travel on from Haskins' corners in; the one now used and called a

road, cannot be passable for man or beast when the frost goes out. Raglan Bridge [over

the Gananoque River] is a fine structure, but the road each side of it is a disgrace to it and

the country—what I wonder at is that some move has not been made before now by peo-

ple in front, to have a road built from Haskins' corners to Gananoque, in order to bring the

trade from the back Townships, which all goes to Kingston now, into your Village and help

to build up our own county. I am sure there is an average of 25 teams at least daily goes

out of this county to Kingston, either with produce or to do trading; this should be looked

after by both you and us, as you have as good a market, and can supply all our demands
as well as any other market, and save at least 30 miles travel to most of us.

At the same time the farmers of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear were discovering Gananoque as a

potential market centre, the inhabitants of Gananoque were taking note of the rising prosperity of

area farmers that could enable them to contribute to building good roads to the front. The editor

of the Reporter noted in November 1873 that people throughout Leeds County generally had

become, "if not wealthy, at least out of debt, and free from the embarrassments which necessarily

surround a man who is struggling to pay for his farm." Farmers were perceived to "have risen

from the hand-to-mouth style of doing business, and are now desirous of increasing their opera-

tions; the mortgages are cleared off, the necessary farm buildings have been erected, the stock has

been greatly increased and improved, and now farming is to be engaged in as a means of acquir-

ing wealth." So productive had local farmers become that they had "outgrown the local, home-
consumption demand, and farmers must look beyond this to outside markets for purchasers of
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their produce." Such outside markets could be found readily enough, but locally the difficulty

was "to move the produce from interior sections, and deliver it at some point from which it can

be shipped in large quantities."45

And so in the late autumn of 1873 a meeting at Gananoque proposed building two
macadamised roads, one leading north to Delta, and the second leading east to Escott. As pro-

posed, Gananoque would provide a bonus of $10,000, Leeds and Lansdowne Front $5,000, Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear $5,000, South Crosby $3,000, North Crosby $2,000, Bastard and South

Burgess $3,000, and Escott $2,000, with the counties council to provide $10,000. With this fund a

company would be formed composed of the reeves of the various municipalities, issuing bonds

to the amount of $30,000, and with the bondholders to take control of the company. Tolls would
be collected on these two roads to make repairs and to gradually purchase the bonds so that when
they were all purchased, the roads would be free within a dozen years.46

When a public meeting was held in Edgar's hall at Lyndhurst the day after Christmas

1873 to consider this proposal, there was general agreement about the need for good roads, but

the internal fragmentation of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear was all too evident. James Moulton
pointed out to promoters from Gananoque that "it was much easier for a small Village to agree

upon a scheme of this sort than for a large Municipality, with different local requirements. He did

not think it just to tax Lansdown to build a road from Gananoque to Haskins' Corners [in Leeds],

but it would be just to tax the whole Township for a bonus if the road was continued to Delta."

William Coleman from Seeley's Bay, who perceived the new road would reduce the number of

travellers needing to stay at his hotel, "contrasted Gananoque and Kingston markets, endeavour-

ing to show that Gananoque was a very poor market. He was favorable to good roads, but

thought a road to Gananoque would be a disadvantage to a part of Rear of Leeds." By contrast,

David Edgar, whose hotel at Lyndhurst would receive added business from the road scheme,

"was in favor of a road from Gananoque to Delta, but would not sign a petition if the road was to

stop at Haskins' Corners." The most telling indicator of public feeling in Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear was a petition drawn up at this meeting. It prayed "the County Council to grant aid to a road

from Gananoque to Haskins' Corners... [and] was unanimously signed."47

Although a company failed to materialise, local municipalities perceived the benefit of

building a good road north from Gananoque to Delta through Leeds. One inhabitant of Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear was disgusted with the way in which municipal politicians pandered to the sec-

tional divisions in the township in building this road. He observed that the township council

"made a 'Spasmodic' effort to build 'the Road' or rather to expend the surplus fund, and they

commenced Road building in at least ten places, and the result was they spent over $3000 in build-

ing Roads from one mudhole to another, without materially benefitting the general character of

the Roads." In so doing "they became the champions of the Road question and they did not fail

to impress upon the municipal Electors that if they were elected something must 'be did' for the

Road—and if their opponents were elected there never would be a road to Gananoque," but the

"remainder of the surplus fund would be used to pave the streets of Seeleys Bay." Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear politicians could get away with this, he observed, while local farmers made "use

of the improvements that Gananoque and the front of Leeds and Lansdown are paying for."48

Still, by the autumn of 1875 the road north from Gananoque through Leeds to Delta was
greatly improved. "The mudholes, quagmires and corduroys have been replaced by a substantial

stone highway that is just getting into a proper state for comfortable travelling," the editor of the

Gananoque Reporter noted. "North of the [Raglan] Bridge.. .the road between the high rocks, that

last year was next to impassable, is now raised up above the wet, springy soil, and smoothly grav-

elled, so that no better track could be desired. On further, the road has been put, or is being put,

in the best condition, and the rocky hills blasted away," he reported. "On both sides men are still

at work, and by the end of next month we may hope to see a first class road through to Lyndhurst,
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Map ofLyndhurst Situated on Lots No. 2 & 3 in the tenth concession ofLansdown, the property of the heirs

of the late honorables Charles and Jonas Jones, as surveyed by Walter Beatty in August 1865. Most of the

street names in Lyndhurst—Charles, Jonas, Ormond, Ford, Okill (corrupted here to Oakel) and Edward-
were named for members of the Jones family and were testimony to the Jones monopoly of the site before

1869. The reserve west of Mill street was later the site of the Lyndhurst fair. Note the reference to the town
hall shown west of Cook street. Leeds County registry office plan 38.
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which must prove a permanent benefit to the trade of Gananoque, as well as being an invaluable

convenience to the people of the Townships."49 By January 1877 an area farmer averred, "We have

been very fortunate in getting a good McAdamized and gravel road built through from Gananoque
to the Rear Townships, which is attracting a large trade from the Back Townships to the front" and

in particular he noted the "very important. ..Barley trade" being drawn into Gananoque. 50

By the late 1870s the farmers of Lansdowne Rear were beginning to see themselves at a

comparative disadvantage and were demanding their own improved road south to the Grand
Trunk station at Lansdowne, rather than continue their lengthy treks to Brockville.51 "The divid-

ing line between the Front and Rear is between the sixth and seventh Concessions; and North of

this line through the 7th, 8th and 9th Concessions, there is a large tract of country, once thought

to be of little value on account of hills and lakes which abound, but now all settled and known to

be excellent farming land," the editor of the Gananoque Reporter observed in 1879. "The soil

between the rocky hills is rich loam, from the proximity of the lakes easily drained, and secure

from floods," he continued. "Those who now own the land have only one drawback—lack of

good roads—and that is so serious a one that the value of the land is depreciated to the extent that

it is assessed at two dollars an acre, while land that is no better lying North and South of it is

assessed at twenty dollars and upwards." The Reporter editor was informed there were "over four

thousand acres of land that will be increased in value by the contemplated road, which will of

itself be sufficient to pay for the road by the increase of assessment." Moreover, he pointed out,

the "distance from the outlet of Charleston Lake, through by Killingbeck Lake and Black Rapids,

is not great, and as each Township has been pushing roads from Front and Rear towards the cen-

tre, only about four miles of new road will be required, the cost of which need not exceed $2000.
"52

From before mid-century there had been a road of sorts leading north through the diffi-

cult terrain of Lansdowne to Lyndhurst, but the challenge along this route was crossing the deep

ravine cut by the Gananoque River. Before 1849 wagons had crossed by descending the steep

banks at Black Rapids in a series of hairpin turns on each side and fording the river approximate-

ly 100 feet upstream from the present bridge. From there Art Shaw has appropriately described

the road to Lansdowne as "a seasonal wagon track winding around the rocks and ravines and

fording the Wiltse Creek at the Outlet."53 A wooden bridge was "part built" at Black Rapids in

1849, roughly where the ford had been, in response to a local petition as part of a plan by the coun-

ties council to connect the Kidd road with the Long Point road. Ten years later Leeds and
Grenville voted 25 pounds "to aid in the building of a new bridge over the Furnace Waters at the

Black Rapids...provided the Municipal Council of the Township of Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne
granted a like sum for the same purpose."54 The new macadamised road built in the early 1880s

from Lansdowne to Lyndhurst was a major improvement, but it was still a route to be dreaded

until a more permanent bridge with cut stone abutments and an eighty-foot iron span was con-

structed in 1888 at a cost of $3,000 (Plate 172) just downstream from the present bridge.55 Cast

iron shields atop the bridge were inscribed: "Wm H. Law, Engineer-Erected 1888-Central Bridge

Works-Peterboro." The iron bridge preserved half the hairpin descent on the west bank which

became notorious in the region as the Black Rapids hill, but at least permitted a level approach

from the east.56

A generation earlier the township faced up to the challenge of building a permanent

bridge at Lyndhurst to the benefit of traffic travelling the main road through Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear. Wooden bridges had been built there since 1800 when Wallis Sunderlin report-

ed he had built "a good framed bridge across the stream, well planked," and these were replaced

one after another as they failed to stand up for long under the heavy use they received. These

wooden bridges were probably damaged by spring floods as well as by the practice of dumping
sawlogs off the bridge. Local tradition has implied that all of these earlier bridges before mid-cen-

tury were wooden structures, but the hefty grant by the counties council in 1851 of 150 pounds "to

aid the construction of a new bridge at the Village of Lyndhurst"57 in contrast to the mere 25
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Plate 124

View looking west along Charles street in Lyndhurstfrom the school hill toward the stone bridge in the dis-

tance, as photographed circa 1880. This is the earliest known photograph of Lyndhurst, showing a line of

mostly new frame houses along the main street of the village. In the far distance the profiles of Henry

Green's 1876 brick store and of Webster Copeland's Riverside House hotel can be picked out, while halfway

down the right hand side can be seen the hip roof of David W. Edgar's Burdick House hotel. Note the tele-

graph wires and poles going along Charles street. RoLLAL collection.

pounds they granted for a wooden bridge at Black Rapids in 1859 is a substantial clue that the 1851

bridge was of masonry construction. Although bids were received for building a wooden bridge,

September 1850 township minutes clearly indicate "that the tender of Rubin Hicock for the build-

ing of a S[t]one Bridge over the Gananoque Waters at the Vilage of Lyndhurst for the Sum of 300

[pounds] be accepted and approved of and that Philo Hicock and Walter H. Denaut Esq be

approved of as Sureties."58 Only three months later Hicock tried to get out of the contract, pre-

sumably because he underestimated the cost, but he seems to have been retained for in September

1851 a protest was "Served on Rubin Hicock Esq with respect to the road part of the Bridge."59

There are also references to paying a Mr Johnson for the work of building this bridge, but despite

how many contractors there were, the finished structure was a failure.

In November 1851 the township council refused to accept the bridge as completed "untill

the contractor complies with the Specifications and with the requirements of [the] County

Surveyor."60 By December 1852 Alonzo Washburn was hired to repair "a Pier of Lyndhurst

Bridge,"61 but it was becoming apparent that its days were numbered. In June 1855 the counties

council granted another 100 pounds "for the purpose of repairing the bridge at Lyndhurst,"62 and

four months later the township "Resolved that in Consequence of the Stone Bridge at

Lyndhurst...falling down that the Council do provide immediately towards the building and

Constructing of [a] new one instead and that Said New bridge be built on the South Side of the

presant one."63 Alonzo Washburn and William Saunders drew up specifications for a new stone

bridge and for a wooden bridge with stone abutments, but when bids were submitted for a new
bridge, council accepted Miles Fulford's tender to build a stone bridge over Saunders's to build a

wooden structure. 64 Fulford began work on the new bridge in 1856, but failing to complete the

contract by that November, the council again resumed control of the project. They instructed
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Fulford "to Cover the Walls and Arch of the new Bridge So as to preserve it from the Wether" over

winter, and then contracted with Simon M. Ransom to finish the structure the following year.65

The Lyndhurst bridge was built using sandstone from a ridge a mile south of the village

and sand to make the mortar from beside the old graveyard at the east end of the village. The
three arches of the bridge each had a 24 foot span and were twelve feet high; the arch at the west

end of the bridge was built at a right angle to direct water toward mills on the west side of the

river. The two eastern arches were at an oblique angle, with the central part of the bridge acting

as a dam dividing the water-power, with the centre arch used as a spillway, and with the eastern

arch feeding water to mill flumes on the east bank.66 This bridge endured without major repairs

for 130 years.

Even as the improved bridges and major roads leading south to the front were being con-

structed, there continued to be hope that a railway might somehow come through Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear. The very lack of good roads between front and rear provoked complaints about

the distance that communities in the rear were from the Grand Trunk line67 at the same time rail-

ways were pushing north from Brockville and Prescott. The financial difficulties of the Brockville

and Ottawa and Bytown and Prescott railways in the 1850s and 1860s helped quell such com-

plaints, and Leeds and Lansdowne Rear inhabitants could only thank Providence that they were

not saddled with the heavy taxes paid by municipalities such as Brockville and Elizabethtown in

backing these expensive regional railways, especially as they had not brought about the growth

promised to the villages and towns they ran through. But then the interest in regional railways

that had waned for the better part of fifteen years, was renewed by the early 1870s, curiously

enough, by a proposal on the south side of the Saint Lawrence to build the Black River and

Morristown Railway.68 With the contract for this regional New York state railway being signed in

September 1870, the Brockville Recorder noted, "By this road, we are brought one hundred miles

nearer New York than by any other line."69

This new direct route to New York instantly raised the question of building a railway to

bring the resources of the interior of Leeds County to market. The editor of the Brockville Recorder

declared70

This is the age of improvement. Every village in the country, where at all practicable, is

bidding for railroad connection, and the people are willingly entering into bonds, munic-

ipally, to help the car of improvement along.

Between this town and Newboro lies a large tract of soil of the best description. This

tract is cut up into farms as thriving and productive as can be found anywhere else, con-

sidering the time it has been settled. There is also a large lumbering district in rear, from

which lumber could be brought to the United States market, while all along the road from

Brockville to Newboro, the route is dotted with thriving villages, and a progressive peo-

ple, all willing to put their shoulder to the wheel of improvement, and keep it rolling

along.... All that is wanted is to open a road over which the lumber can be carried, to con-

nect with the Morristown road. That secured, there would be trade and travel enough

over the Newboro and Brockville road to make it one of the best paying roads in the

Dominion.

Inhabitants of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear were among the throng attending a public meeting at

Delta in late October 1870 to consider whether or not to petition parliament "for a charter to build

a railroad from Brockville to Newboro or Westport." Those favouring such a railway observed

that "Railroads were beneficial to the country generally, and anyone passing along the Brockville

& Ottawa Railroad would at once be convinced that every village along the line was increasing in

population and wealth." If the municipalities would grade the road, furnish ties and fences, and

make the road ready for the rails, capitalists would be found to furnish the rails and rolling stock

and to run the railway. In addition to the cargo provided by the growing number of cheese fac-
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Riverside House, Lyndhurst, R.W. Copeland, proprietor, as lithographed by Davidson, Whelan and Younger

ofMontreal and published in Thaddeus W.H. Leavitt's History of Leeds and Grenville in 1879. Timber was

still being sent down the Gananoaue River in the late Victorian period, as shown by a log heaving up against

the rock outcrop supporting the centre section of the bridge. The telegraph lines leading through Lyndhurst

from Kingston to Westport gave the village instant communication with the rest of North America. The

assumption underlying construction of this substantial hotel was that visitors such as the couple shown in

the rowboat were coming to local lakes to get awayfrom the urban scene to enjoy local scenery and fishing.

Reproduced with permission by the Brockville Recorder and Times.

tories and local wheat production, once a railway was built "other sources of trade would be

opened up which would all tend to the benefit of the people and bring traffic to the railroad."

Moreover, the route need not stop at Westport, "for the road could be continued to the

Georgian Bay.... This would bring both the mining and lumbering interest to do duty to the road

as the trade of the [Rideau] canal just amounted to little or nothing, it being shut up during win-

ter, and only open for traffic about half the time during summer." The Rideau Canal charged

"fifty cents a tub to pay for taking their butter to market, and this sum came out of the pockets of

the farmers" whereas if "they had a railroad they would not be charged at that rate and the sav-

ing would go into the pockets of the farmer." And where at that time it took farmers from the rear

townships two days to go and return from Brockville by horse and wagon, even if they only car-

ried four tubs of butter, the railway would allow a return trip to the county town in one day,

"going off in the morning and returning home in time for tea in the evening. The road would ben

efit the farmer now, but would be of more advantage to his sons and daughters coming after him."
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Finally, there was the argument that building this regional railway was the next logical step in the

train of progress taking place in local society: "First, the shanty, then the log house, after that the

fine brick or stone residence, then the other transitions from the ox cart to the handsome carriage.

To keep place with these things it was necessary to follow out improvements of a public nature."

Local townships, it was argued, had improved 100 percent during the past decade, and were per-

fectly able to take part in financing the railway.71

In response, those opposed to the railway suggested that if local townships had pro-

gressed so well, they clearly "got along very well without a railroad." The most common fear

expressed was "that the taxation for building a railroad would place upon the people a large and

burdensome amount" of taxes. "Theirs was not an agricultural district properly speaking, and... the

trade here would not be sufficent to fill six cars, sending one car per week, for a period of six

weeks," remarked Walter Denaut of Delta. As things stood, the "Rideau Canal could take more
than they had to send." At least one person wondered aloud "whether the meeting had been

called for a railroad because an election was expected soon." Another averred that the Rideau

Canal "was the natural outlet for the iron ore around Westport" for if it was "sent to Brockville by

rail it would have to be transshipped [across the river to Morristown], and this would add to the

expense." A Farmersville storekeeper worried "that if a railroad was built, his business as a mer-

chant would suffer." James Manuel from Leeds and Lansdowne Rear "compared the distance

from Brockville to Newboro and Westport, and contended that a shorter route to the front could

be had by going to Gananoque. He thought the people in that direction ought to have a chance,

as there were several fine water powers in that course, such as Jones's Falls and Furnis Falls."72

Amid the spate of letters in area newspapers further debating the merits and disadvan-

tages of the Brockville and Westport Railway,73 and whether it ought to be a narrow gauge rail-

way or not,74 attempts were made to promote a railway from Gananoque into the back country. 75

At a time when Renfrew county council granted a large bonus to the Kingston and Pembroke
Railway,76 Gananoque backers perceived it as crucial to proceed with their Gananoque and

Rideau Railway. This railway was initially projected to be a route connecting Gananoque with the

Grand Trunk two miles north of the village, with a main line heading north through Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear to Merrickville, and a branch line leading to Westport. 77 By this means Gananoque
could stake its claim on the hinterland north of it before either of the Kingston and Brockville ven-

tures would have the opportunity to permanently remove it. Gananoque's hopes for this railway

were not limited to drawing in the inhabitants and produce of the back townships to market in

Gananoque. As reported in the Montreal Herald, the Gananoque and Rideau Railway offered: 78

the connection of the village with its numerous and extensive factories, with the Grand
Trunk Railway, and the ultimate extension of the line to the inland waters of the Rideau

Canal, forming a connecting link or junction of the Grand Trunk Railway with the River

St. Lawrence, where, by the aid of elevators, schooners and vessels with wheat, &c, from

the West, can transfer their cargoes into the cars. By an extension of the American system

of railway to the village of Clayton on the American side of the River St. Lawrence oppo-

site Gananoque, a short connection for the through American travel from the East and

West via Grand Trunk Railway is obtained.

The line of the Gananoque and Rideau Railway was surveyed in 1871,79 and in June 1872 con-

struction of the railway began.80 It soon ceased, presumably because financing fell through. In

July 1873 the hopes of Gananoque boosters were heartened by the visit of a Mr Crane from Boston,

accompanied by a delegation from Clayton, New York. Crane explained that Commodore Vanderbilt

of New York, after gaining complete control of the various lines in New York state, had shut

Boston out altogether from the western traffic. "The Hoosac Tunnel is now nearly completed, &
it is proposed. ..to construct a direct line from Boston, through the tunnel, to the nearest available

point where the Grand Trunk can be tapped," proposed Crane. "Gananoque appears at present
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Plate 126

Panoramic view of buildings and bridge at the upper falls, Lyndhurst, looking north upstream across the

lower mill-pond, as photographed by John Buick Harvey circa 1906. From left to right we see a telegraph

pole, the Willia?n Cook house, Love's blacksmith shop, the stone gristmill andframe sawmill ofJohn Roddick,

the stone bridge above the waterfalls and Henry Green's brick gristmill. RoLLAL collection, loaned cour-

tesy ofJoanne (Harvey) Putnam.

to be the most favorable point; the only objection being the width of the river, necessitating a fer-

ryage from Clayton." But, he added, "this disadvantage is more than counterbalanced by the facts

that it is the nearest point to Boston, [that it] is the natural and shortest road to the lumber districts

of the upper Ottawa, and [that it] is on a direct line to intersect the proposed [Canadian] Pacific

Railway, besides lying at the entrance to a country as yet undeveloped by Railways, and the

resources of which will afford a paying traffic to any Road that may be built through it."
81 Such

dreams for the Gananoque and Rideau Railway, like the proposed Brockville and Westport and

Kingston and Pembroke lines were mothballed during the prolonged depression of the 1870s.

Rather than be part of north/south regional lines that linked up with the Grand Trunk

and with American railways, hope briefly flickered in the mid 1870s that the Huron and Quebec

Railway proposed to be built between southwestern Ontario and Ottawa by way of Peterborough

might pass through the rear townships of Leeds County, through villages such as Newboro and

Portland.82 This route was even more remote from Leeds and Lansdowne Rear than the Grand
Trunk built along the front twenty years earlier. As Walter Denaut declared early in 1875, the

Huron and Quebec Railway would be of little service to the interior of Leeds County because the83

articles that we export are sent to the American market, not to Quebec. The townships in

the rear are rich in iron ore, but unfortunately we have no way in getting it out. We have

exhausted most of the timber supply and can only depend upon our minerals for

furnishing large quantities of freight. We have an extensive lead mine in a neighboring

township that would ship its product via the Brockville & Westport Railway; our cheese

is sold to Brockville merchants, and we require a road running across the country.

Construction of macadamised roads between the front and rear of Leeds and Lansdowne in the

mid 1870s and early 1880s staved off further railway schemes, but with the improving economy a

mass meeting was held in mid March 1883 at Copeland's hall in Lyndhurst "for the purpose of

advocating the necessity of building a Railroad from Gananoque to Westport, via Lyndhurst,

Delta, Phillipsville and Newboro." A Gananoque representative advised that if the newly revived
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"Brockville and Westport scheme succeeded it would be well to try and get them to connect at

Delta with the Gananoque and Westport road." W.A. Webster from Escott stated that a "large part

of his municipality had all the railway facilities they required," as the Grand Trunk ran through

the centre of population in that township. By contrast, reeve James Moulton of Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear was "favorable to a railroad if the same could be built on favorable terms."

Ernestus C. Sliter was less cautious, stating "that the need of a railroad was felt by all in this

municipality, and was quite sure as a bonus-giving and freight-producing route the one from

Gananoque to Westport would be a good one." The meeting enthusiastically approved the build-

ing of this railway and advised "the granting of liberal bonuses by the several municipalities."84

But Gananoque merchants, once they had built their renamed Thousand Island Railway

from the riverfront of the village to the Grand Trunk line by late 1883,85 looked askance at the

chances of recovering their investment by running the line through the difficult terrain of Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear only as far north as Westport. Instead, by the summer of 1884 a company
of engineers was surveying the route of a railway from Gananoque to Perth.86 The Gananoque,

Perth and James Bay Railway Company was incorporated that year to build a main line from

Gananoque by way of Perth to James Bay with branches to be built to mines in Lanark, Leeds and

Frontenac counties as might best profit the enterprise.87 This roused the ire of Brockville interests

concerned with recapturing the northwestern townships of Leeds County which the macadamised
roads leading north from Gananoque and Lansdowne had effectively removed as part of their hin-

terland. The Brockville Times denounced the Gananoque and Perth Railway as "a humbug" since

"its promoters know that [it] will never be built, and if it were it would not pay running expenses."

Besides, the Times continued, "Gananoque can never be an outport for produce seeking American

markets, on account of natural obstacles in the way of ice in Winter and long ferriage distance in

Summer."88

But even as the rival threat of the Gananoque and Perth Railway impelled Brockville

boosters to proceed with surveys and obtain a new charter for the Brockville and Westport Railway

in late 1883, the Kingston News predicted failure. As the "Kingston and Pembroke Railway has

already secured a charter for a branch to Westport, it is not likely that the Brockville scheme will

amount to much, especially as the Canadian] Pacific now runs from Brockville to Sault Ste Marie

where it is intended that the Brockville and Westport road will ultimately reach," the News editor

observed. "The K & P is now located thirteen miles from Westport," he continued, "and this new
scheme will only have the effect of delaying the construction of a road to Westport by causing dis-

cussion among the people of the Village as to which line they will support."89 But the backers of

the Brockville and Westport line were shrewd enough to appeal to the residents of townships

along the line for bonuses. In Elizabethtown, which had lost a cool $154,000 on the Brockville and

Ottawa Railway a generation earlier, the by-law granting $7,000 from the Lyn area narrowly

squeaked through with a majority of only eleven votes.90 In South Crosby, which was well served

by the Rideau Canal, a majority of 75 in favour of bonussing the railway was short of the two-

thirds majority required. In Bastard and South Burgess there was a good majority of 239,91 and in

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear 174 ratepayers voted in favour of granting $6,000 to the Brockville,

Westport and Sault Ste Marie Railway in 1885, as opposed to 67 who voted against it. Despite this,

the Farmersville Reporter noted that township clerk James Berney "declines to declare the By-law

carried or lost, as he is not satisfied on the question as to whether in making up the number of

qualified voters necessary to make two-fifths he should strike off the names of voters who have

died or have disposed of their property, between the date of the final revision of the Voters' list for

1884 and the day of polling."92

The Brockville and Westport Railway would endure its share of hardships, mostly of a

financial nature, and it was not until July of 1888 that regular trains were reported running along

the line.93 The route of the railway was hardly straight. From Westport it snaked its way past
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Plate 127

Lyndhurst viewedfrom the high rock above the old burying ground looking west, as photographed by John

Buick Harvey circa 1906. This view shows recognisable landmarks such as the Presbyterian and Methodist

spires on the far right, the Francis Sheffield and Henry Green brick houses on the left, while theflagstaff at

centre was meant to draw attention to David W. Edgar's Burdick House hotel. This view shows the lush

gardens and orchards in the long narrow back yards. The Henry Green (later Putnam) house in the middle

ground shows the evolution from an early nineteenth century tradesman's shop at the rear, to a circa 1850s

frame house in the centre, to the larger brick house at thefront added by D.W. Green in 1878. Loaned cour-

tesy ofJoanne (Harvey) Putnam.

Newboro, Crosby, Forfar, Philipsville, Delta, Lyndhurst station (located two miles northeast of

Lyndhurst), Soperton, Farmersville, Forthton and Lyn before approaching Brockville from the

west end. The financial embarrassments of the railway were evident only a few months before

the trains began running, when municipalities such as Leeds and Lansdowne Rear which had

arranged not to pay over their bonuses until the railway was completed and put in running order

from Brockville to Westport, were obliged to hand them over to prevent the railway's total col-

lapse. The Farmersville Reporter observed that "Hundreds of hard working mechanics, tradesmen

and laborers have been kept out of their honest dues for months, and under the present arrange-

ment the prospect of their ever getting anything is very small indeed."94 Farmers along the short

segment of the B and W in the twelfth and thirteenth concessions of Lansdowne were no happier.

As one sufferer complained, "Farms are cut up and the line is not fenced, causing great inconve-

nience and loss to farmers. The road crossings are almost impassible.... If a private individual

were to block up a highway, he would soon hear from the authorities...."95

But even yet the railway mania was not completely exhausted. From 1887 on it was pro-

posed to build a Kingston, Smiths Falls and Ottawa Railway through the region,96 and by 1889

local villages were lining up to be on the route. There was no question but that it would go

through Seeley's Bay, but should it proceed northeast through Leeds and Lansdowne Rear and

Kitley townships, or north through Bastard and South Elmsley? There were those who hoped "the
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company could be induced to run the line via Lyndhurst, Athens, Frankville and Toledo, to

Smith's Falls." The editor of the Athens Reporter, after travelling "over every mile of country

which would be traversed by either of the proposed routes from Seeley's Bay" argued that the

"line via Athens, Frankville, Toledo and Newbliss could be built much cheaper than that by way
of Delta and Portland." Either of these proposals promised to bring the Kingston, Smiths Falls

and Ottawa line past Lyndhurst, as opposed to a third line that would have gone north from

Seeley's Bay through Morton, Elgin, Singleton's Corners and Portland.97 Financial problems pre-

vented this railway being built, and when the local segment of the Canadian Northern Railway

was built between Napanee and Smiths Falls in 1913, it went through the northern parts of South

Crosby and Bastard townships, well away from the villages of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear.

Although the railways shied away from the rough landscape in much of the township,

this did not prevent entrepreneurs from attempting to exploit the reserves of lead in the Long
Point vicinity. Local inhabitants were aware of these deposits as early as the 1830s, and in 1851

W.H. Smith in his travels through Canada, noted that "iron and lead are said to exist in the rear of

the townships of Leeds and Lansdowne."98 In 1851 a team from the Geological Survey of Canada
explored the eastern Ontario region. They reported:99

A well-defined vein of calc-spar and heavy spar, intersecting coarse disintegrating crys-

talline limestone of the Metamorphic series of rocks, occurs on the second lot of the eighth

concession of Lansdowne. The vein runs due N.W. and S.E., with an average width of

about two feet, for a quarter of a mile. Galena is disseminated irregularly through the

vein in crystals, which are for the most part small, and similar crystals are not uncommon
in the limestone on either side. Some years ago, this vein was uncovered, and a few trial

shafts sunk upon it, with the expectation that it might prove a profitable lode of lead ore,

but the quantity found appears to have been too small to give any encouragement and the

work was abandoned.

Soon after another lode was discovered on lot three of the eighth concession. In 1854 a fifty foot

shaft was dug and sufficient lead ore was extracted to pay expenses, and to send samples to the

Paris international exposition in 1855. Daniel O'Connor is also reputed to have sent a sample of

barite to the Paris exposition. 100 On this lot four veins in a breadth of 1,000 feet ran parallel in a

northwest direction.

In July 1859 William Warren signed an agreement with William W. Dean and Anson Wolcott

of New York to sink a shaft on the northeast quarter of lot four, but nothing came of this. In July

1860 William Warren and David Townsend leased the property to Isaac Pilling & Co. of Wisconsin

for five years with no better results. The succession of speculators and would-be miners embark-

ing with enthusiasm and then selling out after a year or two included Alexander Cowan of

Coward & Holcomb Company in 1860, Montreal merchants James Foley and Thomas Cross who
also operated lead mines in Bedford and Ramsay townships in 1860, John Woodward Fuller of

Alexandria Bay and Edward Smith of Lansdowne, W.R. Forbes, the Canada Lead Mining

Company of Boston in 1863, J. Strieker Bradford in 1864 and New Hampshire Silver Lead

Company in 1866. The census enumerator in 1861 noted, "Their is 5 Lots on the 8th Concession

[where] the presence of Led [is] supposed to be in large quantity, and parties [are] at present work-

ing the mines which is better Known as the Long Point Mines[. T]hey have taken out several

tons[;] the ore is a good quality." The various properties acquired by the Canada Lead Mining

Company of Boston for $100,000 in 1863 were claimed by the united counties in 1868 for back taxes

and sold to James L. Schofield (who just happened to be the counties treasurer) for $410 before he

died in 1872. His son Frederick added more property he acquired for back taxes, and sold the lot

to Francis William Stockwell for $14,600, who in turn sold them to the Canadian Lead Mining and

Smelting Company for 8,000 pounds sterling and 2,000 shares in the company valued at five

pounds apiece. 101
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Plate 128

Lyndhurst station on the Brockville and Westport railway, as photographed circa 1925. Various proposals

were made for railways through Leeds and Lansdowne Rear from the 1850s to the 1910s, but the Brockville,

Westport and Sault Sainte Marie railway which opened for business in 1SSS was the only one to be built.

Although this railway never extended beyond Westport. construction over the course of four years suffered

from periodic lack of funds, a fact all too familiar to unpaid labourers who dubbed it the Bad Wages and Seldom

See Money railway. A small storage building, later supplemented by a railway car, provided the only accom-

modation for travellers here until this station was built in 1923. Loaned courtesy ofEvelyn Tliroop.

The Canadian Lead Mining and Smelting Company Limited was chartered in Britain and

financed by stock sold on the London stock market. A 200 pound sample o\ ore taken to England

was used to promote stock sales. Company assets included ownership of the east half of lot three

and mineral rights to most of lots tour and five owned In the Townsend, Warren and Simmons
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families. In 1874 experienced miners from Cornwall, England, were brought in with their fami-

lies. The company buildings constructed included a boarding house, a tavern, a smelter, a crush-

er, a sluice-way, a sawmill to provide timber to shore up the shafts and tunnels, a powder shed,

an engine house and a blacksmith shop. Almost overnight a self-contained community was estab-

lished near Long Point.

The efforts of the Canadian Lead Mining and Smelting Company were concentrated on
two shafts on lot five, with the main shaft reputed to be ninety feet deep. From it a horizontal

shaft ran south to a second vertical shaft and continued to the side of the north bank of the

Gananoque River—a distance of approximately a quarter mile. The ore in which lead was visible

was raised by a horse-powered windlass from the bottom of the shaft to the level of the tunnel

where it was dumped into wheelbarrows. The men pushed the wheelbarrows by hand through

the tunnel to the river where the ore was loaded on a barge. The waste from the mine was taken

to the top of the shaft and dumped nearby. 102

The barges transferred the ore half a mile downstream from lot five to lot three, where the

mine buildings and the smelter with its stone smokestack were located atop an almost sheer cliff

rising thirty feet above the water. At the base of the cliff near the water level, a notch was blasted

in the rock in which a steam engine was placed to pump water for sluicing the ore. The ore was
hoisted from the barge to a steam-powered crusher and it was then sluiced to remove the dead

rock, and conveyed to the smelter. Charges of ore were smelted in an oven over a fiercely hot

wood fire fanned by the draught from the forty foot high stone chimney. The lead in the ore ran

down an inclined hearth to be collected in moulds which held fifty pounds apiece. These lead

ingots were taken by boat to Marble Rock and thence by wagon to the railway station at

Gananoque Junction. 103

In the third year of operation, two men perceived to be "city slickers in old clothes" hired

on at the lead mine, worked for only a short time, and soon after their departure word came from

the stockholders to cease operations, as the company had declared insolvency in May 1877. The

Geological Survey of Canada in the early 1880s summarised the promise and the problems of this

enterprise: 104

This company (Canadian Lead Mining and Smelting Co. Ltd.) composed almost entirely

of English stockholders commenced operations in 1874 with a capital of over $100,000.

The company owned the east half of lot 3, range VIII of Lansdowne, also the mining

rights of lots 4 and 5 in the same range. On lot 3 smelting houses have been erected, also

two boarding houses, two blacksmith shops, one powder house, engine house, steam

sawmill, etc., all of which now stand as monuments of indiscretion and reckless enthusi-

asm. The suspension of the works is attributable to the mismanagement and reckless

expenditure on surface works before the extent and nature of the deposit had been proved.

Several of the openings that had been made on this property were visited, and judg-

ing from the amount of dead rock extracted in proportion to the excavations made, the

yield of ore could not have been great. The galena appears to have been very much scat-

tered through a calcareo-barite gangue.

I have since heard that the amount of ore smelted did not exceed two tons. The com-

pany remained in operation for about two years, employing from thirty to sixty men.

The assets of the company including the land and mineral rights were sold to the Frontenac Lead

Mining and Smelting Company in 1877 for $462, but once they realised the limits of the lead

deposits, they auctioned off the assets ten years later in September 1887. For many years after the

closing, an elderly man known locally as "Old Barker" worked alone among the mine shafts each

summer. 105

The brief life of the lead mines, the insufficient veins of lead, the extensive capitalisation,

and the small yield, all invite comparisons with the iron smelter that had operated at Furnace Falls
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three-quarters of a century earlier. The work-force of between thirty to sixty men and their fami-

lies made for an instant community at Long Point in the early 1870s which very likely was larger

than either Lyndhurst or Seeley's Bay at that time, and which contributed to the growth of

Lyndhurst during that decade. The rapidity with which the lead mining company town was set

up and then vanished, although the buildings were recycled and some of the mining families

stayed on in the vicinity, is a reminder that village communities are not artificial creations, but

rather require a complex interweaving of economic and social factors to become established and

to endure.

How do we explain the emergence of Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay as villages in the 1870s,

and why did they flourish as villages while other potential local centres such as Soperton,

Ellisville, Sweet's Corners and Oak Leaf never amounted to more than post office place names or

hamlets? Why especially should they develop despite the failure to make the Gananoque River

navigable, despite the new macadamised roads on which farmers could take their crops to mar-

ket at Gananoque and the Lansdowne railway station, and despite the failure of either village to

bring a railway past it?

Lyndhurst, of course, also started out as the instant community of Furnace Falls around

an iron smelter, and like the lead mining community at Long Point, when the smelter ceased to

operate, whatever village there was also very likely ceased to exist. While the iron works was in

operation, D'Arcy Boulton reported in 1805 that Furnace Falls formed "by nature a dam, where-

on are erected mills of different kinds, a forge, furnace and saw mill, and there soon will be added
a gristmill." 106 Assessment rolls for Lansdowne Rear in 1808 show Wallis Sunderlin as owner of

a gristmill in addition to the sawmill that he owned since 1803. William Jones, who later built the

stone gristmill at Delta in 1810, was assessed in 1804 as being half-owner of the sawmill at Furnace

Falls owned by his father Ephraim. These by no means were the only early mills in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear. The 1809 assessment roll also shows a gristmill owned by Nahemiah Hopkins.

The 1810 assessment roll shows a gristmill owned by John Gilbert and a sawmill owned by major

Levi Soper along with Sunderlin's mills. The 1810 assessment roll indicates that Sunderlin's grist-

mill had one pair of stones and the 1812 assessment indicates that John Gilbert's water-powered

mill also had one pair of stones. It is not until 1820 that the location of John Gilbert's mill is given

as lot five in the thirteenth concession of Lansdowne. Beginning in 1813 Truman Hicock is listed

as the owner of a sawmill that may have been located on lot fourteen in the eighth concession of

Leeds township. 107

Most likely, Wallis Sunderlin's mills were destroyed by the 1811 fire that laid low the

entire Sunderlin/Jones enterprise. Furnace Falls re-emerged in the late 1820s as a mill hamlet

when Charles and Jonas Jones built grist and sawmills. These were among the most productive

mills in Leeds County, as is shown by the Jones gristmill at Lyndhurst with its three run of grind-

stones processing 40,000 bushels of grain in 1851 compared with the gristmill of Abel Russell Ward
at Smiths Falls with two run of grindstones which produced 8,888 barrels of flour. Where Ward's

sawmill at Smiths Falls produced 450,000 feet of sawn lumber in 1851, the Jones sawmill at

Lyndhurst yielded 200,000 feet of lumber. 108 The Lyndhurst carding mill in which 8,000 pounds
of wool were carded and 8,000 yards of cloth were fulled in 1851 compared well with the carding

mill of John Haggart at Perth where 5,000 pounds of wool were carded and 200 yards of cloth were

fulled, 109 or the carding mill of Allan McDonald at Carleton Place in which 8,000 pounds of wool

were carded and 900 yards of fulled cloth were dressed that same year. 110

As considerable as the output of the various mills at Lyndhurst was, the fact remains that

it did not develop into a village that by any means could compare with other milling centres such

as Delta, Morton and Farmersville at mid-century. Charles and Jonas Jones resided at Brockville until

Jonas became a judge on the court of Queen's Bench in 1837 and moved to Toronto. As absentee

owners they rented the mills out to individuals or partners. In 1828 and 1829 the Lansdowne Rear
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assessment roll indicates that the gristmill was leased by J.K. Hartwell and James L. Schofield

from Beverley. The mills do not appear in the assessment roll again until 1836 and 1837 when
Chester Gurney was the lessee, and then Aaron Bogert and Okill Jones who operated the mills

from 1836 to 1838, followed by Okill Jones and a Mr Smith in 1842 and 1843, Okill Jones in 1844,

Alexander and John Cameron in 1850, Walter Denaut of Delta in partnership with William

Saunders in 1853. Okill Jones was a son of Charles, and appears to have managed the mills and

store from 1841 until his death here in 1846. One of the leases referred to the gristmill with an

"extra" pair of stones, the sawmill, a merchant store, and a two storey house with one extra (mean-

ing a taxable) fireplace. 111 The last mentioned structure very likely was the large urbane stone

house built on estate lot number 58 on the east side of Jonas street, possibly built for Okill Jones

in the early 1840s. The miller at this time was Richard Ingraham. 112 By 1852, the Joneses were

again absentee owners, with Henry Gordon operating the carding mill, John Woodruff running

the gristmill, and Alpheus Haskins and Levi Mansell sawyers in the Jones sawmill. The persons

leasing the Jones mills at Lyndhurst, however, were two Scottish-born brothers, Alexander

Cameron who ran a store and gave accommodation to seven labourers in the big stone house built

by Okill Jones, and his brother John who was a millwright. 113

What struck visitors about Lyndhurst at mid-century was not that it was a growing vil-

lage, for it was not, but rather that it offered a promising site for a village. The Reverend Adam
Lillie, attempting to promote "Leeds and Grenville as a desirable locality for the establishment of

manufactories, from the immense water power available," summarised Lyndhurst in 1852 as

being "in Lansdowne; distant from Brockville about 28 miles; population about 100. Has good

water power, upon which are saw, flouring, and cloth fulling-mills." 114 Similarly, the editor of the

Brockville Recorder when travelling by in January 1851, tersely observed, "At Furnace Falls there

is a splendid water privilege. Messrs. Cameron have at these falls a grist and fulling mill in full

operation." 115 William H. Smith in 1852, after enumerating the advantagues of the height of

waterfall, the constant supply of water, and an abundance of ore in the vicinity of "Furnace Falls

or Lindhurst," tersely concluded "but there is nothing doing there at present." 116 That there were

actually 100 people residing within the area now encompassed by the village of Lyndhurst seems

doubtful. Lyndhurst, or Furnace Falls as it was still known, was simply a place name and the ser-

vices spread out on the country lots in that vicinity in 1852 in addition to the mill workers includ-

ed cooper Robert Lee, innkeeper Ephraim Mayhew, weaver Thomas Sheffield, blacksmith William

Cook, innkeeper John Allen, seamstress Eliza Brownel, mechanic George W. Baker and shoemak-

er D.B. Kidder who seems simply to have been passing through. 117 A post office named Furnace

Falls opened here in 1836, with Chester Gurney the first postmaster, but so unpromising did the

place seem that in 1838 it was closed down. 118

1851 promised to be the year when Lyndhurst began to develop as a village proper. A
much-publicised report by the engineer of the proposed Montreal and Kingston Railway indicat-

ed the route would go through Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, proceeding "in a straight line through

the front of South Gower and Oxford, rear of the township of Augusta near the village of North

Augusta..., near the villages of Frankville and Farmersville,...to Furnace Falls. ..to Brewer's Mills.. .to

Kingston Mills." 119 This railway was not built, but that July, six years after the district council

petitioned in May 1845 for a post office to be established at "Furnace Falls in the Township of

Lansdowne, to be called Lyndhurst," a permanent post office was set up, 120 with Alexander

Cameron postmaster. William Saunders is reputed to have come to Lyndhurst in the early 1850s,

at first buying a lot from the Jones estate and opening a store, then leasing the mills in partnership

with Walter Denaut beginning in 1853. By 1857 he was running a shingle factory in addition to

the three mills, and at this time he employed a Scottish immigrant named John Roddick for three

years, before taking him on as a partner for most of the 1860s. 121 Lyndhurst, as listed in the 1857-

1858 Canada Directory, began to show some promise for developing into a rural village, with a pop-
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Plate 129

Residence built by Henry Green on Jonas street in Lyndhurst circa 1876, as photographed by John Buick

Harvey in January 1905. This prestigious house passed into the hands ofRicJiard G. Harvey when he took

over Henry Green's mills in the 1890s. In addition to its handsome proportions, generous chimneys and

large windows, it was distinguished by its ample verandah and its gingerbread trim. Note the plastered

walls beneath the verandah, effectively making it another room of the house in summer. Loaned courtesy of

Joanne (Harvey) Putnam.

ulation of seventy people and with mail delivered three times a week. The list of services includ-

ed miller Henry Andress; teacher James Beverley; blacksmith William Cook; innkeeper William

Curtis; wagonmaker Charles N. Giffen; carder and clothdresser Henry Gordon; shoemaker John

Hoselton; teamster Peter Johnston; cooper Robert Lee; postmaster William P. Lee; sawyer Ephraim

Mahew, blacksmith Richard Manuel; William Saunders—proprietor of the three mills and the

shingle factory; and a Wesleyan minister, the Reverend James Smith. 122 In 1855 Lyndhurst was
designated as the site of an annual fair, 123 but there is no direct evidence to indicate that one was
held there before the late 1870s. 124

But these, it seemed, were not enough to promote growth as a village. The 1857 directo-

ry entry represented an initial pinnacle of growth for Lyndhurst for a time, stimulated at first by

hopes of a railway connection, and then sustained by the acquisition of a post office and site of a

potential fair. Since the mid-1 840s Lyndhurst boasted a school and at least since the mid-1830s it

was the place where the annual township meeting and most meetings of the township commis-

sioners were held, followed by meetings of the municipal council beginning in 1850. The com-
parative centrality of Lyndhurst was one reason for it being the seat of township business, the

other being that it had a tavern or inn substantial enough in which such meetings could be held.

The earliest innkeepers at Lyndhurst were Allen Curtis from 1803 to 1805 whose hotel also con-
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tained a still, and Ebenezer Beers in 1806. Closer to mid-century they included Miles Fulford from

1836 to 1840, Aaron Bogert in 1841, John VanLoon in 1843, W. Mott in 1845-46125
, James Murphy

in 1848-49, Francis Chaffer in 1849, William Coleman from Seeley's Bay in 1850, 126 Ephraim

Mayhew in 1852, and William Curtis from 1857 to the mid 1860s. Although taverns were indis-

pensable for milling centres, giving farmers who had come a distance and whose grist could not

be ground the day they arrived a place to lay their heads and socialise overnight, they did not ne-

cessarily villages make.

Beginning about 1853 William Saunders and Walter Denaut from Delta leased the mills

and water-power from the Jones family, and a recently-arrived Scottish immigrant named John

Roddick apprenticed with Saunders in running these mills. Fifteen years later Roddick in part-

nership with Henry Green from the Farmersville vicinity bought out the Jones interest in the mills

and the water privileges on the Lyndhurst waters. 127 Henry Green was a firsthand witness to

Lyndhurst's rise at the expense of an older village, for he had served as a clerk in the store of

David Bews at Charleston. Green appears to have first turned his attention to revamping the old

carding mill at the lower rapids, feeling the need to make it competitive with Henry Gordon's

woollen mill at Farmersville. He installed a spinner and a complete set of machinery for carding,

spinning, weaving, fulling and dressing cloth. He hired Gordon from Farmersville to operate the

machinery and superintend the several people given full-time employment in the mill. Farmers

for miles around brought in large sacks and bundles of wool, receiving either cash or goods in

payment. The wool was washed, cleaned, and made into cards, bats and rolls, and some was
returned to the farmwomen who had it made up as lining for quilts, spun into yarn from the

rollers, and available for knitting at home. Nina Sheffield recalled, "It was an exciting experience

to get into this busy factory, and watch it in operation.... The huge spools and the weaving

machine, with each person diligently doing their particular type of work, was fascinating to say

the least, as was the dye house, store, and sales room...." Some of the wool was "woven into cloth,

some was pulled into full cloth, and some made into blankets." 128

The pace of life in the mill hamlet at mid-century is indicated by a sample of entries from

the diary of miller Henry M. Andress in 1860-61

:

129

Dec. 1—Mild wether. Slays comming to the Mill. Got new shoes on our mare by J.D.

Ripley. Got a letter from Stephen A. Andress, Mallorytown. [Dec] 2—(Sunday) Mild

wether. Preaching to the School House by John Smith. [Dec] 3—flurry snow. A good

grind to day. [Dec] 4—Slays runs very well to day. Received a letter from Ozias

Hutchinson stating that Sariann is dangerisly ill. [Dec] 5—Very little snow. Went with

the cutter to the Whitefish at night to Websters. Bought a side of cowhide at 4s pound,

weight 7 lbs. [Dec] 6—Fine wether. Snows about 4 inches to night. [Dec] 7—Slays runs

to day. Lucy & Wesley goes to Hutchinsontown in cutter, and found Saryann very unwell

by giving birth to 3 children on Wensday the 5th Dec. I860.... [Dec] 10—Snows all day.

Saunders and Chase takes R. Manuel's cows to the pound; the same day Mr. Saunders lets

his gray horse out to water and R. Manuel catches him and takes it to the pound.... [Dec]

14—Continues very cold. Dressing up stream rim of Stone to day (Fryday).... [Dec] 16

—

Pleasant (Sunday). Went down to Wm. Perry's with mare and cutter. Mr. Saunders goes

to Brockville to put the engine in Scovel's Mill.... [Dec] 18—Wind blows very cold. Me
and little Lucy goes to Mallorytown after 7 oclock at night. [Dec] 19—Goes from Father's

to Gananoque with Millpicks to get them tempered, but did not get them tempered, Mr.

Allen was so busy. Came from Mallorytown by Gananoque, South Lake & Babtist Church,

then home. Our young cow has a fine calf this morning. [Dec] 20—Continues to rain, the

roads in a splash. The young folk from Mr. Saunders goes to Brockville to see a man hung.

[Dec] 24—Fine clear wether. Freezes hard. Idle to day this four noon by a chunk getting

in the watter wheel.... 1861 February 2—Cloudy all day, so that the Bare could not see his
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shadow.... March 14—I went out to see William Bush's farm, thought some of purchas-

ing.... April 11—Commenced to cog the large spur wheel, furrowing the provender run

of stone.... May 6—...John Roddick goes to Brockville with flour [and] is going to the

[Ogdens]Burgh for cards. Mr. Saunders sowed Black Sea wheat.... [May] 12—...John

Roddick starts for Montreal to purchase goods. [May] 14—Killed the pig, weight 200....

[May] 17—...Planted corn on the cabbage pit & planted cucumber seed and lettis.... [May]

20—Go to Gananoque to get Mill picks tempered.... [May 24]—Queen's Birthday.

Vanransler Bates, James & William Saunders went to Brockville to see the fire compan[y]

Display... June 5—Miner Washburn's child died to day at 2 oclock RM. Fine wether. A
good grind.... [June] 10—Me and the three boys went to Brockville, bought a new har-

ness.... First time they see Brockville. [June] 11—A good grind. Very warm & dry. [July]

12—Grand Oringe Prosession assembled at Delta.... [July] 13—...Put the mare to Mr.

Curtis's horse, 4$ to insure.... [July] 29—The Grate Show in Beverley. Me, Lucy and the

hole family went to it. August 14—Mr. Booth from Charleston came to Mill with 22

Bushel. We sent calfskin down with him to be tan[n]ed. Mr. Saunders goes to Kingston.

The overall impression taken from this diary is not of a village society, but rather just another rural

area of the township.

Although the number of inhabitants increased slightly to 81 by the mid 1860s, the num-
ber of services dwindled in Lyndhurst. Mitchell's Directory for 1864-65 listed blacksmiths Robert

Cheetham, William Cook and James D. Ripley; hotelkeeper William Curtis; magistrate Edward P.

Green; physician and surgeon Alpheus Howard; postmaster William C. Lee; division court clerk

Hugh McKay; merchants Saunders & Roddick; carpenter John C. Stafford; the Reverend John

Tuke; and wagonmaker Michael Welch. 130 Why the number of trades and services declined between

1857 and 1864 is not altogether clear, but a number of factors appear to have converged to produce

this decline. Construction of the permanent stone bridge in the late 1850s took a couple of years

to complete, and drew skilled masons and other tradesmen to build, and once constructed there

may well have been those who hoped that the bridge would make Lyndhurst a focal village for

more artisans to permanently set up shop there. However vital the Lyndhurst bridge was to local

east/west communication within Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, in the 1850s major commercial

travel in the vicinity bypassed Lyndhurst either travelling on the Kingston to Philipsville

macadamised road through Morton, or on the Westport to Farmersville macadamised road that

went through Delta. Lyndhurst remained in the shadow of Morton where George Morton was
attracting area farmers with his promotions relating to cheese factories and dairying in a locale

where timber resources for local sawmills were beginning to be depleted.

And, along with all the other factors, the main reason that Lyndhurst did not develop into

a village proper was that the Jones family who owned the site did not encourage it to happen.

Lyndhurst, after all, along with their other mill hamlets such as Yonge Mills was a revenue-gen-

erating enterprise. It is difficult to believe that members of the Jones family hung onto hopes of

reviving an iron works or foundry at Lyndhurst as late as the 1860s, but they recognised that the

water-power and location of Lyndhurst on the Gananoque River was a valuable asset. They were

not about to let the value of such an asset be modified by allowing a village to develop around it.

Villages had a way of becoming impediments to entrepreneurial schemes, and could prove either

costly or impossible to remove when weighed against the small return they offered from the sale

of village lots or the leasing of tenant houses. And besides, the Joneses may have worried about

the suitability of Lyndhurst as a village site due to occasional flooding when ice jams and other

debris caused the spring freshet to overflow above the curve in the river and flow through

Lyndhurst. 131 After all, the township council had to employ a vigilant person to remove all float-

ing wood that was caught in the dam, 132 and in 1856 they even paid to have a rock obstruction or

stone lip which D'Arcy Boulton referred to in 1805 as "a natural dam at the falls" 133 removed. 134
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When, in August 1865 the heirs of Charles and Jonas Jones had Walter Beatty at Delta survey a vil-

lage map of Lyndhurst (Plate 123) complete with 102 village lots, they cautiously reserved a fifth

of them from being sold as well as "the privilege of cutting a canal across Ford Street if required." 135

Remote as chances might be for the Gananoque River to be made navigable past Lyndhurst, the

Jones heirs would be ready with a canal route at all events.

It was this decision by the Jones heirs, then, to no longer restrict Lyndhurst's development

to being a mill hamlet, that led to its emergence as a village by the early 1870s. Why they decid-

ed to allow a village to develop can only be surmised. After watching Morton spring up overnight

in the 1850s, they probably recognised that the cluster of various tradesmen and artisans in that

village was drawing local farmers to George Morton's mills and away from the Jones mills at

Lyndhurst. A flourishing village at Lyndhurst would protect and perhaps even build up the busi-

ness of their mills. By 1871 Lyndhurst was described in Lovell's Canadian Dominion Directory as fol-

lows: 136

LYNDHURST—A small but thriving village in the township of Lansdowne, county of

Leeds. It possesses excellent waterpower, a portion of which is employed in running sev-

eral mills. Distant from Lansdowne, a station of the Grand Trunk railway, 15 miles; from

Brockville, 27 miles, fare $1.25; from Kingston 30 miles, fare $1.25. Mail tri-weekly,

Population about 200.

The tradesmen and artisans listed included blacksmiths George and Robert Cheetham, James D.

Ripley and Samuel S. Stafford; innkeeper David Edgar; shoemaker James Godkin; clothier Henry
Gordon; doctor Alpheus Howard; cooper C.L. Lee; sawyer John Mclntyre; schoolteacher Miss

Hettie Niblock; carriagemakers Edward Pierce and William Wetheral; general merchants John

Roddick (of the firm Roddick & Green) and Arthur W. Sheffield; millwright James Roddick; post-

master John Roddick; Methodist Episcopal clergyman the Reverend J.A. Rogers; carpenter John

Stafford; magistrate Calvin Struthers; clerks George W. Lee and James Roddick; labourers Enos

Stevens and Richard Tye; and farmers William Sheffield and Elisha Wiltse. 137

Some of these names were of artisans living and working as far away from Lyndhurst as

Soperton, but the directory entry effectively forecasted that rural tradesmen out along the coun-

try roads sooner or later saw the benefit to moving into the village now that lots were available

for sale. Besides, another phenomenon was at work in the late 1860s and 1870s to promote the

concentration of trades and services in villages. Places such as Lansdowne, Escott and Mallorytown

that were on the line of the Grand Trunk Railway quickly became bustling villages. Hotels and

liveries sprang up as Lansdowne overnight became the depot not only for the front, but also for

the extensive back country, and as a village it soon attracted a complement of blacksmiths, other

trades and stores. In these railway depot villages the tradesmen previously dispersed along the

country roads recognised that being located near the railway station was an advantageous loca-

tion for doing business. Travellers arriving on the train at Lansdowne or Gananoque hired wag-

ons, teams and drivers to visit Charleston, Farmersville, Lyndhurst, Morton and Seeley's Bay

among other destinations. In a domino effect, hotels, liveries, stores and tradesmen began clus-

tering in centres such as Lyndhurst not located on the railway, but receiving railway visitors, pro-

moting the migration of rural trades into village centres. For visitors and relatives coming from a

distance, it was as important to have a livery and hotel accommodation in the vicinity being vis-

ited, such as Lyndhurst, as to have them at the railway depot where they alighted from the trains.

The significant move in the development of Lyndhurst into a village came in 1868 when
merchants John Roddick and Henry Green purchased from the Jones heirs all the unsold parts of

lots one and two in the tenth concession of Lansdowne, but reserving one third of all mines and

minerals, for the tidy sum of $10,000. Where the Jones heirs as of 1865 had been willing to let a

village develop around their mills, Roddick and Green were more aggressive in attracting trades-

men and artisans to establish shops, build houses, and boost in general the business of their mills
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Plate 130

Tokens from Harry Sheffield's bakery in Lyndhurst circa 1920s, as photographed in 1995. There is no more

compelling image than these tokens to testify to the emergence of Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay as service vil-

lages from the 1870s on. Bakeries in both places served not only their respective villages but the surround-

ing countryside and neighbouring centres as well. Although many women continued to make bread every

week, a growing number opted to purchasefrom the local bakery. These tokens reveal the widespread barter

economy that continued to exist locally, with the bakery issuing tokens to farmers and other tradesmen in

exchange for crops and services received. RoLLAL collection, photo courtesy of Lois M. Long.

and stores. Roddick, an immigrant from Perthshire, and Green, son of a Wexford immigrant, set

the tone of Lyndhurst as a conservative village. In 1872 they dissolved their partnership and so

divided the property that Henry Green became owner of the part north of the Kingston road, the

area east and north of the lower mill-pond, and the sawmill, gristmill and carding mill on the east

bank of the river. John Roddick retained the stone house built by the Joneses and the shingle mill

which was on the west bank, as well as the land lying south and west of the lower mill-pond and

south of the Kingston road. 138 Although Roddick did not purchase any village lots, it is likely that

his ownership of adjacent land on which a number of village lots were developed stimulated

Green to keep the asking price for his lots moderate, thus contributing to Lyndhurst's growth.

Green and Roddick's acquisition of the village site combined with a number of other

developments to promote growth. The deterioration of the Kingston-to-Philipsville and Westport-

to-Farmersville macadamised roads in the 1860s, together with construction of the new stone

bridge no longer left Lyndhurst stranded between two major local roads. This was especially true

when the township council in 1863 closed the toll-house at Sheffield's Corners (lot eleven, conces-

sion twelve, Lansdowne, otherwise known as Howard's Corners) on the Westport to Farmersville

macadamised road and determined to keep the road in repair from their regular funds. 139 As long

as there had been a toll to pay, tradesmen and artisans residing east of Sheffield's Corners and in

the general Soperton vicinity were content to stay put, for the toll effectively protected them from

competition by rivals at Lyndhurst. Once the toll was removed they no longer had reason to resist

the trend to relocate in a village such as Lyndhurst. Beginning in 1871 it seemed only a matter of

time before Lyndhurst would be a station on a regional railway linking up either with Gananoque
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or Brockville, and this drew artisans and tradesmen to locate in the village.

The improved roads and promise of a railway link allowed Lyndhurst to grow at the

expense of neighbouring villages, Charleston and Morton. A brief comparison of entries in com-
mercial directories shows that the other two villages waned as Lyndhurst grew. In 1851 Lyndhurst

did not even merit inclusion in Lovell's Canada Directory. By contrast, Charleston was listed as hav-

ing a population of 125 persons, a general store, two tanneries, a carpenter, a saddler and har-

nessmaker, an innkeeper and blacksmith, grist, saw, carding and fulling mills, a joiner, two shoe-

makers one of whom also kept a tavern, and a Church of England clergyman. 140 By 1884 the

deserted village of Charleston was left with only a general store and two blacksmiths. 141 The
example of Morton was equally poignant. In 1857, only five years after it came into existence,

Morton boasted 250 inhabitants and listed among its businesses two traders, two coopers, a sadd-

ler and harnessmaker, five carriagemakers, one cabinetmaker, a shoemaker, a blacksmith, two
general stores, a millwright, a post office, a gristmill, a flouring mill, a plaster mill, a sawmill, a

garden nursery, a teacher, a buckmitten manufacturer, a bricklayer and stonemason, a contractor

and a tanner. 142 By 1884 Morton's population had shrunk to 160 and the services consisted of a

miller, a carpenter, a hotel, a wagonmaker, two general stores, a blacksmith, a cooper, and a

cheesemaker.143

Lyndhurst, by contrast, saw its population increase to 250 by 1884. The tradesmen listed

in the village that year included shoemakers William Anderson and John Kelsey; storekeepers

John C. Chapman and Solomon Weaver; blacksmiths Robert Cheetham, Alpheus J. Love and

James Young; painters S. and J. Collings; hotelkeepers R. Webster Copeland and David W. Edgar;

brickmakers Mr Gilbert and John B. Wiltse; tinsmith Henry Davis; woollen mill proprietor David

W. Green; postmaster and millowner Henry Green; butchers James Hankins and Struthers; gro-

cers William Johnston and Joseph E. McKenney; sawmill operator John McEntyre; cheesemaker

James Pocht; miller John Roddick; harnessmaker Charles H. Smith; and wagonmaker William

Wetheral. 144 This was Lyndhurst at its peak of development as a service centre.

The population of the village dipped slightly to 225 in the 1890s, but otherwise remained

stable into the new century. The tradesmen in 1892 included cheese manufacturer Sarah Auston;

hotelkeepers James Berney and RW. Copeland; mason Samuel Berney; physician D. Burritt; car-

penters Edward Danby and William Webster; woollen miller David W. Green; postmaster and

millowner Henry Green; cabinetmakers James Hankins and James Hunkins; flourmiller Richard

Harvey; shoemaker William Hollester; grocer Wellington Johnston; blacksmiths A.J. Love and

James Young; general store proprietors J. McKay & Co. and J. Thompson & Bro.; sawmiller James

Roddick; harnessmaker C.H. Smith; millers Joseph Roddick, William Spicer & H. Wallace

Harrison; stove dealer A.E. Stevens; and carriagemaker William Wetheral. 145 In 1897 the village

population of Lyndhurst remained at 225, and tradespeople included physician D. Burritt; wind-

mill manufacturers Chapman and Green; hotelkeepers RW. Copeland and John Nixon; post-

mistress Annie Green; woollen miller DW. Green; cheesemaker A.G. Halliday; painter John

Hanna; flourmill operators Richard Harvey and John Roddick senior; shoemaker William

Hollester; cabinetmaker J. Hunkins; general store proprietors W. Johnston, Shiels Bros., and J.

Thompson & Bro.; blacksmiths A.J. Love and James Young; sawmill operators James Roddick &
Son; harnessmaker C.H. Smith; hardware store owner Charles B. Tallman; carpenter William

Webster; and carriagemaker William Wetheral. 146

The durable economy of Lyndhurst in the late Victorian period was evident in many
ways. It was particularly revealed in the burst of growth during the depression of the 1870s. The

village not only drew various tradesmen away from the nearby ailing village of Morton, but also

individuals such as hotelkeeper David Edgar from the distance of Kitley township and blacksmith

A.J. Love from as far away as Arnprior, among others. 147 The recurrence of the same names in

business over the years is testimony to the healthy living that could be made by village artisans,
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Plate 131

Store and residence on Charles street, Lyndhurst, as photographed circa 1910. This building is a microcosm

of the growth of merchandising in both Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay. The section on the right hand very like-

ly datesfrom the 1870s and contained the tradesman's shop on the one side and the remainder was his home.

As the business grew the large shop wing on the left with big display windows was constructed by the turn

of the century. Quilted horse blankets are shown hanging on either side of the front shop doors from the

period when this was the harness shop of Thomas J. McConnell. RoLLAL collection.

and in some families, such as that of Alpheus Love, the family blacksmithing business was hand-

ed down to his son Bland (known locally as Tory Love), as a sure means of earning a livelihood.

The most durable evidence of the growing and prospering village was provided by the

many new buildings going up. The 1857 stone bridge set the tone for building new permanent

structures in Lyndhurst. In 1869 John Roddick built a four storey stone gristmill on the site of the

old shingle mill on the west bank of the river. It seems that Roddick already had constructed a

frame sawmill between the gristmill site and the western end of the bridge, and it too competed

with the old Jones sawmill operated by Henry Green on the opposite riverbank. But Lyndhurst

was not to be a village built in stone, but rather of frame and brick. A photograph looking west

from the eastern end of Charles street shows a line of wooden buildings on either side, with only

two brick buildings in the distance (Plate 124). John B. Wiltse opened a brickyard on the shore of

Lyndhurst Lake on Jonas street in the 1870s. His sons Frank, John and Charles moulded and fired

bricks in this yard that went into the various brick buildings of Lyndhurst and surrounding dis-

trict including some of the business blocks going up in Farmersville during the 1880s. 148 In 1881

Henry Green constructed a three storey brick gristmill on a new stone foundation beside the 1828

Jones gristmill. 149

Brick became the construction material of choice. If David Edgar presided over a busy

Burdick House hotel in a large frame structure on Charles street, then Web Copeland could outdo

him in the late 1870s by building his brick Riverside 1 [ouse hotel on the site overlooking the river

previously occupied by taverns since 1803. Copeland added to his success by building on a large

brick addition in 1883 to accommodate extra guests and provide large sample rooms in which
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travelling sales agents could display their wares. 150 If the frame school built on the eastern end

of the village in 1860 seemed a major improvement over its log predecessor, in 1898 it was torn

down to be replaced by a larger more fashionable brick schoolhouse containing two classrooms.

In 1881 the Methodist Episcopal congregation sold their frame church at the east end of the village

and hired a Mr Leonard of Battersea to construct a handsome larger frame church at the west end

of the village. 151 A year later the Church of England congregation built a brick church beside the

old Methodist church, and in 1899 a brick Presbyterian church was built across the road from the

Methodist church at the west end of the bridge. 152 Many fine frame houses were built in

Lyndhurst, but even more ambitious ones were constructed of brick. The same held true for

stores, as shown when the Lyndhurst correspondent of the Athens Reporter observed in 1888: "The

masons have about finished their work on Mr. Chapman's new brick store. When finished it will

be the finest building in Lyndhurst." 153

Pride of individual accomplishment and rivalry both worked to develop the stock of

buildings in Lyndhurst during the late Victorian period, but the promise of a railway link stimu-

lated further industrial investment. As eastern Ontario came to specialise in dairy and mixed

farming after Confederation, a growing proportion of the wheat used to make flour for local con-

sumption was grown in vast quantities on the Canadian prairies. The hardy strains of western

wheat were more easily made into flour by new roller milling technology to produce finer brands

at a faster speed than could the old grindstone method. 154 Henry Green, once it was clear that the

Brockville and Westport Railway would be built, and that it would connect with the transconti-

nental railways bringing western wheat east, decided in 1887 to install the roller process machin-

ery, fully equipped on the gradual reduction system, in his brick mill. The Athens Reporter noted: 155

In the basement, he placed a full line of cleaning machinery, consisting of gang separa-

tors, a cockle machine, a scourer, a brush and polish machine with main driving shafts

and belting, and 22 stands of elevators. On the first floor, were six double sets of roll[er]s

in a line, a combination feed grinding mill, one run of chopping stones, flour and bran

packers and weighing machines. On the second floor, were 2 large velocity purifyers, 1

aspirator, 2 sets of scalpers, 2 flour reels and one cornmeal bolt. On the third floor were

2 centrifugal flour reels, 4 modern round reels, 1 hexagon bolt, 2 scalpers, 2 bran and

shorts dusters and one large dust collector. In the garrets, were placed all the elevator

heads and spouting. The motive power was supplied by two Little Giant waterwheels.

The water power was never failing. The machinery was all furnished and placed in the

mill by William and J.G. Grey of Toronto.

Once the Brockville and Westport line opened in 1888, cars of wheat from Manitoba came to

Lyndhurst station, and teamsters hauled it to the roller mill in the village. The Lyndhurst corres-

pondent of the Athens Reporter observed in March 1891, "Our roller mill is doing a flourishing

business. No less than four carloads of wheat have come over the B & W for Mr Green during the

last fortnight." 156 In 1893 Irish immigrant Richard Harvey leased and began operating the Green

roller mill, adding a machine two years later that ground corn and cobs together to produce feed

for local farmers. The "White Rose" brand of flour from this mill gained a high reputation in the

local region, 157 and by 1895 stores in villages as far away as Toledo were receiving deliveries of

"Lyndhurst Flour" from Henry Wing. 158

There is no evidence that John Roddick followed Henry Green's lead in installing roller

machinery, and very likely he had sufficient business continuing to grind the soft wheat grown
locally in the traditional manner and to saw timber. In February 1887 both the Roddick sawmill

and gristmill caught fire. The Athens Reporter acknowledged that these "buildings were old, but

the machinery had been repaired and put in good condition during the past summer." So great

"was the rush of logs since sleighing commenced that the mill was run to its full capacity, day and

night," the Reporter stated. "Despite the fact that there were no fire-fighting appliances of any
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Plate 132

Seeley's Bay area detail from Map of the United Counties of Leeds and Grenville, published by Henry F.

Walling in 1862. This map shows the transition taking place in the 1860s as thefocus of Seeley's Bay moved

from Haskin's Point on the north end of lot two in the eighth concession to the crossroads on the north part

of lotfour in the seventh concession of Leeds. The move is illustrated by the old store ofJohn C. Miller still

being shown out at Haskin's Point while his new store is shown at the emerging village site.

kind, the saw-mill part of the building was saved, with the exception of the roof. The gristmill

will be a total loss." 159 The sawmill resumed operation immediately, and the stone Roddick

gristmill also eventually resumed production.

Part of Lyndhurst's popularity was due to its growing social hinterland, as the churches

of the village drew in worshippers from the surrounding countryside, as fraternal societies began

meeting in Lyndhurst, as the hotels catered to a growing interest in recreation on the lakes of

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, and as village hotelkeepers provided special entertainments. The

role of the churches, fraternal societies and recreation in the township's development is detailed

in the next two chapters, but a preliminary notice of the various entertainments can be made here.

Larger towns than Lyndhurst knew the advantages of public entertainments to draw inhabitants

into the village for the purpose of socialising, and perchance to make purchases in stores during

such visits. Hotelkeepers David Edgar and Web Copeland appear to have been the organisers of

many of the various balls, concerts, dinners, socials, Christmas Trees, and outings held in their

respective halls. By the late 1870s it was a common notation in local letters that "Mr Edgar had a

ball Thursday night." 160

As an example, the Lyndhurst correspondent of the Gananoque Reporter announced in

late January 1882 that a "quadrille party and oyster supper, under the auspices of the Oak Leaf

Brass Band, will be held at [David Edgar's] Burdick House" with the music provided not only by
the brass band, but a string band to boot. 161 Thomas Bower has recorded a charming story of vis-

iting the home of his grandfather Samuel Garrett Stafford north of Lyndhurst in the mid-1870s.
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While there, Stafford's youngest daughter, Letitia, "got all 'dressed up' to go to a ball at Webb
Copeland's Hotel in the village and was waiting in the parlor for her escort, when Grandfather

entered and objected to a ribbon rosette she wore in her hair, upon the perfection of which she and

her mother had labored during the afternoon. Letitia immediately burst into tears and with her

mother's sympathizing arm about her, disappeared upstairs. Meanwhile the escort arrived and
was kept waiting some time before Letitia and her mother returned,—both all smiles now,—but

without trace of tears or rosette." 162 A printed formal invitation from closer to the turn of the cen-

tury, addressed to Mr Sam Wills stated, "Yourself and Lady are requested to attend a Select Ball,

to be held in G.E. Roddick's Hall, Lyndhurst, on Wednesday Evening, November 23rd. Lyndhurst

Orchestra in attendance," and after listing the patronesses (all women) and the committee (all

men), concluded with the inevitable notice: "Refreshments requested." 163 Anna Harvey observed

that the dances in Lyndhurst were quite formal affairs to which the ladies came in white gloves

and evening gowns, with cards of admission presented at the door. Moreover, Lyndhurst society

became so codified by the turn of the century that the "ladies of the village had calling days.

Inside each front door was a small stand holding a tray on which the calling cards were placed by
the guests who came, shaded by their brightly gay parasols, wearing tight-waisted dresses with

slight trains trimmed with a dust ruffle. They walked sedately on the plank sidewalks. Saturday

evening the hitching-posts along main street were all occupied and shoppers visited each other in

the buggies while the horses rested." 164

What was drawing the farm families of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear into the village on

Saturday nights was the Lyndhurst brass band. This band, which enjoyed an excellent reputation

and which was in great demand at various social affairs throughout the countryside around

Lyndhurst, was led and trained by Bert Wood from Toledo. It is a fair surmise that Wood did not

come all the distance from Toledo (where he ran a general store and was division court clerk) 165

on a weekly basis were he not financially encouraged to do so by the merchants of Lyndhurst. The
merchants, led by the Greens and Roddicks, perceived the business that early visits of the Oak
Leaf brass band had drawn into the village, and apparently found it to their advantage to hire

Wood to develop a band in Lyndhurst, effectively appropriating the Oak Leaf band and making
it a Lyndhurst institution until well into the Edwardian period. Anna Harvey recalled that the

"band paraded and played every Saturday night on main street and lucky was the lad who was
allowed to carry a torchlight."166

The Lyndhurst brass band was a by-product of the annual exhibitions of the Rear of Leeds

and Lansdowne Agricultural Society. Although Lyndhurst was designated the site of an annual

fair as early as 1855, only after seeing the annual exhibition of the South Riding of Leeds develop

into an important promotion for the nearby village of Delta in the mid-1870s, did Lyndhurst begin

hosting fairs. When the first exhibition was held in October 1877, it was Lyndhurst merchants

who offered the first significant prizes, in hopes of insuring "a large and profitable show for next

year" and perhaps even "securing the County Exhibition for Lyndhurst at no very distant day." 167

This fair was held on the "Reserve" beside the lower mill-pond (Plate 123). In 1878 the agricul-

tural society "erected a hall on the grounds, 28 by 40 feet, two stories high, and well lighted by

two tiers of windows," to which four annexes were eventually added to give it a cruciform floor-

plan by 1899. Despite the show the second year being "a decided improvement on that of last

year," with the quality of cattle shown being "above the average, especially in the Ayrshire grades,

which is the description mostly raised in that locality," it was considered only "passably success-

ful" because inadvertently "the Midland Fair took place at Kingston on the same day, which.. .pre-

vented the attendance of many who otherwise would have been present." 168

By 1883 the Lyndhurst fair was well established. Quite apart from the attractions of the

exhibition itself, the Gananoque Reporter puffed "Lyndhurst is a pleasant place to visit; the hotels

are amongst the best in the country, and the landlords and their families are always anxious to

make their guests comfortable—and in which they succeed as a rule; and the people of the Village
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take a lively interest in everyone who goes there at such times." 169 The horse races in the first few

years were disappointing, offering no "pretensions to fast time or sporting capacity" since all the

steeds were simply "good strong serviceable farm horses/' 170 but by 1884 the trials of speed had

so improved that the Farmersville Reporter noted that the "Lyndhurst trotting association have

been enlarging the race course from 1/3 to 1/2 mile, and have put the track in first-class order for

trotting the coming season." 171 In 1894 a grandstand was erected "for the older that grow weary

of standing and wish to rest" while watching the horse races.172 So popular was Lyndhurst fair

by 1891 that in Athens "every available rig in town was pressed into service to convey visitors

there." 173 The Athens Reporter described the show that year as follows: 174

Lyndhurst fair was the best this year that it has ever been. The hall was well filled with a

first-class lot of exhibits while the show of cattle, sheep, swine, poultry was fully up to the

average. The display of horses was good, and as the track was in good condition; this part

of the show drew a large crowd. The principal attraction in the horse ring was for the

prize of $15 offered by Jas. Berney, Esq., proprietor of the Berney House for trials of speed

between colts 3 years old.... The only objection we heard expressed with the management
was the number of fakirs allowed to ply their games on the grounds. Wheels of fortune,

sweat boards, etc., were allowed full swing, and not a few lost a good portion of their hard

earned dollars by being too confident in the ability to cheat those nimble fingered, glib

tongued rascals at their own game.

When the Lyndhurst fair first started, brass bands were brought in from Farmersville and Oak
Leaf, 175 but by the late 1890s Lyndhurst's own brass band serenaded the multitude and sports

also were part of the programme. On the final day of the 1899 fair the Athens Reporter observed

that by176

noon, the farmers, their wives and children, were pouring into the grounds in droves. The
citizens brass band, after playing a number of fine selections on the streets, marched to the

grounds, where everything is humming. While the horses were being shown in front of

the judges' stand, the farmers' race was taking place on the track, and the sports commit-

tee were busy running off the programme of barrel races, running races, bicycle races, and

a host of other minor events which filled in every spare minute until about five o'clock.

[Tjhen the band struck up God Save the Queen and the large crowd of two thousand peo-

ple quietly wended their way homeward, feeling no doubt gratified that they had been to

the best fair ever held in Lyndhurst and one equal, if not superior, to many of the sur-

rounding exhibitions.

A second type of fair started taking place at Lyndhurst in the 1880s. During the American Civil

War an American buyer began purchasing poultry at Smiths Falls, driving them on foot to Brockville,

ferrying them across the Saint Lawrence, and driving them to the place of slaughter and sale. In

the early 1880s a plague of grasshoppers in the region prompted mass breeding of turkeys to

exterminate the grasshoppers, and the resulting large flocks of turkeys prompted the holding of a

poultry fair in December when the slaughtered fowls could be transported at sufficiently cold

temperatures to ensure the quality and safety of the meat. The buyers attracted from Montreal

and several American cities to the Smiths Falls turkey fair,
177 prompted Farmersville to hold annu-

al poultry fairs by 1884. 178 Construction of the Brockville and Westport Railway added to the via-

bility of these poultry fairs, permitting quick export of the fowl to market. By December 1887 the

Farmersville Reporter remarked, "There promises to be a lively competition here and at Lyndhurst

on the 13th and 14th. ..between the rival poultry buyers. Arnold & Berney, and Brown & Co. have

already advertised to be at Lyndhurst on the 13th and some eight or ten of the old buyers at the

same place on the following day." 179 Thus early the Lyndhurst turkey fair outstripped that at

Athens by double the volume of sales.

As pleased as the inhabitants of Lyndhurst were with how their village had developed,

they continually looked over their shoulders as the village of Seeley's Bay quickly grew to rival it
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in size during the late Victorian period. Where Lyndhurst developed, albeit tardily, around the

resource of a continuous water-power despite having failed to acquire transportation by water to

outside markets, Seeley's Bay was equally late in capitalising on its major advantage of being on
the Rideau Canal navigation although it had no water-power to drive mills. The additional

advantage that Lyndhurst enjoyed over Seeley's Bay was in being comparatively central in Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear, making it the township seat initially, but Seeley's Bay for a time rivalled

Lyndhurst for that distinction.

Seeley's Bay, as we have noted in an earlier chapter, in the early nineteenth century was
not regarded favourably as a potential village site because the drowned land created by Rideau

Canal flooding was universally believed to be the cause of the ague or malaria from which many
early settlers suffered. Moreover, in the early years that the Rideau Canal operated, the future vil-

lage site remained inaccessible to the canal navigation because the bay beyond the cleared chan-

nel was drowned land clogged with fallen tree trunks, submerged stumps and floating cranberry

bogs. In July 1824, when major Elliot of the 68th Regiment of Foot reconnoitred the route of a road

laid out by governor general Dalhousie from Richmond Landing (at the future site of downtown
Ottawa) to Kingston, he recorded the following impressions of the land communication between

the future site of Elgin to Seeley's Bay: 180

Hallidays to Ira Sly's, 1 mile. A road leads from this settlement to Brockville, where they

get all their supplies, & dispose of their surplus produce.

Sly has fenced up the road which passes in front of his house[,] nobody travelling

along it except on foot; it is difficult to make it without a guide; another road branching

off to the right from near Halliday's joins the one above mentioned within about a mile

of Haskin's[,] a distance of nearly 6 miles; this is the road generally travelled on, it being

better opened, but the one by Sly's is said to be upwards of a mile shorter.

Ira Sly's to Haskins, 4 miles. From Sly's to Haskin's Mill (on the Whitefish)[the future

site of Morton] is 4 miles through the bush; the first 2 1/2 miles is very level, it then pass-

es through a Brule & very rocky uneven tract; at the mills there is a steep hill on both sides

of the stream which is deep, & about a chain in width.

Haskin's to Dr Heacocks, 3 miles...through the bush 3 miles is generally very good,

requiring only to be opened out. At Heacock's the road joins the one leading from

Kingston to Perth & the Ottawa.

Heacock's to [Abel] Russell's [the site of Seeley's Bay] to where a road turns off to

Brewer's Mills (5 miles) is through the bush; & only wide enough for a waggon; in many
places there are wet mudholes, but no swampy ground, except for a few yards every here

& there; the ground is in some places uneven, but on the whole a good road might be eas-

ily made by opening, levelling and fresh logging.

The complete lack of reference to Seeley's Bay by this land traveller in 1824 is complemented by

other people proceeding along the water route during the period of canal construction. John

Burrows when travelling through in July 1827 alluded to "passing many obstacles by reason of

trees being thrown across the river, sunken timber, etc.," and one of his "canoes struck against a

root or stump and broke a large hole in the bottom." 181 Similarly, Alexander James Christie of

Bytown, when sleighing past in February 1830, vaguely observed that the country was "broken

and intersected by rivulets in its surface. ..but not so as to prevent its cultivation, several farms are

met with on the road." He noted "Some Inns too of a rural description such as [are] fit to stop at

and feed your horses but beware of further delay." 182

In addition to lack of access to the channel of the Rideau Canal, the development of a set-

tlement at Seeley's Bay was hampered by the fact that the best site free of marsh closest to the

canal, lot four in the seventh concession of Leeds, was a reserved lot owned by King's College.

Before Rideau Canal construction began this lot was described as consisting of middling soil and
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Plate 133

Vz'ew; of Seeley's Bay village looking north taken from the hill at the south of village, as photographed circa

1910. In theforeground sheaves ofgrain lie in afield waiting to be stooked, while in the distance is the bay

and the Rideau Canal. Visible from left to right are Saint Peter's Anglican church, Hawkins's store, the

Methodist church, the Masonic hall on the immediate right of the church spire, the Methodist parsonage and

Dr Gardiner's house. RoLLAL collection, loaned courtesy of Eleanor Wyatt.

being occupied by Rodger Savage who had purchased the right to lease the lot from Frederick

Johnson who previously leased it from King's College. Savage was described about 1830 as hav-

ing thirty acres cleared with a log house and barn on the lot and was willing to pay 100 pounds

for it. An evaluator for King's College observed that there were "Mapple, Elm, Beech, Hemlock
and Basswood trees with the land watered by a small stream," but that "The clearing on this lot

does not increase its value," even though it was in a populous settlement. He noted, "this Lot lays

on the back Road from Kingston to Brockville, and from the former place to Perth, & within a mile

of the Rideau Canal" but that the closest mills were seven miles distant on a tolerable main road.

In the portion of the evaluation inquiring as to "any Mill Sites, or other peculiar advantages on the

Lot" there was the blunt answer "none." 183

The potential of this site was obvious before long. By 1836 Savage sold his right to the lot

and improvements to Abel Russell. In 1840 Russell applied to purchase the lot from King's College.

In 1841 John Gray of Perth applied to purchase it, as did David Vandusen of Gananoque in 1848,

David Berry of Leeds in 1851, and William Pierce and Jonathan Hotchkiss in 1857. The sticking

point to a sale being made was that by 1857 the rent arrears alone had accumulated to 141 pounds,

sixteen shillings and threepence. 184 By 1840 it was reported that "the timber has been taken care

of," meaning it had not been pirated, and what land was cleared was "well cultivated and well

fenced." Especially fascinating as late as 1840 is the answer of the King's College evaluator to the

question of whether the lot had any peculiar advantages of situation, such as being near a town
or village, or close to principal roads, water conveyance, or mills. He wrote that it was "pleasantly

situated on the back road to Kingston[,] 7 miles from Brewers mills and 12 from Furnace falls on

Seely's Bay, being a ravine communicating with the Rideau Canal." 185 By 1851 Thomas T Bower,

writing from the address of Furnace Falls described the site of the future village at length: 1S(1

There is a frame house upon the lot partly finished 24 ft by 20[,] a frame barn 30 ft by 40

ft. in the same situation and about 125 acres of land cleared but badly fenced. The lot is

well located, the Kingston road leading to Furnace Falls crosses the rear, and [1] would
consider the lot with the improvements worth four hundred pounds H[alifax] Cur[renc|v
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were the buildings finished and the farm well fenced and in a good state of cultivation

would be worth more, in a state of nature I would say one pound p[e]r acre that is to say

two hundred pounds H[alifax] Cur[renc]y. The rear good land[,] the centre sandy and in

some parts barren and the front broken with a stream of living water running across the

lot at about the centre of the front hundred acres.

What made lot four in the seventh concession of Leeds so appealing, apart from its fertility, was
its position adjacent to a steamboat wharf on the point of land on lot two in the eighth concession.

Such was the business being drawn by this wharf by 1841 that 27 area inhabitants petitioned the

district "to open a new Road for the better accommodation of her Majesties Subjects...from the pre-

sent Traveled Road leading from the Furnace Falls to Kingston.. .to the Wharfe and Steamboat

Landing Calld Haskings landing." A map accompanying this petition (Plate 88) shows that the

wharf was located out on the point because it was accessible to the steamboat channel, whereas

Broad's Bay just west of the steamboat landing was still inaccessible because it was covered with

a floating marsh of cranberry bushes. Although no mention is made of floating marsh on Seeley's

Bay, there is no evidence that it yet was navigable. The only people shown living at Seeley's Bay

on this 1841 map were the family of Abel Russell on lot four, the family of William Gilbert on lot

three, and George Broad on lot two in the seventh concession. 187

The locale by 1840 was beginning to be known by a number of names. The name Seeley's

Bay came from Ann Seeley who was owner and occupant of the land when the Rideau Canal was
completed and the bay flooded. She was the second wife of Loyalist Justus Seeley who was an

innkeeper on lot 23 in the fifth concession of Elizabethtown. Justus's son John lost an arm in the

battle of Lundy's Lane during the War of 1812, 188 and obtained title to lot four in the eighth con-

cession of Leeds on 20 March 1825 as the heir of his mother, Matilda Read, to whom it was origi-

nally granted. The Seeleys recognised the potential of the lot once plans for the Rideau Canal were

confirmed, but rather than have John face clearing a wilderness lot with only one arm, father and

son appear to have traded property, with John running the inn in Elizabethtown, while Justus,

Ann and their remaining children moved onto the lot in Leeds in 1824. After Justus died in 1830,

Ann Seeley remained on the lot with her children, and it eventually passed into the hands of her

daughter Charlotte and her husband Matthew Bebee. 189 Local legend asserts on the one hand that

the Seeleys built a temporary structure or shack resembling a Native tepee on the steamboat land-

ing in which they ran a store, trading with local Natives and white settlers by turn, and on the

other that Ann Seeley (or Granny Seeley as she was more commonly known) operated a store on

the actual later village site. 190 The steamboat wharf came to be called Haskin's Landing or

Haskin's Point after Samuel Haskin purchased lot two of the eighth concession in 1840. From the

early 1840s to well past Confederation the main economic activity at Haskin's Landing was as a

stop supplying steamboats on the Rideau Canal with the cordwood needed to fuel their engines.

So extensive a wood supply depot did Haskin's Landing become that a banking ground for piling

the cordwood was laid out on the northwest side of Seeley's Bay. William J. Campbell as a young
boy growing up in Seeley's Bay during the 1860s referred to the "towering woodpiles" of cord-

wood that loomed so large and dark he was afraid to walk among them at night. 191

Haskin's Landing also became an important forwarding centre for Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear. Lacking records, we can only assume that Samuel Haskin acted in the capacity of forwarder

of various crops, although it seems equally likely that merchants in Lyndhurst, and later Morton,

acted as forwarding agents for their vicinities, and the crops of potash, wheat, pork, butter and

potatoes were simply loaded on the steamboats at Haskin's Landing. Seeley's Bay had no prospect

of becoming a village at mid-century, but the steamboat landing made it a place to which many
local inhabitants travelled to send their crops to market. Hence, in 1851 a post office was estab-

lished under the name of Seeley's Bay, 192 with David Berney the first postmaster, who was fol-

lowed in turn by Truman H. Russell in 1854, William Coleman in 1858, William W. Williams in
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1876, and C.C. Gilbert in 1898. 193 The numbers of people bringing cordwood and logs to the

steamboat landing prompted William Coleman in the late 1840s to set up as an innkeeper at

Seeley's Bay. His establishment there was described in 1849 as offering five rooms, three beds,

stabling for six horses, and a stable in good order, although there was no stableyard. Coleman, an

immigrant of some drive from Castledermot, County Kildare, Ireland, 194 initially seems to have

been disappointed with business at Seeley's Bay, for we find him offering his services as innkeep-

er at Lyndhurst in 1850, but he returned to Seeley's Bay in the early 1850s. 195 In 1855 George

Tennant from Yonge township opened a general store at Haskin's Point, he also entered exten-

sively into the lumbering and cordwood business,196 but already by 1853, George Morton and

Andrew McKee started the potashery at the landing which provided employment for a handful

of men. 197 Tennant later sold out his operations at Haskin's Point to John C. Miller. 198

If Seeley's Bay at mid-century still inspired in no one the expectation that it even could

become a crossroads hamlet, by 1857 it merited inclusion in the Canada Directory. Seeley's Bay was
listed as having a population of 100, on a tri-weekly mail stage run from Morton to Kingston; the

non-agricultural occupations based there included blacksmith Guy F. Bebee, builder Edward
Gilbert, schoolteacher D.M. Home, postmaster Truman H. Russell, and general dealer or merchant

George Tennant who also was a magistrate. 199 Henry F. Walling's 1862 map shows the John C.

Miller potashery, William Coleman's hotel, a school, the blacksmith shops of William Chapman
and Guy F. Beebe, and the store of J.C. Miller. There are two particularly interesting details on the

Walling map of Seeley's Bay (Plate 132). First, not only is J.C. Miller's older store shown at

Haskin's Landing, but also his "New Store" at the emerging village site where the other artisans

were clustered, as the focus of economic activity moved from the point to the end of the bay.

Presumably, it was about this time that the floating marsh was cleaned out of the bay, permitting

boats to come closer than the landing. The second noteworthy feature on Walling's map is a toll-

gate of the Kingston to Philipsville macadamised road just west of the crossroads.200 This toll-

gate, put up in the mid 1850s, was clearly a major stimulus to Seeley's Bay emerging as a village,

with the toll charged encouraging area farmers to patronise local artisans and forwarders based at

Seeley's Bay. In 1868 a deputation was sent from Leeds and Lansdowne Rear to "wait on the

Mayor and city Corporation of Kingston to ascertain the terms on which they will transfer the

Macadamized [road] in the Township of Leeds to this Municipality,"201 but apparently they met

with no response that permitted removal of the toll-gate.

Consequently, with the toll-gate in place, Seeley's Bay developed into a village in the

1860s that outstripped Lyndhurst in population and in number of tradesmen. Mitchell's Canada

Directory of 1864-1865 described Seeley's Bay as having a population of 150 and listed blacksmiths

John Atkinson, William Chapman and Albert Church; schoolteacher C.S.D. Beatty; lumber mer-

chants William Bracken and John Chapman; postmaster William Coleman who also was an issuer

of marriage licences and proprietor of the National Hotel; engraver S. Dale; carpenter/builders

Edward, John and Solomon Gilbert and Charles Martin; carriagemaker William Gilbert; milliner

and dressmaker Mrs E. Herron; coroner John Merrill; physician Dr J. McCammon; dry goods mer-

chant J.C. Miller who also acted as commissioner in Bills Receivable; magistrate James Mallon;

general merchant G.M. Waite; chair manufacturer J.M. Waite ; brickmaker A. Williams; and har-

nessmaker William Wright.202 Not listed was surveyor Thomas Bower who established himself

at Seeley's Bay in the early 1850s. A. Williams may have been the black man who reputedly estab-

lished the first albeit short-lived brickyard at Seeley's Bay. The carriage shop of William Gilbert

proved more enduring. At the 1874 Delta fair, the Gananoque Reporter praised Gilbert's finished

product over those produced by Brockville carriagemakers. And yet, although the workmanship
displayed in Gilbert buggies and cutters "was deserving of special note, the effect was spoiled by
the very bad taste of ornamenting them with the United States coat of arms," the Reporter contin-

ued. "Why a cutter made in Canada, and expected to be used in Canada, should have the American
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shield, eagle and all, on the dashboard, would puzzle Mr. Gilbert to say, and seems extremely fool-

ish."203 The Reporter did not go to further lengths in hinting that Gilbert was smuggling buggies

into the American market.

Seeley's Bay by 1871 was described in Lovell's Canadian Dominion Director]/ as "A village in

the township and county of Leeds. It is situated on the Rideau Canal, thus affording facilities for

the transportation of produce from the surrounding country. Distant from Morton 5 miles, from

Kingston a station of the Grand Trunk Railway 22 miles, fare 75 [cents]; from Brockville, the coun-

ty town, 36 miles. Mail tri-weekly. Population about 150." The businesses listed that year includ-

ed blacksmith Guy Beebe; postmaster and hotelkeeper William Coleman; storekeepers Edward
Gilbert, William Richardson and William Williams; carriagemaker William Gilbert; doctor Thomas
Gray; milliner Mary Innis; harnessmaker William Johnson; carpenter John H. McKinley; ashery

operator James Moore; cooper James Palmer; and steam mill owner Delorme Philips.204 The 1869

Ontario Gazetteer also listed milliner Jane Anglin; justices of the peace John Chapman and James

Moulton; blacksmith Albert Church; teacher William Ferguson; carpenters John Gilbert, Robert

Hussey and John King; shinglemaker Samuel Haskins; butcher E. Neddo; the livery of Truman H.

Russell; painter William Wellwood; hotelkeeper John Wright; and Wesleyan Methodist clergyman

the Reverend William Saridge.205 By the end of the 1860s Seeley's Bay not only rivalled Lyndhurst

in population, but thanks to steam-power and the tradition of delivering logs to the steamboat

landing at Haskins Point, it began to rival it as a milling centre as well.

A rare cameo of Seeley's Bay from the period of initial growth as a village in the 1860s is

provided in the recollections of W.J. Campbell. He wrote:206

In the Spring of [18]67 my father returned to the farm where I was born. This farm bor-

dered on the banks of [the] Rideau Canal, and was separated from the village of Seeley's

Bay by a narrow sheet of water bearing the same name. The village at this time could not

boast of a Church of any description but the Methodist body held meetings in the School

House near the village, and during the summer months we had a Sabbath School also....

As heretofore stated we lived on the opposite side of the bay from the village, and as the

distance was short I was often called upon in the evening to run there on an errand. I

never dared to say, I don't want to, to my father, even [though] I thought I was stepping

into the Jaws of death. A bridge at this time had been built across the bay and at our end

of it there was a large Banking ground where lumbermen Banked wood during the winter

season and in the summer season it was loaded on boats and taken to the City (Kingston)

for fuel. This was a dark lonesome place to pass through at night, and much dreaded by

me. I never had much fear going but on my return my feelings cannot be described, and

especially if I had done something wrong during the day. Sometimes I would repeat the

Lord's prayer to calm my fears, then I learned the first [v]erse of the National Anthem
(God Save the Queen) and the name God was mentioned so often in that verse that I

would sing it as I ran along between the towering Wood piles, thinking this would fright-

en the devil away.

The 1870s marked a period of rapid growth as Seeley's Bay eclipsed Lyndhurst in size. By 1882 it

boasted two churches and three hotels, it was on the line of the Montreal, Dominion and Great

Northwestern Telegraph, and was home to 300 people.207 In 1884 Seeley's Bay was described as

containing "Methodist and Episcopal churches and a public school, and ships grain, lumber, live-

stock and wood," with stagecoaches available daily to Kingston, Newboro and Lyndhurst, and

twice a week to Ellisville and Gananoque. Businesses in the village that year included brick man-

ufacturer Charles E. Beers; shoemakers John Blackaby and Wesley Kenny; physician and druggist

G. Bowen; hotelkeepers William Chapman, Henry Mott and James O'Neil; sawmill owner David

Collinson; storekeepers William C. Gainford, Edward T. Gilbert, G.& R. Hawkins, J.H. McKinley,

James Tierney, and William W. Williams; carriagemaker William Gilbert; cabinetmaker Norton
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Plate 134

School section no. 8 frame schoolhouse at Seeley's Bay, built on a corner of William Richardson's farm in 1876,

as photographed circa 1910, with students at the front. This ambitious frame structure is a measure ofjust how

quickly Seeley's Bay grew larger than Lyndhurst in the 1870s, as Lyndhurst did not build a two-classroom school

for another twenty years. With its fake quoins on the front corners, its wide bracketed eaves, separate entrances

for boys and girls and high belfry, this must have seemed the last word in modern school construction.

Subsequently it proved to be a draughty structure that was "as warm as a stepmother's kiss" in winter. When

it was replaced in 1930, this building was moved to Grippen Lake where some of the more strait-laced members

of the community viewed with horror its "degenerate influence as a dance pavilion. " RoLLAL collection.
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Johnson; harnessmaker William Johnston; blacksmiths W. Leith, Alexander Sly, and Myles Young;

pump manufacturer Arthur Likely; brick manufacturer Thomas Moon; cooper and pumpmaker
James Palmer and cooper Zebulon Smith.208

Seeley's Bay, like Lyndhurst, fed on the decline of neighbouring villages. Once the bay

was cleared of the floating cranberry bushes Seeley's Bay offered a more accessible port on the

Rideau Canal than did Morton with its many hills that proved so treacherous for horses and wag-

ons delivering crops to be shipped by steamboat. In October 1875 the Seeley's Bay correspondent

of the Gananoque Reporter observed that "Messrs Collinson began moving an Engine and Mill

from Morton to Seeley's Bay on Tuesday 21st Sept., and began sawing lumber the 5th [of October],

just being two weeks in building and starting a Saw Mill."209 The macadamised road built north

from Gananoque to Delta in 1874 enlarged the territory doing business at Seeley's Bay. Similarly,

the toll-gate which earlier had worked to encourage the village to spring up, when removed after

the village was well established, helped to extend the area it serviced.

It was Seeley's Bay's location on the Rideau Canal navigation that was its best trans-

portation asset. Where once the location at the edge of drowned land and surrounded by floating

marsh had been regarded as dangerous to health and a breeding ground for mosquitoes, once

cleared of floating debris and timber Seeley's Bay began to acquire a picturesque view past

Hewitt's Island and Haskin's Point out to the steamboat channel. From the late 1880s to 1996 a

ferry was operated by the township between Haskin's Point and Hewitt's Island. In 1876 William

Richardson commissioned a Mr Annesley of Kingston to build a sloop measuring ninety feet long,

nineteen feet wide and with a six-foot deep hold at Seeley's Bay. The village correspondent of the

Gananoque Reporter described the launching that May:210

About 250 persons assembled at the time and watched with great interest the fixing of

ways &c, till about 6 30, when the ship started for the water. It being the first launch in

this part, there was considerable excitement and loud cheering—Moving majestical[l]y on

her ways she received the honors of the Royal Titles Bill: "Empress" as her name, but very

unceremoniously came to a halt after moving about half her length. After much labor she

was got afloat on Thursday, at 6 p.m.

By 1893 Seeley's Bay was described as a "post village in Leeds co[unty], on the Rideau Canal, 11

miles from the Thousand Island Junction [of the Grand Trunk Railway] and 22 miles from

Kingston. It contains 2 churches, 2 telegraph offices, 6 stores, 2 hotels, 2 cheese factories and 1 saw,

planing and shingle mill. Population] 250." The businesses in 1893 included shoemakers J.J.

Blackaby and John Edwards; the general stores of William J. Burns, Mrs E. Gilbert, G.R. Hawkins,

W.W. Williams, and George Young; physicians Dr W.J. Christie and Dr R.J. Gardiner; the Chapman
& Bracken sawmill; blacksmiths George Cheetham, A.C. Young and M. Young; weaver Mrs Mary
Edwards; hotelkeepers Joseph Gainford and L.S. Metcalfe; carriagemaker William Gilbert; the Gilt

Edge Cheese Company managed by W.J. Burns and the Seeley's Bay Cheese Company managed
by R. Gardiner; tailor S.E. Go[r]sline; wharfinger G.R. Hawkins; butcher W. Heaslip; undertaker

and cabinetmaker N.A. Johnson; cooper and pumpmaker Arthur Likely; London and Lancashire

Life Assurance Company agent J. Willis; music teachers Miss Etta McKinley and Miss Bertie

Roadhouse; telegraph operator M.E. March; brick and tile manufacturer Thomas Moore; post-

master William W. Williams; dressmaker Mrs Preston; Methodist clergyman the Reverend J.

Roadhouse; tinsmiths Steacy Bros and Henry Willis; milliner Mrs Williams; insurance agent J.

Willis; carpenter and painter Luke Wills; and baker George Young.211

Seeley's Bay was very much a boomtown in the 1870s and 1880s both in reputation and

appearance. Rapid growth made it a village of frame structures, and this trend continued after

the sawmill went into operation. The village correspondent for the Gananoque Reporter noted in

October 1875 that "no less than seven buildings have lately been started, and are being pushed

forward with energy—among the rest, is the Church of England, which was begun on the 26th
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Plate 135

The south side ofMain street in Seeley's Bay, looking west, as photographed in 1994. This mixture of busi-

ness, institutional and private residences on the main thoroughfare in the village reflects Seeley's Bay's hap-

hazard growth in the late nineteenth century. The structures shown here from left to right include the

Toronto-Dominion bank built in 1967, the house built for Dr Gardiner in the 1890s, the combined shop and

residence of James Simpson, and Saint Peter's Anglican church built in 1898. By the author.

instant."212 The lack of a large public meeting space in the mid 1870s was evident when a group

of entertainers from Kingston "were placed at a great disadvantage in not having a proper place

for reading, singing or acting, the ceiling of [the] hall being low, and [the] stage small."213 Seeley's

Bay suffered various mishaps with its early public buildings and major facilities which often

resulted from a failure to establish proper foundations in the deep sandy soil of the village site.

One Seeley's Bay inhabitant complained publicly in 1884:214

We built a brick school house, and for want of a foundation it fell down; we built anoth-

er, and it also is about to fall down. We built a town hall, and the wind came and blew it

down. We built a great wharf, and the flood came and took it away. We built a great mill,

and the fire burned it down. We built a great church, and for want of a foundation it fell

down; we built two others, and we fear they will give way.

Despite such difficulties, for a time Seeley's Bay attempted to challenge Lyndhurst as the location

where the township council met. Up until 1863 the Leeds and Lansdowne Rear municipal coun-

cil held all of its meetings at Lyndhurst. From 1863 to 1865 an occasional meeting was held at

William Coleman's tavern or hall at Seeley's Bay in the same way that rare meetings were held in

John Slack's tavern at Oak Leaf, ostensibly to bring the municipal government within view of the

populated western and eastern sections of the township. These sops to local feeling to please

William Coleman came to an end in 1865 when he ceased to be elected as township councillor. But

when, out of the blue, Coleman successfully became reeve in 1868, three of the council meetings

that year were held at Seeley's Bay. Although Coleman did not return to the council table, suc-

cessor councils held one or two meetings per year at Seeley's Bay from 1869 to the mid 1880s.

These travelling meetings ceased in 1888, as Seeley's Bay had no hope of displacing the more cen-

tral location of Lyndhurst. The more fierce rivalry for sr.it of the township council from the Lite
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1870s was between the halls of Lyndhurst hotelkeepers David Edgar and Webster Copeland, and

for a time council meetings alternated between the two hotels, but it was not well into the twen-

tieth century that a permanent council chamber was set up in the Orange hall at Lyndhurst.215

Seeley's Bay inhabitants took these developments in stride, for not only was a village resident,

William Richardson, elected reeve in 1878 and 1879, but he successfully ran against Independent

candidate Henry Green from Lyndhurst in the 1879 provincial election to become Conservative

member for the South Riding of Leeds from 1879 to 1883.216

What may also have worked against Seeley's Bay becoming the township seat was its rep-

utation for being a rowdy village. W.J. Campbell recalled it being in the late 1860s "that modern
Sodom."217 A decade later the Seeley's Bay correspondent of the Gananoque Reporter reported the

"rather amusing. ..story of a couple of the Queen's men of Gananoque, armed with a warrant for

a sheep thief, and a pistol with neither powder or ball" finding the man at Seeley's Bay, "but not

liking the looks of a little dog he had, they suddenly remembered they had business in other

parts." But, taking a more serious view, the correspondent demanded, "Is the community to be

exposed to a set of lawless characters who are known, because our officers are afraid to do their

duty?"218 As late as 1888 the Farmersville Reporter correspondent matter-of-factly observed,

"Seeley's Bay still sustains her reputation for pugilistic demonstrations. A prominent merchant

and a farmer had a bout at fisticuffs on Tuesday. The farmer succeeded in proving himself second

best."219

Most of the news from Seeley's Bay was more positive in the closing decades of the

Victorian period. Delorma Phillips, for example, moved from Morton to operate the first steam-

powered sawmill at Seeley's Bay. In October 1875, as another example, the local correspondent of

the Gananoque Reporter noted that "Cha[p]man & Gainford who have opened a grain exchange

at the Bay, shipped some 1,500 bushels of Barley to Kingston," and that the partnership of Griffith

& Smith from Gananoque "have gone to Seeley's Bay to open a Wood Work Shop, in which they

propose doing general work."220 In 1876 a large frame school was built (Plate 134), with a class-

room for the junior grades downstairs and one for the senior grades upstairs. So poorly built was

this structure that it could be felt moving under the force of a gale of wind. Everett Elliott

described this school as "a large shell of a building heated by two wood burning stoves, one

upstairs & one downstairs, and in the wintertime it was about as warm as a stepmother's kiss."221

By the spring of 1877 a Grange was holding public meetings in William Gilbert's hall, at which

speakers such as John Chapman "showed the need of Granges, or Farmers' social or business

organizations, and urged farmers to unite together for the protection of their 'Craft.'"222 By 1883

a Seeley's Bay brass band was formed, playing concerts in the streets every Saturday evening to

draw area farmers into the village and its stores, and to ensure that local farmers were not lured

away to the band concerts being held at Lyndhurst.223

Seeley's Bay developed into a prosperous village largely because of its location on the

Rideau Canal navigation and on the main road going through Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. It is

not surprising, therefore, that village inhabitants were fascinated by various forms of transporta-

tion and communication. When Chauncey Chapman began constructing a causeway across part

of the bay between two pieces of property he owned in 1884, he was successfully stopped by

Robert Gardiner who protested in court that this would "cut him off from access to the canal and

render the water stagnant and unfit for use."224 Despite fears that Lyndhurst might steal a march

on them with its proposed railway link on the Brockville and Westport Railway, Seeley's Bay boosters

were encouraged in the 1880s with the expectation of being on the line of the proposed

Gananoque and Perth Railway.225 As for using transportation as entertainment, if Seeley's Bay

was unable to have a fair to compete with Lyndhurst, by the early 1890s it boasted a trotting asso-

ciation and races that drew horsemen from Kingston and the surrounding region.226 Perhaps the
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Plate 136

Detail of the Soperton-Sheffield's Corners vicinityfrom the Map of the United Counties of Leeds and Grenville

published by Henry F. Walling in 1862. This map was made before the tradesmen residing in rural vicinities

such as Oak Leaf Washburn's Corners, Soperton and Sheffield's (later Howard's) Corners were drawn to

move into villages such as Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay. The tollgate on lot eleven in the twelfth concession of

Lansdowne delayed this migration for a time.

only new form of transportation introduced to Seeley's Bay about which most local inhabitants

were less than enthusiastic was the fine new horse-drawn hearse purchased by N.A. Johnston in

1898.227

By 1901 the list of businesses at Seeley's Bay included blacksmiths William S. Berry and
George W. Cheetham; physician Dr G.H. Bowen; sawmill proprietor William F. Bracken; cheese

manufacturers Robert Gardiner and Jackson Bros; carriagemakers Gilbert Bros and Chancy C.

Gilbert; general storekeepers E.T. Gilbert, George R. Hawkins, John H. McKinley and Norton

Shook; tailor S.E. Gorsline; undertaker William A. Johnston; hotelkeeper Solomon S. Metcalfe; tin-

ners Steacy Bros; insurance agent J.A. Willis; carpenter Luke Willis; and grocer Frederick W.

Young.228 As with Lyndhurst, it seemed at the turn of the century that the days of expansion for

Seeley's Bay were over, even as the village remained a hive of activity. In 1893 Alva B. Chapman
was "rapidly pushing the work of construction of his new saw-mill," the leading business men
were busy "raising a bonus for the projected telephone line" to Kingston, and the young bloods
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were busy defending the village's honour in a "friendly game of foot-ball" with a team from

Gananoque.229 The telephone connection to Kingston consisted of a single Bell line running north

from Kingston, with a telephone in Hawkins's store which people used to call Kingston in times

of emergency.230

Despite improving communications and land travel, transportation on the Rideau Canal

was the major economic underpinning for Seeley's Bay in the late Victorian period. Since before

mid-century, logs, cordwood and farm produce had been brought there to be floated or shipped

to market, but in the closing decades of the nineteenth century, Seeley's Bay also shipped major

quantities of sawn lumber, brick, tile, provender, cheese and butter to market. Well into the next

century most transportation, whether passenger or freight, was by water. The large Rideau King

and Rideau Queen steamboats operated by the Rideau Line Navigation Company between Kingston

and Smiths Falls were joined by the Buena Vista and still later the Ottaivan operated by the Swifts

out of Kingston, all making stops to take on and unload cargo and passengers at the wharf in the

village. Coal barges and tugboats towing scows loaded with lumber, cordwood, cheesebox head-

ings and pulpwood came right up into Seeley's Bay to the wharf where Bay street and the eighth

concession road (Mill street) converged at the waterfront beside the sawmill. In April 1896 the

Seeley's Bay correspondent of the Athens Reporter noted that "Hawkins & Randall are fitting out

their tug, Maggie May (Plate 103), and barge, and expect to have them ready in time for the open-

ing of navigation on May 1st."231 Captain John Randall, as he was known, owned a coal barge of

the same name, and filled a large coal storage shed beside the bay wharf. Captain Ed Smith and
his son William operated the coal barges Jessica and Minerva, and still later J.H. Coon of Morton
operated the gas-powered freighter Ariadne out of Seeley's Bay. In addition to bringing in coal,

these barges carried feed, flour, lumber and supplies for local stores. Hence not only did the

stores, mills and shops of Seeley's Bay stock up in the autumn with goods brought in by canal, but

supplies for Lyndhurst and other local centres also were brought in by way of Seeley's Bay.232

The disappointment of failing to have a railway built through Seeley's Bay proved fleet-

ing, for shipping rates on the Rideau Canal remained lower than those on the Brockville and
Westport Railway which served Lyndhurst, especially considering there were only lockage fees to

pay at the Brewer's Mills and Kingston Mills locks. Hence the new provender mill which opened

in 1895233 could send what local farmers did not purchase to market more cheaply than could

Richard Harvey's provender mill at Lyndhurst. Similarly, the brick and tile yard set up by Neal

Bros at the south end of the village (Plate 188) in the mid 1890s234 had ready and cheap trans-

portation to take their product to a larger market in Kingston in contrast with the Lyndhurst brick-

yard which was confined to purely local sales. As a result Albert Neal expanded his facilities in

1899. The Seeley's Bay correspondent of the Athens Reporter observed that May, "A. Neal has the

walls of his permanent tile kiln nearly completed. It is circular in form with an arched roof."235

Precisely because cheap transportation on the Rideau Canal took bricks to outside markets, a

much lower proportion of the buildings put up in Seeley's Bay were constructed of brick than was
the case at Lyndhurst.

One of the more prominent houses in Seeley's Bay was the brick residence and drive

house constructed for Doctor W.J. Christie in 1899 by contractor J. King of Kingston.236 Back when
the village began growing in the 1860s, there was no physician closer than Soperton or Kingston.

W.J. Campbell recalled, "If anyone was taken sick or met with an accident Aunt Jane [Gilbert] was
sent for immediately; like an angel of light she was more willing to give than receive, [and] at the

touch of her hand pain would seem to grow less."237 Jane Gilbert was hardly alone as a woman
healer in local society. One had to look no further than Farmersville where Eliza Parish and Sarah

Wiltse attended births and tended the ill at mid-century.238 By 1871 Seeley's Bay was beginning

to attract resident doctors and by the 1890s there often were two doctors attending to the popula-

tion of the surrounding countryside. That there were two doctors suggests not everyone was
happy with the ministrations of Dr Christie who was not a temperance man.
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The important aspect to the development of both Seeley's Bay and Lyndhurst was their

interdependence with local farmers. As Everett J. Elliott recalled of the Seeley's Bay he grew up
in at the turn of the century, village inhabitants and local farmers complemented and supported

one another:239

The farms furnished logs for the mills, grain for the gristmill, milk, butter, eggs, poultry

and many other items for the stores as well as fuel for many of the village homes. They

were paid in clothing, groceries and many other necessities from the village.... A great

deal of the purchasing was trade or barter, logs were exchanged for lumber, grain for flour

or ground feed and wagon axles and tongues for horse-shoeing, etc., on down the line.

Labour was mostly on an exchange basis. Your neighbour...might want help with some-

thing he could not do alone. You helped him with the certain knowledge that when you
needed help he would be there. Barn-raisings, threshing, woodsawing and silo-filling

were almost community affairs, as were quilting bees with the women. 'Twas said, "I can

do without my relatives[,] but I can't do without my neighbours."

Seeley's Bay and Lyndhurst developed into service centres for local farmers on the basis of two
very different advantages. Seeley's Bay offered the best facilities for sending crops to market,

while Lyndhurst boasted the finest water-power in Leeds County which was harnessed to process

grain, wool and lumber for local and more distant markets. These initial advantages did not make
either Seeley's Bay or Lyndhurst into villages as late as mid-century, although by that time they

had become proto-villages. Only when landowners at these two village sites had plans of survey

done and agreed to sell tradespeople lots on which they built shops and houses, did villages begin

to emerge. The trend for tradesmen to cluster together in villages rather than remain spread out

along the rural roads was due in part to the example of villages such as Lansdowne springing up
around railway depots, and due also to the realisation by each tradesman that he stood to receive

additional business if he was located adjacent to another tradesman patronised by area farmers.

Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay also enjoyed the advantages of being located far enough
away from other centres as to have natural hinterlands to make use of their services. As late as

mid-century, before the villages began to develop, the two largest concentrations of rural services

in the immediate Leeds and Lansdowne Rear vicinity were located at Charleston and the

Soperton/ Sheffield's Corners area. The toll-gate on the Westport-to-Farmersville macadamised
road at Sheffield's Corners delayed tradesmen in the Soperton vicinity from being drawn into

Lyndhurst, but it could not stop the siphoning of tradesmen and rural customers from the north-

eastern area of Lansdowne into Farmersville. Once tolls were abolished and the roads leading

south were improved, Seeley's Bay and Lyndhurst were strategically close to where these roads

joined up with the old Kingston road. Although Haskin's Corners and Sweet's Corners were both

well placed to develop as crossroads villages, the extra advantage that Seeley's Bay and Lyndhurst

enjoyed in being on the navigation and having water-power respectively caused business to go to

those places rather than to spring up at these crossroads. The only significant institution at

Haskin's Corners was the Baptist church before the turn of the century. At Sweet's Corners Saint

John's church was located more than a mile from the crossroads. A log school was built at the

crossroads, magistrate Allan Sweet drew business by mid-century, and Sweet's Corners post office

was established in 1875 with S.S. Lake the first postmaster.240 Still, until Frank Wiltse built a

cheese factory with living quarters for his family on the second floor in 1900,241 Sweet's Corners

was bereft of commercial activity and by no means could even be considered a hamlet.

Although many of the dispersed rural communities never developed into hamlets, much
less villages, they retained identities as communities through the establishment of post offices,

cheese factories, sports rivalries and various communal activities. Prior to 1863 the locale now
known as The Outlet of Charleston Lake was known as Webster's Mills because of the sawmill

Robert Webster built on lot fourteen in the sixth concession of Lansdowne. Webster sold the

sawmill in 1863 to Edwin R. Coleman who in turn sold it to the Gananoque water power compa-
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ny in 1875. Mount Webster was the name given to the post office established here in 1858, with

Robert Webster the first postmaster, so named because it was the closest settlement to Blue

Mountain and because the Websters—an old Tory family from Wexford—were the most numer-
ous family in the vicinity.242 Just a year before this post office was closed, LoveU's Canadian

Dominion Directory for 1871 described Mount Webster as "A small place in the township of

Lansdowne, county of Leeds. Distant from Brockville, the county town and a station of the Grand
Trunk railway. Mail tri-week[ly]."243 Which was just so many words to say that there was noth-

ing at Mount Webster but the post office and mill. At Soperton, by the time a post office was
opened in Clinton D. Soper's house in 1871, the community's glory days as the meeting place of

the second regiment of the Leeds militia were long past and stagecoaches no longer stopped at the

large stone inn Cleveland Stafford built in the 1830s.244 Blacksmith Samuel Wellington Stafford

was rare in continuing working at his trade at Soperton past the turn of the century,245 but his

blacksmith shop together with the school, Mount Pleasant church built in 1877, and the cheese fac-

tory put up circa 1870 continued to give focus to this rural community. In contrast with the band
concerts and trotting matches at Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay, the more rustic recreations at

Soperton for visitors in the 1890s included visiting maple sugar camps and viewing the "weird

beauty of the scene" at William Godkin's burning lime kiln.246

Ellisville potentially offered the most promise for developing into a hamlet or village that

might remotely compare with Lyndhurst or Seeley's Bay. This point on a long winding road

between Long Point and Olivet church developed around the schoolhouse on lot eighteen in the

eighth concession of Leeds. In 1875 the Ellisville post office was opened, with George Ellis the first

postmaster.247 An 1884 directory claimed that Ellisville had a population of 200, and listed the

businesses of limeburners William F. Bracken, Thomas Mullen, Uri Shook and John Snider; live-

stock dealer William Brown; postmaster and general storekeeper George Ellis; lumber dealers

Philip Leadbeater and William Pritchard; carpenter James McConnell; and cheesemaker John

Willoughby.248 Ellisville, like Soperton, was home to an Orange hall and to a temperance lodge.

The cheese factory (Plate 143) was the most enduring enterprise at Ellisville. The Ellisville correspon-

dent of the Athens Reporter noted in 1891 that a "large quantity of timber has been hauled to the

mill for the erection of the broom factory," but no further reference can be found for this busi-

ness.249 Oak Leaf post office was established in 1886 with Peter Johnson the first postmaster, and
the Long Point post office was opened in 1891 with Charles J. O'Connor as postmaster.250 For a

time the Long Point post office was in the home of Thomas and Sophia Berry on lot seven in the

eighth concession of Lansdowne. This was at a small inlet with steep rocky sides off Red Horse

Lake where people tied their boats while at the post office, hence the inlet came to be called

Sophie's Gut.251 Otherwise Oak Leaf, Ellisville and Long Point remained spread out farming

communities with Holy Trinity church, the school and the Orange lodge providing a continuing

nucleus for the Oak Leaf community. None of these communities had any pretensions to rivalling

Lyndhurst or Seeley's Bay.

As significant as the introduction of municipal government promised to be at mid-centu-

ry, it soon paled before the rise of the two major villages of Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay from the

1860s on. In addition to these villages, a wall map of Leeds and Grenville published at the turn

of the century (Plate 137) by the Map Company of Toronto also marked the rural communities of

Sweet's Corners, Soperton, Ellisville, Long Point, Berryton, the Outlet and Oak Leaf. The improved

schools, fences, roads and bridges introduced by the township council benefitted all inhabitants

of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. But the pattern of road construction ultimately benefitted Lyndhurst

and Seeley's Bay, working to expand their hinterlands and preventing smaller crossroads centres

from developing, as rural tradesmen found it in their interest to move into the villages. The rival-

ry beginning to develop between Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay would ultimately prove divisive for

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, and prompted prominent men in the two villages to monopolise an

undue share of township council positions in proportion to the villages' share of the overall population.
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Plate 137

The Rear of Leeds and Lansdozvne detail from an undated circa 1900 map of Leeds and Grenville Counties

published by the Brockville Times Printing Company. This map shows the pattern of roads that evolved in

the late nineteenth century, as compared with the roads shown in 1862 (Plate 96). The Brockville and

Westport railway came through only a corner of the township, with the stations at Lyndhurst and Soperton

indicated by large white dots. Altogether some thirteen school buildings were within the township bound-

aries at this time. Private collection.

As much as there was economic interdependence between farmers and village tradesmen,

there also was a degree of mutual resentment underlying their relations. One farmer expressed in

doggerel his resentment of the milling monopoly of Henry Green at Lyndhurst:252

Some hogs I love, and more I'll fry,

But the Lyndhurst hog is Green,

For the gravel is lost that I cannot buy
In old Rideau's flowing stream.

Village merchants, millers and forwarders, on the other hand, had their own burden of debt. They
courted farmers by allowing them to charge goods to their accounts, and watched helplessly as

farmers played the market to best advantage when selling, or worse, bypassed local villages com-
pletely to take their grain and butter crops to Brockville, Gananoque and Kingston. And even as

the municipal government increasingly became a pawn of the growing rivalry between Lyndhurst

and Seeley's Bay, there were signs of fragmentation among the rural communities. When in 1896

a Charleston area inhabitant "bewailed the mud holes in that aristocratic locality," a Washburn's

Corners correspondent of the Athens Reporter responded rather pertly that in the Charleston local-

ity, "men, when doing statute labor, draw a wheelbarrowful of stone a mile or so on a two horse

waggon, while another with a hammer broke all day, and when night came you could put all he

had broken into a good sized corn basket." The moral drawn by the Reporter correspondent about
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the poor roads at the "forlorn hamlet" of Charleston, was, "what better could you expect from
hands such as are used only to holding a fishing rod while their owner sits watching the float."253

The villages, acting as agencies for urban centres both nearby and at a greater distance,

ultimately promoted the migration of many inhabitants of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear through

various channels to larger towns and cities. What also fed the development of local villages and
the move to urban centres were the domestic and moral divisions of local families and communi-
ties, as the following chapter shall reveal.
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PRIVATE AND PUBLIC LIVES

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear moved from being essentially a sequestered rural society with

few associations in the mid-nineteenth century to one which by the time of Queen Victoria's

death in 1901 was socially much more complex. Where most family members and espec-

ially women were rarely off their farmsteads during the course of a year in 1850, by the turn of the

century women of the township had developed a series of social networks, and it was a rare family

member who did not enjoy more extended social intercourse with neighbours and strangers from

an increasingly larger area. Better roads together with village and community rivalries were part-

ly responsible for the move toward public socialising. A moral revolution together with funda-

mental changes in the social structure of the township also set the underpinnings of the move
from lives lived entirely around the domestic hearth to lives divided between private and public

space.

An appropriate point of departure for examining the changing social life of Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear is to scan a few excerpts from the naive verse written by Mrs F. Johnston for her

brother Robert Webster while on her deathbed: 1

Adue ye fare world whitch was made fore our use

And likewise all its earthly produce;

Adue ye fine medows with all their aray,

Likewise the sweet gardens with their display.

Farewell ye sweet forest—so solem and gay,

It w[a]s their his blest spirit led me to pray;

How sweet is that place when passing that,

Where God for Christ['s] sake washed my sins all away....

Farewell my dear brothers and sisters likewise

My sole would rejoice for to meet you in the skies;

Farewell all dear friends, I lieve you behind;

Be ye as[s]ured it is through Christ your savour you find.

my dear children, be united as on[e],

Forget not your mother when once she is gon;

1 lieve you these lines when I am gon to rest,

M[a]y the Lord sink them deep and close to your brest.

O read these lines often, read them with care;

Remember the mother that raised you so dear;

And every time these lines that you see,

Remember how oft I have prayed for thee.

These verses were written by a woman, who, like so many women in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear

in the mid-nineteenth century lived out her entire life first on her father's homestead, and then,

on her husband's farm. The lines resonate with allusions to the various spaces of the farmstead

—

the meadows and gardens—where she worked at various chores, and they reflect the limited cir-

cle of her husband, a favoured close neighbour, her brothers, sisters and children as the sum of her
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Plate 138

Thomas and Ann McConnell home on lot seventeen in the eighth concession of Leeds, as photographed circa

1910. The McConnells exemplify a continuing movement offamilies in and out of Leeds and Lansdoume

Rear during the late nineteenth century. Thomas McConnell immigrated with his parents from County

Tyrone, Ireland, to Cornwall, and after his brother James purchased this lot in 1870, the next year Thomas

purchased it, built a log house, and his wife Ann and their children moved up from Cornwall. The profits

from farming and lumbering allowed them to build this large comfortable house in 1883, complete with two

Gothic Revival gables at thefront with decorative vergeboard and gingerbread trim on the ample verandah.

For names see Appendix 14. Loaned courtesy ofTerri Wood.

social acquaintances. Being a member of the Wexford Anglican settlement at Oak Leaf, she was
more fortunate than many women in the township in having Holy Trinity church to attend. But

continuous childbearing together with it being considered the role of women to stay home with

young children while their husbands and older children went to public worship meant that she

was prevented from attending divine service for lengthy periods of time. Hence her spirituality

was kindled during private walks in the forest.

There were few enough reasons for women to leave their farmsteads, what with the

broods of children they raised and the work they faced milking cows, making butter and cheese

among a host of other chores. Before villages emerged, peddlers went around from house to

house selling tea, sugar, tobacco, tinware and other items to farmwomen.2 Specialty peddlers

hawking stoves, clocks and even books3 went up and down the country roads, selling to the

women confined to their homesteads. When trips were made to take crops to the distant centres

of Brockville, Kingston, and later Gananoque, it was the men who went off to town, while the

women remained behind looking after the children and the livestock. Similarly, When men went
off to timber camps in winter to earn additional income, all the chores and responsibilities of

maintaining the farmstead through the cold season came crowding in on the women. Local sen-

sibilities about women being left to the mercy of travelling peddlers and other itinerants were out-

raged when a travelling clergyman affiliated with no particular body of Christians in the late

1850s and early 1860s seduced a number of young women in the Lansdowne and Lyn areas while

"taking the hearts of his hearers—especially the female portion—by storm, with his seeming piety
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and profound learning, together with his winning looks and manners."4 The Brockville Recorder

spoke for many in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear when it declared, "Scoundrels who prowl about

town or country committing such acts, ought to be ridden on a rail, and a coat of tar and feathers

administered."5

But although instances of local inhabitants taking the law into their own hands, engaging

in charivaris and punishing adulterers, can be found as late as the 1890s, they became increasing-

ly rare. Where in 1849 Orangemen and Conservatives, some of them from Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear, burned the governor general in effigy, such a thing was unimaginable a scant generation

later for a growing proportion of local inhabitants. The law was having difficulty overtaking such

tribal behaviour as late as the 1880s, as the following example reported from the Gananoque police

court shows:6

W[illia]m Johnston of Seeley's Bay is charged by Geo[rge] Kenny, of same locality, with

assault. It appears from Mr Kenny's statement, that he is a widower 60 years of age; a

woman named Margaret Welsh is his house keeper; a short time ago Mrs Welsh visited

Seeley's Bay, and, after indulging in liquor, went home with another old man named
Gainsford, at whose house she stopped over night or longer; the young men of the neigh-

borhood amused themselves by a rough serenade during which they entered Gainsford's

house and committed some offensive acts; for this a young man named Merrile[e]s was
brought before the J.P.'s and fined, Mr. Kenny being there as witness. After the trial Mr.

Kenny and Mrs. Welsh started for home on foot, and on the way a number of stones were

thrown at them from the roadside, both parties being struck. Mr. Kenny recognized

W[illia]m Johnston as one who threw the stones, and made complaint accordingly.

But when this case came up in court, although it was proven that the complainants were badly

used, the evidence was ruled "not positive enough to convict the defendant, and the charge was
dismissed." No sooner was this verdict rendered, than the "Chief Constable charged Mrs. Welsh

with being a frequenter of a disorderly house in Gananoque kept by Patrick Corboy, and she was
sent to gaol for six months."7

The transition from semi-tribal behaviour to a more ordered society had already begun
before mid-century as rural neighbours started working together in groups improving roads, har-

vesting crops, and putting up buildings. The move to an orderly society was aided by the diver-

sification of agriculture that provided more than subsistence income, and aided too by the wide-

spread availability of education from the 1840s on. But the new sophistication of local society after

mid-century that allowed the rule of law and order to be accepted was also due to the timing of

two developments on most rural homesteads. The first of these was obtaining title to property as

freeholders, after paying instalments over a period of years to absentee owners or the Crown.

Now that they owned their farms, landowners were ready to build more ambitious houses.

The second development was a building boom as most rural families moved from log

houses into larger, more pretentious structures by the turn of the century. Although a number of

fine houses were built in the 1830s and 1840s, in 1852 110 or 48 percent of Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear households resided in log houses, and a further 28 or 12.2 percent lived in what were termed

shanties, that is, structures far inferior to log houses. There were eighty (34.9 percent) frame hous-

es, eight (3.5 percent) stone houses, only one (0.4 percent) brick house and two structures the con-

struction of which was listed by the enumerator as block houses (0.9 percent).8 In the 1891 census

there is no distinction between log and frame houses, so that 442 (or 86.3 percent) of the 512 house-

holds lived in wooden structures (as opposed to 95.1 percent in 1852) while the proportion living

in brick houses increased to 55 (or 10.7 percent) and the number residing in stone houses increased

to fifteen (or 2.9 percent).9

The numbers of stonemasons, brickmakers, bricklayers, carpenter-contractors, plasterers

and others in the building trades listed in local census returns confirm the late nineteenth centu-

ry as the great age of domestic building in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, as families vied to build
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Plate 139

The publicface ofprivate life; a cabinet card portrait of the children ofEphraim Bracken and Alberta Gilbert,

as photographed by W.W. Black ofGananoquc in 1889. This portrait ofchildren from an affluent farm home

reveals the growing hungerfor urbanity among the women of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. The store-bought

clothes suggest a growing reliance on mail-order catalogues. The elegant painted backdrop, the draped lace

cloth together with props such as a toy riding crop, clarinet and a newspaper imply an urban lifestyle. Tor

names see Appendix 14. Private collection.
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houses that were larger and more impressive than those of their neighbours. As late as 1868 a

regional editor complained that in "the majority of Canadian villages, where wooden houses pre-

vail, they are generally put up in the most slovenly manner, without regard to order or neatness; and

innocent of paint, they soon show the effects of the weather, and present anything but a respectable

appearance." By contrast, he observed, "In the United States, no sooner is a frame house put up,

than it is painted white, furnished with green blinds, and a row of trees planted along the street in

front of it; so that the place, no matter how flimsy the building may be, has a clean and neat appear-

ance." Indeed, he continued, "it is quite refreshing, in most of their villages, to see the pretty white

cottages peeping out from among the green trees; and the streets and footpaths all in perfect keep-

ing." 10 These comments may have been appropriate enough for some of the backwood villages of

Canada, and Lyndhurst in the 1870s (Plate 124) certainly had the appearance of a backwoods boom-
town village filled with unpainted structures precisely because it was a boomtown, but on the whole

the houses being built in the township were increasingly refined structures.

The domestic architecture of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear reflected the growing complex-

ity of women's lives during the Victorian period. The comfortable log houses that predominated

at mid-century were rarely little more than an open single room on the ground floor where large

families ate and worked, with a single upstairs garret providing sleeping space for children, while

parents bedded down on the ground floor, and an older child sleeping on a bench or daybed tend-

ed the fireplace, or stove, through the winter nights. Remarkable as was the large stone Barnabas

Chipman house at Soperton, believed built circa 1810 as an inn to accommodate militia musters

and travellers on the back Kingston road, its main spaces were a basement kitchen, four rooms on

the main floor, and a single upstairs room to accommodate travellers overnight. 11 The largest sur-

viving early domestic structure in the township, the Levi Soper house at Soperton believed to have

been built of frame before the War of 1812 and later faced with brick, featured a centre hall plan

with four rooms upstairs and downstairs and a central fireplace chimney stack. 12 Yet another

unusual early domestic structure was the large sandstone house built by Cleveland Stafford on lot

ten in the thirteenth concession of Lansdowne in the 1830s as an inn. Despite its large dimensions

(it measured 40 by 28 feet compared to the average log house measuring no more than 18 by 22

feet,) Stafford's inn contained only four rooms. Esma Brown recalled the original interior layout

of the inn at the time it was demolished in 1967: 13

Inside, opposite the front door, was an extra-wide closed-in stairway fitted with a door.

To the right of the front door, and occupying the west half of the house, was the bar room.

The bar itself was quite high and wide, and equipped with a swinging door. In the west

end of the house was a door by which customers could enter the bar from outside. In this

room there was a large fireplace.

At the left of the stairway a partition ran from the front to the back, dividing it in half.

The east end comprised one large room which served as a dining room and kitchen with

a large fireplace in the east wall. It is not known whether the grand ballroom was down-
stairs or on the second floor.... Stories have been told of gala parties taking place in the

Old Stone House. I believe that in the old days, the second floor was divided into two

large rooms with a fireplace at each end of the house. My aunt has told me that she

remembers going there with other children to play in a playhouse which was upstairs.

She remembers the fireplaces. The third floor or attic was reached by way of a manhole

in the ceiling.

Most likely the ballroom was upstairs, for Thomas Bower recalled visiting the large frame house

of Stafford's son Samuel Garrett Stafford, north of Lyndhurst in the 1870s, and made note of the

upstairs ballroom there in which the local Orange lodge met in early days. Similarly, early

Masonic meetings are reputed to have taken place in Levi Soper 's large house.

The large Stafford, Soper and Chipman houses were unusual structures in early Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear. Their large size reflected the public and commercial use that was made of
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Plate 140

The private face of private life; episodes in thefamily life of Hiram and Lucy Amelia Moore of the Big Hill
vicinity circa 1895, folk art painted, cut and pasted by Mabel Moore. This charming piece of primitive folk-

art shows rare scenes from within a Leeds and Lansdowne Rear home, and is uniquefor its narrative style.
Thefirst of thefour groupings (top) shows the artist (born 1883) seated on her mother's lap while her father
read the newspaper, with thefamily Bible and an oil lamp on the table and a teakettle on the stove. The sec-
ond level shows Mabel learning to walk, while her father tipped back his chair to make himself more com-
fortable. The third level shows the little girl, now growing up, accompanying her mother to the stable to
milk the cows. The bottom scene portrays her newly-born sister, Emma, being wheeled about in a carriage,
while Mabel, in a minutely-painted dress with pantalets, holding her father's hand, followed along.
RoLLMR, donated by Dr Clarence F. Moore.
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them, but even as large a structure as the Stafford inn with its four fireplaces had only four rooms.

Domestic space rarely offered privacy from one another for family members in the early nine-

teenth century. Although small log houses still predominated at mid-century, the small frame

houses of scarcely larger dimensions being built in large number by the 1840s offered private

space. Half or more of the downstairs was devoted to a main living area or kitchen with a small

parlour off it and a slip bedroom no larger than could hold a bed and washstand in back of it. A
small closed-in winding staircase led up from the kitchen to a small hall opening to two large bed-

rooms. This layout preserved the communal living space of the log house in the kitchen, and bed-

rooms for the two sexes of the family upstairs, but added the new sense of special and private

space with the addition of the parlour and a downstairs bedroom for the parents which was also

handy as a birthing room or sickroom for family members.

The creation of private spaces such as bedrooms and parlours did not immediately lead

to women taking control of even a part of the domestic space, as a visitor to one of these back-

woods rural homes observed as late as I860: 14

I was ushered into the parlour, where everything was as neat as a new pin; the stove was
as bright as black lead and brush could make it, and the carpet, though an old one, was
very clean. As my friend was a smoker, he commenced to load his pipe. Surely, thought

I, he will go out in the kitchen to smoke. But no; he lit his pipe and puffed away. I saw in

one corner a spit-box, but he did not seem to notice it, but spat on the stove, carpet, and

sometimes even on the nicely-papered walls. I chanced to go thro' the kitchen. Surely,

thought I, this is no place for smoking either; but in one corner I saw a young man chew-

ing tobacco, and spitting the juice on to the newly whitened wall. During my stay, sever-

al gentlemen (if they deserve the name) came in to chat, and had to smoke two or three

times during the evening. The parlour would be so filled with smoke sometimes that I

had to leave it and let the company enjoy what appeared to me to be perfect nonsense. As
there was no servant girl about the house, I did not wonder at the pale face of the tidy

housekeeper.

The division of homes between public and private space did not of itself lead women to take con-

trol of their farmhouses as spaces controlled by women, while men increasingly took control of

jobs that once had been filled by women alone, especially making cheese. Indeed, there were few

clear divisions in local society as to what were women's activities as opposed to what were men's

activities even into the late 1860s. William J. Campbell observed in 1866 that the "whole family"

of James Palmer who rented part of his grandmother's house at Seeley's Bay, men and women
alike, were inveterate tobacco users. In the room where they lived and in a very convenient place

there was a box containing a supply of pipes and tobacco. "This box was never allowed to get

empty[,] even they must go without the necessarys of life, they would have their Tebaccer. Time

and again," he recalled, "I watched them after they finished their meal fill their pipes and sit down
for a comfortable smoke...." 15

In the 1850s the idea of private space became more codified with two, three, and some-

times as many as four and five bedrooms incorporated into the larger homes being built in addi-

tion to kitchens, parlours, halls and pantries. There were two main types of houses built in the

1850s, 1860s and 1870s. The first was the add-on type, with the original log or frame house

retained, and new additions built on as the family's resources permitted. As these houses grew,

they developed L-plans or T-plans or cruciform plans. The second was the more formal Adamesque-

based design with a front door symmetrically placed in the front wall of the house. It opened to

a centre hall, with doors on either side and a staircase leading up to a centre hall on the second

floor with bedrooms on either side. The doors in the downstairs hall opened to a large kitchen on

the one side and a parlour on the other side with a bedroom or birthing room behind it. So preva-

lent was the add-on practice that even on the larger more formal houses back wings with summer
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Plate 141

The increasingly public face of private life. Young Sarah Galway shown reading in the front parlour of the

Joseph and Hannah Galway house on lot fifteen in the ninth concession of Leeds, as photographed circa

1912. Portraits on the left included four dead children, while on the right were larger portraits of Joseph

and Hannah Galway and Hannah's parents, Robert and Lydia Nuttal, who built the brick house circa 1855

from the proceeds ofoperating an inn on the back Kingston road. The large portrait ofQueen Victoria shows

that the image of the now-dead widow monarch was one many township women identified with. Many local

women in their powerlessness in the patrilineal handing down of homesteads used the image of Victoria to

assert their role in running the household. Parlours were used only for formal entertaining such as wed-

dings and funerals, offering the one immaculate spot away from the dirt and drudgery offarmwork. One

inhabitant recalled of the parlour in his home, "On Sundays we would run up the blinds and let the sun

shine in. The rest of the week it was closed up like a tomb. " Loaned courtesy ofElswood and Lillian Gamble.

kitchens and woodsheds were built, and ultimately, on some one-and-a-half-storey houses the

upper storeys were removed to add on full second storeys.

Although the number of household occupants grew smaller and smaller in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear, houses grew larger and more formal in design during the late nineteenth cen-

tury. Where once most family indoor activities other than sleeping and sex were confined to the

kitchen, it was a rare house by the 1880s that did not contain a dining room and parlour thai were

at least equal in size to the kitchen. Indeed, the brick John Niblock house (Plate 87) and Robert

Nuttal house (Plate 141) built in the 1860s had what can only be described as large dining halls in
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addition to large kitchens, very small parlours, not to mention four bedrooms upstairs and two
slip bedrooms downstairs.

In the 1880s and 1890s the vernacular tradition of architecture, either of the add-on or the

rustic Adamesque tradition, was replaced by adaptations of picturesque, high Victorian, and

Gothic Revival designs. As early as 1853 some regional inhabitants were aware of A.J. Downing's

Rural Architecture,16 and by 1859 eastern Ontario newspapers carried advertisements for THE
HOUSE: A Pocket Manual of Rural Architecture. 17 The Gananoque Reporter in 1872 featured an arti-

cle on "Walls and their Coverings," 18 in 1878 W. Brough & Co. of Gananoque were advertising

"1000 Chromo Pictures" for sale,19 and by 1883 the Reporter advertised that indispensable refer-

ence volume "THE COMPLETE HOME," a 600 page book by Mrs Julia McNair Wright contain-

ing crucial information about domestic life and affairs.20 Only a few houses, such as the stone

McCutcheon house south of Seeley's Bay (Plate 108), appear to have been built to a design from

such pattern books. The houses built in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear during the 1880s and 1890s,

without exception, were large structures, and it was the rare residence built during this period that

did not possess a formal front entrance hall, a formal parlour or drawing room, along with a for-

mal dining room, winter kitchen, summer kitchen, and pantry receding, in turn, to the back of the

house. The predominant design was the ell-plan, with the main block of the house containing the

formal public entrance, the formal front hall, and the formal front parlour, while the recessed ell

featured the more intimate space of the kitchen. A formal staircase led upstairs from the front hall

while much less formal and more-often used winding stairs led upstairs from the kitchen. Most
houses by the 1880s had become spaces largely controlled by women and divided into public and

private areas.

Before proceeding to discuss the transformations of local society that permitted women to

socialise, it is worth pausing a moment to consider the implications of dividing the new larger

houses between private and public space. In contrast with the small early houses composed entirely

of communal living and sleeping space, the new larger houses were essentially divided into three

types of space. The first of these was the communal living space of the family that was usually

confined to the winter kitchen and, in some houses, extended to the dining room. Second, there

were areas of private space, usually the bedrooms, and perhaps a pantry and sewing room.

Finally, there was the area of public space including the front parlour, the front entrance porch,

hall, and the formal front staircase, used only when visitors came to pay formal calls or for formal

public events such as weddings and funerals. The ultimate paradox, then, of this division of

domestic space, was that despite increasingly smaller households residing in increasingly larger

houses, families did their active living in only a small portion of their large new houses. This was
most evident in the cold winter months, when, rather than keep firing two or three stoves through

the long nights, family members would double up in one or two bedrooms over the warm part,

usually the kitchen, to keep warm and to make the most efficient use of fuelwood. With the return

of warmer weather, family members returned to their individual bedrooms, enjoying greater pri-

vacy until cold weather forced a regrouping the following December.

The building of larger houses after mid-century began to take place at the same time the

role of women in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear began to undergo fundamental changes. Although

as late as 1900 women cheesemakers operated in the township, by the late 1860s cheese produc-

tion was leaving the hands of farmwomen and was taken over increasingly by men in the new
cheese factories. The mechanisation of planting and harvesting crops further removed large num-
bers of women from fieldwork. Expanding cheese and butter production gave women extra

work, milking cows and churning butter, work that kept them close to the house, cowstable and

dooryard on their respective farms; eventually butter churning gave way to sending cream either

to the Farmersville creamery or to the Gilt Edge factory at Seeley's Bay which made both cheese

and butter. As women's participation in agricultural production lessened, so too they ceased to
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Plate 142

The Abel and Emma Stafford house on lot seven in the eighth concession of Leeds, built circa 1895 to 1905,

as photographed by Mary Geneva Stafford circa 1920. Abel and Emma Stafford moved to this fertile lot

from an older house east of Lyndhurst in the mid-1890s. Theyfirst built the squareframe block on the right

and around the turn of the century added the brick main section on the left. The bricks for this house were

made in Seeley's Bay, but instead of being madefrom burned clay, wereformed using hydraulic cement. The

house proved none too large for thefamily often the Staffords raised. Private collection.

receive direct revenue from their own work, as, for example, receiving payment for the cheese

they made.

Increasingly, men running farms received and controlled all farm income, doling out a

housekeeping allowance to their wives. Those farmwomen who could not obtain sufficient funds

from their husbands, quickly found out that they had no legal standing in attempting to purchase

goods for their family's welfare on credit from local stores. In 1883 two Gananoque merchants

took a local farmer to court to recover pay for goods which his wife purchased from them. The
farmer21

claimed that he knew nothing of the matter; that he furnished his wife with $10 to $12 a

week in cash for house expenses, and forbade her from running accounts with anyone.

Further, that some years ago he advertised his intention to refuse payment of all accounts

not contracted by himself or his order. The Judge held this a good defence, and said the

advertising was not essential. It was a question of agency; and a wife not having proper

authority to act as her husband's agent in contracting debts, could not bind him; especial-

ly when the husband supplied a liberal amount of money weekly.

So where did this leave local farmwomen? With their contribution to farmwork greatly lessened,

with no independent income of their own, and unable to make purchases even for basic family

needs without their husbands' approval, the farmwomen of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear were, by
default, pushed into the realm of domesticity. An observant English woman immigrant in anoth-

er part of Ontario, sagely noted a number of years earlier, "As long as the lady is necessarily the

most active member of her household she keeps her ground from her utility." But once a "state of

semi-civilisation arrives, and the delicacies of her table, and the elegancies of her person become
her chief concern and pride, then she must fall, and must be contented to be looked upon as

belonging merely to the decorative department of the establishment and valued accordingly."22
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The care and education of children must have seemed the obvious outlet for the extra time

and energy of farmwomen who increasingly were freed from farmwork, and the women of Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear had to look no further than the columns of the Gananoque Reporter for

encouragement and an example in articles about "How Queen Victoria Educates Her Children."23

But in the 1850s and early 1860s children of an age to be educated were being removed from their

mothers' influence and were attending the common schools set up across the township. In 1853

there were ten one-room schools in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. They included school section no.

1 at Washburn's Corners, S.S. 2 at Soperton, S.S. 3 at Oak Leaf, S.S. 4 at Lyndhurst, S.S. 5 at Long
Point, S.S. 6 at Sweet's Corners, S.S. 7 (Brown's school) south of Morton, S.S. 8 at Seeley's Bay, S.S.

9 at Briar Hill, and S.S. 11 (Woodvale) at Killingbeck Lake. S.S. 10 was a union school section with

an adjoining area of Yonge, with the school located on the Yonge side of the township boundary.24

By the turn of the century there was a total of sixteen school sections. The later schools included

S.S. 12 at Berryton, S.S. 13 at Ellisville, S.S. 14 at Short Point on Lower Beverley Lake, S.S. 15 which

was a union section with an adjacent part of Leeds and Lansdowne Front at Sand Bay, and S.S. 16

at Lakeview on the northern shore of Gananoque Lake.25

The push for primary education to be more generally available came at first not from local

inhabitants but rather from the new provincial education department and from crusading reform-

ers and newspaper editors who argued it would benefit local society to have more educated

inhabitants, and an educated population stood less chance of being contaminated by the violence

and lawlessness of incoming immigrants and American agitators. This push from outside sources

could do little more than provide the bare bones of the ten school houses scattered throughout

Leeds and Lansdowne at first. Henry P. Washburn, the township superintendent of schools, com-

mented in 1852:26

Our schools are. ..all. ..with one room, without much furniture, except desks and seats. No
libraries—no large maps hung up for the use of pupils. Our school corporations think

themselves well satisfied if they can obtain the national books as authorized by the

Provincial Council of Public Instruction. The introduction of the Journal of Education to

each corporation of school trustees will be likely to diffuse useful information relative to

schools, the want of which has caused much difficulty. The county boards of education

to grant certificates to teachers is, in my opinion, an admirable provision of the law.

Immoral and incompetent teachers have, under the practical working of these boards,

been excluded from teaching. It is also well calculated to protect trustee corporations

against incompetent teachers, inasmuch as they have to appear before a tribunal which

inquires into their moral character as well as of their scientific acquirements.

With surprising swiftness schoolhouses became visual symbols of the local communities in Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear, and quickly came to be used as places for public worship, community
events, election meetings and public concerts. It was entertainments specifically connected with

the work of the school including spelling bees, Christmas concerts and public examinations that

drew women along with men out on a regular basis to these public social functions.

The extent to which school-related events, catering to parental pride and community sol-

idarity, led to extensive socialising is shown by the activities that took place following the spring

examination at S.S. No. 5, Long Point, in early June 1874. The teacher, pupils and parents made
their way to a grove "known as O'Connors Rolling Bank located on the north bank of the

Gananoque River" where "a number of ladies radiant in the glorious bloom of lustrious loveli-

ness" were all "busily engaged in preparing a meal for the vast assembly" who sat down to eat at

a table one hundred feet in length. A visitor observed:27

The dinner being over, we were then for a portion of the afternoon, entertained in hearing

short addresses and music, both vocal and instrumental from an efficient choir and select-

ed musicians, some of whom were the aborigines of our own country.
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Plate 143

The Ideal cheese factory at Ellisville, as photographed circa 1905. Here we see a group offarmers chatting

while waiting for their milk cans to be weighed and emptied by the cheesemaker. The small building on the

left was an icehouse, the stairs led upstairs to the cheesemaker 's lodgings, and the boilerfor heating the milk

was located in the back lean-to. Despite the rock outcrop in the background, the surface of the road appears

evenly graded. Loaned courtesy of Sinclair Pritchard.

But on account of the warmth of the day, a portion of the afternoon's entertainment

was dispensed with, and then what all seemed to enjoy to a great extent, a vast number of

boats, which had been brought there for the purpose, were soon laden with people both

old and young, which presented a most picturesque appearance. Some were boat racing,

others going very slow, and some merely floating wherever the gentle breeze might bring

them. But all apparently, enjoying themselves to the fullest extent.

Several swings had also been erected during the day for those who wished to enjoy

themselves in this sort of merriment; while in numerous places in the grove were to be

seen large assemblies of ladies and gentlemen passing the time away beneath the shade of

some mighty forest tree, with which the place was studded, and in this way the remain-

der of the afternoon was spent.... A general harmonious feeling existed between all, from

first to last.

Such socialising in the rural school sections before the late 1870s was possible only through the

vehicle of the school as a community enterprise.

Harmony was not the hallmark of many school sections in the 1850s as debate raged and

neighbours were divided over the question of free schools and the move by the township council

in 1855 to re-divide the township into a larger number of school sections to prevent crowding in

the schools. The funding for the common schools, as they were set up in the 1840s, came partly

from the provincial government and partly from assessing the parents of students attending their

proportion of the cost of hiring a teacher and maintaining a building. The concept of free schools

touted by educational reformers from the 1840s on, was that all ratepayers in a school section,

regardless of whether their children were attending school or not and regardless ot whether or not

they even had children at all, should pay the school assessment. The general argument made in
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favour of free schools was that a more enlightened population would contribute to the larger

wealth of the country, whereas uneducated young people would fall prey to vicious and lazy

habits and become an expense to the community in being housed in the workhouse or prison. In

1853 the township clerk, John Kendrick, confided to Egerton Ryerson, the chief superintendent of

schools for Canada West in Toronto, "I am much in favour of the Common School Act, and I am
trying to do the very best to carry it out [but] there is a good many Rich Old farmers here, and

the[y] fite hard against it."28

An example of the tensions brought about by the push for free schools and redistribution

of school section boundaries is provided in a letter written by William Coleman of Seeley's Bay in

1854. He wrote to Egerton Ryerson "regarding an effort now being made to form another School

Section, to be taken from [No 8] and No. 7 School Sections." Coleman perceived that this "would
very much weaken and cripple" the Seeley's Bay section, and as he had "a large family for whose
education I feel the deepest solicitude, I need not say that I am decidedly opposed to it, especial-

ly as the parties desirous of the change, are in my opinion more anxious to get rid of the Free School

System, which they have hitherto opposed, though unsuccessfully, than for any permanent edu-

cational benefit they expect to derive therefrom." Coleman queried the legality of the trustees of

the two sections calling a special meeting of freeholders and householders in the private house of

Mary Brady in the sixth concession rather than in either of the existing schoolhouses which were

more centrally located in the seventh concession. He also pointed out the unfairness of notices for

the meeting being posted only in the sixth and seventh concessions, and not in the eighth and
ninth, as "the major part of those interested in the projected change, knew nothing of the meeting

until it was past, nor indeed did they know that any change was even contemplated." Coleman
concluded his letter by stating emphatically "that the friends of the Free School System in this

neighbourhood have much to contend with."29

The attempt by trustees Joseph Gainford, Michael Kenny, David R. Hicock, Barzil and

Chancy Eaton to create a new school section out of the sixth and the front of the seventh concession

of Leeds township is fascinating on two counts. First, they posted their notices of a special school

meeting as being for the "purpose of forming a Separate School Section of the 6th Concession and

the front of the 7th."30 Unlike in the rest of Upper Canada where such a phrase would have indi-

cated that a Roman Catholic separate school section was about to be set up, in this case it simply

alluded to forming a new public school section apart from existing older sections. So few Roman
Catholics were there in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, that there was simply no possibility of estab-

lishing a separate school. Madeline O'Connor recalled that on her first morning attending school at

Long Point at the turn of the century, as a Catholic she instinctively made the sign of the cross at the

end of the Lord's Prayer; later, her teacher told her she "had distracted the other children and it

would be better not to make the Sign of the Cross," and her Catholic parents agreed with the

teacher. 31 There is earlier evidence that ethnic and religious divisions were being bridged as shown
by the unity of Irish-origin inhabitants Joseph Gainford and Michael Kenny with American-origin

settlers David R. Hicock, Barzil and Chancy Eaton in creating a new school section.

Very quickly schools came to be the central institutions that defined community life in the

1850s, especially in the rural areas outside the villages. Public community events took place in the

schoolhouses, and the school sections soon overtook road divisions as the defining boundaries of

rural communities. The reason for this was both simple and profound. The road divisions estab-

lished by the township council and the board of township commissioners before it, were arbitrary

areas laid out along lengths of road needing to be built and maintained. The creation of school

sections, by contrast, was determined by selecting as central a site for the school as possible, and

ensuring that no child had more than two miles to walk to school. Moreover, although there were

minor adjustments of school section boundaries from time to time, once established, children

within each school section grew up and became familiar with one another, enjoying a camaraderie

that endured all their lives.
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Plate 144

Lyndhurstfair, as photographedfrom the grandstand circa 1915. The profusion of tents and theferris wheel

behind the handstand suggest that this was one of the last Lyndhurst fairs. The decline of the Lyndhurst

fair during World War One and of the school fairs following World War Two left a void of common inter-

ests for all township inhabitants. From the Merton Moorehead collection.

So central were schools to community life that the site, or proposed change of the school-

house site, could easily become a topic provoking enduring rancour. One such division dragged

on at S.S. No. 3, Oak Leaf, for at least fifteen years. John Kendrick explained the situation there to

Egerton Ryerson in 1856. He started by stating, "We have a good School House at the presant, 24

feet square, lath[ed] and plastered, and clapboard[ed] outside, within forty rods of the centre of

the Division." The reason why the school had not been built in the centre of the school division

was because "the East part of the Section, when the present School Act came in force, the[y] pro-

posed to join to a parte of Yon[ge township], drew the Stone, and found the Law would not bear

them out in So doing." Subsequently, Kendrick continued, the inhabitants of the east part of the

Oak Leaf school section were "working their plans to get a majority to build a School House to

soot their own end." They voted in three trustees, all "young men [who] never sent a child to

School yet," one of whom had "not Got on to land," and another "that was not a freeholder or a

Householder." Inhabitants of the west end of the school section were "not satisfied with the Intent

of building a new School house," and altogether some six meetings were held, going to and fro

over the matter. Perceiving that inhabitants of the east end of the section "were determ[in]ed to

have a new School House," residents of the west end "offered half an acre and the Deed of it free

at eather Sid[e] of the road in the center of the School Division." The response from the eastern

end of the section was, "No, that would not do[;] we will have it where we lik[e]," and as a result

the school was built over half a mile east of the centre of the section. How the people from east-

ern Oak Leaf "got a majority," Kendrick explained, "is by workmen living in Shantys; the[y] also

allowed men to vote that was not on the assessment roll." But ultimately, the proprietors from

western Oak Leaf were "determined to Stand a Lawsuit on not Building in the Center," and they

were backed by a majority on the township council. 32

It is clear that the position of school trustee was among the more sought after and vener-

ated elective positions in the rural communities of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. Such was the sta-

tus of being a school trustee that prominent men openly vied for it. No better example of this con

be offered than the attempt by George Tennant, a merchant at Seeley's Bay in the 1850s, to stay on
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as school trustee of S.S. No. 8 even after he moved away. The local superintendent observed, that

after John Bracken was elected as trustee to replace him, Tennant "claimed the office of Trustee,

upon the ground that he had not permanently left the Section—and that he never had resigned

—

and that he owned property to a very large am[oun]t in the Section—and that he had an equal

right in a Dry good[s] store in the section—and that his business would require him as much in

one section as the other, and that it was as convenient for him to discharge the duties of Trustee in

said section as ever it was,—and that he had a majority of the Householders and Freeholders in

the section [backing him]." Perhaps the most compelling reason that Tennant wished to stay on

as trustee was his statement "that he would not be shoved out of office by [William] Coleman, to

give that part an opportunity to carry their designs into effect."33

Despite the various rivalries that took place in school sections, and perhaps even because

of them, free schools where all children in the section could attend soon became the norm. By 1856

Henry Washburn reported to Toronto that eight of the eleven schools were operated on the free

system where all ratepayers paid a school tax, one was supported by voluntary subscription, and

two operated on the rate bill system whereby parents of students attending paid seven pence, half

penny per month for each of their children.34 Holdouts against the free school system generally

argued that it was essentially unfair to tax one man to educate another man's children. But under-

lying their objections was a larger concern that education was enticing sons away from tilling the

homestead acres, and luring them with professional conceits that would fail to support them.

One regional newspaper gave a graphic portrayal of the consequences of the "dislike of

bodily labour" which it perceived as "becoming an evil of immense magnitude in Canada." It pre-

sented the example of the three precocious sons of Farmer Pumpkins. The first son "studies med-
icine, graduates..., and bursts upon some...medically benighted hamlet.. .as a full fledged M.D....

He can get credit for a pound or two of calomel, and native health does the rest—nobody in the

prime of health dies under his treatment, and finally he lives and dies poorer than his father, pass-

ing through life in... 'a gilded misery."' The second son "teaches school for a few years, and by

teaching others learns to spell, and eventually reaches a lawyer's office, where he drags through

the drudgery of the chambers, is "plucked" on his first examination, and finally.. .sinks to the half-

starved attorney of some prosperous barrister; the castles which he had built in the air faded into

indistinct ruins, and the romantic mirage of his youth dissipated leaving to his disappointed men-
tal vision nothing but the hard landscapes of life's realities." The third son, a familiar figure to the

farmwomen of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, "is bound to travel—he does so, and becomes book

pedlar, patent medicine agent, or map-seller as the case may be, and becomes like our friend who
has been illuminating one of our hotel bar rooms, for the last hour, an eloquent delineator of

Western impossibilities..., depending.. .on something to turn up." By contrast, the fourth son of

Farmer Pumpkins who has limited his literary efforts to reading Robinson Crusoe, "with a sprink-

ling of scriptural reading to lighten his daily path" and has followed in the father's footsteps as a

tiller of the soil, was presented as earning the best livelihood, by not setting goals beyond his tal-

ents. 35

But such editorials could not dampen the growing enthusiasm for education, or so it seemed

on the surface. Henry P. Washburn was optimistic in a letter to Egerton Ryerson in February 1856:

The Schools in this Township are in a prosperous situation at present more so than ever

they have been since I have been Local Sup[erintenden]t. All parties are fast becoming

acquainted with the Common School Act. The Journal of Education has been one great

means of carrying the Law to every school section.... We are in great need of Maps,

Libraries and other apparatus. I am aware that the want of those articles must retard the

progress of Education. I am of opinion that each school section should avail itself of the

opportunity to possess a library, and that it will answer a better purpose than Township

Libraries, so far at least, as this Township is concerned. Our School Houses are becoming
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Ellisville school (S.S. no. 13) on lot seventeen in the eighth concession of Leeds, as photographed by Mary
Geneva Stafford circa 1910. It was in the rural schools of the township that social life in the localities of

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear began to emerge in the late nineteenth century, first with public school exami-

nations at the end of term, then Christmas concerts, and the community turning out to hear itinerant

preachers. Private collection.

verry much improved, for comfort and convenience; those that have been lately built are

larger and better calculated to accommodate. The people are becoming aware of the

advantages of having a good comfortable permanent building in every school section.

In his 1860 report to Ryerson, Henry Washburn remarked, "Ten or twelve years ago we had very

few comfortable School Houses—but now we have good comfortable well seated buildings in all

most every section in the Township, and mostly put central on land purchased for that pur-

pose."36

To Washburn, the proof that "people appear to be anxious about the sound education of

their children" was shown "by their arts of liberality to tax themselves, to purchase school sites,

and to erect houses thereon, and to pay the Teacher's salary."37 Finding good teachers was a

major problem in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear during the 1850s, and Henry Washburn was not

optimistic that the normal school at Toronto would help fill the need. He lamented:38

We meet with considerable difficulty in finding Teachers who are adequate to the office.

We are expecting that the normal school will do something for us under this head, but that

aid I am fearful is at too great distance; the young men who have attend [ed] from this

part, after they have rec[eive]d the benefits of the school, leave for the United States, or go

to some other business. I am of opinion that they should procure bail to Teach a certain

term of years, for a reasonable compensation. We have another class of Teachers who
make [teaching] a stepping stone either to divinity or medicine or some other profession;

they are not regularly trained for the business, their mind is on something else, and 1 have

noticed that School[s] taught by them are verry apt to dwindle and languish away.
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The difficulty of procuring good teachers partly stemmed from Henry Washburn's concern to

obtain the very best quality of teachers, but it also appears to have resulted from his preconcep-

tion that men only were to be considered for teaching posts. Women had taught in area schools

from the beginning of settlement, and there was no formal proscription against them attending the

county model schools set up in the 1840s for training teachers locally, but there were many, like

Washburn, who believed that with the setting up of a regular system of education, it like other

professions should be staffed by men. Hence, all three of the teachers listed in the 1852 census of

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear—Adam Gillespie, Sydney Read and Seth Shaw Cornell—were men.39

The problem with the men teachers, as Washburn accurately reported, was that teaching

was but a stepping stone to better paying work. Adam Gillespie, for example, went on to become
township clerk, and Seth Cornell became a doctor in nearby Farmersville. There was the further

aspect that some of the poorer school sections were willing to hire women as teachers, since they

could get away with paying them considerably less than a man. Teaching was perceived to be a

suitable activity for young women that helped develop their maternal and nurturing skills before

they married and started raising their own children. The women teachers, it was recognised, like

their male colleagues would not remain in the classrooms for long, but unlike their male col-

leagues they would be more single-minded to their duty in the classroom. By 1881 two of the

seven teachers listed in that year's census of the township—Lucinda Johnson and Bertha Gilbert

—

were women.40 But unlike other townships in eastern Ontario, where women had replaced men
as teachers in most if not all classrooms by the turn of the century, in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear

as late as 1901 only four of the nine teachers listed in the census—Ella Seabrook, Sadie Bryan,

Alberta Leggie and Rubena Wirish—were women.41 At the same time women began infiltrating

the ranks of the local teaching profession, the age of teachers became lower and lower. In 1852 the

mean age of teachers was 32.6 years, by 1881 it decreased to thirty, and by 1901 it had dropped to

23.4 years.

The entry of women into the teaching profession was a very significant development in

local society. The slowness with which women took over the profession in Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear indicates just how profound a change it represented to local inhabitants. It had been a bold

initiative when Joshua Bates in nearby Farmersville opened a seminary "where the Sons and
Daughters of practical Farmers can be educated in a manner suitable to their occupation, and

taught the branches of Science, which are applicable to the business which they are destined to

pursue" in 1845.42 Into the mid-1850s local women were exposed to taunts in the eastern Ontario

press over education for girls being aristocratic nonsense, prompting one of them to respond "We
do not scorn household work, but wish to learn as much as we can without boasting of our accom-

plishments and parading our household thriftiness and economy before the public."43 Another

woman, backing the campaign for free schools as the only hope for large numbers of girls to

receive an education, asked pointedly, "Are women to remain drudges?"44 And yet, barely a

decade later women were beginning to preside over classrooms, offering the women and girls of

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear the example of capable, poised and well-groomed young women
earning their way in society and holding positions of some authority.

What was so profound about women taking charge of the classrooms was their move
from the private domestic space of the dooryard and farm kitchen to the public space of the

schoolhouse. This went entirely against the idea of the cult of true womanhood or separate

spheres being promoted so diligently by women of the better classes in the cities and towns of

transatlantic society. According to this philosophy, it was the role of a man to go out and compete

with other men in the workplace to earn the wherewithal to support his family, while the woman's
sphere was confined to the home, raising the family with Christian values, and soothing the brow
of her workworn husband when he returned home from competing in the capitalist workplace.

The idea of women competing with men for a post as school teacher, the idea of them being

accepted by a board of school trustees because they would work for much less than their male col-
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The two-room brick school for school section no. 4 at Lyndhurst built in 1898, as photographed by John

Buick Harvey in January 1905. This was the site ofan 1860frame school, located here at a central point in

the section; by the time the brick structure with its stylish Eastlake detail in the gables and belfry was built,

Lyndhurst had expanded by climbing the hill to the school. The separate entrances for boys and girls reflect

an overweening concern among late Victorian educators regarding the mixing of the sexes. That these sep-

arate entrances existed only in the Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay schools suggests their sense of comparative

urbanity over the one-room schools with single entrances out along the township roads. RoLLAL, loaned

courtesy of Joanne (Harvey) Putnam.

leagues, and the idea that women teachers would return home exhausted from a day's work out

in public as opposed to being at home to soothe a man returning from work—these were all very

disturbing ideas in a rural society just nicely getting the hang of the ideal of separate spheres.

The problem with the ideal of separate spheres for men and women was that it did not

apply very well in a rural agricultural society. Up until past mid-century local society in Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear was overwhelmingly dominated by the agricultural economy and by the

social assumptions of an agricultural community in which women worked alongside husbands

and brothers as economic contributors and partners. Only as villages such as Lyndhurst and

Seeley's Bay emerged in the 1860s and 1870s, with artisans and their families setting up house

along the village streets, did the idea of woman's separate sphere have particular relevance.

When articles in regional newspapers at mid-century advised wives to clothe their faces in smiles,

to use gentle expressions, and to make their laps soft to receive and hush the cries of husbands

burdened with a thousand cares, it was useful advice for a village wife to help soothe a husband
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or son who came in from a twelve-hour day in the shop or mill, full of anxiety and turmoil, with

agitated minds and fatigued bodies.45 But such advice was useless for a farmwife of the 1830s,

1840s and 1850s who came in from an afternoon of working in the fields alongside her husband,

equally as exhausted as he.

As inappropriate as the model of separate spheres was for the farmwomen of Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear, they were no less exposed to the rhetoric extolling it in regional newspapers

than were the women in the villages and towns. Even as the work of farmwomen in the fields

largely came to an end with the mechanisation of cultivation, they made no complaints about

being deprived of their important role in the agricultural economy, or in earning their own
incomes, precisely because they wished to emulate the domesticity and social culture of village

women rather than plod on with the drudgery of churning and harvesting. Half the women out

on the farms in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear lived in crude old grey weather-beaten log houses

featuring old-fashioned fireplaces as late as 1861. They heartily envied the women of Lyndhurst

and Seeley's Bay who kept house in smart-looking tidy white frame houses furnished with mod-
ern cook-stoves and sitting rooms in which village women could socialise and entertain friends.

Most area farmwomen from mid-century on could not throw away the various forms of

agricultural drudgery fast enough. They wanted to properly fulfil the new purely domestic role

advocated for women in the regional press. In actual practice, however, most rural women con-

tinued to labour at milking cows and other farm chores, which only made them more anxious than

ever to keep up with the social roles and pretensions they saw embodied in village and town

women. They were all too aware that rural inhabitants were generally regarded as being far less

polished than town residents, and indeed some regional editors as early as 1851 urged the need

for female schools to teach young women the necessary refinements of taste and manners that

would permit them to mingle with urbane women from the cities.46 Hungrily lapping up the
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Composite ink and water-colour views of the various schools in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, as sketched by

Etheleen Tye in 1973. Most of the schools in this township started out as log structures, and were replaced

with frame buildings, as only a handful were constructed of stone and brick. The contrast with other Leeds

County townships where the majority of schools were built of stone or brick reflects a local prosaic percep-

tion of education as subordinate to local agriculture rather than an ultimate goal in itself to train children

for non-agricultural employment outside the township. From Fourteen to One: Schools in the Township of

Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne (1973).

newspaper articles extolling woman's separate sphere and lamenting the lack of polish in rural

society, the farmwomen of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear all the more eagerly attempted to show
that they were as refined, as fashionable, and as domestically graceful as their counterparts in

Lyndhurst and Gananoque. Sharing as they did in the farm workload, in running the farms while

their men were away, with their places firmly ensured by the patterns of family inheritance, these

farmwomen did not perceive that in honing their domestic skills as housekeepers along the lines

suggested by the newspapers, they were putting into place the harness that would enshackle suc-

ceeding generations of women in a domestic ghetto. This wish of farmwomen to keep up with

their village and town sisters, as they pretended to embrace their separate sphere all the while

continuing to perform their complement of farm chores, in no small part accounts for the large

substantial farmhouses built during the late Victorian period.

This but recent conversion by the farmwomen of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear to the idea

of woman's separate sphere, at least for the sake of appearances, then, was the context for the con-

fusion over women teachers going out to work in the most public place imaginable in the town-

ship

—

the classroom. Another contributing factor was the appearance of women lecturers such as
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Anna Denton Cridge from the United States, lecturing in Brockville and Perth on the need for

women to enjoy the same political rights as men from the 1850s on.47 The initial reaction of most

men and many women was one of amusement, as shown by the NURSERY RHYME ON THE
WOMEN'S CONVENTION tossed off by one local editor:48

Gibbery, gibbery, gab

The women held a confab,

To get their rights

And wear the "tights"

Gibbery, gibbery, gab!

Another local editor somewhat more earnestly responded to Mrs Cridge's call for women's rights

in 1855 by arguing that the domestic circle was the proper sphere for women, and that "the edu-

cation of woman ought to be such as to fit her to fulfil her duties in the sphere God has allotted

her as a help meet for man."49 But as women's rights lecturers continued to come through, the tone

of the naysayers became more stringent, as the following excerpt from the Brockville Recorder in

1869 reveals:50

The credulity of women is proverbial. Their mind is synthetic, not analytic. They feel;

they don't reason. Logic kills them; mathematics puts them in a state of paroxysm. They

have a great heart and a brilliant imagination, but no power of calculation. It is easier to

make a woman believe that the bone of a saint dead a thousand years ago can cure

toothache than that two and three are five. Their faith is as boundless as their nervous

system is sensitive. This is the cause of their excessive impressibility, and as the more one

feels the less one thinks; the reasoning power is very weak in woman.... By working upon

women's emotional part, a belief in witches riding through the air on broomsticks, sor-

cery, spirit-rapping, and the most absurd theologies have been and are possible. Their

faith is strengthened by their credulity, and their feeling gives a sentimental turn to their

reasoning. We all know with what wonderful facility the tears run down their fair cheeks,

and how gracefully they thus drown arguments they are unable to answer.... Women
have been bad rulers since the days of Dido until the last dethroned Queen of Spain. The

present Queen of England is a good Queen, but it is her function to reign and not to gov-

ern. Women are by nature conceited and reactionary.... Give them the franchise, and

Heaven only knows what would result. Far from being oppressed, they have already per-

haps [too] much liberty.

Such fulminations did not stop the women's rights advocates from continuing to travel the local

circuit. When the editor of the Gananoque Reporter learned Charles Counter was coming to lec-

ture on women's rights, he growled, "We can assure him that it is quite unnecessary, as the Women
here have everything their own way now. If he does come, it would be much more generous of

him to speak a word for the poor downtrodden men."51

The general response of women in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear to the radical idea of

women enjoying legal and political rights on an equal footing with men is impossible to ascertain.

Perhaps a few nodded their heads in vigorous assent when reading the lines of verse in 1851, "The

Glorious day is dawning, girls; When women shall be free—."52 One area woman, after listening

to Anna Cridge lecture, wrote a letter to the editor of the Brockville Recorder, agreeing about the

ways women were wronged, and asserting that women needed a better education.53 By 1883, at

least one anonymous woman in rural Lansdowne, albeit tongue-in-cheek, anticipated a vastly

changed society once women were given the right to vote:54

Our great lords of creation have got ashamed of having kept us in bondage so long, and

are about to remove the bonds and make us their equals; for, being endowed with greater

talent, finer manners, and more persuasive powers than men, besides that quality of being
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The altar rail or penitent rail in Olivet Canada Methodist church, built in 1877, as photographed in 1994.

Methodism enjoyed major expansion in the late nineteenth century. Revival services in the 1860s and

1870s, together with a rivalry between Methodist Episcopals and Wesleyans led to the construction of six

churches within a dozen years. The practice ofgoing to the front of the church to receive communion both

in this and the Seeley's Bay church indicates their Wesleyan roots, and is exceptional in the larger United

church of Canada. By the author.

able to please, I see no reason with a fair chance why we would not soon become their

superiors, and as the law that gives us the right of franchise must include the right to hold

office, we will insist on a fair representation. And ere long our voices will be heard in the

legislative halls at Ottawa, till we make the room resound setting forth the necessities, the

wants and wishes of our people, and neither John A. or any other leader could resist our

appeal. Of course it will make it a little inconvenient for our men who will have to stay

at home and take care of the house and children while we are away currying favors for

them at Ottawa or Toronto.

But if a growing number of women in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear were acquiring an interest in

women's rights, for many of them the right to vote was not their ultimate goal, but rather simply

a means to an end. All too often they perceived that many wives and daughters suffered at the

hands of men who drank far too much. The lot of women would be greatly improved once the

scourge of alcohol was removed.

The temperance movement, as we have noted earlier, had been around since the late

1820s, but in its early phase it had been fired by an ethnic and political dynamic.^ By mid-cen-

tury, however, women were embracing temperance as their cause. As early as 1852 articles in the
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Brockville Recorder alluded to liquor giving men ideas about women's place being in the home,56

and local advocates of temperance were asking rhetorically, "Do we not, in our own village, see

poor heart-broken women weeping?" 57 So completely did a growing number of women identify

with temperance as the solution to their ill-usage as a sex that lecturers such as a Miss Clark went
around speaking on topics such as "The Railroad of Intemperance" as early as 1855. 58 A speaker

at a temperance soiree in nearby Farmersville declared the following year, "At one time a man
would boldly ask another to drink; now it was done on the sly, and those who partook had to slink

into corners afraid of being seen."59 This was likely an exaggeration, as suggested by the com-
plaint of one Lansdowne Rear inhabitant about liquor being imbibed at a Sabbath School celebra-

tion,60 but women advocating temperate drinking were seizing the moral high ground and
refused to let go of it. For temperance, they discovered, was an unassailable virtue for women to

advocate, even publicly, and it justified, or could be used to justify, girls being well educated to

look after their own affairs in the event that a drunken father or a drunken husband failed to ful-

fil his responsibilities. And it certainly could be used to justify women teachers presiding over the

public classrooms of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear in the face of a larger ideology that otherwise

insistently claimed woman's true sphere should be confined to the home. Hence as early as 1858

a lecturer could be found delivering an address before Lyndhurst Division No. 28 of the Sons of

Temperance, describing the disadvantages of the old system of education with incompetent and

immoral men teachers as opposed to the new provincial common school system with its morally

leavening complement of women teachers.61

The temperance campaign proved lengthy. If there were petitions to the township coun-

cil to reduce the number of taverns, there is no mention made of them in township minutes.62 In

early 1875 a plebiscite was held, and a majority of the eligible male voters declared themselves in

favour of the Dunkin bill prohibiting the sale of liquor.63 A few months later Gananoque prohib-

ited the sale of alcoholic beverages.64 The Dunkin bill, however, did not prohibit liquor con-

sumption, and as a consequence men travelled to Brockville and Kingston for their supply.

Hotelkeepers in villages such as Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay complained that "Travellers do not,

as a general thing, call at these Villages now as they do not expect to find entertainment as they

formerly did." Those who attempted to make a living running temperance hotels soon found they

"are not kept or supported as well as a licensed Hotel."65

The failure of the Dunkin bill to produce increased sobriety spurred temperance advo-

cates—increasingly and preponderantly women—to promote the total prohibition of liquor sales

in larger areas. Total abstinence meetings were held,66 women were urged to guard young men
against alcohol,67 for although "women cannot vote as yet,. ..they can influence votes," the Women's
Christian Temperance Union exhorted in 1884, "and we glory in the fact that, with few exceptions,

they are everywhere found on the right side of this question."68 The women of Leeds and
Lansdowne Rear certainly were influential in the 1884 plebiscite campaign, urging the adoption

of prohibition on a county-wide basis, to prevent men sneaking off to nearby centres such as

Brockville for their liquor supply. The Farmersville Reporter noted an "enthusiastic meeting

under the auspices of the Blue Ribbon Army.. .held in the Methodist church, Lyndhurst" that July,

over which Benjamin Struthers presided as chairman, and at which "petitions for the Scott Act,

and canvassers were appointed for each polling subdivision." The correspondent writing up this

meeting asserted, "A strong feeling prevailed that the petitioners would meet with general favor"

in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear.69

It is important to recognise the strong rhetoric and sentiment that informed the spirited

participation of many township women, marching behind the temperance banner. At the height

of the Scott Act campaign in 1884, the Farmersville Reporter inveighed: 70

The appetite for strong drink in man has spoiled the life of more women, ruined more

homes for them, brought to them more sorrow, scattered more fortunes for them, cursed

them with more brutality, shame and hardship than any other evil that lives. The coun-
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Plate 149

Aerial view of Olivet United church, looking west, with driveshed in the foreground, as photographed by

D.G. "Mike" Willis circa 1955. The construction of numerous churches in the late Victorian period marked

the emerging participation of women in public services and social events. The names in the graveyard pro-

vide a measure of the rural area this church served. Loaned courtesy of D.G. Willis.

try numbers tens nay hundreds of thousands of women who are widows to-day, who sit

in hopeless weeds, because their husbands have been slain by strong drink. There are

thousands of homes scattered over the land in which wives live lives of torture, going

through all the changes of suffering that lie between the extremes of fear and despair,

because those whom they love love the intoxicating bowl better than the woman they

have sworn to love. There are women by thousands who dread to hear at the door the

step that once thrilled them with pleasure, because that step has learned to reel under the

influence of the seductive poison. There are women groaning with pain, while we write

these words, caused by bruises and brutalities inflicted by husbands made mad by

drink.... [N]o pen is capable of portraying the truth—the sorrows and horrors of a wife

with a drunken husband, or a mother with a drunken son, are as near the realization of

hell as can be reached in the world. The shame and indignation, the sorrow and the sense

of disgrace for herself and children, the poverty and frequently beggary, the fear and the

fact of violence, the lingering lifelong struggles and despair of countless women with

drunken husbands are enough to make all women curse the traffic and the trafficers and

engage unitedly to support the Scott act and endeavor to exterminate from the nation the

worst enemy of their sex.

When the plebiscite was held just before Christmas 1884, every single one of the 72 votes casi in

Leeds and LansdowTie Rear was in favour of the Scott Act being adopted, and there was a major-

ity of two to one across Leeds and Grenville to bring the new law into effect. 71
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But again, those men who refused to give up their drinking habit, either journeyed across

the county border for a supply in Kingston, or arranged on the sly to purchase it from a local boot-

legger or illegal supplier. In June 1887 innkeeper Edward Duffield of Charleston was charged for

"violation of the Scott Act," with illegally supplying local people with liquor. Duffield settled by
paying a fine, and, presumably, kept on doing the same business to ensure the viability of his

hotel.72 So ineffectual and unpopular did the Scott Act become that in 1889 it was repealed in

Leeds and Grenville by double the majority that originally voted it in. In Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear, however, a majority of 53 voted not to repeal the Scott Act. 73 And so, a stalemate of sorts

existed in the final decade of Queen Victoria's reign, with local hotels vending spirits while anti-

liquor groups such as the Seeley's Bay division of the Sons of Temperance also flourished. 74 The
more women attempted to stop men drinking, the more some men regarded drinking as a dis-

tinctly masculine activity. In the face of such resolve, a growing number of women, like the hero-

ine in the 1885 temperance song No! written by John Ormiston of Gananoque, refused to marry
men who drank: 75

You ask me for my heart and hand,

That I your bride should be,

That I should at the altar stand,

And give myself to thee....

My fate with thine I ne'er can link,

Would you the reason know?
The man I wed must never drink,

And so I answer, No!

Through drink my father passed away
When I was but a child,

Can I forget that gloomy day,

Or yet his anguish wild?

Once more by that bedside I stand,

With all its bitter woe,

You drink, and yet you ask my hand,

And I must answer No!

What fundamental transformation had taken place in the rural society of Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear that young women could thus readily cast away what tradition and the new urban ethos of

domesticity decreed was woman's true sphere?

The temperance campaigns, particularly those of the early 1870s and 1884 in support of

the Dunkin and Scott Acts, gave local women a decided taste for public affairs and for sustained

social intercourse. There could be no more convincing demonstration of how effective their efforts

had proven than their ability to sway every male voter in the township in favour of the Scott Act

in 1884. Clearly, the occasional social events in the rural schools were too few and fleeting to sat-

isfy the needs of women who wished to socialise more, who were used to accomplishing prodi-

gious amounts of work on their homesteads, and who found themselves with extra time on their

hands once their children were off to school. These women would have denied vigorously any

suggestion that they were looking for opportunities to socialise with other women, had they been

asked, and would have spoken about leaving their homes only to support the temperance move-
ment or some other cause fraught with worthwhile moral purpose. As late as 1869 there was no

space outside of the schools, the few churches, and the temperance hall near Lyndhurst in which

public events took place. There was no social life outside of school concerts, public worship, and

the temperance meetings at which people reported on those of their neighbours who they caught

breaking their temperance pledges. As one local resident remarked that year, "in country villages

there are no public places of innocent entertainment; no operas, theatres, concerts, lecture or read-
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Mount Pleasant Methodist Episcopal church at Soperton built in 1877, as photographed in 1996. The

Methodist Episcopal influences in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear camefrom the Brockville area, whereas Wesleyan

Methodist (later Canada Methodist) missionaries came from the Kingston vicinity, adding to the division of

township society as they made converts. The pointed windows and mansard roof on the tower of Mount

Pleasant church were based on the parliament buildings in Ottaiva, as a statement that this was a Canadian

church, and to counter allegations by Canada Methodists (a union of Wesleyans and New Connexion

Methodists) that the Methodist Episcopals were an American church. Loaned courtesy of Robert Dent.

ing rooms, where the young may be instructed or amused. Only a few [people] anywhere are

given to books." 76 We have already noted the occasion when Samuel Garrett Stafford rebuked his

daughter Letitia in 1874 for indulging in the frivolity of wearing a rosette ribbon in her hair to a

dance at Lyndhurst, but this by no means plumbed the entire depths of puritanism locally. In 1843

sister Julie Schofield informed elders of the Leeds Baptist church at Haskin's Corners that "Sister

Suffie Schofield had attended a party/' and the horrified elders accordingly directed the other

"Sisters to labor with her" to stave off further such acts of depravity.77

By contrast, an example of a public social event fraught with moral purpose and above

criticism was when the women of S.S. No. 16, Lakeview, collected money to build a school at

Gananoque Lake in 1874, and they are even reputed to have driven the oxen hauling logs from the

woods to build the walls. 78 This was the last school section to be developed in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear, in a locale of later settlement, and it was the women of this rural community
who perceived the need for a school providing basic skills in literacy and numeracy, whereas the

men of this new settlement doubtless were more concerned with keeping their children home to

help them in the fields.

Once all the sections adopted the free school method of payment, and once the 1871

Ontario education Act made it compulsory for all children between the ages of seven and twelve

to attend school, the interest of local women in the educational revolution appears to have

flagged. There were three basic reasons for this. First, education had become so system.itised

—
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with the board of male school trustees in each section responsible for hiring the teacher and main-

taining the schoolhouse, the township assessor and collector responsible for levying and collect-

ing school taxes, and the education department in Toronto responsible for training teachers,

inspecting schools and setting the curriculum—that there was little scope left for interventions by

local women. Even the board and accommodation of the teacher was systematised. Esma Brown
recalled that in the Soperton school section one of the teacher's first duties "was to go over the list

of pupils and calculate the length of time to be spent in each home. Then he had to find out when
it was most convenient for the families to open their doors to him." Often this boarding around

was an ordeal for the teacher. "Some homes accepted their duty with resignation but not much
enthusiasm.... The children were noisy and unmannerly. His bedroom was often cold and lacked

a table and chair. Despite these hardships he spent many evenings reading in his room by the feeb-

le rays of a tallow candle."79

The second reason that interest in education partly waned was that a generation after

schooling became available to most local children, local farmers perceived that education was not

a panacea for helping to improve local agriculture as early education promoters had promised.

They could agree that a child should learn how to do basic arithmetic and be able to read, but oth-

erwise education was not a benefit to farmers, and removed valuable child labour from the farm

for ten months of the year. And so, despite the provincial law making school attendance com-

pulsory from 1871 on, farmers increasingly kept their children out of school, as the patterns of

school attendance recorded on census returns clearly demonstrate. Because children from a wide

age spectrum attended school, it is useful to measure the percentage of children between the age

of five and eighteen listed as receiving an education. In 1852, as Table 12 shows, 47.6 percent of

township children between the age of five and eighteen attended school, compared with Beckwith

township that same year where 44.2 percent of the same age group went to school. The reason for

this discrepancy may be attributed to Beckwith parents needing their children at home to help

with chores while men were away in the timber camps during the winter when the census was
taken. Within this age group, it is interesting to note in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear that 50.2 per-

cent of girls attended school, while only 45.1 percent of boys did so in 1852. By 1881 a full 67 per-

cent of children between ages five and eighteen in the township were attending school, higher

than the 63.5 percent in Beckwith.80 But where 70.1 percent of boys in this age group attended

school in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear in 1881, only 63.7 percent of girls did so. And then, by 1901

the proportion of children and adolescents in the township from this age group attending school

fell to 62 percent, with 64.1 percent of boys receiving instruction, and only 60.1 percent of girls in

class. Of course, in the age group directly affected by the 1871 Ontario education Act, attendance

of students aged seven to twelve years dramatically increased from 59.6 percent in 1852 to 93.2

percent in 1881 (Table 13), but among this group school attendance only slightly declined to 89.7

percent by the turn of the century.

The flagging attendance and interest in schools in the closing decades of the Victorian

period can perhaps be best ascribed to a pragmatism that emerged as the most evident character-

istic of local mentality. This pragmatism had prompted some local inhabitants to join the public

meeting at Farmersville in November 1868,81 protesting vociferously the announcement by the

provincial education superintendent that henceforth grammar school grants would be based sole-

ly on the number of boys attending,82 effectively threatening to shut out Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear girls from attending the grammar school opened at Farmersville a scant decade earlier.83

Local pragmatism also was evident in the mostly log and frame structures that sufficed for school-

houses, with only a quarter of the school buildings in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear being built of

either stone or brick in contrast with three quarters of the schools in other Leeds County town-

ships such as Kitley being so constructed by the turn of the century.84 The Athens Reporter in 1898

reported the benefit of such practicality in the Soperton section: 85
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Saint Luke's Anglican church, Lyndhurst, built in 1882, the exterior as photographed by John Buick Harvey

in January 1905, and the interior as photographed in 1994. This church is noteworthyfor the elaborate iron-

work surmounting the spire and for the fine original stained glass in the windows. Unlike Saint John's

church, Leeds, and Holy Trinity church at Oak Leaf, built at mid-century, in which the pulpit and desk were

prominent, this church featured the altar as thefocal centrepiece. The baptismal font was originally placed

at the entrance. Loaned courtesy ofJoanne (Harvey) Putnam, and by the author.

School section No. 2, Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne, twenty-five years ago, built a school-

house costing $900. Instead of waiting a few years longer and then tearing it down, and
building a new one at a cost of about $1,800, the trustees—L.H. Washburn, William

Sheridan and John Neff—laid out $450 and have a house that has won the full praise of

Inspector Johnson and a diploma out of the sixteen diplomas offered in his district for

competition among 90 schoolhouses. The inspector comments favorably on the good
sense, good taste, and economy displayed in the work....

The pragmatic philosophy that developed among local farmers was that basic education had its

place, so long as it did not disrupt the requirements of agriculture. The net result, as an inhabi-

tant of the Briar Hill vicinity remarked, was that, "The boys came to school in the winter and
worked upon the farms in spring and fall."86

The third reason for interest in education flagging was that women were turning their

attention to religion. We will consider this development shortly, but here it is necessary to observe

the contradiction that existed in late Victorian rural society between the notion that woman's true

sphere was in the home only and the concern that girls and young women should be educated

and trained to earn an income just in case they should not marry, or become widowed, or yet again

lose the support of a spouse or other family members. In Leeds and Lansdowne Rear the philos-

ophy of separate spheres appears to have become dominant, as shown by the lower proportion of

females to males attending school, even though women continued to labour on their family home-
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steads. Those who believed that women had no business traipsing around competing with men
in professional and public life, pointed to the scandalous woman doctor at Seeley's Bay. The
Gananoque Reporter noted in July 1881:87

A woman calling herself Mrs. Dr. Dorr has been living about Seeley's Bay for the past year,

pretending, it is said, to practice medicine. Last week she added to her notoriety by

procuring a warrant from J. Chapman, J. P., for the arrest of Wm. Kilborn, on a charge of

indecent assault on the person of her daughter, a girl of 12 years of age.... The friends of

Kilborn aver that it is a case of blackmail, and there is no foundation for the charge.

Kilborn is now in the States looking up Mrs. Dorr's antecedents, and it is intended to

bring countercharges against her; the first of which will be a charge of practicing medi-

cine illegally.

But other women in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, through the medium of the newspapers they

read and what they saw of the world around them, were all too aware how vulnerable women
who depended on their husbands could be. Rare was the woman who stayed on farming after her

husband passed away. Many widows in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear moved to Athens, where, by
1894 it was reported "more than half the women...are widows."88 Women in Athens could earn a

livelihood because the high school there drew students from all over Leeds County who "rented

rooms to live in or hired their board, giving countless housewives a steady income. In some
homes there were as many 'roomers' as the home would hold."89 The opening of a model school

for training teachers at Athens in 187790 was the main springboard for women from Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear such as Miss E. Blackman from Seeley's Bay91 becoming teachers, and in 1891 a

Mrs Knapp opened a stenography school in Athens.92 Even women from well-off families, such

as Ada Johnson from Oak Leaf, by 1891 were attending ladies colleges at Oshawa and other major

centres to become more polished and refined.93 And by the turn of the century local women were

graduating from the Brockville Business College and heading off to employment in New York and

Ottawa.94

For most women who remained in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, even as they settled more
and more into the domestic sphere, their lives also increasingly focused on public participation in

church work. This might seem at first a contradiction: women whose role was to be confined to

the home, taking an active part in the work of a public body such as a congregation, whereas they

previously kept quiet in the religious meetings. Certainly, more than one local newspaper editor

at mid-century scolded that "women should be at home and not roaming the streets."95 But an

essential tenet of the cult of true womanhood which held that woman's sphere was in the home,

was that she was there to create a refuge from the doubt, the anxiety, and the tension of the mar-

ketplace by being the upholder of Christian as opposed to capitalist values.96 This message not

only was transmitted in articles copied into local newspapers from the transatlantic press, but it

was given further authority in the pronouncements of influential regional clergy. The Reverend

Thomas Wardrope of Ottawa, for example, declared in a lecture on "Woman's Rights" in 1856

"that physically woman was not equal to man; that intellectually while in some respect inferior

—

she might on the whole be reckoned his equal;—and that morally, she was his superior." Certainly,

there were many women who subscribed to Wardrope's premise "that in proportion as man
becomes the subject of christian civilization, the more clearly and readily does he recognize

woman's worth; and that, when the law of love shall become the rule of life, questions of inferi-

ority and superiority, of rights and wrongs, will be merged in gratitude to God that He has been

pleased to constitute the one a help so entirely meet for the other."97

But already, for quite some time local women were increasingly vocal about the baleful

influence of drink in their families, and the growing interest of women in church work followed

from their success in influencing men to vote for the Dunkin and Scott Acts, as we have already

seen. The earliest impressions that William J. Campbell growing up at Seeley's Bay in the mid-
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Saint Luke's Anglican church, meeting hall and rectory for the parish of Leeds Rear at Lyndhurst, as pho-

tographed by John Buick Harvey circa 1907-08. These three buildings were the centre of much of the spir-

itual and social life of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear from the 1880s on, with most of the funds for their con-

struction being raised by local women at a host of social events. Saint Luke's church was used solely as a

house of worship, the parish hall behind it was built to hold various concerts and dinners, and the rectory

housed the Anglican priest and his family, along with ample space for receiving and entertaining church

officials and members of the congregation. Loaned courtesy of Joanne (Harvey) Putnam.

1860s had of religious services were those conducted by Jane Gilbert who, if one reads between

the lines, was clearly a temperance promoter:98

The village at this time could not boast of a Church of any description, but the Methodist

body held meetings in the School House near the village, and during the summer months
we had a Sabbath School also. Here is where I received my first religious instructions.

Well do I remember the first time I had the priviledge of attending Sabbath School. Our
Superintendent was a Woman; to have seen a man at Sabbath school at that place in those

days would have been as great a wonder as to not see one at the Sabbath School in these

days. Mrs Gilbert (this was our much loved Superintendent's name) was an old fash-

ioned Methodist, one who would do right no matter what anyone else done or said, and

yet in that modern Sodom she was held in high esteem; even the old Hotel Keeper

[William Coleman] declared she was a good woman [although] of course he would get

very much annoyed at her when she would visit his place and hold prayer and talk

Salvation, but Aunt Jane (for this is what nearly everybody called her) would go, she

would have her little cottage prayer meetings and get blest and act peculiar even if the

devil himself got mad and all hell boiled over with rage.

With this reputation of being a "good woman," Jane Gilbert effectively doctored the Seeley's Bay

vicinity in the mid-1 860s without the opprobrium incurred by Mrs Dorr fifteen years later. Such

was the crusade of a significant body of women against the scourge (if alcohol, that association of

any kind with it was not tolerated. Whereby hangs a tale. The Sand Hill cemetery at Soperton

(which later came to be called Soperton cemetery) had been a place of interment for families as
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prominent as the Hicocks at least from the 1820s on, and contained its share of costly marble

gravestones. Dr William Wilkie Howard resided nearby across the road, and when he passed

away he left a house and property immediately adjacent to the cemetery to his housekeeper, Annie

Carson Smith. Thereafter this house acquired the reputation of being a shebeen and general

carousing spot, prompting Napoleon Bonaparte Howard to donate land for the new Pine Hill

cemetery further to the west in 1894. Local Baptists and Methodists from that time on preferred

to inter their dead at Pine Hill, for the Soperton cemetery, despite its location atop a knoll, was per-

ceived to be "too wet."99 Annie Carson Smith, it must be stated in all fairness, may have been dri-

ven to drink by having to keep house for a man one of whose furnishings was the skeleton of John

Simpson, a murderer hanged at Brockville in 1853, whose corpse was brought to Soperton for

dissection by the Howards, and whose skin was tanned at Charleston and made into change

purses.100

The growing interest of local women in church work came up short against a society in

which religion languished during the third quarter of the nineteenth century. True, there were

four churches in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear at mid-century. These included the stone Holy

Trinity Church of England at Oak Leaf, the frame Saint John's Church of England a mile west of

Sweet's Corners, the frame Baptist church at Haskin's Corners, and a frame Methodist Episcopal

church at Lyndhurst. As late as 1861 it was remarked that local "Houses Belonging to the

Orang[e] Association...are used for Church purposes for all protestant Denominations and... the

School Houses are also used as Churches in Most cases." And on paper, at first glance, the town-

ship appeared to be predominantly Christian, with over 85 percent of the population listed as

belonging to one denomination or another in 1852. According to the census of that year the 1,527

inhabitants included 455 Anglicans, 258 Methodist Episcopal adherents, 156 Wesleyan Methodists,

154 Baptists, 87 Roman Catholics, 56 Presbyterians, 21 Quakers, nineteen Universalists, sixteen

Mormons, five Bible Christians and one free thinker. 101 But, it is worth noting, this listing in the

census was often based on traditional affiliation, and was no measure of active religion. The com-

ments of William J. Campbell, describing his parents' non-involvement in churches during the

1860s, held true for many families: 102

My Father and mother were both born in Canada, but were Scotch [in] descent; as to their

religious views father was strict[ly] Calvin[i]stic in his views, but my Mother was a

Methodist, and as their was no Presbeterian Church for miles of where my father located

after his marriage, and as he did not believe in the doctrines as taught by the Methodists,

he would not attend the meetings held by them and instead spent his Sabbaths at home
reading, sleeping and enjoying himself otherwise as opportunity afforded. Not so with

my Mother; though not a professor of the glorious religion of Jesus Christ, she loved to

meet with the disciples and the ambassador of the cross was always sure of a hearty wel-

come at her home. She never considered it an annoyance to give of her supply or prepare

the best bed for the Minister.

Four points of interest emerge from this account. First, it shows the great interest of women oth-

erwise confined to their homesteads in receiving a visitor such as a minister who was interesting

because of his travels and experiences in the larger world. Second, it indirectly reveals that even

among the minority who continued to attend church there was reluctance, even annoyance, at the

duty of putting up a travelling clergyman overnight. Third, that even with people raised along

strict religious lines such as Campbell's parents, the trend away from attending church and adher-

ing to the faith took place within less than a generation. Fourth and finally, intermarriage between

two different Protestant traditions contributed to the non-practice of the faith in the Campbell

home, and countless others as well. Hence there were many like the Campbells who claimed reli-

gious adherence of one sort or another when the census enumerator asked them their religion in

1852, but who in reality did not attend church or practise any form of religious faith, and who for
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all intents and purposes had given up their faith. Moreover, unlike Beckwith township in Lanark

County where only three out of 2,540 people (or .1 percent) were listed as not stating any creed

that year, in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear some 203 people (14.2 percent of the population) assert-

ed that they had no religion whatever.

Intermarriage, in a curious way, contributed to the decline of some religious traditions

after mid-century, as the shifting proportions of the religious denominations between 1852 and

1881 reveal (Table 14). From 31.8 percent of the population in 1852 the Church of England grew

to 1,024 adherents or 37.1 percent by 1881. Methodist Episcopal numbers grew from eighteen per-

cent of the population in 1852 to 26.3 percent or 727 people by 1881, and Wesleyan Methodist

numbers grew from 10.9 percent to seventeen percent or 469 people, together accounting for an

overall increase in Methodist numbers from 28.9 percent of the population to 43.3 percent during

this period. The number of Presbyterians more than doubled from four percent of the population

in 1852 to 8.4 percent or 231 people, while Roman Catholic numbers remained steady at six per-

cent. But although the third quarter of the nineteenth century was a period of continuing popu-

lation growth in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, various denominations were in decline. Mormons
and free thinkers disappeared, only two Quakers, one Universalist and one Bible Christian were

left by 1881, and shocking to report, the Baptists who at the beginning of the century were the

major religious group locally, witnessed their membership decline to 113 persons from 10.1 per-

cent of the population in 1852 to only 4.9 percent by 1881. The most dramatic change in the reli-

gious profile of the township was the drop in the number of people claiming to have no religion

from 14.2 percent to .6 percent or 17 people by 1881. 103 The dynamics of the marriage market in

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear inevitably led to intermarriage between denominations, and the

smaller denominations such as the Quakers and Baptists experienced a net decline in their mem-
bership, leading to the closing of the Quaker meeting house at Farmersville and the Baptist church

at Haskin's Corners by the 1880s. 104 Intermarriage not only wiped out some of the older and
smaller denominations, but among a population where religious differences also masked the dif-

ference between American and Wexford settlers, non-attendance at church was in some respects a

necessity to maintain peace in a religiously mixed marriage.

So languid was the practice of religion in the larger vicinity by 1860 that the counties

council that year enacted a by-law to "make provision for the Preservation of Public Morals of the

United Counties of Leeds and Grenville." It now became illegal to sell goods and to work on
Sunday except for "conveying travellers or Her Majesty's Mail, selling drugs or medicine, and
works of charity and necessity," and it was illegal to serve intoxicating liquor on Sunday except

to travellers staying at inns and for medicinal purposes. It became "unlawful for any person to

play at marbles, cricket, skittles, ball, racket, or any other noisy game, or to gamble with dice or

otherwise, or to run races on foot, or on horseback, or in carriages..., or to dance, or to play pro-

fane music, on Sunday." Similarly, it was illegal "to go out fishing, hunting, or shooting, or in

quest of, or to take, kill, or destroy any deer or other game, or any wild animal, or any wild fowl,

or bird, or fish, or use any dog, or use or carry any gun or rifle, or other engine, or any fish rod,

net or trap... (except in defence of his or her life, or property, from any wolf, or other ravenous

beast, or birds of prey) on Sunday." It was unlawful to "post or circulate any indecent placards,

writings, or pictures, or write any indecent words, or make any indecent pictures, or drawings"

anywhere. It was also illegal "to utter any profane oath, or any obscene, indecent, blasphemous,

or grossly insulting language," or to be "drunk, or guilty of any drunkenness, or disorderly con-

duct," or yet again "indecently to expose his or her person, or to be guilty of any indecent,

immoral or scandalous behavior," in any street, highway or public place.

The new morals by-law made it illegal "for any person to bathe, or indecently expose his

or her person, by washing in any waters. ..lying, or running near any public highway; or dwelling

house, between the hours of six in the morning, and eight o'clock in the evening, unless...clothed
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in a proper bathing dress...." It was not lawful for anyone "in charge of any stud horse, to allow,

or permit, the trying or covering of any mare or mares, in any offensively exposed place." It was
now illegal "to keep, support, or maintain any house or place of 'ill-fame.'" It was forbidden "for

any 'horse-racing,' being for hire, gain, wager, money or moneys, value or worth, to be done, or

practised." Bowling alleys no longer could be "held or kept for hire, or profit." It no longer was
lawful "for any gambling house, or place, to be within these Counties" and any constable could

"seize and destroy all faro banks, rouge et noir, roulette tables, and other devices for gambling,

found." It was now illegal "for any person to disturb, or annoy, any meeting held for Divine wor-

ship, or for the improvement, or social and intellectual entertainment of the inhabitants, by mak-
ing a noise in or near said meeting, or in any other way disturbing the same." Finally, it became
"unlawful to sell, or give intoxicating drinks of any sort to any apprentice, servant, idiot, insane

person, or child. ..without the consent of the master, legal protector, physician, or parent, of such

person or child." 105

This by-law by itself produced no immediate effect, but it ultimately proved important for

aiding a moral revolution to take place in the 1870s. It prevented temperance meetings and church

meetings from being disrupted, and it provided legal recourse for dealing with miscreants and
those who persisted in leading openly immoral lives. A major reason why this by-law failed to

promote any substantial moral transformation, was owing to religious practice being very much
a private affair in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear before the 1870s. This is shown by a sampling of

entries from the diary of a practising Baptist, Henry M. Andress, of Lyndhurst: 106

1859 Dec. 25—Stormy, snow (Crismas). [Dec] 27—Clear and cold (Bfaptist] Church) to

the Donation [service for] D. Smith. 1860 Jan. 15—To Beverley to quarterly meeting

(Sunday). [Feb.] 12—Me and Lucy went to Mallorytown to quarterly meeting, took our

dinner to George May's.... March 4—Went to Mallorytown with mother in the buggy.

Bad roads. Heard Barnit preach from 46th Psalm & 4th verse. April 1—Cold North wind.

Sunday—Go to meeting & heard D. Smith preach from Job 22th & at the 21 verse.... Apr.

4—...A funeral up to the School House. Mr. Denbey's child buried. A sermon preached

by G. Hallada[y] from Job the 14th [chapter], 14 verse. [April] 8—...Sunday—Quarterly

meeting to the Babtist Church. [April] 15—Preaching at the School House, Lyndhurst by

D. Smith from Proverbs the 1st. verse 29. Cold raw wind. [April] 29—Preaching at the

School House by D. Smith, text the 12 chap[ter] & 5 verse of Jeremiah. Sally Nikels &
Adaline Maghin was Babtised by imursi[on]. May 13—(Sunday) Me and Lucy went out

to Mallorytown, took dinner to Father's and our suppers to unkle Jarvis Gould's, heard

Mr Burnett preach from Luke the 19 & 9 verse.... [May] 17—Cool for the season.

Preaching to the School House by Mr Cammel from Muntreall, text Izaih 26th—3 & 4th

verses. A fine growing time. [June] 3—Preaching to the School House to day by D. Smith,

his Fairwell. [June] 24—Preaching to the School House by John Smith from first

Thessalonians and at the 5th & 25 verse, also heard from John Johnson (of South Crosby)

preach from first Corin[thians]—21-22-23 verses. July 1—To camp meeting in South

Crosby. Charles Wilcox went to Mallorytown and fetched Mother out here. [July] 22

—

Preaching to the School House by John Smith. Aug 19—(Sunday) Quarterly meeting at

the Babtist Chappie. Sept. 30—James Struthers Died this evening in the full Triumph of

the Faith. Blessed are the dead who dye in the Lord. Oct. 7—Sunday. Camp meeting the

past week, very rainy the most of the week. Meeting to William Avery's woods. Dec. 2

—

(Sunday) Mild wether. Preaching to the School House by John Smith. 1861 May 19—Me
and Lucy went to Mallorytown and hered James Avery preach from these words, what

would it proffit a man if he should gain the hole world and lose his one soul or what

would he give in exchange for his soul. June 2—(Sunday) preaching to the School House
by Rev. Mr. Tuke. [June] 9—(Sunday)—Me, Lucy and the Children went to Mrs. Lake's

Funerl to the Babtist Church. Elder Nickles preached. Very warm. [July] 4—[Robert]
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Plate 153

The rectoryfor the parish of Leeds Rear at Lyndhurst, as designed by Benjamin Dillon in 1896, and as pho-

tographed in 1994. This domestic essay in Beaux Arts Classicism is a statement of the importance of reli-

gion in turn of the century Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. The semicircular balconies shown on the verandahs

in Plate 152 have subsequently been removed. What originally zvas a sloping piece ofground was built up

with fill to provide lawns, gardens, trees and even a tennis court to host various social events connected with

the parish. By the author.

Tye's child Berried today..., sermon preached by Mr. Tuke, Text, Romans sixth Chap. & the

last verse, the wages of sin is Death but the Gift of God is Eternal life through Jesus Christ

our Lord. [July] 18—...Lucy & the 3 boys with little Lucy went to the Sabbath School

Sele[b]ration at Seallies Bay. [July] 28—...to the School House to hear sermon preached by
Mr. Tuke. Text Jeremiah, the 6 Chap. & 16 verse: thus says the Lord, Stand ye in the ways
and ask for the old paths where is the good way, and walk therin and ye shall find rest for

your souls. [July] 31—(Sunday) Me, Lucy & the children went to the quarterly meeting

up to the Babtist Church. A sermon preached by Rev. John Andress (Elder).... Sept. 18

—

Campmeeting commences near the Whitefish. Sept. 22 (Sunday) We all went to the camp-
meeting. Oct. 13—(Sunday). ..Heard the Jew preach up to the School House. Quarterly

meeting at the Babtist Church. [Oct.] 20—(Sunday) Rev. Mr. Roddick Preached up to the

old School House at 11 and Mr. Burns [of Elgin] at Night. Dec. 25—...Very cold. I am
cracking Millstone for my Merry Crismas with a lame back.

Andress's diary confirms the practice of religion being very much a private family matter before

the 1870s, with no notice taken or public celebration made even of Christmas. But despite a fam-

ily member being a Baptist elder, and despite pointed references to staying in "the old paths where
is the good way," Baptists such as Henry and Lucy Andress nonetheless wen 1 drawn to Methodist

camp meetings as one of the few local public diversions available to them.
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That camp meetings were taking place in the Leeds and Lansdowne Rear vicinity as late

as the 1860s is truly a measure of just how much of a religious frontier it remained. In more
mature settlements such as Beckwith and Kitley townships Methodist chapels had been built, and

regular schedules of worship in those chapels replaced the rousing exhortations of the camp meet-

ing meant specifically to appeal to a population having no regular religious services of worship.

There were other measures of just how weak organised Christian denominations were in

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, most notably a widespread belief in witches and goblins, and the

depredations of the Leeds gang. William J. Campbell noted of the Seeley's Bay vicinity in the

1860s that "Ghosts and goblins were considered a reality and the majority of people had their

ghost story to tell." 107 A Church of England deputation visiting Leeds and Lansdowne Rear in

1871 was driven around by a young man who greatly amused them "with tales about the reput-

ed witch of Plum Hollow, evincing a credulity, on the part of multitudes from the surrounding

country, that was perfectly marvellous and much to be lamented." 108 Mother Barnes, as she was
more commonly known, was a fortune teller who read tea leaves rather than a witch. According

to contemporary accounts from 1869 she diagnosed sick children as being afflicted by witches and

cows that would not give milk as being bewitched, and these diagnoses were given sufficient cre-

dence by many that her cures against such bewitchment were sought after. 109 In vain did the edi-

tor of the Brockville Recorder expostulate: 110

What good has the priest or minister effected? What is the use of schools? Religion, sci-

ence and common sense are tabooed, dirty cups and a few grains of tea are the idols wor-

shipped by a number of the inhabitants of Leeds. When trouble comes, or loss is sus-

tained, instead of asking counsel or consolations from the Almighty, the first thing done

is to make a pilgrimage to the woman of Plum Hollow and lay all trouble at the feet of

this Leeds Divinity, who, after tossing her cup, sends her worshippers off with stories, as

ridiculous as they are false.

Further evidence of widespread belief in witchcraft was shown by the Recorder claim that some
years previously it drove a witch and witch doctor from one of the Crosbys.

In the late 1860s the low state of religion and morals generally in Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear reached its nadir with the extensive publicity given the exploits of the Leeds gang, otherwise

known locally as the Chase gang. From 1865 to 1868 a gang of horse thieves based at Briar Hill

northwest of Lyndhurst preyed upon the farmers of Leeds, Lansdowne and the Crosbys, raiding

homesteads at night, and taking in addition to horses an estimated $3,000 worth of property

including grain, harnesses, buffalo robes, firkins of butter, sheep, and poultry. 111 One exasperat-

ed local inhabitant summarised the reputation of this gang in October 1868: 112

Their depredations are not confined to this county, but extend, it is believed, to the state

of New York, where they have confederates who receive and dispose of the stolen prop-

erty. So well organized are they, that all efforts, so far, for their apprehension, have been

unsuccessful. No less than two Government Detectives have been baffled in their endeav-

ours to capture and convict the desperadoes. As winter approaches each year, they return

from various parts and immediately valuable horses begin to disappear, and in very few

instances are they recovered. The gang not only spirit away livestock, but turn their atten-

tion to clothes lines for a winter's underclothing; to milkhouses for butter and cheese; to

granaries for wheat; to Carding Mills for a wardrobe; in fact they [im]personate the Italian

Banditti on a miniature scale.... Almost nightly daring robberies are committed, and yet

but few instances are recorded in the public prints. Why? for the simple reason, that the

victims have become overawed by the Banditti, and tamely submit to one injury, hoping

by so doing they may escape the ill will of their light fingered enemies. Step by step the

evil has continued to widen and advance. From a small beginning it has assumed the

position of a regularly organized band of thieves, with recognized leaders, and spies who
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Plate 154

The Methodist Episcopal church built in 1881 and the Presbyterian church built in 1898 on the western

approach to Lyndhurst, as photographed by John Buick Harvey in January 1905. The Episcopal Methodist

church is eloquent in its simplicity of design, and its soaring spire may have impelled Saint John's church,

Leeds, and Holy Trinity church, Oak Leaf, to build similar spires. The mixture of Gothic Revival and Second

Empire design in the Presbyterian church was adaptedfrom the parliament buildings in Ottawa. Presbyterian

numbers so dwindled that this church was sold to the Methodists by 1920. Loaned courtesy of Joanne

(Harvey) Putnam.

are sent out to discover the whereabouts of valuable animals, and who disguise their real

occupation by pretending to buy stock. Hiding places are selected within convenient

reach of each other, where property is secreted till the first search is over. It is a well

known fact, that members of the gang openly boast that they are members of such an

organization.

Of course, as we have noted earlier, the landscape of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear and its proxi-

mity to the United States led to thievery and smuggling from the beginning of settlement, as

shown, for example, by a ring of thieves spiriting horses across the border during the War of 1812.

In 1831, a group of seven desperadoes who had committed major theft and murder, were appre-

hended at Cleveland Stafford's inn at Soperton. 113 And, indeed, in general, at mid-century it was
perceived that in "every small village there is a low strata of mortality, who prefer drinking to

working as long as possible,"" 4 and hence the countryside of Leeds, Grenville and Lanark coun-

ties in 1862 was described as the scene of frequent thefts, highway robberies, and "[g]eneral row-

dyism has become so prevalent that the people are obliged to remove everything at nightfall that

could be carried off to protect their property from total annihilation." 115

Even despite this context, the Chase gang of Briar Hill stood out, partly because of the

scope of its plunder, partly because it had "grown to such magnitude that the Magistrates and
Constables are not willing to act," 116 and partly because the members of the gang were all too well

known locally. The notoriety and reputation of the gang only increased in 1868, when one mem-
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ber was arrested for assaulting and robbing a woman on the Kingston and Philipsville Road, but

then was rescued by his accomplices from the constable and taken across the border beyond the

reach of Canadian justice. Another member of the gang that year was committed, but on the road

to the county gaol "he escaped from the constable..., and although a "True bill" was found against

him and a Bench warrant for his arrest put into the hands of the Sheriff," the Brockville Recorder

complained, "he has not been arrested by him, tho' he is now, and has ever since been openly and

boldly in the country." 117 The failure to bring the Chase gang to justice, the Recorder attributed to

"the moral cowardice of the inhabitants of the township," but at least one anonymous Rear of

Leeds inhabitant blamed local inaction on a failure to "get assistance from the County in bringing

these midnight prowlers to justice," and warned that local inhabitants might resort "to use Lynch

Law."n8 The ingenuity of gang members in avoiding detection is suggested by an oral tradition

telling of gang members who "ran the fences" in winter, meaning that they travelled across coun-

try by walking on the rail fences from one concession to the next without leaving any tracks in the

snow. 119

Instead of attempting lynch law, by January 1869 local inhabitants formed a group called

the Ontario Mutual Detective League, based at Farmersville, with funding from the counties coun-

cil and individual contributors in the surrounding countryside. 120 They hired a ring of men to

capture and arrest the outlaws. They soon had in custody George Chester Chase, charged with

stealing a buffalo robe from Seeley's Bay merchant William Richardson, and James Wheeler,

Ephraim Churchill and Torrance McDonald, who were charged with stealing a quantity of pork

from Joseph Bryan. 121 A prominent member of the Detective League was Thaddeus W.H. Leavitt,

who a decade later wrote a History of Leeds and Grenville, and his testimony shows both the

League's tactics and the type of men and women belonging to the Chase gang. As a special con-

stable, he: 122

Received warrant and gave it to Constable Wm. Fife for execution. Wm. Robinson,

Stephen Halladay and myself on the evening of the 6th January went with Fife to the

house of Thomas Chapman to arrest him. Hallad[a]y was placed outside so as to prevent

exit from the front door. Robinson held a similar guard over the back door, and Fife and
witness entered the house from the front. Prisoner and Chet Chase were sitting on the

right side of the room near the stove, and Lucy Jane Chapman on the left side of the room.

On entering, Fife arrested Chase under a bench warrant, and I stood guard over him with

my revolver in my hand. Chase wanted to go into [the] next room for his coat, but I told

him that Lucy Jane Chapman could go. Thomas Chapman entered through [the] front

door behind me, followed immediately by Halladay, who told Fife who he was. Fife

arrested Chapman, catching hold of him, Chapman tried to escape and Halladay assisted

Fife to hold him. Saw prisoner [George Crooks Chapman] strike Halladay on the back of

the head with a stick of wood. Lucy Jane Chapman also struck Halladay with a stick of

wood. Thomas Chapman got his right hand loose and pulled out a pistol and fired at the

others. Some one struck [Leavitt] on the shoulders. Was holding revolver, pointing in the

direction of Chet Chase, and it went off when [Leavitt] was struck. Thomas Chapman
fired at, and approached [Leavitt], and [Leavitt] fired at him. Lucy Jane Chapman struck

[Leavitt] again, Thomas Chapman closed on witness and both fell out of the back door,

[Leavitt] under. Chapman struck witness frequently, and Lucy Jane came out and said

"shoot the son of a bitch." Chapman raised up partially and fired again. Heard Fife say

that Halladay was killed, and [Leavitt] then stretched out in the snow and pretended he

was killed. Robinson and Fife drove off in the sleigh, and Thomas and Lucy Jane

Chapman left [Leavitt] and went into the house. Got up and run after and called to those

in the sleigh, and they took witness in and went after assistance—When they returned

Lucy C. was washing up the blood, and denied that any person had been there that

evening. They searched, and a little boy who could not speak distinctly, said they dragged
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the man out to the "cook house" or "root house." Could not find him; afterwards found

him at a neighboring house lying insensible. [George Crooks Chapman] commenced the

melee by striking Halladay with a stick of wood.

This seemed to spell the end of the Chase gang. Although Chet Chase got off for stealing because the

Crown failed to provide sufficient evidence, other gang members were not so fortunate. Elijah Tyler

Rutledge was sentenced to three months in gaol at hard labour and Joseph Young received three

years in penitentiary for larceny; George Crooks Chapman was given three years for assault with

intent to kill; Terence Macdonald, Ephraim Churchill, James Wheeler, Ruel Witherall and William

Haskin all received two-year penitentiary terms for larcency; while Lucy Jane Chapman, the one

woman in the gang, was tapped on the wrist with a week in gaol and a $100 fine for her assault.

Everyone breathed easier for the next four years. When, in July 1873, a valuable colt

belonging to John Roddick was found in the river between the mills at Lyndhurst with a rope

around its neck and its skull crushed, and a stove and bedclothes were burgled from the house of

Richard Tye at Lyndhurst, it looked "like a resurrection of the 'Chase Gang' of plundering notori-

ety," but such motives were pooh-poohed. 123 In November 1875 Chester Chase was charged with

fraudulently obtaining a buggy from a Port Sarnia livery stable, but the case could not be proven. 124

A month later, George Clute, a member of the Leeds gang, was arrested and convicted of various

major thefts in the region, 125 before another five years of comparative peace descended on Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear.

It was in 1880, only a couple of months after the Donnelly murders in Biddulph township

horrified Canadians, that notice appeared of a revived and more extended Chase gang. "There

seems to be a bad state of affairs existing out at Lyndhurst, and in the vicinity of the once noted

'Brier Hill/" the Gananoque Reporter noted that April. "Crimes are frequently committed, dead-

ly assaults made, threats and other offensive actions indulged in, and no enqueries made." The
Reporter was informed that "certain desperate characters there have so overawed the constables

that not one of them will undertake the execution of a warrant, and the Magistrates find it useless

to entertain complaints. In fact," the Reporter warned, "many of the residents there live in dread

of some such horrible tragedy as lately occurred in the Township of Biddulph." 126 It was a rift

within the Chase family that local residents were apprehensive might produce such a horror, with

Sylvester Chase accusing his son Carey in April 1880 "with stealing a horse, and claimed that he

could not get a Constable to act." It is not clear whether or not this was simply a ruse to test the

willingness of local constables to meddle with the Chase family and their associates; Sylvester

Chase later complained that after making this charge "he was severely beaten by his son, and kept

shut up in the house for some time," to which accusations Carey Chase pertly responded in court

"that he followed a Scriptural injunction to 'apply the rod to the backs of fools.'" 127

Ruse or not, by June 1880 it was apparent that "an organized gang of horse-thieves are

now operating at both sides of the frontier, who have confederates in the St Lawrence Islands, in

the Rear of the County of Leeds, and above Alexandria Bay, on the American side, who run the

animals across the river from both sides, as may be necessary for the purpose of concealment." It

was noted, "Several of the Old Leeds Gang are mixed up with the new band of thieves." 128

George Clute, within a month of being released from penitentiary in 1881 was arrested for horse-

stealing, 129 but despite such prompt work by regional police, the Gananoque Reporter lamented in

December 1883 that there appeared "to be a most desperate gang of ruffians. ..disturbing the quiet

of the.. .vicinity of Phillipsville, Elgin and Lyndhurst." There was known to be "a party of four

hard looking citizens camping in the woods near Lyndhurst whom nobody dares approach," one

of whom, David Connors, was known to swagger about Lyndhurst hotels "displaying. ..revolvers

and declaring that he would submit to arrest by no one." 130 But the days of this latest incarnation

of the Leeds gang were numbered, when Carey Chase, in a bid to redeem the family honour,

played a pivotal role in arresting Connors at David Edgar's Lyndhurst hotel in late November
1883. 131 Thereafter, there were no further depredations by the Leeds gang. While the gang was
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in operation, its members are reputed to have tethered stolen horses to a large maple tree between
the Leeds road and Briar Hill. The very name of Briar Hill may well originate in the inability of

law officers to trace the gang members to their lair, as in the expression, "The dog cannot often fol-

low the fox into the bramble patch." 132

The Leeds gang, of course, was an extreme component in local society, one that existed

not only because of the nature of the local landscape, but also because of the localised communi-
ties and restricted social intercourse. It is too pat to suggest that the moral revolution that took

place in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear in the 1870s was a response or a reaction against the much-
publicised criminality of the Leeds gang whose existence reflected the larger turpitude in local

society. But certainly, the Leeds gang was regarded as a blot on the township's reputation, and

women as a new moral force in society, perceived a new influence was needed.

The women of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear did not set out to necessarily bring about a

moral revolution so much as to socialise at first. Tea meetings or cottage meetings, mostly of

women, began to be held about 1870, with some religious content to them, particularly prayer and

Bible readings. That these events were initially more social than religious is suggested by William

J. Campbell's account of a party of his mother's friends going to one such tea meeting with her,

eight miles from Seeley's Bay, in 1870 when he was nine years old. While there, "some one of the

company purchased a bottle of Spirits and on our arrival home it was proposed to have some hot

Sling, and I received mine along with the rest," Campbell recalled. His portion made him sick,

but although he "felt very much ashamed the next morning of what had transpired," he perceived

that "those who had given me [the] intoxicating cup felt as keenly as I did." 133 Was there, after

all, something to the Methodist warning against strong drink? Were they raising a generation of

children that might become members of future Leeds gangs, dragging their family and commu-
nity names in the mire with such activities?

These and other anxieties lying unspoken in the hearts of local men and women were fed

slowly first by tea meetings and the 1860 morals by-law, but in 1870 the flame of Methodist revival

blazed in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. William J. Campbell left his impressions of the social and
sexual dynamic at play in the revival meeting, even for a nine-year-old child: 134

In the summer of '70 a new Preacher came to our circuit—Dowler by name, one of those

sons of thunder that talked right to the hearts of his hearers, one that called things by their

right names and made the sinner feel that he was standing on the brink of hell, liable to

drop in at any moment and deserving it if he got there. Where ever he went he made
things move; finally he came to our neighborhood and held meetings every afternoon and

night when the weather permitted in a bush about one mile from my father's well. It was
not long untill there was a stir, some hardened cases that even Aunt Jane [Gilbert] had

about given up as lost got blessedly saved. Young and old flocked to the meeting; it put

a check to work and business and was the talk of the vil[l]age. Well, as a matter of course

I was very anxious to attend the meetings, but father said I must go to school during the

day and I was to[o] young to go out at night, but I kept up my pleading and finally pre-

vailed. So in company with my mother and some friends I went one night to the meet-

ing. I shall never forget it. I don't remember one word of the text or sermon but I do

remember trembling on my seat and afraid every moment the devil would get me [for] it

seemed that all the sins I had ever committed came before me. At the close of the sermon

a gentleman, who was in company with the Minister, arose and sung a few verses of a

hymn, and then invited any who wanted religion to come forward to the penitent bench.

I wanted to go and sat there wondering if religion was for little boys. Just then Aunt Jane

[Gilbert] spied me out and coming over where I was took hold of my hand and led me out

among the seekers, for by this time the long bench was filled, and kneeling down with me
prayed for me. My heart was broken, and the penitential tears I shed were not a few, and
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Plate 155

Parsonage built in 1890 and Canada Methodist church built in 1877 at Seeley's Bay, as photographed circa

1900. This congregation with strong Kingston-based Wesleyan roots built an impressive house of worship,

highlighted with fake wooden quoins on thefront corners, handsomely-proportioned pointed windows filled

with tinted glass, and vergeboard on the tower that was almost lacelike in its intricacy. The original lancet

openings in the tower proved too narrow when a bell was installed a few years later, hence the wider open-

ings shown here were cut. Loaned courtesy of Eleanor Wyatt.

I promised God that I would be a better boy. We had not been at the altar long before

some of the seekers got shouting happy; this set me to praying the harder but alas I was
seeking for feeling instead of Jesus, and soon became discouraged, yet my conscience felt

somewhat relieved and I considered that I had conferred a great favor on the Lord by

showing my desire to be a christian. On the following morning when I awoke I felt a lit-

tle ashamed of what I had done and the thought came to me, what will I do if my school-

mates hear of what I done last night. The devil was on hand with his scare-crows to

frighten me from the field, and sad to say he accomplished his design. When asked in a

sneering way on the road to school that morning if I had religion I laughed at the Idea and

said I only went up because Aunt Jane made me go, telling a lie to get rid of my tormen-

tors but adding another sin to the load I was already carrying.

For young William Campbell, like so many others in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, the revival meet-

ings conducted by the charismatic Reverend John Dowler triggered a thirst for salvation, partly

induced by overpowering remorse for his past sins and previous inattention to the state of his

soul.

Although one revival experience did not necessarily change the habits of a lifetime, once

convicted of one's sinfulness, every death encountered became an ominous reminder that the

wages of sin were indeed death. "The sight of a Funeral procession would make me quake with

fear and renew my oft repeated and broken vows to the Almighty," William Campbell observed. ns

For example, when old Mrs Soper, one of the few adults who spoke to him kindly, suddenly died,
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it "took a great hold on me and. ..I wished that I had never done anything bad," he recalled. "On
the day of the funeral I went to one of the upper rooms to watch the long procession go by; my heart

was broken, and dropping on my knees I wept an[d] vowed to the Lord to be good and to meet

Grandma Soper in heaven...." 136 But although he wanted to be good and to grow up to be a useful

man, yet he knew he "was easily led into the paths of sin." 137 However, there was living with his

family a young woman, his mother's niece, who "was religiously inclined and done what she could

to instruct me. ..and very seldom went to meeting or Sabbath School without me" 138 and he soon

"delighted in going [to] meeting for it always gave my conscience ease to do what was right." 139

Many women, young and old alike, were drawn to the revivals and ministry presided

over by the sternly handsome John Armstrong Dowler, and they were a critical part of the transi-

tion from a short-lived revival to regular attendance at church, and not least of all a church build-

ing boom in the 1870s. Women now insisted on attending church regularly, they invited cottage

prayer meetings and tea meetings into their homes, and they coaxed and wheedled their hus-

bands, children and boyfriends to accompany them to worship services. There were a variety of

responses among men. Some refused outright to attend. One group of young men disrupted a

Methodist service in southern Lansdowne, and when they were requested to keep still or leave,

one of them "broke out in such a torrent of profanity as to put a stop to the services; and contin-

ued in this course until it was found impossible to proceed. ..and the meeting was dismissed." 140

Similarly, local tradition tells of a number of ruffians coming to the Brady school at Berryton to

break up Dowler 's revival meetings, but the clergyman quelled the disturbance. The ruffians,

mistaking his meekness for cowardice, waylaid him as he walked back to Seeley's Bay after the

meeting. He said, "I expect you are men enough to allow me to remove my coat," then took off

his coat and hat, revealing a splendid physique which showed he meant business, and he was
allowed to go on his way unmolested. 141 Such events encouraged some men to quietly go along

with their wives to church, and in time they found themselves pillars of a local congregation. Few
men in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, however, rivalled David Thompson in their religious zeal.

About 1870 this Scottish-origin farmer, "believing he had a mission to lead the people to a better

life, sold [his farm] and gave the proceeds to [Olivet] Methodist church and spent his time in going

from house to house praying and exhorting. Many people believed him to be of weak intellect

and gave him food and shelter on that account." 142

Before detailing the church building boom that took place, it is necessary to review the

development of local Methodism from mid-century to the early 1870s. Methodists in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear were badly divided as late as 1845 among the American-origin Methodist

Episcopal and the English-based Wesleyan and New Connexion Methodists. By 1852 there were

no New Connexion adherents in the township, the Methodist Episcopal membership outnum-

bered the Wesleyans 258 to 156, and the lone Methodist house of worship was the 1843 Methodist

Episcopal church located on a site between the present-day Anglican rectory and Saint Luke's

church at Lyndhurst. As early as 1828 Allan Sweet from the Rear of Leeds is listed as a licensed

exhorter or lay preacher on the Rideau Episcopal Methodist circuit, and he later was a class leader

on the Farmersville circuit. In 1836 Thaddeus Lewis, an itinerant Methodist preacher was sta-

tioned on the Elizabethtown circuit, based at Lyn, and as he mentioned that part of this circuit "lay

along the Rideau Canal," it is assumed that some of the 32 appointments to which he travelled

during his 325 mile journey each month were in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. 143

The 1840 break-up of the 1833 government-fostered Methodist union resulted in the

Methodist Episcopal chapel being built at Lyndhurst but information about Methodist Episcopal

activity in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear before the late 1860s is otherwise disjointed and incom-

plete. 144 In 1827-28 the Crosby circuit was created out of the northwestern section of the Augusta

circuit, embracing the townships of Bastard, North and South Crosby and other adjacent places. 145

The Episcopal Methodist Leeds class was assessed three bushels of wheat, twenty pounds of meat,
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Plate 156

Saint Peter's Anglican church, Seeley's Bay, built in 1899, as photographed circa 1910. The predominant

Richardsonian Romanesque design of this structure makes it an anomaly among the Anglican churches of

eastern Ontario, with the pointed windows offering some slight concession to the otherwise universal use of

Gothic Revival architecture to house Anglican worship. The recessed doorways, the corbel patterning of

bricks in gables, the open arches in the upper tower and the numerous gables and roof surfaces give a sculp-

tural quality to this building. Private collection.

four bushels of potatoes, ten pounds of butter, eight pounds of sugar, six pounds of lard, one

pound of tea, four pounds of tallow and a peck of salt in 1843 for the support of the circuit min-

ister, and by 1847 the Leeds class paid an assessment of sixteen shillings and sixpence. 146

Methodist Episcopal missionary meetings were reported in Lansdowne in 1845. 147 By 1854 the

Crosby circuit included Furnace Falls and Long Point as appointments, with Allan Sweet licensed

as a local preacher in 1856. In 1856 the Methodist Episcopal Canada Christian Advocate mentions a

camp meeting taking place at "Gri[pp]en Lake," half a mile from Allan Sweet's Corner, 148 but

although it was approved in principle to make Leeds a separate circuit that year, in 1857 it still

belonged to the Crosby circuit. 149 In 1858 the Leeds mission was established as part of the

Augusta district of the Methodist Episcopal church; it covered the townships of Lansdowne,

Leeds and Storrington, and included nine appointments and 131 members. There are numerous
reports of camp meetings and tea meetings in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear into the mid-1 860s, as

confirmed by the diary entries of Henry Andress, but increasingly Methodist Episcopal activity

focussed on Lyndhurst and Soperton. No Methodist chapel is shown on Walling's 1861 map of

the township, indicating that the Lyndhurst chapel no longer existed, a surmise confirmed by

Andress referring to all preaching in that village taking place in the schoolhouse. In 1867 there is

mention of a tea meeting in the Methodist Episcopal parsonage at Lyndhurst. 150 A second

Methodist Episcopal chapel is reputed to have been built at Lyndhurst in 1870, and this is con-

firmed by a notice in January 1873 announcing: 151
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One of the grandest Tea Meetings ever held in the village of Lyndhurst, will take place on

the evening of Thursday, Jan. 2nd 1873 in the M.E. Church. There will be the best of

music, vocal and instrumental, also popular speeches by Revs. J. Ferguson, H. Williams,

J. Young and J. Faull. Tea served at 6 p.m., chairs taken at 7. Admission fee for adults 50

cts. and children 25 cts. The public far and near are respectfully invited to attend.

Proceeds to pay a debt on the church. John Brill PC.

In 1875 a harvest festival was held in a grove near the church in Lyndhurst, and by year's end

some sixty accessions to the Methodist Episcopal church were the harvest of a Lansdowne revival

held at Lyndhurst, Soperton and Long Point. 152

Methodism in the Seeley's Bay area, by contrast, was almost wholly Wesleyan-affiliated

from the beginning, owing, no doubt, to its close links with Kingston. It is not clear precisely

when Wesleyan classes began meeting at or near Seeley's Bay. By 1841 Gananoque was estab-

lished as a Wesleyan circuit, and the Reverend Stephen Miles reported a year later that in Leeds

and Pittsburgh there were "six regular appointments [where he preached] every two weeks, at

each of which.. .the congregations are large, and very attentive." His conclusion that the "space of

country lying between Kingston and the Elizabethtown Circuit is important, and should never be

abandoned" was as much an admission of previous inactivity in Leeds by the Wesleyans as it was
a plea for future work. 153 By the early 1850s Seeley's Bay along with Woodburn and Brewer's

Mills in Pittsburgh township belonged to the Wesleyan Brewer's Mills mission under the Kingston

district, and there were some 138 members recorded, with Alexander Campbell listed in 1854 as

itinerant preacher, assisted by William Shaw. In 1855 the Leeds branch, along with the Battersea,

Brewer's Mills, Pittsburgh and South Lake branches, was listed under the Storrington mission.

The emerging role of women in church work is evident in the Misses H. Colison and Niblock of

the Leeds branch and the Misses Birmingham and Scott of the South Lake mission going around

collecting subscriptions and donations. 154

In 1856-57 Leeds was again under the Gananoque mission. The following year the Seeley's

Bay area again became part of the Brewer's Mills mission, but the Reverend Charles Turver at

Gananoque all too aptly described the local situation when he observed of the general vicinity, "It

is to a great extent granite rocks and barren soil; objects which strikingly represent its moral and
religious state. The church is awfully weakened by divisions. The population is scattered, and

many of the people poor.... We are doing what we can on this barren soil, and pray for prosperi-

ty." 155 In the late 1850s the Reverend James Smith was briefly stationed at Lyndhurst, and by 1859

the annual report alludes to the Leeds mission with eight appointments and seven classes includ-

ing those in adjacent Pittsburgh and Storrington. A week-long camp meeting in 1861, noted by

Henry Andress in his diary, resulted in "believers [being] quickened and backsliders reclaimed."

The classes and appointments in Leeds Rear were listed as being part of the Brewer's Mills mis-

sion that year, but in contrast with the frame churches constructed at Brewer's Mills and

Woodburn, a larger brick Wesleyan church measuring 34 by 46 feet was reported under construc-

tion on a piece of land on lot four of the seventh concession of Leeds at Seeley's Bay purchased

from Truman and Emma Russell. 156

Local tradition suggests that this brick structure was never completely finished, but it

appears to have been used up to the late 1860s when it is reputed to have burned down. The bur-

ial in a cemetery beside this chapel of two children who died from typhoid fever may have con-

tributed to its demise, especially among the superstitious local population, for certainly no one

else was willing to inter their dead there, subsequently preferring instead to use the Baptist bury-

ing ground (later known as Lillie's cemetery) at Haskin's Corners. 157 Yet again, an inhabitant of

Seeley's Bay observed in 1884, "We built a great church, and for want of a foundation it fell

down." 158 Whatever the deficiencies of the brick church at Seeley's Bay, the Reverend James

Thompson reported an overall positive prospect for the Brewer's Mills mission in early 1862: 159
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There are nine regular appointments on this Mission, at each of which we preach once in

two weeks. At two other appointments we hold occasional services. All our congrega-

tions are on the increase. Several special meetings have been held, resulting in the con-

version and sanctification of scores.... Several have been saved at the Quarterly Love

Feasts. The six Sabbath Schools of the Mission are doing as well as could be expected, and

all are supplied with libraries and other reading matter. Several Temperance societies

have been organized, and drunkenness has greatly diminished among the Protestant part

of the community.

Despite such cheering reports, the 1860s and early 1870s were marked by financial struggles. The

branches of the Brewer's Mills mission, as listed in 1866, were South Lake, Woodburn, Pine Grove,

Wesley Church, Trotter's, Leeds Rear, Ebenezer and Seeley's Bay, only the last three of which were

located in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. 160 The Reverend William Savage, the local missionary,

noted that at one of the appointments "we were shut out of the school-house by sectarian bigotry,

but our friends, nothing daunted, have procured timber and a site, and are preparing to build a

church next fall." 161

Late in 1867 the Wesleyan classes in Leeds Rear were shifted from the Brewer's Mills mis-

sion to the Elgin circuit. The Seeley's Bay mission, as it came to be called locally, included classes

meeting at Seeley's Bay, Ebenezer (a name of unknown origin for the front of lot eleven in the

eighth concession of Leeds township), Leeds (which became the Eatonville church, built on the

rear part of lot ten in the seventh concession of Leeds on the old Kingston road) and Blair's school-

house at Ellisville. The Reverend William Savage was in charge of these classes until 1871, and it

was he who arranged for John Armstrong Dowler to conduct the revival services of 1870, followed

by the Reverend Brock Rose in 1872, the Reverend John H. Stewart in 1873, and the newly-

ordained James E. Werden in 1875. In this latter year the members of the classes in Leeds Rear

resolved "that as Seeley's Bay and other places were attached to the Elgin Circuit some years ago,

and as it is now impractical to work them with the Elgin Circuit..., that Seeley's Bay (Kingston Rd),

Kenney's, Morton and Lyndhurst be formed into a new Mission or Circuit for a single young man.

Especially regarding the mining operations going on in the neighbourhood and that it be called

Seeley's Bay Circuit or Mission and be attached to the Perth District." 162

It is interesting to note this reference to the lead mines at Long Point as part of the ratio-

nale for expanding to Lyndhurst, for only a year later, the rival Methodist Episcopate lamented

that the Sunday School started by Ira Sweet at Long Point "has recently experienced the vicissi-

tudes of a mining collapse." 163 It appears that the prospect of the wealth accompanying a mining

boom was just one of the factors that combined to produce the church building boom of the 1870s.

Dowler 's revival at the beginning of the decade alerted local inhabitants to a spiritual hunger

among local inhabitants who did not attend church, or rather, most of whom had no churches to

attend. By the late 1860s, a generation after the 1840 break-up of the first Methodist union, feel-

ings no longer ran so strong between rival Methodist groups, and by 1874 the Wesleyans and New
Connexion Methodists united to form the Canada Methodist church. Everyone recognised it was
only a matter of time before Methodists would unite as one group, and would form the largest sin-

gle denomination in many townships including Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. Moreover, a decade

after Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay established themselves as villages proper, some rural communi-
ties resented becoming simply a part of the hinterland of these two centres. Business, after all,

might inevitably gravitate to the concentrations of artisans in the two main villages, but why
should worship not take place out in the rural communities rather than in those villages where
local capitalistic activity, such as it was, was concentrated?

With Methodist union imminent, the community that went out of its way to build a fine

house of worship stood to become the centre of a new united Methodist circuit in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear. And, it followed, a community with a fine church also would have a venue for
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various public community events, especially for women. The women of Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear, after all, did not altogether live in a social vacuum. For at least twenty years young women
had been the agents sent around both by Wesleyans and Methodist Episcopal classes to collect

subscriptions and donations from local inhabitants. In the mid-1 860s they had watched as the

Wesleyan women of Farmersville banded together to raise funds, where the men were afraid to

do so, for their new church in that village. 164 And in the same way that families were building

large stylish houses to keep up with their neighbours, so too communities and denominations

vied with one another to put up the finest piece of architecture their resources would allow, build-

ings which became a source of pride for the whole community.

The earliest of the new Methodist churches to be constructed was the Ebenezer Wesleyan

church built on the front part of lot eleven in the eighth concession of Leeds in 1869. In a pattern

that quickly became familiar, a tea-meeting was held by the women of the congregation shortly

after the dedication to pay the demands of the men on the building committee. The Ebenezer

church was described in 1871 as being of frame construction, the walls filled with soft brick as a

form of insulation, and measuring 26 feet wide by 36 feet long. By contrast, at Seeley's Bay, the

Reverend John Dowler observed, "where their fine brick church was destroyed, some years ago,

we organized a society, and called it "Seeley['s] Bay Try Society" with the view of procuring

means to build again." 165 By April 1871 Dowler reported that a desk, communion railing and
pews were installed in the Leeds church, as he referred to the Ebenezer church. At Seeley's Bay,

they "commenced to get out the timbers for [a church], but have not gone forward with the work,

having to wait until a change be effected between the trustees and the proprietor of the village, as

the site they now hold is out of the village, and consequently unsuitable." 166 Meanwhile,

Methodist Episcopal members at Lyndhurst made do with their chapel beside the site of the

Anglican rectory built a decade later.

Local members of the Church of England were not oblivious to the growing numbers of

churches being built by the rival Methodist groups. The mission of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear,

as it was known, was ministered to by the Reverend Francis Tremayne from 1848 to 1852, followed

by another travelling missionary, the Reverend Nathaniel Wilkins who stayed until 1855, followed

again by Tremayne until 1860, then the Reverend Thomas Campbell who alternately resided at

Charleston and Farmersville until 1862, followed by the Reverend Christopher T Denroche who
cared for the parish until 1868, the Reverend George Jacobs Low who married Amelia Johnson of

Oak Leaf before departing the mission in 1872, and the Reverend Abel Henry Coleman (raised at

Coleman's Corners, later known as Lyn) who stayed until 1878. 167 The mission of Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear by the early 1870s, notwithstanding the stone churches at Delta and Oak Leaf

and the frame Saint John's church in Leeds, was a sprawling, poor mission, with the rectory at

Charleston distant from most of the members, and with the diocese of Ontario obliged to provide

some 200 dollars per year to maintain the missionary. 168 When a visiting diocesan deputation col-

lecting funds for missions visited Leeds and Lansdowne Rear in 1871, they held meetings in the

Delta, Oak Leaf and Saint John's churches as well as at schoolhouses in the Kenny settlement (later

known as Berryton) and in Lyndhurst. During this visit archdeacon Bedford-Jones "was driven

to Lyndhurst to meet with the Building Committee appointed for the erection of a Parsonage mid-

way between the rear of Leeds and Lansdowne." One of the visitors noted, approvingly, "This is

a most desirable object to accomplish, and one which every Mission ought to provide as soon as

possible. A convenient Parsonage adds much to the comfort of the Missionary, and renders the

Mission more desirable, especially to a married Clergyman, or (as in the present instance) to one

intending to take the holy estate of matrimony upon him." 169 Accordingly, a frame rectory was
built on Jonas street in Lyndhurst at some point before 1876. 170

The building of churches profoundly affected local society. One has the distinct impres-

sion that in the 1850s and 1860s Anglicans and Methodists among other denominations held meet-
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ings in local schoolhouses and that local people such as Henry M. Andress, no matter what their

own traditional religious affiliation may have been, attended such services as a matter of course.

The construction of a church as a building specifically meant to be used as a house of worship by

only one denomination had important ramifications, especially when it came down to a matter of

attending the church that was closest to one's home as opposed to one further away of the denom-
ination in which a family was raised. There is no evidence of a parallel in Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear to the church opened in the fourth concession of Lansdowne in 1871 which was shared by
the Church of England, Wesleyans and New Connexion Methodists. 171 The Brockville Recorder in

1861 might decry the "selfish bigotry" of the Church of England at Lansdowne being locked to

Methodist and Bible Society preachers, 172 but it effectively forecasted the denominational exclu-

sivity of worship in local churches from the 1870s. While some families would remain true to their

denominational roots, others such as Baptist Benjamin Sly and Anglican John Berry and their fam-

ilies became staunch members of Olivet Canada Methodist church simply because it was in their

community 173 Intermarriage became increasingly common across denominational lines, rising

from thirteen couples (or 5.8 percent of 223 married couples in 1852), to 61 couples (or 14.7 per-

cent of 415 married couples in 1881), and only slightly declined to 56 couples (or 13.4 percent of

419 married couples by 1901); this helps explain the growing loyalty to the community church as

opposed to cultural tradition. 174

In 1876 an Anglican church measuring some fifty feet in length,175 built by subscription

and promoted by the Reverend A.H. Coleman, was constructed at Seeley's Bay. This structure,

"substantial and finished with elegance," was "opened for Divine service, Sunday, April 27th,

1878," 176 but it was not until 1880 that it was free of debt and that wardens Walter Carley and
Robert Gardiner joined the Reverend John Usborne in petitioning the bishop of Ontario "to sepa-

rate the same from all profane and common uses, and to consecrate the said Church and set it

apart for ever for the worship of God, according to the Rites and Ceremonies of the Church of

England, and no other under the name and title of St. Peter's." 177 But Saint Peter's proved not to

be built on a rock, and by 1884 it was all too evident that it, like the 1861 Wesleyan chapel at Seeley's

Bay, was going to fall down. 178

In response to the Anglican resurgence, and in emulation too of the numerous Methodist

churches being built in Leeds and Lansdowne Front at Gananoque, South Lake and McCrone's

Corners among other places, 179 five handsome Methodist churches were constructed in Leeds and
Lansdowne Rear between 1877 and 1881. The Methodist Episcopal congregation at Soperton,

which had been meeting in the school there since 1843, built the substantial Mount Pleasant

church of local sandstone on the rear part of lot eleven in the eleventh concession of Lansdowne
in 1877. 180 With its steep roof, pointed windows, mansard roof and ornate decorative ironwork

atop the tower, this church by consciously emulating the mixture of Gothic Revival (English) and

Second Empire (French) architectural styles in the parliament buildings at Ottawa, effectively pro-

claimed that it was a Canadian church. A misguided attempt to protect the stone from flaking by
coating it with black paint in the 1930s resulted in the sobriquet, the "black church," by which it

has been known ever since. 181 In 1878 another Methodist Episcopal church was built on the rear

part of lot ten in the seventh concession of Leeds, a scant half-mile west of the Ebenezer Wesleyan

chapel on the old Kingston road, and was known as the Eatonville church. 182

The Canada Methodists at Seeley's Bay, anxious to keep up with the Episcopal Methodists,

held a congregational meeting in February 1877, and appointed a building committee. These six

men—Nathan Austin, John H. McKinley, W.W. Williams, Albert Gilbert, George Collinson and

Chancey E. Chapman—signed a document agreeing "to abide by the decision of the majority of

this committee in all matters relating to the construction of said Methodist Church." This impli-

citly reveals that dissension was largely responsible for the failure to replace the 1861 brick chapel

that fell down a dozen years earlier. John Bruyieve of Kingston contracted to build the frame
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structure measuring 46 by 30 feet and complete with Gothic Revival windows and soaring

spire. 183 That same year the Ellisville Canada Methodist congregation, determined not to fall

behind Seeley's Bay, also began building the frame Olivet church on a site donated by George and
William McKinley; it was located where the Ellisville road came out at the road leading south to

Gananoque in a conscious attempt to draw attendance from the Berryton vicinity. This 28 by 40

foot structure was constructed by a local contractor, John Chapman, 184 but it is clear that the build-

ing committee was keeping a close eye on the design of the new church at Seeley's Bay. The name
of Olivet church was suggested by the Reverend Nathan Austin after Mount Olivet where Jesus

often met with his disciples.

The Seeley's Bay church had a more ebullient design of tower with additional lace-like

vergeboard and extra pinnacles, but both structures are among the finer surviving examples of

rural vernacular Gothic Revival church architecture in eastern Ontario. In 1881 a new Methodist

Episcopal church was built at the west end of Lyndhurst by a Mr Leonard from Battersea. 185 It

was larger than the Seeley's Bay and Olivet churches, but somewhat less decorative in its exterior

design. The feeling of accomplishment by the men on the building committees and the women
holding teas and harvest dinners to fund these buildings was perhaps best summarised in the fol-

lowing words when the Olivet church was dedicated: 186

With an eye single to the glory of God, has this church been erected. And with devout

thankfulness for His favouring Providence has it been completed and dedicated to His wor-

ship. And now, Arise O Lord into Thy rest, Thou and the ark of Thy strength. Let Thy
priests be clothed with righteousness and let Thy saints shout for joy. For the Lord has cho-

sen Zion, He hath desired it for His habitation. This is my rest forever, here will I dwell for

I have desired it. I will abundantly bless her provision. I will satisfy her poor with bread.

I will also clothe her priests with salvation and her saints shall shout aloud for joy.

No sooner were the two new Canada Methodist churches built at Olivet and Seeley's Bay, than the

meetings in the Ebenezer Canada Methodist church and Kenny's school were discontinued. 187

The union of Methodist Episcopals and Canada Methodists in 1884 led to the closing of the

Eatonville church, as Seeley's Bay, Olivet, Lyndhurst and the Mount Pleasant church at Soperton

became the regular houses of worship of what overnight became the single largest denomination

in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. At first the Methodist Episcopal parsonage in Lyndhurst served

the four congregations, then in 1886 the Reverend E. Oliphant converted the Eatonville church

into a parsonage, but when the Reverend George Reynolds refused to take his wife into such an

uncomfortable place, a house was rented in Seeley's Bay until a new parsonage was built adjacent

to the Seeley's Bay Methodist church.

Membership in the Methodist church was not taken lightly in the late Victorian era.

Members of a congregation who stayed away from church for three consecutive Sundays, except

for sickness, had their names struck off the membership roll. When some young male members
of the Olivet congregation attended a horse race held on the ice at Seeley's Bay, they were sum-
moned to a church trial, found guilty, and their names were removed as members of that church.

Methodists, as foremost foes of alcohol consumption, immediately removed from their member-
ship anyone found drinking. 188 Such was the Methodist love of regulation and austerity that

when women of the Olivet congregation hosted socials at their homes to raise funds for furnish-

ing their church, no hostess was allowed to serve more than one kind of sandwich and two kinds

of cake on pain of having a fine imposed for such vanity. 189 Local preachers and exhorters, includ-

ing women, were licensed after rigorous examinations as to the individual's knowledge of doc-

trine and discipline, his or her character, gifts, labours, punctuality and usefulness. 190

The flurry of church building by the Methodists in the late 1870s, and the construction of

the Methodist Episcopal church at Lyndhurst in 1881 alerted local Anglicans to the need to build

a church at Lyndhurst. When the Reverend John Usborne assumed control of the parish of Leeds
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Plate 157

Members of the Lyndhurst Citizens Band as photographed at Lansdowne in 1902. The growing musical life

in local churches and schools was not lost on village merchants in Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay. They so

wished to have a regular brass band to hold concerts and draw inhabitants of the surrounding countryside

into the village to listen and shop on the side, that they brought in Cyrus Albert Wood junior (standing

fourth from the left holding a cornet) from Toledo to train local men. For names see Appendix 14. RoLLAL
collection 986-08, donated by Harvey Hill.

and Lansdowne Rear in 1878 it was a large unwieldy field consisting of Saint Peter's church at

Seeley's Bay, Saint John's church, Leeds, Holy Trinity church at Oak Leaf, Saint Paul's church at

Delta, and congregations meeting in the schoolhouses at Lyndhurst and Farmersville. In 1881 it

was divided, with the new parish of Lansdowne Rear consisting of Delta, Oak Leaf and a class

meeting at Farmersville, with the Reverend R.N. Jones taking up residence at Farmersville; while

the Reverend Mr Usborne took charge of the new parish of Leeds Rear consisting of the Seeley's

Bay, Saint John's and Lyndhurst congregations. 191

Building a new Anglican church at Lyndhurst became a priority in the Leeds Rear parish,

and in 1882 near the site of the 1870 Methodist church the large brick Saint Luke's church was con-

structed. Two years later in the Lansdowne Rear parish the Farmersville congregation erected the

brick Christ Church. 192 These two new churches were a departure from the rectangular boxes that

had been built by Anglicans, Methodists and Baptists alike in the township since the 1840s. Saint

Luke's and Christ Church, like the new Methodist churches, featured soaring spires atop towers,

but were distinguished by having a chancel or altar area set apart on a higher level in their own
wing. And while the Methodists at Seeley's Bay ordered panes of tinted glass for their church

from R.M. Horsey at Kingston, 193 the fine stained glass windows in the new Saint Luke's church

at Lyndhurst featured an image of Saint Luke in the window over the altar.

The new Anglican churches were designed and laid out in accordance with the revival of

mediaeval Christian architecture and ritual. The essence of this ritualistic revival was to endow
the church building, the church furnishings and the conduct of worship with meaningful symbols.

For example, people entering Saint Luke's church found the baptismal font inside the entrance,

unlike its location near the altar in the Oak Leaf and Saint John's churches, to symbolise that it is

through baptism that one enters the church. Unlike in the two earlier churches where the pulpit

and reading desk dominated a communion table, in Saint Luke's the altar was visually dominant,
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to emphasize the central Christian belief that through Christ's sacrifice on the cross, as re-enacted

during the Eucharist on the altar, is the salvation of humanity possible. And whereas Holy Trinity

and Saint John's churches were built oriented to the roads running past them, Saint Luke's was
built so that the worshipping congregation was facing to the liturgical east so as to be more in line

with the new symbolic emphasis on kneeling toward Jerusalem where Christ's life on earth was
spent and where His return was anticipated to take place.

This symbolism along with new practices such as having candles burning on the altar,

clergymen wearing surplices, and bowing to the east was very upsetting for many congregations

of Irish origin in eastern Ontario. For them it appeared to ape Roman Catholic custom, and to fly

in the face of the Church of Ireland emphasis on scriptural revelation. At Gananoque in 1886, for

example, at the beginning of a service,194

a deputation of the members of the Church waited upon Rev. Mr. Auston, just before the

time for regular service, with a request that he would remove the candles from the altar.

The matter was discussed pretty freely, but without avail, as the Pastor firmly refused to

accede to the request. The deputation then rejoined the other members who had assem-

bled in the Church, and announced the failure of their mission. By this time Rev. Mr.

Auston had entered the Church and was near his place at the Altar. The members present

advanced in a body and seized the candles and candlesticks. Mr. Auston warned them to

keep back, as they had no business there; and Mr. Knight, a member of the choir, attempt-

ed to restrain them; but they were in too strong a force to be resisted, and the objection-

able candles were carried outside, and delivered to a man sitting in a buggy with a mask
on his face, who drove off with them....

No such shenanigans and fuss over the new design of Anglican churches and the ritual performed

within them is even hinted at in the records and traditions of Saint Luke's church. To the contrary,

the vestry of Saint John's church, Leeds, after taking stock of Saint Luke's, resolved to "build a

vestry and chancel & add a spire to the tower" 195 in 1883. At about this time the congregation of

Holy Trinity church at Oak Leaf heightened their tower and added a soaring spire with turrets

clustered at the base. Even the Olivet Methodist congregation, fearing they might not be keeping

up with the times, built a chancel on their church in 1898. 196 The lack of outcry against Ritualism

either in the Lansdowne Rear or Leeds Rear parishes can be partly attributed to many of the cler-

gy stationed there being low church in upbringing and practice, and hence they were sensitive in

their introduction of the new observance.

The second reason that the new Ritualism failed to provoke any local outcry was that it

appealed in particular to the women of the congregations, those same women who were keeping

up appearances by pretending to confine their activities to the household, all the while they were

continuing to labour at a host of farm chores. Two generations after the migration from Wexford,

intermarriage with the other groups in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear had watered down the Church

of Ireland low church sensibilities, and many women by the 1880s embraced Ritualistic obser-

vance for the added meaning with which it imbued their lives. Ritualism arrived slowly and

rather late in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear compared with some eastern Ontario parishes where by
1867 the flowing surplices of Anglican rectors prompted local wags to write doggerel about the

feminisation of religion: 197

For me—I neither know nor care

Whether a parson ought to wear

A black dress or a white dress:

Filled with a trouble of my own

—

A wife who preaches in her gown
And lectures in her night-dress!

And indeed so feminised was religious practice perceived to have become by 1895, that one

Anglican clergyman lamented, "it is noticed that everywhere the average young man is more apa-
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Charter of Lyndhurst Court no. 795 of the Independent Order of Foresters, May 1891. New fraternal

organisations springing up in Leeds and Lansdoivne Rear before and after the turn of the century were pop-

ular for their insurance and benevolent aspects. In return for paying premiums as a member of the

Foresters, a member was assured that his widow and children would have something to tide them over

should he become ill or die prematurely. The insets show a widow and her children being cared for and a

sick brother being comforted. RoLLAL collection 988-12.
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thetic in religious matters than those of a corresponding age of the opposite sex. Young women
labor hard and zealously for the Church's advancement, while many young men attend public

worship irregularly, are deplorably in the minority at our Communions, and in many cases

absolutely refuse to treat the subject of personal religion seriously." 198

Women because of their greater attendance at church, took such responsibility for church

finances not met by regular offerings, that the men of the Seeley's Bay Methodist board as a mat-

ter of course could effortlessly and unanimously resolve at their meetings "that all incidental bills

be passed on to the 'ladies' for payment." 199 The women revelled in their various fund-raising

ventures as one of the few public areas where their activity not only was permitted but also was
recognised and needed by their community. In particular, it is clear that women enjoyed creating

the social events that provided the defining moments of congregational life. One example was the

Christmas Tree entertainment held for the Church of England Sunday School at Lyndhurst in

1881, at which after various songs and tableaux there "followed Santa Claus, his tree glittering in

the bright light of its many colored tapers, and the gifts rich and rare thence distributed, which
made many a young heart throb rapturously and some older ones."200 Another example was a tea

meeting held at Lyndhurst in February 1882 at which addresses, entertaining readings, choruses,

solos, comic songs, ventriloquism, a silver cornet band and the selling of a beautiful cake were

among the attractions that raised money for building Saint Luke's church.201 But to best appreci-

ate the pleasure taken in presenting these community events, let us steal in on the 1884 Christmas

concert at Saint Luke's church:202

The Orchestra gave a fine selection as the opening and Mr. [J.C.] Stafford then at once

entered upon an excellent programme, which was as follows:—A Quartette "The Merry

Merry Spring," the Misses Moore and Stafford (soprano), Miss Edgar (alto), Messrs A.W.

Stafford (Tenor) and R.L. Sheffield (Bass); a dialogue "Taking the train to Munroe Road"
was well received...; a song in character, "I'm one of the Ticklish Kind" was well given by
A.W. Stafford and loudly applauded, but we are unable to say whether the costume or the

singing brought forth the comment; a recitation "The new church Organ" by Miss Winnie

Stafford; a comic tableau "When the leaves begin to turn" and a recitation "Our daily

paths" by Miss Ada Edgar were all well given; after which a song and tableau "Tenting to-

night on the old campground" was presented, the song being taken by A.W. Stafford, and

as no pains had been spared the tableau was a grand military display, Sergt. Witherel giv-

ing the call in good style; a reading by Miss Sheffield and a solo by Miss Moore were also

well given; a song in character entitled "Tim Flaherty" by R.L. Sheffield fairly brought

down the house; two tableaus came next in order "The Plum Hollow scene" (which rep-

resented Mrs. Barnes telling a young couple their fortune fates) and a "Hallelujah

Chorus," which caused considerable merriment;. ..an Irish reading by R.L. Sheffield enti-

tled "Paddy's Mistake"...; a dialogue, "The matrimonial advertisement," was greatly

admired, the Misses Kendrick and Edgar taking their parts well, Eva making a first-class

old maid;. ..a reading by J.R. Stafford "a prospective Mother-in-law" was next given; and

a darkey song and dance. "Trabling back to Georgia" by A.W. Stafford was complete, and

as the audience expected the Jubilee singers, they were well represented, in fine plantation

style and gave some fine choruses which were loudly encored.

So essential a part of congregational life did these public social events become that in 1891 a parish

hall was built behind Saint Luke's church at Lyndhurst.203 By the turn of the century the

Methodists rivalled the Anglicans with their public concerts and entertainments.204

The energy with which women threw themselves into church work was due in part to

there being no other public association for rural women, whereas there were some seven fraternal

organisations to which men belonged, including Orangeism, Freemasonry, the Sons of

Temperance, the Independent Order of Foresters, the Canadian Order of Chosen Friends, the

Patrons of Industry and the Farmers Institute. Orangeism was the oldest and most popular fra-
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ternal organisation in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, expanding from L.O.L. no. 2 at Oak Leaf in the

1820s to include L.O.L. no. 13 at Seeley's Bay, L.O.L. no. 226 at Lyndhurst, L.O.L. no. 485 at

Ellisville and L.O.L. no. 503 at Somerville's Corners (half a kilometre west of Saint John's church)

by the turn of the century. When an Orange parade was held at Lyndhurst in 1877, at least one

visitor was impressed by the handsome decorative arches built across the street to welcome the

visiting lodges, and quipped, "should England get embarrassed in any troubles, she has a large

number of loyal men in the Village of Lyndhurst who would as willingly gather under the banner

to defend her as they gathered under the Orange banner on that day"205 There is no record of a

Masonic lodge in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear in the nineteenth century, but from 1857 on local

men could attend Rising Sun Lodge no. 46 and no. 85 at Farmersville, and from 1879 on Harmony
Lodge no. 370 at Delta.206 The Sons of Temperance were active beginning in the 1850s, and are

shown on Henry Walling's 1861 map with a temperance hall just west of Lyndhurst, but by 1903

they were renting a hall from Charles Pritchard at Ellisville. This was the only formal social group

outside of the churches that accepted women as members. At the turn of the century the Sons of

Temperance was little more than a debating club, turning over such weighty questions as "which

is the most useful, a horse or cow" and "which can we get along without the best, the mechanic

or the farmer." In June 1907 it was unanimously agreed "that we surrender the charter to the

Grand Division and discontinue the Division."207

New benevolent fraternal groups sprang up in the 1890s. Lyndhurst court no. 795 of the

Independent Order of Foresters was established with fifteen members in 1891, with the Reverend

William Moore acting as the first chief ranger. The Foresters, like other benevolent organisations,

offered security to the families of men who died accidentally. In return for paying premiums as a

member, a man was assured that his widow and children would have something to tide them
over, should he be killed in the course of his work. Only two of the fifteen founding members of

the Lyndhurst court were farmers. The others were blacksmith James Young, clergyman William

Moore, carriagemaker Francis Wiltse, physician Charles H. Burritt, tailor Ransom H. Percival,

miller Joseph Roantree, sawyer John E. Roddick, labourers William H. Metcalfe and Ziba M. Sliter,

carpenter William Webster, teacher James A. Roddick, harnessmaker Charles H. Smith and labour-

er George P. Roddick, but farmers increasingly joined the artisans and labourers who made up
most of the local Forester membership. Not everyone who wished to could become a member;
men had to pass a medical examination and undergo appraisal by members as to whether or not

they were "of good moral character & worthy members of the Court."208 An attempt was made
to organise a Foresters court at Seeley's Bay in 1893,209 and again in 1897,210 apparently to no

avail, and even the Lyndhurst court did not survive beyond the first decade of the twentieth cen-

tury. In October 1894 council no. 242 of the Canadian Order of Chosen Friends was organised at

the Presbyterian church in Morton. Inhabitants from the adjacent area of Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear belonged to this council during its thirty year span.211

More specifically attuned to the concerns of farmers was the Patrons of Industry, a province-

wide network of farmers lodges in the 1890s that co-operatively co-ordinated bulk purchases of coal-

oil, tea, sulphur, salt, plough points and machinery oil rather than pay the high overhead of local

merchants. A lodge of the Patrons of Industry was in operation at Soperton by 1893,212 and when the

Patrons collapsed by the end of the decade, there was a Leeds and Lansdowne Rear branch of the

Ontario Farmers Institute based at Seeley's Bay213 to address the concerns of local farmers.

To the men in the various fraternal groups, church boards and vestries of Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear came the unsettling news of women preachers in two new religious groups in the

1880s and 1890s. The Salvation Army appears not to have made any forays into the township, but

from 1883 on local inhabitants could read all about the popular street services held in Kingston and

Gananoque, featuring a "military style, street parades, young and magnetic female preachers,

...street nomenclature [and] physical demonstrativeness." Beginning in 1881 Martha Thomas and
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Nettie McGregor from London, Ontario began conducting services at Gananoque as Free Methodist

evangelists,214 and by 1886 two women evangelists named Mason and Birdsell were preaching at

Lake Eloida.215 Free Methodists were schismatic groups unhappy with the Methodist union of 1884,

hoping to revive the spirit of earlier Methodism as manifested at camp meetings and revivals. They

were part of a holiness movement or revival movement in which individuals became committed to

the individual pursuit of "Christian perfection" which was achieved through the action of God's

Spirit following evangelical conversion. The emphasis on individual experience led to the ordination

of women such as the Free Methodist evangelists who arrived in the area.

But the most charismatic religious figure who came to the Leeds and Lansdowne Rear

vicinity, the Reverend Ralph C. Horner, was a preacher within the Methodist Church of Canada.

In 1890 he conducted a rousing revival in the Athens Methodist church, prompting the Reporter

editor to remark, "Mr Horner's plain practical preaching has done much good. He told the peo-

ple in plain English that sin is sin and... that Christ was a mighty Saviour that could save to the

uttermost." Sceptics were astounded at the transformation of people who had used tobacco for

years giving it up completely while other converts "were willing to go to their neighbors and

make wrongs right between them."216 District Methodist officials became more and more dis-

comfited at Horner's increasingly unorthodox tactics, viewing him as no better than the Free

Methodist evangelist who exhorted women at a revival meeting to take off their corsets, scream-

ing "Burn Them, Burn Them—throw off the cursed invention. Go to God undeformed. Burn

them, rather than burn yourselves in the everlasting fire."217 In 1894 Horner was deposed from

the Methodist ministry, and he began his own ministry, with his followers coming to be known as

Hornerites or Holiness Movement members. In 1895 he held a ten-day revival in a tent at

Athens,218 the following year the Hornerites built a church in that village,219 and in 1898 they

were "getting material on the ground to build a church at Berryton" on the front part of lot eleven

in the seventh concession of Leeds.220 By 1901 four inhabitants of Leeds and Lansdow^ne Rear

called themselves Hornerites and another 79 were members of the Holiness Movement.221

The era of church building was not completely over in the township. Saint Peter's church

at Seeley's Bay had shifted so badly on its poor footings that a new church needed to be built. In

1898 Saint Peter's congregation built a new brick church on a lot at the corner of Main and

Adelaide streets. The new site proved little better. Within forty years it was described as being

"in very poor shape" and necessary to replace three walls and foundations," but there was little

optimism that the repairs "will be permanent, as the whole structure has a tendency to settle."222

The shifting walls were eventually stabilised with the addition of several solid buttresses. Apart

from the problems of the site, what are we to make of the amazing design of Saint Peter's church

with its top-heavy tower, nine gables, corbeled design in the gables, and mixture of pointed arch-

es and round-headed doors? In essence, it appears to be the design of a novice who was dimly

aware that Anglican churches were supposed to have pointed windows, but wanted to keep up

with the times by adding features of the then-fashionable Richardsonian Romanesque Revival style

such as the deeply recessed round and round-headed windows and the play of light and shadow
on so many wall and roof surfaces. As if in penance for this most un-Anglican-looking church, the

parish of Leeds Rear in 1899 built a grand and stylish Beaux Arts Classicism style rectory beside

Saint Luke's church at Lyndhurst designed by local son and architect, Benjamin Dillon.223

Somewhat smaller was the brick Presbyterian church built at the other end of Lyndhurst

across from the Methodist church in 1898.224 Presbyterian hopes in the area were founded on the

large frame church that George Morton built on a hill at Morton in 1876, and this mission station

by 1879 was supplied on a monthly basis by the Queen's college ministerial associaton. By the

early 1890s the Reverend James Stewart was stationed at Morton, and ministering to Presbyterian

meetings at Leeds, Delta, California and Seeley's Bay, and by 1896 Presbyterian services were held

at Morton, Lyndhurst and California. In the Brockville presbytery minutes of 1899 it was noted,
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Charter ofMorton Council of the Canadian Order of Chosen Friends, March 1895. This was another of the

fraternal benevolent societies paying out premiums to ill members and to their orphans. As the name of this

society implies, the membership was filtered, with local officials carefully selecting the membership so as to

increase the odds of healthy members not drawing on the premiums, ensuring that funds would be available

for those in need. The widespread rise of such benevolent societies helps explain the demise of the charita-

ble instinct in granting municipal assistance to the less fortunate in the township. RoLLAL collection.

"A very comfortable little church was dedicated at Lyndhurst shortly after New Year.... It is

thought that this church building will consolidate the cause there and greatly increase the inter-

est."225 What a hope! The debt on the new church was cleared off by 1902, but the numbers
attending were too small to support an ordained clergyman, and they made do with a student

minister from Queen's College during the summer months.226

The new Presbyterian church was a brave venture, and one most likely heavily subsidised

by John Roddick, for although the number of Presbyterians in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear

quadrupled from 56 in 1852 to 231 by 1881, they fell to 152 by 1901, some of whom attended the

Presbyterian churches in Athens and Morton. Of course, the absolute numbers for all denomina-

tions declined with the fall of the township population, but the Presbyterians who were numeri-

cally weak, were not able to maintain their proportion of the population, falling from 8.4 percent

in 1881 to 6.6 percent by 1901. Roman Catholics maintained their proportion of the population,

increasing from 6.0 to 6.3 percent of the township population between 1881 and 1901, but their
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worship was fragmented among three congregations. Roman Catholics in the western section of

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear attended Saint Barnaby's church at Brewer's Mills, those in the east-

ern section were members of Saint Denis church at Athens, and those at Long Point attended Saint

Patrick's church at Lansdowne. Baptist numbers which already had collapsed in the mid-

Victorian era, fell even further from 4.9 percent in 1881 to only two percent by 1901, with many of

their number apparently converting to Methodism. The Holiness Movement emerged to become
3.6 percent of the population by 1901, but the two main denominations in Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear were the Anglicans and the Methodists.227

Despite the potential for the Holiness Movement to draw off numbers, the Methodist pro-

portion of the township population rose from 43.3 percent in 1881, when Methodist Episcopals

and Wesleyans were still divided to 47.3 percent in 1901. Church of England numbers also

remained proportionally stable, rising from 37.1 percent in 1881 to 38.1 percent by 1901.

Underlying such stability was a fierce rivalry made all the sharper by the continuing trickle of

population moving away and a declining birthrate. An Anglican clergyman ruminating on the

state of the church in the diocese of Ontario in 1895, noted that in 1862 there were only 45 Church
of England clergy compared with eighty Methodist ministers:228

And to-day where we have 234 Churches, they...have at least 470. The result is that by

them every hamlet, every (even the smallest), centre of population is reached [and]...ser-

vices are maintained at points where their communicants number no more than 11, 8, 7,

6, 4, and in a single instance only one. Under such circumstances there can be no losses

from nonsupply. By contrast, one of our clergymen reports that he labors alone in a dis-

trict where there are 3 Methodist ministers, a second says 4, a third 7. There must
inevitably be a constant trickling away of those uninformed churchmen who care for one

form of worship no more than another, and invariably attend the nearest; and it is almost

miraculous that we should maintain our position as effectively as we do.

But this pattern of greater and earlier-established Methodist strength in the larger territory of rural

eastern Ontario did not apply in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear where there was a resident Church of

England clergyman and two churches built at mid-century as compared with one Methodist chapel

and no resident Methodist clergy. True, the Methodists used their revival techniques to good effect

to become the most numerous denomination by 1901, whereas at the outset of the Victorian period

there is no evidence that a Methodist clergyman had yet entered the township boundaries. The

Anglicans alone, unlike the nonconformist denominations, successfully resisted the inroads of the

Methodists, and by 1901 tallied four church buildings to the four Methodist chapels.

The Church of England and the Methodists alike could attribute much of their growth to

the active work of women in the various areas of fundraising, teaching in the Sunday Schools, and

organising the various social activities that were so important to the fabric of community life. The

Women's Auxiliary organised at Saint Luke's church in 1886 is reputed to be one of the first three

such groups to be formed in the entire Anglican communion in Canada.229 Church work in all its

many forms profoundly transformed local society by pulling rural women out of their private

household lives into the more socially invigorating public activities of congregational life.

But, paradoxically, even as the moral revolution gained ground in Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear, the charitable instinct of local society began to wither. Minutes from the 1850s and 1860s

reveal that the municipality and its inhabitants had an unusually strong sense of duty to care for

destitute people in their midst, not only members of locally-established families, but also for com-

plete strangers who wandered into their midst. In February 1860, for example, the township

council granted four dollars to Ebenezer Beers as "from his old age and indigent circumstances

this Council consider him entitled to the commiseration of the Municipality."230 When A.B.

Dorian, a "very badly frozen" destitute stranger arrived on Henry Slack's doorstep in January

1860, Slack took him in, took care of him during his illness for six weeks, and when he died paid

for his funeral expenses, and was subsequently reimbursed by the township some eight pounds
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A Lyndhurst yachting party of local men, women and children, as photographed circa 1910. The large pro-

portion of women on this pleasure trip is a reminder that their work together in groups to raise funds and

do church work was a significant social development in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. By meeting in groups,

these women began to consider taking action together that led to the banning of liquor sales in the township,

and they began to consider new roles and even paid occupations for their daughters to pursue in the larger

world. Loaned courtesy of Gladys Chase.

for his acts of charity.231 Among numerous examples, the township in January 1863 granted five

dollars "for to help Mrs Bryan and her child, she being in a state of Starvation, and not able to be

out of bed half the time."232 Three years later they granted five dollars to "Clarissa Cronkwright
a poor blind girl...to assist her to get to Kingston to have her eyes doctored."233

Such aid was consistent, not sporadic. The widow Bryan, for example, was supported for

decades, and all petitions requesting aid for the poor and indigent from inhabitants were com-
plied with. When Patrick McAvoy and twenty neighbours petitioned in 1870 "for compensation

to Mrs Killingbeck, for aiding and providing for William Hopkins, a sick traveller who died in her

house, and providing his coffin and other expenses, he being in destitute circumstances," the

township paid her 22 dollars.234 And the examples of municipal charity go on and on into the

early 1870s. In February 1871 ten dollars was paid to Doctor Gray "for Medical attendance on the

family of Alexr Neddo, he not being able to recompense the Doctor for his services."235 Six

months later Northrup Curtis, the tavernkeeper at Soperton, was given twelve dollars "for board-

ing and taking care of a poor orphan boy for forty five days, which fell on his hands badly

frozen."236 And in 1873, as still another example, a grant of twenty dollars was made "to aid and

assist in defraying the expenses of Adam McKee a blind man recently from this Municipality now
in the General Hospital at Kingston under Medical aid"237 who went on to live with his sister-in-

law, Jane Eaton, who we met in an earlier chapter.

But beginning in the mid 1870s, at precisely the same time the moral revolution was gain-

ing ground and revivals were taking effect, the charitable impulse of local society no longer was
all-encompassing and began to founder. Although the township council granted eight dollars

relief to the widow Bryan in December 1874, the money was not paid into her hands directly, but

rather was given to John Somerville to lay out on her behalf as he saw fit.
238 In March 1875 Amos
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T. Sweet was paid five dollars "for conveying Malissa Kane, a destitute female, to her friends at

Mallorytown," with the rather obvious implication being that by so doing she no longer would be

an expense to Leeds and Lansdowne Rear ratepayers. 239 When Adam McKee returned to the

township from hospital, the municipal council directed "that Ezra Churchill receive the sum of

one dollar and fifty cents per Week for the support of Adam McKee.. .until the close of the year

1875, provided...McKee lives with. ..Churchill during said time."240 By 1876 and 1877, at the same
time many new churches were being built, municipal relief was reduced to a system of paying

neighbours "for the maintenance of" the indigent.241 And when in one instance, the township

council suspected that a neighbour was milking the system, Samuel McAlonan was "notified that

this Council will make no further payments for the maintenance of James Peden after the first day
of September 1877."242 In 1877 the township began to say no to requests for assistance, as for

example in October 1877 when the council resolved "that the Petition of James Berry and others

praying for aid for one William H. Stevens be not entertained."243 And by 1879 they were mak-
ing grants to remove the indigent from the township, as when they gave six dollars "to Henry
Staley to enable him to go to his Friends,"244 and furnished three dollars to aid "in removing Mrs
Umphry to her Friends at Farmersville."245

What explains this paradox of municipal charity becoming more niggardly at the same
time record numbers of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear inhabitants were becoming active practising

Christians? In part, it reflected the decline of strong family immigrant networks after two gener-

ations of intermarriage, as the ties of the Wexford colony, for example, that kept petitioning coun-

cil to provide relief to widow Bryan, began to unravel. In part, as women began entertaining one

another in their large new houses and became absorbed in church work, they no longer were as

vigilant as they once had been in attending to the misery in their immediate locales, particularly

as church work became focused in the villages. And, by a curious conjuncture, even as women in

the congregations banded together in Dorcas societies and missionary groups to provide local

charity, so increasingly focused did they become on supporting foreign missions, that they could

not as readily perceive the misery immediately around them. Their attention was riveted on the

work of individuals such as Leonora Howard who, after training to be a nurse, went on to be a

medical missionary in Peking, China. Their inability to perceive local cases of need is attributable

to the Methodist revivals in the 1870s and the Holiness Movement revivals of the 1880s and 1890s

that stressed the need to strive after Christian perfection as individuals. By implication, those

whose indigence indicated that God's Spirit was not acting upon them, were increasingly viewed

as unworthy of municipal charity. And once local society developed the idea that the individual

must be responsible for his or her own life, the indigent increasingly became ignored, as more and

more people looked to new forms of public recreation.
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Plate 161

Picnic near the base of the lead smelter smokestack at Black Rapids, as photographed by John Buick Harvey

in 1906. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries urban inhabitants were drawn to the lakes in

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear in pursuit of recreation . It is ironic that even as these visitors sought to get away

from the ills of urban life, they became a major conduit of urban ideas into local rural society. Loaned cour-

tesy of Joanne (Harvey) Putnam.
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It
was their woman reporter, Miss Laura Bradshaw Durand, 1 the Toronto Globe sent to obtain

a special interview with Caroline LaRose, who overnight all of Canada was calling "the hero-

ine of Charleston Lake." Hence on the morning of Friday August 19th, 1898, Miss Durand
found herself at the station of the Brockville, Westport and Sault Ste Marie Railway in Brockville,

boarding the "cheese train" on her way to Charleston Lake. For over an hour the small train

chugged through as pretty a piece of country as she had ever seen. There was no passenger coach,

therefore she sat on a wooden platform running down the middle of a roomy box car. At inter-

vals when the train stopped, she got off and strolled about, picking the golden rod, oblivious to

the mirth of local farmers at her expense for being such a complete "city slicker" as to take delight

in a noxious weed. At Athens she was met by the local banker, Watson G. Parish, who drove her

"through the soft summer air past miles of late summer corn fields and gray-green pasture lands

to the fairy lake...." At Charleston village they boarded banker Parish's trim steam launch which

"bounded away like a living thing," picking its "way daintily among the islands, while Barney,

[the Parishes'] black spaniel, sat erect in the bow and looked for loons."

Miss Durand was favourably impressed with Charleston Lake while crossing in the steam

launch. She wrote:2

The scenery of the region is wild and picturesque and the shores of the lake rise at many
points in perpendicular granite cliffs, from the crevices of which grow straight stemmed
pine trees, looking like dark-capped sentinels, who faithfully guard the land. The water

of the lake is derived from springs which bubble up from the plenteous bosom of the

earth, and its only outlet is at Gananoque. It is clear and very deep, measuring in some
places as much as three hundred feet, and is said to possess medicinal properties. The

lake has a coastline of 90 miles and is fairly dotted with beautifully wooded islands. Our
American neighbours, who have a genius for that kind of adventure, have discovered the

enchantment of the spot and come thither in large numbers every summer to the airy cot-

tages built at many a vantage point, or to the well appointed hotels at Charleston Village.

Eventually the launch approached "a low shore where there stood a group of weather-stained

small log houses" where "out from one of the doors. ..ran a little barefooted girl.. .of about nine

years, slender, with sun-browned face and hands, dark hair and eyes and a settled, serious expres-

sion that is sometimes almost sorrowful."

Once introduced to Caroline LaRose, Miss Durand addressed herself to her mother. Could

Caroline accompany her to Brockville if she returned her in safety the following day? The child

"listened breathlessly and almost incredulously.. .and when her mother said her father must

see...and decide she was off like the wind to the swamp where he was working to bring him
home." Miss Durand "found him a quiet man, evidently attached to his children and quite will-

ing that Caroline should reap any advantage from her new-found fame." Miss Durand planned

the excursion as a pretext to win Caroline's confidence "and draw out by degrees her brave,

pathetic story" when they were alone together. And so the career journalist who was recognised

as one of the foremost "new women" in Canada, and a young girl from one of the poorest fami-

lies in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, sat side by side as the launch steamed toward the southeast-

ern shore of Charleston Lake, Caroline not altogether comfortable in her unaccustomed boots and

hat while making timid replies to the woman's questions.3
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Plate 162

Caroline LaRose as lithographed by McKechnie in 1898 and Mary Geneva Stafford as photographed by F.W.

Falkner of Athens circa 1905. Unusual circumstances permitted a few women from Leeds and Lansdowne

Rear to go off to paying careers in the late Victorian and Edwardian period. Leonora Howard, born into a

family of doctors at Soperton, graduated as a medical doctorfrom the University of Michigan in 1877, and

went off to be a medical missionary in China. The pluck shown by Caroline LaRose in caring for a baby

while lost on Charleston Lake prompted local women to sponsor an education that led her to be a hospital

administrator. Mary Geneva Stafford with the aid of an aunt and uncle trained to become a school teacher.

Private collection.

It was only upon seeing the wild terrain along the shore in the vicinity of Blue Mountain

that Miss Durand could fully appreciate the ordeal Caroline had gone through. On a Saturday in

mid-July the LaRose family had gone to the ledges on the east side of Charleston Lake to pick

blueberries. Picking blueberries and wild raspberries was a major activity undertaken by many
families to provide a store of canned berries for dessert during the winter. At one point during a

particularly bountiful season, two women and four children "picked over 700 pounds of wild

raspberries at Washburn's Corners."4 The LaRose family set up a temporary camp at a landing,

and Caroline was given the responsibility, at her own request, of caring for her sister's baby,

Bertha, at this campsite while the rest of the family headed off with their berry pails. In the

forenoon Caroline, with Bertha in her arms, left the tent and went for a walk along one of the cow
paths. Coming across a herd of cows who bellowed at her, Caroline ran with her precious burden

into the bush, but once the cows had passed, she was unable to find the path.

"Were you afraid then, dear?" Miss Durand asked.

"Not at first," Caroline replied, "but when I called and called and no one came 1 cried.

There were lots of huckleberries and I could eat them but Bertha could not."
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"Did the baby go to sleep?"

"Yes, then I lay down too."

"Were you afraid of bears, Carrie?"

"No, for I saw some sheep on the hills, and I thought that the bears would rather eat them
than me." All in all, Caroline LaRose wandered a long way in hopes of finding a path back to

camp, carrying Bertha all the while. She crossed the height of Blue Mountain and descended to a

swamp on the other side known as Huckleberry Hollow. She escaped from there by a winding

sheep path to the wilderness beyond. The distance she walked from the point where she set out

to that where she was found was fully eight miles in a straight line. Over unbroken country it pos-

sibly was double that.

On their way to Brockville on the train, Miss Durand pointed out a very rough piece of

bush to Caroline and asked if the places she went through when lost were as difficult. Caroline

gazed at the dense brush, the close growing bracken, the fallen trees and rotting stumps, and
replied very simply, "Oh, yes."

"But how could you cross it with the baby, little one?" Caroline's lips drooped at the cor-

ners. "I had to go," she said, "and I just went." By Saturday evening the lost children happened
across an abandoned shanty standing on the shore of a reed-grown deserted bay. Here Caroline

decided they must spend the night, and "she made a pathetic attempt at housekeeping, climbing

into the loft and bringing down a straw tick and a coat which served her and the baby as a bed."5

Meanwhile, back at camp, the family found the two children missing, an alarm was sent

to Charleston, the Outlet, Athens and Lyndhurst, and in the days that followed more than 100 per-

sons aided in the search.6 The theory of the scores of searchers who for three days scoured the

hills and woods was that Caroline had not gone far from the tent, and therefore they kept within

a limited area. As it proved, Caroline had covered an incredible distance and reached an isolated

bay on the Big Waters, the most open stretch of Charleston Lake, and a part seldom visited by

pleasure seekers and sportsmen. As the despairing days of the search continued, neighbours of

the LaRoses began openly expressing their belief that Caroline would desert her helpless charge.

But Isaac LaRose knew his daughter better than that. With many sisters and brothers, from the

time Caroline was old enough to hold a baby, she was the trusted nurse of the family, rarely

attending school and seldom going beyond the borders of her father's farm. "We will find them
together," he predicted, "dead or alive."

"Did you think of leaving Bertha at all?" Miss Durand asked Caroline.

"Oh, no."

"If she had died what would you have done?"

"I would take her with me."

"Wouldn't you have feared her, then?"

"No, a dead baby couldn't hurt me."

"Carrie," Miss Durand pressed further, taking the little girl's hand in hers, "I suppose

when you were in the woods you always ate first and fed Bertha afterwards?"

The child grew pale and pressed her lips together. "No ma'am," she returned, "I always

fed Bertha first."

On the Sunday morning Caroline was at the shanty in the bay off Big Waters, and saw a

boat passing in the distance, in which she could make out her sisters and some friends. She shout-

ed and waved to them frantically without avail. Day followed day and she saw boats passing on

the horizon, but she was unable to attract any notice from them. She went into the woods each

day, carrying the baby with her, crushing blueberries into its mouth to keep it alive, returning to

the shanty each night, carefully closing the door, and sleeping on the improvised bed. After ques-

tioning her closely as to her hope of finally being rescued, Miss Durand came to the conclusion

that Caroline had never despaired, and that she slept a good deal between her frantic attempts to

find her way home. Her own fears were to some extent diminished in caring for the infant.
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Plate 163

The Isaac LaRose log house at LaRose Bay on Charleston Lake, as photographed by Jennie Lamb circa 1900.

While many families in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear were moving into large new houses during the late

Victorian and Edwardian period, families such as that of Isaac LaRose on smaller farms and poorer land

resided in modest log houses such as this one. The LaRoses were among a number ofFrench Canadian fam-

ilies who moved into Leeds and Lansdowne Rear during the late nineteenth century, migrating north from

factory jobs at Gananoque. As early as the 1860s there is reference to fishermen on Charleston Lake stop-

ping at the home ofa French Canadian family to purchase milk and lunch supplies. The raising of the water

level by the Gananoque water power company brought the water up to the footings of this house. Archives

of Ontario Ace. 13484-130.

Four days after the children became lost, Watson Parish ventured into the boisterous Big

Waters, fishing as well as keeping an eye out for the missing children from his launch. "As he

neared the coast he heard a sharp cry and then he saw the little figure with its burden staggering

out from among the trees." As Parish explained to Miss Durand: 7

he was convinced that Caroline's sole thought was for the baby. She would allow no one

to take it, and folded with maternal care the handkerchief he lent her about its head, tuck-

ing in the ends with as much neatness as if they were on a holiday excursion, and she a

child without food for four days. They made a run for "Little Bluff," Mr. Parish's island

residence and the children were fed. Caroline swallowed her first mouthful of bread

without mastication, then famished as she was, took the half-conscious baby in her arms

and showed Mrs. Parish how to drop the milk down its throat.

Caroline LaRose's life was never again the same after this ordeal. Her trip to Brockville with Miss

Durand was a revelation; her portrait photograph was taken by Murray & Son, and later repro-

duced in the Brockville Times and Toronto Globe. "In town she wore the same serious expression,

which only relaxed when we looked at each other and smiled," Miss Durand observed. "She had

never seen so many houses and so many people in all her life before. She underwent the ordeal

of being the centre of attraction in the town admirably. Poor little maid! I believe that she least of

all understands why she is to-day a heroine."8

Caroline LaRose was regarded as a heroine not simply because of her resilience and pluck

in safely bringing her sister's baby through an ordeal. For many women across Canada as well as
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locally her coolness in the face of adversity even at such an early age was an extraordinary exam-
ple of the claim by maternal feminists that women had special experience and values that would
be crucial to society, if society would only allow them free rein.9 Miss Durand's article in the Globe

brought cash donations pouring in from across Canada, and Caroline was presented with a gold

medal for her bravery. Closer to home, Watson and Eliza Parish together with Mary Livingstone

arranged for Caroline to attend the public and high schools in Athens, and in time she entered

Cornwall General Hospital to train for a career in nursing. 10

Caroline LaRose was not the only young girl from Leeds and Lansdowne Rear to be

redeemed from an inevitable future either as a farmwife or old maid. At the other end of the

township, at Seeley's Bay, Mary Geneva Stafford experienced a similar if less dramatic re-orienta-

tion from her probable destination as a farmwife. Born in 1889, the same year as Caroline LaRose,

she was one of ten children in the farm family of Abel Wesley Stafford and Emma Arabella

Bracken. Ordinarily, in the normal course of events, as a member of a large rural family she could

not have continued her education past primary school. She quickly became a favourite of her aunt

Jennie and uncle John Chapman, enjoying extended visits while a child at their house in

Lyndhurst, and playing with other village children, teetering precariously as she ran up and down
the coping atop the side walls of the old stone bridge. Her aunt Jennie and John Chapman took

young Mary Geneva under their wings, and when they moved to Brockville, they arranged for her

education at the Brockville collegiate institute. From there they sent her to train as a teacher at the

Athens model school, and she began teaching, at age sixteen, in the board and batten Ellisville

school. She participated in various community events and she was invited to visit at the Red
Horse Lake cottage of the prominent Harvey family of Lyndhurst to enjoy respite from her

demanding work. 11

Both Mary Geneva Stafford and Caroline LaRose, before they reached the age of twenty,

in one way or another were aware that Leeds and Lansdowne Rear was becoming a place of recre-

ation for a growing number of people. Barely a generation earlier the very concept of recreation

was unknown in the local vocabulary, as farmwork went on unbroken from sunrise to sunset. The
absence of enjoyable recreations was apparent to the Wexford settlers when they arrived. One of

them wrote back to friends in Ireland, "The chief objection folks have to this country, is the want
of pleasures, but these are vanities." 12 As late as 1870 a local editor remarked, "As a people we
have been overworking ourselves for eight or nine generations, and the system is beginning to tell

on the physiques of the men and women of to-day. The careworn look of our people tells the story

at a glance. We do not give ourselves time for amusement—we have too few holidays—our recre-

ations are too irregular, too few and far between." Local people, the editor continued, stood "in

need of invigorating sports and plenty of healthy amusements. We should be more intellectual,

even if we devoted less time and thought to the culture of the intellect. We should be more many
sided—less fanatical. We should enjoy a healthier old age," he concluded. 13

Most residents of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear remained so focused on their farmwork that

they were unaware of urbane recreation as it began to infiltrate the local landscape. John and

Elizabeth Rhodes had been local residents for some fifty years by 1899, had never seen Charleston

Lake, but had some vague notion that it was simply a pond with a few islands in it, on which there

were some cottages. That July they were taken for a drive to view the lake. Not much 14

enthusiasm was shown about the lake visit, but on the way Mr. Rhodes did admire the

fields of grain, and potatoes and corn.... When Wiltse lake was reached the Rhodes'

thought they had reached their destination, but when the top of Charleston hill was
reached overlooking the snug little hamlet of Charleston and the broad expanse of water

studded with numerous islands burst upon their vision, they were both amazed and

delighted. The drive through the village, past the snug and tidy Harbor View Hotel, and

down the hill...past the new and elegant summer house of Sheldon Bullis, through the

magnificent cluster of cedars, to the doors of Cedar Park Inn, ended when the carriage
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Plate 164

River's Cliff, Brockville, the property of J.W.B. Rivers, Esq., as lithographed by Davidson, Whelan &
Younger, Montreal, 1879. The rise of summer recreation began on the outskirts of major North American

cities in the mid nineteenth century. With the visit of United States president Ulysses S. Grant to the

Thousand Islands in 1872, entrepreneurs began building cottages and providing boat rental accommodation

for visiting fishermen. The large numbers of city inhabitants coming by train to summer among the

Thousand Islands inevitably spurred some fishermen to push north to lakes in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear

that were not so readily accessible by railway. Reproduced from Leavitt's History of Leeds and Grenville

(1879), with permission of the Brockville Recorder and Times.

stopped in front of the main entrance of the magnificent three-storey summer resort

where stood mine host [Lev] Southworth and lady, ready to extend hearty greetings. John

Rhodes had lived all his life within two hours drive of that lovely place, and never

believed that anything so new, picturesque and beautiful existed.

The party rowed to the foot of Cornell's island, where the La-ne-o-tah was moored,

and all hands turned in for a good sleep.... [The next day] the men went out a short dis-

tance and caught a black bass, large enough for dinner,. ..[and] at sunset.. . Dr. Lillie's steam

yacht with a merry party of Athens youths on board drew up alongside the houseboat....

The. ..next morning the party rowed towards Donaldson's Bay for a day's outing. Here

again Mr. and Mrs. Rhodes were given many genuine surprises. The beautiful islands

along the route, the massive rock towering in places 100 feet above the water, and the

immense stretch of water all combined to please the newcomers. In passing across Mink
Bay, a six pound salmon was landed by Mr. Rhodes, and almost as soon as his line had
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been put out again he shouted "I have another one," which proved to be rock-bottom, and

he lost his spinner to his dismay, as he had no other to replace it. Landing on Partridge

Island, a fire was made, and the salmon cleaned and cooked by the men, while the ladies

started to pick blueberries, quickly obtaining enough for dessert. After dinner the ladies

insisted on picking more berries, while the men smoked and rested on the shore. To say

that Mr. and Mrs. Rhodes were delighted with their first trip to Charleston Lake, would
be putting it mildly. While they saw only a small portion of the lake and the time spent

was far too short, still they saw enough to make them resolve to again visit the lake in the

near future.

This description of a local farming couple's first visit to the pleasures of Charleston Lake was
printed in the Athens Reporter to acquaint local inhabitants with the growing recreation industry

developing in their midst. The account is a telling measure of how few inhabitants of Leeds and
Lansdowne Rear were making use of local tourist resorts, even as a growing number of urban vis-

itors were being drawn to summer recreation on local lakes.

When, and by what process, did recreation arrive in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear? There

were six routes by which it appeared. First, it had always existed locally, in one sense, from the

time that the earliest Native peoples came through on hunting and fishing expeditions, and with

early Caucasian settlers hunting and trapping to secure food and clothing. As early as 1836 engi-

neer N.H. Baird implied that the "remarkable scenery with which those lakes abound" 15 had the

potential to draw tourists along the upper Gananoque River. Second, there were the organised

recreations of local inhabitants, attempting to copy the urban social customs of the towns and
cities. Third, there was recreation as an organised religious retreat. Fourth, there was the converse

appeal of recreation as a retreat for men from the moral revolution and the increasingly strictured

social life that revolved around the churches and the temperance movement. Fifth, there was
recreation as a local enterprise, providing employment for area inhabitants, copying the resort

boom in the nearby Thousand Islands, and catering to the moneyed American middle class flee-

ing the summer heat of the city. Sixth, and finally, there was the emergence of cottaging as the

recreation of regional and local urban inhabitants.

It is an open question as to whether or not the inhabitants of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear

in the early nineteenth century thought of hunting, fishing and trapping as a recreation rather

than as a supplement to diet, with furs and deerskin supplying the raw materials for home-made
clothing, with any surplus being sold for much needed cash. One can infer from Hiel Sliter's nar-

rative that hunting and trapping was not regarded as hard work compared to pursuing agricul-

ture, and there is implicit criticism of his father, Nicholas, for engaging extensively in trapping

rather than settling down to the work of developing a farm. Certainly, as farmland became
cleared, hunting and trapping became less and less available to farmers in the twelfth and thir-

teenth concessions of Lansdowne and in the arable interior of the rear concessions of Leeds.

Wildlife retreated to the remaining stands of bush in the rocky areas of the Canadian Shield espe-

cially around the lakes in Lansdowne Rear where fish continued to abound into the 1850s and

1860s. One hunter accounted for the decline of wildlife with the expansion of agriculture between

the 1820s and early 1860s as follows: 16

The forest then contained [an] abundance of Oak and Beech nuts, hence Deer and Bear

were numerous during the fly season, more especially if there were fires in the new fal-

lows, the Deer were sure to be found around the smoke, in purpose to get rid of the flies.

In a new settlement venison was very acceptable, and those who owned a gun and knew
how to use it, generally got a shot by stalking up to the Deer while in the new clearings....

Some very few possessed an American pea rifle, that was good to kill squirrels and wound
deer with; but the majority that did hunt had only some old flint musket or fowling piece

that would snap five or six times for every time it would go off, and then miss the mark
nine times out of ten. Good shots with improved fire arms may doubt the statement, yet

it is a fact, that more Deer were missed and wounded than ever got in the days I write of.
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Plate 165

Edward Duffield's hotel at Charleston on Charleston Lake, as lithographed by Davidson, Whelan &
Younger, Montreal, 1879. In barely a dozen years Duffield's hotel expanded from the smaller house-sized

structure at the front, and added the larger wing in the background to accommodate the large numbers of

fishermen coming to enjoy the variety offishing available on this large body of water. Reproduced from

Leavitt's History of Leeds and Grenville with permission of the Brockville Recorder and Times.

A prominent figure in the eyes of local hunters was gunsmith John Cronkwright on lot eight in the

eleventh concession of Lansdowne at Long Point, who made guns as an occupation during the

early to mid-Victorian period, but only the barrel of one of these guns is known to survive. 17

We have noted already in an earlier chapter such abundant yields of fish, that Leeds and

Lansdowne, Front and Rear, accounted for most of the 611 barrels harvested in Leeds County in

1870. We have also noted the complaint by local Mississauga as early as 1830 that people from

adjacent areas of the United States were taking such large quantities of fish from the Gananoque
River system that their subsistence was threatened. There is no information available from the

mid-1830s to the mid-1850s about the extent to which Charleston Lake was used by local inhabi-

tants for recreational fishing.

Press coverage of a sensational murder in 1860 reveals that already Charleston Lake was
becoming a place for recreational outings, drawing visitors from a distance. In June of that year

two young men from Jefferson County, New York, Edgar Harter and Morgan Doxtater who were
distant cousins of one another, came to work on a local farm, and after a few days work took their

guns to go hunting and fishing, and engaged a boat at Charleston village to go out on the lake.

When Harter returned alone to Charleston, and was questioned about the whereabouts of his

companion, he claimed to have left him near the Outlet, and that he was going through to

Gananoque, to take passage on a steamboat for the west. Suspicions were raised by Harter return-
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ing with both men's guns, and excited further when Doxtator's hat was found on the lake. A large

party went to the lake and made a thorough search but to no avail. After a violent storm a few

months later, Doxtator's body was found floating on the surface, with fishing line tied around one

of the arms, and a piece of bark around one of the legs to which some heavy object was original-

ly attached in order to sink the body and keep it below the water. 18 Harter was picked up by the

police, taken to Brockville, tried for the murder of his cousin, protesting his innocence all the

while, found guilty, and hanged in the gaolyard there in December 1860, only confessing that he

shot Doxtator minutes before the hangman placed the noose around his neck. 19

Local coverage of the double drowning of N. Hawkins and Abel Wiltsie a year later pro-

vides further information about the earliest recreational use of Charleston Lake and the other

lakes in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear at mid-century. Only because Hawkins, the miller at

Charleston Mills (otherwise known as Beale's Mills), was well-known locally did the Gananoque
and Brockville newspapers cover the tragedy, for otherwise recreation did not exist as a formal

idea in local society, certainly not out in the wild countryside of the back townships. As reported

by the Brockville Monitor, Hawkins, his two sons Edgar and Henry, and Wiltsie were simply going

on a fishing excursion on the nearby lake. Still, their outing had the elements of a break from their

daily work, and was an activity they had undertaken before, as shown by Hawkins keeping his

boat at Jordan's Landing, about a mile from the mills. The break from their everyday activities

was enhanced by staying out over night. Having launched their boat they proceeded down the

lake; and after rowing about two miles, they stopped at Flat Island for refreshment. Before the

fatal mishap occurred, "Wiltsie rowed and said they would take a direct course to the lower end

of Wolf Island, where a French Canadian family lives, stay there for the night, and fish on the route

homeward the next morning."20 Coverage of another drowning in 1869 told of hotelkeepers and
artisans from the villages of Farmersville and Lansdowne going to Charleston Lake for a day's

fishing, carrying provisions with them to cook meals on Hen Island.21

Fishing and hunting were very much localised activities at mid-century, but any potential

for the lakes in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear to draw from an increasingly large area came to a halt

in 1859. The opening of the Brockville and Ottawa Railway that year drew hunters and fishermen

from Brockville and American centres to go north, taking their boats with them, to bodies of water

such as Mississippi Lake that were readily accessible from the railway, rather than have to hire a

wagon to jounce twenty miles or more over rough roads to Charleston Lake from either Gananoque
or Brockville. Hence the Carleton Place Herald reported in September 1861 that "a party of

Sportsmen from Brockville, who had been amusing themselves for a few days on the Mississippi

Lake and vicinity, left two skiffs at the Railway Station... for transmission to Brockville the follow-

ing morning."22 Nor was such recreation confined to the summer months. Two months later the

Herald reported that "a party of Brockville sportsmen amused themselves among the islands and

in the bays of the Mississippi Lake shooting ducks, a species of game which appears to be getting

scarce in the Mississippi waters."

These hunters and fishermen were all perceived to be urban residents by whom the

"change from the counting room, and the summer's labors" was "duly appreciated." These urban

visitors, both on the lake by day, and in the camp, under the evergreens, by the side of a blazing

woodfire at night, "were observed having a 'good time' generally."23 What was obvious by 1862

was that although fishing or hunting was the pretext for visiting such lakes, there was a less quan-

tifiable benefit for the urban visitors. The Carleton Place Herald noted that year: 24

the fame of the Mississippi Pike and Ducks, and we may add Deers (or Dears) has reached

distant sections of the "Front," for at intervals parties of sportsmen from the line of rail-

way come out from the dyspeptical atmosphere of their irksome offices to breath[e] the

bracing and invigorating breezes that play over the lovely and broad expanse of the

Mississippi Lake, and inhale the balsamic odors that are wafted from the deep emerald

islands that stud its broad bosom.
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Plate 166

Line-up ofautomobiles in front of the Harbor View Hotel at Charleston on Charleston Lake, as photographed

by Jennie Lamb circa 1917. The Duffield hotel (Plate 165) expanded beyond recognition by the early 1890s,

replete with arcaded verandahs, running water, an ample kitchen and telephones. Such was the popularity

of Charleston Lake by the turn of the century, that there were complaints of it being overfished. Visiting

Americans provided employment to generations of guides, but local inhabitants were also acutely aware of

the bemusement with which visitors regarded local rustic conditions. The first automobiles to appear on

township roads were those ofsummer visitors and the telephone line going outfrom Athens via Oak Leaf to

Charleston was the first in the township. Archives of Ontario Ace. 13484-26.

Although Charleston and other nearby lakes were not drawing recreationists from a far distance,

due to being remote from railways, those local inhabitants who went hunting and fishing on them

were village inhabitants who wished to get away from the close confines of their shops and hous-

es, whereas for farm families a cooling walk in the forest was as close as the bush from which they

harvested their winter firewood supply.

Those inhabitants of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear who relied on fishing, hunting and trap-

ping for a substantial portion of their subsistence or income were not faced by the same ravages

of local fish and game that lakes more accessible by railway experienced. One Mississippi Lake

area inhabitant complained in 1867,25

every fall, the Yankees come over the line in large numbers and kill and carry off to the

American Market great quantities of our best game, fish and furs, and there is no law on

the statute book by which they can be prevented. We understand that, this year, all the

back townships are literally swarming with Yankees and their hounds. In some town-

ships there are more men and dogs than deer and partridge; and our little lakes in the

western part of [Lanark and Renfrew] counties, so well stocked with valuable fish, are

covered with United States' boats!...

Another veteran Carleton Place area hunter protested against "the large parties of American trap-

pers who are exterminating our deer, & trapping our most valuable fur bearing animals, carrying

them away to the U.S., causing a vast deal of dissatisfaction in the ba( k settlements."26 Such vs .is
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the pull of hunting and fishing groups north along the line of the Brockville and Ottawa Railway

that even inhabitants of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear such as Oliver Eaton of Seeley's Bay were

hunting along the Madawaska River and other bodies of water accessible to regional railways by

the late 1860s.27

Perhaps the most telling indicator of how quickly lakes became overwhelmed by hunters

and fishermen coming in from outside was the formation of protective clubs. Less than two years

after the railway began bringing large numbers of hunters to Mississippi Lake, for example, the

Lanark and Renfrew Game Protective Society was formally constituted.28 It was not until 1883

that the Gananoque Game Club was formed for the purpose of taking organised measures to pro-

tect game along that river system, such as offering rewards and hiring detectives to arrest hunters

shooting ducks out of season.29 So filled were the Leeds and Lansdowne Rear woods by hunters

by the early 1890s,30 that local men organised themselves to go hunting in groups much further

north in New Ontario,31 travelling there by train, and once there either roughing it in the bush or

establishing themselves in local hotels or resorts and going out on day trips on the lakes and in

the woods. As automobile ownership became common in the 1910s, many men from Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear banded together into hunting clubs and travelled to less distant destinations for

their autumn hunt. Of the numerous clubs formed locally, the Long Lake Hunting Club, started

in 1918, was among the earliest. The founders of this club were James Simpson, his son Burt,

Charles W. Hartley, John Moroughan and Reg Moore from the Seeley's Bay area. They made their

first trips to Long Lake, northeast of Plevna in Frontenac County, in an open truck, and the hunters

lived in tents until eventually a camp was built. So large a proportion of local men went hunting

that by the mid-twentieth century it was noted during "November the village of Seeley's Bay is

practically deserted by male residents as the 'call of the wild' is answered to a man." That these

hunting and fishing trips were a form of recreation for groups of local men is evident from the wry
observation, "One thing that puzzles the ladies left behind is the fact that the last deer needed to

fill the quota obligingly fails to appear until almost the final day of the season."32 In only half a

century hunting and fishing was transformed from an aspect of subsistence for local inhabitants

living on the land least suitable for cultivation, to a leisure activity for groups of men who ranged

far beyond the township boundaries.

But hunting and fishing were not the earliest organised activities intended as recreation

or leisure in Leeds and Grenville. Up until the mid-Victorian period recreation was almost exclu-

sively regarded as the prerogative of the urban upper class, and in the Leeds and Lansdowne Rear

vicinity, it was military men based at Kingston or military veterans settled from Perth who engaged

in the earliest visible public recreation activities. As early as 1826 the naval storekeeper at

Kingston gave a party on board the yacht Bullfrog for a group of "fifty fashionables." By 1835 the

proprietor of the Kingston Mineral Springs offered for hire "Sailing and Row Boats and Light

Skiffs in readiness for Fishing Parties," and that same year the first annual regatta was organised

at Barriefield.33 At Perth an amateur theatre was formed as early as 1830, and by 1835 the annu-

al militia musters and the Perth fair were followed by horse racing and other amusements.34 The

cricket clubs formed in regional towns in the 1840s and 1850s continued the idea of recreation and

sport being activities associated with military rank or urban wealth, with members of the early

Bytown cricket club exclusively coming from the ranks of old military and Loyalist families,35

while those in the Smith's Falls club were from the commercial elite. 36 By the late 1830s some sol-

diers from Kingston ventured out along the Rideau Canal, either hiring a Native or local settler to

guide them, and fully expecting the deference from the veterans manning the lock stations that

was their due. 37 Hence the earliest appearance of recreational hunting and fishing in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear consisted of urban and military inhabitants venturing out from the city. Unlike

the military officers, seeking respite from the boredom of their tours of duty, local farmers were

exhausted from their year-round cycle of chores, and sought not new activities, but rather rest

from their labour.
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Plate 167

Cedar Park Inn at Charleston on Charleston Lake, built in 1889, as photographed by Jennie Lamb circa

1917. This was the largest of the summer resorts built in the immediate Leeds and Lansdowne Rear vicin-

ity. The resorts drew the business of people visitingfrom large cities, whereas local parties from Leeds and

Lansdowne simply came on day excursions to cruise around the lake on a steamboat, or simply went camp-

ing along the lakeshore. Archives of Ontario Ace. 13484-25.

Once the villages of Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay sprang up in the late 1860s and early

1870s, village inhabitants began to copy the various activities they witnessed urban inhabitants

taking part in. Their ideas of the social events enjoyed by town and city inhabitants were

informed by the coverage provided in regional newspapers from mid-century on, and by flocking

to local towns and cities to participate in major events. Public hangings at Brockville were a sure-

fire draw for crowds of country folk to make a day's journey to the county town, and similarly

when the Prince of Wales came to Brockville and Kingston in 1860 (he did not get off his boat at

the latter place due to Orangemen refusing to take down banners which local Catholics regarded

as offensive), the inhabitants of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear were among the thousands jamming
the urban streets, striving to catch a view of the Royal visitor.38 By the early 1860s rural inhabi-

tants from as far away as Carleton Place were going to larger centres such as Brockville to cele-

brate the Queen's Birthday, and from 1867 on, Dominion Day celebrations to mark the confeder-

ation of Canada also drew country residents into the major centres.39 Circuses and menageries

exhibiting at Kingston and Brockville were must-see attractions that drew local families into those

towns from the 1830s on.

In various forms religion accounted for the largest public events year after year, drawing

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear inhabitants to holiday recreations in Kingston, Brockville, and even-

tually Gananoque. These included the concerts, teas, church openings, bazaars, and camp meet-

ings associated with the devotional revolution, and they provided the model for women raising

funds to build new churches in the township in the 1870s and 1880s. 40 From 1856 on the biggest

celebrations drawing inhabitants into regional towns were annual Orange processions. Before

1856 interest in Orangeism was largely confined to Irish Anglican immigrants, who in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear comprised the Wexford colony. The crucial political event that year was the forcing
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through the Canadian parliament (which governed the regions we know today as southern

Ontario and southern Quebec) of the separate schools Act. From the perspective of Protestants of

all stripes it was apparent that the French Canadian bloc in Canada East (later Quebec) with the

co-operation of a handful of representatives from Canada West (later Ontario) had forced separate

schools on Canada West over the objections of the overwhelming majority of its inhabitants. All

of a sudden, Orange rhetoric about a Catholic conspiracy began to make sense even to Protestants

whose sympathies previously had lain with the Reform party. Many people from Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear, like Walter Beatty of Yonge township, who never before attended any form of

Orange gathering, in 1856 "went to Brockville with the boys to let them see the Orangemen
walk"41 and from then on continued to attend Orange processions and gatherings. By 1862 an

estimated ten to eleven thousand people jammed the streets of Brockville to view the twelfth of

July procession,42 a crowd much larger than that which greeted the Prince of Wales just two years

earlier.43

In time, the merchants and artisans of Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay were unwilling to have

business drawn out of their villages to larger centres, and holiday events, church-related celebra-

tions and Orange processions came to be held in these villages. The twelfth of July celebration at

Lyndhurst in 1906 featured Orange lodges no. 503 from Somerville's Corners, no. 226 from

Lyndhurst, no. 183 from Elgin, no. 144 from Portland, no. 2 from Oak Leaf, no. 13 from Seeley's

Bay and no. 485 from Ellisville with their various bands supplemented by the Lyndhurst brass

band and the Gananoque fife and drum band marching in procession. The attractions of the day

included a dinner served in the agricultural hall, the procession, a programme of speeches by

politicians and clergymen, and a supper. The ostensible object of these annual twelfth of July cel-

ebrations was commemoration of the Battle of the Boyne and to "defend British civil and religious

institutions from all forms of attack by the Roman Catholic Church." In reality, these Orange cel-

ebrations were the earliest large, organised recreational events other than for Methodist camp
meetings experienced by Leeds and Lansdowne Rear inhabitants within their own township, with

families dressed in their best clothes promenading around, relaxing, dining out, and listening to

the music of the brass bands. Not least among the attractions was the pleasant natural setting of

both villages. The Athens Reporter opined:44

There are few little villages in Ontario as charmingly situated as Lyndhurst. In the heart

of the village there is a waterfall that supplies an abundance of power to the mills locat-

ed on either bank of the stream. Above the falls, placid water in a winding channel leads

to the Lower Beverley lake; below, the channel leads to the far-famed fishing grounds of

the Red Horse. Ozone-breathing pines crown the adjacent hills, and between and beyond

these are fine agricultural lands tilled in many cases by descendants of U.E. Loyalists and

by those whose parents thought of the British Isles when they spoke of "home."

The religious aspect to the first local recreations is important. As late as the 1850s and 1860s many
Protestant clergy and editors railed against public pleasure activities as leading to immorality and

social degradation. Into the 1860s and early 1870s there were those who strongly resisted the

introduction of organs into churches as being too pleasurable for the ear, and thus detracting from

the act of worship.45 The innumerable teas, socials, concerts, At Homes, Christmas Trees and

other social events held by women to finance the building of the new churches all worked to give

a tacit sanction to public social events and recreations.

Yet another influence contributing to the rise of local recreation, curiously enough, was

the participation by Leeds and Lansdowne Rear men in military exercises. As the imperial gov-

ernment began to reduce the number of British soldiers stationed in Canada from the mid-1850s

on, Canadians began to face up to the challenge of defending their country. In the face of the bat-

tle accounts reported during the United States Civil War from 1861 to 1865, followed by invasions

into Canadian territory by Irish Catholic immigrants in the United States called Fenians who
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Plate 168

The Rideau Queen passenger steamboat at the Seeley's Bay wharf, as photographed circa 1905. This was

one of a number of luxury passenger steamers that travelled the Rideau Canal in the years before and after

the turn of the century. Passengers on the Rideau Queen enjoyed such comforts as steam heat, electricity

and running water, but the growing popularity of automobiles and improvements in roads put the passen-

ger steamers out of business after World War One. Loaned courtesy ofLuella Hartley.

hoped to make a strike against Britain by attacking Canada, rifle companies and better-organised

militia units were formed. Unlike the early decades of the nineteenth century when militia

musters were held in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, they moved to Gananoque by the 1860s, and

the militia and rifle company members coming in from the countryside either to muster or in

anticipation of a Fenian raid, camped out in tents.46 For many young men the brief, shared

delights of camping out with other men away from the strictures and rules of home life would
lead to their own summer camping trips in the woods and lakes of their own township.

And if the militia members from Leeds and Lansdowne Rear brought home with them

accounts of fife and drum bands and brass bands entertaining the military camps at Gananoque
and Prescott, what was to prevent local inhabitants from also enjoying such urbane pleasures? It

is not clear if the earliest of the bands formed in the township, the Oak Leaf brass band, had much
of a military repertoire. In January 1881 when they appeared in Lyndhurst to serenade the recent-

ly married Wellington Johnston, they played a street serenade while marching from David

Edgar's hotel to Webster Copeland's Riverside House, and after favouring Mr Copeland with a

few lively tunes including "The Irish Washerwomen," they returned to favour Edgar with "For we
all are Jolly Good Fellows."47 But once Bert Wood and others organised the Lyndhurst and
Seeley's Bay brass bands, military tunes, especially marches, became their standard fare. In the

same way that leisure activities connected with churches gained respectability in the mid-

Victorian period, so too recreation associated with patriotism became unassailable. The use of the

Seeley's Bay brass band to head funeral processions to local churches by the 1890s,48 shows how
completely the organisations and activities affiliated with urban leisure were copied and adapted

in rural villages.

The concerts, socials and entertainments held by local church groups with time offered

novelties and features intended to attract a large audience. Where in the 1850s and 1860s local res-

idents read longingly of panoramas of Uncle Tom's Cabin,4^ the Fakes of Killarnev, the Thousand
Isles of the Saint Lawrence, and Ten Nights in a Bar-Room^ being exhibited in regional towns, b)
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the 1880s entertainers from near and far were making appearances in Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay.

In mid September 1888, for example, the Norfolk Jubilee Singers were reported visiting Seeley's

Bay and drawing a large house.51 In early February 1891 the Warburton Amateur Dramatic

Comedian Company held a concert in the Oak Leaf hall, offering a programme of amateur plays,

recitations, readings, songs, solos and instrumental music, and capped by the presence of the great

comedian Professor F.L. Tooker—all in aid of St Matthew's church building fund at Warburton. 52

This example was not lost on the wardens of Holy Trinity church who held their own concert in

the Oak Leaf hall three months later to raise funds to build a vault for the church cemetery.53 At

the Oak Leaf Christmas Tree that year the main attraction was "that laughable and side-splitting

play entitled 'bolts and bars' [performed] by three ladies and four gentlemen."54 But concerts

such as the one held by the Epworth League in Mount Pleasant church at Soperton on Hallowe'en

night in 1907, featuring violin and piccolo selections, vocal solos and recitations,55 were suited to

the colder seasons.

Local community concerts and socials long endured as a staple of recreation for Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear inhabitants well into the early twentieth century. Such events were rarely recre-

ation for recreation's sake, but rather usually had some worthwhile purpose behind them. The

strawberry festival and concert held by Saint Luke's church in June 1891 in the Lyndhurst agri-

cultural hall was not simply a pleasurable community event presented either as a whim or for the

delight of such an occasion, but had behind it the solid purpose of aiding the building fund of the

new parish hall.56 Similarly, a sugar social and assembly held by Loyal Orange Lodge 13 in the

Select Knights hall at Seeley's Bay in November 1898 was understood by local inhabitants to be a

supplement to flagging lodge funds. 57 New inventions such as the Edison gramophone might be

demonstrated in Athens,58 and by the 1920s the Canadian Chautauqua Festival might draw town-

ship inhabitants to Athens,59 but still the community entertainments continued on strong. What
gramophone or show in the Athens town hall could compare with the social held at the residence

of Mrs Johnson overlooking Charleston Lake in August 1901! As reported in the Athens newspa-

per, her60

spacious lawn was laid out with tables and benches, and the various booths were gaudi-

ly bedecked with bright colored material.... About fifty Chinese lanterns lighted the lawn

up.... The tables were surrounded early and the waiters were kept busy.... The Lyndhurst

band arrived about nine o'clock and contributed a number of splendid selections.

The canned entertainment in the form of gramophones and films competing for attention only

prompted local fundraisers to become more resourceful as shown by the 1935 winter carnival held

on the rink at Lyndhurst to which many came dressed in costume, with music supplied by a vic-

trola. Why venture out on winter roads to watch a film in the Athens town hall when you could

thrill to a three-act play put on by the Lyndhurst dramatic club in support of the local women's
institute?61

Sooner or later the inhabitants of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear became aware of the many
lakes and wild landscape within the township as a place of recreation for visitors from local towns.

As early as 1868 one local "country boy" penned the following ADVICE TO TOWN FOLK in the

Brockville Recorder: 62

Be off, you drowsy headed l[ow]ns,

With farewell to the smoky towns,

And pass a week of summer moons
At Charleston lake.

'Twill cure you of the sleepy swoons,

At any rate.

Your merry in the cities hum,
'Twould make a rustic blind and dumb,
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Plate 169

Guide Del Woods netting a fish for a visitingfisherman on Charleston Lake as photographed by Jennie Lamb

circa 1915. This was the main attraction of the lakes in Leeds and Lansdozvne Rear, anglingfor either cold-

water or warmwaterfish with an expert oarsman andfisherman on hand who was equally adept at cooking

a shore mealfrom the day's catch. The scenery of Charleston Lake with its Canadian Shield-like vistas added

to its appeal. A major economic activity at Charleston was the renting out offishing boats. Archives of

Ontario Ace. 13484-40.

Where blushing beauties never come,

But in their paint.

And fall into the arms of some,

Whene're they faint.

Now dandy of the mincing pace,

'Twill take the smirk from off your face;

If there's a man within the race,

Drop hat and cane

Come and nobly take your place,

In storm and rain.

Thus, there were three ideas implicit in the advocacy of summer recreation for city and town
dwellers out along the lakes and rivers of the countryside by the late 1860s. First, there was the

need to escape the summer heat, noise and smoke of industrial environments. Second, it was
important for men to leave behind the enervating and debilitating urban workplace, and in the

cool country lake and river retreats to practice "the manly sports which fit the youth of our moth-

er country for the active discharge of life's duties, and which has rendered them matchless for

courage and endurance."63 A salient point at a time when Britain was reducing the number of sol-

diers stationed in Canada! Third, and equally compelling, was the need in the heat of summer,

when young men, women and children were out of school and not easily confined within the stif-

ling town and city homes, to remove them from risk of contaminating intercourse with the vicious

and lower classes by isolating them in a rural retreat to pursue "innocent recreation."

It was the railway that ultimately made it possible for urban dwellers to go out on camp-

ing trips in addition to the hunting and fishing trips already noted, and for women and entire fam-

ilies to travel out to resort hotels established along the American shore of the Thousand Islands

and in the Muskoka lakes district. But although such recreations were intended to be limited to

the upper and upper middle class, entrepreneurs and women's church groups had other ideas
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There was money to be made or raised, depending on your point of view, by offering picnic excur-

sions to members of the middle class, or anyone for that matter with the money to pay, taking

them out on large steamboats to enjoy the cooling river breezes and to socialise both on the boat

and on the picnic grounds. By 1860 picnic excursions from Gananoque were regularly held. One
participant that year described his excursion among the Thousand Islands aboard the steamer

Pierrepont. After settling their picnic baskets and listening to the Gananoque brass band, the men
and women on board danced to the music of the Quadrille string band. They landed for refresh-

ments at the Marshall House, Clayton, "a splendidly furnished and well regulated Hotel" which

was already "the resort of numerous fishing parties who come from New York, New Orleans and
other parts of the Union to enjoy the art of Piscation among the Thousand Islands."64 Leaving

Clayton, the party steamed downriver amid splendid scenery, stopping to picnic on Wells (later

Wellesley) Island, with turkey, chicken, roast beef, hams, sandwiches, wines and liquors being laid

out on the large white tablecloths, followed by the novelty of a game of football. Dancing resumed

aboard the steamer, another stop was made at the Saint Lawrence Hotel in Alexandria Bay which

already had gained the reputation as "a great resort for excursionists fishing, fowling &c. in the

proper season," then another stop for tea at Darling's wharf, before finally steaming "amid the

Islands and beautiful scenery, interspersed with numerous light-houses..., green Islands and rocky

Mounds" to Gananoque after what amounted to an exhausting day's recreation. 65

There is no evidence that steamboat excursions or even picnic parties took place on any

of the lakes in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear before the mid to late 1870s other than for the school

recreation at O'Connor's rolling bank we noted in the previous chapter.66 Had local entrepre-

neurs wished to draw urban and local visitors to the splendid scenery and lakes in Lansdowne
Rear, its remoteness from any railway would have spelled inevitable failure. Even after the

Brockville and Westport Railway came through the vicinity in 1888, the rough seats fitted up in

boxcars as late as 1898 would have worked against urbane visitors travelling on that line. By con-

trast, the Brockville and Ottawa Railway from the time it began running trains in 1859 offered spe-

cial excursion trains to steamboat trips among the Thousand Islands.67 Any notion that steamboat

excursions were the recreation of the well-to-do only were dispelled by the Brockville and Ottawa

Railway giving all its labourers and their families complimentary excursions among the Thousand

Islands as a special bonus.

It is important to note that the excursions taking place among the Thousand Islands dur-

ing the 1850s and 1860s, apart from steamboats making regular runs up and down the Saint

Lawrence, were strictly local affairs. Before 1872 the Thousand Islands were not thought of as a

place where urban well-to-do and middle class residents went for summer camping or to stay at

a resort for the very simple reason that the Thousand Islands were near no major city. Montrealers

went out to the Laurentians, Torontonians summered on Lake Simcoe and later in the Muskokas,

and New Yorkers could choose either Long Island or the Hudson River valley. If it was important

to have summer recreation on water accessible by railway, it was also preferable to have it in rel-

ative proximity to the city. Outside the immediate vicinity, the fame of the Thousand Islands in

the 1850s and 1860s rested solely on their attractions as a fishing ground. The expansion of the

Crossman House at Alexandria Bay as the accommodation for visiting fishermen rowing out to

the fishing grounds from ten guests in 1848 to 300 by 1870 marked the steady growth of the

Thousand Islands as a local fishing resort. These fishing excursions led some families of wealth

to purchase islands and construct summer homes,68 but there was no hope that the Thousand

Islands would become a major summer resort.

Three events occurred in the summer of 1872 that gave momentum to the development of

the Thousand Islands as a popular summer recreation resort for the well-to-do in both Canada and

the United States, and which ultimately gave rise to organised summer recreation in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear. The first of these was the annual excursion of the Canadian Press Association
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Plate 170

Group ofwomen and men in skiffs on Charleston Lake, as photographed by Jennie Lamb circa 1900. Women
were drawn to summer recreation on the lakes in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear partly as an escape from the

heat of the city, but also by a growing interest in natural science. Excursions and other outings on local

lakes were the perfect setting for romance to blossom, hence urban propriety dicatated that a woman not be

alone with a man in a boat. Archives of Ontario Ace. 13484-28.

which took the editor of the Gananoque Reporter to Muskoka. The purpose of these press excur-

sions was to promote particular areas of the country, but two features impressed the Reporter edi-

tor during the long trip over railway, rough roads and on steamboats. First, he noted, "in all the

Towns and Villages we visited—some 40 in number—not one of them, large or small, presented

so shabby an appearance as Gananoque." Second, he observed the special efforts of Muskoka
hotelkeepers in catering to a new summer tourism industry: 69

[I]n every village—even the smallest—passengers were met at the Cars or Boat by com-

fortable easy-riding waggons, and conveyed, with their baggage, to the different Hotels,

free of charge. Gananoque is way behind the times in the matter of Hotel accommoda-
tion. Orillia with natural attractions far inferior to those of Gananoque, numbers its \ isi-

tors by thousands—brought there in a great measure by knowledge of the fact, that they

can get spacious rooms in large and airy Hotels, with Omnibuses to take them to and from

the boats and cars, porters to look after their luggage, and all the appointments of the

Hotels up to the modern City Standard.... The advantages offered by the St. Lawrence for

pleasure seekers are as yet unsurpassed, and a permanent resort could be located at

Gananoque, if some of our competent men would take the matter in hand. But once let

the Muskoka Lakes become generally known, and easy means oi access to them provid-

ed, then Gananoque's chance will be poor indeed.
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The Gananoque editor's musings on the need to better promote the Thousand Islands and better

prepare for accommodating tourists were most likely influenced by the editors and publishers

association of the state of New York holding its annual convention in Watertown in June 1872. A
feature of this convention was an excursion to the Thousand Islands, complete with flags, ever-

greens, flowers, receptions and music, prompting reporters to return home, praising the beauty of

the region. 70 The enthusiasm of the Gananoque Reporter and a host of newspapers across New
York state was all very well and good for promoting the Islands, but the essential handicaps of the

region as a summer watering place remained obvious. It was on the doorstep of no major urban

centre.

Then in July 1872, George M. Pullman of sleeping-car fame, who acquired an island in the

mid-1860s, invited the United States president and former leader of the Union forces during the

American Civil War, Ulysses S. Grant, to Pullman Island for a vacation. 71 The Pullmans orches-

trated as much publicity as they could for this visit, and the press travelling with the president

dispatched glowing reports to all the major American cities. Overnight, the Thousand Islands

became regarded as the select summer sporting ground of presidents and millionaires, and a place

all the more desirable to summer precisely because it was removed from the usual summer recre-

ation resorts on the doorsteps of most major cities, crowded with newly affluent middle class

urban residents. If a war hero such as president Grant was drawn to this new summer paradise,

why then, there were thousands of affluent Americans who suddenly regarded the Thousand
Islands as a fashionable summer destination. Within a few months of his visit three hotels were

under construction at Alexandria Bay alone to provide accommodation for 870 people at a time. 72

Hundreds upon hundreds of people came to the Thousand Islands each summer, some of them
renting rooms in the big hotels, others camping out in tents, and during the next generation

increasing numbers purchased islands and built summer homes.

Now that the Thousand Islands were fashionable, the owners of the big new hotels were

anxious to make them into something more than a mere fishing resort. At the grand opening of

the Thousand Island House at Alexandria Bay in July 1873 a crowd estimated at between 10,000

and 20,000 viewed rowing matches, a regatta, steam yacht races, a brass band competition, and a

balloon ascension. The Gananoque Reporter remarked, "We suppose the object of the whole per-

formance was to get a crowd together and make money out of them; and that part of the design

must have been very satisfactory to the promoters, as the crowd was immense, and bars, billiard

rooms, &c, were run to their utmost capacity."73 The Reporter's caustic note of high prices being

charged at the American resort hotels was no doubt partly due to the failure of Canadian entre-

preneurs to build similar places to accommodate summer tourists. In the autumn of 1872 there

was a proposal to build a magnificent hotel at Rockport costing no less than the remarkable sum
of $100,000, but the project fell through, leaving Alexandria Bay as "the great place of resort until

Gananoque makes a move for the erection of suitable hotels." 74

What combination of attractions would best appeal to the growing numbers of summer
visitors to the Thousand Islands? In 1874 James Moulson, at his Central Park just a ten minute walk

outside of Brockville, offered a dancing hall, dining room, three well stocked fish ponds, bathing

houses for ladies and gentlemen, rowboat and fishing tackle rentals and picnic supplies to visitors,

with accommodation provided by Brockville hotels. 75 In the late 1870s the manager of the

Plate 171 (opposite)

Map of Charleston Lake, Ontario, a Paradise of Waters, as it appeared from guide Del Woods's skiff while

bass and salmon fishing, as sketched by ).L. Adams in September 1899. This map is invaluable for the

numerous place names it provides from the turn of the century. The cartoons at the corners reveal that a

major attraction of Charleston Lake was as a refugefrom the temperance campaign the women's groups in

the churches were steadily mounting. Archives of Ontario AO 2660.
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Molson's bank at Brockville, J.W.B. Rivers, developed a forty-acre property on the Saint Lawrence

a mile west of Brockville. On it he built quaint board-and-batten cottages with attractive verge-

board trim which he rented to summer visitors. The property was laid out with a boat landing,

boat house, a beach, and with serpentine walks and shady drives that led to the waterfront. There

visitors could view the Thousand Islands "and the continually passing steamers, yachts and count-

less miniature craft." 76 As late as 1881 no major summer hotels had yet been built on the Canadian

side of the Thousand Islands, which to the Gananoque Reporter was a pity. It perceived that "thou-

sands now come who do not care to fish, being satisfied with the delightful scenery of the Islands

and the invigorating breezes that come over the waters," and it was rather sad that for lack of suit-

able accommodation "Canadian tourists must now go past their own beautiful portion of the River

into New York State when they desire to enjoy the Thousand Island scenery"77

Already, however, from the beginning of the Thousand Islands boom, there were rum-

blings of discontent with the large resort hotels. The well-to-do who came in from major cities

were the obvious market for these large hotels, but many who returned from year to year pur-

chased property and built elegant whimsical cottages in the popular Stick Style. The large resorts,

it soon became apparent, had little appeal for the resident population of nearby eastern Ontario

and northern New York. At a celebration put on by one of the resorts at Alexandria Bay to draw
a crowd in September 1874,78

those who attended were not the kind who throw their money away lavishly; farmers and

boatmen, with their families were there in considerable numbers, but the internal econo-

my of the grand hotels possessed no interest for them, they neither hungered nor thirsted

to any greater extent than could be satisfied by applications to the baskets and bottles that

were carefully and providently stowed under the seats of their waggons or boats. Some
dozens of excursionists were there from Ogdensburg, Brockville, and other places, but

they too came to see a free show, and went away early, seeming to fear a trick of some kind

that would cost money....

Although by 1883 regional publicists boasted of the "numerous city conveniences" at various

Thousand Islands resorts,79 five years later there were perceived to be fewer people attending the

Saint Lawrence summer resorts, and many of the rental cottages built in the vicinity of Gananoque
were without tenants.80

One source of discontent with the summer steamboat excursions and resort hotels was the

free and easy consumption of alcohol they encouraged. As an alternative, it was proposed by

Methodist Episcopal clergy in 1874 to establish a permanent camp meeting to be called Thousand

Island Park on Wells (later Wellesley) Island providing religious services to summer visitors and

inducing "hundreds more to buy lots, build cottages and remain among us for many weeks dur-

ing the summer." In soliciting backing from nearby towns, the Reverend E.W. Jones observed

"such an institution with its hundreds of families, and its hundreds of newly built cottages, with

their furniture, cooking untensils &c, would in a very short time repay Clayton and Gananoque
tenfold for all the pecuniary aid these two villages may now give the Trustees."81 Canadians did

not back this proposal, but the Bay of Quinte conference of the Methodist Episcopal church

instead purchased a 25 acre bluff in the first concession of Elizabethtown overlooking the Saint

Lawrence three-and-a-half miles west of Brockville in 1875. There they established the St

Lawrence Central Camp Ground, and within three years a spacious tabernacle, boarding house,

and more than thirty cottages were built. Methodists also established the International Camp
Ground near Morristown New York, while Presbyterians set up Westminster Park on Wells

Island,82 but Thousand Island Park by far and away was the most successful of the church camp-

grounds.

Even the Thousand Island Park at first appeared to be a risky venture. Those in charge of

it decreed that boats would not be allowed to land on Sundays and that each person who visited
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Plate 172

Fisheries inspector John Moorehead in his skiff below the 1888 steel bridge at Black Rapids, as photographed

circa 1900. Recreation together with the commercial harvesting offish on the Gananoque River system

placed growing demands on local fish stocks, leading to conservation measures and fish inspectors moni-

toring local lakes from the 1880s on. Loaned courtesy of Art Shaw.

the campground would be charged ten cents. This prompted the steamboat captains serving the

Thousand Islands to declare they would not carry passengers to the campground, which in turn

prompted the directors of the Thousand Island Park to revoke their policy.83 Thereafter the

church campgrounds were successful, drawing upon the membership of churches from a large

territory, and providing an atmosphere judged to be free of immoral influences, especially liquor.

By 1879 Thousand Island Park was busy with conferences all summer long that included, among
others the regular camp meetings, a scientific and esthetic conference, a YMCA encampment, the

International Christian temperance convention, lectures on social science, a normal school educa-

tional conference, a Sunday School parliament, and the grand lodge of Good Templars of New
York state.84 It is not surprising that in the early 1880s the largest hotel on the Saint Lawrence
River was built at Thousand Island Park,85 and every winter some 500 tons of ice were harvested

to serve the campground.86

Those with moral scruples were not the only people looking askance at the large resort

hotels established in the Thousand Islands from the early 1870s on. The comforts and amuse-

ments of the resorts, designed to provide as many as possible of the amenities of city life that

urban visitors were used to, defeated the whole idea of a rustic retreat away from the complexi-

ties of the urban landscape. The Gananoque Reporter summarised the delights of camping as fol-

lows in 1873:87

There is an irresistible charm in the free and easy style of living—the being placed in a

position where one can engage in fishing, boating, or lying under the trees at will; the fix-

ing up of the tents and the culinary arrangements, "to make everything snug in case of

storms," the social enjoyments, where an agreeable party are assembled, the amazing

appetite one gets "at camp," and the relish with which any number of meals per day can

be eaten, especially if fair hands have assisted in their preparation, and fairer faces an 1

present at the table; all combined are sufficient to seduce almost any man from the cares

of business life, during the season of hot weather, and cause him to abandon himself for

a short period to the idea that there are yet some things in the world worth living for.
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Fishermen especially, who up until president Grant's visit in 1872 had had the fishing grounds

among the Thousand Islands to themselves, were dismayed by the growing multitudes of visitors,

resort hotels, church campgrounds, steamboats, excursion and picnic parties, canoes, regattas and

fireworks demonstrations that increasing publicity brought to the area. With what disdain did

fishermen seeking out a summer escape of roughing it in the wilds regard the stocked fish ponds

at the summer resorts along the Saint Lawrence!

So, where once fishermen had come to the Thousand Islands without their families to stay

at the fishing hotels, by the early 1880s they were looking for alternatives whereby they could

recapture the experience of fishing in the wild while offering their families the delights of camp-

ing. As Joshua Fraser observed in 188388

Instead of spending their two months' holidays in crowded, fashionable haunts, they are

pitching their tents on some of the glorious islands of the St. Lawrence, in the more retired

solitudes of our inland lakes, or in the depths of our sublime and pathless forests. Here,

especially during the hot summer months, they and their families can spend a most

delightful time. In fishing, canoeing, swimming, roughing it generally in the open,

breezy, bracing air, with the pleasant accompaniments of light reading and family socia-

bility, they quickly recuperate their over-strained energies, and brace themselves for

another campaign on the dusty treadmill of town or city life.

And so from the late 1870s on, fishermen and campers entered the boundaries of Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear in growing numbers, initially drawn to the larger region by fishing on the Saint

Lawrence, but with the commercialisation of the Thousand Islands, drawn to the unspoiled inland

lakes.

Of course, as we have noted earlier, there were hunters and fishermen who were drawn
to the inland lakes, especially Charleston in the 1850s and 1860s, most of them local anglers. By

the late 1860s the depredations of American commercial fishermen netting salmon and trout in

both American and Canadian waters of the Saint Lawrence River, spurred recreational fishermen

to seek new fishing grounds nearby, with Charleston and the Big Rideau Lake obvious choices.89

At the time of president Grant's visit to the Thousand Islands, the Gananoque Reporter predicted

that the "Villages of Delta and Lyndhurst, located near the Lakes, will undoubtedly become
resorts for sporting men and tourists, as soon as the Gananoque and Wiltsie Navigation Co. get

their line in operation."90 But already there were some who worried that Charleston Lake was
becoming too well known and in risk of becoming overfished. One local magistrate, Wallace by

name, as early as 1869 attempted to stop visitors from fishing for freshwater salmon at Charleston

Lake by confiscating their fish,91 despite the attempts of fishery overseers to stop such arbitrary

behaviour.92

Already a nascent tourism industry was budding in the 1860s at Charleston Lake, with

fishermen able to purchase meals at houses on the lakeshore from mid-century on, with oarsmen

and guides such as Dan Kelsey for hire by 1869,93 and with produce and milk available for pur-

chase from local farmsteads such as that of the LaRose family. Charleston and the other lakes in

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear because of their remoteness from railways promised at first to be a

purely camping landscape, with none of the befurbelowed gimcrackery tatted all over the ambi-

tious cottages going up in the Thousand Islands. True, there was the small hotel of Edward
Duffield at Charleston village from the late 1860s on, and the equally small hotel of David Edgar

at Lyndhurst, but the majority of visitors to these local lakes came with the express intention of

camping out in the wilds, especially on the islands of Charleston Lake.

But slowly the demand for convenience grew. Duffield 's hotel doubled in size by the late

1870s, providing rooms, meals, boats and fishermen guides to visitors.94 The substantial brick

Riverside House built by Webster Copeland at Lyndhurst in the 1870s was meant to appeal to

summer tourists in part, offering as it did ready access to Lower Beverley Lake as well as the clos-
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Dam, timber slide and guardhouse with gun slits built by the Gananoque water power company at Marble

Rock, as photographed by Mary Geneva Stafford circa 1909. The raising of the water level in Charleston

Lake in the 1880s to benefit industry in Gananoque produced great resentment in areas flooded in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear, both above Marble Rock and around Charleston Lake. The guardhouses with gun slits at

Marble Rock and the Outlet were built after a guard posted by the water power company was wounded by

a gunshot. Private collection.

est accommodation for those pursuing the noted salmon fishing at Long Point.95 David Edgar

and Web Copeland, far from being in competition with one another as village hotelkeepers,

appear to have worked in tandem, seeking to emulate the large resorts in making visiting fisher-

men comfortable. To this end Edgar and Copeland were reported passing through Gananoque in

1881 "with their respective wives and a large quantity of baggage and camping materials. ..en route

for the Thousand Island Park, where they propose camping out for some days."96 Summer resort

hotels began springing up along the Rideau Canal in the 1870s at Jones Falls and Rideau Ferry to

accommodate visiting American fishermen.

By 1877 John Kepler of Alexandria Bay was operating what is reputed to be the earliest

steamboat on Charleston Lake, the Morning Star, capable of carrying twenty passengers.97 It like

the Sylvan Queen on Otty Lake in North Elmsley a decade earlier was built in Brockville and

brought overland to Charleston Lake.98 By the early 1870s steam passenger vessels were being

built on the Rideau Canal.99 In 1884 James Greer built the Lily Nicholson steamboat at the Outlet,

and beginning in 1885 made regular trips across Charleston Lake from Charleston village to the

Outlet and back again on Saturdays, charging 25 cents fare for the round trip. The market that

Greer sought to draw to Charleston Lake consisted of excursion and picnic parties, particularly
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those from nearby Farmersville and other landlocked villages, 100 offering people an opportunity

to get away from their sweltering houses and participate in a day's recreation amid the pic-

turesque scenery of Charleston Lake. The excursion trips on Charleston Lake and the Rideau

lakes quickly proved to be popular social events during summer holidays. As the Farmersville

Reporter noted during Queen Victoria's jubilee holiday in 1887, "there was a regular stampede of

Farmersville citizens to Charleston and elsewhere." 101

Let us join a party of young people from Farmersville going for an excursion on Charleston

Lake to celebrate the Queen's Birthday in 1886. Upon arriving at Charleston village, they conversed

with villagers about the need for a good substantial wharf at which the steamboat as well as the var-

ious rowboats on the lake could land and the need for better accommodation of guests. Then at

10:30 the Lily Nicholson appeared, her whistle echoing across the lake, and saluted "by the rapid dis-

charge of a battery of artillery from Camp Lookout, the summer residence of R.B. Alguire." Once
the party was settled on board and the steamboat headed toward the Outlet, people noted the begin-

ning of cottage life on Charleston Lake. On Batoche Island they perceived 102

Dr. [C.M.B.] Cornell [of Brockville] is erecting a beautiful cottage. A little farther on we
pass in succession the residences of W.G. Parish [and] A[dam] Armstrong [of Farmersville],

W[alter] Beattie [of Delta] and N[oahdiah] H. Beecher [of Toledo]. ..and in a short time we
reached the landing at Bayview House. Here we found a large concourse of picnickers

busily engaged in preparations for dinner; and while the more sedate were busied in ordi-

nary preparations, a large proportion were engaged in tripping the "light fantastic," to the

enlivening strains of Val. Moles' violin. Hastily partaking of a bountiful repast of roast

chicken, ham sandwiches, lemon pie and orange pudding with a young lady at each

elbow, and amid frequent ejaculations of "Oh! now do take this pudding; I made it," we
were soon past all danger of starvation, for a time at least; and when the signal "All

aboard" was given, we, in company with about 60 others, stepped aboard for a run of six

miles to the Outlet.... After a run of one hour and fifteen minutes, we reached the land-

ing at the Outlet.... The main road from Lansdowne station to Lyndhurst crosses the river

at this point, and just below are the ruins of Mr. Greer's large sawmill, which was
destroyed by fire last season. A large frame is now partially erected, and the work of

rebuilding the mill will be pushed forward to completion, as rapidly as possible. The nat-

ural scenery around the Outlet is of the most romantic character, and is well worthy of a

visit. After a generous draught of milk (with the cream well stirred in) [the Farmersville

Reporter as a temperance newspaper dared not hint more strongly that a draught of some-

thing stronger was served] at the hospitable residence of Mr. Greer, we wended our way
on board again, and were soon underway, steaming at the rate of eight miles an hour....

James Greer, not content with a steamboat that could accommodate up to a hundred passengers,

in 1888 constructed a larger new excursion steamer named the Outlet Queen with the ribs and stan-

chions made from second growth oak cut on his farm at the Outlet. 103 The Outlet Queen proved

larger than the requirements of Charleston Lake called for, proving too expensive for small par-

ties and too slow compared to other steamboats, and in 1891 it was sold to Kingston parties. 104

But amid the gaiety of the picnic excursions there was a sobering reminder at the Outlet

of a war taking place along the Gananoque River between urban, or proto-urban interests and

rural people. For there, as the chronicler of the 1886 Queen's Birthday excursion from Farmersville

observed, "is situated the wooden fort used a few years ago by the watchmen sent out by the

Gananoque water power companies to protect the dam at the outlet of the lake." 105

The Gananoque River was very much a changed stream, changed not only from the peri-

od when Lewis Grant ascended it to survey Leeds and Lansdowne in the 1790s, but also from the

early 1830s when a substantial portion of its headwaters was diverted to the uses of the Rideau

Canal. As the population continued to grow and more and more land was divested of timber for
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Plate 174

Sailing canoes of Albert VonDoliln's camping group from New Jersey on Red Horse Lake, as photographed

by John Buick Harvey in July 1908. Even as camping purists such as Albert VonDohln valued the lakes in

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear precisely because they were not easily accessible by public transportation, lob-

bying continued as late as World War One to have the Gananoque River system canalised to develop local

recreation more fully. Loaned courtesy of Joanne (Harvey) Putnam.

farming purposes, there were fewer trees to help retain a buildup of moisture and allow it to grad-

ually disperse after the snow melted in spring. The result by the early 1870s was rampaging

spring freshets leaving no substantial head of water to drive the expanding mills and factories at

Gananoque in summer. The editor of the Reporter, watching the spring runoff in 1873, "regretted

that there are not better means provided for the preservation of water at this season of the year as

we have no doubt that the quantity that will run to waste during the month of April would be suf-

ficient to save the Gananoque Factories during the summer."106

Four years later the Gananoque water power company, after an unusually dry summer,

made a number of tactical purchases along the Gananoque River. It purchased the water rights at

Beaver Rock Rapids and at Black Rapids with the intention of building dams at both locations so

as to increase the depth of the upper stream and thus control a greater volume of water drawn
from Singleton Lake and from above Lyndhurst. The company also purchased the water-power

at Marble Rock and property at the Outlet, effectively giving it full control of the water level of

Charleston Lake. They lowered the riverbed at the Outlet two feet and built a dam there allow-

ing the level of Charleston Lake to be raised an additional three feet, thereby providing mills and

factories at Gananoque with a reservoir the size of Charleston Lake and with a height of five

feet. 107 The immediate benefit of the new Outlet dam in November 1877 for Gananoque was that

its "Gristmills expect to be able to grind all the grain that may be brought to them without the vex-

atious delays which have lately been experienced, and the scores of workmen who have lately

been idle will get employment in the factories." The Gananoque Reporter, attempting to assuage

the rising anger of local farmers, oozed assurance, stating "the excavation at the outlet will yield

more water than was anticipated, and the Water Company do not intend to raise the dam now
being built any higher than will keep the water at its present level, and so the tanners who own
land adjoining the lake may dispel their fears of being overflowed, and rest in peace." But it also

noted, "The Company has a legal right to overflow the land by paying its value, should they find

it necessary to do so." 108
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Legalities notwithstanding, the farmers around Charleston Lake kept their own counsel

and in late April 1878 some of the stoplogs at the Outlet dam were surreptitiously removed. The
Gananoque water power company responded by replacing the logs and posting overnight watch-

men to prevent them being removed again. Only a week later "a party of men numbering ten or

more drove off the watchmen and removed the logs again." 109 The water power company post-

ed a 200 dollar reward for information leading to the apprehension and conviction of the persons

removing and destroying the stoplogs, reiterated that they would not raise the water above the

existing level without first notifying all interested parties, 110 and posted new guards at the Outlet.

Rather than arrange for guards to be stationed permanently at its dams, the company prepared to

meet with Charleston Lake area farmers in late May 1878, 111 but before the meeting took place the

company was obliged to post another $200 reward; they sought information leading to the appre-

hension of "the cowardly miscreant" who committed the "dastardly outrage" of "feloniously and
maliciously" firing at "Charles R. Cotton, an employee of the Gananoque Water Power Company...while

in the discharge of his duties at Charleston Outlet, on the night of...May 16th, 1878.

"

112 Needless

to say, the meeting proved a failure, in that "not one of said 'interested' people appeared to meet

the Gananoque men." In the meantime, "the stoplogs are out and the water is fast running to

waste, with a good prospect of causing a ruinous lack at the Gananoque dams before Fall," the

Gananoque Reporter noted. 113

In early June 1878 the water power company began preparing defences for its property. It

sent a quantity of lumber to the Outlet to build a guardhouse for its watchmen, but before con-

struction could begin, overnight the lumber was set on fire and destroyed. "It is rather an uncom-
fortable state of affairs that in the Township of Lansdown, in the heart of Ontario, in a communi-
ty heretofore supposed to be law abiding and respectable," commented the Gananoque Reporter,

"owners of property are obliged to [call] on armed force to protect it from being burned and
destroyed." More lumber was sent to the Outlet along with "an armed guard of twelve men who
remained during the night; and on Wednesday more men and material were sent out, and the

work of building shelter for the guard was proceeded with in military style, pickets being sta-

tioned at certain points to prevent a surprise." The dam was also rebuilt in a more substantial

manner in order to make the removal of stoplogs more difficult. "The Company now intend to

maintain a watch so long as shall be deemed necessary to protect the dam," the Gananoque news-

paper reported, "and the watchmen are instructed to prevent all parties from coming on the

Company's property, even if in so doing they shall be forced to use their firearms." 114 The com-

pany also enclosed their land on both sides of the stream, including the fort, with a fence, and
posted printed notices warning all parties to keep outside the fence, or suffer the penalties of tres-

passing.

There were two immediate responses to the fort at the Outlet, one comic, the other pro-

ductive. John Steacy while performing statute labour at the Outlet in mid-June 1878 crossed the

company's ground and the dam in the course of his work; despite the guard on the dam moving
quietly out of his way, and the overseer or "Captain" of the fort shaking hands and conversing

with Steacy in a friendly way, Steacy found himself in court charged with trespassing, and his

ludicrous claim of mistaking the fence for a clothes-line proving no defence. 115

On a more serious level, a public meeting of local farmers was held at the Killingbeck

school on June eleventh to discuss "the right of the Gananoque Water Power Co. to keep stop logs

in the outlet..., and what height the logs can be kept at without damaging lands by overflow, and

also to discuss any difficulties that now exist between said Co. and said Farmers, with a view of

arriving at the basis of a final settlement...." They began by deploring as a body "recent events

that have occurred in connection with the outlet," and they emphatically denied being parties to

such events. They then conceded that the water power company had "the right to use all the

water in the lake below the point at which the water stood in the lake on the 20th day of October

A.D. 1877" but stated that the company must not put stoplogs in their dam to raise the water any
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Plan of the Lyndhurst Waters, a map prepared and photographed by John Buick Harvey circa 1911. The

growth offishing-related tourism in the Lyndhurst vicinity in the years before and after the turn of the cen-

tury prompted one member of a prominent Lyndhurstfamily to sketch this plan of lakes, connecting portages,

access roads and various other features. From before the turn of the century local inhabitants were aware of

the tourist potential of local fishing and local scenery. Loaned courtesy ofJoanne (Harvey) Putnam.

higher. They wished the "bed or channel of the stream to be left in a position so that the spring

freshet will pass over and off as rapid and early as it did previous to the company having made
any excavations in the Outlet. And further the company must have good facilities for allowing

rafts to pass whenever it is necessary for rafts to pass." A committee was appointed to meet with

the company to make final arrangements, and those present resolved to use their "influence to

prevent any infraction of the Laws of the land...." 116

In late June the Gananoque water power company and the farmers committee came to

terms. They agreed that a point on the dam marked by an iron pin was the water level of

Charleston Lake when the company purchased it in 1877, and up to that level the company was
entitled to draw water, and that the top of the stoplogs then in the dam was on a level with the

iron pin. They agreed that the company during the current season had "the right to keep said Stop

Logs at the height they are in at present until such times as they require to draw the water out of

said Lake and then they are to remove them as they may see fit." The company agreed to remove
all the stones and dirt thrown up on either side when deepening the Outlet channel to the level of

the iron pin to a width of 32 feet, to build and put in a permanent timber slide measuring fourteen

feet wide, and to place a 32 foot-wide sluice gate in the dam. This agreement was signed on behalf
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of area farmers by William A. Webster, William Green, Samuel Moorehead and John Slack. 117 The
Gananoque Reporter, pleased with this amicable settlement, dismissed the "Outlet Troubles" as

being simply "a case of misapprehension; as the land owners have not insisted on anything which

the Company were not willing to accept from the first; and the Company did not claim more than

has been allowed them." 118 To which one individual at the Outlet retorted: 119

Why not state the facts, that while the Water Power Co. only claimed a right to stop the

channel to the height of their cutting, they had the water nine and one half inches above

their mark; and had likewise a dam two or three feet higher, which they, no doubt, meant
to utilize if they had been allowed to proceed without interruption. Please state those

facts, and throw the blame of the Outlet war on the responsible party.

Still, seemingly, the Outlet war was satisfactorily resolved.

Another dry year in 1879 indicated that the deepening of the Outlet channel had not ne-

cessarily solved the water-power problems at Gananoque. As late as November, despite rains, the

water level in the Gananoque River remained too low for factories to run full time. The water

power company built a new dam at the Outlet, and following the close of navigation on the

Rideau Canal, a certain portion of its water supply was sent down the Gananoque, but to little

noticeable effect in the town at the mouth of the river. 120 When in 1880 the water power compa-
ny attempted to raise its dam at Marble Rock, it was "served with an injunction, issued at the suit

of Messrs G. & L. Emery, mill owners at Marble Rock, to restrain the Company from further oper-

ations there." 121

Again in 1881, despite heavy and frequent autumn rains, the flow of water in the river

was not sufficient to keep Gananoque factories running; prompting the water power company to

consider raising the Outlet dam several feet "in order to hold all the surplus water of Charleston

Lake in reserve till needed." 122 They hired Willis Chipman to survey the lands bordering on the

lake to prepare an estimate of the amount of territory that would be flooded. Barely had Chipman
begun work, when William Webster and other farmers objected to his "going upon their land in

such an emphatic manner." Assurances from the water power company that no possible advan-

tage would be taken of the landowners and that the water level could not be raised without a

judgment from the county judge failed to move them, and it was only after consulting their own
legal counsel were they persuaded that the surveyor had a legal right to go on their property. 123

Chipman's survey and report prompted the company to arrange for raising the water level of

Charleston Lake some four feet. To that end in 1882 they sent out "a circular to all whose lands

will be affected, stating what the Company intend to do, that it is their desire and intention to deal

liberally with owners of land, and asking for an arrangement as to damages without the expense

of an arbitration." 124

Local farmers around Charleston Lake were not about to acquiesce as easily as all that,

and accordingly, just before Christmas 1882 the suit of the Gananoque water power company
against 58 landowners including the Canada Company and the attorney general of Ontario

(Appendix 12) entered the county court at Brockville. 125 Apart from the central argument that the

raising of Charleston Lake would provide additional power for Gananoque factories thereby

increasing employment, the water power company marshalled an interesting side argument.

They maintained "that the increase of water power at Gananoque would not only be a benefit to

the Village, but also to the adjacent Townships." As proof, William Brough of Gananoque testi-

fied that "his grist mill was one that a large number of farmers depended upon to do their grind-

ing; if this mill was not running—which often happened from low water—they were put to great

inconvenience and loss." Were mills at Gananoque assured a more constant supply of water-

power, "wheat and other grain could be sold here with more certainty if the mill could run all the

time, and the farmers would be likely to get better prices." 126

The defendants offered testimony showing the harm quite apart from the loss of arable

farmland that would be done by raising the level of Charleston Lake. Doctor Hanna of
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Ernest, Oscar and Haladay Harvey camping at the end of Long Point on Red Horse Lake as photographed

by John Buick Harvey circa 1906. Here we see young men happily awayfrom the constraints of village life,

posing with their day's catch, their guns, rods and nets, in front of their tent under the cedars. The lure of

local lakes prompted a number of men in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear to become fishing guides as a lifelong

occupation. Loaned courtesy of Nelson and Mary }o Paige.

Lansdowne "contributed a written paper to show the malarial effect that might be produced by

raising the waters of Charleston Lake," although Doctors Addison and Gile of Farmersville wrote

papers claiming otherwise. It also was claimed that Leader's Mills and Baylis's Mills in the fifth

and seventh concessions of Yonge would be injured and that some roads in Lansdowne township

would be overflowed. 127 Furthermore, concern was expressed that raising the level of Charleston

Lake would prevent lumber and sawlogs being floated down the Gananoque River during high

water in the spring.

Judge H.S. McDonald delivered his judgment in early May 1883. He concluded that there

was no potential interference with mill privileges, nor with floating timber, nor with the naviga-

tion, nor would there be any flooding of roads. Should any of these prove to be otherwise, the

people concerned were free to take legal proceedings against the water power company. As coun-

sel for the defence did not urge the argument of malarial effect of raising the water, it was treated

by the judge as an abandoned point. The main question that the case came down to was whether

the raising of Charleston Lake was "conducive to the public good?" Judge McDonald had no dif-

ficulty in concluding that 128

Gananoque is a place of considerable importance; that a large manufacturing business is

done there; that taking into consideration the persons who work in the factories and those

dependent upon them—residents of the Village—between 1,000 and 2,000 people derive a

living from the wages earned; and that they afford a good market for farm produce raised

in the neighborhood; that the manufacturers buy wood and timber from residents of the

vicinity of Charleston Lake; that a very large amount of money is now invested in water

power, wheels, and other machinery; that to introduce steam as a motive power would be
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expensive, and entail a great loss on appliances now existing; and that owing to the want
of a constant supply of water, which the Plaintiffs say the erection of a dam at the Outlet

would give them, a large annual loss is now sustained. Taking all these things into con-

sideration, he finds that a constant and regular supply of water, all the year round, at

Gananoque would be a public benefit, which would, possibly to a small degree, extend to

and include some of the farmers living in the neighborhood of the Outlet, and possibly

some of those likely to be injuriously affected by the erection of the dam. In his opinion

the evil to be done will not surpass, nor equal, the amount of benefit; nor so nearly equal

it as to lead to the conclusion that the prayer of the petition should not be granted.

McDonald judged that the farmers around Charleston Lake were unduly apprehensive about the

amount of land to be flooded, basing their fears on the level to which the lake had been raised

when Robert Webster had a dam at the Outlet to power his sawmill in the 1850s and 1860s.

Finally, McDonald ruled that those whose land was flooded "should receive compensation based

upon the most liberal scale" and that the costs of the defendants would be paid by the water

power company. 129

This decision by no means brought tensions between the Gananoque water power com-

pany and area farmers to an end, but simply shifted it to other areas of the Gananoque watershed.

Already in February 1883, the president of the company met with the federal minister of marine

and railways making the case that "the natural watershed of a section of country was towards

Gananoque, but had been diverted to supply the Rideau Canal." They therefore requested "that

the gates at Kingston Mills be made tighter to prevent waste there; that the dam at Devil Lake be

rebuilt; and that an opening be made at Morton to allow a portion of the water to flow this

[Gananoque's] way; also that the lock masters be instructed to let as much water through by this

channel as could be spared from the Canal." 130 This request produced no extra water-power for

the company but even before the right to raise the level of Charleston Lake was assured, the com-

pany proceeded to build a higher dam at Marble Rock in 1883. This held "the water back so as to

flood the road between Haskin's and McCready's in the 5th Concession, Lansdown" including a

portion of the new stone road between Lyndhurst and Lansdowne. 131

In mid-June 1883 a meeting was held at Warburton of Lansdowne farmers whose lands

were overflowed by the waters of the Gananoque River and Wiltsie Creek. The landowners

claimed that the Marble Rock dam was raised some fourteen inches in 1882 above an iron pin

placed in the rock by a surveyor in 1865. The water power company, on the other hand, claimed

that "at a subsequent time some one drove that iron pin down five inches" and that a ten inch tim-

ber at the top of the dam "was afterwards knocked off by running logs, and was replaced some
years ago by 5 2-inch plank[s] which kept the level as it had been, and so it remains yet." A solic-

itor from Kingston was "present by invitation and was instructed by the meeting to take pro-

ceedings to test the right of the Gananoque Water Power Company to flood the lands by means of

their dam at Marble Rock." Accordingly, a writ was issued "on behalf of John McCready, one of

the sufferers, for compensation for damages."132

This lawsuit indicated to the Gananoque Reporter "that the Water Power Co. is to have an

endless war with the Lansdown farmers." And to no purpose, since, as far as the Reporter was
concerned the flooding of land was due to a heavy accumulation of snow the previous winter and

a spring thaw "accompanied and followed by heavy and frequent rains, that filled all the lakes,

streams and swamps so quickly that ordinary outlets were not sufficient to dispose of the water."

The like would not be seen again in twenty years, and besides, the Reporter was informed that

none of the farmers wished to enter upon a lawsuit, and that they had the writ issued as being the

quickest and simplest way of obtaining evidence. 133 To this one of the farmers responded, declar-

ing "Every farmer interested that I have been speaking to is anxious that the suit should go on,

and willing to contribute to the funds necessary for that purpose." As for the overflow of water,
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Plate 177

Harvey family members boating at Beaver Rock Rapids, as photographed by John Buick Harvey in July

1908. Obstructions such as this one raise the question ofhow realistic the hopes of local inhabitants to have

the Gananoque River system canalised actually were. The gaunt landscape unsuitablefor agriculture along

most of this river system in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear and the lack of access by railway led to land sur-

rounding the Red Horse and Singleton Lake vicinity being concentrated in afew hands. As a result, fami-

lies such as the Harveys ended up enjoying recreation in a vast quiet solitude of water and second-growth

forest. Loaned courtesy ofJoanne (Harvey) Putnam.

he and his neighbours attributed it to there being "a dam at Marble Rock 15 or 16 feet high, besides

two-fifths of the natural stream is entirely obstructed." They sincerely hoped that "the present

trouble will not re-occur; but we see no reason why it will not if all the water that flows through

Gananoque River has to pass over Marble Rock dam, unless Providence miraculously interposes

in our behalf, and revokes some of the present laws that govern the Universe." 134

The McCready versus Gananoque water power company suit went to trial in 1884, but was
allowed to stand over for two years while certain experiments were made with the Marble Rock
dam. Meanwhile, litigation dragged on for some four years between the company and local town-

ships, including Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, 135 as to the amount of settlement to be paid to farm-

ers around Charleston Lake with Judge McDonald at Brockville setting the amount of the total

award of $15,000 in September 1886, before company workmen at long last could build the high-

er dam needed at the Outlet. 136 The McCready versus water power company case was finally

argued at Toronto later that same year, and again the water power company won out over the

farmers. 137 Despite compensation payments and placing a timber slide in the Marble Rock dam,
such was the enduring hostility of farmers in the flooded area that the water power company was
under siege for the next generation. Under cover of night farmers removed stoplogs from the

dam, forcing the company to build and man a wooden guardhouse with musket slits facing

toward the dam. 138 The company later replaced it with a more durable guardhouse made at the

Leeds bridge & iron works in Gananoque from riveted plates of half inch iron. 139

It is difficult to judge whether the lengthy battle over raising the level of Charleston Lake

accounts in part for the delayed development of resorts and cottages on its shores and islands.

Certainly, summer recreation increased markedly on Charleston Lake in the late 1880s. During the

winter of 1887-88 numerous islands near the Outlet were sold, four new buildings were con-

structed at the Outlet, and James Greer's new steamboat Outlet Queen was being built. At
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Charleston village the veteran oarsman Justus Smith, was reported making "quite an addition to

his already large fleet of row boats" notwithstanding rumours "that a couple of steam pleasure

yachts will be put on the lake by Mr. W.G. Parish.. .and Mr. N.H. Beecher." 140 In late July 1888

"Nearly every island at the north end of the lake has either a cottage or tent erected upon it, while

the islands at the south end, are fast being occupied," the Farmersville Reporter puffed. Only the

previous Saturday, it instanced, "Just before nightfall dozens of row boats were gliding over the

surface of the water, the occupants of some being engaged in trolling, others in angling among the

numerous weed-beds. The salmon fishing this season has been excellent." 141

Those who wished to sample the fishing at Charleston Lake without the bother of bring-

ing in camping equipment or the care of a cottage were drawn to the two large resort hotels built

at Charleston village in 1889. Edward Duffield, as we have already noted, ran a summer hotel at

Charleston from the 1860s on, but in 1889 "increasing trade necessitated an enlargement of the

premises and Mr. Duffield modernised the old building and added to it until now Harbor View
has accommodation for thirty guests," 142 the Athens Reporter stated. One arrival who had not vis-

ited Charleston for some time, was impressed in 1890 with the Harbor View hotel's "very fine

appearance from the harbour" and noticed as well "that several new dwelling houses have been

built, also a new grocery and provision store, which was much needed to supply the wants of the

citizens and is just the ticket for camping parties, all of which speaks well for the enterprise of the

place." 143

But the main attraction of Charleston village was the large Cedar Park summer resort

built by Adam Armstrong in 1889, who ran a year-round hotel in Athens. In the words of an 1890

visitor: 144

Cedar Park hotel is situated in a most charming spot, on the south side of Charleston Bay.

The house is a large three stor[e]y building, having a frontage of nearly one hundred feet

with two wings leading back some sixty feet or more from main building; large com-

modious double verandas, on front and south side, nearly five hundred feet...of veranda

eight feet wide, for the guests to promenade upon. The house contains both public and

private parlors, billiard rooms, barber shop, bar, fine office and reading room, in which is

a first-class telephone plant, for the accommodation of guests; a very fine dining room; the

bed rooms are all large and airy. The house is new, nicely and expensively furnished, both

inside and out, most richly furnished, from top to bottom, everything being new and

bright.... It is a grand hotel, situated in a grand spot, by the side of a most beautiful lake,

where there is grand sport, for all those who love to handle the rod and reel, with the

bewitching fly attached thereto. After looking through the different departments of Cedar

Park and fully enjoying the most beautiful view from the hotel veranda, I requested to be

taken over to my friend's island. I was told. ..to stand just here on the veranda and flour-

ish my pocket handkerchief. I did so, when lo and behold a boat appeared in view, as

though it came from the very waves of the lake.

The oarsman rowed the anonymous visitor to Idle While, the cottage of H. Case Phillips on Goose

Island, located 100 rods from Charleston village harbour. 14S

Seated upon the veranda of Idle While cottage, you have a fine view of Cedar Park hotel.

You can see all arrivals and departures, and hear very distinctly the playing of the piano

and singing of the guests. No boat or thing can move from the harbour or park without

coming within plain view of the occupants of Idle While. The cottage on the [is]land is

considered by all to be the most complete in all of its appointments of any on the lake, of

which there are some eighteen or more. It may be partially described thus: Main house,

twenty feet square; height to roof, twenty feet: is surrounded by an observatory eight feet

high, containing four windows set with colored glass (red and blue), which looks very

pretty in sunshine. The observatory is finished with a weather vane, the direction of the

wind being marked by a representation of a very large fish, nearly four feet long, which
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Plate 178

Red Cedar lodge, the Richard G. Harvey cottage on Red Horse Lake, as photographed by John Buick Harvey

in July 1911. Cottaging allowed women to escapefrom some of the constraints and niceties of town and vil-

lage life. The purpose of cottaging, of getting away from being surrounded by other houses and by neigh-

bours watching your every move, was lost on mostfarmers in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear who already lived

at a distance from their nearest neighbours. Loaned courtesy ofJoanne (Harvey) Putnam.

keeps its head well pointed to the wind.... The inside is finished up in first-class style,

each room being neatly ceiled up with beautiful grained matched lumber; four rooms and
hall upstairs; below there is an arch hung with heavy cloth hangings. Thus with screens,

lattice work, arches, platforms, verandas, &c, it forms a complete model of a summer
home. There is also a kitchen attached twelve feet square. The house is furnished com-
plete with all the necessary lounges, rockers, lazy chairs, hammocks, in fact everything to

add to the comforts of the occupants is to be found here, no old trumpery, but everything

new and bright.

During the day the island is decorated with wind mills, ships of war, commanded by

officers and protected by soldiers in uniform, sailing in mid air; also, big flags and little flags

of all descriptions, reaching from one end of the island to the other, which is very novel and

attractive. On the end of the island nearest Cedar Park, is situated a most bewitching little

pavilion or tent, containing seats for [the] weary, and supporting its own flag.

If residing in and maintaining this model cottage seems exhausting to late twentieth century read-

ers, it must be remembered that such ambitious summer residences were built first as a measure
of affluence, and second, in hopes of promoting a cottaging boom that would pay off for specula-

tors who purchased shoreline on Charleston Lake.

There was no cottaging boom on Charleston Lake, in large part because the Cedar Park

and Harbor View hotels offered accommodation and food without any of the responsibilities of

keeping up a cottage. Moreover, the proprietors of these hotels literally made it their business to

focus the summer social season in their resorts. Hence, to celebrate the Queen's Birthday in 1892

aquatic and field sports competitions were hosted by Cedar Park, the hotel grounds were thrown

open to the public, and the yacht Idle While carried excursionists around the lake all day.
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Arrangements also were made for Justus Smith's boat livery to provide rowboats for visitors to

rent, and one captain Phillips provided wharves at different parts of the lake so that picnic parties

could spend the day there and have the steamboat call for them in the evening. 146 With the two
hotels as the focus, Charleston Lake began to have a summer "social season." The anchor con-

stituency making use of Charleston Lake continued to be residents of Athens and other inland

Leeds County villages, but eventually came to include residents of Brockville and Gananoque,

and from the early 1890s on the Athens Reporter noted the arrival of numerous American visitors

and cottagers. 147

As early as 1887 it was reported that the "Islands in Charleston Lake are fast being taken

up by outside parties" and the Reporter urged "all those wishing to secure a site for a pleasant

summer residence, to secure one of these delightful islands at once, or they will slip from under

their noses, and be gobbled up by parties living at a distance." 148 The number of cottages on

Charleston Lake increased from eighteen in 1890 to 125 by 1950, to 550 by the early 1970s. 149 The
rate of cottage construction by no means reflected the rate or extent of recreational activity that

took place at Charleston and other local lakes. Camping endured as a popular summer recreation,

some landowners in the early twentieth century began building rental cottages, and the hotels at

Charleston village continued to fill with visitors year after year.

The summer recreation on Charleston and other local lakes contributed to the rural econ-

omy. The hotels at Charleston village and Lyndhurst not only provided summer employment for

young men and women, but they also provided a market for locally grown vegetables and fruit,

milk, butter and cheese, meat, and for massive quantities of ice harvested off the lake in winter to

fill the ice houses. 150 Employment was provided to local storekeepers, to local sawmills and car-

penters in building cottages, to local steamboat owners in being hired to provide excursions and

ferry picnic parties around the lake, and to the owners of boat liveries who rented out fishing

boats and rowboats. Once a dance pavilion was built at Charleston village in 1896,151 local musi-

cians were employed to play there from late spring through autumn.

The rise of recreation affected the lifestyle of some families, especially those along the

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear section of the lake. Fishermen out on the lake for a day called on local

farmers, purchasing fresh milk and other food items and sometimes meals from housewives for

cash, thereby supplementing the income of families such as that of Caroline LaRose barely mak-
ing a subsistence living on some of the poorest land in the township. Many of the tourists com-

ing to Charleston to enjoy the fishing wished to hire oarsmen and guides familiar with the vari-

ous fishing grounds to row them on the lake. Hence for young men raised along the Charleston

shoreline there was a lucrative income to be made during the summer months from taking visi-

tors around the lake, giving advice on the best fishing ploy for novices, procuring supplies from

local farms, preparing shore meals, and spinning yarns to amuse their company when the fish

weren't biting. As a sample of the dry humour that these guides cultivated, a party of Americans

fishing on the lake in 1911 asked veteran guide Bill Crozier if loons were good to eat. He replied

yes, if they were cooked right. Asked for the recipe he said to simmer the loon for twelve hours

in water, then pour off this water, add a pinch of soda, one of salt, and a stone the size of your fist.

Cook until you can stick a fork in the stone, and the loon will be done. 152 The occupation of guide

in some families was passed down from generation to generation. Guides over the years includ-

ed Bill Crozier and John Slack as early as the 1860s; Israel and Horace Slack, Silas and Samuel

Kelsey in the 1870s; Justus B. Smith and John Kelsey in the 1890s and 1900s; Bill Crozier, Albertus

and John Kelsey in the 1920s and 1930s; on Gananoque Lake John Henry Griffin and Lou and

Ernie Griffin in the early to mid twentieth century, and on Red Horse Lake John Haskins in the

1930s and 1940s. 153

At times it did not seem possible that the recreational use of Charleston Lake and the

economy it supported could be sustained. When summer resorts in the Thousand Islands received
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Plate 179

Swastika lodge log cottage ofMr Wemple from Buffalo, built in 1911 on Happy Thought Island, Charleston

Lake, as photographed by Jennie Lamb circa 1912. This structure points to the contrasting outlooks of the

urban people summering on the lakes in Leeds and Lansdozune Rear and local inhabitants. At the same time

localfarmers were moving into large newframe and brick houses based on designs comingfrom the towns and

cities, while tearing down the old log buildings on their farms, urban exiles were consciously building rustic

retreats and cottages to get awayfrom the social niceties of city life. Archives of Ontario Ace. 13484-148.

fewer visitors than usual in 1880 it was attributed to people choosing to travel to Europe rather

than stay in North America. 154 Before the advent of the Brockville and Westport Railway "every-

body in this section, at least thought, and argued too, if necessary, to convince the sceptical that

there was no place like our beautiful inland retreat during dog days," the Athens Reporter

observed. "But now that the B. & W. furnishes such ready means of seeing the outside world, the

glory of Charleston is fast waning, and some even put on a superior air and say, 'Well, I always

told you that there were other lakes that could knock Charleston all in the shade.'"155

Charleston Lake, however, had a loyal and growing constituency that valued it for its fish-

ing, and it was only when the angling was in danger that the recreational economy was threat-

ened. In 1887 attention was drawn to salmon in the lake showing "unmistakable signs of being

injured by swallowing sawdust" which led to the closing of the two sawmills on the creeks emp-
tying into the lake. 156 The larger problem was that the many fishermen visiting Charleston Lake

were depleting the stock in the lake. When it was reported in July 1889 that "Dr. Cornell and his

party, which averaged three efficient anglers, caught 2,500 bass during a three weeks' stay at

Charleston Lake," the only comment this provoked from the editor of the Athens Reporter was,

"Who says the fishing there is not good?" 157 By the early 1890s tens of thousands of salmon fry

were being placed in Charleston Lake every year, and in years such as 1891 when the fish were

not spawning as early as usual, the local anglers association requested that "those visiting the lake

during the first ten days after the close season expires will not catch more than a very limited

number of bass and dispense. ..with the customary box of fish to take home with them." 158

Various causes were cited for the decline of fishing in Charleston Lake in the 1890s and

1900s. The Athens Reporter commented in 1903 that up until the late 1880s summer fishing was
very little practised. "Dragging around two or three hundred feet of webline weighted with a

pound of lead was not a very pleasant pastime," with fishing parties on the lake simply a pretext

for men to get away from the cares of business or away from the straitjacket of the temperance

campaign being mounted for the most part by mothers, sisters and daughters. The appearance of
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resort hotels such as Cedar Park with well-stocked ice-houses and with large groups of fishermen

spending evenings together swapping fish stories promoted large catches that anglers wished to

take home with them. "The wholesale destruction of bass practiced for so many years at Charleston

Lake very noticeably decreased the supply/' the Reporter concluded, "and only the most conserv-

ative treatment of these gamey fish will enable them to make good their loss." 159 Although the

short-lived anglers association helped popularise sportsmanlike methods among visiting fisher-

men, it was a generally accepted maxim that among the local inhabitants "there are those who
love the fish better than they do the law that protects them" and the "dark nights, the chill winds,

the tall mists, are all welcome friends of the fish pirate." 160

By 1910 an infestation of ling in Charleston Lake had so seriously harmed the fishing161

that Cedar Park hotel closed for two seasons. 162 But despite reports as late as 1920 that "the lake

is practically fished out as far as the whitefish are concerned," the recreation economy continued.

The Athens Reporter captured the opposed concerns of local inhabitants relying on the lake for

food and others employed in the hotels and as guides when it stated "it is a great shame that the

local fishermen should take the fish from the water that a few of our good citizens consider should

be left entirely for the sport of a few American tourists, who in two weeks each summer dispose

of their winter's wages, millionaires for the time being." But despite the sarcasm of the Reporter

that the "fish should certainly be left for our guests from over the border and we should be con-

tent with viewing the glorious scenery the lake affords," 163 it was the combination of cottaging,

resort attractions, sports, and cooling breezes that continued to draw local and distant summer
visitors. The sunsets on Charleston Lake moved Crawford C. Slack to write: 164

Beneath the western hills the sun dips down,

A disc of vermeil light and purple fire;

A smell of stillness now is hung upon
The ancient forest with its feathered lyre.

In 1902 the report from Charleston Lake was that "hotelkeepers are doing a rushing business.. .and the

oarsmen are busy," 165 in 1903 both hotels were "so full of guests that they are unable to accommodate

any more at present," 166 1919 was touted as "the most stirring season in the history of Charleston as

a summer resort," 167 and by 1926 Cedar Park hotel boasted a Chinese cook, Charlie Ho. 168

Charleston Lake by no means was the only summer recreation centre in the Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear vicinity. The Rideau Canal chain of lakes in the 1860s and 1870s drew American

fishing parties and as a result resort hotels sprang up at Jones Falls and Rideau Ferry during the

1870s. A visitor attending a Scott Act temperance picnic at Jones Falls in 1884 described it as "one

of the finest picnic grounds to be found in Canada," easily accommodating between "500 and 600

persons...congregated upon the invitation of the South Crosby Scott Act association" to picnic, lis-

ten to speeches, and enjoy music provided by the Newboro Masonic brass band. 169 The hotel

established by Thomas Bartlett Kenney made Jones Falls a resort for fishermen comparable to the

hotels at Charleston, with the added advantage of growing numbers of passenger steamboats

delivering guests and tourists virtually at the front door.

The editor of the Athens Reporter visited Jones Falls in August 1891 to describe the attractions

of the resort for his readers, and to promote Kenney's business. He observed that the Hotel de

Kenney, as he styled it, "was built to satisfy the requirements of the tourists and pleasure seekers who
in ever increasing numbers visit that romantic spot," and among its boasts was a "large, airy, and

absolutely 'flyless'" dining room in which the tables were "well furnished and well supplied with

seasonable dishes well cooked." Otherwise, the attractions at Jone's Falls were savoured outdoors: 170

The waters of the Rideau are too large for the amount of fishing as yet done to sensibly

diminish the results of a day's angling here, and so large parties of Americans leave the

fished-out St. Lawrence, and steaming up the Rideau in their yachts, or by the regular line

boats, here find the goal of their desires—beautiful surroundings and fishing par excel-
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Plate 180

The Ellisville hockey team as photographed in 1912. In the 1890s and 1900s the urban idea of team sports

infiltrated the countryside of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. As late as the 1880s children on township farms

grew up with individualistic, familial and farmwork-related enjoyments such as racing across meadows

with dogs, collecting eggs, and skating on frozen ponds. In the 1890s children in a village like Seeley's Bay

were playing shinny on the frozen Rideau Canal along with baseball and rugby in an informal but highly

competitive atmosphere against other villages in Leeds County. By the 1910s rural locales such as Ellisville

and Soperton were fielding hockey and baseball teams. For names see Appendix 14. RoLLAL collection,

gift of Orange Warren.

lence.... The black-bass fishing is unexcelled in the province [at nearby] Troy lake.... Many
camping parties from Kingston, Ottawa and intervening towns and villages pitch their

tents here, and it would be difficult indeed to find a more beautiful camping ground.

California Grove, as well as the wooded land more contiguous to the locks, has been

cleaned and trimmed until it presents the appearance of a well-kept park, and it is here

that the campers are found. Though many are contemplated, as yet but one summer res-

idence has been erected—that of Mr. Phil. Halladay, of Elgin, which is situated on an

island at "Sunset Bay," a half-mile below the locks....

The locks are to many the chief attraction of a visit to the Falls. As everybody knows,

they are links in the chain of waters uniting Ottawa and Kingston.... The largest dam of

the system is that at Ottawa, but by far the finest of all is the one at Jones Falls, which is

300 feet long, by 80 feet wide.... Standing on this piece of massive masonry we look down
upon the tops of trees growing in what sixty-five years ago was the bed of the Falls. It is

here the young ladies gather what they term "dam ferns". ..from the crevices of the mason-

ry... The "By-wash" is a turbulent stream of considerable dimensions, which in finding

its level below traverses a rocky gorge and during its entire course is so churned by jut-
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ting rocks that its dark waters are rendered white as foam. A bridge spans this cataract

and to stand upon it and watch the seething waters and observe the rainbow tints in the

rising mist whiles away a pleasant hour.... [Other points of interest include] an eel box

through which run the surplus water of the Basin..., the cave...about a mile and a half from

the Falls,. ..and Rock Dunder, from the top of which a magnificent view can be had of the

Rideau waters and surrounding country.

In conclusion, the Reporter editor observed, "The fine fishing, the grand scenery, the mountain

climbing, the safe boating and bathing, and the never-tiring interest excited by the passage of boats

through the locks—all combine to make Jones Falls a model place in which to spend a holiday." 171

The growing popularity of the Rideau lakes and Charleston Lake as summer recreation

retreats for entire families going camping, and later building cottages, drove some fishing visitors

to the lesser known inland lakes of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. A public park and cottage were

developed by Delta inhabitants on English Island in Lower Beverley Lake as early as 1878 where

community picnics and dances were held, 172 and by the early 1890s the steamboat Genesta con-

veyed passengers and excursion parties around Lower Beverley Lake and brought visiting fisher-

men to Lyndhurst. 173 From 1888 on the Brockville and Westport Railway brought summer visi-

tors directly to Delta, and in 1903 this railway built a pavilion amidst towering pines on the south

shore of Lower Beverley Lake and brought in trainloads of excursion parties, fraternal and Sunday
School picnics from Brockville. 174 Men from Gananoque began ascending the Gananoque River,

in retreat from the social whirl of the Thousand Islands summer season to fish at Gananoque Lake

and South Lake. A half-mile portage from Donaldson Bay on Charleston Lake brought anglers to

Red Horse Lake and the adjacent Lost Bay, Singleton Lake, Grippen Lake and Lyndhurst Lake on

the Gananoque River system. As Art Shaw notes in his history of Long Point the back lakes

attracted a more venturesome and less well-heeled breed than did the Thousand Islands or even

Charleston Lake. Some of them were canoe purists who prided themselves on their ability to han-

dle a canoe and on their wilderness camping skills. Others were intent only on the number and

size of the fish to be caught with the least effort and inconvenience. 175

Albert VonDohln and his party were an example of the camping purists. VonDohln oper-

ated a boat livery on the Hudson River at Edgwater, New Jersey, where he was agent for the

Peterborough Canoe Company, and his party were members of the American canoe association

which had its clubhouse on Sugar Island in the Saint Lawrence River. Although he sailed and

paddled all over Ontario, VonDohln chose to camp on Red Horse Lake every summer from 1902

until 1967. In the early years he and his crew came by train from New York to Lyndhurst station

with their canoes and supplies; they then hired a wagon and horses to take them to Lyndhurst

where they launched their canoes. VonDohln claimed he could never decide whether he liked

Charleston Lake or Red Horse better, so he camped along the portage on the height of land

between them. 176

The fine fishing available in the back lakes of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear gave some area

inhabitants pause to ponder whether or not an expanded summer recreation market was possible

along the upper Gananoque River, rather than continue to let tourist and local dollars be siphoned

off to the resorts at Charleston and Jone's Falls. In 1910 the Ontario legislature made a small grant

to deepen the various rapids on the Gananoque River to facilitate small boat navigation from

Marble Rock to Lyndhurst. An engineer from Lindsay named Alexander Ross hired Orange

Warren (so named because he was born on the twelfth of July) and Clark Townsend of Long Point

to blast a deeper channel at Latimer (earlier spelled Latimore) Rapids, Jim Day Rapids and the

canyon below Beaver Rock Rapids, and to haul out the stones placed in the river at Black Rapids

in an earlier day to permit teams and wagons to ford it.
177 Emboldened by this modest improve-

ment, a large delegation from Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, Bastard and South Crosby townships

went to Ottawa in early February 1912, demanding that a lock be built at Morton and that Morton
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Plate 181

Seeley's Bay and Morton hockey club, champions of Leeds County, 1949-50, as photographed by the Prosser

studio, Gananoque. The formal composition of this group portrait compared with Plate 180 together with

the three trophies reflects the moreformal organisation ofhockey and baseball as team sports during the mid

twentieth century. The formal county league was made possible by automobiles, but the accompanying

sports rivalries added substantially to the polarisation of the township between the major villages and other

locales. Women initially had a few hockey and baseball clubs in the 1910s, but by mid-century they were

organised in bowling teams. For names see Appendix 14. Loaned courtesy of Helen Sweet.

Creek be dredged the two-and-a-half miles from there to Lower Beverley Lake so "that Delta and

Lyndhurst would reap immense benefit from summer tourists, especially launch owners, who
with no difficulty would be able to reach them from the Rideau." The Athens Reporter, to push

matters even further, pointed out the benefit of "connecting Charleston Lake with the St. Lawrence"

to provide "tourists access to our inland lakes" by constructing "a canal uniting Red Horse Lake

and Charleston, thus establishing a new route from the Rideau to the St. Lawrence." 178

Unrealistic as such hopes were, World War One with its endless economies and sacrifices

put them on hold. By war's end, the introduction of automobile travel was so widespread among
the local population that the scheme to connect the Rideau Canal navigation with the upper

Gananoque River was not raised again. It had been all very well for 150 people at Seeley's Bay to

enjoy an excursion ride on Hawkins and Randall's steamboat Maggie May to Jones Falls on the

Queen's Birthday in 1896, 179 but passenger steamboats even on the Rideau Canal were no match

for automobile travel by the early 1920s. The main advantage of the large steamboats in the late

Victorian and Edwardian era was that they made accessible camping grounds and cottage loca-
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tions that otherwise were either impossible or difficult to reach by horse and carriage. As early as

1905 the Charleston correspondent of the Athens Reporter observed that, "Automobiles are quite

familiar things on our streets this summer/' 180 and the following summer it was reported, "A New
York gentleman is at Cedar Park hotel who made the trip in his automobile." 181 With summer vis-

itors setting the trend, the leading inhabitants of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear were not far behind,

as shown when G. and E. Leadbeater of Seeley's Bay motored to Athens in July 1913. 182

The recreational experiences that fishermen and campers sought out in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear in the early twentieth century were far more isolated experiences away from the

groups of other urban refugees. The hotels at Charleston and Jones Falls continued to do a good
business to mid-century, often full to the point of turning visitors away, but more and more urban

visitors were looking for a complete wilderness experience that did not compel them to rub shoul-

ders with a hundred other lodgers. After the Cedar Park hotel at Charleston burned down in 1942,

the Harbor View hotel arranged for overflow guests to sleep in area farmhouses, 183 but once the

economies of World War Two were past, cottaging came into its own. It is significant that the

Cedar Park hotel was not rebuilt.

Fishermen visiting Red Horse Lake by the 1910s gained access to the water by crossing

Tom Tye's farm on the road from Black Rapids to LaRose Bay just above Black Rapids. Some of

them, not content to rough it in tents, began staying overnight and having a meal at the Tye farm-

house to the extent that in 1924 a frame addition was built onto the 1918 concrete block farmhouse,

adding a summer kitchen downstairs and accommodation upstairs for the fishermen. This

proved to be sufficiently lucrative that Tye's son, Gerald, in 1929 began building a hotel in the

meadow on the lake. He moved an outbuilding from the farmyard down to the lake, fashioned it

into a dining hall and built the rest of Tye's Summer Hotel around it, laid claim to Indian Island

off the opposite shore, and built a cabin there. No sooner was this hotel completed than the tourist

trade crashed along with the stock market. A wealthy New Yorker named Honsey who was
undertaking construction of what promised to be an extensive lakeside estate across Red Horse

Lake from Tye's Summer Hotel was out fishing for lake trout in October 1929 when a telegram

arrived with news of the stock market crash. He immediately left for New York, never to return.

During the Depression Tye's Summer Hotel also served as a local dance hall, but by 1933 the hotel

and five acres of land were repossessed by Gerald Tye's aunt, Eliza Simes. She renamed it the

Argyle Hotel and had her daughter Myrtle and her husband Walter Fullarton run it. They catered

to the local dance hall trade.

In 1933 Dr Bert Wickwire from Ottawa purchased a narrow strip of waterfront on Singleton

Lake on the road from Lyndhurst to Long Point. He brought in a carpenter, Bill Shaw, to build

some sleeping cabins and a store that came to be known as Wicks-Pick Lodge, with Shaw running

the store and renting the cabins for several years. In 1938 Bill Shaw purchased the Argyle Hotel.

His son, Art Shaw, recalls: 184

It became the sort of place that people returned to year after year. Some customers from

Singleton Lake followed him to the new location and returned every year for 40 years. In

those days the clientele were fishing parties, mostly men, who ate in the dining room and

took shore lunches with them on their fishing trips. They usually fished with a guide who
provided the boat and manned the oars. John Haskins was usually the guide.... After

[working in the Kingston shipyards and marrying his landlady's daughter, Betty Bryan,

during World War Two, Bill Shaw] built a fleet of boats to rent, and through experience,

developed a design for a flat bottomed plywood boat perfectly suited for operating on the

river by outboard motor or oars.

In 1948 Bill Shaw dismantled the Argyle Hotel, and built seven "housekeeping cottages," which

with time increased in number to fourteen and came to be known as Shawmere. This marked the

end of the men's adventure tradition of guided fishing parties, dining room meals and shore

lunches on Red Horse Lake, and the beginning of resorts that appealed to families. The tradition
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Plate 182

Family group swimming and picnicing in the Lower Beverley Lake vicinity, as photographed circa 1940.

The mass popularity of automobiles from the 1910s on made the lakes in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear acces-

sible to outside visitors as well as township inhabitants on day excursions, picnics and just simply to go

swimming. Three generations ofseeing urban inhabitants come into their midst to refresh themselves at the

resorts, cottages and in excursions on local lakes prompted local farm families to also enjoy the occasional

outing. Loaned courtesy of Shirley Lamb.

of guided fishing parties survived longest at Griffin's Resort on Gananoque Lake where as late as

the 1960s Ernie and Lou Griffin acted as fishing guides taking visitors out on day-long excursions

to troll on the salmon grounds. 185

The trend toward families, as opposed to groups of male hunters and fishermen, enjoying

recreation in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear can be ascribed to the automobile, to cottaging, and to

church camps. The automobile and the highways developed to bring motor cars into the town-

ship, not only made the smaller lakes more accessible for visitors, but also made it possible for

growing numbers of township families to go out for a day's recreation of picnicing or swimming.

The growing numbers of cabins and cottages available for rent made it possible for families from

a distance to enjoy the local fishing, canoeing and boating, and enjoy the privacy of their own shel-

ter, rather than be confined within a large resort hotel enduring the noises made by 100 other

lodgers. Moreover, the separate cottages and cabins made it possible for each family to keep tabs

on its own children and prepare their own food to keep costs down. By 1954 a resort such as the

Rideau Lake Inn at Seeley's Bay, operated by Gerry C. Downs, boasted modern rooms, a motel,

cabins, reasonable rates, a la carte restaurant, home cooking, good fishing, boats, motors, and

guides as its attractions. 186

Children, of course, had been brought camping and cottaging to the Charleston I ake area

at least as early as the 1880s. And indeed, Dr W.J. Hall, a medical missionary working in the slums
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of New York, in July 1891 brought a party of 140 fresh air children to Charleston Lake "to breathe

for two weeks or so our invigorating country air" and to enjoy the various recreations of picking

"berries and bathing,. ..boating and fishing,. ..football and baseball." 187 The religious impulse

behind this fresh air camp was evident to the large numbers of Oak Leaf area residents who went

to Charleston "to attend the Sabbath school and other services held in the grove for the benefit of

the Fresh Air children." 188

In contrast with the large fashionable mainstream Protestant campgrounds established in

the Thousand Islands during the 1870s, the early religious campgrounds in the Leeds and
Lansdowne Rear vicinity belonged to the smaller fringe religious groups and sects, and it was
only in the 1930s and 1940s that local campgrounds were established specifically to cater to main-

stream Protestant youth. As early as 1891 members of the Pocahontas Club from Perth and
Ottawa were camping in wigwams at Jones Falls, but no information is available about the church

affiliation of these young women. 189 By 1899 members of the Holiness Movement faith were

attending camp meetings at Lake Eloida where several private cottages, a large barn for horses,

sleeping tents and a large dining tent were located beside the large gospel tent in which the

Reverend Ralph Horner mesmerised his followers. 190 At the turn of the century a Holiness

Movement splinter group was formed by two members of the McCready family near Dulcemaine

in Lansdowne township whose followers became known as McCreadyites. Alex McCready
moved to the John Singleton house at Lyndhurst and began holding Pentecostal-style camp-meet-

ings at Singleton Lake. A list survives of several people he baptised by immersion there in 1908

(Appendix 13). This church camp endured until the 1930s, and after Walter Yeoman purchased

the campsite and cottage in 1946, he added seven cottages to establish a commercial camp-

ground. 191 In 1924 W.J. Hazel purchased Green Island on Webster Bay in Charleston Lake, and

established Camp Vega, a private camp for the boys of wealthy parents. From 1924 to 1930 Camp
Vega was home to between sixty and seventy-five boys every summer who were coached in swim-

ming, sailing, boxing, tennis, basketball, riding, art and drama. In 1930 Camp Vega was sold to a

Miss Witherall of Rochester, New York, who turned it into a girls camp for the next number of

years. 192

In 1927 a nondenominational frame church was built at Charleston village, 193 largely

funded by the Hanson family from New York, and hence named the Hanson memorial church.

This 36 by 24 foot structure was the scene of summer worship services conducted by various

Protestant clergy, and by the beginning of World War Two Pentecostal services were being held in

it,
194 but by 1960 it closed. The old denominational campgrounds in the Thousand Islands did not

survive past the turn of the century, but in 1913 men and women from a variety of denominational

affiliations began a non-profit camp for boys five miles west of Brockville. They believed "that the

influence derived from associations made at the summer camps, properly directed and with suit-

able surroundings [would] have a beneficial influence on young lives." From 1926 to 1933 this

boys camp was operated near Gananoque, then it moved to Grippen Lake in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear where a two-week camp was held for boys and a two-week camp was held for

girls. Thomas and Ethel Pritchard from Ellisville were prominent in helping establish this camp-

ground, helping to clear the site in the early 1930s when the camp consisted of tents, but as the

number of young people from the Brockville and Gananoque region attending the camp
increased, a dining hall, kitchen, well, hospital hut and tuck shop were built by 1949. 195

Grippen Lake camp became increasingly affiliated with the Bay of Quinte conference of

the United church, after the Anglican diocese of Ontario established Camp Hyanto at Lyndhurst

in 1948, but it still remained a nondenominational privately run camp. A major source of fundrais-

ing was sponsoring bus tours to distant urban destinations in the United States such as Boston,

Philadelphia and Atlantic City. It is ironic that some rural inhabitants of Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear were drawn to these tours to urban destinations to provide funding for young people from
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the local urban centres of Brockville and Kingston to attend summer camp in a rural setting well

away from established resorts and commercial campsites. 196 In 1944 the Bishop of Ontario at the

request of Canon E. Teskey of Bedford Mills, appointed a committee "to investigate the possibili-

ty of a Diocesan Summer Camp and of appointing a site for this purpose." 197 In January 1946 the

parish of Leeds Rear vestry resolved to sell the property behind the rectory and Saint Luke's

church, bordering on Lyndhurst Lake, to the diocese of Ontario for $200, with the condition "that

in the event of the land ceasing to be used for Diocesan purposes, the Parish of Leeds Rear be

granted an opportunity to re-acquire the land at the same price." 198 So began Camp Hyanto

(meaning "He who sleeps under the pines sleeps well"), as a summer camp for Anglican young
people from across the diocese of Ontario. 199

The proliferation of supposed Native names in the Pocahontas club, Camp Vega, and

Camp Hyanto among others is a reminder of the romantic aspect of camping and cottaging amid

the wild landscape of local lakes. Sooner or later the guides taking fishermen out on day trips

found themselves having to supply local lore to keep their visitors entertained, and such lore was
usually found to be the more satisfactory if it contained some tragic or eerie Native content.

Hence a rocky promontory resembling a human profile at Warren's Bay on Charleston Lake came
to be dubbed "Old Baldy" and was reputed to be the Native spirit guarding the lake.200 Perhaps

the most elaborate of the invented legends was that for Red Horse Rock on the lake of the same
name. As embroidered by Art Shaw, it told of two Native tribes who spent their summers in the

territory between the Toniata and Cataraqui rivers, and who, although they spoke the same lan-

guage, feuded and jealously guarded their respective territories along the Saint Lawrence and

Gananoque rivers. The son of an elder of the southern camp fell in love with the daughter of the

chief of the northern tribe, and in their secret meetings they rationalised that the Great Spirit kin-

dled their love to bring the two tribes together.

As the legend goes, the warrior son took a big red horse that his father had traded many
ponies to acquire from Natives to the south, hoping to strike awe among his chosen one's family

and win favour for the warrior who had won her heart. Instead, her father, enraged to see his

daughter tolerating the advances of the enemy, led a posse of warriors with weapons in hand,

chasing them on their ponies. The couple on the big red horse rode south, but on the narrow strip

of land between Charleston and Red Horse lakes met a hostile party led by the warrior's father

that had been alerted to their plans, also in pursuit of them. In bewilderment the couple urged

their steed toward the setting sun, only to burst out of the forest on the edge of a precipice, and to

be carried far out into the black water, never to be seen again. The two chiefs came to the cliff at

the same time, looked down, each overcome with grief. They then looked at one another to assign

blame for the tragedy, but instead saw another grieving parent, and after camping side by side

atop the cliff overnight, they concluded that the Great Spirit would not take away such a fine son

and daughter without a great purpose. They passed a pipe of peace, and henceforth, told their

tribes that if any among them should make war on others, their children's lives would only be

wasted. Thus the legend of Red Horse Rock, from which the lake also takes its name. Visitors

gifted with imagination can see in the rock the likeness of a horse standing up to its belly in the

water, facing south, with its head grazing in the trees (Plate 18). 201

It is difficult to judge how many inhabitants of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear participated

in enjoying the recreation retreats that over the course of a century had been developing within

the vicinity. Most of the people staying at the hotels, camping by the lakes, and renting cottages

were either tourists from a distance or regional town and village residents who could go off for a

week or weekend holiday. No such holidays were possible for township dairy farmers who had

to keep their cows milked twice a day, seven days a week. Only farmers who had retired and

given over the charge of their farms to their sons could enjoy the luxury of going camping in the

season when farmers were concerned with harvesting their various crops. 202 On another level,
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the farm families of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear who worked hard to move out of their log hous-

es into larger more comfortable frame, stone and brick structures, could not understand what
drew a wealthy New Yorker to build "a genuine log cabin" on an island of Charleston Lake in

1901.203 The recreations that most farm families could participate in were brief ones connected

with nearby community institutions. Hence the annual Saint John's church picnic in September

1891 offered in addition to dinner "a good programme of sports. ..including [a] baseball match,

tug-'o'-war, footraces" and several prominent speakers.204 Similarly, the annual school picnic at

Soperton in 1897 offered "Foot ball, foot races, and the sack race.. .for the sporting contingent."205

Community picnics continued to be the staple of what limited recreation township inhab-

itants enjoyed into the early twentieth century. Not even the alarm created by an 1889 picnic at

Seeley's Bay when a large number of people were poisoned, by eating ice cream, to the extent of

lying prostrate and turning green,206 diminished interest in community picnics. But in truth, these

picnics required a great deal of hard work, particularly by women, often to raise money for their

church work. As early as 1877 one perceptive observer in the region remarked, "it is about time

that husbands. ..entered a protest against the periodical slaving of their wives to raise money for

Church or charitable purposes. Between Excursions in the summer and Tea Meetings in the

Winter, the amount of labor, of the very hardest kind, that is done by the ladies. ..places upon them
a burden greatly in excess of their just proportion in the Church expenses."207

Perhaps the only true recreation activities for year-round township inhabitants that devel-

oped before World War Two were the team sports played by boys and young men, based on local

community rivalries and copying the sports introduced to nearby towns. By 1890 baseball matches

were being played between Seeley's Bay and the Ellisville Happy Nine,208 but the Ellisville farm

lads found it difficult to keep their club together due to the difficulty of getting them all together for

practice at the same time.209 A football team flourished at Soperton in the late 1890s.210 By 1903

Lyndhurst had junior and senior baseball teams of sufficient ability to regularly trounce Athens

teams,211 and in 1909 Soperton fielded a team in the briefly-lived Leeds County women's baseball

league. The Seeley's Bay football team in 1905 was reported practising for a game to be played at

Jones Falls on Victoria Day,212 but it was hockey that held pride of place in local hearts.

In 1905 the Seeley's Bay hockey club was organised with member of parliament George

Taylor as honorary president and A.S. Hazelwood, manager of the Seeley's Bay branch of the

Crown Bank of Canada, president, with over a dozen more officers and patrons. An advantage

enjoyed by this team was a first class rink operated by Messrs Coleman and Bracken,213 but other

larger villages were not far behind and by 1916 the Leeds County Hockey League consisted of

teams at Athens, Delta, Elgin, Lyndhurst, Newboro, Portland and Westport as well as Seeley's

Bay.214 For a few years there was a very competitive team from Ellisville in the league which

played off against Athens for the championship. In 1932 the Lyndhurst correspondent of the

Athens Reporter remarked, "Lyndhurst is proud of the fact that their new rink was used for one of

the first League Games to be played in this division at night and we hope to see the time not far

off when all League Games may be played at night as we find support for night games more than

triple that of games played in the afternoon."215 Lyndhurst boosters even formed the Lyndhurst

Arena Company by 1933,216 but no arena was built. The smaller communities in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear were unable to muster teams for the county league, but by 1925 a rink at Sweet's

Corners run by Osborne, Earl and Boyce Green drew a large crowd to a winter carnival.217

Recreation of this sort, it seemed, could maintain community loyalties for some time.

In less than a century recreation rose from being an unknown concept in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear to an employer second only to agriculture. In 1949 the Athens Reporter coun-

selled that to return back to the original name of "Furnace Falls would for Lyndhurst...ruin their

tourist business."218 Just how important tourism and recreation was to the local economy was
evident in the number of tourist resorts clustered around Seeley's Bay alone by 1954. In addition
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Plate 183

Summer visitors loading fish packed in ice into their cars at the Argyle hotel on Red Horse Lake in 1940.

By the time this photograph was taken fishing resorts such as this one, which were largely visited by men,

were being replaced byfamily camping cottages. Many of the new overnight facilities at mid-century were

constructed in the vicinity of Seeley's Bay. Loaned courtesy of Betty Shaw.

to Gerry C. Downs's Rideau Lake Inn already noted, they included Borden Dean's Rideau View
housekeeping cottages, George and Edith Pace's Pleasant Lodge housekeeping cottages, E.E.

Wells's Sunny Acres Lodge featuring "Housekeeping Cottages with modern conveniences, inside

plumbing, electric refrigerators [and] comfortable beds," Herbert Mallen's The Maples Lodge,

Harold and Irene Wheeler's Rideau Breeze Cottages, Russell Thompson's Burnt Hills Tourist

Lodge on Dog and Cranberry lakes, and Peter Taillon's Elm Lodge.219

Despite the boom in local businesses catering to tourists, as late as 1951 a writer raised in

the vicinity of Slack Bay on Charleston Lake despaired of the local tendency to "bog down in one

spot and think there is nothing worth seeing near at hand." She had shared this attitude herself

while growing up. "What," she wondered, "was there to see in Leeds County? Only woods, lots

of woods, and water, lots of water." It was not until after she had travelled extensively that she

came to appreciate how few counties in Ontario were so favoured, and "how romantically beau-

tiful these woods and waters really are."220

Few from Leeds and Lansdowne Rear had travelled as far from their beginnings as did

Caroline LaRose. Her heroism as a nine-year-old child plucked her from one of the poorest homes
in the township to be educated in the schools of Athens and trained as a nurse at Cornwall. In

1916 she went to the war, enduring three years of active service as part of the Laval unit in hospi-

tals in France and England.221 Upon returning to Canada in 1919 she was given a special recep-

tion by Oak Leaf and Athens women, and was one of 400 selected from a staff of 5,000 nurses to

continue military service.222 Such were her abilities that she became superintendent of hospitals

at Gait and Walkerville. 221 Amid her various achievements, she made return trips to her child-

hood home, enjoying the comforts of the cottages and hotels while ruminating on the event that

had changed her future so dramatically, and on the great changes taking place in local society in

her absence.
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WAR AND THE MODERN IMPERATIVE

When word of her death came to Leeds and Lansdowne Rear in late January 1901, it was
not altogether unexpected. Regional newspapers such as the Athens Reporter matter-

of-factly announced that she had passed away, detailed the progress of her fatal illness

at some length, and gave extensive coverage to her funeral and burial arrangements. Nonetheless,

her death was a great shock to many inhabitants of the township, most of whom were familiar

with the details of her life. The stores and post offices in Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay were draped

deep in mourning, and on the day of her funeral the bell of Saint Peter's Church of England tolled

long and dismally. Despite the prevalence of la grippe in the area, local inhabitants crowded into

the village churches draped in deep mourning, to commemorate her passing. 1 Queen Victoria

was dead and their world would never again be the same.

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear in 1901 had been a century in the making, and at the end of

Queen Victoria's reign the township now at last was made. In some respects the township was
overdeveloped, as shown both by the falling population from 1881 on, and by the continuing

haemorrhage of local inhabitants moving west or to jobs in towns and cities. The villages of

Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay were at their pinnacle of growth by the turn of the century, and in

addition to their mills and tradesmen were commencing to be retirement and tourist villages.

Still, the rate of popuation decline in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear was not as drastic as in many
Leeds County townships. In contrast with a Rideau River township such as Kitley where the pop-

ulation continuously fell from 3,525 in 1852 to 1,445 (or 41 percent of the earlier figure) by 1941, in

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear the population coasted from a high of 2,653 in 1881 to 1,964 by 1921,

then rose slightly to 2,006 in 1931, before continuing to decrease to 1,829 persons by 1941, so that

the township in 1941 had 73.5 percent of the population at its peak in 1881. The gentler rate of

population decline in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, as this chapter will reveal, was due to attempts

by township inhabitants to keep up with the times, to make changes and to modernise their econ-

omy where possible, but it was also due to being on the doorstep of an Ontario city.

The push for modernisation had various sources, but two, in particular, stood head and
shoulders above the others. Three wars during the early twentieth century stimulated major

forces for change in a fragmented rural society that otherwise might have resisted them. For fully

a third of the years between 1899 and 1945 men and women from Leeds and Lansdowne Rear par-

ticipated in war efforts. Although a small fraction of township inhabitants actually crossed the

ocean to fight in the South African War, World War One and World War Two, their participation

in these conflicts riveted the attention of all local inhabitants. The experiences of young men and
women away from home at war broke the stranglehold of local tradition, local communities, and

families over two successive generations. The second major factor promoting modernisation was
a perception, on the part of rural inhabitants, that life in the countryside was comparatively dis-

advantaged, and that unless they moved to provide the amenities enjoyed by urban dwellers, the

urban view of farm life being endless and ambitionless drudgery would become a self-fulfilling

prophecy. And, as they looked forward to more and more urban advantages being brought into

the countryside, township residents by the mid-1940s thrilled to the thought that the next prime

minister of Canada was raised in their midst.
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There is record of only three men from Leeds and Lansdowne Rear going off to the South

African War. In 1900 the township council ordered that "$50.00 be drawn in favour of the Reeve

for Charles E. Sweet, a volunteer in the Second Canadian Contingent for South Africa as a slight

recognition from this municipality for his Loyalty to his Queen and Country."2 Another was
George Bryan. The day he returned from what everyone locally called the Boer War, and visited

his old school, was vividly etched in the memory of Madeline O'Connor. She recalled: 3

Many older people, as well as the young ones, had never seen a soldier before and when
he strode up the aisle to the school platform in his khaki uniform to the flag draped chair,

we children were so speechless, we forgot to sing 'Soldiers of the Queen' which the

teacher had so earnestly taught us. He gave the organist a sign to cease the music and he

proceeded to read the address of welcome and praise of the guest while two trustees pre-

sented the gold watch, suitably engraved, gift of School Section No. 5; then we sang our

song with real gusto.

Canada did not officially participate in the South African War, but young men such as Charles

Sweet, Ross Leadbeater and George Bryan who chose to volunteer to serve the mother country

were permitted to go and fight. Whatever feeling there was locally, regarding this conflict, was
completely pro-British, in contrast with a century earlier when the rate of desertions from the local

militia was the highest in Upper Canada. The salient point, however, is not that the majority of

the township population had changed from being pro-American during the War of 1812 to pro-

British during the South African War, but rather that ninety years had elapsed between the two.

When the South African War began in 1899 there was no one in the township who could remem-
ber when local men had marched, or been marched, off to war, save, perhaps, for William Edward
Niblock who had gone off to fight in the 1885 Riel rebellion in Saskatchewan.4 No one, of course,

considered William Lyon Mackenzie's fizzle of a rebellion in 1837 and the pathetic Fenian raids in

1866 and 1870, worth mentioning as warfare, although men from Leeds and Lansdowne Rear

were called out to the front.

The only other Leeds and Lansdowne Rear inhabitants at the turn of the century who
could recall being fired on by an opposing force in uniform were two groups of older men. The

one group, consisting of farmers around Charleston Lake, remembered the guards posted by the

Gananoque water power company at the Outlet and Marble Rock dams in the 1870s and 1880s,

prepared to shoot at anyone who attempted to lower the logs. The other group of farmers recalled

with all too vivid clarity the day in 1872 when the freeholders of South Leeds met at Gananoque
to vote on where the agricultural exhibition of the riding should be permanently located; when it

became apparent that an initial majority from the back townships would carry the day in moving
the fair from Gananoque to Delta, influential men from Gananoque running the election somehow
packed or rigged the meeting to bring in additional votes from the front. This produced a fracas

between farmers from the Front and Rear, with officials calling in the militia company to "restore

order," and, for reasons that are not exactly clear, the militia company fired on the farmers.5 Even

so, the original vote was upheld, the riding exhibition moved to Delta, and the experience of being

fired upon by men in uniform receded as a much-embellished legend.6

By the time of the South African War the children of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear had been

reading about wars and conquests and victories and military heroism in their school readers for

generations, but no one in the township had been called away to war for nearly a century. The

combined influence of Napoleonic war veterans settling in the vicinity, militia musters since the

War of 1812, volunteer companies meeting from the time of the Fenian scare on, cadet companies

being formed in regional towns from the 1870s on, and increasingly jingoistic military rhetoric in

newspapers—all worked to transform most township residents from being pro-American in the

1810s to being stolidly pro-British by the century's end. Even the hymnbooks in local churches

were suffused with copious military references in selections such as "Soldiers of Christ, Arise",
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Plate 184

The Selora Sweet homestead on lot 21 in the ninth concession of Leeds, as photographed circa 1913. On the

eve of World War One Leeds and Lansdowne Rear was very much an agricultural society dependent on

horsepowerfor transportation, cultivation and harvesting of crops. This handsome, well-maintained house

datingfrom the turn of the century speaks to the sense of achievement by this familyfour generations after

settling in the township. Their mailbox, as part of the newly-implemented rural-free mail delivery, brought

modern and urban ideas into their home. For names see Appendix 14. Loaned courtesy of Helen Sweet.

"There's a Fight to be Fought," and "Equip Me for the War, and Teach My Hands to Fight"7 to

name but a few. Consequently, the more time that elapsed since township inhabitants had actu-

ally taken part in an armed conflict, the more their ideas about warfare became correspondingly

romantic.

Certainly it was the romantic card that was played when the 41st battalion came looking

for recruits at Seeley's Bay in 1883:8

The Band of the 41st Battalion are preparing for a grand Celebration on [the] Queen's

Birthday, when a monster Pic-nic will be held at Haskins' Point, close to the Bay. Among
the amusements offered will be Boat, Foot, Sack, Wheelbarrow, and Fat Men's Races.

Dancing will be a prominent feature. Liberal prizes will be given for the races, and also

for a new game called "Bun-eating Swings." Special prizes are to be given to the best

looking baby, the prettiest young lady, the handsomest young man, and the ugliest look-

ing old woman; this latter prize will, in all probability, not be claimed, as there are no such

women out there. Dinner will be served on the grounds at noon; after which speeches

will be made by the Officers and others. And recruits will be selected for enlistment if any

young men wish to volunteer. The excellent Band, led by Prof. Davy, will entertain the

visitors during the day.

Dashing young men in uniform, military brass bands playing sprightly marches and other toe-

tapping tunes, and a flow of oratory from officers failed to dislodge young men from farm fami-

lies that depended on their labour. It was not a young man's place to leave home and famil) with
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out their assent and support, and no pragmatic farmer was going to let his sons waste time with

military notions when there was work to be done on the farm. Officials in the provincial govern-

ment by the time of the South African War perceived a need to strengthen patriotic feeling in the

population generally. To that end it was announced in 1900 that Empire day from that year forth

would be celebrated as a patriotic anniversary in the schools of Ontario. The provincial minister

of education advised that "the forenoon of that day.. .be devoted to the study of the history of

Canada in relation to the empire" and in the afternoon that time "be spent in giving patriotic

songs, recitations, etc., the aim being to make Canadian patriotism intelligent, comprehensive and

strong."9

Patriotism in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear was one thing. When Ernestus C. Sliter treated

his fellow councillors to an oyster supper at Copeland's hotel in Lyndhurst on the occasion of his

retirement from the township council in 1884, the Gananoque Reporter editor was struck by the

enthusiasm of the "many loyal and patriotic toasts proposed." The toast "The Queen and Royal

Family' proposed by the Clerk was received with 'three times three/" he observed. The "enthu-

siasm with which this toast was received clearly indicated that those present, many of whom were

anglo-Irish or the descendants of such, have no sympathy with 'dynamiters' or 'agitators' who
seek the dismemberment of our glorious 'British Empire.'" 10 Intermarriage among members of

the Wexford colony, the Scottish highlanders, English immigrants, and American-origin settlers

combined to produce a reflex patriotic pro-British mentality by the end of the nineteenth century.

Not least among the conditions encouraging this attitude was the simple fact that hardly anyone's

son had been called away to an active war zone for a century. No one from Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear had been injured or killed in military service in a hundred years. The British empire ruled

the globe, all was right with the world.

One of the best opportunities for recruiting volunteers in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, for

all the good it did military officials, was the annual Lyndhurst fair. By the turn of the century this

exhibition had become one of the defining institutions in the township, drawing its officers and

attendance from all areas of the municipality. What was more, the ongoing success of the Lyndhurst

fair was proof positive that rural communities could successfully compete with larger centres, or

so it seemed at first. In the closing years of the Victorian period there were many in Leeds County

who argued that the "little fairs of the county should be wiped out so that we could have one big

fair," but early in the Edwardian era when the government decided to apportion its annual grants

to agricultural societies on the basis of benefit conferred upon the agricultural community, it was
then found that many of the little fairs received increased amounts while the grants to the big fairs

were correspondingly decreased. "The little fairs decline to be wiped out but continue to serve as

a social medium of the farmers where news and views are exchanged, where stock is bought and

sold, where the young people are educated, and where a healthy spirit of emulation is diffused

among the people," the Athens Reporter observed in 1909, concluding that "Lyndhurst fair has

abundantly demonstrated its right to exist." 11 But amidst the demands and sacrifice of World War
One, with farmers being pushed to produce the maximum crops possible, the Lyndhurst fair was
discontinued, and once Leeds and Lansdowne Rear farmers began attending the Delta fair near-

by, it soon became apparent that the Lyndhurst fair would not be revived. In November 1916 the

fairgrounds at Lyndhurst were sold. 12

A sense of the pace and routine of farm life before World War One is offered by select

extracts from the diary of Philip Henry Shook at Sweet's Corners in 1909: 13

March 2—Wm Gardner helping cut wood down in Joe Moorehead woods. [March] 23

—

had sawing machine, Wm Berry. [March] 27—Commenced to tap Sugar Bush. [March]

29—Wm Berry finished sawing at PH. Shooks place and moved up to Bee Brown place

and sawed for him. [March] 30—PH. Shook finished tap[p]ing Shugar Bush. April 7

—

very heavy winds that blew down Chase's and Midleton Barns. [April] 26—George and
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Plate 185

The George and Helen Sheffieldfarm on lot two in the tenth concession ofLansdowne, with the Gananoque

River in the background, as photographed circa 1915. As farms in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear went, this

was the home of a comparatively progressive farmer. It boasted a gambrel-roofed barn with ventilators on

the left and a windmill to pump waterfor cattle at centre. Due to its proximity to Lyndhurst, thisfarm was

wired for hydro-electricity in 1911. RoLLAL collection 988-07.

teem working on Road machine a[t] grading road. May 6—last gathering of sap, 25 pails.

[May] 15—Gordy Sweet sowing oats on his big field on the flats on the muck land. [May]

19—drawing out manure up on the Haskin place. [May 16]—turned cows out on pastuer

for the first. [May] 20—Sowing oats on Haskin place. June 10—W.W. Hicock sowing mil-

let. [June] 11—Wm Gardner working on road, planting field corn. [June] 12—Sowing peas

and oats for green feed. June 17—Sowing turnips up in little field. [June] 22—Sowing
Buckwheat down near oak tree. [June] 26—went to Gan[an]oque with lumber. September
14—young pigs. September] 17—had thrashing machine, W. Menrow, charged $4.00 for

the job thrashing. [September] 20—finished geting in millet. [September 28]—finished

cuting Buckwheat. W.T. Gardner caught a pike, weigh[t] of pike 6 lbs. Oct[ober] 8—L.

Coon finished cuting corn for RH. Shook. [October] 22—finished diging and geting in

potatoes, finished geting in white cariots and Sugar Beets. [October] 25—com[m]enced

ploughing on the Shook farm. [October] 29—pooting roof on cow Stable. Nov [ember] 3

—

finished geting in turnips. [November] 4— 1 cord Stove wood to L. M[u]stard ($1.50 per

cord) wood setled for. [November] 6—finished geting in cabbage. [November] 11—had

W. Menrow thrashing machine to thrash Buckwheat, charged $2.00 [November] 13—fin-

ished geting in corn on flats. RH. Shook de[b]tor to George Coners for puting wall under

drive house $10.00 to be paid in beef. [November] 19—Springvale cheese factory closed

today. [November] 20—finished ploughing on flats in the big field. Dec[ember] 4—Lucy
and George went to Gananoque, bought a barrell churn from F. Bezea, paid $6.00. Hamet
and Girt went to Kingston, drove Buggy. [December] 13—made Sourkrout. [December]

16—killed hog, weighed 320 lbs. Jan[uary] 11 1910—took beef to George Coners, Delta.

[January] 12—drawed first load of wood from Joe Moorehead woods. [January] 20

—

Benways and Wilsons come to our place. March 2—George takes Benways to Gananoque
for to start on their way back to the west. [March] 4—Slaying nearly all gon.

These terse entries suggest the ongoing rhythm of rural life for most Leeds and Lansdowne Rear

inhabitants:—the cycle of tasks from season to season, extended family members and neighbours
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helping one another, the widespread use of barter, the sale of lumber and firewood, the mechani-

sation of sawing firewood and threshing crops, the growing numbers of implements on each farm

so as to require drivesheds, the consolidation of small farms into larger ones, and visits home from

families that had moved west.

Nowhere was the push to modernise more in evidence in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear

than in farming. The message consistently promoted in magazines such as the Farmer's Advocate

and the Family Herald as well as in dominion department of agriculture advertisements in local

newspapers, was to practise more scientific agriculture. One local son, John Bracken, was one of

two young men recommended by the counties council as a student for the Ontario agricultural

college at Guelph. He not only graduated with the degree of bachelor of scientific agriculture in

1906, but then successively rose from manning the Manitoba post of the federal department of

agriculture seed branch, to become superintendent of fairs and institutes and secretary of the

Saskatchewan stock breeder's association in 1907, and by 1909 professor of field husbandry at the

University of Saskatchewan at Saskatoon. 14 Scientific farming meant making efficient use of time,

using labour-saving machinery, planting crops suited to local soil conditions, use of insecticides to

control pests, growing crops providing larger yields of nutrients for livestock, developing new
types of seeds, promoting crop rotation and fallow practices to avoid soil exhaustion, and

installing under-drainage to make more land available for cultivation and in some cases to make
land suitable for a wider range of crops. Drainage tile was manufactured by the Neals at Seeley's

Bay in the first decade of the century, and farmers such as Harry Willoughby and George Bracken

were installing double ten-inch tiles. George "Ditcher" Berry of Sweet's Corners made a living

digging ditches and installing tile on local farms from before the turn of the century. 15

Department of agriculture advertisements in local newspapers recommended that farm-

ers in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear must cut their production costs, but noted there was money to

be made in mixed farming by cultivating pigs, sheep, poultry and their own seed 16 in addition to

dairy farming and grain cultivation. As early as 1904 R. Norton Crane from the Ontario agricul-

tural college at Guelph, opened an office in Athens, prepared "to buy poultry and eggs in quanti-

ty at paying prices." Crane advised that if local farmers set some 350 eggs and raised 200 or more
chickens that year, giving fair care and treatment so that the pullets will "lay during the winter

months when eggs sell at high prices," they would find "the profits from the capital invested will

be much larger than from any other branch of the farm, and the work much lighter and more

pleasant." 17 Although Holstein, Ayrshire and Jersey were the leading breeds of cattle being exhib-

ited at Lyndhurst fair by 1909, 18 still the push for better livestock breeding continued. In 1925 the

government sent a Better Livestock train along the Brockville and Westport Railway consisting of

fifteen cars filled with poultry, sheep, hogs, dairy cattle, horses, milk and milk products, seeds,

feeds and fertilisers to demonstrate what improved breeding practices could yield. 19 Additional

pressure to modernise was placed on farmers during the two world wars, with government and

banks urging them to expand production "to supply the enormous quantities of products demand-
ed in the greatest of all wars."20 During World War One, for example, there was an increased

demand for pork, prompting local farmers such as George Sly and Ernie Collinson to build new
pigpens with poured concrete walls, floors and troughs, and furnished with provender cookers

—

all no doubt based on department of agriculture plans.21

The benefits of scientific farming were obvious to some local farmers as early as the turn

of the century. By 1904 progressive farmers around Soperton were "hurrying with their silo fill-

ing before another frost comes,"22 aware how the highly nutritious corn ensilage increased the

milk production of their dairy herds. Farmers were building large gambrel-roofed barns atop

cowstables so that fodder, primarily hay, could be thrown down to livestock in winter. The earli-

est of these barns, built in the 1900s and 1910s, continued to be a variation of post-and-beam con-

struction, with the mows still divided by the several beds of the frame, and partly to help stack
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Plate 186

Former Standard church and cheese factory at Sweet's Corners, as photographed looking north in 1994.

Sweet's Corners emerged as a hamlet when a cheesefactory was constructed at this site in 1900. The more

pious members of the local community frowned upon the factory working seven days a week in the 1920s

and 1930s, and in 1929 this Standard church was built across the roadfrom it. Contrary to the general pat-

tern of the cheese industry falling into decline after World War One, when the Sweet's Corners factory

burned in 1937, a new cheese factory was built the following year and remained in production until 1952.

By the author.

loose hay. Only in the 1920s and 1930s did open space mows appear; the lack of interior beams
and posts in these later large airy new barns contrasted with the old three-bay English barns in

which a threshing floor separated two mows. More and more farmers relied on machinery such

as hay loaders to gather hay onto wagons, great pronged hay forks to transfer the load from the

wagons into the mows, and manure spreaders to distribute dung in the fields. Threshing grain

from the late 1890s on no longer was an isolated activity for each individual, pursued during the

cold winter months, but instead became an autumn group activity which with the help of a steam

engine amounted to a few days' work. Some farmers removed their grain from the field in

sheaves and stored them on temporary platforms over the threshing floor, with separators set up
on the threshing floor. Farmers such as David Townsend of Long Point in 1909 applied for loans

to improve their operations.23 Windmills either purchased as kits from mail-order catalogues or

from a local agent were constructed to pump water for cattle to drink and for cooling cans of milk

overnight. By the late 1930s it was clear that any competitive farmer sooner rather than later

would be purchasing a tractor.

Mixed farming was by no means a new idea in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear in the early

twentieth century, but township farmers came to appreciate the wisdom of having as wide and
varied a base to bring in revenue year-round. Grain agriculture declined in significance to such

an extent that by 1941 only 34 acres of wheat, 236 of barley, and 38 of rye were being cultivated in

the municipality. There was a continuing demand for oats, as shown by the 4,817 acres cultivat-

ed that year, but it was not simply for feeding the 928 horses in the township,24 as shown by farm-

ers sledding large quantities of oats across Charleston Lake to the Athens grain warehouse in the

winter of 1911. 25 It was during this period that dairy farming became the largest contributor to

farm income, with Leeds County as early as 1901 boasting the largest number of cheese factories

of any county in Ontario. 26 Despite the township population dropping by a quarter (the drop in
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farm population was more dramatic), the number of cows being milked in Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear jumped from 2,774 in 1891 to 3,689 by 1941.27 The major local cheese factories were located

at Berryton, Big Hill, Sweet's Corners, Ellisville, Charleston, Oak Leaf, Long Point, Seeley's Bay,

Soperton and Lyndhurst. In 1919 J.A. Flood, the proprietor of the Oak Leaf cheese factory fol-

lowed the lead of the Gilt Edge factory at Seeley's Bay, by installing a butter plant, in an attempt

to prevent local farmers sending their milk to the Farmersville Creamery at Athens.28 By 1924,

however, the Charleston correspondent of the Athens Reporter observed, "A number of the patrons

of Oak Leaf cheese factory have taken their milk out of the factory on account of the low grade of

the cheese, and are either shipping cream to Brockville or to the Powdered Milk Co., Gananoque."29

In 1932 the Oak Leaf factory closed and the cheesemaker, Cliff Morris, began "conveying the milk

to the Brockville condensery in his truck,"30 but in 1941 Morris, who owned the Athens cheese fac-

tory, built a new cheese factory at Oak Leaf, and here Roy Greenhorn made award-winning cheese

from 1947 to 1965. Morris's ownership of two factories was by no means the sole example of local

factory consolidation of ownership; although the Soperton cheese factory was owned by Will

Bernie who operated it in partnership with his son, it was half owned by Frank Tackaberry who
also owned the Delta factory and half of the New Boyne factory.31 One by one the other cheese

factories were closed as new paved roads made it possible to ship milk longer distances to dairies

and factories in larger centres, and to the remaining local factories at Morton, Delta and Plum
Hollow.

Mixed farming continued to be lucrative because farms were being consolidated as fami-

lies moved out of the township and the population decreased. The keeping of sheep plummeted
from 1,738 in 1891 to 311 in 1941, while hog production almost doubled from 1,280 to 2,260 dur-

ing the same fifty-year period. The numbers of turkeys, geese and ducks raised almost doubled

from 2,358 in 1891 to 4,482 in 1941, while the number of hens and chickens soared from 11,535 to

29,054 during the same period. This was the golden age of poultry farming in the township, and
lack of statistics from between 1891 and 1941 very likely masks even higher numbers of poultry

being raised by local farmwomen.32 Although the Lyndhurst fair was discontinued during World

War One, Lyndhurst by 1926 "had the reputation of having the largest poultry fair in this district,"

or so a full-page advertisement in the Athens Reporter stated. "From Seeley's Bay, Inverary,

Battersea and even as far as Odessa—50 miles away—people come to Lyndhurst with vehicles

piled high with turkeys—and ducks—and geese—and chickens."33 In comparison with 35 tons

of fowl that sold for $21,000 at the Athens poultry fair that year, 75 tons sold for $51,000 at

Lyndhurst.34 In the early 1930s the turkey fair experienced a decline, with buyers from Montreal

complaining the poultry "was a failure as regards color and fat" and farmers in turn were unim-

pressed with the very low prices paid.35 By 1933 the volume sold at the Lyndhurst turkey fair fell

to forty-one and a half tons,36 and with the arrival of refrigerated trucks the turkey fair died out

during World War Two.

Yet a third fair came to be held within the boundaries of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear dur-

ing this period. In the early 1910s the Ontario department of education included in the curricu-

lum of rural schools activities that would help train rural youth to be better, more scientific farm-

ers. Students planted and tended gardens and field crops, and raised livestock, and every

September a rural school fair was held at Sweet's Corners attended by all the schools in the town-

ship competing with one another to win prizes with their agricultural produce. Schools also were

judged on their appearance as a body and on their participation in the parade at the school fair,

leading to each school sporting banners, decorative headbands, sashes, and memorising school

yells. The school fair replaced the Lyndhurst fair, in a way, as shown by its popularity by 1916,

the same year the Lyndhurst fairgrounds were sold:37

A feature which attracted a good deal of attention at the Sweet's Corners School Fair, and

which excelled anything of its kind put on so far this year at any School Fair in the County,

was the Singing Contest.... A fine bunch of exhibits was shown and a fair crowd was pre-
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Plate 187

Map of Seeley's Bay, Leeds County, Ontario as prepared by Charles E. Goad, Toronto, in September 1908

for afire insurance atlas. The two main businesses shown here were the Seeley's Bay sawmill of William F.

Bracken (A) near the wharfand the brick and tile works ofAlbert Neal (B) on the south side ofHelen street.

Other businesses included William Gilbert's carriage shop (C), the cheese factory (D), Chancy Gilbert's

store and post office (E), William J. Berry's blacksmith shop (F), Richard Wright's harness and leatherwork

shop (G), the stage barn (H), Edwin Putnam's store (I), George Hawkins's store (J), Coleman Metcalfe's

hotel (K), Norton Johnson's undertaking parlour (L), John Stacey's tinsmith shop (M), Bracken's feed store

(N), George Cheetham's blacksmith shop (O), William B. Putnam's bakeshop (P), Dr Henry Elliott's office

(Q), the Masonic hall (R), the Methodist (S) and Anglican (T) churches. Note the erroneous reference to

the Rideau River. National Archives of Canada NMC-9688, traced and modified by Rita Stoller.

sent, but rain came up in the afternoon and shortened the day. The Stock Judging shield

was won for the second time in succession by Seeley's Bay Senior room. This leaves

Seeley's Bay, Sweet's Corners and Long Point tied in the race for the shield, each having

won it twice. The school that wins it three years has permanent possession. The School

Parade was won by Berryton, S.S. No. 12. Seeley's Bay senior and junior rooms each had

fine parades. The first prize potatoes, oats, barley, wheat and sweet corn from each of the

School Fairs in the County will be shown at Ottawa Winter Fair.

The school fairs were popular in part because they built on the localised rivalries that had been in

the making since the 1840s, but even as it promoted such rivalry, the school fair was one of the few

institutions that drew inhabitants from the various fragmented communities together into one

place to meet with one another. Then- were those who maintained that the strict rules requiring
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students to do all the work connected with cultivating crops and raising livestock were ignored,

with parents preparing many of the exhibited items, but such deviance nonetheless played into

the hands of education officials. Their goal, after all, was not only to stimulate interest in scien-

tific agriculture, but also to break down the opposition of farm parents to their children attending

school once they perceived that their education would help make them better farmers rather than

draw them away from the farm.

Perhaps the greatest benefit of the annual school fairs was to revive the spirit of rural res-

idents when they needed it most. From the 1880s on the migration of local inhabitants going west

to the Canadian prairies, going south to the United States, going off to the major cities of Montreal

and Toronto, and going into major regional centres such as Kingston, Brockville and Ottawa, and

even to local towns and villages such as Gananoque and Athens—had a disquieting effect on
those left behind. Those heading off to large new farms out west compared their vast new home-
steads with the small fields in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, while those who ventured off to the

cities and towns wrote back telling of the wonders of electricity, running water, sewers, tele-

phones, along with the various attractions and novelties available in larger centres. Worst of all,

the tourists who summered on the lakes in the township, brought with them an enthusiasm for

"rusticating in the country to get away from the pressures of urban life" that airily assumed rural

inhabitants lived without many advantages that urban Canadians took for granted. The "farm

problem," evident before World War One broke out, was to prevent the attractions of town and
city life from drawing away the younger generation off the farm. The growing system of railway

lines and improved roads that enabled farmers to dispatch their crops to city markets, just as

quickly carried back the ready-made clothes, furniture and pianos with which farm families filled

their large new homes. As Robert Craig Brown points out, the increasing links with urban life

were accompanied by a growing dependence upon the larger towns and cities and an envy by
rural inhabitants of their urban relatives.38 The result in eastern Ontario during the early twenti-

eth century was a rural inferiority complex which was only partly moderated in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear by its close links to Kingston.

One had to look no further than the social columns of local newspapers to note the migra-

tion out of the township either westward or to the city. The Athens Reporter in March 1904, for

example, noted that "Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Green and daughter, Miss Miriam Green, left Oak Leaf

for their new home at Edmonton, Alberta."39 In May 1919 the Seeley's Bay correspondent report-

ed that "Mr and Mrs Ernest Ames. ..have left for Toronto to spend a few days before leaving for

Bladworth, Sask., where they are going to reside, having disposed of their property here...."40

From Lyndhurst came word in late August 1926 that "Some of the young men from the village and

vicinity purpose going west on the harvesters' excursion,"41 an all too likely indicator of more
young men and their families moving west. It was by no means only younger sons and farmers

located on poor farms who were pulling up stakes. Whole families either migrated together or

followed family members to the prairies and to New Ontario. Ephraim and Alberta Bracken,

despite their flourishing 240 acre farm at Seeley's Bay containing some of the best farmland in the

township and boasting the large, comfortable, stately brick house built for William Richardson, in

1910 sold it all and began homesteading at Tessier, Saskatchewan, five years after their son John

went west.42 The pull and pressure within families to migrate west was evident in social notes

such as the one from Leeds in January 1930 telling that "Mrs. John Dillon has returned from an

extended visit to her daughter, Miss G. Coleman of Saskatoon, Sask."43 Only with reports of the

prairies turned into a dustbowl during the 1930s Depression did the migration west cease.

The migration to urban centres, by contrast, proved unending. It too was apparent in the

social notes of local newspapers, as for example in 1920 when the Soperton correspondent of the

Athens Reporter observed that "Mr. D. Scotland left on Thursday last for Winnipeg to take a posi-

tion in the Merchants Bank."44 The Leeds correspondent noted in December 1926 that "Mr Travan
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Plate 188

Albert Neal and son brick and tile company, Seeley's Bay, as photographed circa 1905. Brick was manu-

factured at Seeley's Bay as early as the mid 1860s. In the early 1880s Thomas Moore opened a brickyard on

the south side of Helen street between Adelaide and Bay. In 1896 the Neal brothers of Athens purchased

this business and began manufacturing drainage tile in addition to bricks, utilising clay from a knoll west

of the brickyard. Here we see the drying sheds on the left in which the clay was placed in the brick moulds

to dry, while on the right is the kiln in which they were fired. In 1910 Albert Neal moved this business to

Gananoque. RoLLAL collection, loaned courtesy of Eleanor Wyatt.

Wills recently returned to his home here from Detroit, Mich., where he has been holding a posi-

tion for the last few years."45 At Long Point in May 1927 it was reported that "Mrs Eliza Simes,

Toronto, visited her brother, Thomas Tye,"46 and at Soperton in August 1936 the Reporter corres-

pondent learned "Mr. and Mrs. J. Martin and family of Detroit, Mich., are visiting relatives

here."47 The various forces pulling young people out of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear to jobs in the

city were increased during the two world wars. Advertisements of the Ontario government in

local newspapers in 1943, for example, urged women between the ages of eighteen and forty who
had a grade eight education to enroll in its nursing assistant courses at Kingston, Toronto and

Hamilton; in return for three months of classroom instruction and six months of practical instruc-

tion in a hospital, women would be paid sixty dollars a month less maintenance, their trans-

portation would be covered, free uniforms supplied, and they would receive a certificate from the

provincial department of health ensuring future employment.48

There were, however, strong reasons for remaining in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. First

and foremost, there were well-established communities with churches, schools, and various other

social groups across the township, as opposed to the cost and effort of establishing such institu-

tions among strangers out west. In contrast with the glowing accounts painted in letters pub-

lished in local newspapers, private letters and visits out west indicated the crudities and difficul-

ties of homesteading life, the isolation of prairie farmers, and the discomfort of prairie winters.

For many Leeds and Lansdowne Rear inhabitants the prospect of moving either west or to the city

seemed a gamble compared to continuing on with the family farm. At worst, local farming offered

a basic subsistence, something that few going to city jobs could be guaranteed for life, and at best

it could offer something more substantial. A progressive and industrious farmer such as Alfred
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Tackaberry within four years of purchasing a farm at Oak Leaf in 1907 had paid for it.
49

Unlike the boom and bust wheat economy out west, the farmers of Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear earned income on a year-round basis. At the end of winter there was maple syrup-making

season, with ready sale to town, city and western customers. From spring through autumn cash

came in from milk delivered to cheese factories, from the sale of vegetables and meat, from egg

sales, and from the sale of wool shorn off sheep. In autumn there was the sale of animals for

slaughter and the revenues from poultry taken to the Lyndhurst turkey fair. Even in winter there

was revenue from the sale of sawmill timber and cordwood taken from the maturing second- and

third-growth forest. "Never in the history of this section of the country have there been so many
logs drawn into the mills," declared the Athens Reporter in March 1899. "Yards are piled high, and

every available space taken."50 In January 1925 a Sweet's Corners inhabitant observed that "farm-

ers of the neighbourhood are busily engaged in the woods,"51 and that December the Lyndhurst

correspondent of the Reporter noted, "The recent snowstorm has made good sleighing and people

are taking advantage of it and are starting to draw logs for the sawmill."52 Such was the consis-

tent volume of lumber coming out of the local woods that Charles Hartley purchased a sawmill

at Seeley's Bay in 1912 which at mid-century employed 25 men,53 and in 1927 he took over oper-

ation of W.G. Parish's sawmill at Athens. 54

For all the touted advantages of life in the city or out west, Leeds and Lansdowne Rear

inhabitants were also aware that there were benefits to remaining on their farms. They did not fail

to notice the many and lengthy trips back home that many who had gone out west made in win-

ter, ostensibly because there was something in local society missing on the prairies. Local farm-

ers took note of the failed grain crops or poor grain prices that could place their western brothers

at the mercy of an eastern bank, in contrast with local mixed farming in which a failure in one crop

by no means meant financial ruin. As for those who had gone off to enjoy the amenities and short-

er workdays in towns and cities, when they were thrown out of work or were on strike, their

means of living became precarious in a setting where cash rather than barter was the medium of

exchange. Without money the rent could not be paid, coal could not be had to keep warm, and

they went without food. Farmers in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear could not imagine going with-

out a roof over their heads, nor lacking a supply of winter firewood, nor yet again going hungry.

And besides, the modern amenities that city dwellers enjoyed such as telephones and running

water in due time were becoming a part of rural life.

In the depths of World War One, with the introduction of the military service Act in May
1917, many inhabitants of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear had additional reason to be glad they

remained on their farms rather than traipsing off to the city. Farmers and their sons in Ontario

were exempt from conscription into the military because, it was claimed, their work in producing

foodstuffs was crucial to the war effort. No such exemption shielded young men working in the

villages, towns and cities.

Only fragmentary evidence survives of the war effort on the home front in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear during World War One. There is no measure of the increased agricultural pro-

duction in the township to supply the war effort since the war years fell between the census years

of 1911 and 1921. The same month that war was officially declared, the Gananoque Reporter print-

ed the headline SOLDIERS OF THE KING LEAVE FOR THE FRONT55 and opined, "it is gratify-

ing to learn of the ready response to the call for volunteers, and that more than are required have

offered themselves for [the] service of the Empire."56 As the war dragged on, and more men were

needed, the rhetoric heated up. "Are you willing to be a Slave?" demanded a recruiting adver-

tisement for the 156th Leeds and Grenville battalion in February 1916; "YOU MAY BE ONE if you

refuse to answer the call to arms, and suppress the atrocious Hun. Why do you stand aside in this

time when the country is straining every nerve to put an army in the field that will crush the

enemy forever?"57 These advertisements were aimed at villages such as Athens where recruit-
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Plate 189

The Leslie and Maria Kendrick house and barns on lot two in the eleventh concession of Lansdowne, built

circa 1907, as photographed in 1994. This urbane design ofhouse built of brick by W.J. Birch, with stamped

metal shingle roof, stamped metal finish on the gables made by Robert Edward Green and matching veran-

dah would not have been out of place on a city street. Its urbane appearance contrasts with the old-style

courtyard of stables and barns to the rear, but the house is proof of the comfortable living possiblefrom the

mixed farming and dairy economy in the Edwardian period. By the author.

ments were comparatively low, and when the Athens village council in the winter of 1916 refused

the use of the town hall for drilling the local squad of volunteers, the Reporter asked rhetorically,

"Were not the military authorities the least bit justified in thinking of Athens as 'little Germany' ?" 5H

In contrast with the public jingoism of the government posters and advertisements urg-

ing young men to enlist and everyone to purchase Victory bonds, Leeds and Lansdowne Rear par-

ents in private debated and agonised over whether to keep their sons at home or allow them to

risk their lives in the mud of France. Crawford C. Slack alluded to this division in a piece of dog-

gerel he penned in November 1916:^

It has been a little anxious too, for mother and for me,

For our boy is in the trenches fighting somewhere overseas....

Some have said that he was foolish to leave his home and all,

And they claimed 'twas not his duty for to answer England's call.

Well for me I would rather have him called a fighting fool

Than be termed a milk-sop dandy, or a timid sissy fool,

But I've asked myself the question is there no relenting ruth,

Pointing to a parent's sorrow over maimed and ruined youth.

Is the Christ-like spirit buried? no regard for blood or pain?

Are the blood-pools of the ancients to o'erflow the earth again?
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Unlike the War of 1812 a century earlier, when the overwhelming sentiment of parents in the

American-origin settlement of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear had been to counsel sons against show-

ing up at militia musters, many local inhabitants supported the war effort. The motivations of

some who volunteered to serve ranged from patriotism to more prosaic considerations. Toward
the end of the war 23-year-old Henry Judd joined six other local young men in volunteering,

claiming it offered him the only opportunity to get away from the farm. 60 The fathers of two of

them drove the group to the Soperton railway station in their Ford model-T cars, but just before

he was sent down to Halifax for embarkation, his older brother Nathan who had returned from

Winnipeg to run the farm in his absence, drove their mother and sisters to Barriefield to see him.

The following day Nathan took a carload of neighbours there and back, with everyone impressed

that the 35 mile trip took only two hours each way.61 For a time Henry Judd must have wondered
if he would ever see the battlefields. He went to Montreal by train, then boarded a ship for

Halifax, but they were shipwrecked off Nova Scotia.62

A sample of how the soldiers themselves viewed their participation in World War One is

provided by extracts from a letter written by Austin M. Sweet at Hastings, Sussex, in England,

back to his friend George Shook at Lyndhurst:63

For a long time intended dropping you a few lines to let you know I was still in [the] land

of [the] living.... Remember the time we did not mind going all the way to Brockville to

see an aeroplane. Hardly a day passes three or four don't go over.... Then you see the diri-

gibles. They are like a great big cigar... [and] they make a pretty sight to see them floating

along on a sunshiny day... It is great to hear some of the boys tell about the fights they

have watched from the trenches between the aeroplanes in France. A little more exciting

than watching a baseball match between Long Point and Sweet's Corners or even a hockey

match between Seeley's Bay and Lyndhurst.

The Canadians were in it again the latter part of last week so we may look for anoth-

er big casualty list before many days. They certainly covered themselves with glory at

Vimy Ridge a short time ago. Noticed in today's list the officer's name that was com-

manding the division I was sent to when I first came to Hastings. He came across with

first contingent as a private. Had risen from the ranks and was now a captain. He won a

military cross as well. Seems pretty tough when you think of a fellow in prime of life

gone. We had many a good time together last winter. But he is only one of many hun-

dred. They can hardly train men fast enough for officers to meet the demand. I know our

Winnipeg battalion that went into the Vimy Ridge scrap with 20 officers, only three came

back.

Have not run across many of [the] boys from home. Steve Landon & Jack Miller were

here the biggest part of the winter.... Jack was having the time of his life because there was

lots of beer to drink.... Understand Oscar Harvey has his commission now. Frank Chase

was supposed to have passed through here but never ran across him. Poor Brock DeWolfe
from Athens got his last fall. Not likely [to] play any more baseball or worry Fred Taber

about selling booze in a local option district again. No matter where you go now you run

into someone you know. The first night I was in London ran into so many old Winnipeg

people, made me think I was back out west again. Believe you me you are mighty glad to

see them. What little respect you had for [the] English (that is if you ever did have any)

you soon loose it once you have to live amongst them. They have a great time trying to

stick it on for the Canadians. Try to beat you every time....

Living is very high at present.... No stoves like at home, all rooms are heated from

fireplaces.... Hope this was a pretty good sugar year around home. Am writing for moth-

er to send us over some. Got some corn meal all ready to make Johnnie cake when it
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Plate 190

The south side of Main street in Seeley's Bay, looking east, as photographed circa 1911. From left to right

this view shows Edwin Putnam's store, the Northern Crown Bank built in 1906 by John Dillon, and on the

far right a wagon loaded with milkcans heading toward the Gilt Edge cheesefactory. In 1918 the Northern

Crown Bank merged with the Royal Bank which operated this branch until 1923; that same year the Bank

of Toronto rented and eventually bought this building which it occupied until the new Toronto-Dominion

Bank was built in 1967. RoLLAL collection, loaned courtesy of Eleanor Wyatt.

arrives. By time I have privilege of getting back to Canada so I can pay the old town a

visit will likely find a good many changes between kids being born, couples getting mar-

ried, and different ones selling their places and strangers moving in.

The home front in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, if less deadly and less exciting than the training in

England and the fighting in France, witnessed its own contribution to the larger effort. The daily

headlines in Kingston and Brockville newspapers trumpeted the latest developments in Europe,

but the social notes and advertisements in the Athens Reporter testify to local efforts.

In December of 1915 the Delta Women's Institute, which included members from the rear

concessions of Lansdowne, "remembered all the soldiers who went from Delta and Soperton with

individual Christmas box[es]."64 At Soperton a girls sewing circle met regularly to make clothing

and bandages to forward to the war zone.65 In August 1916 private W. Baker of Barriefield was
reported being on farm furlough at the home of TJ. Eyre of Soperton, helping to harvest the

bumper crops that fed the war machine.66 Two months later word reached William and Almeda
Cockrill at Seeley's Bay that their son Will overseas was dangerously ill with spinal meningitis.67

At the same time one day's make of cheese from a cheese factory at Seeley's Bay was donated to

the Belgian relief fund.68 In April 1917 a register of available labour was compiled "to help farm-

ers grow larger crops" especially with spring seeding drawing nigh. 64 When a collection for the

Belgian relief fund was taken at Oak Leaf that same month, not only was the total of $81.50

announced in the newspaper, but the list of amounts subscribed by individuals was printed for

everyone to see. 70
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On and on the reports connected with the war continued. Madeline O'Connor received a

letter from Leonard McConnell written on 31 October 1917. He was killed in action the following

day. 71 In November 1917 Mrs George Sheffield at Oak Leaf received word that her brother, pri-

vate George Atkins, was wounded. 72 The same day it was announced, "The wedding was quiet-

ly celebrated at the Wesleyan church, Southwick, England, on October 6, of Jean Phyllis lies...to

Lieut. Oscar R. Harvey, the Canadian Engineers, son of Mr Richard Giles Harvey, Lyndhurst."73

In January 1918 the Leeds correspondent of the Athens paper reported that "Cadet K.C. Rappell

of the Royal Flying Corps, spent the weekend a guest at Albert E. Brown's." 74 A month later the

Oak Leaf correspondent reported the deep regret of local inhabitants "to hear that Pte. Gerald

Botsford was killed in action on Jan 25," and noted also that "Mrs. S. Godkin collected eight dol-

lars for packing the soldiers' boxes at Charleston."75

One fascinating aspect of the war effort was the Back to the Farm Movement, recruiting

town and city dwellers to help farmers grow larger crops. "Are you Selling your Soul for the Lure

of the City?" demanded a half-page Ontario government advertisement aimed squarely at single

men and their employers appearing in the Kingston Daily British Whig in April 1918. Outside of

enlistment in the armed forces only service on a farm ranked as National Service for men, it point-

ed out. Sheer necessity urged that many town and city men in numerous occupations should give

place immediately to women, while the men took up farm work temporarily. This applied par-

ticularly to single men who could move with little or no inconvenience, although positions could

also be found for married men who wished to move their families to the country76 Men who tem-

porarily left their jobs in town to work on farms were assured that the women who temporarily

replaced them "shall receive the same pay for service equal to the man replaced, so that the rates

of wages for men shall not be lowered," and that "farm wages with board are in many cases equal

to, if not better, than city wages without board." Moreover, the advertisement warned, "A day of

reckoning is coming.... We are down to elementals to-day, and our people will not tolerate the

thought that while so many of our sons are perishing in the bloody struggle in France, so many
men are doing work that can easily and efficiently be done by women without sacrifice to their

womanhood or health."77

But even as agriculture enjoyed the prestige of being the only civilian labour ranking as

National Service, with town men and high school students coming out to help sow and harvest

the expanded crops, farmers learned there was a limit to what government would do for them.

When a delegation visited Ottawa in May 1918, not only seeking exemption for farmers from the

newly-implemented federal income tax but also demanding that the tariff on imported agricul-

tural machinery be lifted, they were turned down completely. Local farmers were taken aback by

the indignation of city dwellers against rural inhabitants escaping lightly from their share of the

taxes and suffering, as the following excerpt from a Kingston Daily Whig editorial reveals: 78

Rightly or wrongly, there has grown up in the city the impression that the farmer is as

much responsible for the high cost of living as the middleman, that he has done very well

indeed out of the war, and that he ought to "come across" more generously. True he pays

taxes via the tariff to the Dominion Treasury, but so does everybody else. His township

taxes are light, he is not the victim of tag days, his contributions to the Patriotic and Red
Cross funds do not make a deep hole in his pocket, and altogether he gets off with a very

small share of the white man's burden as compared with the city man who is bled white

for war aims of one kind and another, besides paying heavy realty taxes and two income

taxes, one to the municipality and one to the Government at Ottawa.

Before this gulf between urban and country residents could widen under the strain of the war
effort, the conflict came to an end in November 1918.

There is no record of local celebrations marking the war's end, with Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear inhabitants going to outside larger centres such as Athens and Gananoque to celebrate. In

December 1918 the township council placed on record,79
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Plate 191

View along Main street in Seeley's Bay looking west, as photographed circa 1911. From left to right we see

fames Simpson's storefront, Saint Peter's Anglican church, Richard Wright's harness and leatherwork shop,

George Hawkins's store and Edwin Putnam's store. That allfive wagons shown in this view are loaded with

thirty gallon milk cans is substantial testimony to the importance of cheese manufacturing in the local econ-

omy. Private collection.

our gratitude to "Almighty God" for the cessation of Hostilities and Victory of our Empire

and her Allies in the Great War. The sincere Thanks of our Township is due to our brave

young men who were so valliant and fearless on the battlefields in defence of our Country

and Flag—also the women who so faithfully gave their time and financial help to bring

cheer and comfort to our Soldiers in Hospital, Camp and Trench.

Our deepest sympathy goes out to the parents and friends of the noble boys who paid

the supreme sacrifice in this most Riteous cause of maintaining our liberties and protect-

ing the World from Prussian militarism. Carried unanimously by Standing Vote.

When the patriotic league at Lyndhurst proposed raising "some suitable memorial in the munic-

ipality to the memory of those noble and valiant Sons who volunteered, fought and bled in the

Great World War just ended," the township council granted $500 toward the project. 80 In January

1920, in response to a petition, the township council agreed to "bear the cost in total of the 'Memorial

Monument'" and cooperated with "the Memorial Committee as represented by the Patriotic

League of Lyndhurst in carrying out the work."81 The red granite stone in the memorial obelisk

was donated by the A.C. Brown granite works in Lyndhurst and it was placed on a concrete plinth

beside the eastern end of the stone bridge in that village.82 Above the crossed rifles and below the

cannon bordered by a frieze of maple leaves were the names of the war dead: Leonard James
McConnell, Harold George Young, Samuel Benjamin Green, Clarence Garfield Mainse, James

William Edgers, John Hynde, Samuel Arthur Greenham and the legend LEST WE FORGET. 83

It is unfortunate that no tally has been kept of all the men and women from Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear who volunteered for service during World War One. Many of them, like Henry

Judd, were not discharged until the summer of 1919. "On arriving home he immediately went to

haying, alone, with horses and rack, cutting and forking and stacking and heaving under the

broiling July sun. From the crowds and tall buildings and troopships he returned to the familiar

exertion, the itch of hay instead of the scratchy wool uniform, the hay's ticklish smell, the heavy
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aroma of the steady horses/'84 and the isolation of his daily farm chores. During his first month
home he lost forty pounds. Henry Judd had gone overseas during the last year of the war, and he

never made it across the Channel to France because his unit was ravaged by what was then

termed Spanish Influenza, but during his leaves he relished visits to London, Edinburgh and

Glasgow. His devotion to home was evident in the more than 100 letters he wrote to his mother,

and it was sharpened by his father's death while he was away. Upon returning home he resumed

the rhythms of his familiar life, rising at four to milk his herd and driving the milk to the Soperton

cheese factory so it could be processed that day. He did not, however, adopt any of the modern
innovations that he had encountered overseas and that were gradually beginning to filter into the

township. Terry Fuchs has concluded that perhaps Henry Judd "had seen enough of the new
order to last him a lifetime...or perhaps he just saw, with his characteristic lucidity, that these

changes had little pertinence to the values of simplicity and economy by which he lived. He was
content to let them pass his farm by, as if his 100-yard lane was a genuine barrier to progress."

While his neighbours went into debt to purchase cars and tractors, he stayed with his horses and

buggy. When hydro poles marched along the road in the 1940s, his house was not hooked up, as

he continued to heat and cook with wood and read by coal-oil lamps.85

Henry Judd was singular in his refusal to take up with modern conveniences. Most

inhabitants of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear could hardly wait for the arrival of services that would
place living in the country on the same level as life in the towns and cities. Despite the advan-

tages that rural inhabitants enjoyed during the war, including high prices for crops and exemp-

tion from military service, the rural inferiority complex returned once the war was over. Local

inhabitants were apologetic when visiting town and city relatives saw them hauling water in from

the dooryard pump for cooking and drinking and making use of outdoor privies in contrast with

the running water and bathrooms available in town. They were embarrassed by their rutted

township roads that contrasted with the paved streets being laid down in Kingston and

Brockville. They felt unquestionably behind the times in making do with coal-oil and kerosene

lamps while the homes and streets of Kingston, Brockville and even Gananoque had been lit by

electricity since the 1880s. Worst of all, to what future could a child raised in the one-room schools

of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear aspire compared with children in the towns and cities educated in

large public schools furnished with up-to-date equipment and with access to collegiates within

walking distance of their homes?

Even so, modernity in many ways was entering the rural landscape, and Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear in the early twentieth century was in advance of many eastern Ontario town-

ships in receiving modern services largely due to its geographic location near urban centres.

The first evidence of modernisation in the township was the improved passenger service

on the local railway. The Brockville, Westport and Sault Ste Marie Railway had earned a surplus

during its first decade of operation, but not enough to meet the expenses incurred during its con-

struction. Known to those who worked on it as the "Bad Wages and Seldom See Money" railway,

it was notorious for not having proper passenger cars, simply providing platforms in boxcars on

which passengers could sit. In 1903 it was taken over by an American trust company, reorganised

as the Brockville, Westport and North-Western Railway,86 and that June the Athens Reporter com-

mented, "A combination of the new coaches and the great improvement recently effected in the

road-bed of the B & W makes a trip over that line one of the pleasures associated with a visit to

Charleston Lake, Delta lakes, or the Rideau waters."87 The closest stations serving Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear inhabitants were Athens, Soperton, Lyndhurst Station and Delta.88 For a time

the new railway operated at a fair profit, hauling cheese to market and bringing in summer recre-

ationists, but with automobiles increasing in number the American owners sold it to the Canadian

Northern Railway in December 1911. This line along with the rest of the Canadian Northern
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Plate 192

Auction sale in progress at Wellington Johnston's house on Jonas street in Lyndhurst, as photographed by

John Buick Harvey in 1907. Since the late 1870s the local rural landscape no longer was able to accommo-

date all of the children raised in localfamilies, especially with thefarm consolidation made possible by using

machinery to till larger acreages. By the turn of the century a growing number offamilies were selling off

theirfurniture and goods, pulling up stakes and moving to start over in the prairie provinces. Loaned cour-

tesy ofJoanne (Harvey) Putnam.

became part of the Canadian National Railways which operated it largely for the benefit of

tourists in what had become a popular resort area until, as losses increased, service was finally

suspended in June 1952.89

But even as automobiles began to appear more frequently on local roads, there were two
more proposals for railways to go through Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. The Gananoque and
Arnprior Railway proposed to build a line through Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, Bastard and
Kitley townships in 1914. It promised "not only quick transportation to the great centres of

Ontario, but competition in freight and passenger rates, and...increased activity in local industri-

al centres." The votes on bonus by-laws in the townships took place in August 1914, the same
month that war broke out, so that this project never was heard from again.90 In January 1915 the

Ottawa and St Lawrence Electric Railway proposed building a line from Smiths Falls to Charleston,

offering "to supply the neighborhoods they pass through with electricity for light and power."91

The combination of war exigencies and growing numbers of local automobiles also precluded this

line from being built.

The telephone was the earliest locally-controlled modern service in Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear. There had been telephones at Kingston, Gananoque and Brockville since the early 1880s, but

it had proven sufficiently taxing for the fledgeling Bell Telephone Company to put up 180 miles

of cedar posts between Montreal and Kingston to inaugurate long distance telephone service in

1885. The rural townships would have to wait. By 1890 there were telephones in the resort hotels

at Charleston. From 1893 on there was a Bell line going northeast from Kingston to Athens

through Seeley's Bay and Lyndhurst, but the only telephone in Leeds Rear on this line was one in
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Hawkins's store at Seeley's Bay.92 After waiting for over twenty years, rural inhabitants began to

take matters into their own hands. In 1906 a public meeting of area inhabitants interested in

obtaining telephone service was held at Lansdowne. More than 100 people signed applications to

buy fifty dollar shares of stock in the proposed Lansdowne rural telephone company limited, with

the shares to be paid for in five annual payments of ten dollars which also entitled the sharehold-

ers to telephone service. At the meeting a committee was appointed to launch the company and

start building lines; by May 1908 the company was operating a 100 line cabinet switchboard, and

by 1913 it had more than 300 telephones hooked up and had built 75 miles of pole line which

served a few subscribers in the southern concessions of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear.93

In similar fashion the Leeds and Frontenac rural telephone company limited was estab-

lished in 1907, with its switchboard or central located at Seeley's Bay and serving adjacent areas

of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, South Crosby, Storrington and Pittsburgh townships.94 It proved

more than a match for the Elgin-Chaffey's Lock telephone company which was set up in 1908, but

closed down twenty years later with only one telephone in operation.95 There is no evidence that

the South Leeds and Pittsburgh telephone company established in 1908 served any part of Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear.96

Prior to 1909 the only telephone in Lyndhurst was a Bell long distance telephone in

Wellington Johnston's store. In 1908 the Leeds and Grenville independent telephone company,

which focused on serving Elizabethtown, Augusta and Edwardsburgh townships, also opened a

line with sixteen customers between Sweet's Corners and Lyndhurst. In 1909 mill-owner R.G.

Harvey and farmer A.B. White called a meeting of interested people at Lyndhurst to discuss estab-

lishing a locally-controlled telephone system. They elected a board of directors with Harvey as

president and White as secretary, including directors Watson Green, D.W. Green, N. Ralph, R.J.

Wood, Dr J. Chipman, C.T Sheffield and C.E. Niblock. The new company signed up 125 share-

holders. Each was required to buy a ten dollar share when a telephone was installed and to sub-

scribe ten dollars per year for another four years until they paid in a total of fifty dollars. This

included their telephone service. No further shareholders were accepted by the company. Later

applicants for service were taken on as renters and paid a higher yearly rate for their telephone

than did the original shareholders. The Lyndhurst rural telephone company purchased the line

running from Sweet's Corners to Lyndhurst for $600 and it formed the nucleus of their company
in 1909. More lines were built every year, with the company providing service to the Delta area

as well as the rear concessions of Lansdowne and the area of Leeds east of the area serviced by the

Seeley's Bay exchange, and an exchange was established at Lyndhurst. In 1913 the company
reported 180 customers and by the early 1920s it was operating almost 300 telephones. Due to

financial problems in 1928 a new company was formed known as the Lyndhurst telephone com-

pany limited, with 3,000 shares, 1,250 of which were isssued at a value of five dollars apiece. From
1926 to 1966 Harry J. Davis was line foreman and office manager of the Lyndhurst telephone com-

pany. A few subscribers cancelled their service during the Depression, and although employees

were obliged to take a cut in wages, the Lyndhurst telephone company weathered the 1930s as

proof that the telephone was now an indispensable part of rural life.97

The Plum Hollow and Eloida independent telephone company and the South Crosby

Rural Telephone Company were both set up in 1909, but there is no clear indication as to whether

any of their lines served residents of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear.98 All of the rural exchanges

being set up prompted the Athens Reporter to editorialise worriedly, "Athens is being surrounded

with rural lines, but we have heard of no effort being made on the part of Athens business men to

secure connection with these lines." Surely "Athens would be a central place for uniting these

lines, and it is quite possible that the Bell Co. would view with favor the giving of the necessary

switch-board privileges in its Athens office," the Reporter suggested.99 But the rural independent

telephone companies in Leeds and Grenville, nine in all, linked up with one another rather than
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Plate 193

S.S. no. 5 students from Long Point school being reviewed by their teacher at a township school fair held at

Sweet's Corners in the 1920s. Rural school fairs promoted by the provincial department of education were

one of the few attempts to bring inhabitants from Leeds and Lansdowne Rear's disparate communities

together. Even so, the school yells, sashes, headbands and banners sported by the children ofeach school only

served to weld their loyalties the more securely to their local school section communities.

the Bell in 1909, connecting their patrons with adjacent companies without charging long distance

fees, whereas long distance fees were charged between these rural exchanges and the Bell sys-

tem. 100

The rural telephone companies helped bolster the sagging hinterlands of Lyndhurst and
Seeley's Bay. For that reason alone the rural companies resisted a local connection with the Bell

line at Athens, with their customers being charged a toll to connect with the Bell system. It was
no mere coincidence that miller R.G. Harvey and storekeeper D.W. Green of Lyndhurst were zeal-

ous in promoting the Lyndhurst rural telephone, and similarly, storekeepers at Seeley's Bay

worked to extend the Leeds and Frontenac rural telephone company throughout the district

around that village. These local telephone companies gave local farmers an added reason for

remaining within the sphere of influence of local storekeepers, and the likelihood of their doing

business with a storekeeper who could be reached on the local line, rather than paying the ten cent

toll to call Athens or Gananoque, helped keep stores open at Seeley's Bay and Lyndhurst. In 1909

the Plum Hollow and Eloida company installed a switchboard at Athens "to give their subscribers

connection with this village and also to accommodate other rural lines wishing to centre here," the

Athens Reporter observed. 101 That same summer the Plum Hollow and Eloida company put up a

line between Athens and Oak Leaf, 102 and the Lansdowne company also expanded beyond its

base at the front into concession seven of Lansdowne and concession six of Leeds. 103 Attempts

were made for Bell and the local rural companies to reach an accommodation as early as 1909, but

as the Athens paper noted "the proposal for a settlement made by the Bell people contains so

many restrictions" 104 that it was this that prompted the local companies to arrange for no tolls

among themselves and to continue tolls to connect with Bell. Each local company printed its own
directory, so that despite the toll-free connection with adjacent rural companies, the village-cen-

tred local companies helped maintain the fragmentation of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear among as

many as five telephone exchanges.
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The advent of the rural telephone was especially significant for local women. Although

the localised companies continued the fragmentation of the township based on the village-centred

territories they served, the telephone reduced the isolation of farm women from one another.

They not only could use it to more effectively plan their church group activities but to join in the

activities of new groups such as the women's institute branches at Athens and Seeley's Bay and

the Red Cross committees meeting at Charleston and Sweet's Corners. 105 The rural telephone

companies provided one of the few sources of paid income for local women such as Mary Roddick

and L. Nicholson within the township boundaries of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. 106 The poised,

professional voices of the women operators in Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay that women and men
alike heard speaking to them whenever they rang the local switchboard, presented the subtle rein-

forcing message that women could go out and work in public for a wage. No matter that the

wages paid the operators were paltry, at the same time the wages of the women teachers appear-

ing in many of the township schools lagged far behind those of their male colleagues, the profes-

sional-sounding women's voices on the medium were indeed the message.

How effective a link the telephone provided for local women was evident in their achieve-

ments within less than a decade of the local telephone companies being set up. For the better part

of a century women had worked to reduce the impact of alcohol on their lives, and had sent peti-

tions bearing men's signatures to the township council as late as 1906 requesting that a local

option vote be taken, to no avail. Although the council that year introduced a by-law "to prohib-

it the sale of liquor by retail in the Municipality of the Rear of Leeds & Lansdowne," it never

moved beyond second reading. 107 But with the arrival of the telephone, and women more able

to mobilise as a group through use of it, the by-law to prohibit liquor sales was readily passed in

1909, 108 and the following year the township appointed "James Hawkins of Lyndhurst and C.

Brady of Seeley's Bay to enforce the Local Option By Law which comes into force May 1st

1910." 109 Local bootleggers, such as Brock DeWolfe, notwithstanding, the women by using the

telephone had turned Leeds and Lansdowne Rear dry. By means of the telephone, women
mobilised their efforts in Red Cross groups and the Lyndhurst patriotic league during World War
One. And even before war broke out, when the Ontario Conservative government inquired how
the local municipal council felt about all women enjoying the right to vote in provincial and

municipal elections, township clerk Richard J. Green was instructed to respond, "we recommend
that married women taxpayers be granted the same franchise as unmarried women and wid-

ows." 110 Within the year, the township council decided "no action be taken regarding the

Canadian Suffrage Association," 111 but the significant contributions of women locally as well as

across Canada toward the war effort won for women the right to vote in federal elections in 1917,

less than a decade after the arrival of the telephone brought local and regional women into closer

contact with one another.

But even as the telephone brought the women of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear together,

albeit within their fragmented communities, they were dividing into two groups in terms of

choosing futures for themselves and their daughters. The larger group were traditionalists who
believed that woman's role in rural society was to be a helpmeet to her husband, in essence, a con-

tinuation of the separate sphere for women that emerged in the nineteenth century- But unlike the

women who earned income from making cheese in the mid-nineteenth century, farmwomen by

the early twentieth century were placed in the perplexing position of living up to the role-model

of a farmwife who did not earn her own income, but who was expected by her husband and by

rural society generally to quietly participate in whatever farm chores he directed. The debate that

silently raged over the balance between wifely duty and women not being forced to work beyond

their limit was evident in the following entry made by the Washburn's Corners correspondent of

the Athens Reporter in 1901

:

112
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If this boy were your boy
If you had a boy in

France to-day, you would
make your purchase of

Victory Bonds large
enough to represent a real

personal sacrifice.

You would be thinking

of that lad—out in the hell

on earth that is No Man's
Land— cheerfully offering

his life for Freedom's cause,

And you would do your
best to save that life.

You would help— with
all your might— to provide
the money that will shorten

the war and reduce the

cost of Victory, in human
lives.

You would buy all the

Victory Bonds you could
possibly find the money
for—and you would find it

by stinting yourself down
to the barest necessities of

life.

Com*—share in the glory of those whos
France to-day. Dig deep into your mcom
of soldiers dig into theirs- to buy the V
thai will carry our armies on 1o Victory,

back out br-*-

—d br cw*. . vimtv Umm <~i,,,i„

Plate 194

Portrait of Ross Leadbeater as photographed circa 1900 in uniform of the South African War (left) and an

advertisement (right) from a regional newspaper during World War One. Three wars in the space of less

than two generations divested Leeds and Lansdowne Rear inhabitants of any romantic associations with

military life that had developed during a century of peace. The experiences ofyoung men and women away

from home at war, however, broke the stranglehold of local tradition, local communities and families. Loaned

courtesy of Frances Bryan and Kingston Daily Whig, 31 October 1918.

Mrs. John Hamblin is still very seriously ill and there are many stories in circulation as to

the treatment she has received since she came with the Hamblins to live. One is to the

effect that while she was in a delicate condition her husband misused her by compelling

her to work in the field pitching hay, and stooking grain after the binder, and other man-
ual labor that causes her to be in the condition she is in. Such statements the neighbors

know to be a slanderous falsehood, which, no doubt, was hatched and put into circulation

by an evil minded person in our midst for the furtherment of his own personal ends. All

the woman done out of doors was attending to a small kitchen garden containing a few

cabbage and onions; dropped a few early potatoes whilst her husband covered them;

helped to milk their ten cows, and in fine weather she sometimes drove the cows to or

from the pasture a short distance up the road. And since her confinement a trained nurse

and the best medical skill has been in attendance.... In justice to John and his parents, they

have stinted neither time nor money for the benefit and comfort of the sick woman.
ONE OF THE NEIGHBORS.

A smaller group of women, although growing in number, perceived that women should attempt

to get a good education and to seek out gainful employment. It was all well and good for a
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woman to marry and settle down with a stable home life on a farm, but what of those women who
might not marry, especially in a rural society where impartible inheritance favoured sons in pass-

ing farms down from generation to generation? Bertha Willoughby, for example, after her lover

died, turned to nursing, served overseas in World War One, and went on to be a senior nurse and

hospital administrator. A rare individual woman such as Leonora Howard, who came from a fam-

ily of doctors in the Soperton vicinity, went on to graduate as a medical doctor from the University

of Michigan in 1877 and then journeyed afar to a career as a medical missionary in Tientsin and

Peking, China. 113 But what of women whose husbands died prematurely, or who were mistreat-

ed in marriage? Should they not be provided with an education or training that would place in

their hands the skill and thereby the means of supporting themselves?

We have noted in the previous chapter the exceptional circumstances by which Caroline

LaRose and Mary Geneva Stafford managed to be educated and trained as nurse and teacher

respectively. Once young women such as these went out to careers, however brief, their sisters,

relatives and neighbours also began to consider paying careers. Stafford's sister, Grace, for exam-

ple, went to Cornwall General Hospital to train as a nurse. 114 Ethel R. Brown from Lyndhurst, as

another example, trained to be a nurse at the Brockville General Hospital,115 after noting the

heavy demand for nurses during World War One. Many of the women who trained for careers

had to go beyond the borders of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear to find employment. Only a few, like

Helen Wilson of Lyndhurst, were employed throughout their lifetime in the community in which

they were raised, and even fewer managed, as she did, to move adroitly between the spheres of

full time wife and mother, and working woman in the early twentieth century. After attending the

brick school in Lyndhurst, and writing her entrance examinations at Delta, she attended the

Athens high school from 1918 to 1921 where she obtained her normal and entrance certificates and

junior matriculation. Like most young women in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear she appears to have

had no plans for pursuing paid employment, but following high school she studied instrumental

and vocal music for two years under the wife of the Anglican rector at Athens, and from her she

also seems to have received the encouragement to attend the normal school at Ottawa in 1923 and

1924. From September 1924 to June 1927 she taught in the Lyndhurst school, then from 1928 to

1931 she taught at S.S. No 7, Leeds, before staying at home for ten years to raise her two young
children. Amid a shortage of teachers during World War Two, she resumed teaching at S.S. No 7

from 1941 to 1947, then she went to S.S. No. 6 at Sweet's Corners and Leeds combined, leaving

there for S.S. No 1, Washburn in 1951, and eventually returning to teach at Lyndhurst in 1954. 116

For many young women in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear there was no opportunity nor

encouragement to seek paid employment beyond the boundaries of their homes. The "Woman's
Realm" pages in local newspapers presented items on poetry, clothing styles, hair-styles, Sunday

School lessons, sermons, the markets, hints on making a happy home, coronation news, recipes,

bridal trousseaus and the marking of table linen as the prescribed areas of interest for women. 117

Even as progressive-minded a man as Albert E. Donovan, the provincial member for Brockville,

who in 1906 declared he had no sympathy for the "common error among conceited and over-

bearing men, that woman's thoughts should be bounded by her household cares," did not offer a

vision that extended her sphere beyond the cult of true womanhood. Woman, Donovan declared,

"is God's best gift to man.... And the sooner that our Canadian women understand the natural

boundaries of their influence, and the obligations which this influence imposes, the better for our

country, our homes, and our children.... The Canadian mother," he continued, "has wonderful

opportunities to exercise her influence and do her part nobly while the graceful form of childhood

glides around her knee, and like bread cast upon the waters, it will come back to her again, often

after many years. Motherhood is the true outcome of a true woman's life. Where is the artist?

—

who knows his name?—that can embellish life with his brush equal to the picture of a sleeping

babe, nestling in a Christian mother's arms?" 118 The women's institute branches at Athens, Delta,
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Plate 195

Group of men in military uniform at Lyndhurst before going off to World War One, with the Methodist

church and the old Orange hall (the town hall shown in Plate 123) in the background, as photographed circa

1914. From among this small group of young men, Ben Green and Jack Hynde were killed in action in

November 1917, and Harry Young was killed in action in August 1918. Charley Campbell like a number

of other young veterans, after witnessing the deaths of many friends and comrades during the war, was so

overcome with remorse in surviving to see the war's end, that in January 1919 he shot himself. For names

see Appendix 14. RoLLAL collection 988-07

Seeley's Bay, Lyndhurst and Morton offered no alternate hope of careers for women away from

the isolation of life on the farm. Amid the musical selections at the District Annual held at Seeley's

Bay in June 1914, attended by Native poet E. Pauline Johnson, for example, the papers presented

dealt with "The Sunny Side of Life", "On Canadian Women", "The Advantages of Rural Life" and

"The Beauty of Womanhood." 119

Still, the local women's institutes brought rural women together in a way that transcend-

ed denominational boundaries. Even as the institutes introduced brief training courses in fields

that confirmed woman's role being limited to the rural home, they taught the women of Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear to think more professionally about their duties and responsibilities around the

home, and this ultimately would prove an important stepping stone as more and more women
began to turn their thoughts to earning an income away from home. In the autumn o\ 1921 the

Athens women's institute arranged for a course in home nursing, bringing in a government nurse

for ten days who gave daily lectures and demonstrations on "how best to care for those ill within

your home." 120 In 1925 Lillian Sheridan of Soperton received the prize in a nursing course and S.

Singleton received first prize in an agricultural course sponsored by the Delta women's insti-
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tute. 121 As a further example, in 1925 the Seeley's Bay women's institute sponsored a garment
making club, with young women taught by government-certified and paid instructors the essen-

tial skills in making clothing. 122 For special speakers coming in from a distance, the local institute

branches at Lyndhurst, Seeley's Bay, Elgin and Morton came together, as for example, when they

met at Lyndhurst in 1932 to listen to a Mrs Stevens from Ottawa. 123

Despite the early influential work of the women's institute branches at Lyndhurst and

Seeley's Bay, they appear to have disappeared after mid-century, casualties of the growing access

by automobile to larger centres. Even on the unplowed township roads in a mild winter such as

in February 1925 the Oak Leaf correspondent of the Athens Reporter could report "A number of

cars have travelled this road recently." 124 In good weather a woman such as Eva Frye of Soperton

thought nothing of motoring to attend the annual meeting of the Methodist women's auxiliary at

Kingston by 1923. 125 Similarly, in June 1926 the Lyndhurst correspondent of the Athens paper

reported, "Miss Hanna motored to Kingston on Saturday last. She was accompanied by Mrs. T.J.

McConnell and Mrs. Webster and daughter, Miss Ruby Webster." 126

The more women visited the city and local towns, and saw women there working in all

manner of occupations, the more convinced they became that their daughters should strike out

and train to acquire some marketable skill. Although marriage and a family remained goals that

a majority of women in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear may have subscribed to as late as the 1940s,

increasingly they perceived the wisdom of having their own means of livelihood to fall back on in

the event that they did not marry. And besides, if a young woman such as Amy Church clerking

in DW. Green's store at Lyndhurst127 came in contact with a larger marriage market than the

young women who stayed at home on the farm, how much better the chances of a good match for

women who had a decent education and who had the benefit of living, for a time at least, in urban

society. The extent to which women moved easily back and forth between Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear and regional urban centres is revealed by a sampling of social items compiled by the

Singleton Lake correspondent of the Athens Reporter in early September 1932: 128

Miss Millie Johnson, Ottawa, is spending a week's holiday at her home.... Miss Jennie

Doolan, Brockville, is spending a few days with Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Bryan. Master Carl

McKinley, Watertown, N.Y., is spending some time visiting his uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs.

Joseph Singleton. Mrs. George Gates and Mrs. Thos Bryan spent Thursday in Gananoque.

Miss Helen Bryan has returned home after spending a few days in Toronto, attending the

Canadian National Exhibition. She was accompanied by Miss Anna Roantree, Morton.

Zelda Johnson, Birdie Leadbeater and Arnold Tye resumed their studies at Lyndhurst

Continuation School on Sept. 1st. The local schools re-opened on Sept. 1st. Miss Vera

Townsend has been re-engaged at Long Point School and Miss Alice Smith at Ellisville

School.... Miss Susie Tye is nursing at the home of Mr. Charles Roantree, Morton.

Much of the attraction of town and city life for local women sprang directly from the rural inferi-

ority complex. Although there was some limited employment available locally as teachers, nurs-

es, store clerks and telephone operators, it compared poorly with the larger window of opportu-

nity available in the city. The quality of life in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear farm homes was a far

cry from the electricity, running water and bathroom conveniences perceived to be available in

town and city homes.

Part of the motivation for women to train for a paying career that might take them to the

bright city lights was the example of women such as Alma Jane Graham. The only child of Ferris

Graham and Eugenie Kendrick, her parents had no son to leave the farm to, so instead they invest-

ed in her education, as she went from public school in Lyndhurst to high school at Athens, and

then progressed on from the normal school at Toronto to graduate from Queen's University with

a Master of Arts. But, unlike many women and men who could not wait to shake the dust of

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear from their heels, Alma Jane Graham returned to teach at Lyndhurst,

and to participate in the social life of that village as a Sunday School teacher, a member of Saint
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Plate 196

The red granite obelisk memorial to the war dead of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear in World War One at the

east end of the stone bridge in Lyndhurst, as photographed circa 1925. The war memorial madefrom local

red granite became the focus for annual Remembrance Day services, but the light rigged up to shine upon

the names of the war dead was also an advertisement for the hydro-electric power generated in the village

from 1911 on. The memorial was moved beside the municipal building at Siveet's Corners in the late 1980s.

RoLLAL collection 988-07.

Luke's Anglican guild and women's auxiliary, the Lyndhurst women's institute, and the Red

Cross society during World War Two. The example of her life was twofold, in that, not only had

she chosen to live and work in a country village rather than teach in the city, but she brought back

with her, from her extensive training in the city, invaluable information and attitudes about the need

for women to increase their opportunities to gain paid employment no matter where they lived. 129

For young women and men alike who sought to earn a living off the farm, furthering their

opportunities meant some form of higher education or formal training or apprenticeship. Higher

education beyond the grade schools in the township meant attending the high school at Athens

and boarding with a family there during the week, although a fortunate few such as John Bracken

and Mary Geneva Stafford were able through family connections or family resources to attend the

Brockville collegiate institute, and still others attended collegiate in Kingston. High school, there-

fore, was limited to those whose families could afford to do without their labour around the farm

and who were willing to pay their weekly board. Those who planned to teach then moved on to

the Athens model school, which, when it burned down in 1905 was rebuilt to the design of

Benjamin Dillon, an architect born and raised at Ellisville. 130 What was the annoyance of local

inhabitants, no sooner was the model school rebuilt, than the Ontario government decided to

eliminate model schools and directed that teacher training take place at the normal schools in

Ottawa and Toronto! 131 Women hoping to become nurses essentially undertook a form of appren-

ticeship in regional hospitals at Kingston, Brockville, Cornwall and Smiths Falls. Young men sock-

ing a business education could receive training in bookkeeping, shorthand, penmanship, civil ser-

vice, typing and telegraphy at the Kingston Business College and the Frontenac Business College

in Kingston or at the Brockville Business College from the turn of the century, 132 and by the 1910s

women were accepted as students in these establishments. Fergus J. O'Connor of Long Point and
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numerous members of the McKinley and Bracken families at Ellisville went on from Athens high

school to study medicine at Queen's University in Kingston, 133 while Benjamin Dillon left home
quite young to become a skilled carpenter, took up building and contracting, then the study of

architecture at Kingston, to become a fully qualified architect responsible for numerous commis-
sions in eastern Ontario such as the Athens town hall, the new Athens high school, and the coun-

ties council building at Brockville. 134
It was a measure of the resources of the well-heeled Harvey

family at Lyndhurst that they could send their son Ernest off to Montreal to obtain his B.Sc at

McGill. 135

Here was a central component of the rural inferiority complex: rural residents were com-
paratively disadvantaged in having access to higher education simply because the institutions of

higher learning were located in the cities and towns. Even the young people in a village such as

Athens enjoyed superior opportunities to their contemporaries growing up on the farms of Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear, in that the local high school was accessible to them, whereas it was not for

young people isolated on their parents' farmsteads along the unplowed township roads in win-

ter. Without the permission and funding for room and board in Athens provided by parents, there

was simply no chance for young people to advance beyond the local one room school. The clos-

ing of the Athens model school only added to the unfairness for rural students; expensive as it was
to board in Athens during the week, the greater cost of travelling to Ottawa or Toronto and board-

ing in those centres militated against frequent visits back home and increased the odds against

rural students becoming teachers.

Protests by rural inhabitants about these disadvantages prompted the Ontario govern-

ment to develop continuation schools. Grades nine and ten were taught in the continuation

schools located in rural areas at a distance from high schools, with students who needed the senior

high school years going on to Athens, Brockville and Gananoque as they might choose. It is a

moot question as to whether continuation schools would have opened in Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear if the Athens high school had not burned down in October 1921. 136 In the face of the tem-

porary quarters in which the Athens high school carried on, and with no certain prospect that a

proper high school building would replace it, in September 1922 the Lyndhurst continuation

school opened in Wesley Hall (built in 1881 as a Methodist Episcopal church and no longer used

for worship when the Methodists purchased the Presbyterian church). Enrolment the first year

numbered 26 and Edna Hanna was responsible for teaching all grades and classes. The second

year Eleanor Tett was hired as a part time teacher in the public school where she also taught con-

tinuation school classes, but as this arrangement required students to walk from one end of the

village to the other, an addition was soon built onto Wesley Hall. A.C. Brown, proprietor of the

granite works opposite Wesley Hall in the west end of Lyndhurst, proposed building a proper

structure for the continuation school. In 1923 he collected $245 from local inhabitants, and by 1927

some $4,254.94 was accumulated, but still far short of the sum required, despite the inspector urg-

ing the need for a new building. 137

The benefits of the continuation school to Lyndhurst, drawing increased business into vil-

lage stores and providing income to householders from rural students who boarded during the

week, did not pass unnoticed in Seeley's Bay. In 1924, the same year that the high school in Athens

was rebuilt, a continuation school offering grades nine and ten was opened in the downstairs por-

tion of the Masonic hall at Seeley's Bay. Florence Barrington was the first teacher there, but two
years later a partition was made to create two classrooms, and Ada Dempsey and Agnes Irwin

were hired to teach grades nine through twelve. 138 For years Seeley's Bay inhabitants had hoped
to replace their draughty two-storey frame school. In 1930 C.W. Hartley & Sons, owners of the

local sawmill, built a large new joint public and continuation school of concrete block construction

covered with stucco at the east end of Seeley's Bay, and the old frame school was moved to

Grippen Lake where it was used as a dance pavilion. 139 The continuation school occupied two
large classrooms on the upper floor of the new structure, while the public school for the Seeley's

Bay section was housed in classrooms on the ground floor. 140
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Plate 197

Steamboat Buena Vista taking on produce at the Seeley's Bay wharf circa 1900. In the mid-nineteenth cen-

tury it was believed that the Rideau Canal stood no chance of retaining local business when competing

against the speed and all-season shipping offered by railways. Comparatively low prices on the canal kept

it in usefor bringing in coal and moving out cheese and lumber to market until the end of World War One.

Loaned courtesy of Helen Sweet.

The Depression played temporary havoc with the hopes of Lyndhurst area inhabitants to

build a new joint continuation and public school. One wonders that either the Lyndhurst or

Seeley's Bay continuation schools should have endured once the much larger new Athens high

school opened. Two major factors were at work to keep them open, the initial one being the lack

of plowed township roads in winter to take students to Athens, and the other being the intentness

of Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay inhabitants on their rivalry with one another. If Seeley's Bay could

build a large new school building, why then, so could Lyndhurst. And so in 1937 a public meet-

ing at Lyndhurst unanimously voted to issue $20,000 in debentures to build a joint public and con-

tinuation school in that village. The cement block structure built that year on Okill street was as

modern looking a building as you could hope to find in Leeds County, with its stark sleek lines

suggesting some vague Art Deco influence. The continuation school consisted of two classrooms

and a science room on the upper floor, while the public school on the ground floor occupied two

classrooms. The continuation school opened with W.R. Kidd as principal and Anna Harvey his

assistant, and the public school with Charles Hollingsworth as principal and Velma Cook his

assistant. 141 No matter that the Athens high school in the autumn of 1937 offered the new subject

of home economics to be taught to first form girls; 142 in 1938 the two basement rooms at Lyndhurst

were converted into a general shop and home economics room, and in 1939 with grades eleven

and twelve being taught at Lyndhurst, school buses began transporting students to and from

classes there. What better proof that the local continuation schools were as up-to-date facilities as
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one could hope to find, and that the public school students of Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay enjoyed

more modern facilities than those in the rest of Leeds County?

It was in the continuation schools that the strongest push was made for modernising local

agriculture. When the Lyndhurst continuation school opened in 1937 press reports referred to143

the new departments now included in the school, for purposes of teaching agriculture,

home economics and shop work, on scientific lines. To the rear of the school building there

is a large plot of land where grades seven and eight of the public school and all rooms of

the continuation school study in their "agricultural laboratory" the latest scientific meth-

ods of agriculture in its many phases. The big garden is a proving ground for the new
methods, and with the practical experience which the pupils get at work on the plots, they

are completely fitted to carry on that work at their own homes or in future life, with a

sound knowledge of the fundamentals and approved methods in agriculture.... Grades
seven and eight of the public school and nine and ten of the continuation school are given

an opportunity second to none afforded in any other school, to learn the new home eco-

nomics, and inspection of the equipment in this department comes as a surprise to the vis-

itor. A large airy room, subdivided into four sections, forms the "domestic laboratory" and

all modern appliances are installed. No wonder the girls like home economics when they

learn by actually using electric stoves, electric refrigerators, complete sets of kitchen uten-

sils of the highest grade, gleaming silver tea services and spotless napery, electric ironing

and washing equipment, and electrically operated sewing machines....

Still, some parents wondered if the continuation schools were in their children's best interests.

There was merit to the argument that the localised continuation schools at Seeley's Bay and

Lyndhurst encouraged a larger proportion of rural students to attend high school. On the other

hand, with the regular winter plowing of township roads which began in the 1930s and the intro-

duction of schoolbuses in 1939, would it not have been more in the children's interest to attend the

much larger high school at Athens and at a lower cost for taxpayers? Schoolbuses began trans-

porting rural students to the Athens high school in 1937,144 and some Leeds and Lansdowne Rear

parents such as Robert and Vera Sheridan at Soperton chose to send their children to the larger

range of instructors at Athens. Their confidence in the larger high school was more than fulfilled

when their daughter, Berna Sheridan, while a student at Athens in 1941 achieved the distinction

of being the foremost student of Latin in Ontario and of winning a scholarship to Queen's

University. 145 Incidents such as this only added their own poignant aspect to the ongoing rural

inferiority complex. The inhabitants of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear knew full well that they had

made major accomplishments in building and staffing the two continuation schools, both intend-

ing and achieving a higher level of education for local students than was available in the other

back townships of Leeds County. And yet, for all their pains, the pace and nature of circumstances

only worked to make the quality of education in the local continuation schools seem second best

compared with the high schools at Athens and Gananoque and the collegiates in Brockville and

Kingston. However rural residents might strive to better themselves, it seemed inevitable that

rural life came out as inferior when compared with city and town advantages.

The problem with the rural inferiority complex of so many Leeds and Lansdowne Rear

inhabitants was that once it was ingrained, it was a virtually imperishable self-fulfilling proph-

ecy. Township inhabitants dwelt on the lack of modern services they did not enjoy as compared

with those they either saw available in area towns and cities or read about in the media emanat-

ing from those centres. Few had the context to perceive that not all town and city dwellers

enjoyed the services available, let alone to recognise that rural inhabitants were comparatively

well off. Moreover, the early twentieth century witnessed the introduction of successive modern
services to rural inhabitants. The quality of rural life was continually improving, but many rural
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Plate 198

Group of men with steam engine threshing a field of oats belonging to George Roddick on the Short Point

road near Lyndhurst, as photographed by John Buick Harvey in August 1912. The oats were cut and tied

in sheaves that were gathered into stooks. Two men on the wagon are shown throwing the sheaves into the

threshing machine which is almost out of view on the far left and which separated the oat seeds from the

straw. In the foreground on the left is a small wagon loaded with bags of oats headed for a granary in

Roddick's barn. Loaned courtesy ofJoanne (Harvey) Putnam.

inhabitants tended to focus on the gibes from urban visitors, whether intentionally or inadver-

tently expressed, about how comparatively disadvantaged rural life seemed to be.

Continuation schools, telephones and automobiles were only a few of the modern ser-

vices entering Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. As early as 1905 it was rumoured that George Roddick

at Lyndhurst "will build an electric light plant.. .for the purpose of supplying Athens, Delta and
Lyndhurst...providing he can get the required number of lights contracted for—1,000.

"

146 It was
not until 1910 that Roddick petitioned the township council, "asking the privilege to extend an

Electric Light plant through the Village of Lyndhurst and the Municipality—and that the same be

exempt from taxes for a term of ten years." 147 The by-law ratified by a majority of ratepayers late

in 1911 stipulated that "the maximum charge for electric energy and power supplied from the

power plant at Lyndhurst furnished under private contract to customers, business firms, compa-
nies, and inhabitants. ..delivered at their premises shall not exceed Fifty dollars per horse power
per annum, for a twenty-four hour service." 148 There is no record of how extensively Roddick

sold electric power within the township. Photographic evidence suggests that there were electric

lights illuminating the streets of Lyndhurst probably as early as 1912 and the cenotaph beside the

bridge had an electric light suspended over it to illuminate it at night (Plate 196). A clause of the

1911 by-law authorising Roddick to set up his plant stated that any inhabitant living more than

250 feet from the line who he refused to supply with "electric current for lighting, heating and
power purposes" could appeal to the township council, and if they considered the case reason-

able, could order Roddick to connect the party. 149

George Roddick anticipated that the major customers for his power supply would be the

clusters of houses in Lyndhurst and adjacent villages such as Delta, with farms along the lines

between these villages hooked up. Negotiations with the major potential market in the vicinity,

the village of Athens, failed to produce an agreement. In October 1912 the Athens Reporter com-
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merited, "The project of bringing an electric power line from Lyndhurst to Athens has not yet been

abandoned, but should it fail, then the ladies of the Women's Institute are prepared to at once

establish the proposed kerosene system." 150 Price was the sticking point, as the Reporter cited the

prices offered the town of Gananoque for street lighting by electricity brought from Kingston Mills

in March 1913, concluding pointedly: "When owners of power in this district are able to duplicate

this offer the lighting of Athens streets will cease to be a problem." 151 For fully twenty years

Lyndhurst streets were lighted by electricity while Athens did without, a rare example of the

smaller village boasting a modern service over the larger centre. Hydro only came to Athens in

1930 152 once the Ontario hydro electric commission built a power line from Smiths Falls to

Kingston. By 1931 a line ran out from Athens to Charleston and by 1932 a line ran through Oak
Leaf. 153 It was a truism of the period that electric power joined road repairs as a choice political

plum for districts that voted for the government.

Although Lyndhurst inhabitants could boast of their advances over Athens in enjoying

hydro power, most rural inhabitants of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear continued to do without elec-

tricity, pointing up the division between village and farm residents during this period. Then, in

1929 Ontario Hydro purchased the Roddick generator and is reputed to have closed it down,

without bringing in its own lines. From the late 1920s on the Ontario hydro commission promot-

ed a system of rural and hamlet service authorised by the provincial government, but local cus-

tomers who had purchased power from the Roddicks had to go back to kerosene lamps until

about 1930. 154 As explained by a government engineer travelling through the region in 1928,

"government pays half the cost of getting electricity to a rural home, poles, wires, transformers

and meters, and. ..the other half of the cost is paid by the consumer or customer by means of a ser-

vice charge over a period of 20 years." 155 But before local farmers could have the benefits of elec-

tricity to light their farmhouses and barns, pump water, run cream separators and chop feed, there

were two hurdles to overcome. The first was the need to sign up a high enough proportion of res-

idents in each rural power district to justify stringing hydro wires along the township roads. The

second hurdle was the intervention of the Depression and then World War Two, delaying rural

electrification. Most rural residents of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear went through the Depression,

doing without electricity and running water while reading advertisements in the Athens Reporter

that teased "Have you seen the new Speed Queen Electric Washer at Purcell's?" 156 and "Are you

satisfied to do without Bathroom conveniences? And without up-to-date kitchen facilities or other

modern requirements that running water in your home will instantly make available to you?" 157

"Where Are the Hydro Lines?" asked an Ontario hydro electric power commission advertisement

in the Athens Reporter in February 1945. The answer was that wartime shortages of manpower
and materials prevented rural electrification from expanding as quickly as the demand for it grew,

with 1,200 hydro employees in the armed forces or on loan to government for special technical

work, and with many of the materials needed for hydro lines also required in manufacturing war
weapons. 158 The delay in rural electrification until the late 1940s proved the mainstay of the rural

inferiority complex in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, with most township inhabitants embarrassed

that kin from the city and nearby towns should see them continuing on burning coal oil and run-

ning their radios on batteries.

The delay in rural electrification notwithstanding, other modern services continued to

arrive in the township. In early March 1911 it was reported that "rural mail service will shortly

be inaugurated from Athens proceeding via the upper road to the Oak Leaf Post Office...and

return via Charleston Post Office to Athens via the lower road," 159 and within a year rural free

mail delivery extended across Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. No longer would local farmers have

to hitch up their horses and travel to the nearest post office to pick up mail, the mass advertising

of agricultural implement manufacturers, seed nurseries, patent medicine almanacs, American

magazines such as the Youth's Companion and the Saturday Evening Post and Canadian publications
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Plate 199

Gordon and Philip Leadbeater crushing stone with a steam engine, as photographed in 1932. Steam-pow-

ered stonecrushers were employed in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear from before the turn of the century, with

seven men required to operate this machine. Many early nineteenth century stone fences were fed into this

noisy machine to produce gravel for township roads. RoLLAL collection 993-15.

such as the Montreal Family Herald and Weekly Star and the London Farmer's Advocate. Instead, the

mail was delivered six days a week to the mailbox at the end of each farm lane. The new cost of

rural free mail delivery forced government to economise by closing the smaller rural post offices.

The Mount Webster post office at the Outlet had long since been closed in 1872, but in one fell

swoop in 1912 the Ellisville, Long Point and South Lake post offices were closed, and the follow-

ing year the Berryton post office also ceased to exist. 160

Although the post offices at Lyndhurst, Seeley's Bay and Soperton remained open, the

introduction of rural free mail delivery posed a direct threat to the stores of these villages. Even
before 1911 local residents were ordering items through the Eaton's and Simpson's mail-order cat-

alogues at lower prices than local stores could offer, but their use of mail-order was mitigated to

some extent by having to travel to the local village to pick up their parcels under the disapprov-

ing gaze of local shopkeepers. Now rural free mail delivery brought the parcels from city stores

and manufacturers either directly to the farm gate or to the local railway station, in the process not

only bypassing the stores and tradesmen of Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay, but those of Athens

Gananoque, Brockville and Kingston as well.

Despite the gloomy prognosis of local shopkeepers th.it rural free mail delivery inevitably

would cause Seeley's Bay and Lyndhurst to wither and die, these villages remained active local
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centres during the early twentieth century. Here is how Bethuel Loverin described Lyndhurst

when he visited in July 1902: 161

On driving up to the Riverside House the genial Richard Brownbridge, the new propri-

etor, gave us a hearty welcome. Our nag was housed and while waiting for dinner we
accompanied our host over the building. Repairs and additions have been made, new
plaster and paper put on, painting and little etcs., that are so necessary to put the finish-

ing touches on renovating had been carefully attended to and everything was in applepie

order. The house has been furnished new throughout with iron bedsteads, and rugs,

instead of carpeting, adding very much to the appearance of the rooms.... Having satis-

fied the cravings of a keen appetite we sallied forth in search of business, and calling on
Mr. A. J. Love, learned that...notwithstanding the almost total collapse of the [Lyndhurst]

fair last fall, on account of the bad weather, the directors are putting forth diligent efforts

to make this year's fair bigger and better than ever....

Right across the street from Mr. Love's office stands the new substantial stone mill of

the Messrs John and George Roddick. With unlimited water power at their disposal they

can run any amount of machinery. They have a saw and shingle mill in a wooden build-

ing adjoining. In the new mill they have a vertical emery stone grinder with a capacity of

from 50 to 85 bush[els] of provender per hour. They informed us that in about a year they

had ground over 200 tons of provender without a change of plates or any repairs to the

machine.

Just now they are busily engaged making a number of cheese boxes on what they con-

sider is a new and improved plan. Instead of the old fashioned veneered belt, they are

using staves which are set up like an ordinary barrel, with hoops.... They have a lot of

special machinery for turning their boxes out and will soon be able to sell them in lots to

suit.

We also paid a short visit to the roller mill of R. Harvey, who manufactures the cele-

brated "White Rose" brand of flour. From the number of customers at the mill, during

our short stay, Mr. Harvey must be doing a large business in flour and feed.

At the 1904 Lyndhurst fair it was reported, "Messrs Gilbert Bros., Seeley's Bay, exhibited 5 bug-

gies, 1 lumber wagon, and 2 milk wagons, and the display was highly creditable to the firm. In

the Gilbert Bros, carriage works Seeley's Bay has an industry of which the citizens may well feel

proud."162

In the midst of a changing world, adaptation was necessary for the major economic enter-

prises in the two villages to survive. Even as the woollen mill at Lyndhurst closed down, as fam-

ilies ceased to make their own clothes and purchased ready-made garments instead, as George

Roddick converted his mills into a power plant in 1911 and the last White Rose flour was pro-

duced by Hal Harvey in 1922, the sawmills at Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay did a phenomenal busi-

ness. Those at Lyndhurst are reputed to have run day and night during the early years of the cen-

tury, manufacturing lumber but also producing cedar shingles and cheese boxes. 163 David

Collinson operated a steam-powered sawmill near the wharf at Seeley's Bay, but following his

death when he was caught in the driveshaft in 1885, the mill was purchased by William F. Bracken

and Alva Chapman. In 1912 Charles Hartley purchased this mill, and so vital an operation did it

prove, that when it was completely destroyed by fire in June 1947, it was rebuilt at once. 164 Brick

and tile continued to be manufactured by Albert Neal at Seeley's Bay until the end of the

Edwardian era, but by 1929 his son Walter perceived a lucrative future was to be made from run-

ning a garage, an operation that included selling Case tractors and threshers on the side, while

supplying and repairing trucks and automobiles. 165

The greatest potential threat to the continuing viability of local villages was the growing

use of automobiles, and it is interesting to compare how Seeley's Bay and Lyndhurst fared, with
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Plate 200

Quartz crystal mining on lots eight and nine in the ninth concession of Lansdowne, as photographed circa

1947. Men arc shown "mucking out" the shatter from a blast, using shovels. Once crystals were found,

they were washed in the tub, with the best ones put in pails. The "dead rock" was shovelled into the buck-

et (behind man at centre bottom) of the hoist for removal from above. The deposits of quartz crystals at this

site had been discovered as early as 1897, but it was not until World War Two that they became sufficient-

ly valuable to be mined in any quantity for use in radar. Loaned courtesy of Art Shaw, gift of the late

Georgie McConnell.
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the one being on an early provincial highway, while the other was not. The proliferation of auto-

mobiles was evident as early as 1917 when the township council directed a committee "to put up
two notices each in Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay limiting automobile, motor trucks and motor

cycles to be driven at a speed not greater than fifteen miles per hour through said Villages." 166 In

1918 council granted the requests of Messrs Simpson and Willis, and later J.H. Steacy, to operate

gasoline pumps on the streets of Seeley's Bay. 167 No such requests came from Lyndhurst. By 1919

as it became apparent that Ontario was preparing to build paved highways, the township council

began to lobby for local roads to be taken over as provincial highways. They asked the counties

council to petition the minister of public works and highways to have the county road running

"from the rear [of] Leeds & Lansdowne by way of Berryton and South Lake Settlement to the

Town of Gananoque" designated a "Provincial County Road" with the township agreeing "to pro-

vide the necessary % to cover cost of construction." 168 Then, lest Lyndhurst should feel ignored,

they requested the counties council "to petition the Minister of Public Works & Highways to des-

ignate the Road commencing at the village of Lyndhurst thence to the Village of Lansdowne by
way of Long Point and Sand Bay as a Provincial Highway." 169

Provincial highway number 15 was built through Leeds and Lansdowne Rear from Kingston

to Smiths Falls in 1920, cutting north through Seeley's Bay to Morton and Elgin, and bypassing

Lyndhurst by a distance of some five miles. Its route followed the line of the road laid out by the

Stevenstown settlers in 1796 from near Kingston Mills to Haskin's Corners and then followed the

road laid out by Truman Hicock in 1815 from Haskin's Corners to Crosby. If Lyndhurst inhabi-

tants were concerned that a paved road did not pass through their village, they consoled them-

selves with the railway link that they enjoyed over Seeley's Bay. Indeed, that same year the town-

ship council urged: 170

that the Lieutenant Governor in Council of the Province of Ontario requests the Hydro
Electric Power Commission of the Province of Ontario to enquire into, examine, investi-

gate and report upon the cost of acquiring and operating as an Electric Railway that por-

tion of the Canadian Railway, formerly a branch of the Canadian Northern Railway

extending from Brockville to Westport in the County of Leeds a distance of approximate-

ly forty-five miles, and also to advise the municipality of the said county served by the

said railways as to the practicability of operating the same as an Electric Railway that the

estimate of the Revenue to be derived there from and the advantages to the Municipality

served by the said Railway and the extent to which the Electrification of the said Railway

would promote the distribution of Hydro-Electric Power through the various municipali-

ties adjacent to said Railway, be covered by the said report.

The electrification of the Brockville and Westport railway failed to take place, just as the electric

road proposed in 1911 to run from Ottawa to Kingston through Lombardy, Portland, Morton and

Seeley's Bay, was never built. In 1929 provincial highway number 32 was constructed from

Gananoque to highway 15 south of Haskin's Corners (later known as Earl's Corners), and in 1931

provincial highway number 42 was built from Forthton on highway 29 to Delta. 171

The new paved provincial highways reduced to a large extent the isolation of Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear from larger centres during the winter months. Charles Hartley of Seeley's Bay

became responsible for plowing highway 15 from Seeley's Bay to Smiths Falls each winter, 172 per-

mitting those with cars who made it to the highway year-round access to Kingston, Gananoque
and Brockville. But even before the paved highways came through, a major step in reducing rural

isolation was to remove the tollgates on the road between Athens and Brockville in the early

1910s. 173 In 1906 one irate regional politician expostulated: 174

There is perhaps no more ridiculous spectacle to be seen in the Province of Ontario than

that of travellers stopping at four gates between Athens and Brockville to pay a toll. The

condition of the road is so terrible it would seem more sensible if the travellers were halt-
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Plate 201

Seeley's Bay continuation and public school built in 1930, as photographed circa 1946. This large 1930 con-

crete block structure, covered with stucco, replaced the 1876 frame public school and was home to a contin-

uation school offering grades nine, ten and eleven up until Rideau district high school at Elgin was opened

in 1961. The continuation schools built at Seeley's Bay and Lyndhurst were partly a product of the rivalry

between the two villages. RoLLAL collection.

ed at each gate and presented with some silver coins as remuneration for the pain of trav-

elling through ruts, and dropping into holes on the way.... It is a known fact toll roads are

never good roads. The gates are a source of annoyance to the public, and the work of col-

lecting tolls from people in poor humor, in all sorts of weather, cannot be too pleasant....

Toll roads are barbarous relics of by-gone days. Why should we lag behind. ..in the march

of progress.

The tollgates between Athens and Brockville included one at the west entrance to Athens. Its

maintenance into the early twentieth century long after those in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear had
been closed down worked to the advantage of Lyndhurst. Although the tollgates at the west and

east entrances to Athens were intended to funnel the milling business of farmers living north and

south of Athens into that village rather than have them go to the Glen Elbe mills to the east or the

mills at Lyndhurst to the west, they succeeded in keeping the business of Lansdowne Rear in

Lyndhurst stores. For needs beyond what the Lyndhurst stores could supply, the tollgates only

spurred Lyndhurst area inhabitants to take the train to Brockville or to drive to Kingston or

Gananoque. The designation of the new paved arteries as "The King's Highways" in the 1920s

was a subtle statement that they were intended for the use of everyone, that they were provided

by the state and paid for by taxation rather than by paying tolls. Moreover, the Royal reference

was a reminder to visiting Americans that they were in a foreign country.

The new paved highways meant increased contact with larger centres. In 1933 as service

was reduced on the Brockville and Westport railway line, the mail from Soperton and Lyndhurst

was transferred over to the Anglin bus line operating along highway 42. 17S Where once the local

social life consisted of house parties, 176 dances, 177 concerts, Christmas Trees 178 and socials, as
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early as 1900 a cineograph (a primitive early moving picture device) was displayed at Seeley's

Bay, 179 by 1916 the Lyndhurst dramatic club was presenting "the comedy-drama, 'A Receipt for

$10,000'" in the Athens town hall, 180 and by 1923 the Lyndhurst correspondent of the Athens

Reporter observed that the "large crowd which attended the moving picture show in St. Luke's

Hall... testifies to the popularity of the entertainment." 181 As moving picture theatres were estab-

lished at Kingston, Brockville and Gananoque, young people were drawn further afield for enter-

tainment as well as for shopping. In an editorial on "The Depression" Athens Reporter editor

Harry D. Blanchard in 1932 meditated on the changes that had taken place in local rural society

between the early 1890s and the early 1930s due to the introduction of automobiles and paved
highways: 182

We recall the depression...of the year 1893 and succeeding years which drove so many of

us to the United States.... There has been a revolution in our manner of living in Canada
since then. In those days the members of the farming community lived the simple life and

were all the happier for it. They had no cars, no telephones, no radios, no phonographs

nor even any pianos.... When a farmer found it necessary to go to town he hitched one of

his light horses to the buggy. If he lived ten miles out, his visits to town did not average

more than a dozen per year, and the entire cost of transport to and from was not more
than one dollar each time, including wear and tear. Nowadays a farmer similarly situat-

ed will make the same trip at least forty times a year, with his gas-driven vehicle, in addi-

tion to constantly travelling in other directions and, if he properly figures his costs, the 20-

mile journey to and from will each time "set him back" from $2.00 to $3.00, according to

the original cost of his car. This item alone, amounts to around $100.00 per year against

$12.00 as formerly.

In nearly every way the people on the farms today find it necessary to spend dollar

for dollar with their friends in the cities. The countryside is now like one vast town and,

in most respects, including those of taxation, our country cousins have, figuratively

speaking, moved into town without ever having left the farm. This is why the farming

community has been hard hit by the depression. Besides, the prices of the food they pro-

duce have shrunk enormously and out of all proportion to the reductions in the prices of

the manufactured goods they must buy.

However accurate Blanchard's perspective, there were few in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear willing

to accept the prescription for country folk living modestly made by a man editing a rural news-

paper from the comfort of his home in Toronto.

Despite growing contacts with local and distant urban centres, the villages of Lyndhurst

and Seeley's Bay remained vital service centres during the early twentieth century. A measure of

the stores and services available in Seeley's Bay is provided by the advertisements in Garnet and

Gold, the yearbook produced by the Seeley's Bay continuation school in 1929-1930. As listed they

included Walter Neal's garage; the general store of K.B. Stafford (successor to the late C.C.

Gilbert); the lumber and feed grinding mill of C.W. Hartley and son; the general store of James

Simpson; T.A. Gray's shoe and clothing store; Edwin A. Putnam's grocery and confectionery; W.

Willis's radio shop where he also sold gramophones, insurance and McCormick-Deering farm

implements; Alfred Kenny's Rideau apiaries and silver fox farm; the hardware and general tin-

smith shop of Steacy and McKinley; Henry G. Dean's grocery; and R. Coleman's hotel. 183 It is sig-

nificant, however, that half the advertisements in the Seeley's Bay continuation school yearbook

were for businesses in Kingston, 184 reflecting how the business of inhabitants around that village

was going into the city on the paved highway.

A sample of early twentieth century businesses at Lyndhurst is provided by the page of

advertisements in the Athens Reporter promoting the 1926 Lyndhurst poultry fair. These includ-

ed the general store of Warren Bros (who offered a "good resting place. ..for the Ladies" and who
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Turkey fair on the main street of Athens, Ontario, as photographed in December 1929. The crush of vehi-

cles, often two deep on either side of the street, reflects the importance of poultry as a source of income for

women and as part of the mixed farming economy in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear between the 1880s and

1930s. Already by 1929 the predominance ofmotorised vehicles as opposed to only afew horses and sleighs

indicates the hunger for modernity in local rural society. The crowding of vehicles to sell 35 tons
qj

poul-

try at Athens paled before the jamming of sleighs, horses and cars that attended the sale of seventy tons

annually at the Lyndhurst turkey fair. Loaned courtesy of Carole and Donald Foster.
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further stated "A Radio Programme will be provided every night during December"), the hard-

ware store of Tallman and Robb where stoves, furnaces and automotive equipment also were for

sale; the clothing store of Harold T Webster; the dry goods and grocery store of R.H. Slack; the

gristmill and feed grinding mill of J.H. Harvey, and the radio store of Harry Davis in which the

prices for DeForest-Crosley radios ranged from $85 for a three tube set to $165 for a five tube cab-

inet model. 185

It is not surprising that an increasing proportion of local business should migrate along

the paved highways to Kingston, Brockville and Gananoque. What is surprising is how well the

villages of Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay held their own, with approximately a dozen businesses

continuing to thrive in both places. There essentially were three reasons for this. First, both vil-

lages remained on the interface between a local rural barter economy and the cash economy of

urban centres. As much as local farmers were coming under the influence of the urban cash econ-

omy, paying money for automobiles, gasoline and theatre tickets, they were still able to take pro-

duce and lumber to local village stores and exchange it for merchandise, something they could not

do as readily in the city. Second, Seeley's Bay and Lyndhurst were on the interface between paved

and unpaved roads. The majority of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear inhabitants who lived on

unpaved and, in winter, unplowed roads, could travel by horse and sleigh to either Lyndhurst or

Seeley's Bay whereas the plowed highways prevented them from travelling by sleigh to the larg-

er centres. The paved highway going past Seeley's Bay, and Lyndhurst railway station, still per-

mitted local village merchants to ship produce out and bring merchandise in on a year-round

basis whereas local farmers could not use their automobiles and trucks on the back roads until the

township began snowplowing in 1945. 186 Third, Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay were natural service

centres for large areas of countryside, and there was a benefit to having stores and services avail-

able locally rather than at the distance of Gananoque, Kingston and Brockville. Convenience

became the continuing shibboleth of the villages, so much so, that the general store opened by

George Ellis at Ellisville in the 1870s continued to flourish after the post office closed in 1912, and

under Nelson and Mary Niblock's ownership an Imperial Oil gasoline pump was added.

Located as Seeley's Bay and Lyndhurst were on the interface between barter and cash

economies, banking became a crucial service in both villages from the Edwardian period on. In

1905 the funds of the township were deposited in the newly-established Crown Bank of Canada

branch at Seeley's Bay,187 but by 1911 the funds were divided between the Northern Crown bank

branch, as it now was called, at Seeley's Bay and a new Bank of Toronto branch in Lyndhurst. 188

The bank at Lyndhurst had not opened a moment too soon for Richard Harvey's money in that

burglars entered the Harvey mill that August and blew up the safe, netting no cash but succeed-

ing in destroying the early records of the Lyndhurst Rural Telephone Company. 189 In 1918 the

Northern Crown Bank merged with the Royal Bank which closed the Seeley's Bay branch in 1923,

prompting the Bank of Toronto at Lyndhurst to open a sub-branch there that same year. In 1926

two gypsy women, or so they were described, robbed the Seeley's Bay sub-branch in broad day-

light, but they were apprehended after a high speed chase through Briar Hill, Lyndhurst, Oak Leaf

and Soperton. 190

There were many other services available in the two villages. In addition to the annual

poultry fair and the nearby railway station at Lyndhurst, and the tourist cabins around Seeley's

Bay, both villages had grocers, butchers, hardware stores, blacksmiths, gasoline outlets, mills,

hotels, schools, cheese factories and post offices. And although automobiles made it possible to

go off to the moving pictures at Kingston and Brockville, or to more local entertainments beyond

the township borders at Athens, Delta and Gananoque, the social hinterlands of both Lyndhurst

and Seeley's Bay remained strong due in part to sacred and profane local institutions. Saturday

evenings became the preferred time for many farm families to come into the village to do their
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McCreadyites at dinner during a camp meeting at Singleton Lake as photographed circa 1925. Here we see

the patriarchal Alex McCready, Moses-like in appearance, presiding over a gathering offollowers in the

small religious community he founded at the turn of the century. As early as 1908 there is record of him

baptising members of this sect in Singleton Lake, andfollowers of this tradition could befound in the town-

ship up until the early 1970s. For names see Appendix 14. Loaned courtesy of Frances Bryan.

shopping, with people visiting back and forth on the sidewalks and in the stores just as they did

in larger centres such as Gananoque and Smiths Falls. While the women shopped, many of the

men could be found at the poolrooms that operated in both villages from the early 1920s on. 191

Although neither poolroom was licensed for liquor, it was generally understood to be consumed
on the premises.

Although the rural churches remained vital institutions while the membership of most

Orange lodges began to flag, the location of an Anglican rectory at Lyndhurst and a Methodist

parsonage at Seeley's Bay made these two villages the hub of religious life. Presbyterian numbers
in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear fell from 152 in 1901 to eighty in 1921, and an observer remarked

in the late 1910s that the Morton-Lyndhurst mission was an "old field that is gradually weaken-

ing through deaths, and the removal of families to other places of residence." 192 The Methodists

purchased the brick church from the dwindling Presbyterian congregation at Lyndhurst in 1920,

and turned their large frame house of worship across the road into Wesley hall, prefiguring the

creation of the United Church of Canada in 1925, when Methodists, Presbyterians and

Congregationalists united to form a new denomination.

Judging from the reports in the census returns, the United church and the Anglican

church alone managed to withstand the decline of population during the early twentieth centu-

ry. The Anglicans declined in number from 772 or 38.1 percent of the township population in 1901

to 611 (33.4 percent) by 1941; church union left only 38 Presbyterians (2.1 percent) bv 1941 com-
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pared with 152 or four times as many in 1901 (6.6 percent); Roman Catholics dropped from 144

(6.3 percent) in 1901 to 38 (2.1 percent) in 1941; and Baptists during the same period dropped out

of sight in number from 45 (two percent) to only six (.3 percent). The Methodists who numbered
1,092 in 1901 (47.3 percent) experienced more gentle decline with their translation into the United

Church of Canada in 1925 to 974 township inhabitants (53.3 percent) by 1941. The 1921 printed

census listed another 123 people under the category of "Other Sects," a figure which fell to 89 by

1931 but 24 Pentecostals were also numbered that year. The 1941 printed census did not list

"Other Sects" as a category, but there were 161 people that year short of the totals for the other

groups. 193

The Holiness Movement had had a presence in the Leeds and Lansdowne Rear vicinity

since the 1890s, with local residents attending the camp meetings held by the Reverend Ralph

Horner at Lake Eloida. Nor was Horner the only person preaching outside the pulpits of the

Anglican and Methodist churches, for many local inhabitants by no means were locked into an

orthodox or accepted version of Christianity. Arza Sherman from Athens, for example, Walt

Whitman-like in appearance with his long flowing hair, came around to rural schools such as the

one at Long Point preaching fire and brimstone. The more prosaic-minded probably perceived

Sherman's services as an advertisement of sorts for the healing services he conducted at his hotel

on Charleston Lake and he is reputed to have had a following as a faith healer among well-to-do

Americans. Art Shaw has recorded Orange Warren's recollection of seeing Arza Sherman dressed

in a cowboy outfit at the Brockville train station in 1917, "dancing and chanting, with his long hair

flying, around an old man named Henry Shook [whose diary we sampled earlier] who was then

about 70 years old" with the avowed aim of restoring Shook to seven years of age. 194 But even as

Sherman's ministry was waning by 1920, some of Horner's followers took a new turn. From tent

meetings held by women evangelists named Eli and Cross in the 1890s, the Holiness Movement
held regular services in its own building at Seeley's Bay. After a schism within the sect in 1916

Horner founded the Standard Church of America, with services held in a local home until a house

of worship was built at Seeley's Bay in 1923 to join the earlier one built at Berryton, 195 and ser-

vices also were held in the Orange hall at Ellisville. In January 1929 a Holiness Movement church

was opened at Sweet's Corners, and in the early 1930s the Reverend Charles Jackson began hold-

ing Pentecostal services in the Orange hall at Lyndhurst. 196

The rise of fundamentalism locally had complex roots. In part it fed on the unhappiness

of some local people with the new United church which was neither Presbyterian fish nor

Methodist fowl. The new sedate United church services and the observance of special holy days

such as Good Friday was something new for the Methodist majority attending the churches at

Soperton, Lyndhurst, Olivet and Seeley's Bay to stomach. What had become of the revival ser-

vices, such as the one held in Mount Pleasant church at Soperton in February 1903, 197 that were

so well attended and helped to lift Methodism out of a rut from time to time? And for lack of the

strong discipline that Methodism had once maintained against playing cards, drinking, smoking

and dancing, the permissive new United church appeared to be more tolerant of such activities.

It was enough to drive some former Methodists to attend Standard church and Pentecostal ser-

vices, where speaking in tongues and swaying in religious ecstasy gave a greater sense of partic-

ipation and emotional fulfilment to worship.

Worldly influences came into Leeds and Lansdowne Rear by various routes, intruding

upon the religious kingdoms and taboos that had been built up over a number of generations.

What was the surprise, even shock of one Ellisville area inhabitant who had been raised to view

smoking as a sin, drinking liquor as a shame, sex as a dirty word, and to look up to the neigh-

bouring family as exemplars of upright moral behaviour—what was his shock to see one of the

sons come home from the air force during World War Two, a confirmed cigarette smoker! 198 As
disappointed as George N. Bracken and other Methodist-origin inhabitants were with the failure
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Barns on the Lawrence McConnell farm on lot fifteen in the seventh concession of Leeds, as photographed

in 1994. Thefarmers of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear were besieged by a barrage of publications and adver-

tising urging the building of larger barns, bigger stables, and promoting tractor farming to maximise pro-

duction. These gambrel-roofed barns and wooden silos datefrom the early twentieth century. By the author.

of local option to prevent liquor from being supplied by local bootleggers, and with the creation

of the Liquor Control Board of Ontario in 1926 effectively bringing prohibition to an end, during

the war he saw an opportunity to renew prohibition. As a councillor on 6 July 1942 he had the

township pass a motion urging the federal government to ration materials going into the manu-
facture of liquor, to restrict the amount of liquor released from bond for sale, and to commandeer
distilleries and liquor stocks to manufacture industrial alcohol for the war effort. The preamble of

this motion stated: 199

We the members of the Council of the Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne, realizing the seri-

ousness of the days in which we are living, and believing that an all-out war effort by all

our people is essential, are fully convinced in our own minds that the manufacture and sale

of intoxicating liquors, as we have them to-day throughout our whole Dominion is not

only wasteful but is one of the greatest causes of weakness in our war effort, not only

among the workers in the munitions of war but also in the armed forces. We are certain

that the more than $200,000,000 which is spent yearly throughout our land by our people

for intoxicating drink could be put to far better use and we are thinking of the wastage, in

the manufacture of the same intoxicating drink of valuable materials so urgently needed

elsewhere, and of the transportation when rubber and gasoline and shipping space are so

much required for war supplies and for the bare necessities of life.

Such an appeal was in vain against a war effort that increasingly appealed directly to the hearts

and minds of young men and women, oblivious to the stranglehold of local tradition, local com-

munities and families that had previously shaped and directed the lives of young people growing

up in the township.

The outbreak of World War Two did not come as a complete surprise. In September 1932

the Athens Reporter ran an editorial entitled "ONE MORE WORLD WAR?,"200 in 1935 1 [.( i. Wells

was reported predicting "NEW WORLD WAR WITHIN 4 YEARS," 201 in January L939 the Athens

newspaper editorialised about "Peace Through Preparedness For War,"202 and by late August it

murmured impatiently "But Still No War!"203 The high level of awareness among local inhabi-

tants in 1939 that contrasted with the lack of interest in military life in the century leading up to

1914 is explained by the local legacy of World War One. Whatever the participation of local men
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had been or had not been in the War of 1812, it faded in local memory, apart from the brief remi-

niscences of Hiel Sliter that were handed down from generation to generation among his descen-

dants. World War One was not so easily forgotten, due to the handsome red granite memorial

obelisk beside the Lyndhurst bridge bearing the names of seven war dead, and due to twenty

years of Remembrance Day observances by local veterans at the memorial. Two months after

Canada declared war against Hitler's Germany in September 1939, with what powerful emotions

was the annual memorial service held at Saint Luke's church in Lyndhurst, as "a very large crowd
from the village and surrounding country gathered for an impressive tribute to those who made
the supreme sacrifice in the Great War" and with veterans attending in a body marching to the

memorial to lay wreaths at the base of the war memorial.204

That many locally, especially women, desperately hoped the war would not take place

was evident at the November 1939 meeting of the Lyndhurst women's institute. Despite the vis-

iting district president earnestly appealing "for the women to do all they could in these strenuous

times to lessen the sacrifices and the horrors of this war by doing their bit and keeping calm," the

local women were more focused on peace than war. Mrs F. Bresee hosted a discussion on "Peace

and International Relationships," Mrs W.J. Frye presented a talk on "Peace Education" (her

nephew Douglas would be killed in action in 1943), and Mrs Stanley Heath sang a solo of peace.205

In general, however, there was strong support for the war effort. Where Athens in World

War One had been labelled "Little Germany," by September 1942 it could boast that there were 102

names in a list of those from a six-mile radius of that village who had joined the active forces.206

Even as the young men from Leeds and Lansdowne Rear signed up for enlistment, and young
women enrolled in the Canadian Women's Auxiliary Corps or trained as nurses, township farm-

ers mobilised for maximum food production. In contrast with the Red Cross work done for World

War One by ad hoc local community groups of women, there were two main Red Cross umbrella

groups in the township during World War Two, co-ordinating smaller work units. The Rear of

Leeds and Lansdowne Red Cross branch at Lyndhurst had local women's work units located at

Seeley's Bay, Leeds, Soperton, Ellisville, Oak Leaf, Lyndhurst and Briar Hill. From November
1940 to December 1941 these local units produced207

a total of 868 knitted articles, 258 garments sewn for the Red Cross, and for refugee relief,

180 quilts, 3 crib quilts, 10 layettes varying from 34 to 60 pieces, 5 partial layettes, and other

articles totalling 580 pieces, 49 containers of jam and jelly, 28 1/2 lbs. maple sugar. There

were 6 boxes containing 102 articles and 4 boxes of goods given on White Gift Sunday. $48

had been contributed to the Russian appeal and $62 to the Red Cross blanket fund. The

Leeds unit gave blankets to the value of $25.

The Sweet's Corners Red Cross branch consisted of women's work units at Springvale, Leeds and

Sweet's Corners. In addition to considerable sewing, knitting and quilting, the women from these

three units in 1941 "packed 17 boxes during the year for the boys in active service from this unit.

These boxes consisted of treats of all kinds. One pair mitts and one pair socks were included in 8

of these boxes for Christmas. During the year they served pot-luck suppers, held social evenings

and had a few cash donations [amounting to] $118.65."208

All of this volunteer work kept local attention focused on the war effort. In May 1941 the

township council respectfully requested "all business houses and householders [to] decorate their

premises with flags and otherwise during the period of the Dominion government campaign to

float a loan for war purposes early in June," suggesting "that such decorations be installed two or

three days before the commencement of the loan."209 At the height of the war effort, as in 1942,

for example, local subscriptions to the Third Victory Loan were truly impressive, with Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear inhabitants investing $57,050 or 114 percent of the quota of $50,000 that they had

been set.210 In 1943 the township council invested $5,000 of township funds in the fourth Victory

Loan bonds drive.211 By war's end, however, so completely had township inhabitants exhausted
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Hartley's snow plow at Seeley's Bay as photographed circa 1935. The building of highways 15, 32 and 42

through Leeds and Lansdozvne Rear in the late 1920s and early 1930s marked the automobile's coming of

age locally. The Hartleys at Seeley's Bay were responsiblefor plowing highway 15from Kingston to Smiths

Falls. This Diamond-T truckfitted with a V-plow, wing plow and large lights offered a contrast to the horse-

drawn wooden snoiuplows or sledges on back roads that simply provided a track for horse-drawn sleighs to

travel on as late as the 1940s. For names see Appendix 14. Loaned courtesy ofLuella Hartley.

their financial resources, that in the final Victory Loan campaign, they subscribed only $21,950 or

25.8 percent of the $85,000 quota set them.212

On went the war effort of the domestic front. A Bank of Montreal advertisement por-

trayed farmers marching in step with soldiers as it advocated "Borrowing for War Farming." 213

Beginning in May 1943 beef, veal, pork, mutton and lambs began to be rationed, and although

farmers were allowed to slaughter livestock for their own consumption, they were obliged to

hand in at the end of each month a ration coupon for every two pounds of their own slaughtered

meat consumed on their own premises.214 Advertisements urged the saving of fat scraps, iron,

newspapers, magazines and cotton rags, and the purchase of extra Victory bonds.215 Students

were counselled to spend their vacations on farms as farmerettes or farm cadets.216 In 1943 the

federal department of labour appealed to farmers and farm workers whose work had slackened

for the winter to help produce wood fuel and other necessary forest products, or to help in base

metal mines, in food processing and in railway track maintenance to assist in essential work when
there were shortages of workers.217

War production in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear even had an industrial component, with

the production of quartz crystals at Long Point. In 1897 word broke out that Arza Sherman, the

faith healer, had found gold near Charleston Lake. What Sherman actually discovered and to
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which he secured mineral rights on lot eight in the ninth concession of Lansdowne were cavities

of rock lined with crystals of quartz formed aeons ago by steam escaping through fractures and

fissures in an older rock formation that was shattered and deformed by geological upheaval.

Sherman mined the quartz and attempted to sell it in the United States, but after he sold the prop-

erty to John Moorehead in 1901, all that remained of the mine was a hole in the ground with wood-
en ladders to descend. In 1938 Loris McElroy picked up samples from the site, showed them to a

chance acquaintance named George Moroughan, who in turn showed them to Jack Steele, the

owner of a mica mine near Sydenham. In July 1942, with quartz crystals reported being worth

$3,000 per ton because of their utility in technologies such as radio frequency control and bomb
sights, the three men signed an agreement to divide profits from the mine equally. Their Red
Horse Lake Mining Syndicate gave way to the Rare Minerals Prospecting Syndicate in 1943 which

conducted considerable exploration, before giving way in turn to Quartz-Crystals Mining

Corporation of Canada Limited which operated the mine until it went bankrupt in 1950, all sell-

ing their product to the Canadian government.218

The importance of quartz to the war effort, as Art Shaw explains in his history of Long
Point, was that radio communication was of vital strategic importance, and quartz crystals were

the best material known for frequency control of radio transmitters. Quartz was sliced into wafers

which, when an electric current was applied, vibrated at a predictable frequency depending on the

thickness of the wafer. Quartz was superior to other crystals in that its frequency remained con-

stant under extreme variations of temperature. Frequency control was equally critical, and more
important in terms of strategy in the race to keep the Allies ahead of Germany in the development

of radar. Radar was then beginning to be applied to such amazing technologies as target detec-

tion in night-time bombing and automatic direction of anti-aircraft guns to otherwise invisible tar-

gets in the night sky. In 1951 a new company, Quartz Crystals Mines Limited, funded by the fed-

eral government, mined the quartz crystals, employing six to seven men until the government

announced in 1954 that stockpiles were sufficient, and closed the mine.219

Although at times the war seemed so terribly far away, almost making some inhabitants

wonder if it were really happening or not, on the ninth day of June 1941 it came tragically home
to Seeley's Bay. At noon on that day a Fairey battle plane piloted by a young Scottish airman from

the Empire training school at Collins Bay flew over the village at a low altitude, struck a high ten-

sion wire, then a pole on the main street in front of the telephone office, careened into Bernard

McAlonan's house and tore off a corner of it, crashed into five boathouses, tearing them to shreds

and then plunged on into the Rideau Canal where it sank in twenty feet of water. Not only was
the pilot drowned, but the impact of the crash killed popular local fishing guide James Free and

his grandson Harold Battams who were in one of the boathouses. Leaders from the training

school appeared alongside doctors and coroners to supervise the removal of the wreckage, recov-

er the pilot's body and also to confiscate camera film from milling onlookers.220

Otherwise the war ground along, a tedium of propaganda exhorting people to greater

production, renewed sacrifice, continuing salvage, additional loans, ongoing Red Cross work, and

to volunteer in the armed forces and auxiliary corps. In 1943, with national selective service

mobilisation, enlistment began to be perceived no longer as a purely voluntary procedure. Single

men born between 1902 and 1923 were now obliged to register with the military, and everyone

was aware that the conscription referendum of 1942 gave Ottawa the power to force men to enlist. 221

By 1943 the serious toll of the war on local recruits was becoming painfully evident. It was all very

well for soldiers in training such as trooper R.B. Johnston to nip home to Washburn's Corners on

short leaves from Camp Borden in March 1943,222 but once they went overseas the horror of war-

fare commenced for them and the agony of awaiting word about them began for their families.

With what pain must Charles and Eva Frye at Soperton have heard in December 1943 that their

son, flying officer Douglas Frye in the Royal Canadian Air Force, was reported missing and
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Plate 206

Dean's general store and post office at Seelexj's Bay, as photographed circa 1930. From left to right this view

shows Saint Peter's Anglican church, the house built by Wellington Willis in 1914, and Henry Dean's store

and post office. Seeley's Bay remained a vital service village, thanks to highway 15 running down its main

street from the late 1920s to the late 1950s. Note the gas pumps on the right into which gasoline had to be

cranked by hand before it could be dispensed to the customer. Loaned courtesy of Eleanor Wyatt.

believed killed while on patrol duty in the West Indies. How much deeper their pain must have

been to read the notice side by side with a large RCAF recruiting advertisement in the Athens

Reporter featuring a dashing pilot who declared "30 Bombing Flights. ..and It's Still a Thrill."223

Beginning with Douglas Frye's death, the township council began sending letters to the

bereaved families of soldiers, extending sympathy for "the loss of a dear son and brother through

the effects of a cruel war."224 In 1944 they condoled with Christopher and Effie Williams on the

"great loss by the death in action in Italy of a beloved son,"225 they expressed their deep concern

to Joseph and Adelene Warren at the news that "their son Arthur was listed as missing" and

offered the "fervent hope. ..that he still may be safe,"226 and in conveying sympathy to Albert and

Hazel Brown over "the tragic death of your beloved son James Gordon," the council declared

"The Empire has lost another of the best of the nation's manhood in the person of a true gentle-

man and a corageous soldier," adding "May God in his kind mercy comfort you in this your hour

of greatest sorrow."227 Amid all the reports of wounded and casualties, the propaganda machine

continued, appealing directly to impressionable young men and women over the heads of their

parents. One large Canadian Army advertisement in the Athens Reporter in 1944 portrayed an

earnest young man musing:228

"I guess it's up to me!" Now that I can go I'm not going to stick around and let the other

fellows do it. Bill and Jack went over last week, and Fred's been over there a year. Now
it's my chance. It's going to take months of training before I can get fighting-fit, so I'd bet-

ter get moving today. Yes sir! I'm going now, to tell Dad and Mom that I'm on my way
to sign up.

It was propaganda of the Canadian state such as this that proved the final straw in removing

young men and women of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear from the ultimate control of their elders,
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their communities and their families. Five generations had passed since colonel Joel Stone faced

the intransigence of local parents counselling their sons not to attend militia musters, and not to

be lured off to fight in the War of 1812. Almost three generations had elapsed since the militia at

Gananoque had fired on local farmers after they voted to move the riding fair from Gananoque to

Delta. Although there still were old-timers who could recall the skirmishing between local farm-

ers and the armed guards of the Gananoque water power company, the young men were looking

to the towns and cities for markets, employment, entertainment, modernity and ideas; they were

not focusing on the local feuds of the past. Besides, in the newspapers and magazines published

in the towns and cities that came to their very mailboxes, every individual could read and con-

sider that too much was at stake to hold back from the war effort. And in the concluding months

of the war the government was promising veterans re-establishment credits to assist in building

or owning homes, to provide vocational training, to set up in business,229 and there was the fur-

ther beacon of monthly family allowances paid by government to help parents care for children

with medical, dental and nursing services, better food, clothing and shelter "and to assist in equal-

izing opportunities for all children."230

There is no record of celebrations taking place in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear in May 1945

to mark the end of war in Europe or that August to celebrate the surrender of Japan. Local inhab-

itants doubtless motored to Athens to join in the revelry of bonfires, wailing sirens, blowing horns

and crowds yelling and shouting in a frenzy of jubilation, or travelled further to larger celebra-

tions in Gananoque, Brockville and Kingston. Young men and women who served in the armed
forces returned home, many of them with plans and contacts for establishing themselves in jobs

and careers in towns and cities both nearby and far away. Eleven men did not return. They

included J. Gordon Brown, Alfred C. Dean, Douglas H. Frye, Hubert McPherson, Daniel E. Perrin,

Hilbert L. Sly, G. Osborne Tedford, Lawrence A. Williams, Arthur L. Warren and Eric A. Willis. In

early March 1946 a deputation from the Royal Canadian Legion local branch discussed with the

municipal council "the erection of a suitable memorial for the residents of this township who lost

their lives in World War II." The Brockville Cemetery Works was commissioned to prepare a mon-
ument that was placed on a plot of ground donated by Hammet Lillie adjacent to the Baptist ceme-

tery on highway 15 near Seeley's Bay.231 Lyndhurst inhabitants, anxious lest their cenotaph lose

its central place in Remembrance Day observances, had the names of the war dead from World

War Two carved on the red granite obelisk in that village.

As riveting and exhausting as the Canadian war effort had been, the inhabitants of Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear had an additional reason for following national politics with particular

interest in the 1940s. Local son, John Bracken, who had gone off in 1905 to run the Manitoba post

of the dominion seed branch of the federal department of agriculture, rose to become premier of

Manitoba in 1922. The township council, in forwarding their congratulations to Bracken, was not

altogether surprised by "his elevation to such a distinguished position," as "his labor in the inter-

est of Agricultural Science has been of such worth as to warrant the Honorable appointment."232

Who could be surprised that a strong promoter of modern agriculture should achieve such suc-

cess? Indeed, the township council in 1922 dared to "predict for the Honorable John Bracken suc-

cess in his national duties as Premier of the Province of Manitoba."233 Sure enough, twenty years

later Bracken not only successfully contested the leadership of the federal Conservative party, but

he had the name of that party changed to the Progressive-Conservative party to draw on the con-

tinued support of western Progressives who repeatedly elected him premier of Manitoba.234

Bracken was the most significant person in Canadian national life to come out of the township

since Luther Holton left Leeds and Lansdowne Rear 130 years earlier. Here was proof positive,

against all the other influences in local society touting the superiority of urban life over backward

rural traditions, that local rural society could potentially affect the destiny of the nation. And why
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Plate 207

Advertisements from 1918 (left) and 1943 (right) newspapers alluding to farm production for World War
One and World War Two. If Leeds and Lansdowne Rear inhabitants had their misgivings about rural life

lacking many of the advantages and modern features oftozvn and city life, the war effort reminded them of

the importance of agriculture. In addition to farmers and their sorts being exempt from military conscrip-

tion, farmers were encouraged to buy tractors to expand production. From 19 June 1918 Kingston Daily

British Whig and 27 May 1943 Athens Reporter respectively.

should local young people not believe the promises of the federal government for postwar fami-

ly security, with local son John Bracken in parliament to hold them to their promise!

Nor was John Bracken the sole glimmer of evidence to Leeds and Lansdowne Rear inhab-

itants that events in their community had a significance beyond the township borders. Beginning

in 1930, the Lyndhurst women's institute lobbied for a memorial to commemorate the Furnace

Falls iron furnace. On 31 July 1935, with various national and regional officials in attendance, the

eighty-year-old township clerk, Richard J. Green, unveiled a historic sites and monuments board

of Canada plaque on a cairn at Lyndhurst; it stated the significance of the Lansdowne iron works

being the earliest blast furnace in Ontario to successfully manufacture iron from local ore

deposits.235 Cemented into the cairn was a brand from the old Jones gristmill which read "FUR-

NACE FALLS MILLS, U.C., FINE." The township council trusted that this memorial would

explain "to the present and future generations. ..the Historical reason why this beautiful site was
called Furnace Falls...."236
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Amid the panic of many local inhabitants to either go off to careers in the city or, at the

very least, to modernise their homes to urban standards, the first signs were beginning to appear

locally that testified to the significance and worth of local traditions and locally-based achieve-

ments. It was yet too early for anyone to read them, much less, to heed them.
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Plate 208

The award-winning Lyndhurst float constructed by Dan Chisamore and Russell Kidd in 1967 to celebrate

the centennial of Canadian confederation. The opening of Upper Canada Village and the centennial cele-

brations of 1967 aroused interest among local inhabitants as never before not only in the history of Canada,

but also in local heritage. The design of this float effectively made the point that the 1857 stone bridge was

a unique and powerful symbol of local society. At Seeley's Bay a large tepee was constructed to remind local

inhabitants ofAnn Seeley's trading post. RoLLAL collection.
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A BRIDGE TO THE FUTURE

The trend toward urbanisation increased in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear in the post-war

decades. So fixated did township inhabitants become with keeping abreast of their city

and town acquaintances they did not see, at least not at first, that some of the defining char-

acteristics of their local communities, indeed their very communities themselves, were crumbling

in the process. The ability of villages to remain vital centres by promoting modern conveniences

such as rural telephones and continuation schools before World War Two perhaps partly explains

the blindness of inhabitants to local decline, particularly of the villages, after the war. After all,

from the late 1860s on township inhabitants had looked to the villages of Lyndhurst and Seeley's

Bay not only as the social and religious centre of local life, but also as the economic centres where
they went to have wheat milled, lumber sawn, cheese boxes made and produce forwarded either

by canal or railway. Some forms of modernisation such as the creation of a local fire department

resisted the destruction of local villages. Both villages, in the local frame of reference, were the

urbane parts of the township. Who could guess that the growing influence of the cities on the

rural countryside would potentially bypass local villages?

On the surface Leeds and Lansdowne Rear was a tranquil and unchanging landscape in

the immediate postwar years. Children still attended one room schools scattered throughout the

rural areas and many of them advanced to the continuation schools at Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay.

Farmers followed the same cycle of mixed farming through the seasons, cheese factories still

received daily deliveries of milk, and local inhabitants still went to church and patronised stores

in the local villages. Although there had been a trickle of migration out of the township heading

either west or to jobs in towns and cities, the decline of population was now over. After the pop-

ulation fell to a historic low of 1,829 in 1941 it imperceptibly began to rise to 1,836 persons in 1951,

then during the classic postwar baby boom of the 1950s it grew to 1,963 by 1961, and continued to

rise to 2,110 in 1971, to 2,335 in 1981, to 2,774 in 1991, and by the time the township celebrated its

bicentennial in 1996 the population had reached an all-time high of just under 3,000 persons. 1

The stable and slowly growing population in the postwar period masked major changes

in local society. A growing proportion of township inhabitants no longer earned a living from

agriculture, but instead commuted to jobs in Kingston, Gananoque and Brockville among other

centres. The mechanisation of agriculture in the late nineteenth century, the introduction of steam

power for threshing, sawing wood and silo filling in the early twentieth century, and the adoption

of tractor farming in the late 1930s and 1940s all promoted ongoing farm consolidation. The more
labour the farmer was saved, the more cattle and acreages of crops that had to be cultivated to pay

for the increasingly expensive machinery, tractors, bigger barns and stables, electric milking

machines, stable cleaners, pipeline milkers, bulk milk tanks and diesel tractors. Poorly-drained

land was tiled to increase acreage and to allow the heavy machines to go where previously hors-

es went without difficulty.

A basic measure of the consolidation of farms taking place in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear

is provided by the diminishing number of landowners of property larger than an acre from 423 in

1881 to 331 in 1921 to only 208 by 1961 (Table 15). There was more to consolidation than this dra-

matic drop by more than half in only eighty years of those who earned a livelihood from the land.

The number of households with plots of between one and ten acres plummeted from 57 in 1881 to

twenty in 1921 to only three by 1961. The number of small farms of between ten and fifty acres
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Cenotaph to commemorate war deadfrom Leeds and Lansdowne Rear who did not return from World War
Two, as photographed in 1994. This site adjacent to Lillie's Baptist cemetery was donated to the munici-

pality by Hammet Lillie, providing one of the first indicators of a nascent township identity rather than

allowing local society to remain hostage to the strong village rivalries between Seeley's Bay and Lyndhurst.

The inscription reads: Patriotic Sacrifice Forever Remembered: In Honoured and Lasting Memory of These

Men Who Gave Their Lives in the Defence of Their Country in World War II 1939-1945: They Gave Their

Tomorrow for our Today." By the author.

dropped from 92 in 1881 to 39 in 1921 to only 22 by 1961. The number of medium size farms of

between fifty and 100 acres fell from 134 in 1881 to 103 in 1921, and then dropped to 53 by 1961.

The number of larger farms of between 100 and 200 acres actually increased from 97 in 1881 to 119

in 1921 before falling in number to 72 by 1961. Only the very largest farms, those over 200 acres

in extent, continued to increase in number from 43 in 1881 to fifty in 1921 to 58 by 1961. Where
farms of 100 acres and larger accounted for only a third (33.1 percent) of farms in Leeds and
Lansdowne Rear in 1881, by 1961 they accounted for two-thirds (62.5 percent).2

Farm consolidation was assisted by the migration of local families to the prairies and by

the rural inferiority complex that emerged locally from the turn of the century on. As Evelyn

Purvis Earle observed: 3

About the beginning of the twentieth century times were not so good. Men and women
on the farms grew tired of slaving for a bare sustenance, especially those whose children

had sought greener pastures in the city. Many moved into town. There they had an easi-

er life; they made more money, and even, in some cases, began to feel somewhat patron-

izing toward the poorer, struggling, rather ill-dressed people who were foolish enough to
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remain on the farm. Hitherto, there had been a closer feeling between the people of the

country and those of the town. They had had a great deal of social intercourse, and the

better off families had the same advantages, the same kind of clothes. In town and coun-

try both sent their sons to college if they were at all able; many sent their daughters to col-

lege or private school. If anything, the farmer of the old stock, with a comfortable stone

or brick house and many fertile acres, felt sorry for the poor town dweller who must pur-

chase all his necessities in a store. And often his more spacious way of life was envied by

the town dweller.

Even before World War One broke out, people could see that the automobile, snowplowing and

rural electrification offered the potential for combining the best features of urban and rural life in

the countryside.

Stereotypes, however, die hard. Town employers looked askance at hiring workers who
did not reside in town, and justified themselves by claiming that they could not risk lost produc-

tion to men and women whose cars broke down or who were snowed in. But many people who
lived in cities and towns were only a generation or two at most removed from rural living, and
although they might take great pains not to mention the positive things they perceived in country

living, or indeed might go out of their way to put down rural life as a form of rhetorical over-

compensation for not enjoying the benefits rural residents took for granted, they nonetheless

retained such beliefs. Precisely because they were a generation or two removed from the farm,

they did not see the long workdays put in by farmers, and marvelled instead at the large com-
fortable farmhouses and at the lack of bad influences on young people. The only problem with

rural life was that it lacked some of the modern amenities of the city. This was evident as late as

1953 in a Royal Bank advertisement that posed the conundrum "A modern kitchen on a farm?" and

offered the solution of a loan to fix up the kitchen when electrifying the farm to provide "all the

conveniences of city life—plus all the joys of country living."4

For the better part of a century the inhabitants of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear had wit-

nessed every year the temporary migration of urban inhabitants to the lakes in their midst for

summer vacations in the country away from the noise, smell, dirt and pollution of the city, away
from the responsibilities, cares and social regimen of urban life. It was evident that there was a

quality to rural living that these urban visitors valued—the vistas, the open spaces, the quietness,

experiencing nature, and fishing among others—that were unavailable in the city. If at one time

they had returned from their sojourns to enjoy the conveniences of modern urban life, by the mid-

1950s most basic urban conveniences were as available at their cottages as in their urban homes.

They enjoyed telephone service, mail and newspaper delivery, year-round access by road, electri-

fication, and were able to listen to the radio and watch television. Modern conveniences were not

only being installed in the local cottages of urban inhabitants, but also in local farmhouses. Evelyn

Purvis Earle in her 1951 book Leeds the Lovely took obvious delight in puncturing the myth of back-

ward farm life by describing "a red and white kitchen fitted with all modern conveniences, and

so attractive that it might be envied by a woman of any city or town" in one local farmhouse.

"Besides all the modern appurtenances which electricity brings," she continued, "there was a well

equipped bathroom and the pleasantest of dining and living rooms of ample size. The hot and

cold running water was laid on upstairs and down. Both hard and soft water came out of the shin-

ing taps."5

The rural inferiority complex was not dispelled in a day. Those inhabitants of Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear who took pride in John Bracken's rise to the helm of the Progressive Conservative

party in 1942 as proof of what rural people could achieve, were doomed to watch him fritter it

away as a lacklustre campaigner who gave long dull speeches, as an unadventurous leader of the

opposition, and as a caucus chairman who failed to establish policy direction.6 Bracken's resig-

nation as Progressive Conservative leader in 1948 was a bitter pill for many township inhabitants

to swallow,7 for it signified that one of their best and brightest was no match for more urbane
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Cover of brochure issued by the Brockville, Westport and North-Western Railway re tourist attractions in

the Leeds and Lansdowne Rear region circa 1903. Construction of the Brockville and Westport railway

prompted the development of major resorts on Charleston Lake in the late 1880s, but it was not until the

Edwardian period that the railway appears to have consciously courted the summer tourist market. The two

main attractions, as this brochure makes evident, remained the fishing and the scenery. National Archives

of Canada C-118354.

politicians. Not that they needed to look as far away as Ottawa for proof that urban politicians

could dominate rural interests. Since 1885 Leeds County had essentially been a rural riding that

included the town of Gananoque, and as a result elected rural Conservative representatives such
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as William Richardson from Seeley's Bay and Walter Beatty from Delta to the provincial legisla-

ture. Redistribution in 1933 added Brockville to the Leeds riding, so that the following year Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear inhabitants for the first time in 76 years found themselves represented in the

provincial legislature by a Liberal, flamboyant Brockville millionaire George T Fulford. The
Conservatives recovered to elect a continuous stream of provincial members from 1937 on that

included Walter B. Reynolds, Hugh A. Reynolds, Charles G. MacOdrum, James A.C. Auld and
Bob Runciman. The problem for rural inhabitants with these representatives was that they and

their opponents were mostly from Brockville. And similarly, the federal members from 1934 on

were for the most part from Brockville, simply because the large population of the county town
provided a strong electoral base for taking the county.

With what faint hopes four years after John Bracken's resignation did rural inhabitants of

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear watch Hayden Stanton of Seeley's Bay campaign to become the fed-

eral Progressive Conservative member for Leeds in 1953. True, he was a successful dairy farmer

with an impressive record in local public service. His achievements included seventeen years on

the board of education at Seeley's Bay, fifteen years as director and president of the Leeds and
Frontenanc telephone company, eight years as reeve of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, four years as

director of the Leeds and Grenville telephone association, three years as director and chairman of

the board of health of the Leeds and Grenville health unit, and warden of Leeds and Grenville

counties in 1952. But did he have the political smarts, never mind the money, to take on Liberal

incumbent George T. Fulford? Rival Conservative nominees from Brockville thought so and

stepped aside at the party convention to unanimously endorse Stanton. "I will not be a represen-

tative of Europe, Asia, South America, Florida" he told the voters in an oblique reference to

Fulford's world travels, "I will be a representative of Leeds and I will be here to serve you."8

Rural voters rallied to give him a narrow victory,9 and jubilant supporters from across the county

crowded around the old brick farmhouse at Seeley's Bay to celebrate. As perspiring helpers hand-

ed bottles of beer out the cellar windows to the thirsty throng, elderly locals savoured how appro-

priate the win was for a man residing in the same house from which William Richardson and John

Bracken previously had gone forth to political victories. Some young men in the crowd were not

so impressed with the celebration, for when they went back to get another beer, they were refused

with the stalwart line, "One vote, one beer!" 10 Stanton's electoral success and his return to par-

liament in 1957 and 1958 were heartening reminders to local inhabitants that rural people could

have a say and that rural life mattered.

What was more, they could see in their own region and across Ontario that many people

wanted to share some of the benefits of rural life. Some of the soldiers returning to Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear brought home war brides from England, and in the post-war years a wave of

Dutch immigrants moved into the township. From the 1950s on, amid the baby boom and expand-

ed immigration that swelled Ontario's population, a large number of people began settling out-

side cities, choosing the urban fringe. People sought out "rural" environments because now it was
possible to obtain services that once had only been available in cities and towns. Rural electrifi-

cation, snowplowing of township roads, the closing of one-room schools and the opening of larg-

er more modern facilities made the urban fringe and rural municipalities more attractive than they

had been before. The economic prosperity of the postwar years put automobiles, television sets

and employment in cities more easily in reach of rural inhabitants.

Country life no longer seemed relatively isolated. It became possible to have the best of

both worlds: to have a decent paying career in the city and a modestly taxed home and larger lot

in the countryside. As more and more people made such a move to the urban fringe, new subur-

ban cities such as Scarborough and Nepean sprang up on the outskirts of Toronto and Ottawa,

while new surburban communities appeared on the outskirts of Kingston and Brockville. No such

suburban communities were located in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, but ongoing farm consolida-
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Leeds and Lansdowne Rear detailfrom map of resources and industries in Leeds and Grenville Counties pre-

pared by National Development Bureau, Department of the Interior, Ottawa, 1931. hi addition to dairyfac-

tories, sawmills, sand, gravel, lead, barite and granite deposits, bass and pike were also regarded as an eco-

nomic resource for expanding tourism in the vicinity. From Leeds and Grenville Counties, Ontario, with

Special Reference to Its Resources and Industries (1931) in RoLLAL collection.

Hon meant that there was an increasing stock of older houses available for rent or purchase at

much less cost than a residence in town. Local inhabitants were stunned to notice that English

and Dutch immigrants actually chose to live in the countryside rather than in the city. They were

taken aback by a book entitled The Old Stone House written by Gerald Stevens, an urban refugee

from Montreal, who settled in the area and advocated the locally novel idea of not only mod-
ernising but also restoring the heritage appearance of an old house. 11 The creation of Upper
Canada Village further stimulated a growing number of local inhabitants to regard their old hous-

es not as out-of-date structures that were second-best accommodation compared with new hous-

es, but rather as unique and irreplaceable residences with their own special charm. New houses

began to be built in the 1950s and 1960s, in contrast with the dearth of home construction during
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the interwar period, and construction began to jump from the 1970s to the 1990s as more and more
people sought to leave small town and city lots behind for more spacious living in the country.

But all was not well down on the farms in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. Hayden Stanton in

his maiden speech before the house of commons in December 1953 drew attention to "the plight the

rural inhabitants find themselves in at the present time, which is attributable to lower prices for

cheese, dairy cattle and beef." This situation was caused by the loss of markets, particularly that of

cheese in Great Britain, to New Zealand producers. Local farmers were not "receiving a proper

remuneration for their product which would give them the purchasing power to maintain their

farms, machinery and homes according to the standard which is justly theirs," he continued; "No
man and wife work harder or longer hours than the dairy farmer and his wife. They work 24 hours

a day, 365 days a year." 12 Two years later Stanton lambasted the St Laurent government for agree-

ing to balance New Zealand's trade budget by taking two and a quarter million pounds of cheese

from a country that shut out Canadian farm products with embargoes. "We must realize that in

Canada on the average 100-acre dairy farm the capital expenditure for buildings to house the cattle

in the winter and implements to produce food for those cattle for nearly seven months of the year,

is at least $15,000," he pointed out. By contrast, the dairymen of New Zealand did not have to pro-

vide winter accommodation or winter feed for their cattle, just a milking shed, because they had the

advantage of pasture the year round, thereby making it possible for the average New Zealand

farmer to manage a herd of forty to fifty dairy cows. In Leeds and Lansdowne and the rest of

Canada, by contrast, Stanton continued, "it will take one man to successfully care for and produce

the feed for the winter months on a farm that will accommodate 15 dairy cows and if he worked
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Left to right: William Richardson (1845-1922), Luther Holton (1817-1907), John Bracken (1883-1969) and

Hayden Stanton (1898-1960), four prominent politicians who came from Leeds and Lansdowne Rear.

Holton and Bracken achieved prominence after they left the township, the former as the foremost English-

speaking Liberal from Montreal in the Confederation generation, the latter as premier of Manitoba and the

first leader of the federal Progressive-Conservative party. Richardson served as provincial member for the

rural South Leeds ridingfrom 1879 to 1883. Stanton called on his Masonic and other ties across rural Leeds

County to overcome the Brockville votefrom 1953 to 1958. Archives of Ontario RG 15-54-2-4.3, Archives

of Ontario S 575, RoLLAL collection, and loan courtesy of Cheryl Berry.

eight hours a day or 40 hours a week, that number of cows would be materially reduced," yet some-

how the government expected Canadian farmers to compete with New Zealanders. 13

The result was that farm income fell, and more and more farmers looked to jobs in local

towns, cities and township gravel pits as a more steady source of income. Agriculture, argued

Hayden Stanton, should provide "an income sufficient to be able to compete with urban industry

in wages. By so doing, it would be a place for employment, instead of furnishing employees for

the urban centres. There are thousands of cars and buses commuting from the rural districts to

the larger towns and cities daily." Stanton a bit too simplistically argued that this labour trend

would not be so pronounced if agriculture paid a better wage. Moreover, there were profound

implications for urban workers: "if there are not jobs for all, for every hundred men who commute
to work from the rural area there will be one hundred unemployed in the town or city." 14 The

unstated assumption in Stanton's rhetoric was that employers preferred rural over urban emploj -

ees because they implicitly were less susceptible to union recruitment.
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For some local farmers this was exactly the crux of the problem. Although farmers in

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear still worked together at threshing and silo filling as late as the 1960s,

the trend had been away from working together in groups. The closing of the Brockville and

Westport railway line in 1952 forecasted the end of the farmers' co-operative at Lyndhurst which

had brought in feed and other items in bulk for local farmers,15 thereby depriving area farmers of

a forum for exchanging ideas. Although the Kemptville agricultural college had been in opera-

tion since 1917, only a few local farmers such as Arthur Webster actually attended its courses

before the 1960s. Farming was generally regarded as a way of life with skills handed down with-

in the family from generation to generation, rather than as a subject to be studied in college. The
net result was that as prices collapsed and new technology arrived, farmers went on from day to

day in grim isolation, hoping next year somehow would be better and incapable of taking con-

certed action.

In 1943 the Leeds federation of agriculture was formed, in an effort to create a higher stan-

dard of living for people in local agriculture. 16 Among its various activities it encouraged the for-

mation of local neighbourhood groups to meet in one another's homes, listen to Farm Radio

Forum broadcasts on CBC Radio, and then discuss the new ideas among themselves, in hopes of

helping restore rural confidence and leading to positive group action in the community. The

Soperton farm forum group that met as early as 1949 17 was one of the few in Leeds County. "The

fact that we do not have more farm forums in the county indicates the extent of our social bank-

ruptcy," mused federation promoter Edgar Clow in 1949. "It is true that there are communities

where the introduction of farm forums would mean just one more night's activities to keep up
with; in more communities however it is more likely an indication of how badly the community
has gone to seed." 18 Although the county federation attempted to keep farmers abreast of new
developments, as for example when it held an open meeting in the Lyndhurst United church hall

in 1955 to acquaint farmers with the unemployment insurance Act,19 local farmers remained

dispirited.

In 1960 Walter Yeoman of Long Point put in print the frustrations that so many local farm-

ers silently grappled with as they watched more and more of their neighbours go off to steady jobs

in town:20

For a total of 30 years I have farmed in this beautiful county of Leeds. During this peri-

od there has been considerable progress and modernization in industry in our towns and
cities, usually to the great benefit of the people employed in industry. Most unfortunate-

ly modernization and improved efficiency in farming, together with much hard work, has

only resulted in the farmer's net profit from his operations becoming less and less, in fact

almost negligible.... Obviously, one man alone can do very little, but much can be gained

if all farmers together voice their demand for action, with a powerful determination that

existing unjust and unfair conditions cannot be permitted to continue. Without food the

people cannot live; we are the providers of food and must demand a fair price for it....

All business in this country generally gets along well because they stick together

through such organizations as the Canadian Manufacturers Association. Business has

always fought for what they considered to be their rights, and have usually secured the

results they wanted. But we farmers of Eastern Ontario have not had the guts to try to

secure our rights, but have just stood back and watched our milk taken from us at low

prices while others have gathered the profits.

In industry for many years labor had to put up with much in the way of hardship and

unfair working conditions. They were only able to overcome their problem by deter-

mined action through organization, and at a cost to themselves of much hardship.

However, their actions brought success, as is apparent from their strength today. We
farmers have waited for many years for a fair deal, and so far all we have had is disap-
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The old Riverside House in Lyndhurst, pen and ink sketch by Ivan E. Scott circa 1950. From left to right

we see Bland Love's blacksmith shop, the war memorial, the old Riverside House, the Copeland commercial

block, and the new Orange hall. The telephone wires denoted the arrival of one modern amenity across the

township early in the twentieth century, but Lyndhurst inhabitants chafed at being on an unplowed road in

winter, once highway 15 was built through Seeley's Bay in the 1920s. Merchants in both villages learned

to their cost that improved transportation through Leeds and Lansdowne Rear removed local business out

of the township. From Leeds the Lovely by Evelyn Purvis Earle, p. 73, with permission from McGraw-Hill,

Ryerson.

pointment. Therefore, it is obvious, that we farmers must be properly organized and

become strong, as only in this manner can we secure a fair deal in the way of reasonable

prices for our products. Labor has found it necessary to rely on strike action to obtain fair

wages. So far as I can see, we also must demand fair wages OR THERE WILL BE NO
MILK, and this is the only way we can show we mean business.

Fine rhetoric, but how exactly did farmers set about fighting for their rights? As Yeoman admit-

ted, the cheese producers association, the milk producers association, the farmers union and the

federation of agriculture all were ostensibly working in the farmers' interest, and still there

appeared to be no sign of improvement. How did you take a group of people as individualistic

as farmers and weld them together to act as a concerted movement? In the mid 1960s the answer

seemed to lie in forming an Ontario Farmers Union, and in January 1966 forty farmers came
together at Lyndhurst to form local 237 with Walter Yeoman elected president and Kenneth
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Simpson secretary-treasurer. 21 Two years later 125 people attended the annual dinner of the

Lyndhurst local to hear an OFU speaker declare that all farmers must organise into one group or

else "the family farm will disappear at the rate of 15,000 a year."22 When matters came to a crunch

in 1969, local farmers found themselves incapable of voting in favour of a union with compulso-

ry union fees. When asked to vote on the question, "Are you in favour of a General Farm
Organization with compulsory checkoff?" 75 percent of the 104 farmers at Lyndhurst and 71 per-

cent of the 65 farmers at Seeley's Bay voted against it, compared with an even more resounding

78 percent across Leeds County who defeated the proposal. 23 Most farmers were swayed by a

whisper campaign that the general farm organisation would amount to farmers being controlled

by government, and that GFO would in effect stand for government farm organisation,24 a fear

that plugged into the ancient inherited bias of Wexford Protestants against government in gener-

al. And so, local family farmers left themselves at the mercy of the market economy, beginning

the inevitable route to failure in attempting to compete with the large new mega-farms.

The opposition to a general farm organisation was partly orchestrated by the Ontario

Farmers Union, who, if they were protecting their own territory, were also just beginning to see

some results of their organising and lobbying efforts. In the late 1960s the federal government cre-

ated a national milk marketing system which guaranteed farmers a market for their milk, with

each farmer assigned a quota (his or her share of the market) based on previous production.

Under the Ontario milk marketing board, farmers were guaranteed a stable price for the quota

they produced, but any surplus had to be disposed of on the world market, which, because of a

glut of dairy products on the world market at lower prices, cost the Canadian dairy industry

money. Hence an over-quota levy or fine was introduced to pay for the cost of disposing of sur-

plus milk, and more importantly, to discourage dairy farmers from overproducing.25 "With this

arrangement Leeds and Lansdowne Rear farmers felt as if the promised land had finally come,"

Bruce Bryan recalled.26

There were new rules in the promised land. Sending milk to market in cans was phased

out, and those who wished to continue as dairy farmers had to install bulk collection tanks into

which the milk was fed by pipeline milking systems from the cows being milked at their stalls.

Bulk milk trucks now travelled township roads to take the milk further afield to industrial sites

such as the Hershey chocolate plant at Smiths Falls, the Beatrice and Sealtest factories at Kingston,

Ault foods in Winchester and the Nestle plants at Chesterville and Brockville. The surviving

cheese factories in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear such as the one operated by Roy Greenhorn at Oak
Leaf for 22 years which had won various awards at the Toronto Royal Winter Fair, the Canadian

National Exhibition and the Ottawa Winter Fair, gave up the ghost and closed.27 The move up to

bulk cooling tanks, pipeline milkers, larger silos, automatic stable cleaners and larger stables capa-

ble of accommodating dairy herds of up to 65 cattle was more than many medium size farmers

could face. With a deadline to convert to bulk cooling tanks by 1975, the number of full-time dairy

farmers fell from approximately 150 in the early 1960s to less than 100 by 1976 to less than thirty

by 1995.28

As it turned out, the promised land was not without occasional setbacks as, for example,

in the spring of 1976 when the federal government imposed a fifteen percent quota cut which

caused financial hardship and led some area farmers to dump an estimated 200 gallons of milk in

ditches near the Plum Hollow cheese factory.29 For the following twenty years the dairy indus-

try was relatively stable. As the scale of successful operations grew, only dairy cows producing

high volumes of milk with high butter-fat content could sustain a profitable farm. A simple sta-

tistic tells how improving breeding reduced the need for as many dairy producers. In 1961 21,654

cattle in 1,570 dairy herds in Leeds County produced 716,871 pounds of milk every day. By 1987

there were only 11,250 or one half the 1961 number of milk cows, in 300 or one fifth the 1961 num-
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Plate 214

Aerial view ofSeeley's Bay looking east, as photographed by D.G. "Mike" Willis circa 1960. Familiar land-

marks shozvn here include the cheese factory on the lower left, the Hartley sawmill in the middle ground on

the left near the water, the Anglican and United churches, and the 1924 continuation school building on the

far right. A bypass for highway 15 around Seeley's Bay meant a loss of business for some village stores, and

more particularly for service stations, but the lack of rushing traffic together with the large lots made

Seeley's Bay an attractive residential community. Note the postwar bungalows on the lower right. Loaned

courtesy of D.G. Willis.

ber of herds, and yet they produced double the 1961 yield of milk.30 By 1996 the number of farm-

ers in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear who earned their sole income from dairy farming dwindled to

less than thirty. 31

It is ironic how quickly the number of full time-farmers in the township became a small

minority, despite efforts by area farm organisations to assist farmers with medium size operations.

One of these efforts that touched the landscape of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear was the ARDA
(agricultural rural development Act) community pasture in the Soperton/Washburn's Corners

vicinity. From 1966 to 1968 the Ontario ministry of agriculture and food through ARDA pur-

chased 1,219 acres of land between Soperton and Athens. From mid-May to late October region-

al farmers in return for a user fee could bring their heifers to this community pasture, and save

valuable pasture at their home farms for milking cows and calves. The ARDA pasture was also

intended to demonstrate new technology to increase efficiency and reduce costs on local farms

ranging from the introduction of new grass species to methods of pest control. 32 By the mid-1970s

many smaller Landowners had become part-time farmers raising beef cattle, and working in

Kingston or Brockville during the week. Long before the shake-up in the dairy industry a few

local farmers had gone into more specialised areas of agriculture. Arnold and Mary Davies of

Seeley's Bay, for example, began operating an apiary in l

cM(->, and by L966 had won the Canadian
honey trophy for a third time.33 As vet another example, in W7C

) Richard Simpson of Seeley's Bay,

in partnership with his son Dan began turning the purebred llolstein herd his father Burton
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Simpson had developed from the 1940s into a specialised master breeder herd that drew interna-

tional visitors, clients and awards to their Seelby Holsteins operation by the late 1980s. 34

Greenhouses began springing up, first that of Frank Chinnery at Lyndhurst in the 1960s, then

those of Brent and Helen Niblock at Sweet's Corners and Andrea and Doug Green at Oak Leaf

began operating in 1977.35

The pressures that forced farmers to specialise, or to enlarge their dairy operations, or yet

again to farm part-time while they went off to jobs in nearby towns and cities, also profoundly

affected women living in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. As long as farming traditionally remained

the occupation of the majority of men in the township, women's lives also were largely circum-

scribed by their farms. It must be remembered that into the 1950s most farms were partly subsis-

tence and partly cash economy operations, with various seasonal opportunities for bringing cash

into the farm home. In summer there was milk to send to the local cheese factory or to Sheffield's

dairy in Athens, in early autumn lambs were sold, in late autumn there were turkeys and other

poultry to take to market, in winter there was firewood to bring out of the woods for ready sale

in local towns and villages, just before spring there was maple syrup to make, and in late spring

wool to take to the Canadian co-operative wool growers.36 The entire seasonal operation of these

mixed farms had as a basic assumption the idea that women were at home, helping with the

chores, tending fires, making meals, milking cows, raising poultry, tending gardens and preserv-

ing vast quantities of meat, vegetables, fruit, relish and pickles to keep to an absolute minimum
their food purchases in stores. When Arnold and Elmer Williamson went from Oak Leaf to

Toronto to sell a load of maple syrup in late April 1961, for example,37 they did so secure in the

knowledge that the women left on the farm were looking after things and keeping the home fires

burning. The keeping of milk cows as a large component of the mixed farming practised locally

entailed twice-daily milkings, rounding up cows in the pasture, and feeding livestock that kept

husband and wife firmly tied down to the farm all year round.

It is true that since the turn of the century an increasing number of women from Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear went out to train and secure jobs as teachers, nurses and secretaries, and also

capably worked as telephone operators, storekeepers, landladies, postmistresses, and clerks. The

earliest women, such as Caroline LaRose and Mary Geneva Stafford, however, had secured their

training under unusual circumstances, and it was usually the economic elite, the better off farm-

ers, along with merchants and professionals in Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay who sent their daugh-

ters off to ladies, teachers and business colleges. The hard work of women on the home front as

well as that of nurses such as Caroline LaRose overseas during World War One gained women the

vote, but the limited number of local opportunities for women to earn a livelihood off the farm

tended to tie women all the more securely down to farm life or prompted them to leave the town-

ship to find work in nearby cities and towns. The growing mechanisation of agriculture only rein-

forced the idea of separate spheres, with men taking charge of the tractors and machinery while

women participated in a limited if growing number of tasks such as milking, raising poultry, run-

ning farm-related errands, driving tractor, haying, managing finances, reading farm publications

to keep abreast of new developments and attending home economics programmes at agricultural

college. Otherwise, women concentrated their attention on tending their children, homes and gar-

dens.

Still, there was a growing number of influences coming into the township, telling women
about new possible employment and careers awaiting them off the farm. Over the radio airwaves

from the 1920s on and in the newspapers and magazines delivered in their mailboxes, women
learned about slowly widening areas of employment in factories and professions, and during the

manpower shortage of World War Two women were actively recruited to fill men's positions in

factories, to become nurses and teachers in increasing numbers, and to join the auxiliary corps of

the military. As Ruth Roach Pierson has shown, Canadian women in general were given only illu-

sory and temporary elevated status as factory workers and military assistants during the emer-
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Plate 215

Hartley's steam sawmill at Seeley's Bay as photographed circa 1945. The early development ofSeeley's Bay

was based on providingfuelzvood to steamboats going up and down the Rideau Canal. From the early 1870s

to the late 1960s steam-powered sawmills operated by Delorma Phillips, David Collinson, Alva Chapman,

William F. Bracken, Charles Hartley and his sons Norman and John in turn did custom sawing and plan-

ing for local farmers as well as drawing on their own timber limits along waterways connecting with the

Rideau Canal. Loaned courtesy ofLuella Hartley.

gency of World War Two,38 and when the men came home from war they were given preferment

over women in employment. All of this had very little direct effect in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear,

but the daughters and sisters who went off to work and live in the towns and cities relayed the

impact on their lives back to the women at home. In the two continuation schools and at the

Athens high school girls received encouragement to consider paying careers, and were even given

leadership roles, as for example, when Edith Burtch edited the 1929-1930 Garnet and Gold yearbook

of the Seeley's Bay continuation school.39

The trouble was that a gulf yawned between the few influences urging girls and young
women to seek out paying careers, and the local reality apparent across the township that most
women who remained in the township ended up being farmwives. From the late 1940s on as

arrangements were made for continuation and high school to be made available for all adolescents

to attend, the education and skills training of local women rose to new levels. But even as some
young women struggled against local norms to go off to college, and even as ongoing farm con-

solidation meant that fewer and fewer families could expect to earn a livelihood from agriculture,

the activities of local women's groups were all geared to the presumption that women would
never punch a time-clock. Too many local farmwomen indulged themselves with the notion that

they were ladies of such means and with sufficiently flexible schedules that they could attend

meetings of the various women's groups. The reality behind this facade was women organising

their farm chores and planning their housework so that they could go off to the meetings ol the

church auxiliaries, the womens' institutes, the Seeley's Bay literary club, the Lyndhursl latino

Orange benevolent association no. 497, Red Cross meetings, and Rideau chapter, Order of the
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Eastern Star no. 234 at Seeley's Bay, and pretend to be ladies of leisure. The surviving model of

woman's separate sphere as handed down in tradition told them that woman's proper place was
at home on the farm. Even prominent old local families such as the Harveys at Lyndhurst and the

few resident professionals to whom local women could look for leadership, affirmed the ideal of

women being ladies who presided over the home rather than seek wage labour in the market-

place. As late as 1954, Evelyn Sunter, daughter of the United church minister at Seeley's Bay,

attended Whitby ladies college.40

Hence, even as growing numbers of women from Leeds and Lansdowne Rear were train-

ing for careers and commuting to jobs in hospitals and factories at Kingston, Gananoque,

Brockville and Smiths Falls, within the township woman's role continued to be tacitly promoted

as homemaker. The home economics courses at the Athens and Rideau district high schools were

for women only, and conversely the shop courses were given only to boys until the early 1980s.

An Ontario Hydro home service bureau demonstration sponsored by Saint Luke's Anglican guild

in 1966 featured home economists from Toronto presenting "Quick Tricks. ..and worthwhile home-
making ideas."41 As late as 1971 the Athens Reporter editorialised against the emerging feminist

movement as a threat to married women:42

Militant feminists...for half a century...have shouted for their "rights"—the vote, equal

pay for equal work, equality of opportunity—all the while damning men for their plight.

By now, most men have been persuaded that women have had a raw deal, and are enthu-

siastically making up for lost time by swinging [open] the doors of business and the pro-

fessions much wider. Men have even gone so far as to suggest that women should not get

alimony—or that women should pay alimony after a divorce. They rub their hands

together at the prospect of the little woman helping out with the family income.... Some
husbands are gleefully cutting down on the burden of their insurance coverage as they

realize that their mates are quite "capable of looking after themselves."

It is not surprising then that the worst backlash to feminist ideas is springing up
among women who are safely married to husbands who provide bountifully. These

women have no intention of getting a job or "fulfilling" themselves through a career.

They find their identity is motherhood and homemaking; also all the interesting things

that not being career women, they are able to do in community service and creative activ-

ities. Working against the feminists is the fear felt by many women that in gaining their

"rights" they may be losing many of their cushy little "advantages."

There may have been some blunt home truths to the editorial, but it demonstrated a profound

ignorance of the lives of many women. Despite the illusion that some farmwomen wished to

maintain of being ladies, few of them lived lives filled with "cushy advantages," and the success,

often the survival, of many farms and other local businesses depended on the hard work and paid

workforce labour performed by women. Family farms by definition demanded the labour of

women and children, but as farmers became caught up more and more in a cash economy it was
an open question as to whether a farmwoman could contribute more meaningfully to the farm

income by staying home to work on the farm or by commuting to a paying job in the city

There were few enough paying jobs close to home. Briefly in the late 1940s there were a

dozen positions apiece at subsidiaries of Cairns Garments Ltd at Athens and Delta,43 but too soon

these jobs moved into the main plant at Smiths Falls. The farmwoman who did manage to land a

local paying job found herself wondering if it put her any further ahead; all it did was take her

from the home, pay her minimum wages, and leave her husband on the farm in a worse position

than before,44 with a flood of chores awaiting her at home when she returned at the end of the day.

Some farmwomen were even aggressive about seeking markets for their produce. Bessie Sly and

Fern McConnell, for example, in the 1940s and 1950s, developed a chain of customers in Gananoque

to whom they peddled eggs and freshly slaughtered chickens.45
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Plate 216

Ray Sweet's Red & White grocery store at Seeley's Bay, as photographed in 1945. The earliest business con-

nected with this building was Samuel Gorsline's tailor shop in 1892, but as local clothing makers proved

unable to compete with the prices in the Eaton's and Simpson's mail-order catalogues, by the late Edwardian

period Ed Putnam purchased this building and opened a general store and bakery in it. After Ray Sweet

purchased the business in 1938, most of the structure exceptfor thefront wall was destroyed by the Seeley's

Bay fire of 1939. This picture shows it rebuilt and as part of the Red & White chain to take advantage of

their publicity, but when Ralph and Helen Sweet expanded the business in the late 1940s it once again

became a fully independent family business. Loaned courtesy of Helen Sweet.

By the 1970s, as farmwomen became a minority of the women in Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear, as inflationary pressures squeezed rural households as well as urban ones, as adolescent

women in high school were counselled to consider careers in a wide range of fields and to go to

community college or university, it became apparent that most women would become breadwin-

ners alongside men. Men and women commuted to jobs in Kingston and Brockville, often neces-

sitating two cars per household, and with time some families even moved to those cities rather

than spend so much time on the road. More and more people were moving in the opposite direc-

tion from the 1970s on, however, and growing numbers of women established businesses within

the township to cater to the local residential population. Some, such as dentist Dr Catherine

Ashton at Lyndhurst, chose to set up offices in one of the two main villages. Many other women
set up their businesses at home in the rural parts of the township. Kelly McMachen, for example,

ran her Kelly's Klip and Kurl hairstyling business from her home on the Briar Hill Road, Marney
Simmons operated her children's clothing retail business from her home at Black Rapids, Cindy
Selig named her Black Rapids Bookkeeping Office Services to indicate its location,4 ' 1 and these

were but a few of the women entrepreneurs in the township. The advent of increasingly sophis-

ticated home computer technology, desktop publishing and telecommunications made it possible
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for a writer such as Keitha McLean, who had gone on from being editor of Miss Chatelaine and

Flare to work with various other journals, to settle in Seeley's Bay and telecommute as editorial

consultant to various publications from her home there in the early 1990s.47 An important signal

that women were taking their place in the workplace occurred in September 1974 when Carole

Johnston became township clerk, followed in turn by Alexia M. Landon in 1977 and Eileen Watson

in 1991. It was not until the early 1980s that the first woman, Joyce Frye, ran as a candidate for

municipal office, and it was not until 1992 that Velma Kelsey was elected the first woman coun-

cillor in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear.48

By the early 1990s two of the resident clergy serving the township, the Reverend Susan

Steers in the Anglican parish of Lansdowne Rear and the Reverend Myra Garvin of the Seeley's

Bay-Lyndhurst United Church pastoral charge, were women. Women had long played a vital role

in local church communities, but the religious profile of the township by the time these two began

their ministries in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear had changed markedly from fifty years earlier. At

the end of World War Two churches still remained fairly durable social institutions. Better roads

and snow plows might lure local inhabitants away from the stores and community entertainments

in local villages to the supermarkets and movie theatres of Kingston and Brockville, but local

churches held their own. Finances for these rural congregations proved an ongoing struggle.

When the diocese of Ontario attempted to raise its levy on the parish of Lansdowne Rear from

$667 to $1,050 in 1959, for example, the rector responded that this was altogether unrealistic given

"the conditions of rural parishes such as this, which during the past years have shown no appre-

ciable growth;" and risked damaging the regular finances of the parish so as to turn Lansdowne
Rear back into a mission parish, effectively "robbing Peter to pay Paul so that Paul could pay

Peter."49

Wars, depression and disasters came and went, but local churches endured. Women's
groups such as willing workers, women's auxiliaries, missionary societies, altar guilds, the

Anglican church women and the United church women proved long lasting, but there were youth

groups such as Anglican young people's associations, Canadian girls in training and mission

bands that also provided formative influences. If the Depression was still present in the late 1930s,

it was difficult to tell from the fine cathedral stained glass windows beginning to be installed in

Olivet United church. One of these windows was placed there at the end of World War Two by
Albert and Hazel Brown in memory of their son RCAF chaplain James Gordon Brown who was
killed in a bomb blast in Belgium.50 In 1944 the congregation of Holy Trinity Anglican church at

Oak Leaf was devastated when their fine old stone church was destroyed by fire, but by Christmas

day 1948 this congregation was worshipping again in a church that architect Benjamin Dillon

helped rebuild within the old walls.51

To judge from the few postwar census returns recording religious affiliation, the Anglican

and United churches remained the major local denominations. The number of inhabitants claim-

ing Anglican affiliation dropped from 611 in 1941 to 534 in 1951, but by 1961 rose to 589. The num-
ber of United church adherents continued to rise from 974 to 1,005 in 1951 during this period.

Baptist numbers grew from six to eleven then fell back to six, the number of Roman Catholics

jumped from 38 to 105 only to fall back to 77, and Presbyterians diminished in numbers from 38

to twelve to ten between 1941 and 1961. Printed census schedules do not list the numbers of

Standard church, Pentecostal and Free Methodist adherents, so we can only assume that the 161

people listed in the "Other" column of the 1941 and 1951 returns included the membership of all

three groups, and when the 1961 census listed fifty Pentecostals, that the 133 listed under the

"Other" column that year included the Standard church and Free Methodist membership.52

Only the Anglican and United numbers were sufficiently strong to support resident cler-

gy. Roman Catholics, Presbyterians and Baptists attended churches of their respective denomi-

nations in outlying centres, while the Standard church, Pentecostals and Free Methodists relied on
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Plate 217

Members of the Seeley's Bay fire department posing with their 1923 American LaFrance pumper fire truck,

as photographed in 1951. The development of this fire department came at a time of transition from strong

village centres to an emerging township identity. The fire department wasformed due to Seeley's Bay being

ravaged by a succession offires. The enthusiasm and hard work that led to an expanding fireball and fleet

of vehicles camefrom the Seeley's Bay area, but the township in arranging for its formation ultimately had

to face up to the problem of it being located in a corner of the municipality. For names see Appendix 14.

Loaned courtesy of the Seeley's Bay fire department.

lay members and visiting preachers to lead their local services of worship. In May 1958 a

Pentecostal tabernacle was reconstructed out of an older building on the main street of

Lyndhurst,53 and here the local assemblies met until a new tabernacle was built in Elgin in the

early 1990s. The 1923 frame house of worship sufficed for the Standard church congregation at

Seeley's Bay until a more enduring brick structure was constructed at the east end of that village

in 1995. As for the Holiness Movement congregation at Sweet's Corners, by 1960 it had come
under the umbrella of the American-origin Free Methodist church. In December 1961, 47 parents

and pupils of the Free Methodist church at Sweet's Corners and their pastor, the Reverend Donald

Eyre of Seeley's Bay sat down to a Christmas dinner in the home of Elswood and Lillian Gamble. " 4

As small as this congregation was, it together with its sister congregation at Pine Grove was suf-

ficiently vigorous to produce the Reverend Roy Kenny who went to Brazil as a missionary in

1955. 55 The congregation dwindled in subsequent decades, with the Sweet's Corners church

closed in 1987 and transformed into a residence by David and Shirley Lamb thereafter.^ As early

as 1945 local correspondents of the Athens Reporter noted that a "gentleman with <i fine car paid
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us a visit on Sunday for the purpose of selling Jehovah's Witness literature"57 and a Kingdom Hall

was established at Delta in the 1960s. In 1981 Mennonite families from Elmira began settling in

the Oak Leaf vicinity and a school was built on lot nineteen in the eleventh concession of

Lansdowne, with the hope of adding a meeting house wing, but, sad to relate, internal dissension

led to the Mennonites leaving and the school closing by 1992. 58

Church closings by no means were limited to small local religious communities such as

the Mennonites, Free Methodists and Pentecostals. Kingston presbytery of the United church of

Canada in April 1968 announced that 26 rural churches in Leeds, Frontenac, Lennox and

Addington counties would be closed within three months and their congregations would be amal-

gamated with neighbouring ones. The rationale for this change could not have been more logical.

Presbytery officials explained that it was due to

a shortage of ordained ministers, shifts in population affecting both rural and urban con-

gregations, including the tendency of parishioners to move from the country to the cities

or large towns, and the growth of suburban areas. Also it is felt that improved roads and

means of travel make it unnecessary to have churches placed as closely together as at pre-

sent. Changes in the financial ability of some small charges have made it difficult for them
to meet financial obligations, while in other, larger churches the reverse is true.

It was pointed out that the re-alignment plan will make for stronger congregations at

services of worship. It was also felt that the mission of the Kingston Presbytery and the

church in general should include the broader outlook of more effective service to its mem-
bers in general, rather than devoting too much effort to preserving one small congrega-

tion or another just for preserving it, or for the convenience of its members alone....

An important aspect of the report is the desire of the Kingston Presbytery to co-oper-

ate with the Anglican Church of Canada and other denominations. One paragraph of the

report stated that "In all action taken throughout the Presbytery the possibility of union

with the Anglican church of Canada be kept firmly in mind, and endeavours be made to

co-operate as much as possible with that Church, and other denominations desirous of so

doing, in programmes of outreach."

Locally this meant that the three congregations of Delta, Harlem-Chantry and Soperton were to be

amalgamated in Delta church with Mount Pleasant church at Soperton closed and sold, while in

nearby Kitley township the Toledo and Frankville congregations were to be amalgamated in the

Toledo church, resulting in the formation of a strong Delta-Toledo pastoral charge. 59

On paper it made a lot of sense. Continuous population decline in the late nineteenth and

early twentieth centuries had left many rural congregations small, weak, and struggling to pay the

stipend of student ministers who were exhausted running around serving three or four poorly-

attended rural churches. The Kingston presbytery, once it put mere sentimental attachment aside,

rationally concluded that rather than have these strings of weak rural congregations hobbling

along to closings that were inevitable anyway, it would intervene to amalgamate weak congrega-

tions which would be served by full-time ordained clergy. Just as in business weak companies

were amalgamated to create stronger ones, so too the amalgamated and re-aligned churches

would ultimately produce stronger rural churches capable of enduring a long time. It might be

initially painful for local families to close a house of worship in which they had worshipped for

generations, but they ultimately would have a rural church to attend nearby rather than helpless-

ly watching as all local rural churches dwindled and closed. Before making the decision to amal-

gamate, presbytery sent officials to appraise the condition of the rural churches. Mount Pleasant

church at Soperton was judged to be in good to excellent repair, although it had no kitchen and it

had outside toilets. The appraiser concluded "While this Church is built to stand for centuries it

appears to have served its day in that community and might well be closed. Average attendance

has been very small, and could be readily absorbed by [Harlem] or Delta".60
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Plate 218

Reeves of Leeds and Lansdowne Rearfrom 1930 to 1954, as photographed by the Prosser studio, Gananoque.

Being a farmer held the key to political success at the municipal level in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear in the

early twentieth century. Despite toivnship business being conducted out of rented meeting rooms and pri-

vate homes during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Leeds and Lansdowne Rear managed

to keep together one of the most complete collections of municipal documents in Ontario. For names see

Appendix 14. RoLLMR.

And so, very quickly the Soperton and Harlem churches were closed ostensibly to create

a stronger congregation at Delta. What ensued was a social disaster. Six months after the clos-

ings, the minister at Delta glumly reported to superiors that matters were deteriorating at

Soperton, attendance at Delta dropped considerably, and only two people were attending from

Soperton.61

The situation at Soperton appears to be turning into a legal problem. They intend to con-

tinue with the Sunday School there, closing at the end of December as always, but re-

opening again in April.... Last spring when preparations were being made for realign-

ment, a group of not very well informed ladies of the Soperton congregation contended

that the United Church has no claims in the Soperton property because it was built by

community effort, and the land was donated (not sold) by a farmer to whom it was to

return if the church ceased to operate. After hearing this I went to the registry office at

Brockville and searched the deed finding that the land indeed had been sold for $100.00

to the Trustees of the Methodist Episcopal Church of Lansdowne in 1876 and the deed

was registered in 1877. I informed the Soperton people of my finding, at a board meeting

sometime after.
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They didn't, however, believe what I told them and hired a lawyer at Athens to search

the deed. They have been very secretive about this, but from what I have been able to find

out, the lawyer claims that he searched the title and found that it was not registered at all.

(I am sure he is wrong). As a result of his findings he has drawn up a deed which trans-

fers the property from the farmer whom they now claim owns the land since the church

has closed, to a group of trustees formed from among the people. The lawyer has had this

new deed registered at Brockville. These people intend to use the property as a non-

denominational community Sunday School.

This legal impasse dragged on through 1969 into 1970 when the proceeds from the sale of Mount
Pleasant church were given to Soperton cemetery board.62

The closing of Soperton and 25 other regional United churches is fascinating for what it

reveals about local society and about how poorly Kingston presbytery understood rural society.

Perhaps saddest of all, even rural members of presbytery who unanimously backed the closings

failed to comprehend the larger context and implications of the move. Above all, the closings

were based on the assumption that the pattern of rural decline during the previous two genera-

tions would continue into the future. An editorial in the Athens Reporter reflected the still perva-

sive view that rural institutions were in decline, and only radical changes could improve the qual-

ity of country life:63

We do not like to lose our ties with life-long institutions and the little church down the

road seemed to be an institution which would go on forever. Not many years ago the

country school house seemed to be an integral part of the community life but we have

seen many changes in recent years in that regard. We believe nearly everyone would
admit they have been changes for the better.

What has brought about this change in the churches? The first is that the cost of keep-

ing them staffed and in repair has outgrown their income. The trend of population away
from the rural areas has depleted the number of church-goers and also the number of

church supporters, although the latter may have been depleted for other reasons, one of

which is the competition from other sources for the time and money of the people. This

competition has hit in another way as well. It leaves the attraction of church participation

away back. We are too busy with other things, including the means to do other things

which are easier to do than stay at home so as to be in time for church or Sunday School.

The essential assumption underlying the church closings was that rural decline was unending. It

is a measure of just how great a drain weak rural congregations had become on the healthier city,

town, and village congregations during the early to mid-twentieth century, that they expected the

decline of rural churches to continue even though the rural population was beginning to rebound

from mid-century. And, in fairness, perhaps it was not possible in the late 1960s to regard the ris-

ing rural population as anything more than a temporary blip, to assume that once the postwar

baby boom was over rural population decline would resume. With this in mind, the urban mem-
bers of presbytery must have felt they were performing a kindness with their amalgamations, and

thereby saving members of the weaker rural congregations from working themselves into the

ground keeping up the buildings and paying for heating, along with keeping up their share of the

clergyman's stipend. Furthermore, the amalgamations made sense in light of the shrinking enrol-

ment in divinity colleges in the 1960s. Rural members of presbytery must have felt that the amal-

gamations would strengthen congregations in rural villages such as Lyndhurst, Delta and Seeley's

Bay, to contain as much as possible the decay of rural church life.

It is tragic how the Kingston presbytery failed to anticipate the train of negative conse-

quences it was setting in motion with the closure of rural churches such as the one at Soperton.

Their first mistake was to overlook the vitality of this congregation; although attendance of adults

was low, there was a very active women's auxiliary and the forty children in the Sunday School
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Plate 219

Homer and Frances Tye's general store at Ellisville, as photographed circa 1950. This store was built by

George Ellis on lot nineteen in the eighth concession of Leeds in 1872, andfrom 1875 to 1912 he arid later

his wife Ellen operated the Ellisville post office out of this building. Installation of a gas pump allowed

Homer and Frances Tye to maintain this as a viable business until it closed in 1955. Loaned courtesy of

Karen Trudeau.

when the church was closed in 1968 compared with the number when the church opened ninety

years earlier.64 As for the struggle of keeping the church maintained and meeting the minister's

stipend, it was the last enduring defining characteristic of this rural community; the cheese facto-

ry had closed in 1953, the post office closed in 1954, and the local school was closed in 1960.

Presbytery's second mistake was to insist on closing the church over the objections of local peo-

ple. Its third mistake was to insist on selling the church, refusing to allow the community to con-

tinue its own Sunday School and operate the building, effectively killing off the two remaining

community groups. And what did they accomplish by these moves? The local community felt

betrayed in having a church sold out from under it, a house of worship which their ancestors had
built for their benefit; in response they stopped attending church. Congregations at Lyndhurst

and Delta received no additions to their congregations, and were unnerved by the arbitrary fash-

ion in which a community could be dispossessed of its church. And local Anglicans, with half the

number of adherents of the United church, but with four churches, began to ponder anew the

implications of the proposed union with a church so bent on closing rural churches. The ultimate

argument against church closings was offered by Olivet United church. It initially was proposed

to be closed, but due to lobbying by the Reverend Samuel Delve and the Reverend Ronald

Smeaton, it was not closed despite its proximity to Seeley's Bay United church, and continued to

be a focus for its community.

The life of rural churches has never been easy, but the remaining three United and four

Anglican congregations in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear continued to operate past 1996. By the

1980s there was a larger supply of clergy than congregations, and there was <i growing local pop-

ulation requiring ministry, although only during special events, anniversary/ Christmas and Easter

services were local churches filled to capacity. These rur.il congregations continued to struggle
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into the 1990s, but Kingston presbytery and the diocese of Ontario had long since learned the

important lesson that such struggle was the defining characteristic of these congregations. The
annual social of Holy Trinity church at Oak Leaf, for example, was an essential activity that helped

cement the community despite people moving in and out during the postwar years. Church clos-

ings and amalgamations imposed from above rarely led to stronger rural churches. By the mid-

1990s half of the churches in the township had Christian education facilities that incorporated

kitchens with running water and washrooms.

The move to install these types of facilities began inadvertently in 1948 at Seeley's Bay

where the United church was faced with a problem. In the seventy years since it was construct-

ed, some of the sills and floor joists in this frame structure had rotted and the southwest corner

was sagging precariously in consequence. The congregation in considering its needs at the begin-

ning of the baby boom, rather than tear the old structure down and build a new church, decided

to replace the defective sills, to raise the building three feet and place a full basement under it, and

to construct a chancel at the south end in the basement of which they laid out a kitchen to accom-

modate church suppers and congregational events held in the main basement area. At the same
time, the steeple of this church was in need of repair, and there was discussion as to whether it

should be removed. Mary Davies and Glenna McKinley in their history of the congregation have

recorded the strong feelings that were voiced in favour of retaining the high, elegant slender spire.

Some people said simply "Save the spire" and "the higher the better" while another person

remarked "taking it down will not only spoil the general appearance of the church, but also will

sacrifice one of the landmarks of the community."65

The saving of the spire had a more immediate context in Seeley's Bay than these remarks

might at first indicate. A series of fires at mid-century had torn the heart out of the business sec-

tion of the village, and the loss of as prominent another landmark as the United church spire was
more than some villagers could bear. In late August 1939 a fire broke out in the house and vacant

store owned by Mrs George Hulbert, then spread north to the house of Amelia Martin, and then

swept on to destroy the Red and White grocery store of Ray Sweet and the hardware store of

Wellington Willis. The local telephone operator, Dorothy Hartley, sounded a general fire alarm,

and although hundreds of farmers responded, there was little they could do to stop the spreading

flames as there was no local firefighting equipment. Brigades from Delta, Athens, Gananoque and

Kingston managed to quell the fire before it threatened Saint Peter's Anglican church.66 For local

inhabitants to watch "nearly half the village go up in smoke" and to "fight a fire with no equip-

ment" was both "heartbreaking and very dangerous." Many hoped to develop fire protection ser-

vices, to have a fire pumper in Seeley's Bay, but when the costs were investigated it seemed an

impossible goal.67 Eight years later in June 1947 a fire destroyed the sawmill of CW. Hartley and

Sons, and it was owing only to favourable winds that adjacent coal and lumber sheds escaped

damage. Again brigades were brought in from Delta and Athens, but the truck from Gananoque

got only as far as the junction of highways 32 and 15 when a rod burned out in the motor, forcing

the Gananoque firefighters to arrive at the fire on foot.68 Less than three years after this the

destruction by fire of a large store belonging to Ken Bolton in January 1950 was the final straw.

Now people began demanding local fire protection.69

As early as 1925 the Seeley's Bay women's institute deliberated purchasing a chemical fire

engine, but no action appears to have been taken. 70 That same year the inhabitants of Lyndhurst

asked the township "for assistance towards defraying the cost of two chemical fire fi[gh]ting

machines," and council granted "100.00 with the understanding that when necessity calls within

the Limits of the municipality said machines may be utilized as set forth in said Petition."71

Following the 1939 fire a petition from Seeley's Bay ratepayers for fire protection prompted the

township council to appoint a committee to arrange for this to be provided by the city of

Kingston. 72 By 1950 Seeley's Bay residents recognised that such protection from a distance failed
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Plate 220

Leeds and Lansdoivne Rear township council and staff as photographed in 1967 by the Prosser studio,

Gananoque. The benign smiles suggest no impending challenge to the township as an identity. Within five

years consultant C.R. Tindal recommended that Leeds and Lansdowne Rear be amalgamated with the Front

of Leeds and Lansdowne to provide a larger municipal unit of administration. Once this idea was rejected,

the township began construction of its first municipal office building, but in 1996 the Ontario government

again would force the issue of amalgamation. For names see Appendix 14. RoLLMR.

to stop fires once they had started, and hence that July a public meeting was held in the Masonic

hall to discuss the formation of a local brigade. Norman Hartley, Martin Perry and Ralph Sweet

were appointed a committee to investigate fire pumpers, and a month later when a pumper
became available another public meeting sent a delegation to Woodstock to inspect it. The dele-

gation, without any money or authorisation behind them, signed an order for the pumper to be

delivered in September, with Ralph Sweet signing a personal cheque for a deposit. Once back

home they began circulating a petition among residents to have the township pass a by-law issu-

ing debentures to purchase the needed equipment and to form a fire area. Only two area residents

refused to sign the petition,73 and on August 7th the by-laws were accordingly signed,74 and John

Hartley was appointed the first fire chief. Hartley immediately called a meeting for volunteers at

Perry's garage, and with the help of the Gananoque chief and three firemen, a fire department was
formed with sixteen volunteer members.

This was a beginning, but just the beginning of domestic fire protection in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear. A mammoth campaign began to raise funds for the purchase of the necessary

fire equipment and a site for a firehall on the lot where Ken Bolton's store had burned down. In

September 1951, following the circulation of another petition, the township passed a by-law issu-

ing debentures for $3,500 to build the firehall at Seeley's Bay with a 22,000 gallon storage tank for
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water in the basement. In April 1952 the township began paying an annual grant of $500, with the

Seeley's Bay "brigade to furnish fire protection to [the] whole township, at [a] maximum price of

$50 per fire." This was modified in May 1953, so that the telephone operators were authorised to

call the Seeley's Bay department for fires occurring in and west of Lyndhurst, whereas they were

to call the Delta brigade for fires in the Oak Leaf and Soperton areas. By 1955 the township was
annually paying $1,500 to the Seeley's Bay department to provide fire protection within a ten mile

radius. 75 That same year Pittsburgh township also began contracting with Seeley's Bay to provide

coverage to its northern concessions, an arrangement that would endure until a fire station was
built at Brewer's Mills in the mid-1980s. 76 In 1970 Leeds and Lansdowne Rear agreed to "pay

Seeley's Bay Fire Dept their requested raise of $2,500 plus the $2,500 of the old Contract for fire

protection provided the Fire Department cover all of our Township."77 The cost of fire protection

services continued to rise from 7,500 dollars per year in 1975 to 25,000 by 1981. 78

Contracts with the townships provided only part of the funds with which the Seeley's Bay

fire department was expanded during the early years. In addition to soliciting donations, the vol-

unteer firefighters and their spouses held bingos, dances, bake sales, raffles, hockey pools,

walkathons, and donkey baseball games. Among their most adventurous fund-raising efforts was
a speedboat regatta held at Brass Point in 1954 and again in 1955, and with the proceeds from it a

new pumper was purchased. In 1960 an emergency truck was purchased that also was used as an

ambulance, and the firehall was expanded in size. In 1966 a tank truck capable of carrying 2,600

gallons was added to the fleet of vehicles, and the emergency service which the fire department

had been operating at a loss since 1960 was taken over by the Ontario hospital services commis-

sion. Also in 1966 a communications and dispatch centre was installed in the firehall in which an

operator could communicate with all units on fire duty as well as contact all other fire depart-

ments within a 35 mile radius. A tone alert system was installed in this room whereby in case of

a mutual aid call, local firemen were alerted from Brockville, by tone, which activated the siren by

remote control. In October 1966 a ladies auxiliary was formed which worked hard to furnish the

kitchen and assembly room over the firehall. 79 By 1972, when a pumper truck was the fifth vehi-

cle added to the Seeley's Bay fleet, the fire department numbered some 34 active volunteers.80 In

1983 yet a third bay was added, the building was lengthened, and the upstairs was reconfigured

into a large public hall.81

Seeley's Bay was justifiably proud of its achievements in creating a rural volunteer fire

department second to none, but the swiftly mounting costs of equipment and training made it

questionable how much longer it could go on as an autonomous body under contract with local

townships, while sapping the energy of volunteers with endless fund-raising ventures. The fire

department had been eminently successful, but who could blame supporters for looking at neigh-

bouring townships where the municipality owned the equipment and it was the municipality that

paid all of the bills? What, after all, was the point of expending so much time and effort in cajol-

ing funds from neighbours to provide a community service that those same neighbours had a

right to expect in a modern enlightened society? Was this not rightly the role of municipal gov-

ernment? Especially when, by 1989, the fire department was looking at a price tag of $154,000 on

a triple combination pumper.82 As for the township, the location of the Seeley's Bay fire depart-

ment in one corner of the township had created problems in terms of one area enjoying superior

coverage to the other sections, forcing the township in 1979 to enter into agreements with the

Front of Leeds and Lansdowne and the Delta fire departments to provide fire services in those

areas most distant from Seeley's Bay.83 The whole complicating irony of the situation was that

inasmuch as the Seeley's Bay fire department acted independently of the municipality, it was a

rare major purchase they made without first fully consulting with the township council - their

main client and main source of income.
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Plate 221

Aerial view looking south over Saint Luke's Anglican church and Lyndhurst Lake, as photographed by D.G.

"Mike" Willis circa 1955. In the foreground is Saint Luke's church and rectory, the foliage behind them

cloaks the emerging Camp Hyanto, and on thefar right can be seen the 1937 Lyndhurst continuation school

with a baseball diamond behind it. Loaned courtesy of D.G. Willis.

In 1986 the township conducted a municipal fire protection survey, and on the basis of its

findings determined to establish a township fire department. As a first step, in 1987 they pro-

posed to appoint a full-time chief at the Seeley's Bay fire department and to have that unit partic-

ipate in a county-wide mutual fire aid programme.84 The second step, as reeve Gordon Leadbeater

admitted in late 1988, amounted to "a lot of work... .in establishing a fire department in Lyndhurst,

training men and starting to plan for a fire hall, but, with support and effort from the people of

Lyndhurst, this goal can be reached."85 By 1990 plans were made for a two bay, two truck deep

firehall in the Lyndhurst area; in 1993 they purchased and retrofitted as fire station number two a

building on part of lot five in the eleventh concession of Lansdowne. 86 By July 1993 the township

advised Athens and Bastard and South Burgess that as of January 1994 Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear no longer would be purchasing coverage for fire protection from them.

For any inhabitants who might wonder just how well their fire department measured up,

there was proof in June 1993 when the Seeley's Bay fire department placed third in an auto extri-

cation competition in Gananoque.87 For those who might wonder how cohesive the new township

fire department would prove, there was reassurance two years later, when the Elgin Review report-

ed, "Out of 11 teams at the North East 6th Annual Extrication Competition in Canastoga, N.Y. last

weekend, the team from Seeley's Bay and Lyndhurst came first: not just in the "unlimited" cate-

gory, using Jaws of Life and other heavy equipment, but first in the whole darn match."88 The
township council spoke for all inhabitants when it declared "We are very proud to have a fire

department/emergency response team of the calibre exhibited by this department."89
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Even before a local fire department was created, local education began to be restructured,

and it ultimately had major repercussions for localised rural communities throughout Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear. In 1946 the township council passed a by-law forming a township school area,

and at the annual municipal nomination meeting at year's end Chant Curtis from Soperton,

Charles Galway and Roy H. Slack from Lyndhurst, George Gardiner from Seeley's Bay, and

Thomas J. Pritchard from Ellisville were elected the first township area board of trustees.90 They

replaced the three local trustees who had been elected in each school section and who had con-

ducted each school's business during the previous century. A reminder of just how integral an

institution local schools remained in their respective communities is offered by the following

cameo recorded by the Ellisville correspondent of the Athens Reporter in 1950:91

The school closing took on an added feature this year, when Mr. George Ellis, a student in

the local school, seventy years ago, presented a scholarship to Grant Tye, as the most

deserving student in the school for the year 1949-50. This scholarship was recently found-

ed by the Ellis family, in memory of their father, a pioneer settler of this district, to be given

each June to a member of the graduating class. The choice is made by a committee of res-

idents of S.S. No. 13, Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. Several of the trustees and parents were

present, indicating their interest in the first act of this kind in the district. Mr. Ellis also

hung a picture of his father, the late Geo[rge] Ellis, on the wall with a statement under-

neath, showing the purpose of the gift. Before the presentation, Mr. Ellis gave a short

resume of the years 1880-1890, when he was getting the rudiments of the three R's.

Afterwards, he presented Mr. Roy Slack, chairman of the trustee board with the bond
which provides the scholarship, and Mr. Slack replied with thanks to the Ellis family. The

proceedings closed with the presentation of prizes to the children and the singing of God
Save the King.

But the days of the rural one-room school were numbered. The purpose behind the creation of

township school areas was to group smaller units together under a more central authority. Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear, like other townships, was encouraged by the provincial government to cre-

ate a township area "because of better administrative possibilities and higher legislative grants

made possible by it." An increased quality of education was promised by the centralisation of

fourteen old one- or two-room, eight grade schools.92 Even before the township school area was
formed, the shortage of available teachers during World War Two forced S.S. no. 11, Woodvale, to

close and send the few children to an adjoining section. In 1950 S.S. no. 14, Short Point, was closed

for lack of pupils, and in 1956 S.S. no. 9, Briar Hill, with only eight students, was closed, and the

students from that section were bussed to Lyndhurst.93 S.S. no. 7 or Cockrill's school was closed

in 1950 due to low attendance, but was subsequently reopened in 1952 and known as Brown's

school until it was closed in 1959 to give way to the reconstruction of highway 15. S.S. no. 16,

Lakeview, also was closed in 1959, with teacher and junior students alike being transferred to

Seeley's Bay and the senior students bussed to Long Point.94 By the end of the 1950s the number
of public schools in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear was reduced from fourteen to nine.

One of the purposes of the township area boards was to better provide for all township

students to have equal access to secondary school. And it was here that Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear came to blows with neighbouring municipalities over the location of a new high school to

serve the northwestern area of Leeds County. In April 1955 the township council went on record

as supporting the building and maintenance of a North Leeds high school provided that there was
no change in the high school area boundaries and provided the school be built in South Crosby

township. A year later the township demanded permission from counties council and the

province "to withdraw from the North Leeds High School District and to unite with the Township

of South Crosby in forming a new High School District.. .as the site of the proposed new High

School is approximately seven miles north of the centre of the.. .District." The only immediate
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Plate 222

Students ranged in front of S.S. no. 12 on lot six in the seventh concession of Leeds, as photographed by

D.G. "Mike" Willis circa 1955. No other photograph captures the isolation of the rural one-room schools

on the winding back roads of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. In early years when the school in this section was

located on the other side of the Brady Creek, it was known as the Brady school. After this structure was

built it came to be called the Berryton school. Consolidation of the one-room schools in the township was

ongoingfrom theformation of a township area school board in 1946. Loaned courtesy of D.G. Willis.

result of this controversy was council agreeing to let ratepayers in the Oak Leaf, Soperton and

Washburn school sections withdraw from the North Leeds high school and send their students to

the Athens district high school.95 As late as February 1958, a joint meeting of Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear and South Crosby councils resolved that as the debate over the site of the new North Leeds

high school had been going on for three years, "the best thing to do was to break away from the

present Area and form a new High School District Area."96 But once the province made it clear

that the department of education would approve grants for only one new high school in North

Leeds,97 local councils changed their tune and agreed to arbitration. In December 1958 Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear agreed to "assume their share of debentures for a new high school to be

built.. .near Elgin, at an estimated cost of $350,000."98

The opening of Rideau district high school in 1960 brought to an end the Lyndhurst and
Seeley's Bay continuation schools. In October 1959 the township council agreed to "assume their

share of the debentures for a new 5 room public school to be built in the township of the Front of

Leeds & Lansdowne at a total cost of $120,300." Upon reflection, in June 1960 council passed a by-

law changing the boundaries of the Township School Area to conform to those of the township so

that ratepayers in union section no. 15 and in union section 9 no longer had to be responsible for

debentures issued to build new consolidated schools in Leeds and Lansdowne Front and South

Crosby townships respectively.99 This left the way clear for the township school area board in
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June 1960 to close and sell S.S. no. 1, Washburn; S.S. no. 2, Soperton; S.S. no. 3, Oak Leaf; S.S. no.

5, Long Point; S.S. no. 6, Sweet's Corners; S.S. no. 12, Berryton; and S.S. no. 13, Ellisville; and to

bus the children from these former one room school sections into consolidated public schools in

the vacated continuation school buildings at Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay. The baby boom neces-

sitated building an addition on the Seeley's Bay building, 100 but still, making use of the continu-

ation schools meant a significant saving for taxpayers at a time when the inhabitants of most

Leeds County townships were digging deep into their pockets to fund the construction of new
public schools.

External and internal demands for change were outpacing these arrangements. In late

1968 as part of a plan for province-wide restructuring of municipal government, township school

boards were replaced by bodies at a county level, the Leeds and Grenville county board of edu-

cation and the Lanark, Leeds and Grenville Roman Catholic separate school board. The justifica-

tion for the new larger boards, as explained by provincial advisors, was a need to keep up with

fast moving times. As matters stood, Ontario was "25 years behind the times in the development

of larger units of administration." Trustees on the new county boards would have to learn to

expand their loyalties beyond the boundaries of their own local municipalities. The narrow tax

base, the small student population, and small geographic area of the township school area board

was now abolished. This made it possible to offer kindergarten, music, art, guidance, physical

education, science, home economics and industrial arts programmes. Trustees on the larger coun-

ty boards who recommended the teaching of conversational French in grade three would be bet-

ter able to withstand accusations of being secret agents of France than their counterparts on small

boards, it was pointed out. 101 This was a salient point in a township where municipal leaders

advocated holding a referendum on official bilingualism102 and opposed the establishing of

French language school boards. 103

One of the first tasks facing the new Leeds and Grenville county board was replacing the

old continuation school structures being used as public schools at Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay. At

the time they were built they were the pride of their communities and the envy of many rural

areas, but by 1969 they were out of date compared with the modern structures built in most local

townships during the 1960s, and portions of them were condemned. 104 It was a matter of surprise

to no one that the Leeds and Grenville board of education under its new director, Lloyd Dennis,

who recently co-authored the Hall-Dennis report on education advocating breaking down the

rigidity of schools and allowing children more choice in how they learned, recommended build-

ing a modern central open-concept school to serve the Leeds and Lansdowne Rear area. The

ancient rivalry of Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay precluded it being built near either of those villages,

resulting in a compromise location between the two at Sweet's Corners.

From 1969 to 1973 the name Sweet's Corners became synonomous with controversy and

appeared in numerous headlines across eastern Ontario. Not only was Sweet's Corners school the

largest rural school built in Leeds and Grenville, but it was also envisioned to be an open-concept

facility, effectively placing Leeds and Lansdowne Rear in the vanguard of educational reform. It

would be a showplace for all of the recommendations touted by Lloyd Dennis, providing an envi-

ronment without walls where students could progress at their own pace and not be stymied by

strappings, daily homework and formal exams. On that count alone it was the target of attacks

from those leery of such unorthodox methods. They attacked architect Selwyn Cook of Gananoque
who had been engaged to design the school, then suspended by the Ontario association of archi-

tects because of an unusual money-back guarantee he offered as being contrary to the associa-

tion's code of ethics, but rehired by the board of education regardless. 105 The cost of the project

escalated from the original estimate of $570,000 in 1969 106 for a T-plan building to $625,000 in 1971

after local ratepayers expressed their preference for a Y-shape structure. 107 Divisions over the pro-

ject within the county board led to a judicial inquiry into the new school, prompting one of the
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Plate 223

Sweet's Corners elementary school constructed in 1973, as photographed in 1994. The construction of this

open concept school was controversial in part because it was the first new school built by the Leeds and

Grenville county board ofeducation, and also because itfinally consolidated the smaller schools across Leeds

and Lansdowne Rear into one. The undying rivalry between Seeley's Bay and Lyndhurst led to the com-

promise location midway between the two villages in afarmer's field at Sweet's Corners. The poured cement

silo in theforeground stood for a number of years as a symbol of the demise of smallfarms in the township.

By the author.

superintendents employed by the board to retain legal counsel. A mini-crisis arose when diffi-

culty was encountered finding water on the "mountain of granite" on the site, and a barn on the

school site was burned, leaving a concrete silo as a memento. 108 Then, when the board of educa-

tion hired a non-union contractor to build the new school, the construction site was picketed by

the Kingston building trades council. 109

Part of the difficulty with the new Sweet's Corners school was the wish by a local group

of ratepayers for an alternate floorplan, and their shock upon realising that the counties school

board would not necessarily go along with their wishes. 110 The major underlying problem was
that the new Leeds and Grenville school board was bitterly split between urban and rural trustees.

The urban trustees had expected the creation of a counties level school board to bring about the

bussing of children into larger schools located in the towns of the counties, but instead, the rural

municipalities with a population of 38,640 were entitled to more trustees than the combined pop-

ulation of 32,520 for Brockville, Gananoque, Prescott and Kemptville, 111 and hence Sweet's

Corners school was built in a hayfield rather than, say, in a suburb of Gananoque. Hence also the

shenanigans of urban trustees such as John McLean from Brockville who was reported in the

media as labelling the Sweet's Corners school "a small mistake which mushroomed to a huge mis-

take and then a tremendous disaster." 112 When in the midst of acrimonious debate at a board

meeting over Sweet's Corners, two Brockville representatives stated "there is no split between the

urban and rural school trustees," the Athens Reporter expostulated, "How can they possibly state

this when the split is so patently obvious even to the grade eight students who were in atten-

dance." 113

But even as construction of the new Sweet's Corners school began, it became apparent

that Leeds and Lansdowne Rear itself was divided between urban refugees and traditional local

rural inhabitants. The clash in point of view between former urban inhabitants used to receiving

a high quality of services and to fighting for them, and local inhabitants of long standing resigned

to receiving a modest level of service became apparent at a January 1973 meeting of the Sweet's
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Corners school committee, when the newly-elected local trustee on the county board faced off

with retired major-general Fred S. Carpenter: 114

Fred Carpenter of Seeley's Bay challenged the provincial government's Equal Access to

Education Policy by stating that "If there is equality, one would expect to find more
money being spent in rural areas where education is anything but equal." Mr. Carpenter,

a defeated candidate for the school board, said that less money is being spent in Northern

Leeds for education than in many other areas of Ontario, thus depriving our school chil-

dren of equal opportunities.

After Mr. Carpenter pointed out that schools in Toronto and other urban areas have

large libraries, swimming pools and other educational paraphernalia, Mr. McKinley said,

"We can accept less. Our rural life makes up for these other things. We don't have the

drug users and other problems that the cities have. I'm satisfied." Mr. Carpenter replied:

"Seventy percent of my taxes go to a school in Toronto. This doesn't [make any] sense.

I'm shocked at what you say." "Why didn't you stay in the city then," was Mr. McKinley's

reply. "I thought it would improve," said Mr. Carpenter, referring to the quality of edu-

cation in Northern Leeds.

A crowd of 500 ratepayers and parents were on hand when the new school was officially opened

in 1973. The special guest speaker on that occasion from the department of education in Toronto

assured them that its open-concept design would "give a better quality of education" since

"Children in this type of school tend to be less anxious and hence have more confidence and chil-

dren learn better when they are more confident." 115

If only controversy had ended with the school opening. There was initial pride by local

inhabitants at having the most advanced design of school in the united counties, if not in all of

Ontario. The township council even began holding its meetings in the new building, moving out

of the council room in the Orange hall at Lyndhurst. 116 Three years after opening, parents began

to question the quality of education, and insisted that a set of standard examinations be used by

teachers to evaluate pupils and classes on a relative basis. The results were released in a crusad-

ing Kingston Whig-Standard editorial entitled "A School Flunks Out," and they indicated that

Sweet's Corners students not only scored consistently below students in the rest of Leeds and

Grenville, but that they compared poorly even with the worst classes in the united counties. 117

What the tests revealed, as far as local parents were concerned, was that the problems of open-

space education began at the earliest grades and progressed the longer a child remained in that

system. They pointed out that grade eight pupils fared the worst, and that these were the pupils

who were in the new open-concept school the longest.

In a brief presented to the counties board of education the parents committee claimed,

"There appears to be a lack of guidance and supervision (at the school). This shortcoming seems

to come all the way from the top down—starting, that is, at the board level. It is to us an appalling

situation that parents have to insist on a testing program to determine the educational achieve-

ment level of their children.... An examination of these results clearly indicates unacceptable lev-

els of achievement." The parents committee also observed that the teachers and staff at Sweet's

Corners who knew things were not working did not have the courage to say it openly, and that

when parents tried to talk about the problems at the school, "everybody is given the run-around,

the buck is passed to someone else and nothing gets done." 118 A Whig-Standard education com-

mentator concluded: 119

At Sweet's Corners, the Leeds board, its advisors, and its principal have made the basic

error of trying to fit the community to the school rather than the school to the communi-

ty. For a number of reasons, radical change, like the imposition of the open-concept sys-

tem at Sweet's Corners, must be organic and slow. As a letter to the Whig editor pointed

out, the new school is an "experiment," and people who perform "experiments" on chil-
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Lyndhurst residents burn passbooks to protest bank pull-out
BY JIM MONAGHAN

LYNDHURST — A dozen residents carried

signs and burned ihcir passbooks outside the

Toronto Dominion Bank Friday, just moments
before the 77-year-old branch closed its doors

for the final time.

With cameras from two area television sta-

tions recording their every move, the residents

told reporters attempts to convince the bank

to remain had failed and they were hoping the

picket line would cause the bank some
embarrassment.

The picket signs read: "Bye Bye TD —
You've used and abused us" and "TD Bank
unfair to small towns and elderly."

A sign taped to the bank window said the

bank had given Brazil $365 million.

A group of leather-jacketed, blue-jeaned

teenagers watched the protest from across the

road, responding with rnock applause every

time someone threw a green TD passbook in-

to the 45-gallon oil drum on the sidewalk,

where a fire was burning.

Police guard
Inside the bank, the vaults stood open as TD

employees unplugged machines and gathered

files together for transfer to the Gananoquc
branch.

A lone police officer from the Ontario Pro-

vincial Police detachment in Gananoquc stood

guard just inside the door.

The bank announced about five weeks ago
it was closing the branch because the level of

activity didn't warrant the expense of keeping

it open.

The announcement stunned most residents,

who have banked there all their lives, and

sparked a lively protest by a handful of peo-

ple who hoped to convince or shame the bank
into remaining open.

Stephen Cowan, the assistant manager of ad-

ministration at the Gananoquc branch, said in

Lyndhurst Friday that a number of customers

promised to keep their accounts with the bank

even though it meant driving to Delta or

Seeley's Bay to make deposits and
withdrawals.

"There have been a few account closures.

but nothing out of the ordinary," he said.

(Continued on page 16)

Protest: Doris Ballard (foreground) and about a dozen of the building Friday. They were angered by the bank's

other residents of Lyndhurst pulled their accounts from the decision to close its Lyndhurst branch. — Photo by Jim

Toronto Dominion Bank and set up a picket line In front Monaghan

Plate 224

Newspaper coverage ofprotest over the Toronto-Dominion bank closing down its Lyndhurst branch in 1982.

The closing of this bank was just one in a sequence of unfortunate developments at Lyndhurst in the 1980s.

For a time it seemed that decline in the village was irreversible. Gananoquc Reporter clipping loaned cour-

tesy of Art Shaw.

dren's minds and personalities have a moral and professional responsibility to go slow

and be careful of what they are doing.... The Sweet's Corners School needs a thorough

restructuring of its method and philosophy. Little can be done about the layout of the

physical plant. But the board must begin at the top of the school's administration and

work down.

That there were some problems was evident in the eventual modification of the open-concept

design at Sweet's Corners, but there were other factors too. Some traditionalists were opposed to

the open concept design from the outset, and jumped at any opportunity to criticise innovations.

Promoters of the open concept overestimated the ability of students to cope with distractions.

Many local inhabitants had unduly high expectations of the new school that were bound to be dis-

appointed sooner or later. And for many local people the new central school administered from

Brockville was emblematic of a loss of local control over many aspects of life. The occasional lash-

ing-out at urban transplants moving into the township was a further symptom of this feeling of

eroding control of local Life and local institutions.

The sense of losing control amid the decline of rural society generally, was apparent no

matter where one looked. The closing of rural post offices was particularly felt in Leeds and
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Lansdowne Rear. In addition to the four post offices closed in the early twentieth century, the

Soperton post office was closed in 1954, the Charleston post office was closed in 1969, and the

Morton post office was closed in 1970. 120 Upon learning that the Canada Post corporation was
further reducing services in certain rural areas and intended "to continue systematically closing

an important number of Post Offices in rural areas" the township council in 1987 declared itself

"firmly opposed to any reductions of the normal service to which our population is entitled," did

"not accept, and will not accept at any time, that our small communities be paralyzed by the

planned reductions." They demanded "to be guaranteed that our municipality will not have to

suffer any form of discrimination regarding the quality of our postal services." The township

council, fearful that the Lyndhurst post office might be downgraded if not closed outright, was
emphatic that "Canada Post must not negate its responsibilities by franchising or contracting out

the services which it is required to provide." Furthermore, they demanded that "the rural com-

munities which have already been badly affected by the reductions will soon recover the complete

postal services to which they were accustomed." 121 What a hope! In 1996 Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear continued to be served by the remaining post offices at Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay, but in

Lyndhurst this simply amounted to a trailer on a lot rented by Canada Post from the township.

What was worse, was the sluggish pace of mail delivery. Mail going out from Lyndhurst first

went to Brockville, then to Ottawa for sorting, and thence to its destination, while mail going out

from Seeley's Bay went to Kingston to be sorted. Letters to and from the two villages took seven

days or more to deliver because of this circuitous route and because of the low priority accorded

to mail from rural post offices at the urban sorting plants.

Another area where loss of local control was even more acutely felt was the selling of the

local telephone companies. Both the Lyndhurst rural telephone company and the Leeds and

Frontenac telephone company at Seeley's Bay were local sources of pride to their respective com-

munities from the Edwardian period on. However, because they were such localised entities, they

effectively divided the municipality. In 1909 the local rural telephone companies agreed to not

have tolls between adjoining exchanges in a mutual front against the Bell telephone company of

Canada. With time, rivalry for territory and rising costs forced the local companies to charge tolls

on calls between exchanges, thus further fragmenting Leeds and Lansdowne Rear since tolls tend-

ed to reduce the calls between the exchanges. Hubert Sly recalls a humorous occurrence that illus-

trates the keen territoriality of the local companies and their employees. A subscriber of the Leeds

and Frontenac exchange at Seeley's Bay, one day while in Lyndhurst Sly made a local call from the

public telephone in the central office there to a subscriber of the Lyndhurst telephone company at

Chantry, thereby expecting to save the toll he ordinarily would be charged from his own home
telephone. What was his amazement and amusement not only to be charged five cents for using

the public telephone but the toll as well because he was a subscriber of the Seeley's Bay exchange.

He was required to pay on the spot. 122

The local telephone companies illustrate both the positive and negative aspects of rural

society that people alternately cherished or despised. On the one hand there were the local oper-

ators who knew everyone's voice and who through their monitoring of conversations could send

a hundred farmers flocking to put out a fire or dispatch neighbours to a home where a wife was
being beaten. On the other, rural party lines were notorious for affording no privacy, with

receivers going up along a local line and neighbours listening to conversations in progress.

Despite the vigilance of the Leeds and Grenville telephone associaton, in 1958 the Lake Eloida and

Plum Hollow telephone company was sold to Bell Canada to be renamed the Athens exchange,

offering subscribers private lines and direct dialing service to overcome the interference of opera-

tors and neighbours. 123 In January 1966 the Lyndhurst telephone company was sold to Bell, and

renamed as the Delta exchange apparently because Delta was the most populated centre in the ter-

ritory it served. 124 The township council approved this sale because Bell offered to install a pub-
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Villagers rally to save Lyndhurst bridge

About 50 residents of Lyndhurst protested Monday the feel the bridge has too much historic value to be lost. — Photo
county's decision to demolish their 128-year-old stone bridge. by Shawn Thompson
The protesters gathered signatures on a petition because they

Villagers vow to save bridge
Plate 225

One of hundreds of articles covering the battle to save the threatened stone bridge at Lyndhurst in 1985.

The proposal by the counties road committee to replace the 130-year-old bridge with a wider modern con-

crete span roused local inhabitants to mount a major protest. The turning-point came when Ontario Liberal

premier David Peterson declared he wished to see the deteriorating stone bridge rebuilt to the same dimen-

sions from the same materials, rather than replaced by a modern structure. Gananoque Reporter clipping

from RoLLAL Lyndhurst memorabilia file 988-07.

lie pay telephone booth in Lyndhurst. 125 That same year the Leeds and Frontenac telephone com-

pany with its two exchanges at Seeley's Bay and Inverary and approximately 1,000 subscribers

was sold to the Community telephone company. 126 Although the new exchanges offered more
privacy, the fragmentation of the township was not reduced. In 1978 the township council noted

that the three telephone exchanges serving Leeds and Lansdowne Rear made it necessary for

inhabitants to use long distance to contact such essential services as doctors, local schools, ambu-
lance and fire services, the municipal office and the township council, and they requested Bell

Canada "to give serious consideration to making some arrangement whereby a larger calling area

may be provided for the residents of this municipality." 127 To no avail. The only change that

occurred was after Community telephone was purchased by an American company, which sold

the Seeley's Bay exchange to Bell Canada in 1979. 128 In 1982 the township council advised the

Ontario minister of transportation and communications 129
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that the Delta Bell Telephone Co. exchange with its relatively small number of subscribers,

which covers only two pages of the phone book, cannot phone any other exchanges with-

out incurring long distance charges. Residents of this Township of Rear of Leeds and

Lansdowne are under Seeley's Bay, Athens and Delta exchanges. Council requests the

Honourable James Snow to raise the matter of telephone service inequities within this

township when increased rates are being considered. Bell service replaced the old

Lyndhurst Telephone Company in 1968 and the free call area has never been increased.

But fragmentation only increased as new arrivals began building permanent homes and summer
cottages on the picturesque rocky terrain in southern parts of the township; these inhabitants dis-

covered that they belonged to the territory of the Lansdowne rural telephone company and that

this small independent company only agreed to run lines through the swampy and rocky terrain

if the potential subscriber paid the heavy cost of installation. 130 Thus by the 1990s Leeds and
Lansdowne Rear was divided between the Athens, Delta and Seeley's Bay exchanges operated by

Bell, and the Lansdowne rural telephone company. To compound the division of the township by

telephone, the Seeley's Bay and Lansdowne exchanges were listed in the Kingston directory, while

Delta and Athens were listed in the Brockville-Smiths Falls directory. Only with the threat by

Charleston Lake area inhabitants to seek the annexation of their area by Athens in 1995 did the

township install an 800 line so that taxpayers could call the municipal office toll-free. 131 In July

1996 the 9-1-1 emergency response system was incorporated into all the exchanges serving the

township.

What is interesting about the continuing fragmentation of township inhabitants by the

different telephone exchanges in the postwar period is that for the first time a group of people said

out loud that they did not like seeing the township divided in this way. There were other kinds

of division, of course. Inhabitants in the western portion of the township tended to subscribe to

the Kingston Whig-Standard while those on the east side read the Brockville Recorder and Times. As
for more localised newspapers, the township up until the early 1970s was divided between sub-

scribers to the Athens Reporter, the Westport Mirror and the Gananoque Reporter, so that not only

did township inhabitants not have a common source of information, but their communities tend-

ed to receive minimal coverage. As the township recycling committee noted in late 1994,

"Communication is difficult in our rural area for many reasons. There are problems with the tele-

phone system; there are problems with the postal system; there are problems with the printed

media; we have a small but relatively sparsely populated area with a lot of little side roads, etc." 132

This impatience with the localised divisions and barriers that generations of Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear inhabitants had embraced was a symptom of the new township identity that was
aborning. Where once statute labour divisions, school sections, cheese factory patrons, churches,

continuation schools, villages and telephone exchanges defined the boundaries of community, by

the early 1980s the township almost by default began to be thought of as a community. This is

curious, because for the better part of two centuries Leeds and Lansdowne Rear had existed as a

unit of administration, beginning with the annual township meetings under magistrates, and con-

tinuing with municipal government from 1850 on. Although local ratepayers elected, first, com-

missioners, and later, councillors, at annual township or nomination meetings beginning in 1803,

these meetings were not sufficient to promote a feeling of township-wide community among peo-

ple whose associations were more localised. The weakness of township identity was evident in

the small number of people who turned out at the annual nomination meeting. At the 1963 nom-
ination meeting, for example, there were only thirty people present, and when "an interruption

occurred announcing that President Kennedy and Governor Connolly had been shot at Dallas,

Texas and later confirmed that President Kennedy had died," 133 the attendance diminished.

One by one the various divisions that had fragmented the township, and many of which

the township council created and administered, began to disappear. The statute labour divisions
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Plate 226

Dan Tye log house under construction on lot one in the seventh concession of Leeds, as photographed in

1994. A growing number of new houses constructed in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear in the 1980s and 1990s

reflected increasing numbers of local inhabitants becoming commuters and working in distant centres.

Some of the new houses were built by retired people moving into the community. The rolling hills and pic-

turesque rock ledges became valued as a setting for a quiet country lifestyle. By the author.

disappeared with the abolition of statute labour in 1925, 134 the groups of localised school trustees

disappeared in 1946, the fourteen schools were whittled down to nine by 1959, then to two the fol-

lowing year, and finally to one by 1973. The steady closing of cheese factories meant the end of

localised meetings of cheese factory patrons. The closing of the Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay con-

tinuation schools in 1960 and the bussing of students to the Athens and Rideau district high

schools replaced one kind of division with another, but the building of Sweet's Corners school

united all township children in earlier grades. And although township inhabitants remained as

divided as ever among telephone exchanges, the selling of the two major local telephone compa-
nies to outside interests removed the local operators and local rivalries. Only local congregations

and local villages remained to command loyalties to localities within the township, and by the

1970s and 1980s they no longer serviced the majority of township inhabitants.

A growing number of cottagers and commuters moving into the township did not relate

to the old rivalries and divisions. They worked and shopped in the city, and came home to their

houses in the country, expecting services on a par with the city while enjoying lower taxes which

they paid to the local township. In paying municipal taxes, the township was the only entity that

most newer inhabitants related to, which was ironic, for in the early 1970s it looked as if the days

of small townships were numbered. It was the declared policy of the Ontario government to pre-

pare for the reform of municipal government across all of southern Ontario by 1975,1^ particu-
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larly the enforced creation of larger municipalities by the province. The planning committee of

Leeds and Grenville counties commissioned C.R. Tindal to prepare a study explaining the nature

and rationale of local government reform and to recommend possible consolidations of munici-

palities so that changes could be brought about under local initiative rather than be imposed by
provincial bureaucrats. Tindal pointed out that generally in Ontario the trend was to shift respon-

sibility for what once had been local services such as roads and welfare to the county level of gov-

ernment. The new regional municipalities replacing counties in some parts of Ontario had con-

siderably stronger powers than counties, being responsible for capital borrowing, planning, roads,

water supply, sewage disposal, public transit, parks, health and welfare services.

The new consolidated municipalities that would replace townships were touted as being

stronger, since the new municipalities would be more equal in size, and with the abolition of plan-

ning boards and suburban road commissions the representatives from the large new municipali-

ties sitting on the new regional body would have more direct control over areas affecting their

municipality.136 The new municipality that Tindal recommended should replace Leeds and
Lansdowne Rear was the137

Township of Leeds and Lansdowne—comprising the existing townships of Rear of Leeds and
Lansdowne and Front of Leeds and Lansdowne. A case can be made for leaving these two
municipalities separate because of the Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne's inclusion in the

North Leeds Planning Area and the apparent inter-relationship between the Front of

Leeds and Lansdowne and Gananoque. However, the extensive lake system in the north

and the St. Lawrence River and Thousand Islands in the south makes recreation, tourism

and planning a common concern for both municipalities and their combination provides

a population of some five thousand, facilitating provision of services and representation

on the upper tier.

On paper, Tindal's report made a lot of sense, although as he admitted, the provincial programme
to reform local government was losing momentum.

A major problem with the Tindal report marrying up Leeds and Lansdowne Rear with the

Front of Leeds and Lansdowne was that it went against 170 years of history. True, communica-
tion with the Front had greatly improved in the twentieth century, first with the building of high-

way 32 in 1929, and its subsequent widening and straightening. County road 3 leading north from

Lansdowne to Lyndhurst was significantly improved, widened and straightened after local MPP
and Ontario cabinet minister James A.C. Auld had to ask Ed and Elmer Bryan in March 1960 to

pull his car out of a snow-filled ditch at the Gulf Hill north of Killenbeck Lake; local inhabitants

marvelled how quickly a new safer $100,000 bridge at Black Rapids and upgraded road could be

arranged by the province following Auld's mishap. 138 And Leeds and Lansdowne Rear inhabi-

tants could see some mutual interests with the front regarding tourism, as shown by the township

council endorsing the resolution of the Lyndhurst chamber of commerce in 1948 recommending
the province establish highway 3 from the international bridge at Ivy Lea to highway 42. 139 It was
still a matter of major local regret that "the village of Lyndhurst is one of the few villages in the

Province of Ontario that has no Highway connections," and in 1953 the township council

"resolved that Mr McOdrum M.P.P. of Brockville be requested to place before the Department of

Highways of Ontario a request that Highway no. 32 be extended along County Road No. 2 to link

up with Provincial Highway no. 42 at Howard's corner." 140 But apart from routes to draw
American tourists directly north from the Thousand Islands bridge, and the hope to put

Lyndhurst on a highway, there were few other interests that Front and Rear shared. The vital eco-

nomic link for local inhabitants remained east and west to employment in Brockville and

Kingston, an economic link that was established in 1800.

There were local fears that the Leeds and Lansdowne Rear area would be more weakly

represented were it amalgamated with the Front into a single municipality. The Front with its

larger population would potentially dominate the Rear concessions, handily electing the reeve
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Plate 227

The David Durette house built in 1990 on lot nineteen in the eighth concession of Leeds, as photographed

in 1994. Some ambitious houses were built in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear during the closing decades of the

twentieth century. This house, for example, employs such heritage features as a Palladian window and a

centre front gable, but more significantly the sandstone facade with limestone quoins was meant to adver-

tise the split rock business of its builder on lot twenty in the eighth concession. By the author.

and deputy reeve who would be the new municipality's representatives in the new regional

municipality, and very likely electing a majority of councillors to boot. Although improved roads

made it easier to drive from Front to Rear, there was no likely location in the rocky ridges in the

middle concessions for a municipal office. Leeds and Lansdowne Rear had never had its own
municipal office building, moving from hotel to hotel in Lyndhurst, then into the Orange hall

there in the early twentieth century, and holding meetings in the new Sweet's Corners school at

the time the Tindal report was being debated. By default, were Front and Rear to be consolidat-

ed, the municipal offices most likely would move to either Lansdowne, or worse, to Gananoque.
Moreover, who could say that the mutual interests of the Front of Leeds and Lansdowne and
Gananoque would not push further into the background those of the rear concessions?

From the early 1960s on the very name of Gananoque evoked powerful associations

regarding everything that was wrong about the relationship between the Front and the Rear local-

ly. No one, of course, remembered the reluctance of local men to serve under colonel Joel Stone

during the War of 1812. The shooting at men from the Rear by the Gananoque militia and armed
guards at the Outlet and Marble Rock had receded as the stuff of dim legend. But in the 1960s and
1970s a new battle once again pitted inhabitants of the Leeds and Lansdowne Rear area against

Gananoque as well as against provincial interests. By the late 1950s there no longer were mills

working at Lyndhurst, and the water-power was taken over by the provincial department of lands

and forests while the Gananoque electric light and water supply company limited, as it now was
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called, retained control of dams at Marble Rock, the Outlet and Gananoque. After the completion

of its new natural gas-powered generating station in January I960, Gananoque Electric no longer

relied on the river system for its total power supply, in the way that the earlier company once

had. 141 That same year a new dam was constructed at Lyndhurst. Its purpose, as Rodney Earle

explained at the official opening in October 1961 was to "replace the former mills which with their

flumes and spillways maintained water at the proper level," 142 and to provide a graduated flow

of water downstream from the dam while retaining an adequate water level in Lower Beverley

Lake and maintaining spring runoff. 143

Everything was fine, with normal precipitation for the first couple of years, but owing to

low water in 1963 all openings in the Lyndhurst dam were closed, with the result, that, below it

the waterway stagnated and abnormal weed growth prevailed, poor fishing was experienced and
boat channels became impassable. A newly-formed Gananoque River waterway association con-

fronted provincial officials at a public meeting in Lyndhurst that December with a list of the

numerous problems that had resulted. They included "unhealthy condition of water, artificial

beaches which had been put in were completely out of water, docks were out of water and use-

less, stagnation in some instances, domestic water supply intakes became inadequate, boat chan-

nels in shallow rapids made it impossible to get boats through, farmers were unable to water their

cattle and other stock since they were several feet of mud above the water line getting to the water,

[and] beaver and muskrat houses built during the low water were floating when fall rains finally

came." The solution appeared to be working out maximum and minimum levels of the controlled

water level that would be acceptable to the Gananoque River waterway association and the

Beverley lakes association on the one hand and provincial officials on the other. 144

Five years later Gananoque interests took their place among the ranks of the villains

responsible for problems with the water flow along the Gananoque River in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear. Local inhabitants between Lyndhurst and Marble Rock in the spring of 1968

blamed "politicians, government departments, municipal governments and a private company
for not exercising proper control of dams" that resulted in spring freshets causing considerable

damage to property. Local inhabitants complained that there was no coordination between

Gananoque Electric operating the Marble Rock dam and the Ontario department of lands and

forests controlling the Lyndhurst dam. As the Athens Reporter noted: 145

The residents accuse the Lands and Forest[s] of letting too much water out of the

Lyndhurst dam and they accuse The Gananoque Electric Light Company of not letting

enough water out of the Marble Rock dam each spring. They also charge that the power
company takes too much water out of the lakes in the winter and when the water levels

go up again in the spring, the ice is heaved upwards, causing damage to docks....

[Gananoque River waterway] association members all agreed that the Lyndhurst dam is

controlled by politics. They said that political strings are pulled each spring and the dam
is opened up to keep a reasonable water level in the Beverly Lakes and the people below

the dam suffer because the power company will not let the water out at Marble Rock.

Walter Yeoman said that residents of the area have been faced with the problem for many
years and despite pleas to higher levels of government they have not been able to get any

action.

As if feelings were not high enough, the Athens Reporter, or rather the Gananoque Reporter which

controlled the Athens newspaper, waded into the controversy with an editorial. It chided people

using the waterway for recreational purposes to remember that the use of water in the Gananoque
River for manufacturing electricity probably dated "back prior to the time today's property own-

ers became interested in cottage property." Moreover, the editorial writer chirped, wouldn't the

lot of property owners along the waterway "be considerably worse without the dams than it is

with them?" 146 For lack of historical insight, there was no one to rebut with the simple argument
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Plate 228

Cottage built by John Patterson from the United States on lot eight in the eighth concession of Lansdowne

on the south shore ofRed Horse Lake circa 1950, as photographed in 1994. Leeds and Lansdowne Rear expe-

rienced a cottaging boom in the postivar decades, so that by 1996 the population of the township doubled in

summertime. Even so, significant stretches of the Gananoque River system within its boundaries remained

pristine areas ofgranite rock, clear water and forest. By the author.

that complaints by local farmers over flooding antedated electrical power generation by decades.

Moreover, there was no one to point out the overarching irony that by the 1960s there were many
more people using the Gananoque River for recreational purposes in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear

than were benefitting from power generation at Gananoque. All things being equal, had not judge

McDonald in 1883 ruled in favour of the Gananoque water power company against local farmers

because a greater number of people would benefit rather than be harmed? Had this same logic

been applied a century later, residents along the waterway would not have been obliged to suffer

at the whims of Gananoque Electric.

In contrast with the small number of farmers who fought the water power company in the

1870s, local cottagers a century later were more numerous and better organised. Summer recre-

ation had become such a booming activity in the postwar years that by 1961 it was claimed on

Lower Beverley Lake alone there were 200 summer homes constructed. 147 In 1958 |im and
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Marlene Wing purchased a grocery business in Lyndhurst, but by 1960 such were the numbers of

fishermen coming into the locale that it was turned into Wing's bait shop which sold frogs, min-

nows, worms and crayfish in addition to souvenirs and other sporting-related items. 148 Cottages

began lining Charleston and other lakes to the extent that by 1996 the population of Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear doubled from 2,700 in winter to over 5,000 during the summer months. 149

It, therefore, was only a matter of time before local cottagers challenged Gananoque
Electric's control of the river. And accordingly, at a meeting called by James Auld and the depart-

ment of lands and forests in late March 1969 to discuss operating procedures for dams on the river,

Lloyd Irwin, secretary of the Lower Beverley Lake association, bluntly stated that in a day and age

when tourism was so popular in this area, one power company should not be allowed to take the

water in order to make power for Gananoque. "Who does this water belong to anyway?" he

asked rhetorically. "It belongs to us, not Gananoque. Water rights were given to the company 150

years ago by the British government, but things change in 150 years." He suggested that Ontario

Hydro buy out Gananoque Electric. Russell Kidd then weighed in, observing, "The trouble lies

with the Gananoque Power Company. Why should the development of 600 kilowatt hours of

power which represents several thousand dollars of revenue upset the whole potential of this

tourist area which is worth millions?" he asked. "The reason is because the company in Gananoque
has a veto power on the [Gananoque River] Management Committee.... It is clear that our prob-

lems will be solved only when the Department of Lands and Forests expropriate the Outlet and

Marble Rock dams from the power company." Fred Mardock of Long Point wryly observed that

the Gananoque River impasse was a case of "mini-power by a mini-company to the detriment of

many" but then concluded "Recreation needs a constant water level, while power requires a con-

stant drawdown; the two are diametrically opposed." 150

The essential problem was not simply that interests at Gananoque were in conflict with

people living along the entire river system, but rather that there was no co-ordination between dif-

ferent interests operating the various dams, producing by times either drought or flooding. At the

March 1969 meeting the Cataraqui conservation authority proposed an autumn drawdown in

Upper and Lower Beverley lakes to lessen the spring buildup of headwater which was detrimen-

tal to those along the lower Gananoque. No sooner did this drawdown begin in September than

a protest erupted as 75 members of the Lyndhurst-based Gananoque River watershed co-ordinat-

ing committee replaced the stoplogs in the dams at Lyndhurst and Delta upside down to make
their removal difficult. In early November the co-ordinating committee met with government

ministers in Toronto demanding an end to power production on the river, insisting that all dams
along the river be consolidated under the jurisdiction of one central authority like the department

of lands and forests, and requesting that the Gananoque River management committee set up by

the Cataraqui conservation authority to control the river system be abolished since the member on

this committee from the Gananoque-based power company held veto power. 151

This situation maundered on until the spring of 1971 when flooding caused by record

snow and funnel effects damaged the summer resort of Walter Yeoman on Singleton Lake. 152 This

spurred the watershed co-ordinating committee to complain that Gananoque Electric was not

removing enough logs soon enough at Gananoque and to demand the government eliminate

power production from the river. Gananoque Electric rebutted this by stating that the stoplogs at

Gananoque in no way affected the water levels above Marble Rock, and removal of the power
company would make no difference to the operation of dams along the river. Although Gananoque
Electric generators on the river were used little during the summer months in order to reduce the

demands for water on the river and hence satisfy cottagers, the Ontario department of public

works commissioned a study to investigate the value of the water rights that Gananoque Electric

had enjoyed since I860. 153 Despite reports that the province was seeking to acquire control of the

water rights and dams of Gananoque Electric at the Outlet, Marble Rock, and Gananoque, 154 this
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Plate 229

The township council and clerk of Leeds and Lansdoivne Rear as photographed in July 1995. Before 1992

there never had been a woman serving on the township council, and yet three years later two of the four

councillors were women. Despite the shrinking numbers offulltime farmers, three of the five members of

council by Leeds and Lansdowne Rear's bicentennial year resided on working farms. For names see

Appendix 14. By the author.

failed to take place, and only with more co-ordinated control of all dams on the river system did

flooding, drought and protests by local inhabitants die down.
Anger over control of water in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear by Gananoque interests at the

"front" militated against the Tindal recommendations in 1973 for amalgamating Front and Rear

into a new Township of Leeds and Lansdowne, especially since Tindal's report proposed no tam-

pering with Gananoque Electric. 155 Even so, the merging of front and rear into a new township

would not have taken place. As Tindal admitted in his report, "A case can be made for leaving

these two municipalities separate because of the Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne's inclusion in the

North Leeds planning area and the apparent inter-relationship between the Front of Leeds and

Lansdowne and Gananoque." At the very basis of the reluctance of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear

officials, like those across Leeds and Grenville, to amalgamate into larger new administrative

units was an attachment to boundaries that were 170 years old and concern that a new model of

county and township government would give the county level of government considerably Stronger

powers at the expense of townships. Moreover, in areas where the new regional municipalities
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had been created and townships amalgamated, such as Ottawa-Carleton, municipal taxes actual-

ly increased rather than decreased. Leeds and Lansdowne Rear was a sufficiently large and frac-

tured territory to administer locally as it was. 156

Still, if the same township boundaries were being retained, there were implications flow-

ing from the Tindal report that township councillors could not ignore. Even with many planning

and administrative responsibilities handed over to the united counties, Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear like so many rural municipalities was ill-prepared for development and for delivering such

basic services as road maintenance, fire protection, land use regulation, and local recreation. Not

only was there no official plan and no zoning by-laws, but there was not even so basic a resource

as a municipal building, whereas townships such as Kitley and Yonge and Escott Rear had had

township halls since the 1850s. 157 For want of adequate local provision, the inhabitants of Seeley's

Bay had been driven to form their own fire department and build their own firehall. It seems iron-

ic that, notwithstanding there being no township building, ratepayers in 1964 discussed building

a recreational community centre as a project to celebrate the centennial of Canadian confedera-

tion. 158 A township garage was built in 1951 at Lyndhurst and in 1965 a room was added to it for

the "winter convenience of men when working." 159 The lack of co-ordination between the town-

ship clerk running township affairs out of his own home, the township council meeting in the

rented Orange hall at Lyndhurst, and the road crew in the township garage was evident in the

minutes of 1974. At that time when "Council thought of asking the Road Superintendent and

Truck Driver to resign, it was unanimously agreed that Council would grant one more reprieve

but...any further complaints would mean that the party being complained of using alcoholic bev-

erages would be automatically dismissed." 160

The Tindal report effectively was a wake-up call for Leeds and Lansdowne Rear to prop-

erly co-ordinate its services under one roof rather than continue to allow developments to proceed

on an ad hoc basis as previously had been the case. For, already, a township identity was begin-

ning to emerge out of the fractured, more localised community loyalties, with the demise of

statute labour divisions, local school sections, local congregations and local post offices. The ear-

liest evidence of this new sense of the township as community was the creation of the township

school area and Hammet Lillie's donation of a site for the World War Two memorial for township

war dead in 1946. 161 The latter was in contradistinction to the project of the Lyndhurst patriotic

league at the end of World War One to memorialise war dead from that vicinity which evolved

into a plan for the municipal council to fund a war memorial for all township war dead.

Construction of the township garage at Lyndhurst in 1951 to house the road machinery was a con-

tribution to the evolving sense of township identity. So also was the purchase in 1954 of three

acres of lot two in the twelfth concession of Lansdowne on Lower Beverley Lake "from Lester

Kendrick at a total price of $300.00 plus cost of surveying...to be used as a public playground for

the township," which opened with a basket picnic and sports day at Kendrick's Park on 15 August

1956. 162 In 1960 the township purchased two and a half acres more from Margaret Wood to add

to the municipal park. 163

Inasmuch as a township identity was beginning to emerge in the postwar years, council

minutes indicate the variety of challenges facing councils attempting to regulate the boisterous

local communities. In 1959 ratepayers voted no in answer to a plebiscite asking "are you in favour

of the sale of liquor under a dining lounge licence for consumption with meals on licensed premis-

es?" In 1960 the township requested "plainclothes O.P.P. officers to patrol the villages of Seeley's

Bay, Lyndhurst and the Municipal Park to check on young motorists for reckless driving, destroy-

ing property and unnecessary noise in the early hours of the morning." 164 In 1963 the council

hired Ralph C. Sly as chief constable and Paul Tenant from Kingston "to police the Township of

rear of Leeds & Lansdowne and to enforce their by-laws" but when the Whig-Standard reported a

year later that Sly was "an accomplice in conspiracy to commit rob[b]ery" he was abruptly asked
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to resign. 165 The need for zoning and by-law enforcement was evident in 1962 minutes asking the

"provincial police to interview Alfred Massey to see if he has a junk dealers Licence or permit, to

wreck cars, If not to forbid him to haul any more junk into his home at Seeley's Bay" and council

declaring itself "not in favour of a wrecking yard at Sweet's Corners at the Webster place near

Highway no. 15.

"

166 It was also evident in the 1967 by-law prohibiting trailer homes in the town-

ship, in complaints regarding pollution coming from Seeley's Bay inhabitants in 1970, and in the

1974 directive that the township clerk "not issue any more building permits for houses, cottages,

or business establishments unless proof of a permit from the Leeds & Grenville County Health

Unit for a sewage disposal system has been issued." 167

By the late 1960s local councillors were as aware as anyone of the need to shift responsi-

bility for administering some township programmes to the county. A by-law such as the one

passed in 1964 requiring "any person wanting relief to turn in their car licence while on relief,

unless in the opinion of the Relief Officer they need the car for their necessities of life" revealed

municipal government at its parochial worst. 168 As fearful as councillors might be of the town-

ship being replaced by some larger administrative unit, they could also see that a new era of

planned management was dawning, as they began sending representatives to the Cataraqui

regional conservation authority in 1964 and to the North Leeds planning area board in 1972. 169 As
early as 1967, wary lest the province might arbitrarily replace the township with a larger unit of

administration, Leeds and Lansdowne Rear applied "to the Ontario Municipal Board for a quiet-

ing order to establish its proper area and boundaries, and or the legal existence and corporate sta-

tus of the Municipality."170

With its boundaries secured, Leeds and Lansdowne Rear began facing up to its own plan-

ning needs. In 1968 it created the position of by-law enforcement officer. In 1970 the terms for

which township councillors were elected increased from one to two years to facilitate continuity

of programmes. 171 When the Tindal report was released in 1973, the initial township response

was to reject the idea of larger units of administration at the municipal level, but rather to hand
up to the county administration of certain areas of responsibility, while consulting and sharing the

cost of other services with adjacent townships. As the clerk tersely noted: 172

Garbage Disposal, B[uildin]g Inspector and Welfare Administrator should be County
Wide. Legal advice—local level. Library (We are in favor of a County Library but since

it has been turned down, possibility for Union System). PLANNING: While we have a

Planning Board set up under the North Leeds Planning Area, we feel a County Planning

Board would be beneficial because of a full time planner that would not be gone once

paid. As for joint meetings, we have had two meetings with the Front of Leeds &
Lansdowne and are planning a meeting with Athens [and] the Rear of Yonge & Escott. We
would prefer more meetings before committing ourselves.

Faced with the potential imposition of local government reform by the province, the township

began to set in place land use standards and plans for preferred residential developments. In 1972

Morris Donaldson was issued a licence to operate a trailer camp park and a mobile home park

near the intersection of highway 15 and highway 32, in 1973-74 Cyril Jardene established a mobile

home park at the junction of highway 32 and the Ellisville road, and in 1974 he was granted a

licence to establish a second mobile home park on the George Roantree farm on lot four in the sev-

enth concession of Leeds, effectively creating what became the third largest village in the town-

ship by the 1980s. At the same time the township forbade "the use of any trailer for.. .living, sleep-

ing or eating accommodation, except in a trailer camp," and in 1974 they rescinded an earlier

"bylaw allowing Mobile Homes to be placed on private lots." 173 In 1973, at a time when all arable

land was still used for agriculture, Leeds and Lansdowne Rear councillors stated "that certain

Agricultural areas such as rough pockets should be allowed to be severed for Residential [pur-

poses] into lots not more than 1 acre and that the main [areas of residential] growth should centre

around our present Hamlets." 174
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The major immediate financial implication of re-inventing the township in the wake of the

Tindal report was to provide the township with a proper home for its administration and for its

growing fleet of trucks. Time was bought by holding council meetings in the new Sweet's Corners

school beginning in 1972, until a new township garage and municipal office building was con-

structed east of the school in 1975, with a major addition constructed twenty years later. 175 After

170 years of moving from inns to schools to rented space in hotels and Orange halls, local gov-

ernment in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear was at last under its own roof.

As contacts with the outside world opened up and as more new inhabitants moved into the

township there were pressures for activities and services that in the early twentieth century would
either have been frowned upon or have been considered unimaginable. In 1954, for example, per-

mission was granted to the Seeley's Bay fire department to hold a bingo, effectively permitting the

first legalised gambling in aid of a worthwhile service. After a bypass for highway 15 south of

Seeley's Bay was constructed in 1960, it was proposed in 1963 that the department of highways

transfer its properties in that village for the township to use as a public playground. 176 A year later

when ratepayers discussed building a recreational community centre as a project to celebrate the

centennial of confederation, they settled instead for building a park and playground in Seeley's Bay

which came to be known as the Seeley's Bay centennial park. 177 A 1971 by-law forbidding anyone

"under the age of 16 instead of 18. ..to enter any poolroom to watch, play, or assist in the playing of

any game of pool" suggests concern by the township fathers over unwholesome influences, and it

may even have spurred them at that time to "go on record as supporting the County Library

System." In 1974 the township did "establish a Public Library to become a part of the Eastern

Ontario Library System," and in 1985 Helen Sweet and Gerald Johnson were appointed the first

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear representatives on the North Leeds union library board.

In 1975 council once again declared its intention to "establish a Community Recreation

Centre for the Township." 178 But barely into its new municipal building, Leeds and Lansdowne

Rear could not afford to build a recreation centre, and even if it could there was the vexing question

of where such a facility would be located. Construction of the new school and the municipal build-

ing at Sweet's Corners was a compromise between the vying interests of Seeley's Bay and

Lyndhurst. There is no better mirror of the crumbling social division of the township between these

two villages than when the Lyndhurst Legion, the Seeley's Bay Legion, the Seeley's Bay fire fighters

association, the Seeley's Bay park board and the Seeley's Bay chamber of commerce appeared before

the township council in March 1976; village rivalries notwithstanding, these various groups were

united on the issue "of having a liquor vote as soon as possible," and agreed to reimburse the town-

ship the cost of holding such a plebiscite. The favourable vote led to a liquor control board of

Ontario store being built at Seeley's Bay in 1980, and to bars and beer tents becoming a fixture at

major social events. 179 As for providing recreation to young people, the township made grants to

the Athens skating club and to the Athens and district minor hockey association and adopted a for-

mula of paying a "maximum of $25.00. ..for each child...attending school and who registers in orga-

nized minor hockey or figure skating in Gananoque, Athens or Westport." 180

It was bad enough that winter recreation was moved outside the township boundaries,

but there were many Lyndhurst area inhabitants who were not prepared to sit idly by and watch

the counties school board sell the 1937 Lyndhurst continuation school property that had been built

by local taxes and donations. A deputation appeared before council expressing "concern that this

property which is used by children of the hamlet for games and recreation, may be lost to the com-

munity and should be acquired by the Township for public purposes." 181 The township then pur-

chased the continuation school building, but provided with no proposals for using the building

and grounds, after several years of vandalism, it sold the unsightly dangerous structure to the dio-

cese of Ontario in 1981, who subsequently demolished it.
182 In addition to the perennial games of

baseball at the Seeley's Bay centennial park, there was a soccer club formed there by 1981, 183 and
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Plate 230

Quartz crystal mining on lots eight and nine in the ninth concession of Lansdowne, as photographed by

D.G. "Mike" Willis circa 1955. Quartz, like lead and iron, was only mined for a short period in Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear, in contrast with the continuous exploitation of sand and gravel deposits throughout the

twentieth century. Sand and gravel pits produced long and hitter local debate, especially in 1995 after it

was proposed to have a pit developed on a property across the roadfrom the Sweet's Corners school. Those

opposed to the pits argued that they were dangerous for children, environmentally bad, and a blotch on the

landscape that created dust and noise while they were in operation. The township council responded by

maintaining that it was unfair to change the designation of properties on the official plan, thereby robbing

landowners of their investment. By the 1990s sand and gravel pits employed over sixty people in the town-

ship. Loaned courtesy of D.G. Willis.

in 1983 the township successfully applied through Wintario for a grant to construct a soccer field

and a 400 metre track at Sweet's Corners school. Despite brave talk in 1983 of establishing a com-
munity programme of recreation, the recreation budget went from a modest $11,500 that year to a

still modest $23,235 in 1991, and indoor winter recreation needs continued to be supplied by facil-

ities at Athens, Gananoque and Westport. 184 A significant local private venture was the Lyndway
Hills golf course established by Chuck, Keith and Ruth Galway, west of Sweet's Corners begin-

ning in 1991. 185
It was an indicator of the urbane recreations to which local inhabitants were being

drawn. The move to establish a community recreation centre in Furnace Falls park at Lyndhurst

in 1993 186 was meant to build on the attractions of a beautiful dockside setting that had been

drawing tourists for years to photograph the graceful old stone bridge.

Recreation was but one of nine committees of the township by 1989. The others included

property standards, committee of adjustment, local architectural conservation advisory commit-

tee or LACAC, the library board, the Cataraqui region conservation authority, Seeley's Bay cen-

tennial park committee of management, Kendrick's park committee of management, and the tire
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committee. 187 That five of the nine committees of council were in one way or another concerned

with conservation of the natural and human-made resources associated either with recreation or

tourism suggests the increasingly strong role of tourism in the township economy. In 1954 the

counties council developed Charleston Lake park or Sand Bay county park as it came to be known
just over the township boundary on Sand Bay near Charleston village in the Rear of Yonge and

Escott, as a public park and bathing beach. 188 In 1958, the same year the township began devel-

oping Kendrick's park, it supported the "Charleston Lake Ratepayers Association in their request

for financial assistance for a dock at the Outlet on Charleston Lake." 189 In 1965 the township

council commended their member of parliament, John R. Matheson, "for his proposal to create a

Rideau Federal Park System, and...pledge[d] the Co-operation and support of this council for any

such development in our Township." As plans were made at the same time to build a new dam
at Lyndhurst, the township council after listening to presentations from the Gananoque River

waterway association and the Lyndhurst and district conservation club, stated its concern that

"the conditions of water levels in the Cranberry, Whitefish and Beverley Lakes should not be jeop-

ardized." 190

Such was the economic clout of tourism, that only two years after the township passed a

by-law requiring people accepting municipal relief to turn in their car licences, council in 1966

responded at length to the proposal to automate locks on the Rideau Canal. They 191

believefd] that the manually operated locks such as [are] presently in operation at Jones

Falls, and in their present state, are wonderful Tourist attractions and whose value as such

will increase as the years go by. We therefore would like to go on record as being strong-

ly opposed to any further modernization at any of the locks along the Rideau Canal

System such as was carried out at Newboro this year. If traffic on the Rideau must be

expedited, and we question the need for such, we would recommend that during July &
August sufficient men be employed to continuously operate the locks during the daytime

rather than ceasing operation during lunch hour periods. The high costs of present day

construction such as must have been encountered at Newboro, would cover the wages of

extra employees for many years.

Thus early the first traces of interest in local heritage, spawned by growing interest in celebrating

the centennial of Canadian confederation the following year, began to appear.

In 1972 the Ontario ministry of natural resources opened Charleston Lake provincial park

on some 2400 hectares of land in the seventh, eighth and ninth concessions of Lansdowne extend-

ing from Deer Island and Tallow Rock Bay to Slack Bay along the southwestern shore of

Charleston Lake, with an adjacent larger tract surrounding Blue Mountain and extending north

along the eastern coast reserved as Crown land. 192 By 1994 some 236 campsites for tents and

recreational vehicles were available in the park, and a number of popular hiking trails had been

developed. It was promoted as a distinctive natural environment park, offering a fascinating

blend of southern plants such as pitch pine on a coldwater lake surrounded by a rocky northern

looking shoreline studded with windswept pines and gnarled cedars. 193 Over 190 species of

birds, 28 types of fish, seventeen species of amphibians, fourteen of reptiles, and 35 of mammals
were recorded within the park. 194 Hiking trails such as the Sandstone Island trail, the Hemlock
Ridge trail and the Shoreline centennial trail introduced visitors to the geology, prehistoric rock-

shelters, flora, fauna and vistas of the area, in addition to the beaches, boat docks, boat launches,

children's playgrounds and campfires. 195

There was no question of the economic benefits of increased tourism and cottaging in

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, as shown by the township making grants to repair the Charleston

Lake dock in 1954, and building and establishing docks and boat launching ramps at both Seeley's

Bay and Lyndhurst by 1968. 196 The growing numbers of cottages and tourists at the same time
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the number of farmers decreased inevitably led to tensions between two very different types of

inhabitants. In 1981 the township council requested the counties council197

to petition the minister of Natural Resources for authority under the Game and Fish Act

to pay bounty on wolves and foxes killed within the United Counties of Leeds and

Grenville as this area, due to [the] nature of [the] country with predominance of rock out-

crops, forests and lakes, is a natural habitat for wolves and foxes and should receive spe-

cial consideration for assistance in control of predators....

Visiting tourists and cottagers who thrilled at their encounters with wildlife often were not sym-

pathetic to such bounties. On the other hand, Charleston Lake ratepayers were alarmed in 1982

over the possible deterioration of water quality due to the Glen Elbe municipal drain bringing cat-

tle effluent into it.
198 The township council supported their concerns, but a scant nine years later

petitioned the federal and provincial governments to "reevaluate their policies and recognize both

the economic and historic priority of the farmers' right to continue to maintain and use the

drainage ditches in a manner and for the original purposes of draining as they were intended, in

a timely and cost effective manner and to likewise have the right to construct new drains." 199 This

was not aimed at cottagers, but rather was a response on behalf of farmers to the proposed strict

enforcement of the federal fisheries Act by Ontario's ministry of natural resources, but it nonethe-

less was a revealing statement about the rights of cottagers as opposed to farmers.

It is fascinating how in the late 1980s and 1990s established cottagers began to develop a

sense of grievance and to be particularly sensitive to continuing development. True, there had
been protests back in the late 1960s and 1970s by cottage owners on the Gananoque River system

over water levels,200 but in the late 1980s established cottage owners began to fear that cottage

development in the vicinity was going overboard. In August 1988 a delegation of 35 members of

the Bass Lake Oak Leaf conservation association expressed their concerns about development

around Bass Lake.201 Again in 1991 the Bass Lake cottagers association objected to the request by

Lakeside Living for a zoning amendment citing environmental concerns and concern over creep-

ing development outside the proper subdivision process. A petition signed by 59 Bass Lake area

inhabitants objected to such rezoning, stating they "Wanted to stop the damage before it hap-

pens." James Dunlap, a full time resident on Bass Lake testified that his family "sold their house

in Boston and committed themselves to living here full time [as they] really love the lake and do
not want it ruined."202 But even as local lakes drew some cottagers because of their unspoiled,

undeveloped beauty, other cottagers complained about the lack of urban services in the township.

A group of Charleston Lake residents and cottagers went so far in July 1995 as to address the

Athens village council as to the possibility of leaving Leeds and Lansdowne Rear and joining

Athens. "This is where our library is, this is where we do our shopping.... The [township] bound-

aries were drawn during the horse and buggy era," spokesman Bruce Hollingsworth stated,

adding that it did not make sense for the 250 to 300 cottagers and home owners to phone long dis-

tance to reach the township office at Sweet's Corners.203

However spur-of-the-moment such behaviour may have been, it was an indirect indica-

tion of the decline of Seeley's Bay and Lyndhurst, and perhaps more particularly so of the latter

village. Seeley's Bay, as we have already noted lost heavily to fire at mid-century, but otherwise

made gains between the mid 1940s and the late 1960s. There were various reasons for this. First,

the new fire department made Seeley's Bay a prime location for people to settle and build a home.

Second, it was within easy commuting distance of Kingston. Third, its location on the Rideau

waterway with a dock and marina made it an obvious stop for pleasure boaters and tourists, lead-

ing to the construction of various tourist resorts and cabins along the road leading from the vil-

lage to Haskin's Point. Fourth, there was a base of employment provided in the village by C.W.

Hartley's sawmill, which was replaced by a more modern facility after it burned down in 1947.

Following World War Two, production at the sawmill doubled, with hardwood logs trucked in
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from a radius of 100 miles and the product trucked to market in Montreal and the United States.204

The Gilt Edge cheese factory in the village started by Joseph McAlonan and later run by Kenneth

Elliott was eventually sold to the Ault milk company which turned it into a milk receiving station.

Together, the sawmill and milk receiving station employed thirty people by the late 1960s.205

The commercial vibrancy of Seeley's Bay at mid-century was evident in the numerous
advertisements placed in the programme of the 1954 regatta hosted by the fire department. Apart

from the Hartley sawmill, the cheese factory, and the tourist lodges, these advertisers included

Ralph and Helen Sweet's supermarket and frozen food centre; W.J. Steacy's plumbing and tin-

smith shop; H.D. Clark & Son's custom home and cottage construction business; carpenter H.H.

Eaton; builder Ern Blackman; trucker E.R. Murphy; builders and carpenters Klon S. Johnston &
Sons; building contractor C.W. Hartley & Sons; Johnston's food market; Thomas A. Gray's hard-

ware store; Cameron's ladies, men's and children's wear store; Perry's Texaco garage and towing

service; Swain's hardware; Draper's Supertest service station; CO. Johnson's patent medicine,

cosmetics, and stationery store; gas dealer Bob Simpson; electrician M.E. Holmes; barber Pat

Simes; Alfred Kenny's Shell service station where as the township clerk he sold fish and game
licences and marriage licences depending on your inclination; electrical contractor Russ

Thompson; and carpenter Ralph Hartley.206

All of these businesses could not survive and within forty years the two still in operation

were Sweet's Food Market and Gray's Hardware. When Ray Sweet purchased the store from

Elmina Simes in 1938, she was selling homemade bread and operating an ice cream parlour in the

store her father, Edwin Putnam started at the turn of the century. Sweet's beginning was not aus-

picious, for in 1939 the store burned down except for the front wall, and his son and daughter-in-

law, Ralph and Helen, took over the rebuilt store in 1946. Such were their modest resources at

first, that Helen recalls Ralph taking her teacher's paycheque to purchase groceries for the store in

Kingston. In 1948 they added a locker plant to the store, where, for three dollars a year area farm-

ers without freezers at home could store their slaughtered beef and pork; farmers brought car-

casses to the store to be cut and wrapped, and also incidentally came to do their grocery shopping

there as well. What up until then had been the big grocery store in the village, Henry Dean's store

across the street, burned down in 1950, leaving the Sweet store as the major food outlet. The
Sweets began selling refrigerators, and then television sets in the 1950s, contributing to the less-

ening demand for the lockers as farmers purchased their own freezers. By the late 1950s the lock-

er plant was turned into a laundromat, which in turn closed once most families had their own
automatic washers and dryers a decade later. In the early 1970s this part of the building was the

office of the Leeds Echo, and from the mid 1970s to the mid 1980s it was home to the Seeley's Bay

branch of the Rideau Lakes union library until it gave way to the expanding food market. In 1989

Ralph and Helen Sweet's daughter, Peggy Sweet-McCumber, became the third generation of the

family involved in running the store.207

Thomas Gray opened his store in 1921 in a space measuring only twelve by eighteen feet

in which he sold tobacco and work clothing, and where the main business centred around a bar-

ber's chair. The barber business continued into the 1970s, but gradually the enterprise developed

into a hardware store, stocking hardware, furnace fixtures, glass, appliances, work clothing, boots,

and boats. For years the doors opened at seven in the morning and closed at midnight. When
Gray's son, Sandy, was discharged from the army in 1944 and began working for the store, he

went around to local farms, selling inflators for milking cows, and as tourism and cottaging grew

in the postwar years the store stocked fishing lures and hooks, and rented boats and motors.

Under Sandy and Doreen Gray the store retained its barber chairs and its reputation as a social

centre into the late 1970s, with his daughter Carolyn and her husband Al Mustard working in the

enterprise. In 1979 the business was purchased by Cyril and Carolyn Jardene who operated it

until 1988 when they sold it to the present owners, Mike and Jean Shearer, who expanded the busi-

ness to keep it competitive with chain hardware stores in larger centres. The declining customer
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Plate 231

Standard church constructed at Seeley's Bay in 1994-95, as photographed in 1996. In the early nineteenth

century there was one Holiness Movement church and two Standard churches built within the boundaries

of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. As in other denominations the trend was toward consolidation, with the

meeting house at Seeley's Bay staying open while those at Berryton and Sweet's Corners closed in turn. The

stark sunburst design on the front pediment of this new church was as close as any of these buildings came

to ornamentation. Photo loaned courtesy of Robert Dent.

base among local farmers was evident in the simple statistic of the number of farmers between

Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay falling from 25 at the end of World War Two to only eight by 1976.208

Even as the number of stores in Seeley's Bay, like the number of farmers in the township

contracted, new types of employment and commerce were evident in the village. The concrete

block structure built for Saul Metcalfe as a hotel in the Edwardian period was acquired by

Kingsley and Joyce Gibson in 1966 and operated as a private nursing home known at first as

Rideau Haven, then later as extensive additions were built onto it, it was named the Carveth nurs-

ing home, and still later new owners renamed it the Seeley's Bay Lodge. The building of a bypass

in 1960 to route highway 15 traffic south of the village effectively removed business and the ser-

vice station in Seeley's Bay closed. The small frame Texaco service station at the junction of high-

ways 15 and 32 was replaced by a modern brick and block building built by Lome Chapman for

Hubert and Bessie Sly. Seeley's Bay seriously settled down to the business of being a residential

community. Larry Stafford operated the Rideau marina on the one hand, servicing recreational

boaters on the Rideau Canal, while on the other he ran a television sales and service centre. The

centrepiece of the local celebration of Canada's centennial in 1967 at the new Centennial park in

Seeley's Bay was a large structure meant to resemble the legendary tepee in which Ann Seeley is

reputed to have conducted the first commercial transactions on the village site, and in it was
placed the epitome of modernity, a colour television set—hence the motto of the local celebra-

tion—"Tepee to TV."2m
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The continuing development of Seeley's Bay as a residential community was possible

because the pattern of growth on large village lots intended for gardens and the gaps brought

about by fires through the years prevented the problems faced by Lyndhurst where small lots led

to sewage systems poisoning wells. Moreover, there was a greater depth of soil at Seeley's Bay

than at Lyndhurst to accommodate sewage systems. But even though the township took care to

have the Rideau Haven nursing home install a septic tank disposal system on a nearby empty lot

in 1967, complaints began to surface beginning in 1970 regarding the pollution of the bay.210 For

decades the bay had been a dumping place for garbage, and it had turned into a stagnant pool. In

the 1960s waste disposal was regulated by the township, but as late as 1973 Dr Stanley Webb
urged that the entire bay be dredged to remove all past pollutants and the tremendous weed
growth they promoted, and that sanitary backfill be brought in to create parkland along the

water.211 Already in the 1960s, John R. Matheson, the federal member, arranged for a public dock

and boat launch ramp to be built and named in honour of the late Hayden Stanton.

Lyndhurst, too, had its public docks to facilitate access by recreational boaters both from

the Beverley lakes above it and from the chain of lakes below it, but there were precious few other

similarities between the two villages. Gone were the days when Lyndhurst with its hydro-elec-

tricity and up-to-date continuation school was a beacon of modernity in the local rural landscape.

Like Seeley's Bay it remained a vibrant social community, but the number of businesses declined

as more and more people made purchases in larger area centres. Stores that had been established

since before mid-century retained a hold on local consumers partly from the pull of local tradition,

but also because storekeepers were actively involved in the strong social groups in the communi-
ty. To be seen going out of the village to shop for groceries at a supermarket in Brockville was
regarded as an affront to a local storekeeper, and by extension, to the entire local community.

The social vitality of Lyndhurst was reflected in the variety of activities village groups

undertook to celebrate the centennial of Canadian confederation in 1967. The activities were co-

ordinated by branch 504 of the Royal Canadian Legion and included building a new outdoor skat-

ing rink, special church services, snowmobile races on the old fairgrounds, box socials, dances,

teas, baseball tournaments, fireworks displays, a house decorating competition, a turkey supper,

the publication of Anna Harvey's history of Lyndhurst, and the unveiling by blacksmith Tory

Love of an Ontario historic plaque commemorating the Founding of Lyndhurst.212 A float

designed and built by Russell Kidd as a replica of the 1857 stone bridge successively captured

prizes at parades held in Lyndhurst, Elgin, Seeley's Bay, and at Delta and Lansdowne fairs.213

A measure of the commercial activity in Lyndhurst in 1967 is provided by the advertisers

on the Lyndhurst centennial programme. They included the Toronto-Dominion bank; Dan
Chisamore's plumbing and heating business; Frank Chinnery's greenhouses; Glenn D. Warner's

Texaco service station; Don E. McGregor's lumber and wood business; Allan Tye's backhoe exca-

vating, sand, gravel and fill business; Bea and Ed Carren's light lunches, groceries and sundries

store; Roy H. Slack's store in which he sold groceries, fresh and cured meats, drugs, boots and

shoes, fishing and hunting licences, men's work clothes and various sundries; John Niblock's aer-

ial service; the building supplies store of R.A. Warner; and Jim and Marlene Wing's live bait and

tackle shop. The boosters preparing the centennial programme claimed that "Lyndhurst in its

Centennial Year is still a promising village, small but picturesque, and nestled among many love-

ly maples and stately pines, with a population of about 200." They added, "This small village is

proud to be the only one for many miles that has a blacksmith shop, which is still in operation

when the need arises." By their count, Lyndhurst in 1967 boasted two general stores, a furniture

store, a building supplies store, a restaurant, a barber shop, a bait and tackle shop, two garages, a

post office, a bank, and the public school.214

The local bonds of community that appeared so strong in centennial year were greatly

weakened in the late 1960s when four longstanding businesses in Lyndhurst closed down. In 1968
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Plate 232

Seeley's Bay branch of the Rideau lakes union library built at Seeley's Bay in the mid 1980s, as photographed

in 1994. This handsome modern structure was built and donated to the community by Helen and Ralph

Sweet. This was but one of many strong manifestations ofcommunity spirit in Seeley's Bay in the postwar

period. By the author.

Roy H. Slack sold the general store he opened in the 1920s, and Harold T. Webster closed the gen-

eral store he had taken over from his father although he continued to operate a fine furniture and

electrical appliance store across the street.215 Webster in 1951 billed himself as a dealer in gro-

ceries, overalls, shirts, boots and shoes, ice cream and confectionery, flour and feed, Frost fencing,

battery charging, gasoline, oil, tires and free air.216 In 1969 Ford Cheetham closed down his bar-

ber shop 53 years after moving to Lyndhurst to work for barber Bill Shales in 1916. In 1919 he

formed a partnership with Patrick Simes and opened a combination barber shop and poolroom,

with Simes going to Seeley's Bay in the 1930s to open his own shop. Cheetham kept his business

open six days a week from 10:30 in the morning to midnight so his customers could shoot a game
of pool while waiting for a haircut. After the cheese factory closed, and many customers no longer

came to the village, he relied heavily on tourists for business. The barber shop also served local

doctors as a depot for drug prescriptions, with the nearest neighbour to the ailing persons pick-

ing up the prescription and delivering it to them.217 And finally, in 1969 the grand old man of

Lyndhurst, Bland Love (more commonly known as Tory Love) stopped shoeing horses and with-

in another five years closed the doors of the blacksmith shop where he started working for his

father in 1906.218 These four closings together marked the end of an era for Lyndhurst, and also

marked the end of a very long tradition of ironworking in the village.

Already it seemed that Lyndhurst was doomed to experience continuous decline. In 1967

Anna Harvey concluded her history of the village by observing,219

Only the quiet river embracing the village, reflects in its limpid waters glimpses of old

bustling activity: a broken bit of concrete dam; the triple arches of the stone bridge, too

narrow for modern travel; granite Inundations of a woollen mill, all superstructure gone.

The fabric of the society they supported has vanished. This new superstructure, our soci-

ety, b[ear]s little resemblance to the past.
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The signs of decline were everywhere: in the crumbling empty mills beside the stone bridge, in

the closing of the Lyndhurst Co-operative store in 1963,220 and in the cutback from two mail deliv-

eries per day to one in the mid 1960s. 221 But for a change in the wind, when R. Elmy's grist and

planing mill (the old stone Roddick mill) burned down in 1953, the business area of Lyndhurst

would have been gutted in the same way as Seeley's Bay fourteen years earlier.222 In 1963, sev-

enty-five years after Lyndhurst was incorporated as a police village in 1888,223 this designation

was removed and it thereafter was controlled by the township council.224 As early as 1960 the

township council notified the Morgan lumber company "that the old building below the dam at

Lyndhurst is in a hazardous condition and the Council feel this building must be torn down."225

The Harvey sawmill was bulldozed to make way for the government dam in 1961, and by the mid
1970s the roof on the brick gristmill caved in, necessitating demolition to prevent the structure col-

lapsing into the river.226 There were isolated voices amid this decline, informing a new genera-

tion of a time when Lyndhurst was more vibrant. Gerald Johnson, principal of the Lyndhurst pub-

lic school, added to his grade eight curriculum the history of the Furnace Falls iron works, the his-

tory of the old stone bridge, and the recollections of Hiel Sliter.227

Within twenty years an insidious problem was apparent at Lyndhurst. As late as 1955 the

Athens Reporter correspondent for Lyndhurst observed, "Raymond Kenny is drilling a well on a

vacant lot on main street, for the use of the many residents, who have no water supply, which will

be called the 'village well."'228 The growing number of village homes with running water and
flush toilets proved incompatible with the smaller lots in Lyndhurst, leading to pollution of a

number of wells. In 1974 the township clerk was directed "to not issue any more building permits

for houses, cottages or business establishments unless proof of a permit from the Leeds & Grenville

Health Unit for a sewage disposal has been issued."229 It was subsequently proposed that

Lyndhurst install a waterworks system connected to a large reservoir to be built on the hill east of

the village, but this was rejected by inhabitants as too expensive, and the township failed to insist

that the system be installed as an absolute necessity. In 1985 the township council agreed that the

"Report on Private Sewage and Water Services [in the] Hamlet of Lyndhurst, as prepared by

Kostuch Engineering Limited...be accepted for private abatement only of both water and sewage,

with [the] estimated cost of work to be done in amount of $1,331,500, and that the Ministry of the

Environment, acting as Project Manager, proceed immediately with implementation of this pro-

ject." Most village residents took advantage of this to install water and sewage systems.230 In the

interim Lyndhurst, like Seeley's Bay, had lost its school to Sweet's Corners, and unlike Seeley's

Bay, watched the seat of the township and ultimately even the Lyndhurst Royal Canadian Legion

branch relocate to Sweet's Corners.

Seemingly, things could not get any worse at Lyndhurst. But they did. In 1982 the

Toronto-Dominion bank closed its Lyndhurst branch over the objections of local inhabitants who
burned passbooks and picketed in protest. The bank justified the closure, claiming the level of

activity did not warrant the expense of keeping the branch open. It was all the more shocking to

Lyndhurst inhabitants in that the Seeley's Bay branch, which once had been a sub-branch of the

Lyndhurst bank, remained open in the new building constructed for it in 1967. 231 Then, in June

1985, the focal major business block in the village containing the general store and pizza parlour

of Betsy and Gord McKissock and the barber shop of Ken Dobing along with apartments above

them were destroyed in a $250,000 fire.232 Bad enough that the demolition of this block left a gap-

ing hole in the middle of the village, but village and area inhabitants were preoccupied with the

possibility of losing their major landmark—the old stone bridge.

In May 1982 a ten-metre section of the north wing wall of the Lyndhurst bridge collapsed

into the river. It was soon rebuilt, but engineers predicted that a bulge in the wall was increasing,

caused by the vibration from heavy trucks creating chinks in the mortar between the stones into

which water seeped and froze, forcing the stones apart, until the bridge would ultimately collapse.
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All too soon the bridge would have to be replaced. The counties council regarded the old bridge

as deficient in being only 5.2 metres wide, far short of minimum provincial standards; it lacked a

raised sidewalk; and it could not long handle the heavy truck traffic from local gravel pits.233 In

1984 the counties road committee commissioned engineers to provide estimates for replacing or

rebuilding the bridge, and the resulting figures ranged from $650,000 for a new bridge to $1,200,000

to rebuild the existing bridge. Despite public meetings showing that a majority of Lyndhurst area

inhabitants favoured repairing the bridge without changing its outward appearance,234 in late

June 1985 the counties council voted to tear down the 128 year old structure and replace it with a

new, single-span, two-lane, concrete bridge faced with stone salvaged from the old bridge.235 The

counties council justified its decision on a cost-effective basis, arguing that the actual $845,000 cost

of rehabilitating the old bridge as opposed to the $750,000 cost of a new bridge "was too much
money to pour down the drain in order to save an old bridge which would still be sub-stan-

dard."236

This spurred local inhabitants to organise in protest. And a remarkable protest they

organised! In October 1984, fearing the old bridge was threatened, a graduate of Gerald Johnson's

history class, Art Shaw, rounded up volunteers to form a township LACAC.237 Headlines began

appearing in regional newspapers such as "Villagers vow to save bridge" in the Gananoque
Reporter, "Generations come together to fight for historic bridge" in the Brockville Recorder and

Times, "Citizens to fight demolition of Ontario's oldest bridge" in the Ottawa Citizen, and

"Troubled waters over an old bridge" in the Toronto Globe and Mail.238 Protest picnics, petitions,

letter writing campaigns and demonstrations were held, as the township LACAC committee went

about turning the fight to save the bridge into a province-wide campaign. "We hope to generate

enough publicity that it will look like the only people in Ontario who want to tear it down are the

county councillors," Art Shaw stated.239 This proved no idle boast. The rallying cry of the protest

was that the counties council was being arrogant in going against the expressed wishes of most

local inhabitants in tearing down Ontario's oldest bridge. Reeve Roy Greenhorn was quoted as

saying that the proposal to restore the bridge was too expensive as it would require major repairs

in another twenty years,240 but within a week the township council after heavy lobbying from the

newly-formed Friends of Lyndhurst Bridge agreed to meet with the counties road committee "to

see what can be done to save the bridge."241 In January 1985 the township designated the bridge

a heritage structure under the Ontario heritage Act.242 A petition from eighteen businesses in

Lyndhurst lamented "that the county councillors may not have fully appreciated the irreparable

damage they may have done to our businesses when they made their decision to destroy

Lyndhurst bridge." Replacing the old bridge "will mean destroying a unique and valuable attrac-

tion to our area," they stated. "Tourists just love the old world charm and sense of history of the

bridge.... [RJeplacing it with a new, wide concrete one will speed tourists through our area rather

than to it."243

In the course of the battle, Art Shaw of Lyndhurst attempted to explain the generational

forces motivating the counties councillors and the preservationists in turn:244

[T]oo many of the decision makers belong to the generation that lived in awe of progress.

In their day, speed, efficiency, and cost were sufficient justification for anything. They are

the product of the conditions in which they grew up and cannot be blamed in any way for

their convictions. But those of us who were born since World War [Two] have been dis-

mayed by many of the decisions that have been imposed on us in the name of progress.

In defence of our own security and dignity, we have learned to weigh every decision

against its effect on the quality of life.

If speed, efficiency, and cost were the only considerations, then it might make sense

to replace our bridge. Those are, after all, the considerations that precluded the survft il

of most of the historic landmarks in this country. But that has resulted in a decline in the
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quality of life. Individuals have lost the hope for significance that came from seeing and

touching the work of men who lived long ago. We are constantly reminded of the

insignificance and futility of our lives when we see a job lasting five years, a suite of fur-

niture or a marrige 10 years, or a "permanent" building 25 years. At the same time we
live with the threat of annihilation by nuclear war, or slow death from poisoning of the

environment. The total effect on people is hopelessness, it came about in the name of

progress, and people take refuge in places like Lyndhurst to escape it.

Our bridge is a milestone that shows us where we were in 1857 by its architecture,

technology, historical association, and by its permanence....

Steadily the preservation campaign was waged, with the Friends of Lyndhurst Bridge meeting

every week at the home of David and Judy (Harvey) Stewart, signing up 350 paid members and

collecting 3,500 names on a petition.245 The counties responded with the argument that safety

necessitated a new wider bridge, which the Friends neatly countered, first, by pointing out that

there was no long history of accidents on the existing bridge, and second, by arguing that without

the narrow bridge to slow traffic down, there would be increased danger of accidents to pedestri-

ans and children from speeding vehicles. The final arguments left in the counties' arsenal were

that the cost of a new bridge was less than that of restoring the old bridge, and that restoration

would prevent the bridge from meeting provincial standards.246 These last-ditch arguments were

blown out of the water when in early August 1985 the Ontario ministry of culture and recreation

made a $90,000 grant toward restoration of the bridge247 and at month's end when the Brockville

Recorder and Times carried the headline "Ontario premier wants Lyndhurst bridge saved."248 As
it turned out, when the bridge was restored and strengthened with a reinforced concrete interior

frame in 1986, the cost was significantly lower than estimated.249 The final irony was for reeve

Gordon Leadbeater, as chairman of the counties road committee, to host the unveiling of an

Ontario heritage foundation plaque for the Lyndhurst bridge in August 1989.250

The battle to save Lyndhurst bridge was a watershed event in the history of Leeds and

Lansdowne Rear. It marked the demise of an old rural defeatism and the emergence of a new
assertiveness because the assumptions, values and behaviour of the larger population were

increasingly urban-based and urban-influenced. For all the concern of the various businesses and

hundreds of local inhabitants over the bridge's removal being disastrous for local tourism, it is

striking that no postcards of it were produced before 1996. It was precisely because of their con-

tacts with and economic reliance on the city, that many township inhabitants valued all the more

highly their spacious lifestyle out in the countryside, and employed urban-type protests to protect

a unique structure such as the bridge. As late as 1996 three of five township council members
resided on working farms, but most township inhabitants earned a living in nearby urban centres.

The saving of Lyndhurst bridge is significant because township inhabitants surprised themselves

with the success of their campaign, in contrast with earlier protest campaigns against Gananoque
interests controlling water levels that had largely proven ineffective.

The battle to save the bridge had other repercussions. Since the late Victorian period the

township made use of the deposits of gravel in Leeds to help in the building of local roads, but

even with the opening of large commercial gravel and sand pits by Ralph Sweet and George

Tackaberry from the mid-twentieth century, there is no record of complaints voiced by area inhab-

itants. It was only following the grass roots campaign to save Lyndhurst bridge that local resi-

dents began appearing before the township council protesting the opening of new gravel pits. In

July 1990, for example, among the protesters against a new gravel pit being opened, "Mary Berry,

a resident of Back Street, strongly and eloquently expressed her concerns:"251

[W]here will exits be for the pit and also the neighbouring pit owned by Tackaberry?

What roads will be used by trucks? She is deeply distressed at [the] loss of agricultural

land which is being turned into holes; will these holes then be used as sites for land fill
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Lord Lyndhurst on horseback leading the children's parade during the second annual re-created Lyndhurst

turkeyfair in September 1995. The Lyndhurst/Seeley's Bay chamber ofcommerce began holding annual cel-

ebrations in the mid-1990s that attracted township inhabitants and visitors in droves. At Frost Fest held

in Seeley's Bay and at the Lyndhurst turkey fair local people began to celebrate as a township community,

drawing upon such traditions and myths as Lyndhurst being named in honour of a prominent British

statesman, Lord Lyndhurst. By the author.

with garbage? Begged Councilmen to have concern for the little people who live in the

Township and have little protection against dirt, noise and machinery. She questioned if

every piece of property in the township that is marked 'aggregate' [is] due to be used. She

stated that there should be a big sign that says "here comes a pit" so we can all see what

is happening.

At the same meeting Margaret McElroy, who resided beside a pit, spoke up. She found that,

"unless something is done before the pit is started, there is nothing you can do afterward.

She. ..fought and fought but the only thing she has going for her is that she was there before the

pits. She felt it should be left farm land as the houses were there before the pits."252 By 1995,

when a landowner applied to have an existing gravel pit extended to a property across county

road 2 from Sweet's Corners school, those opposed to it mobilised themselves into a group named
TRAPD (Township Residents Against Pit Development), loudly demonstrating against it at coun-

cil meetings and public hearings.253 Despite the emotions and bad feeling that developed out of

these encounters, Mary Ellen Moulton observed that the formation of TRAPD was a positive les-

son in community, developing "purpose and strength even among people who have been neigh-

bours for a long time. ..[and also making us recognise that] our homes and property mean even

more to us than we realized.... We gained the courage to stand up and speak up."254

If township inhabitants were learning to express themselves more forcefully, when occa-

sion warranted, it would be misleading, however, to imply that there was a lack of community
spirit in the township before the battle of the bridge began. A sampling of the social and com-

munity groups in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear during the twentieth century confirms that Seelej 's

Bay and Lyndhurst were still the centres of social activities, contributing to the fragmentation of

the township.
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The turn of the century appears to have been the heyday of fraternal organisations,

despite the failure of some village lodges to continue. The Foresters lodge at Lyndhurst, for exam-

ple, did not endure to the end of the Edwardian era, and attempts to establish a Foresters lodge at

Seeley's Bay proved even more fleeting. Another fraternal insurance organisation, the Select

Knights of Canada mustered sufficient members and resources at Seeley's Bay to build a two-

storey hall there by the 1890s, but at the turn of the century they were renting it to the Orange

lodge and to the Sons of Temperance, even as the local Select Knights lodge became dormant.

There are two reasons why the Foresters and Select Knights ran into problems. First, their mem-
bership was largely based on village artisans looking for security for their families, and as their

numbers declined and new people came along, these local lodges faltered. Second, once the

numerous local Orange lodges began offering insurance coverage to members, it was only a mat-

ter of time before village artisans switched over to them from the other lodges to maintain con-

tacts with the large farmer membership.

The first attempt to institute a Masonic lodge at Seeley's Bay reveals the further weakness

of a fraternity based on the enthusiasm of one or a few individuals. After a few Masons petitioned

the district of Frontenac for a dispensation to organise a lodge in the village, R.C. George was
installed as master of Rideau lodge no. 460 on 26 April 1903, but when he abruptly moved away
from Seeley's Bay there was no other master or past master left in the lodge. Accordingly, the first

dispensation was withdrawn, and on 26 November 1903 Robert J. Gardiner was installed as mas-

ter of Rideau Masonic lodge. In October 1904 the lodge received its charter and by June 1905 it

reported 49 members. Very quickly the lodge moved to purchase the Select Knights hall and
furniture. Unlike Orange lodges across the township that began to waver and decline at mid-cen-

tury, the Seeley's Bay Masonic lodge by the 1950s hit a peak of 120 members.255 They had no links

with Freemasons in the eastern part of the township who belonged to the Delta and Athens lodges

and who belonged to the Saint Lawrence district whereas Seeley's Bay was part of the Frontenac

district. In 1946 Rideau chapter no. 234, Order of the Eastern Star, a women's Masonic charitable

sorority making donations to arthritis, diabetes and heart disease appeals among others, was
organised with 41 charter members, and was still active when it celebrated its fiftieth anniversary

in 1996.256

It is not clear how early a branch of the Royal Canadian Legion was formed in the vicin-

ity, but when World War Two broke out there was a joint branch that served Delta, Seeley's Bay

and Lyndhurst. Before 1949 members from Seeley's Bay applied for and received a charter to form

branch 491 and that year Lyndhurst was given a charter to form branch 504.257 Both became indis-

pensable in community affairs, providing leadership in sports, fundraising, boy scout and girl

guide troops, and social events ranging from bingo to dancing. Legion halls were built in both vil-

lages, and Seeley's Bay even put up a cenotaph outside its hall. Then, in 1976 to celebrate the fifti-

eth anniversary of the larger Royal Canadian Legion, Edward Brown donated a large red granite

cross quarried from his property on Rock Dunder to the Legion at Lyndhurst, which together with

the existing cenotaphs at Seeley's Bay, Lillie's cemetery and Lyndhurst bridge made a total of four

war memorials in the township.258 When the old Lyndhurst bridge was reconstructed in 1986, the

original 1920 war memorial obelisk was moved to a plinth in front of the 1980 Legion hall at

Sweet's Corners.

And so the rivalry went on between the villages. If Seeley's Bay had its own Legion

branch, then Lyndhurst must have one too. If Lyndhurst set up a chamber of commerce, then

Seeley's Bay must follow suit. Because each locale eyed the other carefully to ensure the one was
not gaining an advantage over the other, both mutually benefitted from these organisations. As
Stuart Willoughby remarked of the Seeley's Bay chamber of commerce, "It wasn't set up just for

people in business but to help everyone. And not just for the people of the Bay either, but from

all around the area. We went to the township council and ask[ed] them about sidewalks and they
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An empty barn on lot thirteen in the ninth concession of Leeds, as photographed in 1994. In the fifty years

following the end of World War Two the number offulltime farmers in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear plum-

metedfrom more than 200 to barely thirty. There was still significant agricultural production taking place

within the township boundaries in 1996, but Leeds and Lansdowne Rear had already developed into a large-

ly residential and recreational landscape. By the author.

said... 'Wouldn't you rather have paved roads?' And now we have paved roads and what hap-

pens here of course happens up the road and they benefit too."259 Lyndhurst did not develop a

fire department, and therefore did not undertake the rigorous schedule of fund-raising events of

the Seeley's Bay fire department. But in counterbalance to such social events as the annual regat-

tas sponsored by the Seeley's Bay fire department in the early 1950s,260 Lyndhurst by 1953 was
running an annual Santa Claus parade. 261 Both villages sponsored boy scout troops from the

1950s and cub packs from the 1960s,262 and in 1981 Seeley's Bay chartered a Lions club, a service

organisation conducting a variety of community and humanitarian projects, with 26 members.263

The creation of various fraternal lodges and service clubs between the turn of the centu-

ry and the early 1980s suggests an increasing trend away from the social division of the commu-
nity among denominations and fraternities such as the Orange lodge to more inclusive groups.

The centennial of Canadian confederation in 1967 prompted unprecedented local celebrations.

We have already made note of those that took place in Lyndhurst, but Seeley's Bay was equally

enthusiastic, hosting four days of events that brought back to the village the honourable John

Bracken to open the new Centennial park, and featured boat tours, exhibits, food events, parades,

sports, fireworks, canoe races, concerts, dancing, an ecumenical church service, band concerts, a

rodeo and a display of firefighting equipment.264 Lyndhurst inhabitants noted that whereas the

celebrations in their village and at Seeley's Bay came to an end with 1967, the Delta maple syrup

festival which also had been organised as a special centennial event, went on to become an annu-

al event drawing more than 5,000 visitors every year.265 Four years later Lyndhurst inhabitants
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decided to organise a Corn Festival on the grounds of Saint Luke's rectory to "give the city folk a

chance to have all the freshly cooked corn they can eat, as well as a pleasant drive through the

country or to their favorite beach" in hopes of creating an "Annual giant Corn Festival of

Lyndhurst."266 Such hopes were frustrated by only 100 people attending, and this prevented any

repeat, although a decade later local inhabitants mused with chagrin at seeing Athens draw thou-

sands of visitors with its annual Corn Fest.267

Despite this failure to create an ongoing festival, a heightened sense of community devel-

oped in the 1970s and 1980s because of the more localised publicity brought about by two news-

papers published in the vicinity. In 1971 the Gananoque Reporter stopped publishing the Athens

Reporter and the Rideau Westporter, prompting a group of businessmen from Elgin and Seeley's Bay

to start up a new newspaper, The Leeds Echo, edited by Mike Sykes and published out of the empty
laundromat building beside Sweet's store in Seeley's Bay.268 During the two years it published,

serving the rural inhabitants of northwestern Leeds County, local inhabitants were encouraged to

submit old photographs for publication as local historical curiosities. Keith Sly, among others,

used this forum to publish the results of his own historical research and to request information

from readers. Three years after it folded, Susan Chamberlain of Elgin was given seed money to

develop some project that would interest the local rural population in the new Saint Lawrence

College campuses at Brockville and Kingston. She enlisted the support of Helen Sweet at Seeley's

Bay in the production of a monthly newspaper, the North Leeds Lantern, that was produced at Elgin

and delivered into the homes of the area served by Rideau district high school from 1976 to 1992.

By interesting local inhabitants in the doings of their own community, the Lantern was also able to

promote the need for professional training for careers at Saint Lawrence College. In addition to

reproducing old photographs, it had feature issues providing overviews of communities such as

Sweet's Corners and Oak Leaf.269 Where previously the communities in Leeds and Lansdowne
Rear received poor or no coverage in Kingston, Brockville, Gananoque, Westport and Athens

newspapers, for twenty years they were at the centre of coverage by these two local newspapers.

A major celebration which the North Leeds Lantern helped publicise was the 150th anniver-

sary of the Rideau Canal in 1982, featuring a visit to Seeley's Bay by colonel John By. He led what

was regarded as the biggest and best parade in the village's history through the streets. One
onlooker remarked, "As the floats went past, memories long buried surfaced again. Pulses quick-

ened as each of us was transported back into a fondly remembered past—sitting in an old one

room schoolhouse; having a quiet breakfast in the old farmhouse kitchen; riding to town with

father in his best wagon pulled by a team of horses; [and] 'Mrs Seeley's Trading Post,' a replica of

the original trading post that gave Seeley's Bay its name and heritage." As enthralled as were

many of the 2,000 spectators at seeing a piece of their history brought to life in the person of

colonel By, the man impersonating By remarked "that he was overcome by the almost tangible

feeling of 'community' in Seeley's Bay."270

The people of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear did not need a stranger to tell them they

posssessed a strong sense of community. It was manifested in the sizeable donations of cash and

household articles to neighbours burned out of their homes.271 As another instance, when a

senior citizens group began meeting at Lyndhurst in the early 1970s, the members were over-

whelmed by the kindness of local inhabitants, storekeepers and the Legion there in donating food

and a meeting place.272 As yet another example, Rick Hansen's Man in Motion world tour to raise

consciousness and funding for spinal cord research decided to make a rest stop at the Bay motel

in October 1986; his team was "overwhelmed by the generosity and hospitality of the Seeley's Bay

community" where they were presented with free accommodation, meals and donations of more

than $3,600.273 An outstanding donation to the larger Seeley's Bay community was made by

Helen and Ralph Sweet in the mid 1980s. For ten years they allowed the Seeley's Bay branch of

the Rideau lakes union library to be housed in their laundromat building, but upon needing to
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expand their supermarket into that space, they purchased another lot on the main street of the vil-

lage, tore down the old building on it, and built a modern library building which they then donat-

ed to the township.274

For all the generosity of people within their local village communities, from the end of

World War Two there was an increasing recognition of the township as the administrative unit of

local society. The bringing together of all grade students under one roof at Sweet's Corners school

hastened the move for people to look beyond their local village area for friendships and common
interests. With the township headquarters moved out of one of the two villages to a point mid-

way between Lyndhurst and Seeley's Bay in the late 1970s, and with an official plan for develop-

ment approved by 1982, it was almost inevitable that the larger population began to identify more
and more with the community of interests across the township rather than be limited to concerns

in their respective neighbourhoods. The larger concerns beyond the township boundaries that

drew local people together in mutual interests were evident in new types of motions passed by

the township council in the 1980s. In 1982, for example, a by-law was proposed "to put a ques-

tion to the electorate at the next municipal election which question shall be 'do you support the

goal of general disarmament and mandate your government to negotiate and implement, with

other governments, the balance of steps that would lead to the earliest possible achievement of

this goal?'"275

But even as Leeds and Lansdowne Rear inhabitants looked beyond their former village

rivalries and beyond the township borders to the larger world and larger issues, the battle to save

Lyndhurst bridge also shifted their attention to a basic home truth. Why, after all, had so many
complete strangers and people from a distance including the premier of Ontario rallied to save a

local bridge? Was it possible that things of heritage interest did not simply come from outside,

such as when colonel By visited in 1982, or when a Durham boat visited Seeley's Bay in 1984?276

Were there features of interest within the familiar local landscape worth preserving and cherish-

ing? Some inhabitants thought as much. In February 1985 a delegation consisting of Judy Horton,

Art Shaw and Frances Bryan spoke to the township council about collecting and preserving his-

torical items and information,277 resulting in the LACAC committee creating a township archives.

The designation of the Lyndhurst bridge under the Ontario heritage Act in January 1985 was fol-

lowed by the designation of the Love blacksmith shop at Lyndhurst and the Long Point school in

1986, the Edward Green property in 1988,278 Mount Pleasant church at Soperton in 1989, and the

Soperton cemetery. In 1990 two summer students prepared a heritage building inventory for the

township which included a photographic registry of all the older structures. In late 1992 the town-

ship council commended the LACAC committee in general and Keith Sly in particular "for work
done on the restoration of Soperton Cemetery." In declaring Heritage Day 1993, the township

acknowledged that "our municipality is blessed with a rich heritage of traditions, customs and
experiences," that "our heritage gives us insight into who we are and what we can accomplish.

Our heritage teaches us, renews us, and guides us through our growth and development."279

All very well, but what was lacking was any sense of local celebration of local traditions

by the early 1990s. In January 1993, Bruce Bryan together with Mike Shearer, Peggy Sweet-

McCumber, Fran DeLallo, Terri Wood and Bob Vasily created a chamber of commerce for the

township similar to the defunct Seeley's Bay chamber of commerce in which Wood's father, Stuart

Willoughby, had been active twenty years earlier. The new Lyndhurst-Seeley's Bay district cham-
ber of commerce undertook a number of initiatives to promote the locality and its businesses such

as operating a tourist booth, putting up Christmas trees and signs promoting local parks, spon-

soring Slow Down for Turtles and Wild Turkey poster contests at Sweet's Corners school, pub-

lishing a visitor's guide and business directory leaflet, and running a flower garden competi-

tion.280 In 1994 the chamber of commerce decided to create a September festival at Lyndhurst that

would take its theme from the turkey fairs held in that village a century earlier. The outstanding
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success of this event, drawing thousands of people, prompted the chamber of commerce to start

an annual winter carnival called Frost Fest at Seeley's Bay beginning in February 1995. Again,

they had a runaway success on their hands that also promised to become an annual event.

This is an appropriate point to take leave of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear. The bundled-up

crowds stamping around in the brilliant February sunshine, partaking of pancake breakfasts,

viewing crafts and quilt exhibits, enjoying winter sports, dancing and Christmas tree bonfires in

turn could marvel at enjoying a spirited winter carnival in Seeley's Bay. Similarly, the visitors

promenading along the streets of Lyndhurst during the re-created Turkey Fair enjoying the out-

door stage musicians, the children's parade, fashion shows, jazz concerts, turkey calling contests,

turkey trot dancing, petting zoos, heritage exhibits and baled hay turkey sculptures among other

attractions, soaked up the ambiance of a local community rediscovering itself. A Montrealer

stumbling across the Turkey Fair in 1995 watched in fascination as people strolled around

Lyndhurst streets, taking in the various attractions, crossing and recrossing the old stone bridge,

and remarked that he had never before seen so many laidback people enjoying themselves.281

A more revealing gauge of the new pride in local community across the township was
offered by a local young woman, Jennifer Green, visiting home from university at the 1995

Seeley's Bay Frost Fest. Upon learning that the township was celebrating its bicentennial by com-

missioning a published history, she responded enthusiastically, "I think that's so incredible!"

When pressed to explain what she meant, without pausing to consider her answer, she blurted out

the usually unspoken thought that kept people close to this particular landscape long after they

had had to leave it, "because this place is so important to so many people."282

*******

What gave Leeds and Lansdowne Rear this sentimental importance was the particularity

of the local landscape. Few other townships in Ontario encompass such a range of geography

varying from the limestone plain at Oak Leaf, to the rocks and ledges of the Long Point area, to

the fertile lots strewn with eskers and moraines in the Seeley's Bay/Ellisville vicinity, with the glit-

tering chain of lakes and bays on the Gananoque River system beckoning to local residents and

visitors alike.

The particularity of the landscape helped shape the prehistory and history of the town-

ship. For thousands of years Native people visited this territory to hunt and fish. Despite the

report of early scouts that it was unsuitable for agriculture, the promise of iron deposits, mill-sites

and the route of a military waterway opened it for settlement at the end of the eighteenth centu-

ry. A Vermont colony, brought in to successfully manufacture the first iron from local ore in Upper
Canada, was doomed to see the Furnace Falls iron works destroyed and to experience the tribu-

lations of a war it wished to keep its young men from fighting in, but nonetheless this marked the

beginning of permanent settlement. As an antidote to the doubtful reputation of the Vermont

colonists, ultraloyalist Anglo-Irish settlers from Wexford were planted among them in the post-

war years, to ensure protection for the new Rideau military canal built through one corner of the

township past flooded land that created Seeley's Bay. Although the Vermont and Wexford settlers

were politically and culturally divided, they faced common goals in carving out farms, building

roads and establishing schools in a daunting landscape.

The very reputation of that landscape saved Leeds and Lansdowne Rear from the fate of

many southern Ontario townships in the mid-nineteenth century, of quickly filling up with set-

tlement and then sending out streams of migrants in order to provide sons and daughters with

sufficient land to farm. The population did not peak until a generation later than in most town-

ships. Improved transportation led to the emergence of two villages, Seeley's Bay on the Rideau
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Titlepage to Lyndhurst Exhibition Prize List, October 1903. The creation of local community celebrations

in the 1990s coincided with a growth of interest in local heritage in a variety of forms. As various memen-
tos from two hundred years of settlement were discovered and donated to the LACAC archives, the inhabi-

tants of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear began to be interested in the rich history of their communities. Loaned

courtesy of Keith Sly.
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Canal and Lyndhurst on the Brockville and Westport Railway, but their respective links to

Kingston and Brockville together with the topography worked to divide township society. The
development of schools and churches was important for socialising women, but only further frag-

mented the township among localised communities. Since 1798 the construction of a road from

Furnace Falls to Kingston provided Leeds and Lansdowne Rear with an urban link, but from the

1860s on, visitors enjoying recreation on local lakes were as much a conduit for urban ideas as the

newspapers and magazines being delivered to local post offices and mailboxes. War and a fear of

failing to keep abreast of relatives in the city both spurred Leeds and Lansdowne Rear inhabitants

to push for modern advantages such as continuation schools and hydro, often well ahead of other

townships in Leeds County, in the early twentieth century. Only as local inhabitants perceived

urban exiles and cottagers moving into their midst in the post-war decades, did local inhabitants

fully appreciate the inherent qualities of rural life, even as old village-centred loyalties began to

be replaced by a strong township identity.

Local inhabitants and visitors alike, driving along the winding roads of Leeds and
Lansdowne Rear or strolling along the village streets of Seeley's Bay and Lyndhurst, pondered the

cultural landscape that had been created over the past two centuries. At Seeley's Bay they looked

out from the village dock to the lush riverine waterscape that had been made out of a cranberry

bog. At Charleston Lake provincial park they stood in the rockshelters that Native peoples had
once lived in. At Lyndhurst they could delight in the lines of the old stone bridge as they listened

to the fall of water tracing its way through the maze of stones that had fallen from long-gone mill

walls. In the villages they alternately wondered at the contrast between well-maintained old

buildings and blotches on the streetscape. What must these villages have been like a century ear-

lier, they asked? Why was there no co-ordination of new houses and new additions to mix as

gracefully as possible with the older structures, they inquired? Why were some of the older struc-

tures well maintained while others were not, they wondered? Judging from the two villages and
finer old buildings left behind across the township, the Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne must once

have been such a beautiful landscape. And it is a beautiful landscape. Isn't it a beautiful com-

munity landscape?

If one may reply with the same affection and solicitude with which the question is asked,

the answer is, it is a beautiful landscape if you want it to be.
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ABBREVIATIONS
ACW Anglican church women MG
AD Anno Domini, the year of Christ's birth N
AID Abstract index to deeds in registry offices NAC
ARDA Agricultural rural development Act n.d.

Arty Artillery NE
B&O Brockville and Ottawa railway NMC
B&W Brockville, Westport and Sault Ste Marie

railway n.p.

BC Before the year of Christ's birth NW
Bn Battalion OFU
C. Church OHMA
ca circa, meaning about the year of

Ca Canada OKKA
CBC Canadian broadcasting corporation

Chs Chasseurs OKQAR
Cn Canadian OKSDA
Co. Company OPP
col. column OTAR
Corny Commissary OTCC
CWAC Canadian women's auxiliary corps OTPA
cwt hundredweight (in pounds) OTSR
DCB Dictionary of Canadian Biography p. or pp.
Dept Department Prof.

DeWattvl DeWatteville Pt
Dn Dragoon RCAF
Drgs Dragoons Regt

do. ditto, or, the same as above Rev.

Dr Doctor RG
E East Rl

1800s The years from 1800 to 1809 RoLLAL
1810s The years from 1810 to 1819

Esq. Esquire RoLLMR
Fs Fencibles

Gds Guards RVBn
Gen General S

GFO General farm organisation SE
Gly Glengarry Secy

GTR Grand Trunk railway SPG
Hon. Honourable
Ibid. Same source as in previous endnote S.S. no.

Idem Same author as in previous endnote Sr

Ital Italian SW
Jr Junior TRAPD
LACAC Local architectural conservation advisory U.C.

committee UCLP
LCRO Leeds County registry office U.C.

LOBA Ladies Orange benevolent association vol.

L.O.L. Loyal Orange lodge W
Ltd Limited Yrk
Meth Methodist

Manuscript Group
North
National Archives of Canada, Ottawa
No date supplied

Northeast

National map collection at the National

Archives

no pagination supplied

Northwest
Ontario Farmers Union
Canadian Baptist Archives, McMaster
University, Hamilton

Archdiocese of Kingston Roman Catholic

Archives, Kingston

Queen's University Archives, Kingston

Synod of Ontario Anglican Archives, Kingston

Ontario provincial police

Archives of Ontario, Toronto

United Church archives, Toronto

Presbyterian Church archives, Toronto

Ontario survey records office

page or pages
Professor

part

Royal Canadian air force

Regiment

Reverend
Record Group
Royal

Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne, archives of

LACAC
Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne, municipal

records

Royal Veterans battalion

South

Southeast

Secretary

Society for the Propagation of the Gospel

(Anglican)

School section number
Senior

Southwest

Township Residents Against Pit Development

Upper Canada
Upper Canada Land Petitions

Upper Canada Sundries

volume
West

York
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1

February 1798 Petition of Abel Stevens Listing Men from Vermont

Experienced in Operating an Iron Furnace

Abel Stevens. Praying for a tract of land to erect iron works on and for several persons who intend

removing into this province with him who are to work at the manufacture of iron, viz., 1200 acres

for the use of the works, 600 acres for Ruel Keith, and 200 acres each for Jonathan Keith, Unite

Keith, Union Keith, Rufus Wetheral, William Wetheral, Rufus Leach, Spencer Smith, James Walker,

Cyrenius Brown, Joram Wheeler, John Austin, Nathan Gibbs, Thomas Gibbs, Cornelius Gibbs,

Nathan Gibbs, Junior, Ebenezer Gibbs, Nathaniel Perry, Luke Reid and Scotland Keith. To lie over

for consideration after the new regulations are established, and the Surveyor General to reserve

for the present the quantity of land prayed for as near to the wishes of the petitioner as circum-

stances will admit. Adjourned.

Source: Alexander Fraser, comp., Twentieth Report of the Department of Public Records and Archives

of Ontario (Toronto: King's Printer, 1931), p. 136.

APPENDIX 2

February 1798 List of Persons Settled in the Townships of Kitley and Bastard by Abel Stevens

REMARKS
Absent, but family in the settlement.

In the settlement, waiting to be confirmed in a lot.

In the settlement with his family, waiting to be confirmed in a lot.

On the lot.

Dead.

On the lot with his family.

Dead, but family on the lot.

On the lot with his family.

On the lot with his family. See Commission's 1st Report in 1803 and

letters to Acting Surveyor General, 17th and 18th Oct. 1809.

United Empire Loyalist, in the settlement waiting the confirmation.

On the lot with his family.

In the gore with his family waiting to be confirmed in the lot.

Absent.

Absent, but has cleared 3 or 4 acres on it.

On the lot with his family.

Absent, but family in the settlement waiting to be confirmed in the lot.

Absent, waiting to be confirmed in the lot before he improves.

Absent waiting to be confirmed in the lot.

KITLEY LOTS CON
Solomon Conolly 27 10

Asa Benjamin 29 10

Solomon How 22 10

John Kincaird 24 10

Ethan McCollom 30 10

John Dodge 20 9

Ephraim Koyle 26 9

Edward Haws 23 9

Levy Soper 21 9

Thomas Hubbard 19 9

Solomon Soper 20 8

Claudius Ducolon 19 8

Elizabeth Haskins 16 9

John Wood 24 9

Ebenezer Pratt 25 8

Benjamin Randall 29 8

Stephen Nettleton 21 7

Richard Finch 25 7

Nicholas Haskins 30 8

Thadeus Carter 28 9

Henry Finch 25 10

Benjamin Andrews 18 8

John Stone 27 6

Jacob Thomas 25 6

Henry Miller 22 6
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Prince Sherman
Alfred Stevens

Elishua Stevens

Samuel Kilburn

John Gilmore

Thomas Stevens

Benedict McCollom
John Livingston

James Dunn
Jabez Eaton

Amy Stevens, U.E.

Esther Thomps
Jeremiah Day

BASTARD
Timothy Smith

Moses Rose

Samuel Sheldon

Jane Lake

John Yates

William Patterson

William Patterson

Junior

Uriah Stevens

Abel Stevens

Abel Stevens

Isaac Stevens

James Carley

Moses Stevens

Elisha Stevens

Penuel Stevens

Enoch Huntley

Roger Stevens

Joseph Day, Junior

Archibald McNeil

William Stevens

Joseph Day
Darius Crippen

William Day, Junior

Jehiel Mitchel

Daniel Philips

Samuel Scovell

William Titus

Archibald McNeil

William Day
Lovell Beech

Daniel Day
Betty Stevens

David Lee

Adam Shook

Reuben Wait

Joseph Peese

Benjamin Huntley

Jehiel Smith

Gideon Sheldon

Richard Day
Abel Stevens, Junior

Solomon Story

George Lane

Eunice Stevens, Junior

Eliphalet Tutle

Ami Ch[i]pman

Elias Chamberlain

Henry Stevens

Daniel Stevens

Richard S. Adams
Philip Shook

Caleb Seaman, Junior

24

28

17

30

30

29

18

26

25

25

25

25

25

9

1

7

6

9

13

14

15

8

10

11-12

23

24

1

6

8

9

2

12

18

5

17

4

13

3

1

7

13

17

12

6

14

2

6

5

7

8

1

13

14

15

11

18

10

16

6

13

12

11

9

17

3

15

8

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

7

7

7

7

6

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

On the lot with his family.

Son of Abel, located in the township of Bastard.

On the lot with his family.

Absent, waiting to be confirmed in the lot.

Improving the lot and building a mill on it.

In the country waiting to be confirmed in the lot.

In the settlement with his family.

In the settlement with large family.

On the lot.

On the lot and family.

On the lot with his family.

On the lot.

On the lot with his family.

Dead, family on the lot.

On the lot with his family.

Son of Abel on the lot.

On the lot.

Son of Abel on the lot.

Absent, waiting to be established in the lot.

Has a house and ten acres cleared.

On the lot with family.

On the lot and family.

On the lot with his family.

Dead, family on the lot.

Absent, family in the settlement waiting to be confirmed in the lot.

On the lot with his family.

Absent in the settlement, waiting to be confirmed, having made consider-

able improvements.

On the lot with his family.

Absent, in the settlement, waiting to be confirmed.

On the lot with his family.

Waiting to be confirmed in this lot.

Waiting to be confirmed, has improved on the lot.

Absent, waiting to be confirmed.

Dead, made some improvement.

On the lot.

On the lot with his family.

On the lot.

Absent, waiting to be confirmed in the lot.

This lot said to be reserved, he asks another.

On the lot and family.

On the lot with his family and made considerable improvements.

On the lot with his family.

On the lot improving it.

Daughter of Abel, on the lot.

Absent, has cleared about 3 acres.

On the lot with his family.
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Joseph Edmonds 22 6 " " "

Daniel Adams 14 6 On the lot.

Sarah Buck, U.E. 19 6 Absent, has a family and waits to be confirmed in the lot.

Mary Brown 7 6 Daughter of John Mcllmoil. Absent, is a U.E. Loyalist and waits to be con-

firmed.

Job Barden 2 6 Absent, has a family.

Dennis Burgess 18 8 On the lot with his family.

Joseph [C]losen 20 6 Absent.

Abraham Stevens 9 7 On the lot with his family.

Stephen Howard 20 8 " "

Peter Howard 20 7 Absent, has a family in the settlement and waits to be confirmed in the lot.

John Farnum 21 9 On the lot with his family.

Zacheus Perry 24 6 Absent.

Lydia Stevens 12 7 On the lot.

Alexander Ferguson 4 10 On the lot with his family.

Whitfield Paterson 23 6 On the lot.

David Edmonds 21 6
"

David Henderson 25-26 10 On the lot with his family.

William Livingston 7 9 " " "

Jeremiah Fraser 4 8 Absent, has a family and waits to be confirmed.

Daniel Corbin 22 10 On the lot with his family.

Truman Heecock 22 8 " " "

Henry Morrison 15 8 Absent.

David Stevens 14 8 Son of Abel, is in the township.

David Jones 24 7 Absent.

Jonathan Henderson 24 8 Waits to be confirmed.

Sarah Stevens 21 7 Daughter of Abel, in the township.

Meriam Stevens 19 7 " " "

Abel Stevens 22, 23 & 24 9 Improving the lots and has built mills on them.

Henry Smith 2 6 Job Barden claims the lot and H. Smith asks another.

Archelaus Farnum 29 8 On the lot.

William Sly These Has a large family.

Samuel Fish persons

Edward Soper have no
Seth Warner lands

Calvin Clifford confirmed

Ezra Churchill to them Has a large family, 10 children.

Ephraim Story
" Has a family.

Mary Fish, U.E.
" "

D[iade]ma Haskins
" "

Sister of A. Stevens

U.E.

(signed) Abel Stevens

Source: Alexander Fraser, comp., Twentieth Report of the Department of Public Records and Archives of

Ontario (Toronto: King's Printer, 1931), pp. 131-4, with changes added by Keith Sly.

APPENDIX 3

List of Township Clerks, Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, 1803-1996

Nathan Hicock 1803-1807 Adam Gillespie

Roger Savage 1808-1810 Henry H. Turner

Job Barden 1811-1813 James Berney
William Gilbert 1815 Edmond Coleman
Allen Sweet 1816 William F. Bracken
Oliver Eaton 1819 Richard J. Green
Robert Garry 1836-1840 Alfred Kenny
Thomas Sheffield 1841-1846 Klon S. Johnston

Richard M. Ingraham 1847-1848 Carole Johnston

Jonathan Johnson 1849-1850 Alexia M. Landon
John Kendrick 1851-1858 Eileen Watson
Calvin Struthers 1858-1860

1860-1876

1876-1883

1883-1894

1894-1896

1897-1909

1909-1939

1939-1956

1956-1974

1974-1977

1977-1991

1991-1996

Source: OTAR RG1 Crown Lands Dept, Settlement, Leeds County, 1795-1811; and RoLLMR Board

of Township Commissioners, later Township Council, Minutes 1836-1996.
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APPENDIX 4

16 April 1803 List of the Inhabitants of the Rear Ends of Lansdowne and Leeds

This census was recorded on one side of a single sheet in four columns. No clear division is indi-

cated between households. What appears to be the year of birth has been written in after some of

the names at a later date.

Truman Hicok Esq John do. jun. Peleg do. Danl Smith

Mary Hicok Ansill do. Polly do. Sarah do.

Nathan Hicok 1787 Elijah do. Timothy do. 1793 Harry do.

Reuben Hicok Ira do. Olive do. jun Nathan! do.

Harriot Stewart Daniel Lamb Wallis do. jun John do.

Stepen Washburn Polly do. 1780 Onner[?] do. Danl do. jun.

Martha Washburn Mashfield[?] do. Elmsley do. Phineas do.

Aseneth Washburn William do. David Lee Richard do.

Ebenr Washburn 1781 Sally do. Margerit do. 1767 Sally do.

Patience Washburn Polly do. jun. Elizabeth do. Elizabeth do.

Emma Washburn Andrew Patterson David do. jun.1795 John Sly

Seneca Washburn Charity do. Calvin do. jun.1798 Hannah do. 1768

Jervis Washburn David do. Robert do. 1801 Jonathan do. (1)

Reuben Wait Saml do. Anson do. 1800 Naomi do.

Barnabus L. Chipman Harry do. Jesse Lamb Desire do.

Bulah Chipman Hiram do. Hannah do. Emma do.

Permetia Chipman Permelia do. Patti do. John do. jun. 1800

Susannah Chipman William Patterson Elizabeth do. Runa do. 1803

Elon Chipman Lois do. Ezekiel Middleton 1774 John Struthers

Abner Chipman Myron do. Elizabeth do. 1779 Anna do.

Eunic[?] Chipman Thiron[?] do. Morgan 1801 Polly do.

Daniel Patterson Robert do. Harriott do. 1803 James do.

Dorothy do. Abigail do. Noah Burges Peter Johnson

Isaac do. Philow do. Polly do. Hugh Murry

Daniel do. jun Hibbert do. Brittan do. Jehiel Mitchel

Elizabeth do. Gideon Sheldon Abigail do. Lydia do.

John Guilbert 1760 Sarah do. Jabez Carpenter Himan do.

Anna do. 1756 Truman do. Lydia do. John do.

Epaphas do. 1781 Polly do. Jefferson do. Truman do.

Elijah do. Saml P. do. Joseph Churchill 1779 Ervin do.

William do. 1787 Wm. Caswell Sally do. 1781(2) James Day
Anna do. jun Mercy do. Abigail do. Ruth do.

John do. jun .1792 Harriot do. Ezra do. 1803 John do.

Enos do. 1793 Diantha do. Thos Hubbard Lamon [?] do.

Lydia do. 1797 Milton do. Elizabeth do. Elizabeth do.

Elihu Lawrence Ebenr Mirvin David do. Delilah do.

Darutia do. Polly do. Andrew do. James do. jun.

Polly do. Henry do. Miller do. Caleb do.

Lydia do. Danl Sherwood Eathen[?] do. Joshua do.

Sally do. Gilbert Hoag John Vowers Squire[?] I. do.

David Patterson Rufus Witherel

John Chase 1770

Deborah

Phebe

do.

do.

1767

1799Abigail do. total 176

John Barnes Wallis Sunderlin Elenor do. Nathan Hicok

Mahala do. Olive do. Catherine do. Town Clk.

Relife do. Ira do. Seneca do. April 16th AD 1803

Source: OTAR RG1 Crown Lands Dept, Settlement, Leeds County, 1795-1811
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APPENDIX 5

List of Names on Crown Patents in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear as Recorded in the

Abstract Index to Deeds

LANSDOWNE REAR

LOT CON PART
A 7 NE1/4
A 7 NW1/4
A 7 S60

1 7 Wl/2
1 7 El/2
2 7 SE1/4
2 7 NW140
3 7 part

3 7 NW8
3 7 part

4 7 All

5 7 All

6 7 All

7 7 All

8 7 All

9 7 El/2
9 7 Wl/2
10 7 All

11 7 El/2
11 7 Wl/2
12 7 All

13 7 Sl/2
13 7 Nl/2
14 7 All

15 7 Spt

15 7 Npt
16 7 All

17 7 P*
17 7 Npt
18 7 Spt

18 7 Npt
19 7 All

20 7 All

23 7 All

A 8 SW1/4
A 8 NW1/4
A 8 NE1/4
A 8 SE1/4
1 8 El/2
1 8 Wl/2
2 8 SE1/4
2 8 Wl/2
2 8 NE40
3 8 All

4 8 SW1/4
4 8 SE1/4
4 8 NE1/4
5 8 E120

5 8 Wpt
6 8 Spt

6 8 NE22
6 8 NW50
7 8 All

8 8 All

9 8 All

10 8 All

11 8 All

12 8 All

13 8 All

14 8 Sl/2
14 8 Nl/2
15 8 E90
15 8 who

DATE
26 October 1830

25 July 1835

4 February 1852

7 December 1820

3 January 1870

19 March 1878

27 January 1930

17 July 1903

14 September 1949

12 September 1951

26 October 1846

19 June 1816

16 May 1812

16 May 1812

13 April 1818

23 June 1870

12 May 1871

14 April 1818

25 November 1820

26 October 1846

21 May 1847

24 April 1863

2 April 1874

9 April 1814

28 August 1829

21 November 1866

19 November 1866

13 August 1816

13 February 1911

13 August 1816

29 July 1859

9 April 1814

23 July 1930

9 March 1901

28 May 1828

2 June 1828

15 April 1835

20 May 1846

24 April 1824

10 April 1828

24 December 1833

28 February 1837

9 September 1932

24 November 1820

2 June 1828

23 August 1831

30 May 1836

14 October 1862

17 November 1869

16 August 1816

5 March 1836

18 March 1840

16 August 1816

12 August 1816

9 April 1814

26 October 1846

16 August 1816

13 April 1818

13 April 1818

19 June 1816

25 February 1822

3 January 1872

10 December 1880

GRANTEE
John Boulton

Henry Rowson
Jacob M. Shriver

John Thomas
George W. Lee

Walter Carley

Joseph Ira Bevens

George Emery
Fergus J. O'Connor
Roy LaRose

Canada Company
Charles Langlade

Mary Campbell
Catharine Tillibough

Samuel Keller

Marlin Cross

Patrick Maloney
Paul Peterson

Richard Rogerson
Canada Company
Ogle R. Gowan
John Ivey

Joseph Webster

Charles Langlade

Thomas Kidd
Henry Morris

Ira Mallory

Joseph Dennis

John Henry Slack

Joseph Dennis

Joseph P. Slack

Charles Langlade

John Henry Slack

Thomas Young
Jacob Bryan

Richard Johnson
Richard Green

Jacob Bryan

Joseph Warren
Richard Singleton

Mathew Ryan
Benjamin Bigford

Fergus Joseph O'Connor
Edward Collins

Thomas Townsend
Henry Nevens
Jonathan M. Church Jr

Joseph Simmons Sr

William Warren

John Anderson
Benjamin Poole

Abel Poole

John Anderson
Hannah Anderson
Charles Langlade

Canada Company
Elizabeth Anderson
Joseph Orser

Eleanor Wilson

Charles Langlade Jr

Bartholomew Collins

John Earl

Samuel Moorhead
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LOT CON PART DATE
16 8 All 9 April 1814

17 8 All 26 October 1846

18 8 El/2 6 February 1880

18 8 Wl/2 16 June 1899

19 8 S30 15 July 1859

20 8 All 19 September 1871

21 8 27 5 April 1932

24 8 All 5 December 1946

A 9 Wl/2 11 April 1828

A 9 El/2 11 April 1828

1 9 All 16 September 1803

3 9 All 16 September 1803

4 9 All 24 May 1824

5 9 All 13 October 1821

6 9 NW1/4 30 May 1836

6 9 NE1/4&S1/2 22 October 1840

7 9 SW1/4 22 October 1840

7 9 Nl/2 8 June 1860

7 9 SE33 31 January 1894

8 9 N50 5 November 1872

8 9 S22 26 January 1898

9 9 Part 4 April 1945

9 9 S66 10 November 1943

10 9 Sl/2 14 August 1816

11 9 All 26 October 1846

12 9 All 23 March 1812

13 9 All 23 March 1812

14 9 All 23 January 1871

15 9 All 18 September 1869

16 9 All 8 February 1873

17 9 All 30 July 1862

18 9 22 September 1886

19 9 All 30 July 1862

20 9 All 12 February 1870

A 10 All 19 March 1806

1 10 All 16 September 1803

2 10 All 16 September 1803

3 10 All 1 August 1846

4 10 All 30 June 1801

5 10 All 18 February 1867

6 10 All 16 September 1803

7 10 All 29 July 1926

8 10 All 30 July 1862

9 10 2/3 10 October 1866

9 10 1/3 10 October 1866

10 10 2/3 10 October 1866

10 10 1/3 10 October 1866

11 10 Nl/2 14 August 1816

12 10 All 31 January 1903

13 10 All 16 September 1803

14 10 All 16 September 1803

15 10 All 12 October 1841

16 10 All 9 April 1814

18 10 22 September 1886

20 10 All 26 October 1846

21 10 24 March 1812

22 10 All 9 February 1865

23 10 All 2 December 1869

24 10 All 17 March 1803

A 11 SW42 11 November 1872

A 11 SE50 20 November 1875

A 11 Nl/2 9 September 1882

1 11 All 4 February 1852

2 11 All 12 April 1867

3 11 All 17 March 1847

4 11 All 3 January 1828

5 11 All 30 June 1801

6 11 All 1 March 1803

7 11 All 28 February 1803

8 11 All 1 March 1803

9 11 All 26 November 1863

10 11 All 13 August 1816

11 11 Nl/2 20 July 1830

GRANTEE
Charles Langlade

Canada Company
Samuel Running
William Running
Richard Foxton

William Jackson

James Fodey
Can. National Railway Co. et. al.

Jenkin Williams

Robert Williams

Wallis Sunderlin

Wallis Sunderlin

Henry Latimer

John Blades

Jonathan M. Church Jr

Melinda Rice

Melinda Rice

Elisha Wiltse Jr

Lester Weekes

John Roddick

Arza M. Sherman
Elmer Jacob Bryan
Thomas J. McConnell
Peter Adams
Canada Company
Henry Clunes

Henry Clunes

Samuel Green
Hiram Clark Delong

John Steacy

John Haskins

Hugh & Jane Running
James Taylor

Thomas Young
Daniel Sherwood
Wallis Sunderlin

Wallis Sunderlin

Hon. Jonas Jones

Jeremiah Tidd

Allan Earl

Wallis Sunderlin

Armsley Ginkin Tye

Henry Row
Robert Lee

James G. Jessup

Robert Lee

James G. Jessup

Peter Adams
Ephraim M. Bracken

Wallis Sunderlin

Wallis Sunderlin

Canada Company
Charles Langlade

Wm Larkins

Canada Company
Joseph Seelye

Israel Slack

Wm Hicks & John Webster

Elizabeth Conolly

Thomas Berney

Thomas Berney

Joseph Denby
David B.O Ford

John Kendrick

Mark Moore
King's College

Russell Lee

John Popper

Rudolph Papst

Adam Popper
Thomas Sheffield

Catharine Adams
John O'Connor
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LOT CON PART
11 11 Sl/2

12 11 Wl/2
12 11 NE20
12 11 SE80

13 11 All

14 11 All

15 11 All

16 11 All

17 11 All

18 11 All

19 11 All

20 11 All

21 11 All

22 11 All

23 11 All

24 11 Nl/2
24 11 Sl/2

2 12 All

3 12 All

4 12 All

5 12 All

6 12 All

7 12 Wl/2?
7 12 El/2
8 12 All

9 12 All

10 12 All

11 12 All

12 12 All

13 12 All

14 12 All

15 12 Sl/2

15 12 NW1/4
15 12 NE1/4
16 12 All

17 12 El/2
17 12 Wl/2
18 12 All

19 12 Wl/2
19 12 El/2
20 12 All

21 12 All

21 12 All

22 12 All

23 12 All

24 12 All

B 13 El/2
B 13 Wl/2
C 13 All

D 13 All

1 13 All

2 13 All

3 13 All

4 13 All

5 13 All

6 13 All

7 13 El/2
7 13 Wl/2
8 13 All

9 13 All

10 13 All

11 13 All

12 13 All

13 13 All

LEEDS REAR
1 6 All

2 6 All

3 6 Wl/2
3 6 El/2
4 6 All

5 6 All

6 6 All

DATE
26 October 1846

22 February 1822

3 June 1862

30 January 1885

16 September 1803

29 February 1812

16 September 1803

29 June 1837

28 March 1812

28 March 1812

1 August 1811

17 April 1812

30 June 1828

24 March 1812

29 November 1836

31 July 1811

24 June 1812

12 August 1873

2 November 1832

24 December 1836

24 December 1836

24 December 1836

1 March 1803

3 May 1827

1 March 1803

28 February 1811

17 May 1802

1 March 1803

26 February 1803

1 March 1803

3 March 1803

13 July 1852

21 April 1857

9 December 1862

1 March 1803

24 1824

28 May 1834

17 May 1802

17 May 1802

30 October 1818

27 June 1838

24 May 1798

12 June 1798

5 April 1828

25 November 1802

1 March 1803

2 June 1828

2 June 1828

31 July 1811

3 January 1828

3 June 1834

3 March 1837

26 March 1825

19 September 1805

12 November 1803

27 June 1838

29 March 1806

17 May 1802

17 May 1802

17 May 1802

17 May 1802

3 January 1828

3 January 1828

3 January 1828

6 December 1841

9 November 1824

13 May 1820

3 October 1820

5 November 1818

3 May 1848

20 June 1846

GRANTEE
Canada Company
Joseph K. Hartwell

John Kendrick

Uzeby Kendrick

Wallis Sunderlin

Benjamin Nichols

Wallis Sunderlin

Richard Johnson
Charles Jones

Charles Jones

Richard D. Fraser

William Robison

George Johnston

Joseph Seelye

William Webster

Joseph Wiltse

James Breakenridge

John Kendrick

Canada Company
Hiram Spafford

Hiram Spafford

Hiram Spafford

David Bissell alias Bisset

Levi Soper

Micah Corbins

Levi Hotchkiss

Wm Caswell

Susannah Cleckender

Wm Caswell

David Patterson

Andrew Patterson

James C. Green

John T. Taylor

Wm Copeland

Joseph Merriman
Henry Giles

Samuel Green
Lemuel Caswell

Lemuel Caswell

Truman Hicock

Peter Johnson
Francis Stewart

Amos M. Kenny
Samuel Copeland
Thomas Fraser

Christopher Venter

Wm Earl

Joseph Godkin
Jane Cole

King's College

Wm & Sexton Washburn
Seneca & Jarvis Washburn
Barnabas L. Chipman
Daniel Paterson

Alexander Campbell
Richard Finlay

William Elliott

Samuel Cross

Samuel Cross

Alexander Campbell
Alexander Campbell
King's College

King's College

King's College

Michael Rowe
Rebecca Towsley

Angus Cameron
William Matheson
Hugh Johns

Edward Kenny
Daniel S. Baxter
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LOT CON PART
7 6 All

8 6 All

9 6 All

10 6 El/2
10 6 Wl/2
11 6 All

12 6 All

13 6 El/2
13 6 Wl/2
14 6 All

15 6 Wl/2
15 6 El/2
16 6 All

17 6 El/2
17 6 Wl/2
18 6 All

19 6 All

20 6 All

21 6 All

22 6 All

23 6 All

24 6 Wl/2
24 6 El/2
1 7 All

2 7 Nl/2
2 7 SW1/4
2 7 SE1/4
3 7 All

4 7 All

5 7 All

6 7 All

7 7 All

8 7 El/2
8 7 Wl/2
9 7 NW80
9 7 SW25
9 7 SW20
9 7 NE50
9 7 SE25

11 7 Wl/2
11 7 El/2
12 7 Sl/2
12 7 Nl/2
13 7 All

14 7 All

15 7 All

16 7 Wl/2
16 7 SE1/4
16 7 NE1/4
17 7 All

18 7 El/2
18 7 Wl/2
19 7 All

20 7 El/2
20 7 Wl/2
21 7 All

22 7 El/2
22 7 Wl/2
23 7 NW30
23 7 NE50
23 7 S80

24 7 All

1 8 All

2 8 All

3 8 All

4 8 All

5 8 E175

5 8 SW25
6 8 All

7 8 All

8 8 All

DATE
9 November 1815

15 Julv 1803

15 July 1803

20 May 1824

20 May 1824

20 February 1806

20 August 1831

15 December 1858

28 August 1858

22 March 1808

7 February 1870

6 December 1871

10 June 1879

29 July 1862

30 July 1862

10 November 1870

8 December 1841

5 February 1866

4 May 1810

12 October 1841

1 December 1802

28 February 1861

16 June 1869

7 November 1822

10 July 1866

25 February 1866

19 March 1878

21 April 1827

9 February 1809

9 February 1809

22 November 1804

16 January 1847

19 March 1819

19 March 1819

17 February 1879

4 January 1881

5 January 1881

26 February 1881

22 October 1883

19 May 1820

3 January 1828

7 January 1811

7 February 1811

12 July 1844

10 April 1813

4 February 1852

13 August 1866

6 December 1871

17 February 1877

13 May 1803

4 February 1852

29 October 1862

18 October 1836

8 November 1877

20 February 1878

26 October 1846

30 July 1862

1 November 1871

12 November 1868

31 January 1880

7 December 1932

13 March 1803

31 January 1807

5 February 1840

30 May 1836

20 March 1825

16 January 1865

15 February 1866

16 November 1818

19 March 1819

30 April 1812

GRANTEE
Amy Mott

Nancy Day
Nancy Day
John Bern'

William Power
Anna Bissell

Elizabeth Downs
William J. McKinley

John Hill

Unice Osborn
Joshua Hill

Henry McPherson
Henry McPherson
John G. McArthur
Hon. George Crawford
William Church
Ann E. McPherson & Eliza Davis

Mary M. Turner

Martha Buell

Canada Company
Abel Fulford

Samuel H. Andress

Abraham McNeil
Truelove Butler

William Broad

Thomas Moore
Walter Carley

Roger Savage

King's College

Allan McDonell
Mrs Francis Munro
Hugh Murray
Hugh Murray
Hugh Murray
Robert H. & James O. Read
Thomas Kenney
Thomas Kenney
Robert Eaton

Edward, Benjamin, Josiah,

George A., Francis, Elizabeth,

Ann & Emma Kenney
James McDonell
King's College

John Pettier

Bartholomew Carley

Jonathan Pope & John Sly

Seth Wamer
Jasper A. Russell

Philip Ledbetter

George Berry

John Mullen

Margaret Shell

Edward Kersten

John Shephard

Polly Titus

James Simmons
William Riley Livingstone

Canada Company
Henry Row
Jeremiah H. Jackson

Jacob A. Day
John Bracken

George Nelson Bracken

Anne Truesdale

Thankful Cole

Samuel W. Haskin

Joseph Laforty

John Seelye

William Bracken

James Niblock

Elizabeth Hotchkiss

Hugh Murry
John Struthers
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LOT CON PART
9 8 All

10 8 All

11 8 All

12 8 All

13 8 All

14 8 All

15 8 Sl/4

15 8 N3/4
16 8 All

17 8 All

18 8 Wl/2
19 8 Wl/2
19 8 SE50

19 8 NE50
20 8 El/2

20 8 Wl/2
21 8 Wl/2
21 8 El/2
22 8 Wl/2
22 8 El/2
23 8 All

24 8 Nl/2
24 8 Sl/2
1 9 All

2 9 All

2 9 All

3 9 All

4 9 All

5 9 1/3

5 9 2/3
6 9 1/3

6 9 2/3
7 9 All

8 9 All

9 9 All

10 9 El/2
10 9 Wl/2
11 9 Wl/2
11 9 El/2
12 9 All

13 9 All

14 9 All

15 9 All

16 9 N50
16 9 75

16 9 SE25
16 9 Sl/4
17 9 All

18 9 All

19 9 All

20 9 All

21 9 El/2
21 9 Wl/2
22 9 All

23 9 Nl/2
23 9 SW1/4
23 9 SE25
23 9 SE25

24 9 All

7 10 All

8 10 All

9 10 All

10 10 All

11 10 All

12 10 All

13 10 All

14 10 All

15 10 SW47
15 10 NW47
15 10 El/2
16 10 All

17 10 Wl/2
17 10 El/2

DATE
6 June 1811

12 May 1820

6 June 1811

19 October 1818

22 October 1804

17 October 1818

15 June 1876

26 May 1882

15 February 1822

3 January 1828

26 July 1866

18 March 1862

3 June 1862

13 October 1868

29 August 1863

19 December 1882

19 August 1868

25 June 1877

2 June 1820

3 January 1828

31 March 1806

6 August 1868

14 May 1873

31 May 1895

12 March 1813

3 October 1860

3 June 1840

21 June 1824

11 July 1844

11 July 1844

11 July 1844

11 July 1844

27 February 1808

12 March 1813

24 September 1842

4 June 1862

12 February 1868

3 October 1820

26 October 1846

27 November 1804

24 November 1815

19 October 1818

20 October 1818

26 June 1846

5 March 1869

27 November 1871

I April 1882

II July 1818

19 February 1813

21 April 1845

22 April 1835

10 April 1828

4 January 1842

24 November 1815

3 July 1860

3 December 1861

15 May 1869

28 April 1894

9 September 1837

29 November 1875

29 November 1875

26 October 1846

23 July 1863

9 February 1809

9 February 1809

27 February 1808

27 February 1808

30 January 1856

28 February 1868

6 January 1875

23 November 1804

19 November 1838

12 December 1846

GRANTEE
Mary Emery
Roderick Matheson
Darcus Wood
Truman Hicock

Joseph Churchill

Truman Hicock

Uri Shook
Andrew Gray
Charles C. Farran

King's College

James Macmillan

George Ellis

William Kernahan
William Kernahan

Jacob D. Buell

Robert Dillon

Benjamin Dillon

Andrew Dillon

Richard Ringer

King's College

Ephraim Jones

William P. Bryan

Benedict Kelsey

George Chapman
Margaret Whitley

John Singleton

Edward Murphy
John Bawdin
Andrew Cairns

Phoebe Cassidy

Andrew Cairns

Phoebe Cassidy

John Chatterton

Margaret Whitley

Elizabeth, John & William
J.

Willis

Thomas Berney

Tnomas Willis

Daniel Fraser

Canada Company
Truman Hicock

Freeman[?] Hicock

Truman Hicock

Truman Hicock

Edward Green
Henry Umphrey
Cyrus Eaton

William Shook
Abigail Crippen

Samuel Crippen

Lucinda Paine

David B. Stevens

John Niblock

Henrv Baitson

Ruth Howe
Samuel Niblock

Thomas Tighe

Thomas I\ e

William S. Byers

Mandana Wing
John Somerville

John Somerville

Canada Company
John Somerville

Samuel Kilborn

Samuel Kilborn

John Chatterton

John Chatterton

OttiS Rhodes

William Scotl

Otis Rhodes

1 noi h I luntlev

I rederick Bronk
David BO Ford
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LOT CON PART
18 10 All

19 10 All

20 10 All

21 10 All

22 10 All

23 10 All

24 10 SE1/4
24 10 NE20
24 10 SW1/4
24 10 SW15
24 10 N7
24 10 NW43
24 10 Nsect.

24 10 SE20

15 11 All

16 11 All

17 11 All

18 11 All

19 11 All

20 11 All

21 11 All

22 11 All

23 11 El/2
23 11 Wl/2
24 11 All

DATE
29 November 1815

27 November 1815

11 June 1855

12 June 1840

3 January 1828

29 August 1810

27 April 1867

24 April 1871

1 October 1883

2 October 1883

2 October 1883

3 October 1883

6 November 1889

24 April 1871

5 January 1866

5 January 1866

14 January 1861

29 November 1815

29 November 1815

22 June 1840

10 April 1828

19 September 1805

26 February 1861

28 May 1863

8 September 1846

GRANTEE
Truman Hicock

Allen Curtis

Hiel Sliter

Ezekiel Middleton

King's College

Hannah Lamb
Mary A. Johnson (widow)
Justus Coon
Merrill C. Sweet

Merrill C. Sweet

Mary Wing
Merrill C. Sweet

Asa Wing
Justus Coon
Alonzo Sliter

Alonzo Sliter

Alonzo Sliter

Richard Baxter

Richard Baxter

William Niblock

Arthur Niblock

Eleanor Booth

Amos G. Judd
Peter P. Pomeroy
David B.O. Ford

Source: OKQAR MF 1597 for Lansdowne Township AID; and Carleton University, MacOdrum
Library, reel CA20N LT A14 for Leeds Township AID.

APPENDIX 6

A List of the Numbers of Inhabitants in the Rear of Lansdown & Leeds for the year 1810

This census is recorded on one sheet of paper, with the columns of names divided by lines (spaces

are used here) to indicate separate households. All inmates are listed, with only the first names of

children provided, but the full names of other non-members residing in the household are given.

Male non-members are listed after the male children and before female children. In some house-

holds the letter "F" precedes the name of the first female child.

FAMILIES John "F" Sarah Ezekiel

Betsey Polly Jehiel

John & Alpha Sweet Betsey Sally

Allen Levi & Elizabeth Hotchkiss Babe [i.e. baby] Hannah
Jerard Levi

Eli Samuel John & Eunice Chace Truman & Dorcas Hicock
Frederic John Jesse David
William Alpheus James Abel Ward
Abijah David Sally Abel Russel
"F" Anne Polly Harriet Suart
Lydia Asseneth John & Cecil Wallis

Jehiel & Lydia

Hyman
John

Truman
Erwin

Mitchell
Roger & Phebe

Morris

Asher C.

Daniel

Savage

John

Gabriel

Vannor

"F" Phesse [?]

Lazetti

Cecil

John & Lucy Pane

Lucinda

James Day
Caleb Day

Charles Evets
Horatio Ezekiel & Lydia Middleton

Jehiel
John & Anne Struthers

Morgan

Jabezh & Lydia Carpenter William Nelson Narissa

Jefferson Polly James Betsey

Hervy Lydia Benjamin Polly

Austin John McTerson
"¥" Rocksina Daniel & Polly

Marshfield

Lamb "F" Polly Margaret Lee

David

Ebenr & Ellice Merwin William Joseph & Nabby Churchell Calvin

Henry Benjm Chase Ezra Robert
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Daniel Sherwood
Betsey

Peggy

Wallis & Olive Sunderlin

Timothy
Wallice

Emsley
Peleg

"F" Polly

Ollive

Stephen & Synthy Knapp
Dan
Stephen Ellice

Elizabeth

Ann
Miriah

Robert & Phebe Boice

Dan
Elizabeth

Anna

Parker & Orrilla Smith

Anne
Jane

John & Elenor Vowers
Phebe
Ellenor

Catty

Mahala

Nathan & Flora Galpin

John

Nathan
Filo

Curtis

Nabby
Polly

Orilly

Reaney

Josiah & Caty Rathbun
Faxton

Josiah

Dobson
Nicholas

Fileh [?]

Catty

Willm & Lois Abel

Freman
John

Heman
David

Betsey

Sally

Lydia

Justice & Nancy Barden

Saml & Polly Parsons

Weldon
Bolton

Rocksina

Nathan & Betsey Hicock

Filo

Polly

Job & Polly Barden

James
Truman
Babe [i.e. baby boy]

Polly

Lydia

Joseph & Pethina Barden

Betsey

Hannah
Silvy

Henry & Phebe Allen

Ira

Meranda
Eunice

Stephen & Arseneth Washburn
Seneca

Jervis

Billy

Amy
Minerva
Miranda

John & Mahala Barns

John

Ansel

Elijah

Ira

Leiffy

Peggy

Lucy

James & Betsey Waterhouse

Nelson

Julinia

Elizabeth

Isaac & Anna Soaper

Henry
Sally

Jesse & Polly UpDegrove

Nehemiah & Polly Hopkins
Normand
Filander

Luke

Ashbell

Joseph

Ebenr & Anne Beers

David

Anne
Sally

Rachel

Clawson & Nancy Burgess

John
boy Babe

John & Polly Tall

John

Levi & Lois Soper

Hiram
Nathan
Binjamin

Jacob Flint

Daty

Sherwood Avary
Ebenezer

Nehemiah
Dillia

Elijah & Hannah Gilbert

Jedediah & Lydia Durphy
Truman
William

Loel [Lowell?]

Calton

Amanda

William & Lois Patterson

Myron
Theron
Robert

Filo

Hibbert

George
Ariel

Nabby
Julia

Sally Mosier

Ebenezer & Hannah Washbun
Stephen

James Jones

Aron & Anne Stevens

Nathan
Horrace

Saxton

Lovicy

Benjm & Anne Slack

John

Benajah

Joseph

William

Benjm
Sally

Anny

Elias & Anne Tryon

Asael

Ephraim

Jenny

Mary

William & Eliza Kelsey

Saml

Uriah

Phillip

James
Charlotte

Hannah

Danl & Ann Patterson

Thomas & Kitty Douglass

Thomas
Sally

Daniel & Dolly Patterson ?

Elizabeth

John & Ann Gilbert

Elijah

Ira

William

John

Eaneas

Lydia

Nicholas & Orrilla Sliter

Hiel

David

Peleg

Betsey

Jabezh Eaton & Sally

Olliver

Tyrus

Chancey
Hyram
Leonard

Sally

Minervy

Ruth Day
Nancy
Elizabeth

Roger Savage

Town Clerk

Source: OTAR RG1 Crown Lands Dept, Settlement, Leeds County, 1795-1811, this transcription

provided courtesy of Keith Sly.
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APPENDIX 7

Alphabetical Census of Household Heads, Leeds & Lansdowne Rear, 1825.

HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD BOYS MEN
Hiram Baxter 3 1

Ebenezer Beers 1 1

William Bell 1 1

John Berry 1 1

David Birmingham 1 1

James Birmingham 4

Edmund S. Blodget 1 1

Cornelius Brady 2 2

Jacob Brian 1

Timothy Buel[l] 1 1

Bemsley Buell 2 4

Ezra Churchel 1

Joseph Churchel 2 4

Jacob D. Coon 1 2

Samuel Copland 3 3

David Curtis 3 3

Smith Curtis 1

Thomas Danby 1

Peter Dillen 1

William Dobson 1 2

John Donehue 1 1

Dennis Donevin 1 2

Chancey Eaton 4

Jabez Eaton 2 7

Oliver Eaton 1 1

George E. Eldercan 1 1

John Gilbert 1

John Gilbert Jr 2 1

William Gilbert 2 1

Allis Giles 1 1

John Green 5 1

Richard Green 1 1

Samuel Green 2 1

Abraham Haskins 1 1

Samuel Haskins 3 2

Nathan Hicock 2 2

Truman Hicok 4

Anna Holten 3

Levi Hotchkiss 1 3

Samuel Hotchkiss 1 2

John Hutchins 1 4

John Johnson 1 1

[John Johnson 2 1

Peter Johnson 2 3

Richard Johnson 6 2

George Johnston 2 1

John Kendrick 1

Simon Kimberly 2 1

Henry Latimer 3 1

Margaret Lee 3

Francis Lewis 2 2

William McKinley 1 2

Ezekiel Middleton 2 2

Wm M. Middleton 1 1

John Niblock 1 3

Alexander Nivens 1

Charles Nivens 1

John Pain 1

Lois Parish

Thomas Parks 3 1

Roger Savage 2 4

Uri Scovil 1 2

Justus Seeley 1

John Simpson 1

Richard Singleton 2 1

David Sliter 1

Hiel Sliter 2 1

GIRLS WOMEN
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

TOTAL
5

5

3

4

8

6

4

9

1

7

10

4

12

7

12

9

2

2

4

4

3

5

6

12

5

3

2

6

5

6

9

4

6

4

11

9

6

6

7

5

9

4

6]

11

13

10

3

5

8

4

7

4

7

3

6

1

1

5

3

8

8

6

2

3

5

2

6
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HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD BOYS
Nicholas Sliter 2

John Sly 1

Luke Smades 2

Hiram Soper 1

Isaac Soper 1

Levi Soper 2

Solomon Soper 3

George Spratt 3

Cleveland Stafford 4

Tobias Staly 1

Thos Staples 1

Benjamin Struthers

James Struthers 2

Allis Suffle

Allen Sweet 2

Alpha Sweet

William Taylor 3

Thos Townsend
Wm Vowers
Benjamin Warren

John Warren 2

Jarvis Washburn 1

[Lucius Washburn 1

Edward Watson 2

William Webster 4

John Wheeler

Jenkins Williams 1

Robert Williams

John Williamson 3

George Wright 3

MEN
10

4

2

1

2

2

1

2

4

2

1

1

1

GIRLS

3

2

2

3

4

2

2

1

2

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

2

1

WOMEN
2

1

1

2

2

TOTAL
14

6

8

2

7

6

7

9

13

6

5

4

5

2

6

2

6

3

3

3

6

3

4]

6

9

3

4

3

9

5

Source: D.J. Browne, comp., Early Census Records for the Rear of Leeds & Lansdowne Townships, Leeds

County, for the Years 1806, 1807, 1809, 1810, 1811, 1813, 1814, 1815, 1816, 1820, 1824, 1825,

1826, 1827, 1828, 1829, 1830, 1832, 1833, 1838, 1839, 1840, 1841, 1845 (Brockville: Leeds and

Grenville Genealogical Society, RO. Box 536, Brockville, Ontario, K6V 5V7, 1992) amend-
ed by Keith Sly.

APPENDIX 8

List of Settlers Located in Leeds and Lansdowne Rear from the Perth Military Settlement,

1816-1822

NAMES REGIMENT COUNTRY TWP CON. LOT
Francis Thomas GlyFs Switzerland Leeds 3 SW14
John Balderson 76 Regt England Leeds 4 SW17
Roderick Matheson Gly Regt Scotland Leeds 8 10

Thomas O'Hara Gly Regt Ireland Lansdown 6 16

Angus Cameron CnFs Scotland Leeds 6 SW3
James McDonell 72 Regt Scotland Leeds 7 SW11
Richard Ringer 76 Regt England Leeds 8 SW22
John Smith 41 Regt England Leeds 5 SW9
Hugh Daly 8 Regt Ireland Leeds 5 NE9
Benjamin Delisle CnFs L. Canada Leeds 5 SVV4

George Hart CaChs England Leeds 8 3

Joseph Legary CaFs L. Canada Leeds 3 NE14
Daniel Daverne Secy Fngland Leeds 2 8&10
Emerand Ruff DeWattvl Germany Leeds 6 17

Daniel Fraser Cn Fs L. Canada Leeds 9 SW11
William Matheson CnFs U. States Leeds 6 \l )

Andrew Playfair 104 Regt England Lansdown 7 21

John Thomas 104 Regt N Brunswick Lansdown 7 SI

Francis Cummings 104 Regt Scotland Lansdown 7 17

John Ferguson 104 Regt Scotland Lansdown 10 12

Lansdown 3 SW23
Anthony Leslie Gly Regt Scotland Lansdown 4 SV\ 1

5
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NAMES REGIMENT COUNTRY TWP CON. LOT
William McGrath 58 Regt England Lansdown 4 NE15
Francis Niblock 103 Regt Scotland Lansdown 10 10

Edward Collins Yrk Depot England Lansdown 8 3

John Palmer 59 Regt England Lansdown 7 SW11
Richard Rogerson 5RVBn Scotland Lansdown 7 NE11
James Miller 5 Dn Gds Ireland Leeds 5 SW14
Joseph Kregg Ital Levy Germany Lansdown 6 22

Barthw Gallino Ital Levy Germany Lansdown 8 NE14
James Thorn CnFs Ireland Lansdown 6 NE16
James Quail 19 Drgns Ireland Leeds 5 SW21
John Ellis 22 Drgns England Leeds 4 A
Thomas Consitt RINavy England Lansdown 11 10

John Blades 104 Regt England Lansdown 9 5

Henry Lettimer Rl Arty Ireland Lansdown 9 4

J.K. Hartwell Corny Gen? U. Canada Lansdown 11 SW12
John Alston 70 Regt Scotland Leeds 10 17

Robert Percivill Ireland Lansdown 3 SW11
John Berry Ireland Leeds 6 NE10
William Powers Ireland Leeds

Henry Giles Ireland Lansdown 12 NE17
Jenkins Williams England Lansdown 9 SWA
Joseph Moxley Ireland Lansdown 9 NEA
Hugh McGinnis Ireland Lansdown 2 SW23
Alexr McKinney Ireland Lansdown 4 NEA
John McLelland Ireland Lansdown 4 SWA
John Witherhead Ireland Lansdown 4 SW8
John Hade Ireland Lansdown 2 NEA
John Willoughby Ireland Lansdowne 2 SW21
William Armstrong Ireland Lansdowne 2 NE21
Francis Mitchell Scotland Leeds 3 N9
Joseph Warner Ireland Lansdown 8 NE1
James Barrington Ireland Lansdown 8 NE2
Joseph Acton Ireland Lansdown 2 NE23
Richard Singleton Ireland Lansdown 8 SW1
Robert Taylor Ireland Lansdown 4 NE24
Robert Taylor Jr Ireland Lansdown 4 SW24
Benjn Bigford Ireland Lansdown 8 SW2
Henry Johnston Ireland Lansdown 4 SW19
George Johnston Ireland Lansdown 4 NE19
John Perceville Ireland Lansdown 3 SWA
William McClay Ireland Lansdown 3 SW6
William Jackson England Leeds 3 EA
John Jackson England Leeds 3 WA
Thomas Percival Ireland Lansdown 3 E6

James Kenney Ireland Lansdown 3 NEA
Adam Hawley England Leeds 3 E2

George Johnston Ireland Leeds 3 W2
Samuel Green Ireland Lansdown 12 SW17
Samuel Wright Ireland Lansdown 5 E21

John Bawdin England Leeds 9 4

Henry Beatson England Leeds 9 W21
John Niblock Ireland Leeds 9 E21

John O'Connor Ireland Lansdown 11 Ell

Arthur Niblock Ireland Leeds 11 21

William Earl Ireland Lansdown 3 NE23
John Taylor Ireland Lansdown 5 SW9
James Taylor Ireland Lansdown 5 NE9
John Armstrong Ireland Lansdown 5 W21
Wm Townsend 104 Regt Ireland Leeds 2 NA
John Bradley Emigrant Lansdown 5 SW14
Robert Perceval Emigrant Lansdown 3 SW11
William Power Emigrant Leeds 6 SW10

Source: NAC MG9 (D8) Perth Military Settlement Register of Located Persons, 1816-1822.
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APPENDIX 9

Statement in detail, arranged alphabetically, of the votes given for Wm. Buell and Ogle R. Gowan
at the Polls in the County of Leeds by electors from Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, on the 21st and

22d of October, 1844, taken from the several Poll Books.

ELECTOR
REAR LEEDS
Rodger Adsit

Wm Bryan

John Berry

James Birmingham
Richard Baxter

Wm Carley

Saml Cline

John Chapman, Sen'r

Gregory Chapman
Jos. Churchill

Andrew Dillon

Bazil Eaton

Jos. Gainford

Edward Green
Saml. Haskins

David R. Hicock

David Hotchkiss

Wm. F. Johnson
Thos. Kenny
John Kenny
Valentine Kenny
Michael Kenny
Edward Kenny
Christopher Leggo, Jr.

James Moore
Andrew McArde
Wm. McKinly

Arthur Niblock

Wm. Niblock

Wm. Powers
Nelson Potter

Abel Russell

Washington L. Sliter

Hial Sliter

Roony Sly

John N. Struthers

Henry Staley

Hiram N. Sweet

Rug[g]les M. Struthers

Thomas Tye

Josh Thomas
Henry Wiltse

For [William] Buell,

For [Ogle R.) Gowan,

REAR LANSDOWN
Benjamin Bigford

Jacob Bryan

Elijah Barnes

Hiram Crippen

Jos. Copeland
Robert W. Copeland
David Curtis

Samuel Copeland
Simon Cronk
Wm. Copeland
Northrup Curtis

Matthew Connors

Jos. Denby
Robert Earl

Peter F. Green

GOWAN (TORY) BUELL (REFORM) LOT cor

1 Wll 8

SE24 9

E10 6

E2 4

E6 6

W2 6

20 7

NW11 7

N17 9

10 7

N22 9

1 S8 9

3 6

W17 10

1 12 8

14 8

E6 8

24 9

E8 7

Ell 6

NW11 6

W9 6

E9 6

1 3 9

1 6

1 S17 9

10 A
NW11 7

22 11

20 11

W10 6

12 8

E5 7

E7 8

N19 10

S12 7

19 11

S24 9

SE3 7

18 11

22 9

E2 6

1 E3 8

2 8

SWA 8

1 SE3 13

1 SE5 13

22 12

2 10

1 3 13

Ft22 12

8 11

NE5 13

1 NW5 13

N7 13

EC 13

Ml 12

24 12
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ELECTOR
John Green
Sam'l Green

James C. Green
Alpheus R. Howard
Wm. Hamblin
Reuben Hicock

Richard Johnson

John F. Johnston

Wm. F. Johnson

John Johnson
Thos. Johnston

John T. Johnson

Geo. Johnson

Robert Johnson
Wm. Johnston

Thos. Kidd
Geo. Keeler

John Kendrick

Anson Lee

Geo. Murphy
Danl. Moor
Robert Maude
Danl. O'Connor
Benj. Pool

Levi Soper

Jas. Struthers

Richd. Singleton

Alex. Sheldon

Samuel Stafford

Thos. Sheffield

Wm. Struthers

Edwin Scovil

Lewis Stafford

Richd. Sheffield

Thos. Sheffield, Jr.

Surrastin L. Soper

John B. Wheeler
Wm. Washburn
Seneca Washburn
Sexton Washburn
Thos. Williams

John Williamson

Richd. Williamson

Samuel Williamson

Wm. Webster

For [William] Buell

For [Ogle R.] Gowan

GOWAN (TORY)
1

1

1

BUELL (REFORM)

1

1

1

1

20

40

LOT CON
17 11

19 11

15 11

9 12

WC 13

NW11 12

18 12

S19 11

W19 12

18 11

20 12

S12 12

SE23 12

21 11

13 12

15 7

S2 13

Nil 11

1 8

21 12

SW6 9

23 12

NE2 8

6 8

W8 13

NWA 10

Nl 8

1 9

Ft5 11

FtlO 11

Ft4 10

SE4 13

S16 12

Ell 11

NW10 11

E8 13

W3 8

Wl 13

N2 13

1 13

SWA 9

13 12

13 12

16 11

23 11

Source: Brockville Recorder, 21 November 1844, pp. 2-3, cols. 6-1.

APPENDIX 10

List of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear Reeves, 1850-1996

YEAR
1850-57

1858-59

1860

1861

1862

1863

1864

1865

1866

1867

1868

1869

REEVES
Edward Green
Thomas Sheffield

James Moulton

John Kendrick

Edward Green

Jonathan Johnson

James Moulton
Thomas Sheffield

James Moulton
Thomas Sheffield

William Coleman
James Moulton

RELIGION
Anglican

Methodist

Anglican

Anglican

Anglican

Anglican

Anglican

Methodist

Anglican

Methodist

Anglican

Anglican

ETHNIC ORIGIN
Irish

Irish

Irish

Irish

Irish

Irish

Irish

Irish

Irish

Irish

English

Irish
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YEAR REEVES
1870 Thomas Sheffield

1871 James Moulton

1872 Thomas Sheffield

1873 William Lambert

1874-75 James Moulton

1876 William Richardson

1877 John C. Stafford

1878-79 William Richardson

1880 John Roddick

1881 James Moulton
1882 Johnson? Sheffield

1883-85 James Moulton
1886-89 William Richardson

1890-92 Richard J. Green
1893-94 William F. Bracken

1895-1900 Richard J. Green
1901-06 Ephraim M. Bracken

1907-08 George Bracken

1909-11 Jonathan D. Johnson
1912-13 George W. Bracken

1914 Richard G. Harvey
1915 Robert J. Green
1916-18 Richard G. Harvey
1919 John A. Steacy

1920-21 Johnson Frye

1922-24 George E. Godkin

1925-29 George Gardiner

1930-32 John W. Berry

1933-34 A.E. Collinson

1935-38 Alfred Kenny
1939-44 Roy H. Slack

1945-46 Wallace Johnson
1946-53 Hayden Stanton

1954-56 Harold Webster

1957-60 Johnson Plunkett

1961-62 Arthur Raison

1963-69 Douglas Moore
1970-72 John McKinley
1973-78 Hubert B. Sly

1978-88 Roy Greenhorn
1988-91 Gordon Leadbeater

1991-96 Bruce Bryan

RELIGION
Methodist

Anglican

Anglican

Anglican

Anglican

Anglican

Anglican

Anglican

Presbyterian

Anglican

Methodist

Anglican

Anglican

Anglican

Methodist

Anglican

Methodist

Methodist

Anglican

Methodist

Methodist

Anglican

Methodist

Anglican

Anglican

Anglican

Anglican

United

United

United

United

Anglican

United

Anglican

Anglican

United

United

United?

United

Anglican

United

Anglican

Source: RoLLMR Township Council Minutes 1850-1996

APPENDIX 11

ETHNIC ORIGIN
Irish

Irish

Irish

English

Irish

English

English

Irish

Scottish

Irish

Irish

Irish

Irish

Irish

Irish

Irish

Irish

Irish

Irish

Irish

Irish

Irish

Irish

Irish

English

Irish

Irish

Irish

English

Irish

Dutch
Irish

English

Irish

Irish

English

Irish?

Irish

English

Irish

Irish

Irish

List of Household Heads* and Inhabitants with Occupations, Leeds and Lansdowne Rear,

January 1881.

Name Occupation Birthplace Religion Ethnic

Origin

Age No. in

House

LANSDOWNE REAR
John C. Stafford* Farmer Ontario C. of England English 49 8

A. Wesley Stafford Farmer Ontario C. of England English 20

John Gibson* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal Irish 43 6

Enos Stevens* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 63 8

George Stevens Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 28

Isaac LaRose* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal French 23 5

William Parker* Farmer Ontario Wesleyan Meth. Irish 28 1

Allan Earl* Farmer Ireland C of England Irish 52 5

Elisha Wiltse* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal Irish 56 7

William Wiltse Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcpal Irish L6

John Osborn* Clergyman England ( of England English 32 3
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Name Occupation Birthplace

Charlotte Ripley* Weaver Ontario

Joseph Ripley Blacksmith United States

James Charlton* Shoemaker Quebec
Francis Charlton Labourer Ontario

Henry Green* Merchant Ontario

David Green* Wool Manufacturer Ontario

James Berney* Farmer Ontario

Samuel Berney Mason Ontario

Frederick Moore* Farmer Ireland

Mark Moore Farmer Ontario

Joseph Moore Farmer Ontario

Robert Wood* Farmer Scotland

James Wood Farmer Ontario

Thomas Wood Farmer Ontario

Peter Kendrick* Farmer Ontario

John Kendrick* Farmer Ontario

Albert Kendrick Farmer's Son Ontario

Joseph Danby* Farmer Ontario

Wallace Danby Farmer's Son Ontario

James Danby Farmer's Son Ontario

Alvin Wiltse* Farmer Ontario

Christopher Wiltse Farmer Ontario

Asher Wiltse Farmer 's Son Ontario

Alpheus Gilbert* Farmer Ontario

Henry Ripley* Ontario

Robert Lee* Shoemaker Ontario

George W. Lee* Store Clerk Ontario

David Edgar* Hotelkeeper Ontario

Webster Copeland* Hotelkeeper Ontario

Alfred Gadbury Labourer England
Alpheus Love* Blacksmith Ontario

John Earl* Carpenter Ontario

Maggie Wright* Seamstress Ontario

George Steacy* Farmer Ontario

James Gilhooly* Shoemaker Ontario

Mansell McVagh* Sawyer Ontario

Franklin Gilbert* Labourer Ontario

William Witherell* Carriagemaker Ontario

George Witherell Physician United States

Frederick Witherell Carriagemaker Ontario

William Davis* Tinsmith Ontario

James Hunkins Tinsmith Ontario

William Johnson* Carpenter Ontario

John Birdsell* Carpenter Ontario

Mortimer Birdsell Carpenter Ontario

Charles Gilfillan* Cooper Ontario

Robert Cheetham* Blacksmith Ontario

Henry Gordon* Woollen Manufacturer United States

James Roddick* Miller Scotland

Alexander Winks Cabinetmaker Ontario

Henry H. Turner Schoolteacher Scotland

Joseph Roantree* Miller England

William H. Godkin* Farmer Ontario

Samuel Godkin Farmer Ontario

James Godkin Farmer Ontario

Henry Gilbert* Farmer Ontario

Rufus Gilbert* Farmer Ontario

John Gilbert Farmer Ontario

Torence Soper* Farmer Ontario

William Ransom* Farmer Ontario

Henry McQuade* Minister Ontario

Alonzo Whitmarsh* Labourer Ontario

Cindona Whitmarsh Seamstress Ontario

Napoleon Howard* Farmer Ontario

Martin McLean Labourer Ontario

Mary Howard* Ontario

Thomas Sheffield* Farmer Ireland

William Sheridan Farmer Ontario

Robert Taber* Farmer Ontario

John Kirkland* Farmer Ontario

Andrew Kirkland* Labourer Ireland

James Kirkland Labourer Ontario

Religion

Meth. Episcopal

Meth. Episcopal

C. of England

C. of England

C. of England
C. of England

C. of England

C. of England

C. of England
C. of England

C. of England

Presbyterian

Presbyterian

Presbyterian

C. of England

C. of England

C. of England
Meth. Episcopal

Meth. Episcopal

C. of England

C. of England

Meth. Episcopal

Meth. Episcopal

C. of England

Meth. Episcopal

C. of England

Meth. Episcopal

Presbyterian

C. of England

C. of England
Wesleyan Meth.

Meth. Episcopal

C. of England

C. of England
Wesleyan Meth.

Meth. Episcopal

Baptist

Meth. Episcopal

Meth. Episcopal

Meth. Episcopal

Meth. Episcopal

Meth. Episcopal

C. of England

Meth. Episcopal

Meth. Episcopal

Meth. Episcopal

Meth. Episcopal

Universalist

Presbyterian

Presbyterian

C. of England
Wesleyan Meth.

C. of England

C. of England

C. of England
Meth. Episcopal

Baptist

Meth. Episcopal

Meth. Episcopal

Meth. Episcopal

Meth. Episcopal

Meth. Episcopal

Meth. Episcopal

Meth. Episcopal

Meth. Episcopal

Meth. Episcopal

Wesleyan Meth.

C. of England
Baptist

C. of England

C. of England

C. of England

Ethnic

Origin

Irish

Age

53

No. in

House
4

Irish 23

Irish 48 11

Irish 22

Irish 57 6

Irish 31 2

Irish 27 4

Irish 25

Irish 64 6

Irish 31

Irish 24

Irish 74 7

Irish 33

Irish 22

Irish 52 4

Irish 55 7

Irish 16

Irish 13 13

Irish 14

Irish 17

English

English

58

26

4

English

American
14

54 1

40 4

English

English

Irish

82

45

49

2

6

5

Irish 37 4

English

Irish

40

28 1

Irish 43 7

Irish 19 3

Irish 28 3

Irish 28 4

Scottish 29 2

Irish 22 3

English

English

English

American

47

23

16

39

8

4

English

Irish

45

34 2

American 52 5

American 26

Scottish 32 6

English

Scottish

50

59

5

1

Scottish 44 12

Scottish 57

Scottish 33 4

English

Irish

23

29

2

5

Irish 27

Irish 22

American 33 3

American 59 6

American 34

American 46 5

American 32 3

Scottish 35 3

American 45 9

American 22

English

Scottish

43

34

5

Irish 43 1

Irish 69 3

Irish 20

English

Irish

42

32

9

4

Irish 40 10

Irish 18
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Name

William Earl*

Charles Parker

William Younge*

James Younge
William Younge
Robert Younge
Uzeby Kendrick*

George Kendrick

William Godkin*
George Godkin
Joseph Morris*

Harmon Morris

William Church*

George Johnson*

Thomas Sly

John Nixon*

Margaret Weakes*
Mortimer Weakes
George Weakes*
Lester Weakes
John Tye*

Frederick Tye*

George Latimer*

George Latimer

John Singleton*

William Sheffield*

Rosington Sheffield

Richard Sheffield

John McEntyre*

John Webster*

Charles Wiltsie*

John Wiltsie

Solomon Weaver*
Eli Goldstein

John Roddick*

Charles Smith*

Agnes Roddick*

James Gordon*
Alonzo Washburn*
Alexander Sheldon*

William Tye*

John Kelsey

Asa Wing*
Rufus Wing
John June*

Noah Shook*

Joseph Simmons*
Richard Kelsey*

John Dayly

John Bolton*

Henry Staly

Charles Chapman*
Alva Chapman
Ira Bevens*

Harry Bevens

George Lee*

John Eliot*

Jane Green*

Brock Green*

George Ireland*

William Green*

Ormond Green
Richard Green
Samuel Williamson*

Richard Williamson

John Johnson*

George Johnson*

John Johnson
Ogle Johnson*

William Johnson
Harmon Johnson

Ormond Johnson

Occupation

Farmer

Mason
Farmer
Blacksmith

Farmer
Farmer's Son
Farmer

Farmer

Farmer

Farmer's Son
Farmer
Farmer's Son
Farmer
Farmer

Labourer

Farmer

Farmer's Son
Farmer

Farmer's Son
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer's Son
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Sawyer
Labourer

Brickmaker

Brickmaker

Merchant

Merchant
Millwright

Harnessmaker

Sawyer
Farmer
Farmer

Farmer
Farmer

Labourer

Labourer

Farmer

Labourer

Carpenter

Farmer

Labourer

Farmer

Labourer

Farmer

Labourer

Farmer
Farmer's Son
Farmer

Labourer

Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer

Farmer
Farmer

Farmer

Farmer

Farmer

Farmer's Son
Farmer
Farmer's Son
Farmer's Son
Farmer's Son

Birthplace Religion Ethnic

Origin

Age No. in

House
Ontario Wesleyan Meth. Irish 34 9

Ontario Wesleyan Meth. Irish 25

Ireland C. of England Irish 53 12

United States C. of England Irish 24

Ontario C. of England Irish 22

Ontario C. of England Irish 19

Ontario C. of England Irish -- 4

Ontario C. of England Irish --

Ontario C. of England Irish 50 6

Ontario Meth. Episcopal Irish 17

Ontario Wesleyan Meth. Irish 47 9

Ontario Wesleyan Meth. Irish 17

Ontario Baptist English 46 7

Ontario C. of England Irish 27 5

Ontario C. of England Irish 21

Ontario C. of England Irish 28 3

England C. of England English 46 6

Ontario C. of England English 17

Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 42 10

Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 15

Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 43 8

Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 49 7

Ontario Meth. Episcopal Irish 52 8

Ontario Presbyterian Irish 17

Ontario C. of England Irish 55 6

Ontario C. of England Irish 45 6

Ontario C. of England Irish 25

Ontario C. of England Irish 23

Ontario Meth. Episcopal Irish 34 9

Ireland C. of England Irish 41 5

Ontario Meth. Episcopal American 23 6

Ontario Meth. Episcopal [American] 21

Poland Israelite Pole 27 5

Poland Israelite Pole 28

Scotland Presbyterian Scottish 45 5

United States Roman Catholic English 27 3

Scotland Presbyterian Scottish 69 2

Ontario Meth. Episcopal American 27 3

Ontario Presbyterian American 69 3

Ontario C. of England American 32 5

England C. of England English 74 5

Ontario C. of England Scottish 38

Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 59 7

Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 17

Ontario Presbyterian Scottish 52 5

Ontario Meth. Episcopal German 33 6

Ontario C. of England Irish 45 10

Ontario Meth. Episcopal American 32 5

Ontario Wesleyan Meth. American - 6

Ontario Baptist Irish 46 5

Ontario Wesleyan Meth. German 71

Ontario C. of England Irish 46 5

Ontario C. of England Irish 17

Ontario Presbyterian English 47 10

Ontario Presbyterian English 16

Ontario Presbyterian American 32 5

Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 24 2

Ireland C. of England Irish 71 3

Ontario C. of England Irish 34 7

Ontario C. of England Irish 35 5

Ireland C. of England Irish 59 4

Ontario C. of England Irish 27

Ontario C. of England Irish 25

Ireland C. of England Irish 73 6

Ireland C. of England Irish 74

Ireland C. of England Irish 87 3

Ontario C. of England Irish 44 6

Ontario C. of England Irish 16

Ontario C. of England Irish 46 7

Ontario C. of England Irish 19

Ontario C. of England Irish 16

Ontario C. of England Irish 14
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Name Occupation Birthplace Religion Ethnic

Origin

Age No. in

House
Thomas Johnson* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 60 4

Joshua Johnson Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 26

Thomas Johnson Farmer's Son Ontario C. of England Irish 17

James Johnson* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 34 3

Valentine Moles* Carpenter Ontario C. of England Irish 22 3

James Weston* Blacksmith England C. of England English 64 6

George Weston Blacksmith Ontario C. of England English 23

James Weston Blacksmith Ontario C. of England English 15

Samuel Green* Farmer Ireland C. of England Irish 61 5

Peter Johnson* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 47 7

Benjamin Leader Farm Labourer Ontario C. of England English 15

James Johnston* Farmer Ireland C. of England Irish 66 7

William Johnston Farmer's Son Ontario C. of England Irish 15

John Webster* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 60 7

George Webster Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 19

Israel Slack* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal American 50 5

Horace Slack Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal American 20

William Slack* Labourer Ontario Meth. Episcopal American 44 5

James Slack Labourer Ontario Meth. Episcopal American 16

William Thomas* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal American 37 5

Samuel Stafford* Farmer United States C. of England English 72 6

Edward Stafford Farmer Ontario C. of England English 33

Cornelius Donnely Labourer Ontario C. of England English 15

Edward Green* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 30 6

John Murphy* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 46 10

George Murphy Farmer's Son Ontario C. of England Irish 15

Peter Johnson* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 40 1

Bolton Johnson* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 37 5

Lucinda Johnson Schoolteacher Ontario C. of England Irish 30

Daniel Beach* Farmer Ontario C. of England American 37 3

Watson Green* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 31 3

Johnson Green* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 40 9

Robert Maud* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 40 3

Josiah Jocelyn* Farmer United States Meth. Episcopal English 34 5

Joseph Jocelyn Farmer United States Meth. Episcopal English 72

John Boyd* Farmer Ireland Presbyterian Irish 71 6

William Boyd Farmer Ontario Presbyterian Irish 21

William Larken* Farmer Ireland .... Irish 45 6

Enoch Freeman* Farmer England Wesleyan Meth. English 54 5

Edward Freeman Farmer Ontario Wesleyan Meth. English 23

Jonathan Johnson* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 57 4

David Johnson Farmer's Son Ontario C. of England Irish 15

James Read* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 34 5

George Read Labourer Ontario C. of England Irish 64

John Williamson* Farmer Ireland Wesleyan Meth. Irish 63 10

Edward Johnson* Farmer Ontario Baptist Irish 49 5

Robert Black Labourer Ireland C. of England Irish 48

John Horton* Farmer United States C. of England Irish 69 5

George Horton* — Ontario C. of England Irish 26 2

Samuel Covy* Labourer Ontario C. of England Irish 34 9

Francis Wiltsie* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 39 3

Lewis Wiltsie Farmer's Son Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 17

Abel Stafford* Farmer Ontario Wesleyan Meth. English 64 3

Frederick Stafford Farmer's Son Ontario Wesleyan Meth. English 19

John Jackes* Labourer Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 28 3

John T. Taylor* Farmer Ontario C. of England English 59 3

Daniel Lee* Blacksmith Ontario Wesleyan Meth. American 44 5

George Keeler* Farmer Ontario Baptist Irish 52 8

William Keeler Labourer Ontario Baptist Irish 23

Erastus Keeler Farmer's Son Ontario Baptist Irish 20

Harrison Garner* Farmer United States Meth. Episcopal American 40 4

Adelbert Garner Farmer's Son United States Meth. Episcopal American 19

Richard Wood* Trader Ontario Baptist American 41 3

Richard Venice* Farmer Ireland Roman Catholic Irish 60 5

James Hamilton Labourer Scotland Meth. Episcopal Scottish 16

William Garret* Farmer England C. of England English 24 5

Frances Stone* Ireland C. of England Irish 75 2

Richard Cronkright* Farmer Ontario Wesleyan Meth. American 35 5

John Cronkright* Gunsmith Ontario Wesleyan Meth. American 75 2

Henry Whaley* Farmer Ireland C. of England Irish 57 9

Northrop Curtis* Farmer Ontario Baptist American 73 4

Allan Curtis Farmer Ontario Baptist American 28
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Name

Alexander Judd*

William Webster*

Josiah Loverin*

James Loverin

Charles Knapp*
John Morrison*

William Washburn*
Lewis Washburn*
George Sheffield*

Albert Sheffield*

John Howard*
Richard Manuel*

John Fry*

Johnson Sheffield*

Edmund Grinder

Luther Washburn*
Henry Erwin*

William Erwin
William Earl*

Robert Earl

William Hamblin*
Ogle Webster*

George Barns*

George Barns

David Barns

John White*

John Flood*

Albert McLane*
Simon Ranson*
Robert Tye*

Ainsley Tye

Robert Tye

John Bryan*

Daniel O'Connor*
Charles O'Connor*
Thomas Townsend*

John Morrison

Albert Brown*
William Warren*

William Warren*

John Henderson*

John Moorehead*
Brittain Killingbeck*

David Townsend*
Benjamin Townsend*

John Townsend
David Townsend
Edward Townsend
Benjamin Kelsey*

Charles Kelsey

James Kelsey

Archibald Kelsey

George Wing*
Tobias Bevens

Timothy Bevens

Elizabeth Tryon*

George Sterry*

Isaac Plunkett*

William Plunkett

John Plunkett

David Griffin

William Plunkett*

Richard Singleton*

Richard Singleton

George Nuttall*

Samuel Plunkett*

John Slack*

Patrick McAvoy*
James McAvoy
William McAvoy
Patrick Foody*

John Warwick*

Occupation

Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer's Son
Farmer

Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Blacksmith

Farmer
Farmer

Labourer

Farmer
Farmer
Farmer's Son
Farmer
Farmer's Son
Farmer
Farmer
Not Given
Not Given
Shoemaker
Farmer
Labourer

Farmer
Farmer

Farmer
Farmer's Son

Farmer's Son
Farmer

Farmer

Farmer

Labourer

Labourer

Grocer

Farmer

Farmer

Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer's Son
Farmer's Son
Farmer's Son
Farmer

Labourer

Farmer's Son
Farmer's Son
Carpenter

Farmer
Farmer's Son
Seamstress

Labourer

Farmer

Farmer's Son
Farmer

Labourer

Farmer

Farmer
Farmer's Son
Blacksmith

Farmer

Farmer

Farmer
Farmer

Labourer

Farmer
Labourer

Birthplace Religion Ethnic

Origin

Ontario Meth. Episcopal American
Ontario C. of England Irish

Ontario Wesleyan Meth. American
Ontario Wesleyan Meth. American

Ontario Meth. Episcopal American

Ontario C. of England Irish

Ontario Wesleyan Meth. American
Ontario Wesleyan Meth. American
Ontario Wesleyan Meth. Irish

Ontario Wesleyan Meth. Irish

Ontario Meth. Episcopal English

Ontario Baptist English

England C. of England English

Ontario Wesleyan Meth. Irish

Ontario C. of England Irish

Ontario Meth. Episcopal American
Ontario Wesleyan Meth. Irish

Ontario Wesleyan Meth. Irish

Ontario C. of England Irish

Ontario C. of England Irish

Ontario Meth. Episcopal American
Ontario C. of England Irish

Ontario Wesleyan Meth. American
United States Wesleyan Meth. American
United States Meth. Episcopal American
Ontario Meth. Episcopal American
Ontario C. of England Irish

Ontario Meth. Episcopal Irish

United States Meth. Episcopal American
Ontario Meth. Episcopal English

Ontario Meth. Episcopal English

Ontario Meth. Episcopal English

Ontario C. of England Irish

Ireland Roman Catholic Irish

Ontario Roman Catholic Irish

Ontario Meth. Episcopal Irish

Ontario Presbyterian Irish

Ontario Wesleyan Meth. Irish

Ireland C. of England Irish

Ontario C. of England Irish

Ontario Wesleyan Meth. Irish

Ireland Presbyterian Irish

Ontario C. of England English

Ontario Presbyterian Irish

Ontario Presbyterian Irish

Ontario Presbyterian Irish

Ontario Presbyterian Irish

Ontario Presbyterian Irish

Ontario Meth. Episcopal American
Ontario Meth. Episcopal American
Ontario Meth. Episcopal American
Ontario Meth. Episcopal American

Ontario Meth. Episcopal German
Ontario Meth. Episcopal American
Ontario Meth. Episcopal American
Ontario Meth. Episcopal English

Ontario Meth. Episcopal English

Ireland Presbyterian Irish

Ontario Presbyterian Irish

Ireland Presbyterian Irish

Ireland Presbyterian Irish

Ireland Presbyterian Irish

Ontario C. of England Irish

Ontario C. of England Irish

Ontario Meth. Episcopal American
Ireland Presbyterian Irish

Ontario Wesleyan Meth. American
Ireland Roman Catholic Irish

Ontario Roman Catholic Irish

Ontario Roman Catholic Irish

Ontario Roman Catholic Irish

( Ontario Meth. Episcopal Irish

ige No. in

House
54 3

44 3

63 5

15

46 10

45 6

73 2

40 4

23 1

40 2

23 2

50 5

42 7

36 6

17

26 4

45 6

18

48 8

14

71 5

50 2

30 8

17

81

52 5

37 7

27 3

59 2

45 6

19

14

40 4

84 5

32 3

31 5

15

26 2

55 2

23 4

47 5

34 7

27 3

53 12

29

18

16

14

53 7

28

17

15

56 4

62 8

14

35 2

27 4

44 8

14

34 4

25

50 5

51 8

16

33 5

50 7

31 3

75 7

28

26

31 1

28 6
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Michael Foody* Farmer Ontario Roman Catholic Irish 36 8

Patrick Sulivan* Carpenter Ontario Roman Catholic Irish 35 4

Stephen Hall* Farmer Ontario Wesleyan Meth. Irish 27 4

Samuel Running* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal Irish 35 8

Joseph Running* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 44 9

John Running Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal Irish 22

Robert Running Farmer's Son Ontario Meth. Episcopal Irish 17

Hugh Running* Farmer Ireland Presbyterian Irish 50 9

Josiah Running Farmer Ontario Presbyterian Irish 22

Robert Running Farmer's Son Ontario Presbyterian Irish 19

William Running* Farmer Ontario Christian Irish 30 5

Anthony Goky* Farmer United States Roman Catholic French 59 7

Henry Goky Farmer's Son United States Roman Catholic French 20

Charles Goky Farmer's Son United States Roman Catholic French 19

John Goky Farmer's Son United States Roman Catholic French 16

Charles Griffin* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal American 29 4

John Slack* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal German 28 3

William Crozier* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal German 30 4

Thomas Moorehead* Farmer Ireland Presbyterian Irish 30 5

James Moorehead Farmer Ireland Presbyterian Irish 24

Samuel Moorehead* Farmer Ireland Presbyterian Irish 41 6

Duncan Read* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal Irish 44 11

Albert Perry* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 29 3

George Bradley* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 32 11

William Bradley Farmer Ontario C. of England Scottish 29

George Bradley Farmer Ontario C. of England Scottish 26

Alexander Hall* Farmer United States Meth. Episcopal Irish 55 9

Alexander Hall Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal Irish 21

Edward Voodre* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal French 32 3

Joseph Griffin* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal American 47 4

Dorman Griffin Farmer's Son Ontario Meth. Episcopal American 14

Francis Sheffield* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 43 8

William Curry* Pensioner Ireland C. of England Irish 56 2

Louise Fraser* Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 18 2

Edmund Collerige* Painter Ontario Baptist English 48 7

James Collerige Painter Ontario Baptist English 19

Samuel Collerige Labourer Ontario Baptist English 17

Mary Gilfillan* England Meth. Episcopal English 67 1

Wellington Johnson* Grocer Ontario C. of England Irish 32 4

Jonathan Johnson Student Ontario C. of England Irish 25

William Perry* Farmer England C. of England English 51 11

William Perry Labourer Ontario Wesleyan Meth. English 23

Jeremiah Perry Labourer Ontario Wesleyan Meth. English 21

John Perry Labourer Ontario Wesleyan Meth. English 19

David Perry Labourer Ontario Wesleyan Meth. English 17

Harvy Perry Labourer Ontario Wesleyan Meth. English 15

Lydia Perry Labourer Ontario Wesleyan Meth. English 12

Martha Perry Labourer Ontario Wesleyan Meth. English 5

Lydia Perry Labourer Ontario Wesleyan Meth. English 3

Benjamin Slack* Farmer Ontario Wesleyan Meth. German 56 10

Charles Slack Labourer Ontario Roman Catholic German 25

Michael Slack Labourer Ontario Roman Catholic German 23

Daniel Slack Labourer Ontario Roman Catholic German 22

Charlotte Slack Labourer Ontario Roman Catholic German 18

Walter Slack Labourer Ontario Roman Catholic German 16

Arthur Slack Labourer Ontario Roman Catholic German 13

Bridget Slack Labourer Ontario Roman Catholic German 11

Frances Slack Labourer Ontario Roman Catholic German 8

Arthur Bryan* Farmer Ireland C. of England Irish 62 9

William Bryan Labourer Ontario Meth. Episcopal Irish 20

Thomas Bryan Farmer's Son Ontario Meth. Episcopal Irish 17

Henry Slack* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal German 65 8

Warren Slack Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal German 21

William Slack Farmer's Son Ontario Meth. Episcopal German 19

Alexander Slack Farmer's Son Ontario Meth. Episcopal German 17

George Slack* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal German 28 7

LEEDS REAR
William Johnson* Farm Labourer Ontario R. Presbyterian Irish 31 5

Thomas Moor* Farmer Ontario Baptist Irish 59 5

Hyrim Moor Farmer Ontario Baptist Irish 20

George Moor* Farmer Ontario Baptist Irish 29 5
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Hirum Moor* Farmer Ontario Wesleyan Meth. Irish 51 4

M[e]rick Moor Farmer Ontario Wesleyan Meth. Irish 25

James Moor Farmer Ontario Wesleyan Meth. Irish 21

Welington Moor* Farmer Ontario Wesleyan Meth. Irish 49 6

John Moor Farmer Ontario Wesleyan Meth. Irish 19

Peter Moor Farmer's Son Ontario Wesleyan Meth. Irish 14

William H. Ralf* Farmer Ontario Wesleyan Meth. Irish 27 5

Alexander Neddo* Farmer Ontario Roman Catholic French 68 11

Francis Neddo Farm Labourer Ontario Roman Catholic French 21

Edward Neddo Farmer Ontario Roman Catholic French 19

John Neddo Farmer's Son Ontario Roman Catholic French 17

William Gainford* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 37 6

Richard Gainford Farm Labourer Ontario C. of England Irish 28

Joseph Gainford* Farmer Ireland C. of England Irish 67 1

Joseph Gainford* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 25 4

Anthony Seabrook Farm Labourer Ireland C. of England Irish 40

Walter Carley* Farmer Ireland C. of England Irish 57 7

Joseph Carley Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 19

James Carley Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 17

George Keney* Farmer Ireland C. of England Irish 61 5

George Keney Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 18

David Keney* Ireland C. of England Irish 67 6

Westly Keney Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 22

James Moulton* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 57 9

Albert Moulton Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 16

Samuel Laflour Farm Labourer Ontario C. of England French 26 3

Thomas Kenny* Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 35 5

Arthur Kenney* Farmer Ireland Canada Methodist Irish 78 2

William Kyle* Carpenter Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 47 6

Johnson Brady* Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 53 5

George Brady* Farmer United States Canada Methodist Irish 62 9

Catherine E. Brady Dressmaker Ontario Canada Methodist German 45

George R. Brady Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 17

Martha Idea Dressmaker Ontario Canada Methodist English 22

Delbert Cane Farm Labourer Ontario C. of England Irish 22

Ira Moor* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal Irish 30 6

George Berry* Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 53 6

John Berry* Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 50 11

Thomas Keney* Farmer Ireland Canada Methodist Irish 56 5

Hamilton Keney Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 16

Frances Keney* Ontario C. of England Irish 56 5

Edward Keney Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 24

Benjamin Keney Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 22

Josiah Keney Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 20

William Fergeson* Farmer Scotland C. Presbyterian Scottish 60 7

William Fergeson Farmer Ontario C. Presbyterian Scottish 20

James Fergeson Cheesemaker Ontario C. Presbyterian Scottish 20

Alen Lamson* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal Irish 36 4

Charles Snider* Farm Labourer Ontario Canada Methodist English 28 6

Benjamin Herbeson* Farmer Ontario C. Presbyterian Irish 41 10

Hew Dickey Gardener Ireland C. Presbyterian Irish 66

John W. Day* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 29 2

David Deriaw* Farmer Ontario Roman Catholic French 37 8

Henry McPherson* Farmer Ontario Presbyterian Scottish 53 7

William McPherson Farmer Ontario Presbyterian Scottish 22

Robert McPherson Farmer Ontario Presbyterian Scottish 15

Alexander Chapman* Farm Labourer Scotland Presbyterian Scottish 33 5

Joshua Hill* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 37 7

John Hill Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 18

Robert Maxwell* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 51 10

Robert Maxwell Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 20

Richard Maxwell Cook Ontario C. of England Irish 18

John Maxwell Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 16

John Willoughby* Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 37 6

Ruben Kenney Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 26 6

Mary A. Dormen* Ontario C. of England Irish 61 3

John Dormen Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 22

Jacob Dorman Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 20

Jacob Dorman* Shoemaker Ireland Canada Methodist Irish 71 3

Tohamas Souettes* Ontario Roman Catholu Indian 26 5

Joe Souettes Farmer Ontario Roman Catholic Indian 40

William R. Kane* Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 24 4
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Sarah Kenney* Ireland Canada Methodist Irish 52 8

William H. Kenney Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 24

James Crumel Farm Labourer United States Canada Methodist American 67

John Kenney* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 30 4

John King" Carpenter Ireland Presbyterian Irish 68 1

James Berry* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 51 10

John King Farm Labourer Ontario C. of England Irish 17

William Moulton* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 54 6

William J. Moulton Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 19

Robert Moulton Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 15

Samuel Boobur Painter Ireland C. of England Irish 55

Richard McGee* Farmer Quebec Canada Methodist French 49 5

David McKinly* Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 40 8

Runey Sly* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 78 6

Runey Sly Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist English 28

Mirun Sly* Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist English 42 6

Benjamin Sly* Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist English 37 7

George Pope* Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist English 51 6

James Pope Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist English 16

Euri Shook* Farmer Ontario Baptist German 57 6

William Shook Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist German 21

Thomas Mulin* Farmer Ireland Roman Catholic Irish 43 5

William J. Mcinley* Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 47 6

James Bell* Farm Labourer Ireland Canada Methodist Irish 25 2

Stephen Churchill* Farm Labourer Ontario Meth. Episcopal Irish 31 6

Robert Hughs* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 38 6

Thomas Hulbert* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal German 44 6

George Hulbert Farmer Ontario Baptist German 22

Luman Hulbert* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 71 2

Chancy Chapman* Farmer Ontario Irish 35 6

MaryAnne Gilbert* Ireland Baptist Irish 82 1

John McGee* Carriagemaker Ontario Roman Catholic French 28 7

Sarah Mcadle* Ireland Roman Catholic Irish 65 2

Edward Gilbert* Storekeeper Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 57 5

Chancy Gilbert Carriagemaker Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 19

James Camel* Labourer Ireland Roman Catholic Irish 45 3

John Camel Labourer United States Roman Catholic Irish 18

Alexander Sly* Blacksmith Ontario Meth. Episcopal German 37 8

James Palmer* Pumpmaker United States Canada Methodist German 50 6

David Johnson* Schoolteacher Scotland Presbyterian Scottish 54 8

Joseph Parker Labourer England C. of England English 67

James Simons* Carpenter Ontario C. of England Irish 34 8

Robert Gardiner* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 40 9

John Cooper* Labourer Ontario C. of England Irish 28 2

Patrick Mury* Farm Labourer Ireland Roman Catholic Irish 50 7

James Mury Labourer Ontario Roman Catholic Irish 17

George Bowen* Physician Ontario C. of England Irish 27 3

William Chapman* Foreman United States C. of England Irish 52 8

Jeferson Chapman Timber Cutter Ontario C. of England Irish 18

Margaret Verault* Ireland Roman Catholic Irish 54 6

Catherine Verault Servant Ontario Roman Catholic Indian 21

Hanah Verault Servant Ontario Roman Catholic Indian 18

Moriah Verault Servant Ontario Roman Catholic Indian 15

Abraham Young* Blacksmith Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 51 4

Miles Young Blacksmith Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 23

Frerick Young Blacksmith Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 19

Norton Johnson* Cabinetmaker Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 25 2

William Johnson* Harnessmaker Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 43 3

John Snider* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal German 48 6

Anne E. Snider Hairdresser Ontario Meth. Episcopal German 23

William J. Snider Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal German 21

Robert S. Snider Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal German 16

Robert Stanly* Farm Labourer Ireland C. of England Irish 68 3

Robert Stanly Farm Labourer Ontario C. of England Irish 31

John Bracken* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 49 8

Ephraim Bracken Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 22

Georde Bracken Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 20

Robert Henderson Farm Labourer Ontario Irish 16

Hanna Maden Servant Ireland Roman Catholic Irish 54

William Bracken* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 25 4

David Hicock* Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist English 44 9

Delbert Hicock Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist English 17
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Menck Hicock Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist English 15

Philip Leadbeater* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 49 8

William Leadbeater Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 25

John Leadbeater Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 22

Albert Leadbeater Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 19

James Blare* Farmer Ireland Presbyterian Irish 59 6

James H. Blare Farmer Ontario Presbyterian Irish 19

John Ponel* Farmer Ontario C. of England English 37 4

Thomas McConel* Farmer Ireland C. of England Irish 49 10

James McConel Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 18

Simon Kirkie* Farm Labourer Ontario Roman Catholic French 26 1

James McMilin* Farmer Ireland Presbyterian Irish 69 3

James McMilin* Farmer Ireland Presbyterian Irish 35 7

Arthur Argie* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 35 6

William Pritchard* Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 31 3

Charles Pritchard* Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 28 2

Thomas Pritchard Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 26

Hugh Shanon* Farm Labourer Ireland Canada Methodist Irish 43 8

William Brown* Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 40 5

James Dun* Farm Labourer Ireland C. of England Irish 70 3

Robert Dun Farm Labourer Ontario C. of England Irish 21

William Levingston Farmer Ontario C. of England Scottish 46 6

Robert Levingston Farmer Ontario C. of England Scottish 19

John Levingston Farmer Ontario C. of England Scottish 17

George Levingston Farm Labourer Ontario C. of England Scottish 21 2

Edward Gibson* Farm Labourer Ontario Meth. Episcopal Irish 44 8

Sarah Gibson Servant Ontario Meth. Episcopal Irish 19

William Gibson Labourer Ontario Meth. Episcopal Irish 17

Jeremiah Gibs* Farmer Ontario C. of England English 40 4

William Singleton* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 26 1

Benedict Celsey* Farmer Ontario C. of England German 63 5

Ephrum Celsey Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal German 27

Mary McPhe Servant Ontario Meth. Episcopal Scottish 45

Benjamin Bass* Farmer Ireland C. of England Irish 38 4

John Boil* Farmer Ireland C. of England Irish 71 2

Frank Thurson* Farmer United States C. of England American 34 5

James R. Eliot* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal Irish 54 3

Eurn E Eliot Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal Irish 18

George El[l]is* Storekeeper Ireland C. of England Irish 60 10

Robert C. Ellis Farm Labourer Ireland C. of England Irish 22

William Carnahen* Farmer Ireland C. of England Irish 48 7

John J. Carnahen Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 19

Joseph Keney* Farm Labourer Ontario C. of England Irish 24 2

Anne Keney Farmer Ireland C. of England Irish 60

Robert Dilon* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 49 8

Robert G. Dilon Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 16

Benjamin Dilon* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 30 9

Michael W. Dilon Farm Labourer Ontario C. of England Irish 19

John Dilon Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 15

James Sumers* Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 35 6
William H. Pierse* Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 34 5

John Wilson* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 36 4

John Brion Labourer Ontario C. of England Irish 26

John Dilon* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 47 5

Sarah A. Byers* Ontario C. of England Irish 33 3

Thomas Tye* Farmer Ontario C. of England English 42 8

Thomas Tye Farmer England C. of England English 79

William P. Bryon* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 51 6

William J. Bryon Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 18

William Sumers* Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 43 5

Thomas Johnson* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 36 7

Calib Johnson* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 33 1

Samuel Niblock* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal Irish 56 8

Westly Niblock Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal Irish 19

William Webster* Farmer Ireland C. of England Irish 61 4

William Webster Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 20

Sarah Dilon* Ireland C. of England Irish 80 2

Michael Dilon Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 43

Robert Moulton* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 27 2

Melvin Sweet* Farmer Ontario C. of England English 28 3
Ira Sweet* Farmer Ontario Meth Episcopal English 60 3
Unis Wheeler* United States Meth Episcopal 1 .ci man 77 2
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George Wheeler Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal German 17

George Earl* Ireland C. of England Irish 70 3

Alen Earl Farm Labourer Ontario C. of England Irish 26

Graham Church* Blacksmith Ontario C. of England Irish 43 7

James Struthers* Farmer Quebec C. of England Scottish 65 4

David Leadbeater Farmer Ontario Baptist English 17

Walos Sliter Farmer Ontario C. of England German 42

Robert Nuttle* Farmer Ontario C. of England English 65 3

William Nuttle* Farmer Ontario C. of England English 28 5

John McCardle Farmer Ontario Roman Catholic Irish 37 7

Archibal Mustard* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal Irish 42 6

William Shook* Farmer Ontario Baptist German 63 12

Henry Shook Farmer Ontario Baptist German 32

Edwin Shook Farmer Ontario Baptist German 28

Norton Shook Farmer Ontario Baptist German 22

Hyrim Shook Farmer Ontario Baptist German 21

Malcom Shook Farmer Ontario Baptist German 19

Andrew Shook Farmer Ontario Baptist German 16

Frank Brown* Farmer England C. of England English 30 4

Thomas Brown Farmer England C. of England English 58

Ruben Hicock* Farmer Ontario English 67 4

Walase Hicock Cheesemaker Ontario Canada Methodist English 24

George Hicock* Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist English 37 5

Harmon Moor* Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Welsh 56 7

Hyrum Moor Labourer United States Canada Methodist Welsh 30

Rachel A. Riply* Ontario Meth. Episcopal Scottish 39 7

Ophelia Shook* Ontario Baptist German 39 1

David R. Hicock* Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist English 79 3

Westly Hicock Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist English 30

Squire DWolf* Shoemaker Ontario Presbyterian English 53 4

Gurney DWolf Labourer Ontario Baptist English 16

Chariot Churchill* Ontario Canada Methodist 63 6

Duncan Churchill Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist 24

Selana Churchill Hairdresser Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 24

Joseph Churchill* Pedlar Ontario Canada Methodist 34 1

Robert Minzes* Carpenter Scotland Presbyterian Scottish 50 3

Margaret A McElister Servant Ontario Presbyterian Scottish 38

Melbourn Lilly* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal Scottish 36 5

Sidny Haskins* Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist English 47 7

George Haskins Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist English 22

Thomas Meril* Farmer Ontario C. of England English 33 3

John Bryon* Farmer Ireland C. of England Irish 59 10

John Bryon Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 18

Syrus Eaten* Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Scottish 48 7

Sophrenus Eaten Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Scottish 18

Amos T. Sweet* Constable Ontario Baptist Welsh 59 4

Alen H. Sweet* Farmer Ontario Welsh 28 5

Hanah Rushue Servant Ontario Spanish 30

Thomas Cockrel* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 29 3

George Cockrel Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 27

Nathaniel Cockrel Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 23

William Cockrel* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 35 2

James Brown* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 48 9

Robert J. Brown Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 19

William Brown Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 17

Thomas Willis* Farmer Ireland C. of England Irish 77 4

James All* Farm Labourer Ireland Presbyterian Irish 25

Richard Tye Farm Labourer Ireland C. of England Irish 44

William J. Willis* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 27 5

William G. Earl* Farmer Ontario Presbyterian Irish 30 3

Samuel MacAlona Farmer Ireland Presbyterian Irish 74

William Maxwell* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 26 5

James W. Pierce* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 28 3

Thomas Sumerville* Farmer Ireland C. of England Irish 44 3

William Sumerville* Farmer Ireland C. of England Irish 55 3

James Sumerville* Farmer Ireland C. of England Irish 64 4

William Sumerville* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 36 5

Fredrick H. Perry Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 28 4

William J. Galiway* Farmer Ireland Canada Methodist Irish 64 9

William
J. Galiway Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 26

Robert Galeway Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 24

Thomas Galeway Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 22
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Joseph Galeway Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 20

Westley Galeway Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 18

James Galeway* Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 28 7

Odes Rodes* Farmer Ontario C. of England English 66 5

Tyrus Rodes* Farmer Ontario C. of England English 42 7

Seth T. Wills* Farmer Ontario C. of England English 25 3

Thomas Wills* Farmer England C. of England English 59 10

Edward E. Wills Farmer Ontario C. of England English 22

Luke Wills Carpenter Ontario C. of England English 20

Robert Earl* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 42 1

George Chapman* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 37 6

Samuel C. Green* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 45 9

Richard G. Green Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 15

Mary A. Niblock* Ireland C. of England Irish 65 2

John Niblock Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 24

John Finley* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 44 5

Thomas Johnson Carpenter Ireland C. of England Irish 70

Hester A. Mane* Ontario Meth. Episcopal Scottish 47 4

Alen S. Mane Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal Irish 17

Edward F. Mane Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal Irish 16

George Kilbourn* Grocery Keeper Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 45 4

Skiler Lake* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 39 4

James Lake Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 15

Thomas Berry* Farmer England C. of England English 58 4

William Berry Farmer Ontario Baptist English 32

Ernestis Sliter* Farmer Ontario Baptist English 46 6

Zibe Sliter Farmer Ontario Baptist English 20

William Dun* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 42 5

Luis Chase* Farmer Ontario C. of England English 58 4

Able Chase Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 14

Elijah Mdelton* Carpenter Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 22 2

Serrtus Medelton* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 35 7

William Macim Farm Labourer Ontario Canada Methodist English 6

Edward Webster* Farmer Ireland C. of England Irish 52 8

Edward Webster Farmer Ireland C. of England Irish 28

William Webster Carpenter Ontario C. of England Irish 20

Thomas Webster* Farmer Ireland C. of England Irish 57 7

Edward Webster Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 27

Meril Sweet* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 33 6

Anne Niblock* Ireland C. of England Irish 41 10

William Niblock Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 17

Asa Wing* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal Welsh 44 3

James Wing* Carpenter Ontario Meth. Episcopal Welsh 49 7

Philip Wing Carpenter Ontario Meth. Episcopal Welsh 17

Daniel Wing Carpenter Ontario Meth. Episcopal Welsh 17

Henery Wing* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal Welsh 35 3

Experence Wing* Ontario Meth. Episcopal German 65 3

Charless Chase Mil[l]er Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 30

Lewis Cilbourn* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 79 4

William Cilbourn Blacksmith Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 40

Uphasire Cilbourn Milliner Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 52

Samuel Bearman* Miller Ontario Canada Methodist English 31 3

George White* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 36 8

Eli Wing* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal Welsh 37 5

Martin White* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal German 47 4

Edward Morison* Farm Labourer Ireland C. of England Irish 65 2

Alexander Woods* Farmer Ontario C. of England Scottish 31 2

Edger Niblock* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal Irish 22 1

Abraham Coon* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal Irish 26 1

Phebe Niblock* Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 70 3

Christy Niblock Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal Irish 23

J.B. Stothers* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal Scottish 51 4

Hester Earl* Ireland C. of England Irish 74 1

Sylvester Chase* Farmer Ontario Baptist English 65 6

Theodore Chase Farmer Ontario Baptist English 36

Cary Chase Prison Ontario Baptist English 42

Joseph M. Stuthers* Photographer Ontario Moth Episcopal Scottish 33 6

Ruggles W. Stuthers* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal Scottish 65 5

Benjamin Stuthers Farmer Ontario Meth Episcopal Scottish 26

John W. Stuthers Farmer Ontario Moth Episcopal & ottish 23

Astelly Stuthers Taylores[s] Ontario Moth Episcopal Scottish 20

Henery B. Chase* Farmer Ontario Moth Episcopal American 52 6
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Persevill Sliter* Farmer Ontario Baptist German 57 6

Archibal Sliter Farmer Ontario Baptist German 21

Elen Scot* Ontario C. of England Irish 45 5

Robert Earl Farmer Ireland C. of England Irish 78

Andrew Scot* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 27 5

Elizebeth Scot* N[ova] S[cotia] C. of England Irish T7 1

John Rathwell* Labourer Ireland C. of England Irish 58 1

Joseph Jones* Carpenter Ontario Canada Methodist England 46 6

James Gamel* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 32 4

Calvin S[tr]uthers Farmer Ontario C. of England Scottish 60 10

Louis Morton Carriagemaker Ontario C. of England Scottish 28

Jane Morton Cheesemaker Ontario C. of England Scottish 27

Alfert Sliter Schoolteacher Ontario Baptist German 19

James O'Tool* Plasterer Ontario Roman Catholic Irish 26 1

James Sumerville* Farmer Ireland C. of England Irish 46 8

John Gamel* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 25 6

David Gamel Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 24

William Gamel Farm Labourer Ontario C. of England Irish 27

Catherine Sumerville* Ireland C. of England Irish 68 3

John Willis* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 29 7

William Williams* Storekeeper Ontario Canada Methodist Welsh 41 4

James Tierney* Storekeeper Ireland Roman Catholic Irish 31 4

George Haburn Store Clerk Ireland Roman Catholic Irish 67

Joseph Malion* Shoemaker Quebec Roman Catholic French 40 13

Oleva Malion Milliner Ontario Roman Catholic French 20

Almonda Malion Milliner Ontario Roman Catholic French 17

William Ganford* Storekeeper Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 36 3

George Hawkins* Store Clerk India Meth. Episcopal English 26 2

Samuel Ellery* Minister England Canada Methodist English 30 2

William Reed* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal Irish 38 11

Marget Nido Servant Ontario Meth. Episcopal French 28

Westly Keney* Shoemaker Ontario C. of England Irish 29 2

John H. Mclnly* Storekeeper Ontario C. of England Irish 40 5

James Manuel* Blacksmith Ontario Baptist Welsh 56 2

Amelia Gillisbie* Ireland C. of England Irish 65 1

James E. McArdle* Farmer Ontario Roman Catholic Irish 32 4

Hur Camel* Farmer Ontario Presbyterian Scottish 47 6

William Camel Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Scottish 19

Hugh Eaten* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal Scottish 40 4

James Simson* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal Irish 28 5

Peter Jarvis Farm Labourer Ontario Presbyterian French 14

Robert Tate* Farmer Ireland Presbyterian Irish 39 5

Michael Murphy* Farmer Ontario Roman Catholic Irish 40 5

John Murphy Farmer Ontario Roman Catholic Irish 39

Andrew Dilon* Farmer Ireland C. of England Irish 58 3

Samuel Simpson* Farmer Ireland Presbyterian Irish 56 6

Patrick Simpson Farmer Ireland Presbyterian Irish 26

John Simpson* Farmer Ontario Presbyterian Irish 32 3

William Pierce* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 57 7

Martha A. Pierce Dressmaker Ontario C. of England Irish 25

Prank Pierce Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 19

Sarah Pierce Governess Ontario C. of England Irish 17

John Pierce Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 16

Robert Eaten* Farmer Ontario Meth. Episcopal Scottish 47 4

Robert Eaten Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Scottish 22

Almond Eaton* Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Scottish 49 7

Edwin Eaton Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 21

George Eaton Farmer Ontario — Scottish 17

Samuel Jameson* Farmer Ireland Presbyterian Irish 47 7

Samuel Jameson Farmer Ontario Presbyterian Irish 18

William Jameson Farmer Ontario Presbyterian Irish 16

Hariat Turner Servant Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 37

George Colison* Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist English 46 5

James Glen Farm Labourer England Canada Methodist English 19

Hyrum Colison Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist English 31

Thomas Colison* Farmer Ontario C. of England English 38 5

James McUtcheon* Farmer Ireland Presbyterian Scottish 44 5

Minady Hredinburgh* Ontario Meth. Episcopal Scottish 36 6

Mary A. Johnson* Ontario C. of England Irish 42 5

Benjamin Johnson Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 22

John Johnson Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 20

Charless Blackman* Farmer England C. of England English 59 10
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Name Occupation Birthplace Religion Ethnic

Origin

Age No. in

House
Charless Blackman Farmer Ontario C. of England English 22

George Blackman Farmer Ontario C. of England English 19

Thomas Bristlin* Labourer Ontario Roman Catholic Irish 35 4

Ann Hudson* Ireland C. of England Irish 70 1

Samuel Gorman* Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 54 7

Thomas Hamilton* Painter England Roman Catholic English 46 2

Mary L. McSweny* Dressmaker Ontario Meth. Episcopal English 35 1

John E. Gates* Shoemaker England Meth. Episcopal English 42 5

William Leith* Blacksmith Scotland Canada Methodist Scottish 33 6

Edward Kinch Blacksmith Ontario Canada Methodist Irish 19

James Berny* Schoolteacher Ontario C. of England English 36 4

James Camel* Labourer Ontario Presbyterian Scottish 44 10

William Camel Labourer Ontario Presbyterian Scottish 23

Mary Camel Servant Ontario Presbyterian Scottish 21

Harry Camel Labourer Ontario Presbyterian Scottish 18

Voletty Camel Servant Ontario Presbyterian Scottish 16

Edward Emerson* Cheesemaker Ontario Canada Methodist English 26 4

Thruman Russell* Ontario Canada Methodist English 60 2

Margaret Warren Servant Ontario C. of England Irish 45

John Wardrobe* Hotelkeeper Ontario Presbyterian Scottish 32 7

Louis Dugal Hotel Clerk Ontario C. of England American 17

David Colison* Mill Owner Ontario C. of England English 46 4

Albert Gilbert* Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist Spanish 36 6

Michael Tetro* Labourer Quebec Roman Catholic French 50 10

Michael Tetro Farm Labourer Ontario Roman Catholic French 26

William Richardson* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 36 6

Samuel Coleman* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 39 9

Welington Moor* Farm Labourer United States Canada Methodist English 24 3

James Todd* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 31 4

Thomas Emerson* Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist English 42 8

John J. Blackabe* Farmer Ontario Canada Methodist English 49 5

John Blackabe Farm Labourer Ontario Canada Methodist English 17

Thomas Blackabe Labourer Ontario Canada Methodist English 21

Elizebeth Wright* Ontario Irish 36

John Berny* Bricklayer Ontario C. of England Irish 33

William Coleman* Farmer Ireland C. of England English 67

Write Coleman Farmer Ontario C. of England English 29

Edmond Coleman Farmer Ontario C. of England English 24

William Coleman Schoolteacher Ontario C. of England English 18

Thomas Daily* Labourer Ontario C. of England Irish 8

Christopher Luker Labourer Ontario C. of England English

Louis Delone* Farmer Quebec Roman Catholic French 3

John Chapman* Farmer United States Israelite Irish 56 6

Alfred Chapman Farmer Ontario Israelite Irish 17

Michael Honrick Farm Labourer Ireland Roman Catholic Irish 45

Barzil Eaton* Fanner Ontario Roman Catholic Scottish 53 4

Thomas Mills Farmer England C. of England English 16

William Morihan* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 48 7

William Morihan Boatsman Ontario C. of England Irish 22

George Chapman* Farmer Ontario C. of England Irish 40 6

John Merils Farm Labourer Ontario C. of England Irish 45

William Gilbert* Farmer Ontario Quaker English 51 8

Bertho Gilbert Schoolmistress Ontario Canada Methodist English 20

Albert Gilbert Carriagemaker Ontario Canada Methodist English 21

Source: NAC reel C-13,232, 1881 census of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear.
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APPENDIX 12

List of Defendants in the Suit set out by the Gananoque Water Power Company Regarding Raising

the Waters of Charleston Lake, December 1882.

John H. Slack

James Grier

John Gavin
Thomas Shields

Duncan Reed
Samuel Green

Jolina Steacey

Josiah Running
William Running
Alexander Hall

William Green

John Webster

John Murphy
John Foster

Charles McEwan
Peter F. Green

James Spence

Francis Fortune

Thomas Cughan
The Attorney General for the Province of Ontario,

Albert Perry

John E. Steacey

George Killingbeck

George Bradley

Samuel Moorehead

John Earl

Samuel Running
Hugh Running

James Fodey

Jane Running
William Larkins

Samuel Green

James Johnson

Bolton Johnson
David Bews
Ebenezer Tremain

David Spence

William Bigford

William Crozier

James Ormiston

Michael Fodey
John Jarvis

William Earl

Stephen Hall

John Moorehead
William Steacey

The Canada Company
Charles Graffin

George Wing
Charles Jones

Israel Slack

Peter Johnson
Daniel Beach

Jonathan Webster

Daniel Kelsey

Moses Kavanagh
Nicholas Shea

William H. Ferguson

Howard Kelsey

Source: Gananoque Reporter, 23 December 1882, p. 3, cols. 1-7.

APPENDIX 13

List of McCreadyites Baptised by Brothers Randall McAlister and Alex McCready in Singleton

Lake on 16 June 1908.

Bro. Alex McCready
Bro. Clarence Cross

Sister Inda Mason
Bro. Vernel Cross

Sister Emma Kelsey

Sister Kelsey

Sister Essie Ralph

Sister Miriam Tye

Sister May Cronk
Sister Cora Cross

Bro. Kelsey

Source: RoLLAL file 988-14

APPENDIX 14

Captions to Group Photographs

Plate 78

Sweet's Corners students, 1897. Front row (left to right) Elmer Earl, Jim Berry, John Mustard,

Myrtle Mainse, Ethel Galway?, Eldon Chase, Maggie Berry? Artie Berry, Luther Mustard, Jessie

Berry, Laura Chase, Robert Niblock and Tommy Gibson. Second row with hands on railing: Nellie

Lake, Bertha Galway, Mary Plunkett, unknown, Morgan Berry, Jessie Berry Webster?, Blanche

Galway, Rosie May Moore and Bob Galway. Back row: Gordon Sweet, Melbourne Sly (teacher),

Annie Jarvis, Emma Johnson, Ethel Bebee, Electa Middleton and Tom Polick.
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Plate 92

Thomas Tye senior and family circa 1885. Thomas Tye senior is shown sitting front and centre, his

son Thomas junior and daughter-in-law Patience on either side, his granddaughter Geneva J.

(daughter of his son Richard) on the far left, and other grandchildren near their father.

Plate 112

Farmers delivering milk to Long Point cheese factory circa 1907. Drivers of wagons in the front

row (left to right) include John Plunkett, Ed Kenny, John Moorehead and Charles Chapman, while

Herb Moulton, the cheesemaker, is shown standing in the centre rear, wearing a light shirt.

Plate 138

McConnell homestead, Ellisville circa 1900. Standing on the verandah from left to right are

Thomas McConnell, Addie Moorhead?, Frances McConnell and Florence McConnell. Holding the

teams from left to right are Mike Dillon, Dan McConnell and unknown. The man standing at the

right with the axe is possibly Bill McConnell.

Plate 139

Children of Ephraim and Alberta Bracken in 1889: standing, John; then left to right: Gertie,

Manford and Gladys.

Plate 157

Members of Lyndhurst Citizens Band, 1902. Seated, left to right: George Roddick, Joseph
Singleton, Byron Green, George Leavitt, Henry Wing and Benedict Kelsey. Back row, left to right:

Bryce White, Alf Jacobs, James Townsend, Bert Wood (bandmaster), Will Edgar, Jack Harvey, Link
Wetherell, Tom Welsh, Ford Green and John Roddick.

Plate 180

Ellisville hockey team, 1912. Left to right: Ernest Warren, Ford Thomas, Philly Leadbeater (refer-

ee), Del MacMillan, Orange Warren, Tom Slack, Wes Warren and Gordon Leadbeater.

Plate 181

Seeley's Bay and Morton hockey club, 1949-50. Back row, left to right: Gordon Leadbeater, Edgar
Nash and Ernie Serson. Middle row: Robert Ducette (assistant manager), Bob Simpson, Dick
Simpson and Bert Simpson (coach). Seated: Andy Stewart, Bob Tackaberry, Ralph Sweet (manag-
er), George Roantree (captain) and Harry Roantree.

Plate 184

The Selora Sweet homestead circa 1912. Left to right: Celia (Sweet) Wiltse (woman), Ivan Wiltse

(child), Carl Sweet, Zella Sweet, Selora (Wing) Sweet (on verandah), Gladys Wiltse (girl), Frank
Wiltse ( husband of Celia and cheesemaker at Sweet's Corners), and Ray Sweet with horse about
to go off to court his future wife Zella Slack.

Plate 195

Group of men in World War One uniforms in front of Methodist church at Lyndhurst circa 1916.

Standing, left to right: unidentified, unidentified, unidentified, Ben Green, Hal Harvey, Lyndon
Woods, Charley Campbell and Dan Chisold. Seated: Walter Singleton, Steve Landon, Jack Hind,
Clarence Green, unidentified and Harry Young.

Plate 203

McCreadyites at dinner during Singleton Lake camp meeting circa 1925. Left hand side of table,

left to right: Olive Tye, Sadie Sheldon Kenny, Susie Tye, unidentified, unidentified, Mae Stevens
Tye, unidentified, Ethel Thomas, unidentified, and Alex McCready at the head of the table. Right

hand side of table, left to right: Cliff Moulton, Harry Bevins, Arthur Berry, Jimmv Berry, Willie

Thomas, Anderson Kenny and Wilmer Kenny.
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Plate 205

Hartley's snow plow group at Seeley's Bay circa 1935. From left to right: Jack Chapman, Charles

W. Hartley, Norman Hartley, Ken Putnam who drove the plow, and John Hartley.

Plate 217

Seeley's Bay Fire Department, 1951. Seated, left to right: Ross Hartley, Ed Hill, Edgar Nash,
deputy chief Ralph Sweet, chief John Hartley, Pete Clark, Ralph Hartley, Ralph Stanton, captain

Martin Perry and Bob Simpson. Middle row: Herb Eaton, Hammy Swain, Alf Love, Hayden
Stanton MP, Gerry Down, Jack Cameron and Gord Leadbeater. Back row: Alfred Kenny, Klon S.

Johnson, Ken Stafford, Em Blackman and Dr Stanley Webb.

Plate 218

Reeves of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear, 1930-1954. Standing, left to right: Roy H. Slack (1939-44),

Wallace Johnson (1945), Hayden Stanton (1946-53) and Harold T. Webster (1954). Seated: John W.
Berry (1931-32), Ernest Collinson (1933-34) and Alfred Kenny (1935-38).

Plate 220

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear township council and staff, 1967. Standing, left to right: road super-

intendent Johnson Plunkett, assessor Harry Sheffield, clerk-treasurer Klon S. Johnston and tax col-

lector Donald Moorhead. Seated: councillor Carl Williamson, deputy reeve John McKinley, reeve

Douglas Moore, councillors Hubert Sly and John E. Mainse.

Plate 229

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear township council, July 1995. Seated: reeve Bruce Bryan. Standing,

left to right: Bill Wood, Phyllis Willemsen, deputy reeve Ken Dobing, Velma Kelsey and township
clerk Eileen Watson.
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TABLES
TABLE 1

Population Growth, Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne, 1796-1996
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TABLE 2

Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne, Age-Sex Pyramids, 1852-1901

65 +

60 - 64
55 - 59
50 - 54
45 - 49
40 - 44
35 - 39
30 - 34
25 - 29
20 - 24
15 - 19

10 - 14

5 - 9

- 4

65 +

60 - 64
55 - 59
50 - 54
45 - 49
40 - 44
35 - 39
30 - 34
25 - 29
20 - 24
15 - 19

10 - 14

5 - 9

- 4

65 +

60 - 64
55 - 59
50 - 54
45 - 49
40 - 44
35 - 39
30 - 34
25 - 29
20 - 24
15 - 19

10 - 14

5 - 9
- 4

MALE

Source: NAC 1852, 1881 and 1901 manuscript census returns.
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TABLE 3

Mean Size of Household by Religion of Head (No. of persons per household)

RELIGION 1852 1881 1901

Anglican 6.42

Baptist 6.69

Holiness Movement -

Methodist 6.40

Presbyterian 5.7

Roman Catholic 7.08

4.96

5.18

5.02

6.27

5.56

4.40

4.5

5.92

4.99

5.32

4.82

Source: NAC reels C-ll, 734, C-13,232 and T-6,479, containing the 1852, 1881 and 1901 censuses of

the Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne Township.

TABLE 4

Household Composition in the Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne, 1852-1901

1852 1881 1901

HOUSEHOLD No. % No. % No. %

Singles Only 5 2.0 25 4.6 25 4.8

Married Only 4 1.6 33 6.0 46 8.8

Widowed Only 3 1.2 12 2.2 9 1.7

Widowed and Married 1 .4 3 .5 2 .4

Widowed and Single(s) 30 12.1 88 16.1 84 16.1

1 Married and Single(s) 1 .4 6 1.1 2 .4

2 Married and Single(s) 160 64.5 337 61.6 287 54.9

3+ Married and Single(s) 23 9.3 16 2.9 29 5.5

Married, Widowed and Single(s) 21 8.5 27 4.9 39 7.5

Total 248 100.0 547 99.9 523 100.1

Source: NAC reels C-11,734, C-13,232 and T-6,479, containing the 1852, 1881 and 1901 censuses of

the Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne Township.

TABLE 5

Nuclear Household Composition in the Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne, 1852-1901

1852 1881 1901

HOUSEHOLD No. % No. % No. %

Widowed and Single(s) 30 12.1 88 16.1 84 16.1

1 Married and Single(s) 1 .4 6 1.1 2 .4

2 Married and Single(s) 160 64.5 337 61.6 287 54.9

3+ Married and Single(s) 23 9.3 16 2.9 29 5.5

Total 214 85.3 447 81.7 402 76.9

Source: NAC reels C-11,734, C-13,232 and T-6,479, containing the 1852, 1881 and 1901 censuses of

the Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne Township.
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TABLE 6

Nuclear Household Comparative Size, Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne, 1852-1901

1852 1881 1901

HOUSEHOLD No. % No. % No. %

2 Married and 1-4 Singles 96 40.3 227 44.5 217 43.9

2 Married and 5-8 Singles 58 24.4 100 19.6 65 13.2

2 Married and 9+ Singles 9 3.8 12 2.4 7 1.4

Total 163 68.5 339 66.5 289 58.5

Source: NAC reels C-11,734, C-13,232 and T-6,479, containing the 1852, 1881 and 1901 censuses of

the Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne Township.

TABLE 7

Non-Nuclear Household Composition and Growth, Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne, 1852-1901

1852 1881 1901

HOUSEHOLD No. % No. % No. %

Singles Only 5 2.0 25 4.6 25 4.8

Widowed Only 3 1.2 12 2.2 9 1.7

Widowed and Married 1 .4 3 .5 2 .4

Widowed and Single(s) 30 12.1 88 16.1 84 16.1

1 Married and Single(s) 1 .4 6 1.1 2 .4

Married, Widowed and Single(s) 21 8.5 27 4.9 39 7.5

Total 61 24.6 161 29.4 161 30.9

Source: NAC reels C-11,734, C-13,232 and T-6,479, containing the 1852, 1881 and 1901 censuses of

the Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne Township.

TABLE 8

Comparative Number of Servants in Beckwith, Huntley and Rear of Leeds and

Lansdowne Townships, 1852-1901

1852 1881 1901

SERVANTS B H RoLL B H RoLL B H RoLL

Male 8 3 1 1 43 6

Female 9 31 27 4 22 13 9 46 21

Total 9 39 30 4 23 13 10 89 27

% of Total Population 0.4 1.5 1.9 0.2 0.9 0.5 0.7 4.0 1.1

Source: 1852, 1881 and 1901 manuscript census returns for Beckwith, Huntley and Rear of Leeds

and Lansdowne townships; and Julian Gwyn, "The Irish in Eastern Ontario: The Social

Structure of Huntley Township in Carleton County, 1851-1871" in Vrenia Ivanoffski and

Sandra Campbell, eds., Exploring Our Heritage: The Ottawa Valley Experience (Toronto,

1980), p. 27.
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TABLE 9

Ratio of Males Aged 20+ to Land Occupied and Improved, Rear of Leeds and

Lansdowne Township, 1851-1900

YEAR ACRES OCCUPIED RATK

1852 25,389 1:80

1880 43,602 1:63

1900 49,096 1:70

ACRES IMPROVED RATIO

7,447 1:24

20,968 1:30

22,946 *
1:33

Source: NAC reels C-11,734, C-13,232 and T-6,479, containing the 1852, 1881 and 1901 censuses of

the Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne Township.

1911 figure, as no information is available for 1901.

TABLE 10

Comparative Size of Land Holdings in Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne and

Beckwith Townships, 1851-1900

1851 1880 1900

No. % No. 0/
/o No. %

Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne
No. of Occupiers 215 423 440

10 Acres and Under 8 3.7 57 13.5 93 21.1

11-50 Acres 49 22.8 92 21.7 47 10.7

51-100 Acres 70 32.6 134 31.7 118 26.8

101-200 Acres 71 33.0 97 22.9 123 28.0

201 Acres and Over 17 7.9 43 10.2 59 13.4

Beckwith

No. of Occupiers 377 293 287

10 Acres and Under 73 19.4 7 2.4 14 4.9

11-50 Acres 34 9.0 15 5.1 21 7.3

51-100 Acres 162 43.0 94 32.1 74 25.8

101-200 Acres 81 21.2 114 39.2 116 40.4

201 Acres and Over 27 7.2 63 21.5 62 21.6

Source: 1852, 1881 and 1901 manuscript census returns for Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne and
Beckwith townships; and Glenn J Lockwood, Beckzvith: Irish and Scottish Identities in a

Canadian Community, 1816-1991 (Carleton Place: Corporation of the Township of Beckwith,

1991), p. 300.
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TABLE 11

Occupation of General Population* of Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne Township,

by Category**, 1852-1901

1852 1881 1901

CATEGORY No. % No. % No. %

Professional 4 0.8 8 1.1 15 2.3

Clerical 13 2.7 30 4.2 27 3.8

Farmer 191 39.4 474 66.5 462 65.2

Tradesman 28 5.8 86 12.1 79 11.1

Artisan 7 1.4 4 0.6 7 .9

Labourer 236 48.7 108 15.1 106 14.9

Other 6 1.2 3 0.4 13 1.8

Totals 485 713 709

Source: NAC reels C-11,734, C-13,232 and T-6,479, containing the 1852, 1881 and 1901 censuses of

the Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne Township.

In keeping with the assumptions of the period under discussion, women with occupa-

tions are not counted here, but rather are discussed in the text.

** The categories are defined in Michael B. Katz, The People of Hamilton, Canada West: Family

and Class in a Mid-Nineteenth-Century City (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,

1975), pp. 343-8.

TABLE 12

School Attendance of 5-18 Age Group in Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne and

Beckwith Townships, 1852-1901

1852 1881 1901

STUDENTS No. % No. %

Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne

No. %

Males 134 47.5 324 52.9 220 48.7

Females 148 52.5 288 48.1 232 51.3

Total as % of Age Group 282 47.6 612 67.0

Beckwith

452 62.0

Males 244 56.2 233 54.6 160 55.7

Females 190 43.8 194 45.4 127 44.3

Total as % of Age Group 434 44.2 427 63.5 287 58.5

Source: 1852, 1881 and 1901 manuscript census returns for Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne and

Beckwith townships.
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TABLE 13

School Attendance of 7-12 Age Group in Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne Township, 1852-1901

1852 1881 1901

STUDENTS No. % No. % No. %

Males 71 43.0 199 53.5 119 47.2

Females 94 57.0 173 46.5 133 52.8

Total as % of Age Group 165 59.6 372 93.2 252 89.7

Source: 1852, 1881 and 1901 manuscript census returns for Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne and

Beckwith townships.

TABLE 14

Religious Affiliation Claimed by Inhabitants of Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne Township,

1852-1961

1852
'

[881 1901 1941 1961

DENOMINATION No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %

No Religion 203 14.2 17 .6 _ _ _

Anglican 455 31.8 1,024 37.1 772 33.7 611 33.4 589 30.1

Roman Catholic 87 6.1 166 6.0 144 6.3 38 2.1 77 3.9

Presbyterian 56 3.9 231 8.4 152 6.6 38 2.1 10 0.5

Wesleyan Methodist

Methodist Episcopal

156

258

10.9

18.0

469

727

17.01

26.3'
1,092 47.7 974 53.3 1,095 55.9 Meth/United

Baptist 154 10.8 113 4.9 45 2.0 6 0.3 6 0.3

Mormon 16 1.1 - \

Christians 5 0.3 1

Free Thinker 1 0.1

Universalist 19 1.3 1

Quaker 21 1.5 2 0.1 i 161 8.8 133 6.8 Other

Israelites - 9 0.3

Holiness Movement - - 79 3.5

Hornerite - - 4 0.2

Pentecostal - -
i

- 50 2.6

Total 1,431 2,560 2,228 1,828 1,960

Source: 1852, 1881 and 1901 manuscript census returns and 1941 and 1961 printed census returns.

TABLE 15

Size of Land Holdings in Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne Township, 1880-1960

1880 1920 1960

No. % No. % No. %

No. of Occupiers 423 331 208

10 Acres and Under 57 13.5 20 6.0 3 1.4

11-50 Acres 92 21.7 39 11.8 22 10.6

51-100 Acres 134 31.7 103 31.1 53 25.5

101-200 Acres 97 22.9 119 35.9 72 34.6

200 Acres and Over 43 10.2 50 15.1 58 27.9

Source: NAC reel T-6,479, manuscript 1881 census and printed census volumes for 1920 and 1960.
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INDEX
This is a comprehensive index of the main text. In order to keep the index within a reasonable length, it

should be noted that the endnotes for each chapter and the appendices have not been indexed. Readers look-

ing for specific family names should peruse the Appendices in addition to the Index. Family names begin-

ning with Mac and Mc are indexed as beginning with Mac. The common occurrence of some names through-

out the history of Leeds and Lansdowne Rear makes it important not to assume that all the page numbers
given for a certain name all necessarily refer to the same individual. Christian or given names have been
given alphabetical precedence over titles such as Mr, Major, Rev, and so forth.
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Andress, Wesley 306

Andrew, H.M. 279

Anglican church women xi,

514

Anglicans 30, 125-6, 130,

133-7, 149-50, 153, 156,

158-63, 165, 173, 240, 244,

254, 335, 361, 363-5, 374-5,

378-84, 386, 388, 408, 438-

9, 453, 461, 468, 485-6,

509, 514, 516, 519-20, 523

Anglin bus line 481

Anglin, Jane 320

Anglo-Irish x, xiii, 115, 125,

130-46, 448, 558

Annesley family 322

Antiquarians x-xiii

Antrim county, Ireland 115,

125, 141

Apiaries 482,509

Appendices ix, 567-98

Appendix 1 46, 567

Appendix 2 47, 83, 567-9

Appendix 3 57,569

Appendix 4 570

Appendix 5 86, 571-6

Appendix 6 576-7

Appendix 7 578-9

Appendix 8 579-80

Appendix 9 147,581-2

Appendix 10 582-3

Appendix 11 583-95

Appendix 12 424, 596

Appendix 13 438, 596

Appendix 14 189, 217, 263,

335, 337, 381, 433, 435,

447, 469, 485, 489, 515,

517, 521, 539, 596-8

Appliances 474, 546, 549

Apprentices 125, 146, 253,

256-8, 366

Archaeological Historical Sym-

posium: Rideau Ferry, Ontario,

1982 xii

Archaeologists xii

Archaic people 8

Architects 471-2, 514, 526

Architecture 137, 158-63,

165, 342

Archives viii-ix, xiv

Archives of Ontario viii,

xiv, 407,411,413-14, 505

Argue, Arthur 215

Argue, Frances 215

Argyle Hotel 436, 441

Ariadne freighter 326

Aristocracy 130 See also

Elites

Armagh county, Ireland 136

Armstrong, Adam 420,428

Arnold & Berney 315

Arnprior 282,310

Arrests 370

Arson 26, 148

Art Deco design 473
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Art Gallery of Ontario xiv

Arthur, Sir George 168,

179

Artisans 136, 307-8, 310,

319, 351, 385, 404, 554

As The Pages Turn xi

Ashes 175, 184-5, 199-200

Ashton, Dr Catherine 513

Asselstine, W. 240

Assessment rolls, asses-

sors xii, 82, 92-3, 102,

204, 208, 213, 215, 218,

303-4, 345, 347, 360

Assimilation 166

Asylums 230

At Homes 314,408

Athens viii, xi, 146, 156,

277, 280, 300, 315, 362,

386-7, 398, 400-1, 410,

428, 430, 440-1, 450-2,

454, 456-8, 460, 462-6,

468-70, 472-3, 475-7, 481-

4, 486, 488, 492, 509-12,

518, 520, 523, 530, 532,

541-3, 545, 554, 556 See

also Farmersville

Athens district high

school 525, 533

Athens high school 468,

470-3, 511-12

Athens Reporter xi, xiii,

268, 300, 312, 315, 326,

328-9, 360, 386, 408, 428,

430-2, 434-6, 440, 445,

448, 452, 454-7, 459, 462,

464-6, 470, 475-6, 482,

487, 491, 493, 512, 515,

518, 524, 527, 532, 536,

550, 556

Athersych, Peter xiv

Atkins, Private George

460

Atkin's Lake 159

Atkinson, Dr 230-1

Atkinson, John 239,319

Atlantic City 439

Atwood, Joseph 241

Auburn, New York 240

Auctions 217,263,463

Augusta Methodist circuit

160, 374

Augusta district 375

Augusta Twp 30, 34, 60,

72, 304, 464

Auld, James AG. 502,534,

538

Ault Foods 508,546

Austin, Gordon 250

Austin, Rev. Nathan 379-

80

Auston, Rev. Mr 382

Auston, Sarah 310

Automobiles 405-7, 409,

435-7, 458, 462-3, 470,

472, 475, 478-84, 489,

500, 502, 541

Avery, James 366

Avery, William 366

Axemen, Axes 36, 38, 42,

49, 82, 104, 175, 183, 216,

228-9, 232, 239, 248, 272

Ayrshire cattle 314,450

B
Baby boom 30, 81-2, 498,

502, 518, 520, 526

Bachelor family 105

Backstreet 552

Back to the farm move-
ment 460

Backdrops 336

Backsliders 376

Baile, Elizabeth 139

Bailiffs 280

Bainbrigge, Philip John 81,

167

Baird, N.H. 177,402

Baitty, Thomas 257

Baker, George W. 304

Baker, Robert C. xiv

Baker, Ruben 64

Baker, Private W. 459

Baker, Wilma Geneva
Lockwood vii, xiii

Bakeries, Baking 18, 21,

42-3, 49, 309, 322, 453,

513, 546

Baldwin, Daniel S. 116

Ballast 72-5

Baileytoley, Ireland 139

Ballicanew [Ballycanoe],

Ireland 144

Balloon ascensions 414

Balls, ballrooms 179, 313-

14,338

Ballycanoe 157

Balsam Lake 15

Banishment 104

Bank of Montreal 489

Bank of Toronto 459,484

Banking 91, 156, 323, 416,

440, 456, 459, 484, 548,

550

Bankruptcy 490

Banquets 166

Baptism 95, 158-9, 366,

381,438,485

Baptist burying ground

376, 492

Baptists 34, 90, 94, 144,

149, 156, 158-61, 244,

282, 306, 327, 359, 364-5,

366-7, 379, 381, 388, 486,

514

Barbers 546,548-50

Bardenjob 92,94

Barges 198, 237, 241, 302,

326

Barite 300,302,503

Barker, Mr 302

Barley 141, 181, 264, 292,

324, 451, 453

Barlow, Bradley 72

Barlow, Samuel 64, 66

Barnes, John 34

Barnes, Mother 368,384

Barnit, Mr 366

Barn-raisings 165, 327

Barns 131-2, 138, 151, 165,

181, 190, 199, 211, 215,

225, 229, 236, 247, 253,

317, 448-51, 453, 457,

475-6, 487, 498, 555

Barriefield 184, 406, 458-9

Barrington, Florence 472

Barry, Ireland 140

Bars 237

Barter 68, 309, 327, 450, 484

Bartlet, Mr 256

Bartlett, William H. 79

Baseball 433, 435, 440, 458

Basque people 15

Bass fishing 431-2,503

Bass Lake 43, 181, 228,

278, 284, 545

Bass Lake Oak Leaf

Conservation Assoc-

iation 545

Bastard and South Burgess

Twp xiii, 523

Bastard children 82,236

Bastard Twp 27-8, 32-5,

37, 40, 46-9, 56-7, 68, 71,

73, 76, 78, 82-3, 86, 90-2,

94, 104, 106, 117, 122,

127, 144, 148, 150, 154-7,

159-60, 162, 165, 173-4,

178-9, 189,196,207,214,

290, 298-300, 374, 435,

463

Bateaux 16, 31, 37, 176-9,

200,281-2,288

Bates, Joshua iv, 156, 159,

174,178,279,281,350

Bates, Vanransler 307

Bathrooms 470, 500, 520,

550

Bathurst District 121, 173,

260

Bathurst, Henry 121, 124

Bathurst Twp 24, 61, 122,

124, 126, 142,145

BatOChe Island 420

Battams, Harold 490

Battersea 312, 376, 380,

452

Battle of the Windmill 174

Baxter, Hiram 188

Bay Motel 556

Bay of Quinte 16, 22, 24,

29-30, 32, 120, 416

Baylis's Mills 425

Bayview House 420

Bazaars 406

Beale's Mills 404

Beatrice dairy 508

Beatty, Walter 291, 308,

408, 420, 502

Beautiful Charleston xii

Beaux Arts Classicism

architecture 367,386

Beaver 16,536

Beaver Rock Rapids 421,

427, 434

Bebee, Guy F. 239 282,

319-20

Bebee, Matthew 318

Because You Asked For It

xiii

Beckstead site 13

Beckwith Township iv, 24,

61, 122, 124, 126-7, 142,

173, 182, 234-6, 238-42,

244, 247, 258, 268-71,

365, 368

Bedford-Jones, Rev. Thomas
378

Bedford Mills 439

Bedford Twp 32, 286-7,

300

Beecher, Noahdiah H. 420,

428

Beedle, Katharine 258

Beef 68, 96, 175, 215, 225,

264, 449, 504, 509, 546

Beer 175,502

Beers, Charles E. 320

Beers, Ebenezer 306,388

Bees 165, 184, 210, 235

Belgian Relief Fund 459

Bell, Rev. James 160

Bell, Mr 75

Bell Telephone Co. 326,

463-5, 530-1

Bell, Rev. William 159-60,

196

Belle Isle Strait 15

Belleville xii, 198

Bells 240

Beman, Elisha 58-60, 68

Benevolent fraternal groups

383, 385, 387

Benway family 449

Bernev, David 318

Berney I louse 315
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Berney, James 298, 310,

315

Berney, Samuel 310

Bemey, Sarah Ann 258

Bernie, Will 452

Berry, Cheryl 505

Berry, David 317

Berry, George 450

Berry, James 188,390

Berry, John 157, 167, 202,

206, 208, 218, 276, 379

Berry, Mary 552-3

Berry picking 12, 141, 203,

225, 397-9, 402

Berry, Sophia 328

Berry, Thomas 328

Berry, William 448

Berry, William J. 239,453

Berry, William S. 325

Berryton 157, 205-6, 253,

282, 328, 344, 352, 374,

378, 380, 386, 452-3, 477,

480, 486, 526, 547

Berryton school 525

Bethune, Rev. John Jr 95,

158

Betty's Inn 77

Bevens, Sarah Ann 273

Beverley 141, 146, 154-6,

158-60, 162-4, 178, 194-6,

202, 206-7, 215, 282, 304,

307, 366

Beverley, James 305

Beverley Lakes 31, 544,

548

Beverley Lakes association

536

Beverley riots 162-4, 173

Bews, David 175-6,306

Bezea, F. 449

Bible, The 117, 125, 139,

152-3, 159, 165, 175, 339,

348, 366-7, 372

Bible Christians 364-5

Bible society 175,379

The Bicentennial Lecture:

Land, Surveyors, and

Settlers: The Origins of

Bastard and South Burgess

Townships, Leeds County,

Leeds County, Ontario

xiii

Bicentennial of Rear of

Leeds & Lansdowne
xiii, 498, 558

Bickerton, Carman xiv

BiddulphTwp 371

Big Hill 205-6,339,452

Big Waters 398-9

Bigotry 148-50,377,379

Bilingualism 526

Bingo 522,542,554

Biographies xiii

Birdsell, Miss 386

Birdsell, Mortimer 66

Birmingham, David 208

Birmingham, John 204,

206, 212

Birmingham, Miss 376

Birmingham, Mr 266

Birmingham settlement

204, 206, 212

Birthrate 234, 238, 243-4,

246, 272

Bisaillon, Marc xiv

Black bass 401,433

"Black Church" 379 See

also Mount Pleasant

church

Black Lake 77

Black people 30,319

Black Rapids 75, 175, 237,

278, 287, 292-3, 394, 417,

421, 434, 436, 513, 534

Black Rapids bookkeeping

office services 513

Black River & Morristown

Railway 294

Black, W.W. 185,337

Blackaby, John J. 320,322

Blackman, Miss E. 362

Blackman, Ern 239,546

Blacksmiths 18,60,64,66,

69-71, 76, 155-6, 237,

239, 279, 282, 284, 297,

302, 304-5, 307-8, 310,

319-20, 322, 325, 328,

385, 453, 484, 548-9, 557

Blade, Sergeant John 194

Bladworth, Saskatchewan

454

Blair's school 377

Blake, Edward 247

BlakelyJohn 157

Blanchard, Harry D. 482

Blasting 434

Bleach 199

Blindness 224,229,389

Block houses 336

Blockhouses 98-101, 129,

216

Blogget's Point 10

Bloomers 60

Blue herons 135

Blue Mountain 38, 43, 278,

328, 398, 544

Boarding houses 302, 362,

338-9, 416, 471-2

Boardman, Alice 117

Boars 208

Boat building 322

Boat launching ramps
544, 548

Boat liveries 430

Boathouses 490

Boatmen 285

Boats 99-100, 127, 167,

176, 182, 202-3, 302, 320,

328, 345, 396, 398-9, 401,

405-7, 411, 413, 416-18,

427, 434, 436-7, 522, 546,

557

Bobs Lake 7

Boer War 446

Bogert, Aaron 202, 304,

306

Bogs 103

Bolton, Ken 520-1

Bombing 490-1,514

Bon Echo 8

Bonnycastle, R.H. 101

Bonussing 298-9,463

Book committee xiii

Books 117, 218, 256, 335,

348, 359

Boomtowns 338

Booth family 307

Bootleggers 358, 458, 466,

487

Boston 62, 105, 296-7, 300,

438, 545

Botsford, Private Gerald

460

Bouchette, Joseph 137

Boulton, D'Arcy 303,307

Boulton, John 142

Boundaries 214

Bourolias, Christine xiv

Bowen, DrG.H. 320,325

Bower, Thomas xi, 186,

189, 313, 317, 319, 338

Bowling 435

Boy scouts 554-5

Boyl, Ellen 257

Boyne, Battle of 134, 156,

408

Bracken, Alberta 454

Bracken, Emma Arabella

400

Bracken, Ephraim 337,

454

Bracken family viii, 472

Bracken, George 450

Bracken, George N. 486

Bracken, John viii, 149,

255, 257, 348, 450, 454,

471, 492-3, 500, 502, 505,

555

Bracken, Mary 257

Bracken, Mr 440

Bracken, William 202, 319

Bracken, William F. 325,

328, 453, 478, 511

Bradford, J. Strieker 300

Bradley, Joseph 279

Bradstreet, Colonel 18-19,

23

Brady, C. 466

Brady Creek 525

Brady family 253, 374

Brady, George 202

Brady, Mary 346

Brady school 525

Brand names 198-9,312

Brandon, Manitoba 249

Brandy 175

Brant, Captain 25

Brantford 198

Brass bands 313-15, 324,

381, 384, 409, 412, 414,

432, 447

Brass, Elizabeth 258

Brass Point 522

Breakenridge, James 64,

144

Breeding xii, 307, 366, 450,

508-10

Bresee, Mrs F. 488

Breweries 155

Brewer's Mills 117-18,

129, 208, 212, 304, 316-

17, 326, 376-7 388, 522

Brewer's Mills mission

376-7

Briar Hill 265, 282, 344,

352, 361, 368-72, 484,

488, 513, 524

Brick buildings 69, 99,

155, 195, 205, 207, 216,

233, 243, 255, 257, 269,

271, 287, 289, 296, 299,

305, 312, 323, 326, 336,

338, 341, 343, 351, 353,

360, 376, 378, 386, 418-

19, 431, 440, 454, 457,

468, 485, 500, 502, 515

Bricklayers 280, 285, 310,

336
'

Brickmaking 241, 243,

280, 285, 310, 319-20,

322, 326, 336, 453, 455,

478

Brickyards 311-12, 319,

326

Bridge site 13

Bridges 48, 50, 63-7, 78,

100, 107, 177, 183, 194,

206-7, 214, 229, 276, 285,

289, 292-5, 297, 307, 311-

12, 328, 417, 434, 461,

471, 488, 531, 534, 543,

548-52, 557, 560

Bridges, P. xii

Brill, John 376

Broad, George 209,318

Broadpoint people 8

Broad's Bay 209,318

Brock, Major-General Isaac

102, 108
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Brockville viii, x, 3, 8, 22,

26-7, 29-30, 34, 49, 61, 77,

91, 95, 106-7, 115, 118,

124, 127, 130, 140-2, 144,

148, 152-3, 156-9, 162,

164, 174, 176, 178, 185,

190, 199, 201-2, 207, 210-

11, 215, 218, 230-2, 234,

236-8, 249, 259, 264, 276-

82, 287-8, 292, 294-9,

303-4, 306-8, 310, 315-17,

319-20, 326, 328-9, 335,

354, 356, 359, 364, 396,

399-401, 404, 407-8, 414,

416, 419-20, 424, 427,

430, 434, 438-9, 452, 454,

458-9, 462-3, 470-2, 474,

477, 480-2, 484, 486, 492,

498, 502, 505, 508-9, 512-

14, 518, 527, 529-30, 532,

534, 556, 560 See also

Williamstown

Brockville and Ottawa
Railway x, 279, 282, 294,

298, 404, 406, 412

Brockville and Westport

Railway 296-9, 301, 312,

324, 326, 329, 396, 398,

412, 431, 434, 450, 462-3,

480-1, 501, 506, 560

Brockville Antidote 152

Brockville Business College

362, 471

Brockville Cemetery Works

492

Brockville Collegiate Insti-

tute 400,471

Brockville Constitution 152

Brockville Gazette 152-3,

161

Brockville General Hospital

468

Brockville Monitor 404

Brockville presbytery 386-

7

Brockville Recorder x, 91,

147, 154, 195-6, 210, 262,

268, 294, 304, 336, 354,

356, 368, 370, 379, 410

Brockville Recorder and

Times x, xii, 295, 401,

403,532,551-2

Brockville riding 468

Brockville Statesman 152,

210, 262

Brockville Temperance
Society 166

Brockville Times 298, 329,

399

Brockville, Westport and

North-Western Railway

462 See also Brockville

and Westport Railway

Brockville, Westport and
Sault Ste Marie Railway

See Brockville and
Westport Railway

Broom factory 328

Brough, William & Co.

262, 342, 424

Brown, A.C. 461,472

Brown, A.C. Granite Works

461

Brown, Albert 460, 491,

514

Brown & Co. 315

Brown, Bee 448

Brown, Betsey 257

Brown, Charlotte 186

Brown, Daniel 104

Brown, Edward 554

Brown, Esma xi, 216, 338,

360

Brown, Ethel R. 468

Brown, George 186

Brown, Greg xiv

Brown, Hazel 491, 514

Brown, James Gordon
491-2, 514

Brown, Robert Craig 454

Brown, Sandy xiii

Brown, William 328

Brownbridge, Richard 478

Brownel, Eliza 304

Brown's school 191, 344,

352, 524

Bruyieve, John 379

Bryan, Betty 436

Bryan, reeve Bruce xiii,

508, 557

Bryan, Ed 534

Bryan, Elmer 470, 534

Bryan, Frances xiv, 467,

485, 557

Bryan, George 446

Bryan, Helen 470

Bryan, Jacob 144

Bryan, John 83

Bryan, Joseph 370

Bryan, Mrs 389-90

Bryan, Sadie 350

Bryan, Mrs Thomas 470

Bryan, William 151

Buckmittens 280,310

Buckwheat 263,449

Buell family 154, 194, 210

Buell, Timothy 76, 193-4

Buell, William 91, 153,

162-4,210,212

Buell, William Jr 154

Ruena Vista steamboat

326, 473

Buffalo, New York 431

Buggies 230, 270, 288, 319-

20, 366, 371, 449, 478,

482, 545

Builders 319,336

Building boom 336-43

Building inspector 541

Building permits 541

Bullfrog yacht 406

Bullis, Sheldon 400

Bunkhouses 237

Burdick House Hotel 293,

299, 311, 313

Burgess, Dennis 48,88-90

Burgess family 104

Burgess township 27-8,

32-3, 122, 124 See also

North Burgess and
South Burgess

Burnett, Mr 366

Burney, Rachel 257

Burning in effigy 336

Burns, Mike 273

Burns, Mr 367

Burns, William J. 322

Burnt Hills tourist lodge

441

Burritt, Dr Charles H. 385

Burritt, Dr D. 310

Burritt, Stephen 26

Burritt's Rapids 33, 118

Burrowes, Thomas 103,

121, 129, 133

Burrows, John xii, 316

Burtch, Edith 511

Bush, William 307

Business colleges 362, 471,

510

Bussing 473-4, 524, 526-7

Butchers 310, 320, 322, 484

Butter 68, 225, 259-62, 265,

267, 269, 295, 318, 326-7,

329, 335, 342, 368, 375,

452

By, Lieutenant-Colonel

John 89, 129, 135, 556-7

By-law enforcement offi-

cer 540-1

Byrne, Patrick 187-8

Bytown 132,150,178,200,

316

Bytown and Prescott

Railway 294

Bytown Cricket Club 406

c
CBC Radio 506

Cabinetmakers 203, 280,

282, 284-5, 310, 320-2

Cabins 436-8, 484, 545

Cadarachqui Lake 20

Cadet companies 446

Caird, Dennis 239

Cairns Garments Ltd 512

Caledonia Twp 32

California 386,433

Calvinists 90

Cambridge Twp 32

Camden East Twp 32

Cameron, Alexander 304

Cameron, Angus 145

Cameron, John 304

Cameron's ladies, men's

and children's wear 546

Cammel, Mr 366

Camp Borden 490

CampHyanto 438-9,523

Camp Lookout 420

Camp meetings 161, 366-

8, 375-6, 386, 407-8, 416-

17, 438, 485-6

Camp Vega 438-9

Campbell, Alexander 40,

42, 376

Campbell, Charley 469

Campbell, Mr 174

Campbell, Susan xiv

Campbell, Rev. Thomas
378

Campbell, William J. 252,

254, 318, 320, 324, 326,

340, 362, 364, 368, 372-4

Campgrounds 416-19,

433, 436

Camping xiv, 10-12, 20,

36-46, 49, 371, 384, 402,

406-9, 411-12, 414, 417-

19, 421, 425, 428, 430,

433-4, 439, 441

Campsites 438-9

Canada Christian Advocate

375

Canada Company 144,

192, 424

Canada Corn Starch 278

Canada Department of

Indian and Northern

Affairs, National Historic

Parks and Sites Branch

xii

Canada Farmer 251

Canada Lead Mining Co.

235, 300

Canada Methodists 355,

359, 373, 379-80

Canada Post corporation

530

Canadian Fencibles 145

Canadian Girls in Training

514

Canadian Lead Mining

and Smelting Co. 235,

237, 300-4
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Canadian National Ex-

hibition 470,508

Canadian National Rail-

ways 462-3,480

Canadian Northern Rail-

way 300,462,480

Canadian Order of Chosen

Friends 384-5,387

Canadian Pacific Railway

297-8

Canadian Press Assoc-

iation 413

Canadian Shield 3,6,9-10,

27, 103, 402, 411

Canadian Suffrage Assoc-

iation 466

Canadian Women's Aux-

iliary Corps 488,510

Canals iv, 37, 46, 75-6, 108,

117-22, 131, 176-80, 182,

201, 252, 285-8, 308, 316,

406, 421, 426-7, 434-5

Canastoga, New York 523

Candles 104,185

Canoes 8, 10-11, 16, 18, 22,

25, 28, 36-7, 41, 43, 75,

78, 80, 116, 118, 203, 316,

418, 421, 434, 437, 555

Capital 196-8

Captives 14, 18

Cardinal 278

Cardinal site 13

Carding mills 155-6, 183,

187, 194, 229, 260, 279,

303-6, 309-10

Carignan-Salieres Regiment

16

Carleton County 146, 195-

6

Carleton, Guy 21

Carleton Island 23, 25

Carleton Place 125, 235,

282, 303, 407

Carleton Place Herald 404

Carley, Walter 379

Carley, William 196

Carlow county, Ireland

126, 133-4, 140-1, 144,

148

Carnivals 410

Carpenter, Major-General

FredS. 528

Carpenters 18, 60, 64, 160,

205, 240, 279, 284-5, 308,

310, 319-20, 322, 325,

328, 336, 385, 430, 436,

472, 546

Carren, Bea 548

Carren, Ed 548

Carriagemakers 280, 285,

308, 310, 319-20, 322,

325, 385, 453, 478

Carriages, Carriage hous-

es 151, 201, 217, 242,

296, 365, 436

Carthage iron works 194

Carrier, Jacques 12,14-15

Cartoons 415

Carts 205

Carveth nursing home 547

Case studies ix, xiii

Cassavoy, Ken 11

Castledermot, Ireland 143,

319

Caswell, William 48, 50,

60

Cataraqui 16, 18-19, 22-5

Cataraqui Region Conser-

vation Authority 538,

541, 543

Cataraqui Region Conser-

vation Report xi

Cataraqui River iv, 6-7, 14,

16-17, 19, 25, 37, 89, 106-

8, 118, 129, 439

Catholic emancipation 136,

138, 147-8

Cattle 34, 68, 93, 100, 182-

4, 208, 247, 249, 252-3,

256, 262, 264-5, 267-8,

280, 306, 314-15, 335,

385, 449, 450-1, 467, 504-

10, 536, 545-6

Caves 116,434

Cedar Park Inn 400-2, 407,

428-30, 432, 436

Celebrations 557-9

Cemeteries 39, 119, 139,

141, 187, 254, 294, 299,

357, 363-4, 376, 410, 492,

557

Census returns xii-xiii, 29,

95-6, 195, 213, 232-4,

238, 250, 257-60, 263,

276-7, 284, 300, 336, 350,

360, 364, 456, 486, 514

Centennial History of Olivet

United Church xii

Centennial of Confedera-

tion xi, 542, 544, 547-8,

555

Centennial park xi See

also Seeley's Bay Cent-

ennial park

Central Park 414

Ceramics 9-14

Chaffer, Francis 306

Chaffey's Locks 118

Chain bearers 40,42,49

Chain migration xiii, 119,

130-2, 142-4, 242, 247-8

Chain stores 513, 546

Chairmakers 175, 319

Chamber of Commerce
553-4, 557-8

Chamberlain, Elias 104

Chamberlain, Susan 556

Champlain, Samuel de 14-

16

Champlain Sea 2, 6

Chancels 163, 165

Chant, Edna B. xi-xiii

Chanting 486

Chantry 516,530

Chapels 18, 21, 160, 366,

374-6, 378

Chapin, Abner 104

Chapman, Alva B. 325,

478, 511

Chapman & Bracken 322,

478

Chapman, Angeline 216

Chapman, Chauncey 324,

379

Chapman, Edward 202,

224

Chapman family 228, 267,

324

Chapman, George Crooks

370-1

Chapman, Gregory 190-1

Chapman, J. 362

Chapman, Jane Ann
(Jennie) 228

Chapman, Jennie 400

Chapman, John 216, 236,

319-20, 324, 380, 400

Chapman, John C. 310,

312

Chapman, Lome 547

Chapman, Lucy Jane 370-

1

Chapman, Mary 258

Chapman, Thomas 370

Chapman, William 239,

282, 319-20

Charbonneau family 229

Charcoal making 60, 65-6,

68, 70-2, 74, 76-8, 80, 83,

100

Charity 387-90

Charivaris 242-3, 266, 272,

336

Charleston x, 155, 157-60,

167-8, 174-8, 180-1, 202,

206-7, 278-9, 281-2, 286,

288, 306-8, 310, 327, 329-

30, 358, 364, 378, 396,

398, 400-5, 407, 411, 418-

20, 428, 430, 436, 438,

452, 463, 466, 476, 530,

544

Charleston Bay 428

Charleston Lake x, 2, 7,

10-13,17,37-8,41,43,52,

144, 157, 159-60, 176,

180-1, 196, 200, 213, 228,

231, 264, 278, 281, 287,

292, 327, 396-405, 407,

410-11, 413-15, 418-31,

434-5, 438-41, 446, 451,

462, 486, 489, 501, 532,

538, 544-5

Charleston Lake Archaeol-

ogical Project, 1975: The

Btogget Point Site xii

Charleston Lake Park 544

Charleston Lake Prov-

incial Park xiv, 544, 560

Charleston Lake Ratepay-

ers Association 544

Charleston Mills 404

Charlottenburgh Twp 30,

32

Charlton, William 250

Chase, Carey 371

Chase, Chester 371

Chase, Chet 370

Chase family 306, 371, 448

Chase, Frank 458

Chase gang See Leeds

gang

Chase, George Chester

370

Chase, Gladys 389

Chase, Sylvester 371

Chateauguay, New York

77

Chautauqua 410

Cheese 368,459,462,466,

473, 504

Cheese factories xi, 225,

241, 257, 263, 265-7, 280-

1, 297, 307, 322, 327-8,

342, 345, 449, 451-3, 456,

459, 462, 484, 498, 508-

10, 519, 532-3, 546

Cheese loft 262

Cheese producers associa-

tion 507

Cheesebox manufacturing

326, 478, 498

Cheesemaking 259, 262-7,

269, 285, 310, 325-6, 328,

335, 340, 342-3, 345, 461

Cheetham, Ford 549

Cheetham, George W. 239,

308, 322, 325, 453

Cheetham, Robert 307-8,

310

Cherry Pond 38

Cherry Valley 77

Chesterville 508

Chewitt, William 31

Chickens 267,452,512

Child labour 252-3, 360-1

Childbirth viii, 81-2, 199,

234, 236-8, 326, 337 See

also Infanticide
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Children 78, 80-1, 86, 96,

120, 124, 126-7, 130-1,

138-9, 143, 148, 158, 174,

185-6, 190, 207, 215-18,

225, 234-8, 240, 243-4,

246, 252-4, 256-9, 307,

318, 334-5, 337, 341, 344-

51, 358-60, 366-8, 372,

374, 376, 383, 385, 389,

396-400,411,433,438-41,

459, 462-3, 465, 468, 474,

492, 498, 510, 513, 528,

542-3, 553

China 390,397,468

Chinese-origin people 432

Chinnery, Frank 510, 548

Chipman, Barnabas 66,

95, 97, 105, 338

Chipman, Dr J. 464

Chipman, Willis 424

Chippewa 19

Chisamore, Dan 548

Chosen people 125, 152-3,

167-8, 187

Christie, Alexander James
316

Christ Church, Athens
381-2

Christie Lake 7

Christie, Dr W.J. 322, 326

Christmas 72, 159, 290,

313, 344, 349, 357, 366-7,

384, 424, 459, 488, 514-

15,519

Christmas Trees 313, 384,

408, 410, 481, 557

Church, Albert 320

Church, Amy 470

Church campgrounds 416-

19, 437-9

Church closings 516-20

Church construction 94,

160-1, 163, 165, 355, 374-

84, 386-7, 407

Church of England 90,

137-8, 158-63, 165, 244,

310, 312, 322, 364-5, 368,

378-84, 388, 445 See also

Anglicans, Church of

Ireland and United

Church of England and
Ireland

Church of Ireland 133-5,

137-8, 149-50, 382

Church of Scotland 90,

173 See Presbyterians

Church union 160-1, 377-

8, 485-6

Church, William 104

Church work 384, 388-90,

407,412,440

Churches x, xii, 17-18, 95,

128, 134, 138, 149, 155-6,

158-65, 167, 173, 233,

236, 251, 254, 278, 282,

288, 299, 312-13, 320,

322-3, 327, 355, 358-9,

363-5, 369, 373-84, 386-8,

402, 408-9, 414, 438, 445-

6, 455, 498, 514-20, 532,

540, 560

Churchill, Ephraim 370-1

Churchill, Ezra 390

Churchill, Joseph 48

Churning, churns 259,

267, 342, 352, 449

Cineographs 482

Circuit riders 158

Circuses 307,407

Clans 13

Clarence Twp 32

Clarinets 337

Clark, H.D. & Son 546

Clark, Miss 356

Class feeling 251, 258, 348

Clayton, New York 296-7,

412, 416

Clear Lake 22, 118

Cleary site 13

Clergy 90, 94-5, 104, 139-

40, 150, 158-61, 279-80,

284, 308, 310, 320, 322,

335, 349, 364, 366-7, 372-

5, 376-8, 385-6, 408, 416-

17, 438, 512, 514-20

Clergy reserves 120-1,

126, 145, 149-50, 187, 190

Clerks 64, 284, 307-8, 470,

510

Cliffs 401

Cliometric history viii

Clocks 335

Clonmulsk, Ireland 144

Cloth factories 156, 303-4,

306

Clothiers 284,308

Clothing 12, 20, 24-5, 78,

94,97,127,185,189,216,

228-9, 240, 253, 259-60,

306, 311, 314, 337, 339,

354, 365-6, 368, 370-1,

374, 382, 384, 396-7, 402,

408, 410, 446, 454, 459,

461, 470, 478, 482, 484,

486, 488, 499-500, 513,

546, 549

Clow, Edgar xiv, 506

Clow, Meribeth xii

Clowes, Samuel 117-18

Clubbing system 210

Clute, George 371

Coal 241, 326, 456, 473,

520

Cobalt 8

Cockburn, Francis 132

Cockrill, William 459

Cockrill's school 191, 524

Cohen, Marjorie Griffin

265

Colborne, Sir John 116,

158, 160, 178

Colchester 186

Coleman, Rev. Abel Henry
378-9

Coleman, Edwin R. 327

Coleman, Miss G. 454

Coleman, Margaret 143

Coleman, Mr 440

Coleman, R. 482

Coleman, Richard 278

Coleman, Sarah A. 143

Coleman, William 143,

282, 290, 306, 318-20,

323, 346, 348, 363

Coleman's Corners 378

Colemans from Kildare xii

Coley, Benjamin 34

Coley, Caleb 34

Colison, Miss H. 376

Collectivism 128-30, 166,

183-4, 250, 506-8

Collectors 208,360

Colleges 94, 254, 450, 500,

506, 511, 513, 518

Collegiates 400, 462, 471,

474

Colliers 60,70-1,76

Collings,J. 310

Collings, S. 310

Collins Bay 490

Collins, Deputy-surveyor

John 22

Collinson, David 320, 511

Collinson, Ernie 450

Collinson family 322

Collinson, George 379

Colonising 35

Colton, Richard P. 194

Commissariat 176

Commissioners churches

160

Common school Act 346-8

Commons 188

Community centre 263,

542

Community fragmentation

56 See also Fragmented

identities

Community pasture 509

Community Spotlight xii

Community Telephone

Company 531

Commuting 498, 505, 512-

13,533,545,552

Computer analysis xiii,

234, 273

Computers 513-14

Conallyjohn 88-90

Concerts 313-114, 324,

328, 344, 349, 384, 407-

10, 481, 555

A Concise History of Free-

masonry in St Lawrence

District A.F.&A.M.
xii

Concrete block buildings

436

CondleyBay 278

Confectionery 482

Confederation 167, 247,

280, 312, 318, 407, 505

Congregationalists 94, 485

Connecticut 22,30,64,77

Conners, Almay 257

Conners, Eliza 257

Conners, George 449

Connolly, Governor 532

Connors, David 371

Connolly, John 48

Conquest 18-23

Conscription 456, 490, 493

Consecon 198

Conservation 406, 417

Conservatives, Conserv-

atism 130, 133, 166,

271-2, 279, 309, 324,

336,466,500-2 See also

Tories

Consolidated schools 525-8

Conspiracies 408

Constables 285, 324, 336,

369-71, 540

Construction camps 118-

19, 131

Continuation schools 470,

472-5, 481-2, 498, 509,

511, 523, 525-6, 532-3,

542, 548, 560

Contractors 280, 310, 326,

336, 379-80

Conversion 18, 135, 248,

386

Cook, George 181

Cook houses 371

Cook, Selwyn 526

Cook, Velma 473

Cook, W. 279

Cook, William 69, 297,

304-5, 307

Cooking 10,259,285

Coon,J.H. 326

Coon, L. 449

Co-operatives 385, 506-8,

550

Coopers 157, 174, 279-80,

284-5, 304-5, 308, 310,

320, 322

Copeland commercial

block 243,507
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Copeland, R. Webster 243,

287, 293, 295, 310-14,

324, 409, 419, 448

Copeland's Hall 297-8

Copleston, E.A. 279-80

Copley, John Singleton

157, 213 See also Lord

Lyndhurst

Copper deposits 179,194-6

Copyright vi

Corboy, Patrick 336

Cork county, Ireland 127,

148

Corn 12-14, 17, 141, 150,

181, 183, 210, 264, 400,

449, 453

Corn festival 556

Corn husking bees 210

Cornell, Dr C.M.B. 420,

431

Cornell, Seth Shaw 350

Cornell's Island 401

Cornwall 125, 335, 400,

441, 471

Cornwall, England 302

Cornwall General Hosp-
ital 400,468

Cornwall Twp 30

Coroners 230,236,319

Corruption 129

Corsets 386

Cosmetics 546

Costumes 384

Cottages x, 396, 399-402,

414, 416, 418, 420, 427-

34, 436-41, 500, 533, 536-

8, 541, 544-6, 550, 560

Cotton, Charles R. 422

Counter, Charles 354

County road 2 534, 553

County road 3 534

Court martials 102-4, 157

Court of requests 154

Court-houses 91, 104, 278,

303

Cowan, Alexander 300

Coward & Holcomb Co.

300

Cranberry bog iv, 40, 316,

318, 322

Cranberry Lake 89, 103,

107-8, 118, 441, 544

Cranberry marshes 37-8,

40-1, 43, 51, 89, 107, 118,

202-4, 319, 560

Crane, Mr 296-7

Crawford, Captain William

Redford 24

Crawford purchase 24, 32

Creameries 267,342,452

Credit 178,180

Cricket clubs 406

Cridge, Anna Denton 354

Crime 82

Crippen, Abigail Stevens

86, 88, 144

Crippen, Darius 144

Crippen family 157

Crippen, Samuel 48, 86-90

Cronkwright, Clarissa 389

Cronkwright, John 284-5,

403

Crops 12, 78, 81, 130, 134,

181-2, 202, 210, 288-9,

336, 452

Crosby 299,480

Crosby Methodist circuit

160, 374-5

Cross, Frances 266

Cross, Miss 486

Cross, Thomas 300

Crossman House 412

The Crown 20, 24, 26, 32,

34, 46, 57-8, 75, 80, 86,

90, 98, 101, 103, 114, 116,

130-4, 136, 153, 156, 168,

180, 190, 214, 336, 354,

371, 407, 446, 481

Crown Bank of Canada
440, 484

Crown lands and papers

viii, 79, 88, 90, 105, 120-

4, 126, 132, 150, 159, 186-

8, 190, 192, 214, 544

Crozier, Bill 430

Cruikshank, Colonel E.A.

xi

Cruikshank, George 115

Crushers 302

Crysler, John 79

Crysler's Farm, Battle of

108

Crystal City, Manitoba

250

Crystal Rock site 13

Cuckolds 243

Cullen, Louis xiii, 134

Cult of True Womanhood
236, 258-9, 266, 350-3,

362, 468-9

Cultural clash 128-30

Cumberland Twp 32

Curran, Aberlour, Scotland

36

Curtin, John 145-6

Curtis, Allen 305

Curtis, David 206

Curtis, Grant 524

Curtis, Northrup 389

Curtis, R.B. 202

Crane, R. Norton 450

Curtis, William 279, 305-7

Cutters 306,319

D
Dairying 260-69, 307, 312,

335, 339, 450, 462, 503-10

Dale,S. 319

Dalhousie, Earl of 115,

120, 128, 316

Dalhousie Twp 127

Dallas, Texas 532

Dams 89, 92, 107, 118-19,

129, 133, 151, 176, 178,

183, 280-1, 286-7, 303,

307, 419-28, 433, 446,

536, 538, 544, 549-50

Danby, Edward 310

Danby, Joseph Jr 186, 190

Dance pavilions 321, 414,

430, 436, 472

Dances viii, 263, 266, 313-

14, 321, 365, 412, 420,

434, 447, 481, 486, 522,

548, 554-5, 558

Darling, Thomas 279

Darling Twp 127

Darling's wharf 412

Davidson, Lyon Mackenzie

174

Davidson, Whelan &
Younger 401,403

Davies, Arnold 509

Davies, Mary xii, 509, 520

Davis, Harry J. 464, 484

Davis, Henry 310

Davis Lock 118

Davy, Prof. 447

Davy, R.D. 280

Day, Al xiv

Day, Lieutenant Richard

98

Dean, Alfred C. 492

Dean, Borden 441

Dean, Henry G. 482, 491,

546

Dean, William W. 300

Death 8,14-15,17-18,33-4,

72, 87, 96, 99, 102, 104,

119-20, 136, 139, 148,

157, 163, 167, 186, 192,

218, 224, 229-31, 236-8,

240, 244, 250, 255, 258,

271, 307, 318, 320, 334,

341, 366-7, 370, 373-4,

376, 383, 398, 404, 445,

460-2, 468-9, 478, 485,

488, 490-1, 532

Debating 136,385

Debentures 473,521,525

Debt 79, 214, 270, 289, 329,

376, 379, 387, 489

Deer 78,402-6

Deer Island 544

Defeatism 102

DeForest-Crosley radios

484

Degeneracy 256

DeLallo, Fran 557

Delisle, Benjamin 145

Deloraine, Manitoba 280

Delta x, 23, 34, 37, 56, 61,

66,73,117,119,127,146,

148-9, 158, 163, 186, 241,

251, 282, 286-7, 290, 294,

296-300, 306-8, 314, 319,

322,378,381,385-6,418,

420, 434-5, 440, 446, 448-

9, 452, 459, 462, 464,

468-9, 475, 480, 484,

492, 502, 512, 516-20,

522, 530, 532, 538, 548,

554 See also Beverley,

Stevenstown and Stone

Mills

Delta maple syrup festival

555

Delta-Toledo pastoral charge

516

Delve, Rev. Samuel 519

DeMeuron regiment 122-3

Democracy 115, 158

Demography 95-6

Dempsey, Ada 472

DeNaut, Walter H. 198,

286, 293, 296-7, 304, 306

Denbey, Mr 366

Dennis, Lloyd 526

Denny, Antoine 280

Denny, Xavier 280

Denonville, Governor 18

Denroche, Rev. Christopher

T 378

Dent, Robert xiv, 95, 99,

359, 547

Dentists 513

DePincier, Theodor 26-7

Depressions 246, 280, 297,

436, 454, 464, 473, 476,

482, 514

DeRottenburg, Major Baron

201, 207, 219

Derry 125

Deseronto 30

Desertions 56, 97, 102-4,

106, 114, 155, 446

Destitution 388-90

Detectives 368,406

Detroit 18,455

Devil Lake 426

Devotional revolution 224,

236, 240, 406

DeWatteville regiment 122-

3,145

DeWolfe, Brock 458, 466

Diaries xii, 25, 44, 76-7, 94,
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230-1, 306-7, 366-7, 375-

6, 448-9, 486

Dickens 156

Dickson, John 156

Dickson's Corners 156

Dictionary of Canadian Bio-

graphy xiii

Diderot, Denis 65

Dillon, Benjamin 367, 386,

471-2, 514

Dillon, John 459

Dillon, Mrs John 454

Dillon, Michael 142

Dinners 313,380,420,485,

488, 508, 515, 520, 548

Directories 279-80, 304-5,

307-8, 310, 319-20, 328

Dirigibles 458

Disarmament 557

Discrimination 152

Disease See Illness

Disloyalty 114, 122-4, 137,

174 See Desertions,

Treason

Disorderly houses 336

Dissenters 159

Distilleries 198,263

Disturbances 540

Ditching 450

Division Courts 280, 307,

314

Divorce 512

Dobing, Ken xiii, 550

Doctors 118-19, 154-6, 166,

230, 237-8, 280, 284,

308, 310, 317, 319-20,

322, 325-6, 348, 350,

362, 364, 366, 385, 389,

397, 425, 453, 464, 468,

513, 531

Dog Lake 441

Domesticity 259, 340-44,

358, 362

Dominion Day 407

Donaldson Bay 11, 401,

434

Donaldson, Morris 541

Done, James 256

Donnahoe, John 145

Donnelly murders 371

Donovan, Albert E. 468

Doolan, Jennie 470

Dora, Stephen xiii

Dorcas societies 390

Dorian, A. B. 388

Dormer, Mrs 241

Dorr, Mrs Dr 362-3

Dower 225,271-2

Dowler, Rev. John Arm-
strong 372-4,377-8

Downing, A.J. 342

Downs, Gerry C. 437, 441

Doxtater, Barbara xiii

Doxtater, Morgan 231,

403-4

Drainage tile 450

Drains 545

Draper's Supertest 546

Dredging 435

Dressmakers 240, 280,

319, 322

Driver site 13

Drivesheds 233,287,357

Droughts 130

Drovers 284

Druggists 320,549

Drumlins 6

Drummond, Lieutenant-

General Gordon 100,

103, 122

Drummond Twp 24, 61,

122, 124, 126, 142, 145,

182

Drunkenness 56, 162, 164-

6, 198, 357-8, 365, 377,

540

Ducks 267,404,406,452

DuCreux, Francois 17

Duffield, Edward 358,

403, 405, 418, 428

Dulcemain 176,438

Dundas County 24

Dundass, Colonel 167

DunkinAct 356,358,362

Dunlap, James 545

Dunmanway, Ireland 148

Durand, Laura Bradshaw
396-400

Durette, David 535

Durham boats 557

Dutch immigrants 16, 19,

30, 502-3

Dutchess county New
York 30

E
Earl, Susan 257

Earle, Evelyn Purvis xi,

499-500, 507

Earle, Rodney 536

Earl's Corners 480

East Lake architecture 351

Easter 519

Eastern District 33, 48

Eastern Ontario Library

System 542

Easton, Robert xiv

Easton's settlement 122

Eaton, Abiather 104

Eaton, Barzil 346

Eaton, Chancy 202, 224,

346

Eaton, Eliza Ann 224

Eaton, H.H. 546

Eaton, Jane 224-32, 240,

244, 246, 250, 254, 271-2,

389

Eaton, Mary 258

Eaton, Oliver 94, 106, 406

Eaton, Robert 250

Eaton, Sarah Jane 224

Eaton's 477,513

Eatonville church 377,

379-80

Ebenezer church 377-80

Ecology 10

Economic development

69, 78, 100, 108, 116, 128,

134, 152, 178, 214, 233,

240, 265, 270-1, 197, 430,

432, 436, 445, 455-6, 461-

2, 482, 508-14

Ecumenism 160, 555

Edgar, Ada 384

Edgar, David W. 290,293,

299, 308, 310-11, 313-14,

324, 371, 409, 418

Edgar's Hall 290

Edgers, James William

461

Edgwater, New Jersey 434

Editors 514

Edmonton 454

Edna's Scrapbook xiii

Education 99, 158, 205,

215-18, 336, 344-51, 359-

62, 470-75, 524-9 See

also Schools

Edward VII 231

Edwards, John 322

Edwards, Mary 322

Edwardsburgh Twp 30,

32, 464

Eels 264

Eggs 175, 225, 327, 433,

450, 456, 512

Elections 92-4, 134-5, 147,

151, 154, 162-4, 173, 208,

210, 276, 280, 286, 324,

344, 446, 466, 500-2, 505

Electric railways 463, 480

Electricians 546

Electricity 409, 441, 449,

454, 462-3, 470-1, 474-6,

478, 490, 498, 500, 502,

560

Elgin viii, 118, 261, 280,

300, 316, 367, 371, 408,

433,440,470,480-1,515,

525, 548, 556

Hlgin-Chaffey's Lock Tele-

phone Co. 464

Elgin Methodist circuit

377

Elgin Review 523

Eli, Miss 486

Elites x, 81, 90, 102, 133-

40, 153, 157, 406, 510

Elizabethtown Methodist

circuit 374,376

Elizabethtown Twp 2, 30,

47, 50, 77, 80, 82, 86-7,

98, 130, 140, 144-5, 157,

160, 178, 232, 294, 298,

318, 416, 464

Elliot, Major 316

Elliott, Bruce S. ix, xiii-xiv,

130

Elliott, Everett J. xi, 324,

327

Elliott, Dr Henry 453

Elliott, Kenneth 546

Ellis, George 328, 484, 524

Ellisville viii, 6, 65, 208,

265, 268, 303, 320, 328,

344-5, 349, 352, 377, 380,

385, 408, 433, 438, 440,

452, 470-1, 477, 484, 486,

488, 519, 524, 526, 541,

558

Elly, Joseph 140, 142

Elly, Robert 140

Elly, Samuel Jr 140

Elm Lodge 441

Elmira 516

Elms, Rev. Rossington

150, 159, 190

Elmsley, Chief Justice John

62

Elmsley Twp 27-8, 32-3,

120, 122, 124, 127, 182

Elmy, R. 550

Eloping 241

Elsworth, Israel 104

Emergency 522, 532

Emerson, Tom 229-30

Emery, G.& L. 424

Empire Day 448

Empire Training School

490

Empress sloop 322

"Empty Frontier" 30-3,

120,126-8,268

Engineers xii, 117, 177,

292, 298, 402 See also

Royal Engineers

English barns 151, 181,

451

English immigrants 15-16,

18-22, 30, 32, 76, 126-7,

134, 159-60, 181-2, 184,

186,234-5,302,343,448,

503

English Island 434

Engravers 319

Enlightenment 166
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Enniscorthy, Ireland 119,

138, 140
'

Entertainment 313-14,

323, 358-9, 363, 384-5,

408-10, 414, 447, 481-2

Episcopal churches 320

See Anglicans

Episcopal Methodism
160-2

Epworth League 410

Erinburg 77

Ernestown Twp 30

Erosion 6

Erwin, Alice 256-8

Erwin, Hana 256

Erwin, James 256, 258

Erwin, James Edward 256

Erwin, Mary Jane 256-8

Erwin, Matilda 256,258

Erwin, Pebby 256

Erwin, Ruth 256

Erwin, Thomas 256

Escort Twp 30,38,40,42-3,

45, 98, 278, 290, 298

Escott village 279, 282,

290, 308

Eskers 6-7,558

Ethnic variation xiii, 244,

346, 355

Evangelicalism 149, 386

Evangelists 386,486

Excursions 396-400, 407,

412-14, 416, 418, 420,

430, 434-5, 437, 440

Executions 104

Explorers 19,22,24

Explosives 302,434,484

Extended families 246,

250, 270-2

Eyre, Rev. Donald 515

Eyre, T.J. 459

Factories 229, 234, 278,

287-8, 306, 399, 421, 424-

5, 510, 512

Failure 253

Fairfield, Vermont 72

Fairs 256, 291, 305, 314-15,

319-20, 324, 406, 448,

453, 478, 492, 548

Faith healers 486, 489-90

Falkner, F.W. 397

Fallow 80

Falls Lake 278

Family allowance 492

Family Herald and Weekly

Star 450,477

Family life 8, 10, 30, 78,

80-2, 94, 96, 98, 130-2,

144, 146, 153-4, 184-7,

210-11, 234-73, 437

Family posterity 254

Family size 244-6

Famine 25, 134, 146, 149

Fanning mills 181, 267

Farewell, Michigan 240

Farm consolidation 268-9,

498-9, 502-3

"Farm problem" 454

Farm radio forum 506

Farm size 268-9,498-9

Farmers xiii, 276-7, 286-

90, 299, 306-8, 315, 320,

324, 327, 329, 343, 345-6,

360-1, 368, 385, 421-8,

439-40, 446-8, 450-2, 456,

460, 464-5, 476, 481-2,

484-5, 487, 489, 498, 500,

502, 504-10, 517, 536-7,

539, 545, 547, 555

Farmer's Advocate 450, 477

Farmers Institute 384

Farmers Union 507

Farmersville 119, 123, 139,

146, 156-7, 159-60, 162,

173-4 201-2, 207, 253,

264, 279-84, 288, 296,

299, 303-4, 306, 308, 311,

315, 326-7, 350, 356, 360,

365, 370, 378, 381, 385,

390, 404, 420, 425

Farmersville Methodist

circuit 374

Farmersville Creamery 342,

452

Farmersville Reporter 298-

9, 315, 420, 428

Farms See Agriculture

Farmwork 400, 448-52,

461-2, 466, 499-500, 510,

512

Farnum, Archelaus 96-7

Farnum family 248

Fatalism 102

Faull, Rev. J. 376

Fecundity 236,244

Federation of Agriculture

507

Feed mills 327, 482, 484

Feminism 400,512

Fences 49, 81, 91, 93, 183-

4, 186-7, 190, 208-10,

230, 316, 318, 328, 370,

422, 477

Fenceviewers 209

Fenian raids 409, 446

Ferguson, Rev. J. 376

Ferguson, William 320

Ferryboats 322

Fertiliser 280,450

Fertility rate 243-4

Festivals 376

Fiddles 266,284,420

Fife, Constable William 370

5th Royal Veterans Battal-

ion 145

Finch Twp 32

Findley, Thomas 279

Finlay, James Sr 204

Fire chiefs 521,523

Fire companies 307

Fire departments 515, 520-

4, 531, 542-6, 555

Fire engines 515, 520-3

Fire insurance atlases 453

Firearms 20, 24-5, 96, 98,

105, 116, 128, 136, 140,

142, 230, 266, 324, 370-1,

402-4, 419-20, 422, 425,

446, 490

Firefighting xi, 312-13,

498, 520-4, 540

Firehalls 515, 521-3, 540

Fireplaces 59, 87, 95, 99,

173, 199, 207, 235-6, 304,

338, 340, 352, 458

Fires 49, 59, 72-3, 95-6,

105, 138, 148, 192, 200,

229, 303, 312-13, 323,

376, 386, 402, 404, 420,

422, 436, 451, 471, 478,

510, 513, 520-2, 530, 545-

7, 550, 556

Firewood 12, 14, 75, 77,

104, 184, 207, 209, 225,

228, 235-6, 248, 271, 318-

19, 326-7, 449-50, 510-11

Fireworks 418, 555

Fish 544

Fish inspectors 417-18

Fish pirates 432

Fish ponds 414, 418

Fishing xiv, 8, 12, 14-15,

17-20, 22, 24, 78, 82, 116,

176, 203, 264, 284, 295,

329-30, 365, 399, 401-6,

408, 411-12, 414-19, 423,

428, 430-34, 436-7, 441,

500-1, 538, 558

FitzroyTwp 127

Five Nations Iroquois 14-

16,24

Flails 181

Flannel 260

Flare 514

Flat Island 404

Flax 28

Flint, Lois 145

Flood, J.A. 452

Flood, William 265

Flooded land 118, 129,

135, 137, 182, 202-4, 316,

322, 419, 424-5

Flooding 63, 118, 129, 151,

177, 285-6, 307, 316, 323,

425-6, 536-9

Flour 96, 100-1, 184, 196-

200, 225, 280

Flourmills 1155, 194, 279,

310

Foley, James 187,300

Foley, John 187

Foley, Robert 187

Folk art 339

Food 12, 17, 78, 82, 96, 98,

117, 146, 179-81, 184,

224-5, 228, 259-67, 271,

280, 309, 313, 335, 344,

374-5, 380, 384-5, 398-9,

402, 404, 408, 411-12,

416-18, 420, 430, 436-7,

440, 447, 449, 456, 458-9,

468, 485, 488-9, 506-10,

540, 555-6, 558

Football 326,412,440

Forbes, W.R. 300

Foreign missions 390

Forest 6, 12, 19, 22, 24, 26,

28, 34, 36-46, 56, 68, 71,

74, 77-82, 101, 116, 119,

127-8, 130, 141, 150, 182,

186, 192-4, 203, 205, 230,

235-6, 251, 253-4, 316,

334, 366, 376, 398, 402,

405, 418, 427, 441, 456,

537, 545

Foresters 383, 554

Forfar 299

Forgeries 240

Forges 18, 21, 58-60, 62-3,

65-6, 68-70, 72-3, 76, 108,

194, 196, 279, 303

Forsvth, Captain Benjamin

96

Fort at Outlet 420,422

Fort Cataraqui 16

Fort Coulonge 16

Fort Frontenac 16-19, 21-3

Fort George 99

Fort Henry 100

Forthton 174,299,480

Fortier, Karoll xiii

Fortifications 12, 14, 16-

19, 21-2

Fortunetellers 368,384

Fortune's Line 28, 34, 36,

38, 40, 44

Fortune, William 26-9,33-

4, 38, 44

41st Battalion 447

Forwarding trade 175-6,

178, 180, 202, 219, 280-1,

286, 288-9, 318-19, 329,

498
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Foster, Carole 483

Foster, Donald xiii, 483

Foundlings 236

Foundries 74-5, 155, 194,

178, 307

Fourteen to One xii, 353

Fowler, Orson 280

Fox, Edith 252

Fox farms 482

Foxes 545

Fragmented identities x,

218, 277, 329-30, 347,

372, 465-6, 530-3, 540,

542-3, 553-6, 560

Frame buildings 104, 151,

155, 181, 183, 195, 197,

215, 217, 224-5, 249, 257,

271, 293, 297, 299, 311-

12, 321-2, 335-6, 338-43,

351-3, 360, 364, 376, 378-

80, 400, 431, 440, 447,

485, 515, 520

Frankville 99, 300, 304,

516

Fraser, Daniel 145

Fraser, Joshua 418

Fraser, William 42

Fraternal groups 313, 383-

5, 387, 417, 434, 554-5

Fredericksburgh Twp 30

Free, James 490

Free Methodists 386, 514,

516

Free schools 345-6, 348,

350, 359

Free thinkers 364-5

Freemasonry 99, 119, 128,

317, 338, 384-5, 432, 453,

505, 554

Freezers 546

Freighters 326

French Canadians 20-4,

30, 145, 167, 229, 396-

400, 404, 408

French language school

boards 526

French, Lieutenant Gershom

2, 22-5, 28, 31, 35, 46, 56

French people 15, 23, 115,

136

French Revolution 136

Fresh air camps 438

Friends of Lyndhurst Bridge

551-2

Fritz, Paul xiii-xiv, 265

Front of Leeds and Lans-

downe 106,212-14,226-

8, 290, 292, 344, 379,

521-2, 525, 534-5, 539,

541

Frontenac Axis 3, 6, 9-10,

14,82

Frontenac Business College

471

Frontenac, Count 16-18,

298

Frontenac County 24, 406,

516

Frontenac Lead Mining &
Smelting Co. 302

Frontenac Masonic district

554

Froom site 13

Frost & Wood Co. 267

Frost Fest 553,558-9

Frye, Charles 490

Frye, Douglas H. 488, 490-2

Frye, Eva 470,490

Frye, Joyce xiv, 514

Frye, Mrs W.J. 488

Fuchs, Terry xii, 462

Fulford, George T. 502

Fulford, Miles 202, 208,

212, 293-4, 306

Fullarton, Myrtle 436

Fullarton, Walter 436

Fuller, John Woodward
300

Fulling mills 194, 229, 260,

303, 306, 310

Fundamentalism 486

Funerals 230-1, 270, 341-2,

366, 373-4, 388-9, 409,

445

Fur trade 15-16, 18-20, 25-

6, 402, 405

Furnace Falls viii, x-xii,

56-79, 81, 83, 90-2, 94-6,

98, 100, 104, 108, 116,

118, 127-8, 140, 144, 157-

8, 160, 164, 177-8, 188,

192-6, 198-200, 202, 206-

7, 212-13, 218, 233, 279,

283, 296, 303-4, 317, 375,

440, 493, 550, 558, 560

Furnace Falls park 543

Furnace Road 200-1

Furnaces 484

Furniture 175, 180, 211,

224, 253, 339-41, 344,

355, 361, 378, 381-2, 416,

428-9, 454, 463, 478, 548-

9, 552

G
Gaelic 138, 141

Gagan, David ix, 246

Gainford family 324

Gainford, James 236

Gainford, Joseph 322,346

Gainford, William 228

Gainford, William C. 320

Gainsford, Mr 336

Galpin, Nathan 92

Gait 441

Galway, Charles 524

Galway, Chuck 543

Galway, Hannah 341

Galway, Joseph 341

Galway, Keith 543

Galway, Ruth 543

Galway, Sarah 341

Gamble, Elswood 341, 515

Gamble, Lillian xiv, 341,

515

Gambling 237,315,365-6,

414, 522, 542

Game and Fish Act 545

Games 365-6,447

Gananoque viii, xiii, 36-7,

40, 42, 44, 49, 59, 66, 74-

5, 78, 91-2, 96-8, 100-1,

104, 106-7, 124, 127, 130,

166, 175-8, 180, 185, 194,

196, 198, 200, 202, 204,

206, 208, 212, 216, 218-

19, 229, 232, 234, 240,

249, 259-60, 262-3, 278-9,

281-2, 286-92, 296-7, 303,

306-9, 317, 320, 322, 324,

326, 329, 335-6, 342-3,

353, 356, 358, 376, 379,

382, 385-6, 396, 399, 404,

407-9, 412-14, 419-28,

430, 434-5, 438, 446, 449,

452, 454-5, 460, 462-3,

465, 470, 472, 474, 476-7,

480-2, 484-5, 492, 498,

501, 512, 517, 520-1, 526-

7, 534-9, 542-3, 556

Gananoque and Arnprior

Railway 463

Gananoque and Perth

Railway 298,324

Gananoque and Rideau

Railway 296-8

Gananoque and Wiltse Nav-

igation Co. 176-7, 180,

194, 285-8, 418

Gananoque Methodist cir-

cuit 376

Gananoque Electric Light

and Water Supply Co.

Ltd 535-9

Gananoque game club

406

Gananoque junction 302

Gananoque Lake 43, 56,

207, 228, 278, 287, 344,

354, 430, 434, 437

Gananoque, Perth and

James Bay Railway Co.

298

Gananoque Reporter 229,

232, 240, 243, 248-9, 251-

2, 254, 260, 266, 268, 277,

288-92, 313-14, 319-20,

322, 324, 342, 344, 354,

362, 371, 413-14, 416-18,

421-8, 448, 456, 529, 531-

2, 536, 551, 556

Gananoque River iv, x, xiv

2, 6-9, 11, 14, 19-20, 22-4,

26, 29, 31-2, 34-9, 41-4,

46-51, 56, 59, 62-4, 66-7,

70, 72-5, 78-9, 83, 86, 93,

98, 100, 107-8, 116-18,

122, 126, 128-9, 144, 148-

50, 176-8, 180-1, 184,

188, 194, 200, 202-4, 206-

7, 218-19, 233, 237, 264,

268, 276, 281-3, 285-9,

292-5, 302-3, 307-8, 344-

5, 402, 417, 420-8, 434-5,

449, 535-9, 545, 558

Gananoque River man-
agement committee 538

Gananoque River water-

shed co-ordinating com-
mittee 538

Gananoque River water-

way association 536,

544

Gananoque water power
company 327-8, 419-28,

446, 492

Garages 478, 482, 546, 548

See also Service Stations

Garbage 541,548

Garden nurseries 280, 310

Gardeners 285

Gardens 21, 68, 236, 247,

269, 299, 307, 334, 367,

452, 467, 510, 548, 557

Gardiner, George 524

Gardiner, Dr R.J. 317, 322-

3

Gardiner, Robert 265, 322,

324-5, 379, 554

Gardner, William T. 448-9

Garnet and Gold 482,511

Garrison 16-18

Garry, Robert 208

Garvin, Rev. Myra 514

Gas stations 484, 491, 519,

546

Gaspe 9, 12-13, 15

Gates, George 470

Gatineau River 7

Gavin brothers 266

Gazetteers 320

Geese 267,452

Genealogy ix, xi-xii

General Farm Organisa-

tion 508

Geneva steamboat 434
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Gentry 135-6 See also

Elites

Geological Survey of

Canada 300,302

Geology ix, 2-4, 490, 544

George, RG. 554

George III 121

Georgian Bay 19, 279, 295

German immigrants 30,

194

Ghosts 368

Gibbs, A. 107

Gibson, Joyce 547

Gibson, Kingsley 547

Giffen, Charles N. 305

Giffin, David 64

Gilbert, Albert 379

Gilbert, Alberta 337

Gilbert, Bertha 350

Gilbert Bros 325,478

Gilbert, Chancy C. 319,

325, 453, 482

Gilbert, Mrs E. 322

Gilbert, Edward T. 319-20,

325

Gilbert family 310

Gilbert, Jane 326, 363, 372-

3

Gilbert, Jane Ann 236

Gilbert, John 93, 303, 319-

20

Gilbert, Mary Ann 205

Gilbert, Mr 267

Gilbert, Solomon 319

Gilbert, William 94, 204-5,

209, 318-20, 322, 324, 453

Gilbert, William Jr 282

Gile, Dr 425

Gillespie, Adam 216,350

Gillespie, Jean xii

Gilt Edge cheese factory

267, 322, 342, 452, 459,

546

Gin 175

Girl Guides 554

Glaciers 2, 6-7

Glasgow 127,130,194

Glass, Lawrence 206,208

Glebes 159

Glen Elbe 156,481

Glen Elbe municipal drain

545

Glengarry County 24, 29,

120, 122, 124

Glengarry light infantry

122

Gloucester Twp 32

Goad, Charles E. 453

Goblins 368

Godkin, James 308

Godkin, Joseph 144

Godkin, William 269,328

Godkin, Mrs S. 460

Goff's Bridge 159

Gold 489

Golden Lake 13,20,27

Goldrushes 175

Good Templars 417

Goodwood River 126

Goose Island 428

Gordon, Henry 229, 260,

279, 304-6, 308

Gore, Francis 122

Gorsline, Samuel E. 322,

325, 513

Gothic Revival architec-

ture 139, 245, 247, 249,

311, 335, 342, 359, 361,

363, 369, 375, 379-80

Goulboum Twp 24, 61,

122, 126-7, 132, 141-2

Gould, Jarvis 366

Gourlay, Robert F. 95, 106,

157

Governors General 115,

120, 126, 128, 131-2, 214,

316, 336

Gowan, Ogle R. 151-3,

162-4, 174, 178, 180-1,

190, 196, 200, 202, 208,

210-11, 215

Graham, Alma Jane 470

Graham, Ferris 470

Graham, John 105

Graham, Joshua 146

Graham, Sam 146

Graham, Thomas 141

Grain 101, 128, 180-2, 184,

196-8, 207, 236, 252-3,

259-60, 264, 268, 303,

317, 320, 324, 327, 329,

368, 400, 421, 424, 450-1,

456, 467

Gramaphones 410, 482

Grammar schools 159,

279, 281, 360

Grand Orange Lodge of

British America 164,

166

Grand River 107

Grand Trunk Railway 279,

282, 292, 294, 296-8, 308,

320, 322, 328

Grandstands 315

Grange, The 324

Grant, Lewis viii, xiv, 36-

47, 50-1, 71, 87, 420

Grant, Ulysses S. 401, 414,

418

Grasshoppers 315

Gravel pits 6, 503, 505,

543, 551-3

Gravestones 140-1, 187,

196, 270, 364

Graveyards See Cemeter-

ies

Gray, Dr 389

Gray, Doreen 546

Gray, Colonel James 190-1

Gray, John 317

Gray, Sandy 546

Gray, Thomas A. 482,546

Gray, Dr Thomas 320

Gray's Hardware 546

Great Gananoque Falls

48-50, 56-8, 61-2, 72, 77

Great Gananoque Lake
157

Green, Aaron 454

Green, Andrea 510

Green, Annie 310

Green, Ben 469

Green, Boyce 440

Green, David W. 229,299,

310, 464-5, 470

Green, Doug 510

Green, Earl 440

Green, Edward 206, 212,

276, 282, 557

Green, Edward P. 307

Green family 187,201

Green, Henry 183, 229,

233, 287, 289, 293, 297,

299, 305-6, 308-12, 324,

329

Green Island 438

Green, James C. 112-13,

151, 284

Green, Jennifer 558

Green, John Jr 208

Green Lake 43

Green, Miriam 454

Green Mountain 63

Green, Osborne 440

Green, Richard 151

Green, Richard J. 466

Green, Samuel Benjamin

461

Green, Watson 464

Green, William 139, 151,

424

Greenham, Samuel Arthur

461

Greenhorn, Roy 452, 508,

551

Greenhouses 510, 548

Greer, James 419-20,428

Greighon's Beer 175

Grenville County 13, 24,

82, 98, 123, 146, 195, 228,

277, 281, 283, 304, 313,

325, 328-9, 357-8, 545

Grenville Foundry 278

Grey, Mary 257

Grey, William & J.G. 312

Grievances 212

Griffen,C. 279

Griffin, Ernie 430, 437

Griffin, John Henry 430

Griffin, Lou 430, 437

Griffin's resort 437

Griffith & Smith 324

Grindlay, Thomas xii

Grinnen, Mary Ann 238

La Grippe 445

Grippen Creek 38, 207

Grippen Lake 7, 44, 51,

157, 278, 321, 375, 434,

438, 472

Grippen Lake camp 438

Gristmills 42, 66, 73, 155-

6, 187-8, 196, 198-9, 213,

225, 233, 260, 279-81,

287, 297, 303-4, 309-13,

327, 421, 424, 484, 550

Grocers 284, 310, 325, 482-

4, 513, 520, 538, 548-9

Guardhouses 129,419,422,

427

Guards 422, 446, 535

Guelph 450

Guides 405, 411, 414-15,

418-19, 425, 430, 436-7,

439, 490

Guillaume, Sandra xiv

Gulf Hill 534

Gunboats 99

Gunning, Rev. William

Hudson 159

Gunsmiths 284-5,403

Gumey, Chester 178, 198,

304

Gwyn, Julian 273

Gypsies 484

H
Haggart, John 303

Hairstylists 513

Haldimand, Sir Frederick

2, 22, 30

Haliburton 6

Halifax 176,457-8

Hall, Anna 134

Hall-Dennis report 526

Hall, Sir Robert 74-5

Hall, Samuel 134

Hall, Dr W.J. 438

Halladav family 261

Halladay, G. 366

Halladay, Phil 433

Halladay, Stephen 370

Halliday, A.G. 310

Halliday family 316

Hallowe'en 410

Hamblin family 467
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Hamblin, John 467

Hamilton ix, 198, 244, 264,

455

Hamilton, David 174-5,

180

Hamlets 156, 231, 276-7,

283, 303-7, 318-20, 388,

451, 541, 550

Hampshire, England 158,

186

Hanging 136, 139, 240,

255, 306, 364, 404, 407

Hankins, James 310

Hanna, Dr 425

Hanna, Edna 472

Hanna, John 310

Hanna, Miss 470

Hansen, Rick 556

Hanson memorial church

438

Happy Thought Island

431

Harbor View Hotel 400,

405, 428-9, 436

Harbours 118

Hardware stores 482-4,

520, 546

Harkaway settlement 208

Harlem 516-17

Harmer, Mrs xii

Harmony Lodge no. 370

Harnessmaking 285, 310-

11, 319-20, 322, 385, 453,

461

Harrison, H. Wallace 310

Harrison, Thomas 34

Harter, Edgar 403-4

Hartley, Charles W. 406,

456, 478, 480, 482, 509,

511, 520, 545-6

Hartley, Dorothy 520

Hartley, E.N. 69

Hartley family 489

Hartley, John 511,521

Hartley, Luella 241,511

Hartley, Norman 511,521

Hartley, Ralph 546

Hartwell, Joseph K. 148,

150, 154-6, 178, 211-12,

304

Harvest excursionss 454

Harvesting 174, 180, 184,

186, 211, 253, 257, 259,

264, 267-8, 336, 342, 352,

376, 380, 440, 459

Harvey, Anna E. xi, 314,

473, 548-9

Harvey, Ernest 177, 425,

472

Harvey family 400, 427,

472, 512, 550

Harvey, Haladay 425,478

Harvey, J.H. 484

Harvey, John Buick 75,

177, 183, 229, 237, 285,

287, 289, 297, 299, 305,

351, 361, 363, 369, 394-5,

421, 423, 425, 427, 429,

463, 475

Harvey, Oscar R. 177,425,

458, 460

Harvey, Richard Giles 305,

310, 312, 326, 429, 460,

464-5, 478, 484

Haskin, Carey 101

Haskin family 316,449

Haskin, Ithamer 202

Haskin, Joseph 108

Haskin, Lemuel 129

Haskin, Lucy Ellon 270

Haskin, Mary Lovina 270,

272

Haskin, Melborn 270

Haskin, Rebecca 270

Haskin, Samuel 270,318

Haskin, Sidney Smith 270,

272

Haskin, William 371

Haskin, William James
270

Haskin, William S. 202

Haskin's 426

Haskins, Alpheus 304

Haskin's Corners 206-7,

251, 266, 282, 288-90,

327, 359, 364-5, 376, 480

Haskins, John 430,436

Haskin's Landing 196,

202, 318-19

Haskin's Mill 61, 89, 107,

280-1, 316

Haskin's Point 202, 209,

313, 318-20, 322, 447, 545

Haskins, Samuel 320

Haskins, Samuel W. 208

Hastings County 24,98

Hastings, Sussex, England

458

Haven, Daniel 262

Hawke, H. William xii

Hawkesbury Twp 32

Hawkins & Randall 326,

435

Hawkins, Edgar 404

Hawkins family 317

Hawkins, G. &'r. 320

Hawkins, G.R. 322

Hawkins, George 241,

461, 464

Hawkins, George R. 325-

6, 453

Hawkins, Henry 404

Hawkins, James 466

Hawkins, N. 404

Hay 68, 181-2, 247, 268,

450, 461, 467

Hayle, Matthew 256

Hazel, W.J. 438

Hazelwood, A.S. 440

Heacock, Dr 316

Head, Sir Francis Bond
160, 163

Heald, Carolyn xiv

Hearses 325

Heaslip, W. 322

Heath, Mrs Stanley 488

Hemlock ridge trail 544

Hemp 28

Hen Island 404

Henderson, Eldon 125

Henderson, George xiv

Henderson, Miss 266

Henderson, William 72,

74-6

Herbein, Kenton xiv

Heritage appreciation xi,

503-4, 520, 544, 550, 556-

7

Heritage designated struc-

tures 557

Heroism 56, 108, 396-400,

441, 446

Herring 184,264

Herron, E. 319

Hershey Chocolate 508

Hewitt's Island 322

Hicock, David R. 346

Hicock family 266, 364

Hicock, Harriet 160

Hicock, Nathan 76-7, 94,

106, 108, 157, 192-3, 204

Hicock, Philo 186-7, 194,

215, 293

Hicock, Reuben 160, 293

Hicock, Truman 66, 83, 86-

8, 90-2, 94, 100-1, 106,

116, 120, 128-9, 153-4,

173, 192, 202, 204, 212,

251,303,480

Hicock, W.W. 449

High schools 279-80, 362,

400, 468, 470-2, 511, 513,

524-5

Highway 3 534

Highway 15 437, 480, 489,

491-2, 507, 509, 520, 524,

541-2,547

Highway 29 480

Highway 32 65, 437, 480,

489, 520, 534, 541, 547

Highway 42 179, 437,

480-1, 489, 534

Highways, Overseer of

208-9,212

Hiking trails 544

Hill, Harvey 381

Hinchinbrooke Twp 32

Hincks, Francis 214,278

Hinterlands 202, 276, 298,

328, 377, 465, 484

Historic Gananoque xii

Historic plaques x-xi, 66,

69, 493, 548, 552

Historic sites and monu-
ments board of Canada
x-xi, 66,69,493

Historical Society of

Ottawa xii

Historiography x-xiii

History books, study viii,

x-xiii, 370, 401, 403, 448,

548, 550

History of Kingston Presby-

tery Churches xi

"History of Long Point,

1820-1980" xiii

History of St John's Church

xii

History of Seeley's Bay Fire

Department xii

"History of the 1st Lynd-

hurst Scout Group" xii

History of the Rideau Water-

way xi

History of the Seeley's Bay

United Church xii

Hitler 488

Ho, Charlie 432

Hochelaga 12,14-15

Hockey 433,435,458,542

Holiness Movement 244,

386, 388, 390, 438, 486,

515, 547

Holland, Miss 266

Holland, Surveyor-Gen-

eral Major Samuel 22,

24

Hollester, William 310

Hollingsworth, Bruce 545

Hollingsworth, Charles

473

Holmes, M.E. 546

Holstein cattle 450,509-10

Holstein journal xii

Holton, Ezra 247

Holton, Luther 247, 492,

504-5

Holy Trinity Church xi,

139, 157, 160-1, 284, 328,

335,361,364,369,381-2,

410, 514, 520

Home economics 473-4,

512

Homemakers 512 See

also Separate spheres

Homesteads 182, 186, 1^2,

211,254,256,270-2

Honsev, Ml 1 J6
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1 [oosac tunnel 296

Hopkins, Nahemiah 303

Hopkins, William 389

Home, D.M. 319

Horner, Rev. Ralph C. 386,

438, 486

Hornerites 386

Horseracing 315, 380

Horses 68, 80, 116, 159,

174, 180, 193, 205, 208,

242-4, 262, 266, 268, 270,

280, 295, 306-7, 311, 315-

16, 319, 324, 366, 368-9,

371-2, 380, 385, 406, 434,

436, 439, 447, 450-1, 462-

3, 476, 478, 483-4, 489,

498, 545, 553

Horsey, R.M. 381

Horton, John 140

Horton, Judy 557

Horton, Nicholas 140

Horton Twp 127

Hoselton, John 305

Hospitality 180

Hospitals 99, 389, 397,

400, 441, 461, 468, 471,

512, 522

Hotchkiss, David 224

Hotchkiss, Elizabeth 80

Hotchkiss, Erastus 224-32,

234, 246, 254, 271-2

Hotchkiss, Jane 224

Hotchkiss, Jonathan 204,

317

Hotchkiss, Levi 80-3, 92-3,

104, 204

Hotel de Kenney 432-4

Hotels 143, 166, 237, 280,

282, 284, 287-8, 290, 295,

305-8, 310-14, 319-20,

322, 324-5, 348, 356, 358,

363, 371, 403, 405-7, 409,

412-14, 416-19, 430, 432,

436, 439, 441, 448, 453,

482, 484, 486, 535, 542,

547

House layout 338-42

Houseboats 401

Household size 235-6,

244-5

Housekeepers 256, 258,

336, 341, 353

House-raising bees 235

Housewives 343

Housework 259

Housing 8, 12, 14, 34, 43,

49, 66, 68-9, 78-81, 83,

86-7, 95, 99, 118, 131-2,

173, 180, 190, 195, 197,

199, 201, 203, 205, 207,

209-11, 213, 215, 217-18,

224, 230, 245, 251, 254-5,

257, 269, 271, 299, 304-5,

316-17, 335, 338-43, 378,

390, 399, 428, 431, 447,

457, 500, 503-4, 509, 533,

535, 541, 546, 550

Howard, Alpheus 212,

284, 307-8

Howard family 210

Howard, Kim xiv

Howard, Dr Leonora 390,

397, 468

Howard, Marshall Spring

Bidwell 174

Howard, Matthew 40, 44,

46-8, 50, 162-4, 212

Howard, Napoleon Bona-

parte 174,364

Howard, William Wilkie

284, 364

Howard's Corners 309,

325, 534

Huckleberry Hollow 398

Hudson, Margaret 257

Hudson, Mary 257

Hudson River valley 30,

412, 434

Hudson Bay Company 16

Hughes, Lynn xiii

Hulbert, Mrs George 520

Hull Twp 33

Humber River 16

Humour 430

Hunkins, James 310

Hunter's lodges 173

Hunting xiv, 1, 6-8, 10-14,

16-17, 20, 22, 24, 26, 78-9,

82, 98, 116-17, 144, 203,

284, 365, 402-6, 411-12,

437, 558

Hunting clubs 406

Huntley, Benjamin 48

Huntley, Enoch 48

Huntley family 104

Huntley Twp 127, 235-6,

258

Huron and Quebec Rail-

way 297

Huron confederacy 14-16

Huronia 16,19

Hussey, Robert 320

Hutchinson, Ozias 306

[Hutchinson], Sarah Ann
306

Hutchinsontown 306

Huts 71, 118, 184

Hydro generation 475-6,

478, 548, 559

Hynde,Jack 469

Hynde, John 461

I

Ice age 2, 6

Ice cream parlours 546

Ice houses, ice harvesting

21,417,430,432,441

Ideal cheese factory 345

Idiots 366

Idle While 428

Idle While yacht 430

lies, Jean Phyllis 460

Illinois 248

Illness, disease 8, 15, 25,

37, 40, 72, 118-19, 186,

203, 240, 255, 326, 368,

372, 376, 383, 388-90,

445, 459, 462, 467, 469

Images 381-2

Imbecility 224,246

Immigrant agents 186

Immigrant networks 390

See also Chain migra-

tion

Immigration See Migra-

tion and Chain migra-

tion

Immigration experiments

126-7

Immorality 408,417

Improvement 86, 131, 134,

144, 151, 173-4, 177, 186,

188, 190-2, 210-19, 252,

294, 336

Independence 186

Independent candidates

324

Independent Order of For-

esters, Lyndhurst Court

No. 795 383-5 See also

Foresters

The Independent Telephone

Industry in Ontario: A
History xii

Indian carrying place 118

Indian corn 181, 183, 264

Indian Island 436

Indian Lake 22, 118

Indiana 159

Indians See Native peo-

ples

Indigency 388-90

Individualism 128-9, 388-

90

Indolence 253-4, 346, 369

Industrial accidents 267,

478

Industrialisation 282, 288-9

Industries 503

Industriousness 250-7

Infanticide 56, 82, 96, 236-

8,272

Infestations 181,262

Influenza 462

Ingraham 304

Inheritance 224, 270-2,

353, 468

Innis, Marv 320

Inns xi, 77, 82, 88, 92, 95,

99, 104, 145, 157, 164,

166-7, 174-5, 181, 215,

237, 284, 304-5, 308, 310,

316, 318-19, 328, 338,

340-1, 358, 365, 369, 400-

1, 542 See also Taverns,

Hotels

Inoculation 138, 236

Inquests 230-1,272

Insanity 224-32,366

Insurance agents 322, 325,

482, 512, 554

Intermarriage 364-5, 379,

448

International Campground
416

Introduction viii-xiv

Inuit 8

Invasion 105, 122-3, 167-8,

173-4, 409

Inverary 452, 531

Iowa City 240

Irish accent 190

Irish Creek 61, 106-8, 117-

18

Irish immigrants xiii, 25,

30, 116, 118-19, 123, 126-

8, 130, 132-53, 155-62,

164-8, 173, 179, 181-2,

188, 207, 210, 212, 215-

16, 233, 236, 251, 312,

319, 335, 382, 408-9

The Irish in Ontario: A
Study in Rural History

xiii

Irish Lake 31, 108

Irish Woods 145, 157, 176,

210, 216

Irish Yeomanry Veterans

136, 190

Iron deposits viii-x, 28, 36,

38, 43, 56, 60, 66, 71-6,

104, 106, 178-9, 192, 194-

5, 296-7, 304, 543, 558

Iron furnace x, 36, 46, 48,

50, 56-78, 94, 96, 132,

192, 279, 287, 303

Iron works viii, x-xii, 46,

56-79, 81-3, 95-6, 100,

105-6, 108, 128, 144, 177,

192-4, 233, 303, 307, 493,

550, 558

Ironware 20, 63-4, 66, 68,

70, 72-5, 80, 194, 199
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Iroquoians 17 See Ontario

Iroquoians, St Lawrence

Iroquoians

Iroquois 16-23, 26, 30

Irreligion 95

Irwin, Agnes 472

Irwin, Lloyd 538

Isaac Pilling & Co. 300

Isolation 466, 480, 506, 525

Italian Levy 145

Italianate architecture 251

Ivey, Michael 238

Ivey, Patrick 240

Ivy Lea 534

J
Jackson Bros 325

Jackson, Rev. Charles 486

Jackson, John 249

Jacobins 105, 133

Jacques family 229

Jails 91, 99, 230, 253, 336,

370-1, 404

James II 125,153

Jameson, Robert 162-4

Jardene, Carolyn 546

Jardene, Cyril 541, 546

Jarrett, James 241

Jasper 108

Jebb, Lieutenant Joshua

89, 107-8, 117-18, 145

Jefferson county 15, 403

Jefferson, Thomas 105

Jehovah's Witnesses 516

Jelly, William xi

Jersey cattle 450

Jessica barge 326

Jessup, Major Edward 30,

56

Jessup's Loyal Rangers 30

Jesus 117, 334, 364, 367,

373, 380, 382

Jews 367

Jim Day Rapids 434

Jingoism 446-8, 457

Job classifications 284

Jock River 126, 179

John Bracken: A Political

Biography xii

Johnson, Ada 362

Johnson, Amelia 378

Johnson, CO. 546

Johnson, E. Pauline 469

Johnson family 168, 201,

293,410

Johnson, Frederick 317

Johnson, Gerald 342, 542,

550-1

Johnson, Inspector 361

Johnson, John 167, 366

Johnson, Sir John 39-40,

42,59

Johnson, John F. 206

Johnson, John T. 206

Johnson, Jonathan 276,

284

Johnson, Lucinda 350

Johnson, Millie 470

Johnson, Norton A. 320-2,

325, 453

Johnson, Peter 92, 190-1,

267, 328

Johnson, Richard 142,212

Johnson, William 276-7,

320

Johnson, Zelda 470

Johnston, Carole xiii, 514

Johnston, Mrs F. 334

Johnston, George 131-2, 140,

180

Johnston, John Esq. 180

Johnston, Joshua 185

Johnston, Klon 546

Johnston, Mr 256

Johnston, Peter 305

Johnston, R.B. 490

Johnston, Wellington 310,

409, 463-4

Johnston, William 310, 322,

336

Johnston, William A. 325

Johnston's Corners 176

Johnston's Food Market

546

Johnstown Agricultural

Society 166

Johnstown District 39, 48,

60, 69, 79, 82, 90, 94, 102,

114, 128, 140, 142, 151,

153, 164, 166-7, 187, 194,

202,210,213-14,216,260

Johnstown District council

213-14, 216-17, 304

Johnstown Medical Society

166

Joinery, joiners 141, 199,

203, 205, 310

Joint stock companies 180,

285-6

Jolliet, Louis 19

Jones, Charles 144, 157-8,

190, 194-6, 198-9, 202,

282, 291, 303-4, 308

Jones, Daniel 80

Jones, David Ford Esq.

285

Jones, Rev. E.W. 416

Jones, Ephraim 68, 72,

144,194

Jones Falls 23,118-19,129,

131, 133, 167, 296, 419,

432-6, 438, 440, 544

Jones family 60, 154, 158,

193, 210, 213, 218, 229,

233, 281, 287, 291, 306-7,

311

Jones, H.&S. 198

Jones, John 151, 194

Jones, Jonas 153, 158, 163,

190, 192, 194-6, 202, 208,

285, 291, 303, 308

Jones, Okill 196, 213, 291,

304

Jones, Ormond 291

Jones, Rev. R.N. 381

Jones, Robert 279

Jones shovel factory 278

Jones, Dr Solomon 60, 65

Jones, William 66,71-3,75,

104, 106, 144, 155, 196,

198, 303

Jordan's Landing 404

Journal of Education 280,

344, 348

Judd,Aza 104

Judd family 248

Judd, Henry xii, 458, 461-2

Judd, Nathan 458

Judges 303,343,424

Junk 541

Justice 214,370

Justices of the peace 212,

284, 320, 336, 362 See

also magistrates

K
Kane, Barbara xiv

Kane, Malissa 390

Kane, Paul xiv, 1

Katz, Michael B. ix, 244

Keating road 176

Keith, Israel 64, 105

Keith, Ruel 46, 57, 61-2,

64, 68, 71, 94, 105

Kelly, Edward 280

Kelly, William 280

Kelly's Klip and Kurl 513

Kelsey, Albertus 430

Kelsey, Dan 418

Kelsey, James 225

Kelsey, John 310,430

Kelsey, Lillian 225

Kelsey Marion 225

Kelsey, Samuel 430

Kelsey, Silas 430

Kelsey, Uriah 116

Kelsey, Velma xiii, 514

Kelsey, Willard 225

Kelso, Clair xiii

Kemptville 13,260,527

Kemptville Agricultural

College 506

Kemptville Creek 179

Kendle, John viii, xii

Kendrick, Edgar Leslie

457

Kendrick, Eugenie 470

Kendrick, John 181, 284,

346-7

Kendrick, Lester 540

Kendrick, Maria 457

Kendrick, Miss 384

Kendrick, Samuel 141

Kendrick's Park 540, 543-4

Kennedy assassination

532

Kennedy, Patricia xiv

Kenney, Thomas Bartlett

432-4

Kenny, Alfred 482,546

Kenny, Edward 202,206

Kenny, George 336

Kenny, James E. 249

Kenny, Mary 207

Kenny, Michael 202,346

Kenny, Raymond 550

Kenny, Rev. Roy 515

Kenny settlement 377-8,

380

Kenny, Thomas 230

Kenny, Wesley 320

Kente 18

Kenyon Twp 32

Keoka \77

Kepler, John 419

Kidd,John 176

Kiddroad 176,213,292

Kidd, Russell 538,548

Kidd, Captain Thomas
160, 176, 180

Kidd, W.R. 473

Kidder, D.B. 304

Kilborn, Elizabeth 236

Kilborn, Samuel 104

Kilborn, W.R. 23Q

Kilborn, William 362

Kildare county, Ireland

143, 319

Kilkenny county, Ireland

126, 133

Killarney, Lakes of 410

Killenbeck I oke 157,534

Killincoolay, Ireland 142

Killingbeck, George 157

Killingbeck Like 157,278,

284, 292, 344, J89

Killingbeek school 422

Kilmarnock 107, 117

Kinch, Earl xh

Kiiij;, I 32h
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King, John 320

Kingdom halls 516

King's College 144, 150,

192, 316-17

King's highways 104

King's Royal regiment of

New York 30

Kingston viii, x-xi, 2-3, 9,

14,16,21,25-7,29-31,37,

40, 42, 48-50, 56, 59, 61,

65, 68, 74, 77, 86-7, 90-1,

94-6, 99-100, 103, 106-8,

118, 120, 122-4, 127, 131-

2, 137, 149-50, 160, 176,

178, 180, 184-5, 193-4,

196, 200-1, 204, 218, 228,

232, 249, 259, 263-4, 276-

7, 280-1, 283, 288-90,

295-9, 307-8, 314, 316-17,

319-20, 322-6, 329, 335,

356, 358-9, 373, 376, 379,

381, 385, 389, 406-7, 420,

426, 433, 436, 439, 449,

454-5, 459, 462-4, 470-2,

476-7, 480-4, 489, 492,

498, 502, 508-9, 512-14,

520, 530, 532, 534, 540,

545, 556, 560

Kingston and Pembroke
Railway 296-8

Kingston archdiocesan ar-

chives xiv

Kingston British Whig 195

Kingston building trades

council 527

Kingston Business College

471

Kingston Chronicle and

Gazette 176, 194-5

Kingston, Connecticut 77

Kingston Daily British Whig

460, 493

Kingston Daily Whig 467

Kingston Mills 48-50, 77,

100, 107, 116-18, 144,

164, 173, 304, 326, 426,

476, 480

Kingston mineral springs

406

Kingston presbytery 516,

518-20

Kingston road 86, 91, 147,

173, 196, 200-1, 204, 206,

208, 282, 284, 309, 317,

327, 338, 341, 377, 379

Kingston, Smiths Falls and

Ottawa Railway 299-

300

Kingston to Philipsville

Road Co. 201-2, 288,

307, 309, 370

Kingston Twp 30, 38

Kingston Whig-Standard

xii, 528, 532, 540

Kinney, Dr R. 237-8

KitleyTwp iv, 27-8, 32-3,

35, 46-7, 68, 71, 78, 90,

94, 99, 104, 118, 127, 144-

5, 159, 178, 299, 310, 360,

368, 445, 463, 516, 540

Knapp, Dan 104

Knapp, Mrs 362

Knapp, Stephen 93

Knitting 259,488

Knolton, Thomas 104

Kostuch Engineering Ltd

550

Koyle's Bridge 108

Kregg, Joseph 145

Krug, Elizabeth xiv

L
Labour 18, 37-8, 40, 48-50,

60-2, 68-9, 71, 76, 78, 82-

3, 87, 118-20, 134, 136,

146, 153, 164, 173, 180,

184, 186-7, 194, 196, 203,

205, 209, 213, 217, 246,

252, 254, 258-9, 264, 267,

299, 304, 308, 322, 327,

347-8, 385, 412, 421, 456,

459-60, 471, 489, 500,

505-8, 512-14, 544

Lac des deux montagnes

20,26

LACAC committee, archives

xiii, 543, 551-2, 557

Lachine 18,42

Ladies colleges 362, 510

Ladies Orange Benevolent

Association no. 497 511

Laforty, Holmes 257

Lake Eloida 159, 386, 438,

486

Lake Eloida and Plum
Hollow Telephone Co.

530

Lake Erie 76, 120

Lake Gananoque 36

Lake Huron 19,57

Lake Ireland 157

Lake Iroquois 6

Lake, Mrs 366

Lake Ontario 3, 6-7, 10,

13-16, 18-20, 22, 24-6, 72,

103, 106, 108, 114, 120-1

Lake Opinicon 23, 118

Lake,S.S. 327

Lake Simcoe 412

Lake street 15

Lake Superior 8, 19

Lamb's Pond 157 See also

New Dublin

Lakeview 344, 352, 359,

524

Lamb, David xiv, 515

Lamb, Jennie 399, 405,

407, 411, 413, 431

Lamb, S. Curzon A. x

Lamb, Shirley xiv, 437, 515

Lanark and Renfrew Game
Protective Society 406

Lanark County 146, 173,

181, 298, 365, 405

Lanark, Leeds and Gren-

ville Roman Catholic

Separate School Board

526

Lanark military depot

127, 130

Lanark Twp 127

Lanarkshire 127, 130

Lancaster Twp 32, 48

Land agents 150, 159, 188

Land boards 34, 36

Land clearing 16-18, 30,

49-50, 78, 82, 131, 141,

150, 180, 182-6, 188-9,

234

Land granting 30-5, 48-50,

57, 77, 81-2, 84-6, 88-90,

114-16, 120-3, 126-7, 129-

32, 144-5, 157, 186

Land jobbing 56, 86-8, 90,

108, 186, 192, 214

Landladies 510

Landmarks of Leeds and

Grenville x

Landon, Alexia M. 514

Landon, Fred award ix

Landon, Steve 458

Landries, John 116

Laneotah 401

Langlade, Captain Charles

145

Langvale, Manitoba 248-9

"The Lansdowne Iron

Works" xii

Lansdowne Rear parish

381, 514

Lansdowne Rural Tele-

phone Co. xii, 464-5,

532

Lansdowne village 159-

60, 176, 214, 264, 279,

282, 292, 300, 303, 308,

327, 335, 379, 381, 388,

404, 420, 425-6, 464, 480,

534, 548

Lansdowne, William Petty-

Fitzmaurice, Marquis of

28-9

LaRoseBay 399,436

LaRose, Bertha 397-9

LaRose, Caroline 396-400,

430, 441, 468, 510

LaRose family 397-9,418

LaRose, Isaac 398-9

LaSalle, Robert Cavalier

de 16-17

Late Loyalists 32, 77, 80,

142, 144 See also Amer-
ican settlers

Latimer, Henry 151

Latimer Rapids 75, 177,

434

Lattimer, Ellen 258

Laundromats 546, 556-7

Laundrywomen 18

Laurentian Archaic people

6-8, 13

Laurentians 412

Laushway, J. Max xii

Lavant Twp 127

Law, William H. 292

Lawlessness 324, 344

Lawyers 348,518

Lead deposits 177, 195-6,

235, 284, 297, 300-3, 503,

543

Lead smelters 237, 377,

394-5

Leadbeater, Birdie 470

Leadbeater, E. 436

Leadbeater family 268

Leadbeater, G. 436

Leadbeater, Gordon 477,

523, 552

Leadbeater, Philip 328,

477

Leadbeater, Ross 446, 467

"Leader and Associate"

settlements 33

Leader's Mills 425

Leak, George 280

Leak, J. & Son 280

Leasing 76, 192, 300, 304,

307, 312, 317

Leavitt, Thaddeus W.H. x,

295, 370, 401, 403

Lecturers 354

Lee, Anson 206

Lee,C.L. 308

Lee, Elisha 64

Lee, George W. 308

Lee, Lucy Emily 141

Lee, Margaret 106

Lee, Robert 279, 304-5

Lee, Washington 48

Lee, William C. 307

Lee, William P. 305

Leeds 386, 454, 460, 468,

488

Leeds & Bridge Iron Works

427
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Leeds and Frontenac Rural

Telephone Co. 205,464-

5, 502, 530-1

Leeds & GrenviUe Bicentennial

xii

Leeds and Grenville Branch,

Ontario Genealogical So-

ciety xii

Leeds and Grenville Counties

Council xi-xii, 214, 276,

365-6, 370, 450, 551-2

Leeds and Grenville County

Board of Education 526-8

Leeds and GrenviUe Health

Unit 502, 541, 550

Leeds and Grenville Inde-

pendent Telephone Co.

464

Leeds and Grenville Tele-

phone Association 502,

530

Leeds and Lansdowne Rear

parish 159-60,378-81

Leeds and Lansdowne Town-

ship 534,539

Leeds Methodist circuit

375

Leeds County 3, 6, 24, 48,

82, 98-9, 104, 123, 125,

144, 146, 153-5, 174, 193,

195, 201-2, 204-5, 226-8,

250, 255, 264, 277, 281,

283, 289, 294, 297-8, 303-

4, 308, 313, 320, 322, 325,

328-9, 353, 357-8, 360,

362, 371, 430, 435, 441,

474, 501-2, 506, 516, 524,

526, 545, 556, 560

Leeds County hockey league

440

The Leeds Echo xii, 546, 556

Leeds Federation of Agri-

culture 506

Leeds, Francis Godolphin

Osborne, Duke of 29

Leeds gang 207,368-72

Leeds mission 376

Leeds Rear parish 367,

381, 386, 439

Leeds the Lovely xi, 500, 507

Legends 138, 164, 216,

231, 318, 432, 439, 553

Legget, Robert xi

Leggie, Alberta 350

Leisure 185,511

Leith, W. 322

Lennox and Addington
counties 24, 516

Leonard, Mr 312,380

Lery, Chaussegros de 21

Letters 141, 240, 458-9,

462, 491

Lewis, Thaddeus 374

Liberals 130, 247, 254, 502,

505, 531

Libraries 128, 344, 348,

377, 528, 541-2, 545, 549,

556-7

Library board 543

Lighting 185, 314, 385,

462-3, 475-6

Likely, Arthur 322

Lillie, Rev. Adam 304

Lillie, Dr 401

Lillie, Hammet 492, 499,

540

Lillie's Baptist cemetery

376,499 See also Baptist

burying ground

Lily Nicholson steamboat

419-20

Limekilns 21,280,328

Lime Lake 38

Limestone and Lilacs: An
Illustrated History of

Pittsburgh Township,

1787-1987 xiii

Limestone plain 180, 558

Lindsay 434

Lions Club 555

Liquor 26, 69, 164-8, 175,

211, 237, 336, 338, 355-8,

362-6, 372, 380, 389, 412,

414, 417, 420, 458, 466,

485-7, 540, 542

Liquor Control Board of

Ontario 487,542

Literacy 93-4, 99, 117, 139,

155, 158, 216, 232, 261,

359

"Little Bluff" 399

Little Lake 278

Little Long Lake 43

Little Nine Partners 145

Liturgy 240

Liverpool 74

Livery stables 243, 308,

320, 371

Livestock 16, 34, 68, 78,

81, 184, 208-10, 247, 270,

280, 320, 328, 335, 368,

397, 448, 452, 454, 489

Livingstone, Mary 400

Local government 90-4,

214 See Municipal gov-

ernment and Township
meetings

Local option 458, 466

Loch Tayside 126-7

Lochiel Twp 32

Local history viii-ix

Locke, Lynne xiii

Locker plants 546

Lockwood, Glenn J ii, iv,

vi, xiii-xiv, 2

Log buildings 79-81, 83,

87, 150, 181, 188, 195,

197, 215-16, 224-5, 234,

249, 254, 271, 296, 317,

327, 335-6, 338, 340, 352-

3, 359-60, 396, 399, 431,

440, 533

Logging 184, 259, 316, 319-

20, 326

L.O.L. no. 1 164

L.O.L. no. 2 155, 164, 175,

385, 408

L.O.L. no. 13 385, 408, 410

L.O.L. no. 48 125

L.O.L. no. 144 408

L.O.L. no. 183 408

L.O.L. no. 226 385, 408

L.O.L. no. 485 385,408

L.O.L. no. 503 385, 408

L.O.L. no. 760 119,164

Lorn D'Arce de Lahontan,

Louis Armand 17

Lombardy 480

London, Ontario 386, 477

Long Bridge 207

Long Island 412

Long Lake 278, 406

Long, Lois M. xiv, 309, 406

Long Point xii, 8, 164, 196,

206-8, 216, 218, 235, 237,

240, 263, 266, 278, 284,

292, 300, 302-3, 328, 344,

346, 352, 375-6, 377, 388,

403, 419, 425, 436, 451-3,

455, 458, 465, 470-1, 477,

480, 486, 489-90, 506,

524, 526, 538, 557-8

Longhouses 12, 14, 17, 21

Longueuil seigneury 32

Loons 430

Lost Bay 23, 28, 38, 228,

278, 434

Loughborough Twp 30

Love, Alpheus J. 69, 297,

310-11, 478

Love, Bland "Tory" 69,

311,507,548-9

Love feasts 377

Loverin, Bethuel 478

Low, Rev. George Jacobs

378

Lower Beverley Lake xi,

23, 28, 37-8, 41, 56, 61,

106-8, 196, 278, 287, 344,

408, 419, 434-5, 437, 436-

8,540

Lower Beverley Lake asso-

ciation 538

Lower Canada 49, 75-6,

104-5, 122, 127

Lower class 411

Lowville 77

Loyalists See Ultraloyal-

ists or United Empire
Loyalists

Loyalty x, 97, 121, 128,

130, 132, 134, 136, 140,

142, 153, 164, 179, 191,

385, 446, 448, 533

Lumber industry 27, 42,

59, 108, 151, 178, 192,

200, 241, 264, 280, 294,

297, 303, 320, 326-7, 425,

449-50, 473, 478, 482, 498

Lumber merchants 279-

80, 319, 328, 548, 550

Lundy's Lane, Battle of

157, 318

Lunenburg District 48

Lutherans 30,90

Lyn 278, 298-9, 335, 374,

378

Lynch law 370

Lyndhurst viii, x-xii, 23-4,

28, 31, 37, 43, 47-9, 56,

63, 67, 69, 75, 77, 141,

143, 157-60, 162, 166,

183, 193, 195-7, 212-13,

216, 218, 229-31, 233-5,

240, 243, 250-1, 256, 260,

265-6, 268-70, 276-9, 281-

7, 289-95, 297, 299-301,

303-16, 318-21, 323-9,

343-4, 351-3, 356, 358-9,

361, 364, 366-9, 371, 374-

8, 380-87, 389, 398, 400,

406-10, 418-21, 423, 426,

430, 434, 436, 438, 440,

445, 448-9, 452, 454, 456,

458, 460-6, 468-86, 488,

492-3, 498-9, 506-8, 510-

15, 518-20, 522-4, 526-36,

538, 540, 542-5, 547-60

Lyndhurst: A History xi

Lyndhurst and District

conservation club 544

Lyndhurst arena company
440

Lyndhurst chamber of

commerce 534

Lyndhurst Citizens Band
314-15,381,408-10

Lyndhurst dramatic club

410, 482

Lyndhurst, England 158

Lyndhurst fair 315, 347,

448, 450, 452, 478, 559

Lyndhurst Lake 28, 177,

278,311,434,439,523

Lyndhurst, Lord 157-8,

'213,553

Lvndhurst patriotic league

461,466,540
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Lyndhurst Rural Telephone
'

Co. xii, 464-6, 484, 530,

532

Lyndhurst/Seeley's Bay
chamber of commerce
553, 557-8

Lyndhurst Station 263,

299, 301, 312, 329, 434,

462, 484

Lyndhurst trotting associ-

ation 315

Lyndway Hills golf course

543

M
Mableton, Lucas 187

Macadamised roads 174,

201-2, 277, 288, 290-92,

297-8, 303, 307, 309, 319,

322, 327

McAlonan, Bernard 490

McAlonan, Joseph 546

McAlonan, Samuel 390

McAvoy, Patrick 87,389

McBean,J.J. 279

McCammon, Dr J. 319

McConnell, Ann 335

McConnell, Fern 512

McConnell, Georgie 479

McConnell, James 328,

335

McConnell, Lawrence 487

McConnell, Leonard James
460-1

McConnell, Thomas 335

McConnell, Thomas J. 311,

470

McCormick-Deering Co.

482

McCormick, John 279

McCready, Alex 245, 438,

485

McCready, Ernest 263

McCready, John 426

McCready versus Ganan-

oque water power Co.

426-7

McCreadyites 245, 438,

485

McCready's 426

McCrone's Corners 379

McCutcheon, Hannah 251

McCutcheon, James 251,

342

McCutcheon, Sarah 251

McDonald, Allan 303

McDonald, Charles 101,

176-7, 180, 196, 198, 263

McDonald, Dan 280

McDonald, Judge H.S.

425-7, 537

McDonald, John 101, 176-

7, 180, 196, 198, 263

Macdonald, Sir John A.

201, 355

McDonald, Nelson 279

Macdonald, Terence 371

McDonald, Torrance 370

McDonell, Alexander 122

McDonell, Hugh 29, 37-8,

40,45

McDonell, James 29, 37-8,

40, 45, 145

McElroy, Loris 490

McElroy, Margaret 553

McEntyre, John 310

McFee, Mary 258

McGill-Queen's Universi-

ty Press xiii

McGill University 472

McGran, Katherine 257

McGraw-Hill, Ryerson 507

McGregor, Don E. 548

McGregor, Nettie 386

Machinery 196, 282, 306,

312, 385, 449, 451, 460,

463, 477, 482, 498, 504,

510

Mclnnis, Marvin ix

Mclntyre, John 308

Mclntyre, Pat xiv

Maclvor site 13

Mack, Stephen 253

McKay, Hugh 307

McKay, J. & Co. 310

McKechnie, Mr 397

McKee, Adam 224-5, 229,

246, 389-90

McKee, Andrew 280,319

McKee, John Henry 224-5,

228-9

McKelvey, George 279

McKenney, Joseph E. 310

Mackenzie, Alexander 247

McKenzie, Ruth xi

Mackenzie, William Lyon

161, 167, 210-12, 446

Mackinaw 145

McKinley, Carl 470

McKinley, Etta 322

McKinley family 472,482

McKinley, George 380

McKinley, Glenna xii, 520

McKinley, John H. 320,

325,379

McKinley, Mr 528

McKinley, William 202,

204, 206, 380

McKinley, William James

251

McKissock, Betsy 550

McKissock, Gord 550

McLean, John 527

McLean, Keitha 514

McMachen, Kelly 513

Macmillan, Sarah 185

McMullen, John 272

McMullen, William 272

McNab, Archibald 127

McNabTwp 127

McNeal, Alexander 279

McNeil, Archibald 40,44

McNiel, Daniel 116

McNiff, Patrick 39

McNish, Lucy Anne 216

MacOdrum, Charles G.

502, 534

McPherson, Henry 181,

188

McPherson, Hubert 492

MacTaggart, John xii, 119-

20, 202

Madawaska River 406

Madoc iron works 194

Magazines x, 450, 476-7,

492, 510, 514, 560

Maggie May tugboat 241,

326, 435

Maghin, Adaline 366

Magistrates 42, 66, 80, 86-

7, 90-2, 94, 100-3, 108,

114, 116, 128, 152, 154,

156-7, 173, 201, 205, 212-

13, 215-16, 232-3, 271,

276, 282, 284, 307-8, 319,

327, 369, 418, 532

Mail 279, 304-5, 308, 319,

365, 476-7, 481, 500, 529-

30, 532, 550, 560

Mail-order catalogues 337,

477, 513

Mail coaches 243, 319

Mainse, Clarence Garfield

461

Mainse, Doug xiii

Mainse, Edward 249

Mainse, Susan 249

Maitland's Rapids 117

Malaria 72, 118-19, 135,

186, 316, 425

Mallen, Herbert 441

Malloch, Edward 195-6

Mallon, James 319

Mallorytown 282, 306, 308,

366, 390

Maloney, Mary 149

Mammals 544

Man in motion world tour

556

Manhart, William 144

Manitoba viii, 248-50, 255,

280, 312, 450, 492, 505

Maniwaki 13, 20

Mansell, Levi 304

Manses 173

Manuel, James 296

Manuel, Richard 279, 305-6

Manufacturing 197-9,225,

260, 265, 284, 286-7, 304,

310, 320, 322, 425, 461,

478

Manure 180-1,264,449

Map Company of Toronto

328

Maple sugar, sap, syrup

260, 328, 448-9, 456, 488,

510

The Maples lodge 441

Maps 3-5, 9, 19, 27, 31, 37,

39-41,45,47,51,56-7,61,

84-6, 88-9, 105, 107, 123,

137, 145, 147, 162, 166,

193, 195-6, 202, 206-7,

209, 219, 226-8, 235, 277-

8, 281, 291, 308, 313, 318-

19, 325, 328-9, 344, 348,

375, 385, 414-15, 423,

453, 503

Marble 75, 177, 179, 196,

364

Marble Rock 42 75, 91, 93,

151, 176, 188, 196, 286,

302, 419, 421, 424, 426-7,

434, 446, 535-6, 538

Marble works 155, 194

March, M.E. 322

March Twp 127

Mardock, Fred 538

Markets 20, 25, 56, 78, 83,

91, 93-4, 100, 118, 131,

156, 174-6, 178-9, 182,

185, 188, 194, 197-202,

205, 210, 218, 262, 264,

276, 280, 287-90, 298,

303, 320, 327, 329-30,

454, 468, 473, 508, 510,

546

Marks, John Bennett 184

Marl 180

Marlains 77

Marlborough Twp 26-7,

32-3, 92, 122

Marmora iron works 76,

194

Marriage 68, 81-2, 90, 94-

6, 142, 148-9, 159, 185,

207, 224, 228, 231, 236-

47, 250-1, 254-6, 258,

266, 270-3, 319, 358, 364-

5, 378-9, 459-60, 466,

468, 470, 512, 546, 552

Marshall House 412

Marshall, Colonel William

167

Martial law 100, 128-9

Martin, Amelia 520
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Martin, Charles 319

Martin, J. 455

Martineau, Diane xiv

Marysburgh Twp 30

Mason, John 76

Mason, Lucy Ann 257

Mason, Miss 386

Mason, Sarah 257

Masonic halls 317, 472,

521

Massachusetts 30, 33, 64,

105

Massey, Alfred 541

Massey-Harris Co. 261

Maternal feminism 400

Matheson, John R. 544,

548

Matilda Twp 30, 36, 40, 42,

44

Matriarchy 12

Mattice, John 48

May, George 366

Mayhew, Ephraim 304-6

Maynard-McKeown site

13-14

Meat 224,280

Mechanics 34, 203, 284,

299, 304, 385 See also

Labour

Mechanics Institute 280

Mecklenburg District 48

Medals 400

Medicine 17, 166, 175, 348,

362, 365, 472

Medole's Point 10

Members of parliament

440, 504-5, 534, 544, 548

Memoirs x

Memory Turns the Dial xi

Men 81, 95-6, 127, 162-4,

185, 240-73, 389, 460

Menageries 407

Meningitis 459

Mennonites 516

Men's culture 12-13, 210,

406, 436-7

Men's work 18,259

Mental illness 224-32, 272

Merchants 86, 140, 144-5,

156, 160, 175-6, 178, 180,

264, 280, 284, 296, 300,

307-8, 314, 319, 329, 343,

370, 381, 385, 507, 510

See also Storekeepers

Meredith, Colborne 149

Merrick, William 32

Merrick's Mills 33, 92,

106, 127, 206

Merrickville 33, 178

Merrilees 336

Merrill, John 319

Metcalfe, Coleman 453

Metcalfe, L.S. 322

Metcalfe, Saul 547

Metcalfe, Solomon S. 325

Metcalfe, William H. 385

Methodist Episcopals 162,

233, 244, 308, 312, 355,

359, 364-5, 369, 374-80,

388, 416, 472, 517

Methodists 30, 126, 133,

149, 156, 158-62, 231,

244, 299, 312, 317, 320,

322, 355-7, 363-5, 367-9,

372-81, 386, 388, 390,

408, 416, 453, 469-70,

472, 485-6

Mica mines 490

Michigan 240, 249-50, 455

Microstudies ix, xiii

Middle class 412

Middleton, Edward 280

Middleton, Ezekiel 100

Middleton family 448

Middleton, Lucas 187

Midland District 36, 39,

48, 314

Midwives 238

Migration x, xiii, 61, 64,

76-7, 115, 117, 119-20,

123-32, 140-50, 152-3,

159, 184, 211, 236, 240,

247-50, 269, 308, 335,

399, 454, 485, 498, 502,

527-8, 558

Mika Publishing xii

Miles, Rev. Stephen 376

Militarism 446-8, 456-62,

467, 469, 471

Military 16, 18, 30, 32, 72-

6, 78-9, 96-105, 121-4,

126-8, 135, 138-40, 144-5,

167, 176, 201, 203, 207,

232, 256, 406, 408-9, 411,

441, 456-62, 467, 469,

471,476,490-3,510,546

Military settlements 30,

32, 116, 121-4, 126-30, 148,

182, 248 See also Perth

military settlement 61

Military waterways ix-x,

31, 39, 56, 61, 103, 106-8,

114,117-21,558

Militia 34, 64, 72, 90, 96-

107, 116, 119, 129, 131-2,

136, 153, 157, 162, 164,

167, 210, 328, 338, 406,

409, 446, 492, 535

Militia Act 97

Milk 182, 185, 225, 259,

263-4, 266-7, 327, 339,

345, 450, 459, 461, 506-

10, 546

Milk producers associa-

tion 507

Milk quotas 508

Milking machines 498,

508

Miller, Jack 458

Miller, John C. 196, 282,

313, 319

Millers 284, 329, 385, 404,

465

Millet 449

Milliners 319-20,322

Millponds 107, 229, 287,

289, 297, 309, 314

Mills ix, xi, 18, 22-3, 28,

31-2, 34-5, 39, 42, 48-9,

56, 59, 66-7, 73, 78, 89-90,

101, 106-7, 117, 129, 144,

151, 157-8, 176, 183, 187-

8, 194, 196-9, 205, 218,

231, 262, 276, 278, 280,

283-4, 287, 289, 294, 303-

12, 316-17, 320, 322-3,

327-9, 371, 420-1, 424,

445, 464, 478, 481, 484,

535-6, 550, 558-60

Millwrights 42, 280, 284-5,

304, 308, 310

Minerva barge 326

Mines 56-8, 71, 76, 178-9,

194, 196, 234-5, 237, 298,

300-3, 308, 377, 479, 489-

90

Mink 78

Mink Bay 401

Misery 253-4

Miss Chatelaine 514

Mission bands 514

Missionaries 16, 159, 377-

8,390,397,438,468,515

Missionary societies 514

Mississauga people xiv,

19-20, 22-6, 28, 32, 116-

17, 121, 144, 403

Mississippi Lake 404-6

Mississippi River 19

Mitchel, Joseph 204

Mitchell, Jehiel 69, 82-3,

92, 104

Mixed farming 268, 450-2,

456, 498, 510

Mobile home park 541

Mobility ix

Mobs 138-9,162

Model schools 280, 350,

362, 400, 471-2

Modernising x, 3, 181,

445-94, 500, 506, 520-3,

526-9, 546-52, 560

Mohawks 22, 30

Moles, Val 420

Molson's Bank 416

Monaghan county, Ireland

207

Monaghan regiment 119,

164

Monarchy See The Crown
Money xiii, 49, 64, 93, 100,

108, 146, 148, 152, 156,

158-9, 174, 180, 183-8,

195, 205, 208, 214, 216,

262, 267, 271, 279, 292,

300, 315, 317-18, 348,

359, 389-90, 402, 412,

417, 426, 456, 460, 462,

481-4, 488, 510, 512, 518,

526, 556

Monomoline, Ireland 142

Monopolies 154,291,329

Montague Twp iv, 27-8,

32-3, 72, 92, 120, 122,

148, 182, 234, 236, 268-9

Montreal 12, 15-16, 18, 20,

22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 40,

42, 58-9, 96, 103, 114,

122, 137, 145, 175-6, 178,

186, 197-8, 200-1, 247,

260, 262, 279-80, 300,

307, 315, 366, 401, 403,

412, 452, 454, 458, 463,

472, 477, 503, 505, 546

Montreal and Kingston

Railway 304

Montreal, Dominion and

Great Northwestern Tel-

egraph 320

Montreal Herald 296

Moon, Thomas 322

Moore, Dr Clarence 339

Moore, Emma 339

Moore, Hiram 339

Moore, James 320

Moore, Lucy Amelia 339

Moore, Mabel 339

Moore, Miss 384

Moore, Reg 406

Moore, Samuel 64

Moore, Thomas 322, 455

Moore, Rev. William 385

Moorehead, Joe 448-9

Moorehead, John 417,490

Moorehead, Merton 263,

347

Moorehead, Samuel 424

Moraines 6, 558

Moral revolution 334, 364-

74, 388-9, 402 See also

Devotional revolution

Morality 166, 385

Morals bylaw 365-6, 372

Morgan, Henry R. x

Morgan Lumber Co. 550

Mormons 241. 248, 164-5
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Morning Star steamboat

419

Moroughan, George 490

Moroughan, John 406

Morris, Cliff 452

Morris, William 145

Morrisburg xi

Morrison, Ezekiel 185

Morrison, Miss 240

Morristown 296,416

Mortality 236,270

Mortgaging 72, 211, 225,

253, 270

Morton xii, 36-7, 40, 44,

47, 61, 75, 89, 107, 118,

129, 175, 178, 196, 207,

278-9, 280-2, 284, 287-8,

300, 303, 307-8, 310,318-

19, 320, 322, 324, 326,

344, 377, 385-6, 387, 426,

435, 452, 469-70, 480, 530

See also Haskin's Mill,

Whitefish and Whitefish

Falls

Morton Creek 36,435

Morton Dairy, Farming

and Colonization Co.

280

Morton, John George 196,

200, 218, 280-1, 285-6,

307-8, 319, 386

Morton-Lyndhurst mis-

sion 485

Morton's proof whisky
175

Moses, Thomas 256

Motels 437

Motorboats 177

Mott, Alzina 258

Mott, Henry 320

Mott, W. 212,306

Moulson, James 414

Moulton, Albert 271

Moulton family 142

Moulton, James 271, 282,

290, 298, 320

Moulton, Jane 271

Moulton, Margaretta 271

Moulton, Mary Ellen 553

Moulton, Will 239

Mount Pleasant church xi,

328, 359, 379-80, 410,

486, 516-20, 557

Mount Webster 328,477

Mountain climbing 434

Mountain Twp 32

Mountains 23, 28, 37-8,

43-4

Mourning 445

Moving pictures 410, 482,

484, 514

Moyer, Margaret 257

Mud Bay 43

Mud Lake 89, 118, 278,

286

Mullen, Thomas 328

Municipal building 471,

540, 542, 545

Municipal government 213-

14, 216, 219, 276, 278,

522, 526

Municipal loan fund Act

278

Municipal restructuring

526, 533-4, 539-40

Munro, Mr 75

Munro, W. 449

Murder 174, 228-32, 236-8,

242, 271-2, 364, 369, 371,

403-4

Murphy, Alice 199

Murphy, E.R. 546

Murphy, George 199, 276

Murphy, James 306

Murphy, Father John 136

Murphy, Michael 212

Murray & Son 399

Museums 6, 9, 15, 66

Music 25, 266, 284, 313-15,

324, 358, 365, 376, 381,

384, 408-10, 420, 428,

446-7, 452, 488, 524, 558

Music teachers 280, 322

Muskoka 6,412-14

Muskrats 78,536

Mustard, Al 546

Mustard, Carolyn 546

Mustard, L. 449

Mutiny 98,102-4

N
Nadeau family 229 See

also Neddo
Named locations 4-6, 157-

8, 160, 415

Napanee 24,300

Napoleon 78, 122, 127,

129-30, 133, 138-9, 216,

236, 446

The Narrows 91,202

Nash, John 64

National Archives of Cana-

da viii, xiv, 453, 501

National Gallery of Canada

xiv, 79, 211

National Hotel 143,319

National Service 460

Native peoples ix, xiv, 1-2,

6-17, 19, 22-4, 30, 37, 39,

41, 49, 116-17, 144, 185,

318, 402, 406, 439, 469,

558-60

Nativism 153, 155-6, 158,

164-8

Natural science 413

Neal, Albert 326, 453, 455,

478

Neal Bros 326,450

Neal, Walter 478, 482

Neddo, Alexander 389

Neddo, E. 320

Neddo family 229

Neffjohn 361

Neo-Classic architecture

165, 197, 201, 203, 245,

247

Nepean 32,120,127,502

Nestle Chocolate 508

New Boyne 156-7, 159,

452

New Connexion Meth-

odism 160, 162, 279,

359, 374, 377, 379

New Dublin 157,159

New Fairfield 64

New France 16-20, 23

New Hampshire Silver

Lead Co. 300

New Hartford 77

New Haven, Connecticut

77

New Jersey 68,421,434

New Johnstown 36

New Milford, Connecticut

64

New Ontario 406,454

New Orleans 412

New Ross, Ireland 136,

140

"New Women" 396

New York 3, 10-12, 14-16,

19-20, 24, 30, 32-4, 77, 99,

149, 198, 240, 256, 261,

264, 294, 296, 300, 362,

368, 403, 412, 414, 416-

17, 434, 436, 438, 440,

523

New Zealand 504-5

Newbliss xiv, 300

Newboro 37, 118, 294,

296-7, 299, 320, 432, 440,

544

Newboro Lake 22, 37, 118

Newfoundland 176

Newsom, Mr 168

Newspapers viii, x, 91,

124, 152, 194, 210, 232,

236, 278, 296, 337, 339,

342, 344, 353, 362, 404,

407, 410, 414, 420, 445,

454, 459, 467-8, 482, 492-

3, 500, 510, 529, 532, 536,

551-2, 556, 560

Newtown, Ireland 140

Niagara 18,34,44,93,99

Niblock, Arthur 206

Niblock, Brent 510

Niblock, C.E. 464

Niblock family 207

Niblock, Helen 185, 207,

510

Niblock, Hettie 308

Niblock, John 185, 207,

282, 341, 548

Niblock, John Robert 207

Niblock, Mary 207,484

Niblock, Miss 376

Niblock, Nelson 484

Niblock, William Edward
446

Nichol, Harold 131

NichoLJohn 131

Nichols, Benjamin 104

Nicholson, L. 466

Nickles, Elder 366

Nicol, Janet (Mainse) 249

Nikels, Sally 366

99th Regiment 126, 145

Nixon, John 310

No Surrender Inn 174-5

NO! temperance song 358

Nomination meetings 524,

532

Non-conformists 158, 254

Norfolk Jubilee Singers

410

Normal schools 218, 417,

468, 470

Normandale furnace 76

North Augusta 304

North Burgess Twp 8, 13

North Crosby Twp 32, 76,

154, 160, 207, 238, 287,

290, 368, 374

North Elmsley Twp 419

North Gower Twp 32

North Leeds high school

524-5

North Leeds Lantern xii,

556

North Leeds planning area

534, 539, 541

North Leeds union library

board 542

North Sherbrooke Twp
127

Northern Crown Bank 459,

484

Notaries 80

Nova Scotia Fencibles 122

Nuclear families 245-6,

272-3

Nuclear war 552
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Nurses 390, 398, 400, 441,

455, 468-71, 488, 510

Nursing homes 547

Nuts 10, 12, 402

Nuttal, George 69

Nuttal, Lydia 341

Nuttal, Robert 341

o
Oak Hill 76

Oak Leaf, Oakleaf xi, 6,

138, 152, 155, 157, 160-1,

164, 193, 195, 206, 216,

242, 265, 268, 276, 284,

303, 315, 323, 325, 328,

334-5, 344, 347, 353, 361-

2, 364, 369, 378, 381-2,

385, 405, 408, 410, 438,

441, 452, 456, 459-60,

465, 470, 476, 484, 488,

508, 510, 514, 516, 520,

522, 525-6, 558

Oak Leaf brass band 313-

14, 409

Oarsmen 411, 418, 428,

430, 432, 436

Oatmeal mills 262

Oats 181, 184-5, 260, 262,

449, 451, 453, 475

Obelisks 187

O'Connor, Charles J. 328

O'Connor, Daniel 148-9,

212, 216, 240, 282-4, 300

O'Connor, Fergus J. xiii,

471

O'Connor, Julia 240-1

O'Connor, Madeline xii,

346, 446, 460

O'Connor's rolling bank
344-5, 412

Octagonal buildings 280

Odessa 452

Offa 11 198

Official plan 543, 557

Ogdensburg 74, 106, 307,

416

Ogilvie, Mike xiv

Ohio 8

Ojibwa 19

Oka 20,24

"Old Baldy" 439

The Old Stone House xi, 503

Oliphant, Rev. E. 380

Oliver's Ferry 127 See

also Rideau Ferry

Olivet church xi, 251, 328,

355, 357, 374, 379-80,

382, 486, 514, 519

100th Prince Regent's
County of Dublin regi-

ment 126

100th regiment 194

104th regiment 194

156th Leeds and Grenville

battalion 456

Oneida 18

O'Neil, James 320

Onondaga 18

Ontario association of archi-

tects 526

Ontario department of

energy and resources

management xi

Ontario department of

lands and forests 536,

538

Ontario department of

public works 538

Ontario diocese, bishop

xiv, 378-9, 438-9, 514,

520, 542

Ontario education Act 359

-60

Ontario farmers institute

385

Ontario farmers union
507-8

Ontario heritage Act 557

Ontario heritage founda-

tion plaque 552

Ontario historical society

ix, xi

Ontario hospital services

commission 522

Ontario hydro electric

commission 476, 480,

512, 538

Ontario Iroquoians 9

Ontario milk marketing

board 508

Ontario ministry of agri-

culture and food 509

Ontario ministry of cul-

ture and recreation 552

Ontario ministry of the

environment 550

Ontario ministry of natur-

al resources 544-5

Ontario municipal board

541

Ontario mutual detective

league 370

Ontario provincial police

540-1

Ontario survey records

office xiv

Open concept schools 526
-9

Orange parades 307, 385

Orangeism, Orange halls

119, 125, 128, 133, 136,

149, 152-3, 155-6, 162-8,

173-5, 208, 215, 307, 324,

328, 336, 338, 364, 384-5,

407-8, 469, 485-6, 507,

528, 535, 542, 554

Orchards 68, 141, 225, 247,

299

Orchestras 314,384

Order of the Eastern Star,

Rideau branch no. 234

511, 554

Ordnance 178

Ordovician rock 6

Ormiston, John 358

Orphans 387,389

Orwell, Vermont 64

Osgoode Twp 32

Oshawa 268,362

Osnabruck Twp 30

Oswego 18

Ottawa 132, 297, 316, 355,

359, 362, 369, 379, 433,

435-6, 438, 454, 460, 468,

470-2, 480, 501-3, 530

Ottawa and Saint Law-
rence Electric Railway

463

Ottawa-Carleton 24,540

Ottawa Citizen 551

Ottawa River 7, 13-14, 16,

19-20,22,24,28,31-3,39,

76, 106-7, 120-1, 127-8,

182, 316

Ottawa valley 9, 13-16, 20,

27, 174, 184, 264, 279,

297

Ottawa winter fair 453,

508

Ottawan steamboat 326

Otter 78

Otty Lake 419

The Outlet 176, 181, 196,

213, 286, 292, 327-8, 398,

403, 419-28, 446, 477,

535-6, 538

Outlet Queen steamboat

420, 428

"Outlet war" 421-8

Oven Point 43

Overdevelopment 445,

545

Overfishing 405-6, 418,

431-2

Overhunting 405-6

Overpopulation 127, 249-

50

Overwork 250,439-40

Owasco people 12

Owen, Captain E.W.C.R.

74,76

Oxen 63,68,76,79-81,96,

99-100, 118, 182-3, 185,

205, 216, 296, 359

Oxford Twp 27, 32-3, 92,

304

Oyster suppers 313, 448

Ozer, Saw 104

Pace, Edith 441

Pace, George 441

Pacifism 104,552

Page, Foster 40, 44

Paige, Alan xiv

Paige, Mary Jo 425

Paige, Nelson 425

Paine, John 206

Painters 280, 285, 310, 320,

322

Painting, Harry xii

Paintings 8

Pakenham Twp 127

Palatine settlers 30

Paleo-Indians 6, 8

Palisades 12,14,18

Palmer, James 320, 322,

340

Palmer, Noah C. 150, 188-

90

Panoramas 410

Parades 548,553,555

Parish and town officers

Act 92

Parish, Eliza 326, 400

Parish, Watson G. 396,

399-400, 420, 428, 456

Parks xi, 434, 534, 540,

542,544

Parliament buildings 359,

369, 379

Parlours 314, 339-42, 428

Parrish, William 106

Parsonages 373, 378, 380,

485

Parsons, Samuel 92

Parties 313, 338, 420, 481

Partridge Island 402

Patent medicine 348, 476,

546

Pathmasters 92-3

Patriarchy 104-5, 217, 485

Patriotic fund 460

Patriotism 448,458

Patronage 210

Patrons of Industry 384-5

Patterson, Daniel 93

Patterson, John 537

Patterson, Whitfield 48

Patterson, William J. xiii

Patterson, William |r 35

Pavement 462, 480-2, 484,

555
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Peace 18, 20, 29, 123, 127,

140, 155, 166, 179, 186,

371, 439, 487-8

Peachey, James 23, 25

Pearson, Lieutenant-Col-

onel 102

Peas 262,449

Peasants 134, 136, 148

Peden, James 390

Peddlers 285, 335-6, 348,

512

Peel County ix, 246, 272

Peking, China 390,468

Penal code 135-6,148

Pendergast, Colonel James

F. xiv, 2, 8, 13-14

Penitent rails, benches 355,

372-3

Penitentiaries 371

Pennock, Louis Joseph Pap-

ineau 174

Pennoyer, Jesse 27

Pennsylvania 20

Pensioners 121, 167

Pentecostals 438, 486, 514-

16

Percival, Ransom H. 385

Perrin, Daniel E. 492

Perry, Martin 521

Perry, William 306

Perry's garage 546

Perth 6, 25-7, 107, 121-2,

124, 126, 127-9, 137, 142,

145, 159, 179, 185, 196,

201, 256, 258, 260, 282,

298, 303, 316-17, 354,

406, 438

Perth Courier 247-8

Perth district 377

Perth military settlement

24, 27, 61, 121-2, 124,

130-2, 142, 262

Perthshire 32, 122, 126-7,

141, 309

Peterborough 15, 76, 292,

297, 434

Peterborough Canoe Com-
pany 434

Peterson, premier David

531

Petite Nation River 31-2

Philadelphia 439

Philipsville 201, 277, 297,

299, 371

Phillips, Captain 430

Phillips, Delorma 280,

320, 324, 511

Phillips, H. Case 428

Phillips, James 162-4, 168,

173-4

Phonographs 410,482

Photography viii, 185,

284,399

Pianos 341,428,454,482

Pickering people 10, 12

Picketing 527

Pickets 101,422

Picnic grounds 432

Picnics 394-5, 412, 416,

418, 420, 430, 432, 434,

437, 440, 447, 540, 551

The Picturesque 322, 345,

396, 401, 532

Pierce, Edward 308

Pierce, William 317

Pierce, William J. 229

Pierce's Flow 40

Pierson, Ruth Roach 510

Pigs 184, 198, 225, 232,

267, 270, 280, 307, 315,

449-50, 452

Pike 404,449,503

"The Pimple" 280

Pine Grove 377,515

Pine Hill 152, 157, 160,

164, 175, 181, 206, 216,

284

Pine Hill cemetery 364

Pine martin 78

Pipeline milkers 498,508

Pipes 13-15,18

Pitcher, Nathaniel 64

Pitt 29

Pittsburgh historical soci-

ety xiii

Pittsburgh Twp 30, 43, 48,

88, 205-6, 212, 260, 376,

464, 522

Pittsford, Vermont 34, 64

Pizza parlours 550

Plagues 315

Planing mills 322,550

Plank roads 174

Planning 534,541

Piano people 6

Plantagenet Twp 32

Plaster mills 280,310

Plasterers 285,336

Plattsburgh, New York 77

Playgrounds 540,542

Playing 338,400

Plays 410

Pleasant Lodge housekeep-

ing cottages 441

Pleasure 146, 345, 398,

400-20, 427-41

Plebiscites 356-8,542

Plevna 406

Ploughs, ploughing 66,

68, 80, 175, 183-4, 248,

267, 385, 449

Plum Hollow 206-7, 368,

384, 452, 508

Plum Hollow and Eloida

Independent Telephone

Co. 464-5

Plum Hollow Creek 107-

8,118

Plumbing 409, 441, 546,

548

Plunder xiv, 19, 98, 138,

186, 192

Pocahontas club 438-9

Pocht, James 310

Poems 254, 334, 354, 382,

410-11, 432, 457

Point aux pins 104

Point Peninsula people

11-12

Poison 238,440

Police 336,404,540-1

Police villages 550

Politics 105, 154, 162-8,

173, 208-12, 218, 354-8,

441, 492-3, 500-2, 536

Polls 162-4

Pollution 541, 548, 550,

552

Poole, Jacob 160

Poolrooms 485,542,549

Poor law 134

Pope family 248

Pope, Jerusha 258

Pope, Jonathan 202

Population growth x, 30,

50-2, 71, 76, 81, 87, 95-6,

120, 126-7, 132, 138, 182,

187, 191-2, 200, 211, 214,

234, 236, 242, 244-5, 248,

272, 286, 317, 319-212,

387-8, 421, 445, 451-2,

485-6,498,508-9,514-15,

518-20, 534, 537-8

Pork 37, 68, 100, 175-6,

180, 184, 264, 318, 370,

450, 546

Port Hope 79,198

Port Sarnia 371

Port Talbot 104

Portages 11,37,42,61,118,

423, 434

Portland 297, 300, 408,

440, 480

Portland Twp 32

Ports 86, 118, 176-7, 199

Portuguese people 15

Post offices x, 155, 157,

213, 249, 278-9, 284, 303-

4, 310, 318, 327-8, 445,

453, 476-7, 484, 491, 519,

529-30, 540, 548, 560

Postmasters 143, 155, 213,

279-80, 304-5, 307-8, 310,

318-20, 322, 327-8, 510

Potash 63-4, 176, 184, 194,

196, 199-200, 280, 318

Potasheries 196, 200, 218,

280, 284, 319-20

Potatoes 68, 87, 134, 138,

141, 150,181, 183-5,225,

260, 264, 318, 375, 400,

449, 453

Poultry 16, 225, 259, 267,

315, 327, 368, 450, 456,

483, 510

Poultry fairs 315, 482, 484

See also Turkey fairs

Poundkeepers 91,93,208-

9,306

Poverty 79-80, 82, 120,

132, 150, 158, 188-9, 216-

17, 251, 253-4, 258, 357,

376, 380, 441

Powder sheds 237

Powdered Milk Co. 452

Powell, William Dummer
114

Pratt, John 64

Prayer meetings 363, 372,

374

Precambrian rock 3-6

Pregnancy 238

Prejudice 148-50,159

Presbyterian archives xiv

Presbyterians 30, 95, 127,

134, 136, 160, 244, 299,

312, 364-5, 369, 385-7,

416, 472, 485, 514 See

also Church of Scotland

Presbyters 159

Prescott 14, 17, 100, 102,

167-8, 174, 188, 253, 278-

9, 294, 409, 527

Prescott County 24, 182

Preserving 510

Press excursions 413-14

Preston, Mrs 322

Prevost, Sir George 75

Price, Rev. Brian J. xiv

Prince Edward County

24, 198

Prince of Wales 231,407-8

Prison 122, 224, 346 See

also Jail

Pritchard, Charles 385

Pritchard, Ethel xi, 438

Pritchard, Sinclair 345

Pritchard, Thomas J. 438,

524

Pritchard, William 328

Proctor, General 105

Profanity 162, 225, 232,

365, 374

Progress 296, 449, 462,

468-9
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Progressive Conservatives

viii, 255, 492-3, 500-2,

505

Prohibition of liquor 356-

8, 466, 487

Propaganda 252, 456-7,

467, 490-2

Proselytism 149 See also

Conversion

Prosser studio 435, 517,

521

Prostitution 237,254

Protest groups 136, 508,

551-3

Provender 307,326,478

Provender mills 326,478

Provisioning trade 18,

120, 131

Pullman, George M. 414

Pullman Island 414

Pulpwood 326

Pumerville 257

Pumper steamboat 135

Pumpmakers 285,322

Punishment 252-3

Purcell, Ellen 240-1

Purcell's Hardware 476

Purdy, Dr 224-5

Puritanism 149,359

Putnam, Edwin 453, 459,

461, 513, 546

Putnam, Joanne (Harvey)

177, 183, 229, 237, 285,

287, 289, 297, 299, 305,

351, 361, 363, 369, 394-5,

421, 423, 427, 429, 463,

475

Putnam, William B. 453

407, 420, 429-30, 435, 447

Queen's College 386-7

Queen's University 470,

472

Queen's university archives

xiv, 235, 257

Quilting bees 327,488

Q
Quadrilles 313,412

Quaker Hill 34

Quakers 95, 104, 140, 158-

60, 244, 364-5

Quarries 118, 179, 196

Quarter sessions, Court of

90, 166, 213, 276

Quartz Crystals Mines Ltd

490

Quartz-Crystals Mining
Corporation of Canada
Ltd 490

Quartz mining 479, 489-

90, 543

Quebec 2,11-12,14,20,22,

29, 32, 57, 72, 74, 114,

132,140,149, 158, 175-6,

198,201,229,297

Queen's birthday 307,

R
Radicals 130, 136, 161, 164

Radio 482, 484, 490, 500,

506, 510

Rafting 59, 80, 116, 178,

423

Raglan bridge 289

Raids 96-7, 136

"Railroad of Intemperance"

356

Railway stations 263-4,

292, 302-3, 308, 396, 404,

462, 477, 484, 486

Railways 107-8, 117-18,

176, 214, 241, 264, 278-9,

281-2, 292, 294-301, 303-

5, 308, 312, 320, 324, 326-

7, 329, 396, 401, 405-6,

411-14, 418, 427, 458,

462-3, 473, 480, 489, 501

Ralph, N. 464

Rams 208

Ramsay Twp 127, 132, 300

Rancour 158-9

Randall, Captain John

241, 326

Randolph, Moses 48

Randolph, William 206

Ransom, Simon M. 294

Rapids 37, 39, 421, 427,

434

Rappell, Captain K.C. 460

Rare Minerals Mining Syn-

dicate 490

Rathwell, William 197

Rationing 489

Read, Matilda 318

Read, Sidney 284

Read, Sydney 350

Read, Captain William 98

Readings 410

Rear of Leeds and Lans-

downe Agricultural So-

ciety 314-15

Rebellions 105, 115, 117,

129, 136, 138-40, 142,

148, 167-8, 179, 446

Reciprocity steamboat 280

Recitations 410

R&rollets 17-18

Recreation x, 295, 313,

389-90, 394-441, 462, 500-

1, 534, 536-8, 540, 542-3,

548, 555, 559

Recruiting 447-8, 460, 490-

2

Rectories 173, 363, 367,

374, 378, 385-6, 523, 556

Red & White stores 513,

520

Red Cedar Lodge 429

Red Cross 460, 466, 471,

488, 490, 511

Red Deer, Alberta 250

Red Horse Lake 11,35,37,

43, 328, 400, 408, 421,

425, 427, 429-30, 434-6,

439, 441, 537

Red Horse Lake Mining
Syndicate 490

"Red Horse Portage Site"

xii

Red Horse Rock 34, 439

Reed and flaskmaker 64

Reeves 143, 323-4, 502,

517, 521, 523, 551-2

Refinement 185

Reformers xi, 91, 123, 136,

147, 154, 156, 158, 160-4,

166-8, 173-4, 178, 194,

208-10, 212, 214-15, 218,

254, 278, 408

Refrigerators 546

Refugees 30,488

Regattas xi, 406, 414, 418,

546, 555

Regional municipalities

534

Reid, George A. 211

Reid, William 228-9

Relief 102, 388-90, 541, 544

Religion 8,17,39,90-1,94-

5, 117, 146, 263, 349, 361-

8, 372-88, 390, 485-6, 548

See also churches

Religious division 158,

208, 244, 376, 387-8

Remembrance day 471,

488, 492

Renfrew County 146,296,

405

Renfrewshire 127, 130

Renting 77, 146, 254, 280,

284, 456, 464, 503

Reptiles 544

Republicanism 98, 114,

133, 155-6, 162, 175

Reservations 13, 20, 27

The Reserve 314

Reserved land 59, 126,

130, 142, 145-6, 150, 187,

190, 192-4, 196

Resorts 400-3, 405-7, 411-

12, 414-19, 427-8, 431-4,

437, 439, 441, 463, 501,

545

Responsible government
xi, 162, 168, 173,210,215

Restaurants 437,548

Revivals 160-1, 355, 372-4,

376-7, 386, 388, 390, 486

Revolution 136, 157, 210

Rewards 422

Reynolds, Rev. George

380

Reynolds, Hugh A. 502

Reynolds, Walter B. 502

Rhodes, Elizabeth 400-2

Rhodes, John 400-2

Rhodes, Tyrus 159

Rice Lake 20

Rice's Mountain 28

Richardson, Eliza 255

Richardson, Margaret 143

Richardson, William 143,

255, 320-2, 324, 370, 454,

502, 504-5

Richardsonian Roman-
esque architecture 375,

386

Richmond 126, 128-30,

142

Richmond, Duke of 126,

131

Richmond Landing 316

Richmond Twp 32

Rideau apiaries 482

Rideau Breeze cottages

441

Rideau Canal iv, x, xii, 27,

40, 61, 67, 76, 89, 107,

114, 117-22, 129, 131,

133, 135, 137, 146, 148,

167, 178-80, 182, 200-4,

209, 241, 280-1, 295-6,

298, 316-18, 320, 322,

324, 326, 329, 374, 406,

409, 419, 421, 424, 426,

432-5,462,473,511,544-

5, 547, 556, 558-60

Rideau Methodist circuit

374

Rideau district high school

481,512,525,533,556

Rideau federal park sys-

tem 544

Rideau Ferry 127,419,432

Rideau Haven nursing

home 547-8

Rideau Kin^ steamboat 326

Rideau Lake Inn 437, 441

Rideau lakes 6-8, 22, 26,

28, 37, 107-8, 118, 122,

127,418,420,434

Rideau lakes union library

546, 544, 556
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Rideau Line Navigation

Co. 326

Rideau marina 547

Rideau Masonic lodge no.

460 554

Rideau military settlement

122

Rideau Queen steamboats

326, 409

Rideau River 2, 6-9, 14, 19-

20,22,27-8,31-4,51,104,

106-7, 117, 120, 126-8,

132, 148-9, 177, 248, 268,

445

Rideau settlement 33, 92,

122, 127

Rideau View housekeep-

ing cottages 441

Rideau Waterway xi

Rideau Westporter 556

Riel rebellion 446

Riely, Mary Jane 257

Rifle companies 96, 409

Rights of man 158

Ringer, Richard 145

Riots 162-4,173

Ripley, James D. 306-8

Rising Sun lodge no. 46 &
85 385

Ritual 8, 158, 166, 381-2

Rivalries 303-30, 473-4,

481, 499, 526

River's CUff 401

Rivers, J.W.B. Esq. 401,

416

Riverside House hotel

243, 287, 293, 295, 311-

12, 409, 419, 448, 478,

507

Road divisions 346

Road superintendents 540

Roadhouse, Bertie 322

Roadhouse, Rev. J. 322

Roads x, 28, 46, 48-50, 58,

61, 65, 67-8, 74, 77, 80,

86-94, 100, 104, 106-7,

116, 118, 127, 137, 144,

151, 156, 164, 173-4, 176,

178-9, 181-2, 188, 196,

200-2, 204-8, 211-14, 219,

224, 230, 251-2, 254, 276-

7, 281-2, 287-92, 294,

309, 316, 322, 324, 328-9,

336, 365, 370, 380, 382,

404, 409, 413, 423, 425-6,

436, 449, 452, 462, 470,

473-5, 480-2, 489, 500,

514, 525, 534-5, 540-2,

560

Roantree, Allan xiii

Roantree, Anna 470

Roantree, Charles 470

Roantree, Dan xiii, 247

Roantree, George 541

Roantree, Joseph 385

Roantree, Rob 233

Robbery 98,207,240,484,

540

Roberval, La Rocque de

15

Robinson, Major-General

Sir Frederick 74

Robinson, Sir John Bev-

erley 155, 158

Robinson, Nathaniel 64

Robinson, Hon. Peter 127,

132, 146

Robinson, William 370

Robison, John 148

Rochester, New York 240,

438

RockDunder 23,434,554

Rock outcrops 2-6, 22-4,

28, 30, 35, 38-46, 52, 91-2,

103, 116-17, 182, 186,

188, 192-4, 204, 248, 278,

290, 345, 376, 396, 532,

535, 545, 558-9

Rocking chairs 175

Rockport 414

Rockshelters 10,544,560

Roddick & Green 308

Roddick, G.E. 314

Roddick, George P. 385,

475-6, 478

Roddick, James A. 308,

310, 385

Roddick, John 66-7, 233,

285-7, 297, 304, 306-13,

371, 387, 478, 550

Roddick, John E. 385

Roddick, Joseph 310

Roddick, Mary 466

Roddick, Rev. Mr 367

Roebuck site 13-14

Rogers, Rev. J.A. 308

Rogers, Mr 105

Rogerson, Richard 145

Rolando, Victor R. 63

Roller mills 312

Roman Catholics xiv, 30,

90, 115, 125, 127, 133-6,

138-40, 146, 148-50, 153,

168, 173-4, 244, 273, 346,

364-5, 382, 387-8, 407-9,

486, 514

Romanticism 2, 52, 95,

245, 420, 439, 441, 446-7,

467

Root cellars, houses 87,

371

Rose, Rev. Brock 377

Ross, Alexander 434

Ross, Marion Wight xii

Rowboats 420,428,430

Rowdyism 324,369

Rowing matches 414

Roxborough Twp 32

Royal Artillery 122, 144

Royal Bank 459, 484, 500

Royal Borderers 191

Royal Canadian Air Force

490-1, 514

Royal Canadian Legion

492, 542, 548, 550, 554,

556

Royal Engineers 89, 107,

167

Royal Flying Corps 460

Royal Marines 122

Royal Navy 72, 74-5, 78-9,

122

Royal Newfoundland Reg-

iment 122

Royal townships 30, 47

Royal winter fair 508

Rugby 433

Rum 175

Runciman, Bob 502

Running Bay 10

Running water 409, 454,

456, 463, 470, 476, 500,

520, 550

"Rural Crisis" x, 246-50,

272 See also Agricultur-

al crisis

Rural decline 518, 527-30,

550-2

Rural inferiority complex

454, 462-94, 500-2

Rural mail delivery 447,

476-7, 500

Rush-Bagot treaty 76

Russell, Abel 202, 209,

316-18

Russell, Bill xiv

Russell County 24, 182

Russell, Emma 376

Russell, George 280

Russell, Jasper A. 202

Russell, Lester 266

Russell, Mary Ann 236

Russell, Pearl 257

Russell, Hon. Peter 50

Russell, Peter 82

Russell Twp 32

Russell, Truman Hicock

229-30, 247, 318-20, 376

Russell, William xii

Rust 262

Rustication 417,454

Rutledge, Elijah Tyler 371

Rutt, Emerson 145

Rye 68,262-3,451

Ryerson, Egerton 346-7,

349

Sabbath observance 78,

94, 162, 175, 341, 364-6,

417

Sabbath schools 320, 363,

374, 377, 438 See also

Sunday schools

Sacket's Harbor 96

Saddlers 156,280,310

Sailing 421

St Barnaby's church 388

St Denis church 388

St Francis 160

St Helena 216

St John's church 160, 163,

165, 187, 282, 327, 361,

364, 369, 378, 381-2, 385,

440

St Laurent government
504

St Lawrence canals 201

St Lawrence Central Camp
Ground 416

St Lawrence College 556

St Lawrence Hall 412

St Lawrence Iroquoians 9,

11-15

St Lawrence Masonic dis-

trict 554

St Lawrence River 2-3, 7,

9-10, 12-16, 19-20, 22, 24-

33, 35-7, 47, 49, 51, 68,

77, 79, 81-2, 87, 91, 96,

98, 100, 103, 106, 114,

116, 121, 124, 126-8, 133,

144, 176-8, 194, 198, 200,

248, 294, 296, 315, 371,

412-14, 416-18, 433-4,

435, 534

St Luke's church 361, 363,

374, 381-2, 384, 386, 388,

410, 439, 482, 488, 523,

556

St Luke's guild 470-1, 512

St Matthew's church 410

St Maurice iron works 194

St Patrick's church 388

St Paul's church x, 149,

381

St Peter's church 317, 323,

375, 379, 381, 386, 445,

461, 491, 520

St Regis 24,30

Salmon 401-2, 418-19, 428,

431, 437

Salt 100, 116, 184, 261, 375,

385

Salvation Army 385

Sand Bay 344, 480, 544

Sand Bay county park 544
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Sand Hill cemetery 363-4

Sand hills 186

Sand Lake 23, 37, 41, 118

Sand pits 7, 503, 543, 552-

3

Sandbanks people 12

Sandstone 294,338

Sandstone Island trail 544

Sanford, Hiram 202,209

Santa Claus 384

Santa Claus parades 555

Saratoga Springs 33

Saridge, Rev. William 320

Saskatoon 454

Saskatchewan 446, 450,

454

Sault Ste Marie 298

Saunders & Roddick 307

Saunders, James 307

Saunders, W. 279

Saunders, William 293,

304-5, 306-7

Savage, Horatio 204

Savage, Roger 94, 204, 317

Savage, Rev. William 377

Sawing machines 268, 450

Sawmills 33-4, 42, 63-5,

67, 69-70, 72, 155-6, 176,

179, 188, 194, 196, 233,

237, 279-81, 284-5, 287,

297, 302-4, 307, 309-13,

320, 322, 325-7, 420, 426,

430-1, 453, 456, 478, 503,

509, 511, 520, 545-6, 550

Sawyer & Massey Co. 268

Sawyers 284-5, 304-5, 308,

385, 448

Scarborough 34, 502

Scarecrows 251-2, 373

Scenery 177, 416, 423, 434,

501

Scholarships 524

Schofield, Frederick 300

Schofield, Hiram 280

Schofield, Ira 73-6

Schofield, James 66, 95,

104, 202

Schofield, James L. 163,

300, 304

Schofield, Julie 359

Schofield, Dr Peter 154-5,

264-5

Schofield, Suffie 359

Schofield's mill stream

106

Schohaire 77

Schoharie 77

School attendance 360

School fairs 347, 452-4,

465

School gardens 474

School superintendents 217-

18, 346-50, 360

School trustees 344, 346-8,

360-1, 527-8, 533

Schools x, xii, 32, 94-5,

105, 155, 159-60, 188,

191, 212, 214, 216-18,

224, 250, 252, 254, 263,

276, 278-82, 284, 293,

305-6, 312, 319-21, 323-4,

328-9, 344-53, 359-64,

366-8, 372, 374, 379-81,

400, 411, 441, 446, 453,

455, 462, 465-6, 470, 473,

481, 484, 498, 502, 516,

519, 524-9, 531-2, 540,

542, 548, 550, 557, 560

Schroeder, Lois xiii

Science 368

Scientific agriculture 450-

2,474

Scotland, D. 454

Scott Act 356-8,362,432

Scott, George 251

Scott, Ivan E. 507

Scott, Jackie 251

Scott, John Irving 216

Scott, Miss 376

Scottish immigrants 30,

32, 36, 120, 122, 124, 126-

8, 130, 134, 153, 173, 175,

234, 262, 304, 306, 364,

374, 448

Scovel's mill 306

Scovil, James 64

Scovil, Uri 92, 101, 116,

154, 173, 212

Scullabogue 138

Sculpture 139, 141

Seabrook, Ella 350

Sealtest Company 508

Seamstresses 258, 304

Sebert, LouM. 38

Second Canadian Contin-

gent 446

Second Empire architec-

ture 359,369,379

Secret societies 105, 128,

136, 166-8

Secretaries 510

Sects 485-6

Sedition 114, 176

Seduction 236-7, 335, 417-

18

Seelby Holsteins 510

Seeley, Ann 144, 157, 318,

547, 556

Seeley, Charlotte 318

Seeley, Granny 318

Seeley, John 144,157,318

Seeley, Justus 144, 157,

204, 318

Seeley's Bay ii-iv, viii, x-

xii, 6-7, 37, 40-1, 51, 77,

86, 92, 103, 118-19, 135,

137, 143, 147, 157, 182,

186, 189, 193, 196, 200,

202-6, 208-9, 216, 218,

225, 228, 230-1, 234, 236,

239, 241, 250-2, 257, 264-

70, 272, 277-8, 282, 284,

290, 299-300, 303, 306,

308-9, 311, 313, 315-30,

336, 340, 343-4, 346-8,

351-2, 356, 358, 362, 367-

8, 370, 372-6, 377-81,

385-6, 400, 406-10, 433,

435, 437, 440-1, 445, 447,

450, 452-6, 458-9, 461,

463-6, 469-70, 472-4, 477-

86, 488-92, 498-9, 502,

507-9, 511-15, 519-28,

530-3, 540-1, 544-50, 553-

60

Seeley's Bay and District

1967 Profile xi

Seeley's Bay brass band
324,409

Seeley's Bay centennial

park 542-3,547,555

Seeley's Bay chamber of

commerce 542

Seeley's Bay Cheese Co.

322

Seeley's Bay fire depart-

ment xi-xii, 515

Seeley's Bay literary club

511

Seeley's Bay Lodge 547

Seeley's Bay-Lyndhurst

United church pastoral

charge 514

Seeley's Bay Methodist

mission 377

Seeley's Bay pastoral charge

xi

Seeley's Bay Try Society

378

Seigneuries 16-19, 21, 30,

32

Select Knights of Canada
410, 554

Selig, Cindy 513

Selkirk, Earl of 66

Seminaries 279, 350

Senior citizens 556

Separate schools 346, 408

Separate spheres 259, 350-

3, 361-2, 510

Serenades 336, 409

Servants 96, 103, 138, 238,

257-8, 284, 340, 366

Service stations 509, 546-8

See also Garages

Seton, Major George 135

Settlement xi, 16-18, 20-

22, 26-37, 40, 42, 46, 48-

50, 56, 61, 68, 77, 81, 86-

7, 91-2, 94-6, 99, 114, 116,

120-34, 144-8, 160, 165-6,

181-2, 212, 247, 269, 277-

8

72nd Regiment of Foot

145

76th Regiment of Foot 145

Severances 541

Sewers, Sewage disposal

454, 534, 541, 548, 550

Sewing 259

Sexuality 15

Shales, Bill 549

Shanties 77, 87, 150, 184,

188-9, 234, 253, 296, 336,

347, 398

Shaw, Art viii, xiii, 87, 175,

266, 292, 417, 434, 436,

439, 479, 486, 490, 551,

557

Shaw, Betty 441

Shaw, Bill 436

Shaw, Carol xiv

Shaw, Lynn xiii

Shaw, William 376

Shawmere 436

Shearer, Jean 546

Shearer, Mike 546, 557

Shebeens 364

Sheep 185-6, 208, 225, 267,

315, 368, 398, 450, 452,

456, 510

Sheffield, Arthur W. 308

Sheffield, C.T. 464

Sheffield, Francis 299

Sheffield, George 449, 460

Sheffield, Harry 309

Sheffield, Helen 449

Sheffield, Nina xi-xii, 306

Sheffield, R.L. 384

Sheffield, Richard 206

Sheffield, Susan 183

Sheffield, Thomas 192,

208, 212, 216, 276, 284,

304

Sheffield, William 183,308

Sheffield's Corners 309,

325, 327

Sheffield's Dairy 510

Sheldon, John 48

Sheldon, Samuel 35

Sheldon, Susanna 175

Sheldon, Vermont 64

Shepherd, Catherine xiv

Sherbrooke, John 126

Sheridan, Berna 474

Sheridan, Lillian 469

Sheridan, Robert 474

Sheridan, Vera 474
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Sheridan, William 361

Sherman, Arza 486, 489-

90

Sherwood, Daniel 64

Sherwood, Eliza M. 258

Sherwood family 154, 210

Sherwood, Henry 158

Sherwood, Captain Justus

2, 22, 35-6, 44

Sherwood, Levius P. 100,

129

Sherwood, Reuben 43-4,

106

Sherwood, Thomas 35

ShielsBros 310

Shingle Hill 77

Shingle mills 287, 304-5,

309, 311, 322, 478

Shinglemakers 186, 320

Shinny 433

Ships 18

Shire, George 231

Shirreff, Patrick 130

Shoe-binding 259

Shoemakers 141, 157, 279-

80, 284, 304-5, 308, 310,

320, 322

Shook, Eliza Jane 270

Shook, George Henry 448-

9,458

Shook, Girt 449

Shook, Hamet 449

Shook, Lucy 449

Shook, Norton 325

Shook, Philip 202,212

Shook, Philip Henry 270,

448-9

Shook, Uri 328

Shopping 228

Shop courses 473-4,512

Shops 194

Shoreline Centennial trail

544

Short Point 36, 344, 353,

475, 524

Sieges 167

Sights and Surveys: Two
Diarists on the Rideau xii

Silos 249, 327, 450, 487,

498, 506, 508, 527

Simcoe, Elizabeth Post-

uma 29,39,49,59

Simcoe, Lieutenant-Gov-

ernor John Graves 29,

32-3, 42, 57, 59, 81

Simes, Elmina 546

Simes, Eliza 436, 455

Simes, Patrick 546,549

Simmons family 301-2

Simmons, Marney 513

Simpson, Bob 546

Simpson, Burt 406

Simpson, Burton 509-10

Simpson, Dan 509-10

Simpson family xii, 480

Simpson, James 323, 406,

461, 482

Simpson, John 364

Simpson, Rev. John 279

Simpson, Kenneth 507-8

Simpson, Richard 509-10

Simpson's 477, 513

Singleton, Ann Jane 273

Singleton, Elizabeth 203

Singleton family 157-8

Singleton, John 157, 245,

250, 438

Singleton, Joseph 186, 470

Singleton Lake 28, 43-4,

157, 177, 203, 212, 265,

278, 287, 421, 427, 434,

436, 438, 470, 485, 538

Singleton, Mary E. 266

Singleton, Patience 245

Singleton, Richard Jr 203,

250

Singleton, Richard Sr 151,

157, 203, 212, 216

Singleton, S. 469

Singleton, Tom 273

Singleton's Corners 300

Six Nations Iroquois 18,

20, 22, 24

68th Regiment of Foot 316

Skating 433,542

Skating rinks 410, 433,

440, 548

Skeletons 364

Skiffs 413-14

Slack, Arlene xiii

Slack Bay 441, 544

Slack, Benjamin 104

Slack, Crawford C. 432,

457

Slack, Henry 388

Slack, Horace 430

Slack, Israel 430

Slack, John 284, 323, 424,

430

Slack, R.H. 484

Slack, Roy H. 524,548-9

Slaney River 138

Slavery 18

Sledding 70, 76-7, 80, 163,

489

Sleighing 159, 267, 306,

316, 370, 449, 483-4, 489

Sliter, Ernestus C. 236,

298, 448

Sliter, Hiel x, xiv, 66, 76-8,

80, 82-3, 94, 96-101, 108,

215-16,251,402,488,550

Sliter, Nicholas 66, 76-82,

93, 96, 100, 402

Sliter, Polly 77-8, 80, 94

Sliter, Ziba M. 385

Sloan, William 268

Sly, Alexander 239,322

Sly, Benjamin 379

Sly, Bessie xiv, 512, 547

Sly, David 104

Sly family 104, 248

Sly, Garry xiv

Sly, George 450

Sly,Gord 2339

Sly, Hilbert L. 492

Sly, Hubert viii, xiv, 530,

547

Sly, Ira 316

Sly, John 97,202,204

Sly, Keith viii, xiii-xiv, 556-

7

Sly, Mary Lovina 270

Sly, Melbourne 189

Sly, Ralph C. 540-1

Sly, Runa or Runy 184,

202, 204

Smart, Rev. William 2, 52,

95, 106, 155

Smeaton, Rev. Ronald 519

Smelters 36, 46, 48, 50, 56-

78, 94, 96, 132, 192, 279,

287, 302-3

Smith, Alice 470

Smith, Annie Carson 364

Smith, Charles H. 310,385

Smith D. 366

Smith, Captain Ed 326

Smith, Edward 300

Smith, Egbert 253

Smith, Elmer 239

Smith, Rev. James 279, 305

Smith, Jane 258

Smith, John 306,366

Smith, Justus 428,430

Smith, Mr 304

Smith, W. 280

Smith, Webster 253

Smith, William 326

Smith, William H. 300, 304

Smith, Zebulon 322

Smiths Falls iv, 118, 159-

60, 174, 178, 201, 207,

235, 260, 267, 279, 282,

299-300, 303, 315, 326,

406, 463, 471, 476, 480,

485, 489, 508, 512, 532

Smokestacks 237, 302,

394-5

Smoking 13-15, 18, 335,

340, 402, 486

Smuggling 56, 105, 115-16,

207, 233, 320, 368-72

Smut 181, 198

Smyth, David William 57

Smyth, P. 74-5

Smyth, Terence 32

Snider, John 328

Snow, Hon. James 532

Snowplowing 470, 473-4,

480, 484, 489, 500, 502,

507, 514

Soapmaking 185, 199

Sobriety 60, 146

Soccer 542-3

Social control 207,411

Social science 417

Social season 430

Social structure 234-50,

411

Socialising x, 306, 313-15,

342, 344-5, 349-53, 358-

67, 372-88, 408, 412, 440,

470, 481-2, 484-5, 488,

500, 560

Socials 313, 380, 408-10,

481

Society for the Propaga-

tion of the Gospel 158

Soil exhaustion 248, 251,

264, 280

Soils 193

Soirees 356

Soldiers 18, 91, 100-1, 104,

122, 128-30, 136, 144-5,

167, 216, 406, 408, 411,

446, 458-61, 488-93, 502

Somerville, John 280,389

Somerville's Corners 385,

408

Sons of Temperance 356,

358, 384-5, 554

Soper, Clinton 328

Soper, Isaac 106, 192-3

Soper, Levi 66, 80, 92, 97,

99-101, 104, 108, 119,

145, 154, 157, 162, 178,

232, 303, 338

Soper, Mrs 373-4

Soper, Nathaniel F. 194

Soper, Surrasten L. 212,

232-3, 284

Soper 's Inn 145

Soperton xi, 15, 66, 86, 98-

9, 104, 119, 144-5, 147,

157, 164, 179, 206, 212,

215-16, 265, 284, 299,

303, 308-9, 325-8, 344,

353, 359-60, 363-4, 369,

375-6, 379-80, 385, 389,

397, 410, 433, 440, 450,

452, 454-5, 459, 462, 468-

70, 474, 477, 481, 484,

486, 488, 506, 509, 516-

20, 522, 524-6, 530, 557
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Soperton station 329, 458,

462

Sophie's Gut 328

Sophistication 112, 269,

313-14, 336-42, 348

Sources of information

viii

South African War 445-6,

448, 467

South Burgess Twp xiii,

290, 298 See also South

Burgess Twp
South Crosby Twp 32, 37,

41, 44, 76, 91-2, 143, 154,

160, 178-9, 206-7, 248,

287, 290, 298, 300, 366,

368, 374, 432, 435, 464,

524-5

South Crosby Rural Tele-

phone Co. 464

South Elmsley Twp 299

South Gower Twp 32, 304

South Lake 10, 14, 43, 79,

204, 206, 212, 218, 264,

278, 282, 306, 376-7, 379,

434, 477, 480

South Leeds and Pittsburgh

Telephone Co. 464

South Leeds riding 143,

255, 264, 286-7, 324, 446,

505

South Sherbrooke Twp
127

Southwick, England 460

Southworth, Lev 401

Spanish people 15

Speculation 33, 39, 100,

120, 126, 268, 300, 429

Speedboats 522

Speikie, Dr 194

Spelling bees 344

Spencerville 14

Spicer, William 310

Spinners, spinsters, spin-

ning 81, 229, 258-60,

267, 306

Spontaneous combustion
alcoholic death 165

Sports 203, 315, 326-7,

365-6, 398, 400, 404-6,

411, 428, 430, 432-3, 435,

440, 447, 540, 554-5

Spragge, Shirley xiv

Spratt, Rev. George 158-9

Springvale 488

Springvale cheese factory

449

Spying 34

Squatting 34-5, 40, 42, 50,

56-7, 86-7, 132, 150, 182,

186-90, 209, 218, 268-9

S.S. no. 1 344, 468, 526

S.S. no. 2 344, 361, 526

S.S. no. 3 344,347,526

S.S. no. 4 344,351

S.S. no. 5 344, 446, 465, 526

S.S. no. 6 189, 344, 468, 526

S.S. no. 7 191, 344, 346,

468, 524

S.S. no. 8 321, 344, 346, 348

S.S. no. 9 344, 524-5

S.S. no. 10 344

S.S. no. 11 344, 524

S.S. no. 12 344, 453, 525-6

S.S. no. 13 344, 349, 524,

526

S.S. no. 14 524

S.S. no. 15 525

S.S. no. 16 344, 359, 524

Stable cleaners 498,508

Stables 87, 151, 181, 185,

189, 237, 249, 319, 339,

450, 457, 487, 498

Stacey, John 453

Stadacona 12

Stafford, Abel Wesley 343,

384, 400

Stafford, Charlotte 179

Stafford, Cleveland xi,

119, 144, 147, 178-9, 208,

212, 215, 328, 338-40, 369

Stafford, Emma Arabella

343

Stafford family xi

Stafford, Grace 468

Stafford, J.R. 384

Stafford, Jack 7

Stafford, John C. 307-8,

384

Stafford, K.B. 482

Stafford, Larry 547

Stafford, Letitia 314, 359

Stafford, Mary Geneva 93,

343, 349, 397, 400, 419,

468, 471, 510

Stafford, May 7

Stafford, Rowland 202

Stafford, Samuel 33

Stafford, Samuel Garrett

313-14, 338, 359

Stafford, Samuel S. 308

Stafford, Samuel Welling-

ton 328

Stafford, Winnie 384

Stafford's school 216

Stagecoaches 243, 319-20,

328

Stags 208

Stained glass 361, 381, 514

Staley, Henry 390

Stallions 208

Standard church of Amer-
ica 451,486,514-15,547

Stanley, Clarinda 255

Stanton, Hayden 255, 502,

504-5, 548

Starvation 389

Statute labour 104, 204-6,

218, 329-30, 422, 542-3,

540

SteacyBros 322,325

Staves 78, 80, 140

Steacy & McKinley 482

SteacyJ.H. 480

Steacy, John 422

Steacy, W.J. 546

Steam engines 475, 477

Steamboats 135, 193-4,

200, 202, 209, 241, 264,

280, 282, 318, 320, 322,

396, 401, 404, 407, 409,

412-14, 416-20, 428, 430,

432, 434-6, 473, 511

Steampower 267, 302, 320,

322, 324, 451, 498, 511

Steele, Jack 490

Steers, Rev. Susan 514

Stekels, John 64

Stenography 362

Stereotypes 354,500

Stevens, A.E. 310

Stevens, Abel xi, xiii, 26,

33-7, 42, 44, 46-50, 56-64,

68, 83, 86-8, 90-2, 94, 97,

99, 104-5, 145, 160, 254

Stevens, Abel Jr 48, 88-90,

194

Stevens, Abraham 48

Stevens, Elihu 35

Stevens, Enos 308

Stevens family xii, 128,

254

Stevens, Gerald xi, 503

Stevens, Jonathan 104

Stevens, Mrs 470

Stevens, Roger 32-4, 144

Stevens, Uriah 35, 48, 88-

90, 105

Stevens, William H. 390

Stevenson, Gilbert 64

Stevenstown xi, 33-7, 40,

44, 47, 49, 57, 66, 68, 71-

3, 77-8, 82, 86-7, 90-2, 94,

104, 108, 127, 144, 155,

480

Stewart, Rev. Charles

James 158

Stewart, David 552

Stewart, Judy (Harvey)

552

Stewart, Rev. James 386

Stewart, Rev. John H. 377

Stewart site 13

Stick Style architecture

416

Stills 82, 164, 306

Stock markets 301, 436

Stockwell, Francis William

300

Stoller, Rita xiii, 453

Stone buildings 95, 112-

13, 144, 151, 155, 157,

159-62, 173, 179, 190,

195-6, 199, 201, 203, 213,

216, 245, 251, 263, 287,

295, 297, 303-4, 309, 311,

336, 338-40, 342, 353,

360, 378-9, 440, 478, 500,

514, 535, 550

Stone, Dr 256

Stone, Colonel Joel xiii,

39-40, 42, 44, 78, 91-2,

96-8, 100, 102, 106, 127,

202, 204, 492, 535

Stone, Mrs 96-7

Stone Mills 61, 104, 117,

127, 144, 148, 155-6,

158-9

Stone quarries 535

Stonecrushers 477

Stonemasons 18, 64, 280,

284-5, 307, 310, 336

Stone's Inn 77

Stonings 253-4, 336

Storehouses 229,280

Storekeeping 18, 68, 156,

175-6

Stores 155-7, 175, 196, 213,

250, 261, 279-80, 282,

288-9, 304, 308, 310-11,

313, 317-20, 322, 325-8,

348, 371, 406, 430, 436,

445, 453, 461, 464-5, 477,

481-5, 498, 500, 509-10,

513, 519-21, 546-50, 556

Stormont County 24

Storrington Twp 375-6,

464

Stoves 72-3,75,87,99,194,

207, 235-6, 253, 310, 324,

335, 338, 342, 352, 458,

484

Strachan, Rev. John 159-60

Strawberry festivals 410

Street names 4-6, 196, 213,

291

Strikes 456,506-8

String bands 313

Stringer, Byron 263

Strong, Pitt W. 264,281

Struthers, Benjamin 280,

356

Struthers, Calvin 202, 308

Struthers family 31(1

Struthers, James 144, 202,

366

Struthers, John 93, 106

Stuart, Elizabeth Stevens

xii
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Stump pulling 184

Sub-infeudation 144

The sublime 52

Subsistence 430

Sugar beets 449

Sugar Island 434

Suicide 240, 252-3, 255-6,

469

Sulpicians 16

Summer resorts See Resorts

Sunday schools 94, 388,

417,434,468,470,518-19

See also Sabbath schools

Sunderlin, Ira 64, 69, 76,

194

Sunderlin, Wallis 57, 61-9,

71-2, 74, 76, 82, 94, 102,

105-6, 194, 292, 303

Sunny Acres Lodge 441

Sunset Bay 432

Sunter, Evelyn 512

Supermarkets 514, 546,

557

Superstition 368, 376

Suppers 313

Surgeons 18,97,156,307

Surveying viii, xiii-xiv, 22,

26-30, 32-4, 36-46, 48-51,

57, 64, 67, 71, 87-8, 112-

13, 117, 122-4, 128, 151,

157, 186, 189-91, 202,

204-6, 219, 277, 284, 291,

308, 319, 420, 424, 426,

540

Swain's Hardware 546

Swamp fever 118-19

Swamps 2, 14, 22-3, 28-9,

38, 40, 43-4, 46, 52, 92,

116, 204, 248, 316, 396,

398, 426, 532

Swastika lodge 431

Swayze, K. xii

Sweet, Allan 94, 106, 157,

173, 212, 251, 282, 327,

374-5

Sweet, Amos T. 390

Sweet, Austin M. 458-9

Sweet, Charles E. 446

Sweet, Elijah 202, 204

Sweet, Gordy 449

Sweet, Helen xii-xiv, 267,

435, 447, 473, 513, 542,

546, 549, 556

Sweet, Hiram 202

Sweet, Ira 202,377

Sweet, John 92

Sweet, Lennus 7

Sweet-McCumber, Peggy
546, 557

Sweet, Ralph 7, 513, 521,

546, 549, 552, 556

Sweet, Ray 513,520,546

Sweet, Selora 447

Sweet's Corners 6-8, 13,

157, 189, 206, 265, 268,

276, 303, 327-8, 344, 353,

364-5, 440, 448, 450-3,

458, 464-5, 471, 486, 488,
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